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Preface

The science of heterogeneous catalysis has flourished for over more than a
century. Its processes have contributed significantly to our modern way of life by
enabling the production of indispensable commodities such as fuel and fertilizer
as well as materials with previously unknown properties such as the polymers.
Both serendipity and empirical chemical discovery have played a part in

the development of many of the catalytic systems now used in large chemical
processes. The early observations of catalysis and their scientific formulation by
Ostwald, Sabatier, and Haber provided the insights and tools necessary for later
developments in this field.
While the nineteenth century was the century characterized by categorizing

scientific phenomena, the twentieth century can be seen as the century of
developing the physical sciences at the molecular level. The formulation of a
molecular theory and the development of predictive tools for heterogeneous
catalysis has been a long and tortuous process that is now reaching a reasonable
level of completion.
This book provides an introduction and overview of the molecular basis

of heterogeneous catalysis. It took almost an entire century to arrive at this
understanding because heterogeneous catalytic systems are extremely complex.
The two main themes discussed in this text are the reaction mechanisms of the
various currently known heterogeneous catalytic reactions and the relationship
of catalytic reactivity to catalyst structure and composition.
The catalyst is, in itself, a complex material. It is usually a porous inorganic

solid composed of various compounds that are often distributed as nano-sized
particles over a heterogeneous surface. The catalytic reactions are also complex
because they include many reaction steps that often compete. The reaction
product is often a multicomponent mixture that requires the availability of
advanced analytical tools for its characterization. The overall catalytic system is
not easy to study because its performance often depends on reaction conditions
and because catalytic activity may change over time. In addition, a catalyst may
eventually deactivate during the reaction process.
Clearly, catalyst research requires an integration of many skills. Knowledge of

applied inorganic chemistry is needed for the preparation of catalytic materials,
training in spectroscopic measurement is essential for characterizing the
catalyst as synthesized and at working conditions, and reactor engineering
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skills are required for the proper measurement and interpretation of catalyst
performance data.
The simulation of kinetics based on a mechanistic modeling of the reaction

has always been an important tool in catalyst science. More recently, applied
quantum-chemical calculations have been used as an aid in determining the
mechanism of a particular reaction. These calculations have become relevant
to heterogeneous catalysis only in the past decades with the development of
computer hardware which is sufficiently powerful for calculating catalyst site
models for a solid surface. Since the accurate calculation of elementary reaction
rates is also now possible, detailed molecular information on many catalytic
systems has become available. This information complements and enriches the
chemical reactivity studies on well-defined scientific surface models, providing
a powerful predictive tool for heterogeneous catalysis.
This detailed molecular information has enabled reinterpretation of many

mechanistic questions that are fundamental to heterogeneous catalytic reac-
tions. A correct mechanistic molecular model complemented by quantitative
reactivity data is indispensable for predicting the activity and selectivity of a
reaction catalyzed by a particular catalyst. This information can then be used
to determine the optimum catalyst surface composition and structure for best
catalytic performance. In this book, the concise and comprehensive descriptions
of various catalytic systems and reactions can be considered as case studies that
exemplify this approach.
One of the most important changes in theoretical chemistry has been in the

development of quantitative methods to allow predictive catalysis. In the early
nineties of the last century, theoretical concepts had already been formulated,
but computational hardware was not yet available to allow their quantitative
application to specific systems.Theoretical catalysis was mainly qualitative; con-
ceptually useful but of limited direct practical use. At this time, the mechanism
of catalytic reactions could be described in a kinetics context, but could only
be applied using parametrized models. This changed dramatically when the
necessary computer software and hardware became available for quantitative
applications. This computational ability gave rise to the quantitative theories of
catalyst activity based on both the molecular computational and spectroscopic
data described in this book. The theoretical developments are based not only on
chemical bonding data, but more importantly on information about elementary
reaction transition states that is sufficiently accurate to allow discrimination
between the differentmechanisms that determine catalyst activity and selectivity.
In the experimental realm, contributions were largely due to the important

advances in the development of sophisticated spectroscopic techniques, in
the development of model catalytic systems, and in the discovery of practical
catalysts that are atomistically well defined.
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These developments are important because there is nowquantitativemolecular
information that can be used to define a catalyst’s performance–structure
relationship for most catalytic systems of interest. This relationship provides the
scientific framework to the reaction mechanisms that are the main focus of the
book.

Eindhoven
January 2016
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Arrangement of This Book

This book consists of two parts. Part I is an introduction to the physical chemistry
of heterogeneous catalysis. It aims to teach basic and well-established scientific
theories to the student who is unfamiliar with heterogeneous catalysis. It starts
with two chapters on the history of the discovery and development of catalytic
systems, followed by an introduction to the chemistry and implementation of
the major modern heterogeneous catalytic processes. Various classes of catalytic
materials and the different types of known reactions are also described.
The following three chapters are essentially an introduction to the kinetics

and reactivity of heterogeneous catalysis. The development of the chemical
insights that form the basis of catalysis science is presented in a systematic way.
The material is organized to provide an introduction to currently understood
microkinetics and reactivity–structure relationships, and is illustrated by
examples of recent theoretical applications to working catalyst systems and
relevant experiments that reveal the molecular details of a working catalyst.
Part II of the book can be considered to be an advanced course of the

molecular approach to heterogeneous catalysis. Four chapters deal with the
mechanism of heterogeneous catalytic reactions on the molecular level from
the perspective of a physical organic chemist. The chapters include the details
of bond breaking, bond formation, and the skeletal organization of molecules.
The complete spectrum of heterogeneous catalytic systems is covered. Relevant
catalytic activity, spectroscopic data, and kinetics are discussed. Information on
organometallic and coordination chemistry is also included, which is important
in heterogeneous catalysis because elementary reactions occur in contact with
an inorganic surface. These reactions also display unique aspects that relate to
the chemistry of surfaces, requiring insights from inorganic chemistry.
The four mechanistic chapters of Part II are organized by the types of various

catalytic systems: transition metal catalysts, solid acid catalysts, Lewis acidic
catalysts, and reducible oxide catalysts and related inorganic materials such
as the sulfides. Each chapter contains descriptions of the catalytic reactions,
their mechanisms, and their relation to catalyst composition. The main
heterogeneous catalytic reactions that are currently used or that appear to
be promising candidates for further exploration are discussed. In addition,
the physical chemistry and molecular basis of electrocatalytic hydrolysis are
presented. Recent advances in this field have significantly contributed to our
general understanding of heterogeneous catalytic reactivity. These descriptions
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are based mainly on experimental and computational data providing detailed
molecular information on the systems. The relationship between catalytic
activity, selectivity, and catalyst stability with the structure and composition of
the catalyst is essential to these discussions.
Because of the large variation in system types and reactions it is also important

to present the general aspects that unify the different methods for reactant
activation and the various reaction mechanisms. This information is provided
in summary sections. In addition, sections are included to describe several
reactions and systems such as enzymatic reactions that often share common
features with the heterogeneous catalytic systems. These specialized sections
feature the cross-referencing of descriptions of reactions on different systems to
highlight their similarities.
The molecular basis for the reactivity of heterogeneous catalysts cannot be

properly understoodwithout a solid understanding of the surface chemical bond.
The electronic structure of the catalyst surface determines the trends in chemical
reactivity across different systems. For this reason, Part II of the book contains
one chapter that provides an introduction to the quantum chemistry of chemical
bonding in molecules and solids. The computational electronic structure and
stability data that provide a basis for this chapter are now readily available
from state-of-the-art density functional theory (DFT) calculations. These have
become a useful tool to the chemist who wishes to analyze surface reactivity as
a function of surface structure or composition. The following chapter contains
a discussion of the surface chemical bonding on transition metals and the use
of these theoretical concepts to analyze transition states of elementary reactions
catalyzed by transition metal surfaces. The chemical bonding and reactivity
concepts introduced in these two chapters are often referred to in the four later
mechanistic chapters that focus more on the chemical aspects of catalysis.
This book has been designed to be accessible and interesting for students

and researchers with very different backgrounds, from those who are new to
the field to those with advanced research experience. Thus, the book is divided
into two parts: an introductory part with basic information on heterogeneous
catalysis and a more specialized part that covers the molecular aspects of
catalyst reactivity.The book is tailored to suit both types of readers by presenting
general information complemented by inserts. These inserts serve to include
material that is useful, but not always of general interest or necessary in order
to follow the main text. The inserts allow for the addition of relevant up-to-date
information that is of more specific interest to the advanced reader, and they
provide a rich source of illustrative material that can be used in lectures.
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Catalysis is about reactivity, catalyst synthesis, and spectroscopy. This book
focuses on reactivity and provides the reader with the tools to use computational
and experimental data to select materials with the desired catalytic properties.
While this text covers many topics (catalytic systems and their reactions,
physical chemical processes, quantum-chemistry theory) that together present
a complete picture of catalytic science, the topical sections have been written
to be read independently so that the book is suitable for browsing. References
are also provided to complementary materials concerning computational
quantum-chemical methods and approaches as well as catalytic measurement
and spectroscopic techniques.
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Physical Chemistry and Kinetics
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1

Heterogeneous Catalysis

1.1 What is Heterogeneous Catalysis?

The phenomenon of catalysis applies to a wide range of chemical reactions. By
using a catalyst, chemical reactions that are non-selective can be made selective
and those that require a high temperature can be conducted at a lower tempera-
ture (see Figure 1.1). In this and the next chapter, we will describe the discovery
of this phenomenon in the nineteenth century, the understanding of catalysis
that followed, and the main chemical industrial processes that developed in the
twentieth century.
There are many chemical compounds that show catalytic action. In this book,

we will mainly discuss heterogeneous catalysts.These are solid materials that are
positioned in a reactor where they are exposed to reacting gasses or liquids. The
reagents flow over the catalyst and are converted by it into products.These prod-
ucts and the unconverted reagents are continuously removed from the reactor,
while the catalyst remains in the reactor and becomes exposed to fresh reactants.
This continuous process operation is possible because the catalyst is in a separate
phase.
We will focus primarily on inorganic materials, which were also the main

focus of the early exploratory catalytic studies. When the molecular principles of
heterogeneous catalyst activity were gradually understood, it became apparent
that similarities exist between biochemical enzymatic processes and molecular
organometallic catalysts. The knowledge of the molecular chemistry of the
catalytic action of enzymes in biochemical systems as well as information about
the action of molecular organic and metal–organic complexes has been of
great importance to the further development of the molecular scientific basis of
heterogeneous catalytic systems discussed later in this book.
Heterogeneous inorganic catalysts are often quite robust, which makes them

especially useful for chemical reactions that operate under hostile conditions.
A specific advantage of the heterogeneous catalyst is that it can be used in a

continuous process operation, instead of in a batch-type process where it must
be separated in an individual step from the reaction product. Continuous pro-
cess operation made the development of the large-scale chemical process indus-
try possible once heterogeneous catalysis was discovered early in the previous

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.



4 1 Heterogeneous Catalysis

A+B

Non-catalytic

C+byproducts A+B

Catalytic

C

Figure 1.1 Non-catalytic versus catalytic processes. Non-catalytic processes are usually
non-selective and require a high temperature of reaction. Catalytic processes are selective and
can be conducted at lower temperatures. They save energy, reduce waste, and produce
materials that are otherwise not available.

century. Heterogeneous catalysis has become basic to more than 80% of current
bulk chemical processes used in the chemical and petrochemical industries [1].
The modern science of heterogeneous catalytic chemistry developed as the

understanding of its chemical basis at a molecular level increased. The current
understanding of the catalytic reaction mechanism at the physical and chemical
levels and its relation to the structure and composition of heterogeneous cata-
lysts is based to a large extent on the computational catalytic results obtained
during the past decades. The ultimate aim of catalysis science is to predict the
proper catalytic material for a given chemical conversion reaction.This is still far
off due to the complexity of experimental catalytic systems, but the large body
of empirical chemical information currently available about the reactivity of dif-
ferent catalytic materials is helpful. Computational methods provide tools for
estimating the rate and selectivity of a catalytic reaction as a function of cata-
lyst composition. In addition to spectroscopic characterization of a catalyst, this
has become indispensable for research.
In this chapter, we will describe the discovery of the basic principles of het-

erogeneous catalysis. The next chapters will provide an introduction to current
catalytic processes, followed by chapters on the principles of physical chemistry
and inorganic chemistry of heterogeneous catalysis that are the basis of modern
catalysis science.
The discovery of quantummechanics provided the chemical sciences a predic-

tive foundation, which led to the development of computational catalysis. Com-
bined with the application of advanced spectroscopic techniques and advances
in material synthesis, this discovery has provided the molecular foundation of
heterogeneous catalysis that is the main topic of part II of this book.

1.2 Early Developments

In its infancy, the science of chemistry was highly exploratory and focused pri-
marily on the categorization of chemical materials and their properties. Het-
erogeneous catalysis science started in that early period of modern chemistry,
before the understanding of themolecular nature of matter. It has its origin in the
early part of the nineteenth century, after the founding of modern chemistry by
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Lavoisier and colleagues at the end of the eighteenth century.They introduced the
law of conservation of mass, and with it an accurate understanding of the nature
of oxygen. This knowledge sparked the development of the significant heteroge-
neous catalytic oxidation processes of the nineteenth century.
The discovery by Davy and Döbereiner of catalytic oxidation contributed to

the earlier recognition by Berzelius of catalysis as a separate phenomenon, and
to the development of two important heterogeneous catalytic processes: oxida-
tion of HCl to produce chlorine and oxidation of SO2 to yield oleum, a highly
concentrated sulfuric acid.
A second period at the end of the nineteenth century was marked by the devel-

opment of chemical thermodynamics, which aided in the definition of catalysis by
Ostwald and provided its physical chemical foundation. During this period, the
rise of coal gasification for domestic lighting and heating made hydrogen readily
available. This allowed Sabatier’s discovery of catalytic hydrogenation to develop
into a practical technology.
Sabatier also discovered an important law of catalysis that defines the condition

of maximum activity of a catalyst. The three catalysis laws of Berzelius, Ostwald,
and Sabatier are the main topics of this chapter.
This chapter closes with the invention of the Haber–Bosch ammonia synthesis

process that is the culminating technological success of this period. As the
source for artificial fertilizer, it made a significant impact on the world’s growing
need for fertilizers. It contributed to chemical technology by creating the
continuous heterogeneous catalytic process, which can be operated at high
pressure. The development of this process provided the basis for many other
modern heterogeneous catalytic processes.

1.2.1 Early Nineteenth Century Discoveries

The early discoveries of heterogeneous catalytic reactions were concurrent with
electrocatalytic exploration, which significantly improved the understanding of
catalytic reactivity [2]. We will occasionally refer back to this parallel develop-
ment in the physical chemistry of heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis.
It took some time to recognize the chemical nature of the effect of metals on

decomposition reactions as displayed by the decomposition of ammonia or alco-
hols. These were previously attributed to the effect of heat or electrochemical
action, as the latter had been demonstrated in the electrolysis of water [3–5]. A
crucial observation by H. Davy was published in 1817. During the course of his
studies on the miner’s safety lamp, he discovered that a Pt wire remained hot in
the presence of coal gas and air. In this experiment, the flame heating the wire
was extinguished by exposure to gas enriched with coal gas that is essentially
methane. He concluded that the Pt wire assisted in the burning of the gas by
air without a flame [3, 6]. In 1823, Döbereiner, another famous chemist from that
age, discovered that Pt spongewould react at room temperaturewith hydrogen to
produce a flame.As previously shownbyThénard in the decomposition of ammo-
nia, the effect is material-dependent and could only be observed for particular
metals [7].
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(b)

(a)

(e)(g)
(f)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.2 An early design of Döbereiner’s lamp. This lamp
contains hydrogen gas that is ignited using platinum as a
catalyst. In a bottle filled with sulfuric acid, zinc metal (e) reacts
with sulfuric acid to produce hydrogen gas.
Zn+H2SO4 → Zn2+ + SO4

2− +H2. When the stopcock (e) is
opened, the hydrogen is directed by a thin tube onto a
platinum sponge (g), and then a flame lights instantaneously.
The flame goes out when the stopcock is closed. Hydrogen
production ceases as gas pressure builds. (a) Glass cylinder,
(b) open bottle, (c) wire, (d) zinc, (e) stopcock, (f ) nozzle, (g)
platinum sponge [7, 8].

Based on his discovery, Döbereiner designed a lamp (Figure 1.2) that generates
a flame. The hydrogen is produced by the reaction of sulfuric acid with zinc,
which over time is converted into ZnSO4. This lamp became widely used in
industry and even in households, until it was replaced by matches and other
lighters. Döbereiner’s invention can be considered a first practical application of
catalysis [7].
Twenty years after Davy’s initial experiment, the electro-catalytic analogue of

theDöbereiner reactionwas discovered byGrovewhodesigned a fuel cell in 1839.
Grove ultimately proved that electrical energy, instead of heat, could be produced
from an electrochemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen over a platinum
electrode. He called his device a gas voltaic battery. Electricity was stored by the
electrochemical decomposition of water and released by the reaction of the prod-
ucts with platinum (Figure 1.3).
The fuel cell is currently attracting renewed interest as a source of electrical

energy in the context of a hydrogen-based energy economy, in combination with
electricity produced by the electrolysis of water and generated by renewable
energy sources such as wind or solar.

H2

Electrolyzer

Fuel cells

O2

H2 O2 H2 O2 H2 O2 H2 O2

Figure 1.3 Grove cells (gas voltaic battery). This fuel cell
consists of five sealed containers (cells) charged with
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O), connected by a voltmeter.
Two platinum electrodes each have one end immersed in a
container of sulfuric acid and the other end connected to a
hydrogen–oxygen cell. The constant flow of energy
between the electrodes causes the water level to rise in the
cells holding the water and gases [1, 9, 10].
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Several other important heterogeneous catalytic reactions were discovered
during this same period. The discovery of catalytic oxidation of ammonia to
nitrous oxides over Pt by Kuhlmann in 1838 was critical for the development of
the ammonia-based fertilizer industry half a century later [3, 6, 11, 12].
Since the Middle Ages, the production of sulfuric acid by burning sulfur was

widespread because of its use as an agent to prepare wool for dying. A major
innovation in this process was introduced in the eighteenth century. The Lead
Chamber Process [13, 14] oxidizes SO2 to SO3 by NO2 yielding NO, which is
then re-oxidized by air toNO2. In this process, NO is the homogeneous gas phase
catalyst that drew the attention of Davys and Berzelius.

1.2.2 Later Nineteenth Century Discoveries

At the end of the nineteenth century, the developing synthetic organic dye indus-
try required oleum (fuming sulfuric acid) of substantially higher concentration
than the product of the lead chamber process. In 1875, Messel developed the
contact process based on the use of Pt as a catalyst, which was later replaced by
vanadium oxide [13, 14].The vanadium-based process is more stable since unlike
Pt, vanadium oxide is not deactivated by the arsenic present in the sulfur.
The other large-scale oxidation process that developed during the same

period was the catalytic Deacon process (1868) that oxidizes HCl to chlorine.
It replaced the commonly used stoichiometric oxidation process by MnO2.
This is an early example of replacing a stoichiometric reaction that consumes
expensive chemicals and produces harmful waste with an environmentally
friendly catalytic reaction [15–19].
Chloric acid is a co-product of the soda production process. Chlorine is

converted with hydroxide into hypochlorite, which is a bleaching chemical.
The Deacon process was based on a Cu catalyst of CuO and CuCl2 that reacts
to produce a chlorine. The process had several drawbacks, such as the lack of
stability of the catalyst under harsh reaction conditions and insufficient activity
[20, 21]. This process has been replaced by the electrocatalytic production of
chlorine that was discovered in 1800 and developed into a commercial process
by Griesheim in 1888. Initially, Fe or graphite electrodes were used, but modern
large-scale electrochemical chlorine production facilities use mercury as the
cathode and TiO2 as the anode materials respectively.
Alternative improved catalysts were developed for the Deacon process only

recently in the last decade of the twentieth century. RuO2-based catalysts have
been developed by Sumitomo and Bayer showing outstanding stability and activ-
ity while producing Cl2 of high chemical purity [20–22].

1.3 The Three Basic Laws of Catalysis

1.3.1 Berzelius’ Catalysis Law

In 1835, Berzelius summarized the chemical reactivity phenomena that he recog-
nized as catalytic for chemical systems: the acid-enhanced conversion of starch
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into sugar, the oxidation of SO2 assisted by NO in the lead chamber process, and
the many observations of oxidation reactions made possible only by contact with
particular materials. He generalized his observation in the following sentences
[5, 11, 23, 24]:

Substances, both simple and compound, in solid form as well as
in solution, have the property of exerting an effect on compound
bodies, which is quite different from ordinary chemical affinity, in
that they promote the conversion of the component parts of the body
they influence into other states, without necessarily participating
in the process with their own component parts; the body effecting
the change does not take part in the reaction and remains unaltered
through the reaction.

The definition of a catalyst by Berzelius as a material that enhances a chemi-
cal reaction, but itself remains unchanged by reaction, became readily accepted
[5, 11, 23, 24]. He proposed the term “catalysis” derived from the Greek words
“kata” meaning down and “lyein” meaning loosen. He understood catalysis as the
decomposition of a substance by a mysterious force induced by contact with the
catalytically activematerial. Later in 1843, hementions: “The catalytic forceman-
ifests itself by the excitation of the electrical relations that have so far evaded our
researches” [3, 4] (Figure 1.4).
This was not an unreasonable suggestion in view of the frequently observed

relationship between chemical reactivity and electrochemical activity. Its eluci-
dation had to wait for the next century, once the proper nature of atoms and
molecules became understood.
This theory created a great controversy between those who attributed cataly-

sis to a physical force like Ostwald’s thermodynamics law, and those who pro-
posed that the interaction was chemical, as was the view of the inorganic chemist
Sabatier. In fact, the catalysis laws of Ostwald and of Sabatier essentially comple-
ment each other.
Both Ostwald and Sabatier are Nobel laureates that received awards for their

contributions to catalysis. Ostwaldwas awarded for his work on catalysis and fun-
damental principles governing equilibria in kinetics in 1909, and Sabatier for his
work on hydrogenation of organic molecules by finely dispersed metal particles
in 1912 [1, 6, 25, 26].

1.3.2 Ostwald’s Catalysis Law

Ostwald is the founder of physical chemistry. His main interest was to formulate
the chemical laws that regulate chemical transformations. He defined catalysis

AA + BB          2 AB Figure 1.4 Catalytic force as defined by Berzelius. A catalyst
influences the course of a reaction, but is not changed by it.
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in chemical thermodynamics terms: the catalyst does not alter the equilibrium
between the reaction and product molecules, but it enhances or suppresses the
rate of their reaction [1, 6, 24, 27, 28].
This so-called Ostwald catalysis law was a breakthrough in catalysis sci-

ence, because thermodynamics predicts the conditions required by a reaction
and provides an essential scientific basis to catalytic investigation. This
innovative application of the science of chemical thermodynamics enables
selection of the process conditions for reactor experiments to test catalytic
materials.
The selection of an appropriate catalyst material could not be determined

by prediction and thus required empirical investigation. It is with this strategy
that the ammonia synthesis process was discovered (see Insert 1). The process
required the discovery of catalytic hydrogenation, the subject of Sabatier’s Nobel
award.
The two basic physical chemical relationships that were known at that time to

govern the rate and equilibrium of a catalytic reaction were the vanHoff equation
for the equilibrium constant K eq (Eq. (1.1)) (with ΔG∘ the Gibbs free energy at
standard conditions, R gas constant, and T temperature):

Keq = e
(
− ΔG◦

RT

)
(1.1)

and rA, the Arrhenius reaction rate expression (Eq. (1.2)) (with A the
pre-exponential factor, and E the activation energy)

rA = Ae
(
− E

RT

)
(1.2)

The constants in the Arrhenius rate expression are dependent on catalystmate-
rial and had to be empirically determined, as there was no method available to
deduce them using thermodynamics. It was known that the most active catalyst
would have a lower Arrhenius activation energy, leading to the general under-
standing that a catalyst decreases the activation energy of a reaction.The Sabatier
principle to be discussed next makes clear that this activation energy is the result
of the interplay within the complex reaction network on the catalyst surface.
The character of this relationship within specific catalytic systems is an impor-

tant topic of this book. As we will describe in the later chapters, a major theoreti-
cal advancemade at the end of the last centurywas the development of techniques
used to relate the kinetic parameters of the elementary reactions within the cat-
alytic reaction network to the thermodynamic data of the corresponding reaction
intermediates.
At the time of the invention of the Haber–Bosch ammonia synthesis process,

only the thermodynamics of the overall reaction could be determined.This data,
combined with a measurement of the overall reaction rate of the catalytic reac-
tion (which is catalyst-dependent), was used to determine the optimum reaction
condition for the process [11, 14, 25].
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Insert 1: The Haber–Bosch Ammonia Synthesis Process: The Haber and Nernst
Controversy

Haber and Nernst disagreed initially on the proper conditions for ammonia synthesis
from nitrogen and hydrogen. Nernst disagreed on Haber’s data obtained at atmospheric
conditions and concluded that the endothermic reaction can be conducted at higher
pressures. However, improved data from Haber indicated that the exothermic reaction
(ΔH =−92 kJ mol−1) should produce an acceptable yield at a pressure of 200 atmosphere
a temperature of around 800 K. He identified Os and Ru as proper catalysts.

The process was purchased by the German company BASF and a commercial plant
started in 1913. Carl Bosch solved the substantial engineering problems of the process,
such as the required use of high pressures. Nearly 20 000 tests were conducted with
reactors designed by Bosch before the optimum, economic catalyst formulation was
found. The catalyst was a complex composition of Fe promoted with potassium oxide
and alumina. The mechanism and operation of this catalyst only became understood
after a 100 years, aided by the studies of Ertl!

This process was integrated in the production of hydrogen from coal and in the selective
oxidation of ammonia which became the Ostwald process of high-temperature catalytic
oxidation of NH3.

These revolutionary scientific discoveries were recognized by Nobel awards to all four
of these scientists.

Ostwald believed that a catalyst did not induce a reaction, but rather accel-
erated it without formation of an intermediate. He theorized that catalyzed gas
reactions resulted from the absorption of gases in the cavities of the porousmetal
where compression and local temperature elevation led to chemical combination.

1.3.3 Sabatier’s Catalysis Law

Ostwald’s view of chemistry of the working catalyst was rejected by Sabatier.
He studied reactions such as the hydrogenation of ethylene to ethane and the
conversion of CO2 to methane through the use of transition metal powders, pre-
pared by reducing their corresponding oxides. Based on these studies, Sabatier
formulated a chemical theory of catalysis that involves the formation of unstable
chemical compounds as intermediates. These determine the product selectivity
and the rate of the catalytic reaction. He assumed that a hydrogenation reaction
catalyzed by Ni involved various nickel hydrides with concentrations that relate
to the reactivity of the nickel [6].He argued that the formation and decomposition
of intermediate compounds formed between reagent and catalyst corresponded
to a lowering of the Gibbs energy of the system.This view is completely validated
by modern molecular insights into the action of a catalyst [29].
Sabatier’s law can be considered the third basic law of catalysis [1, 6, 14, 25,

28, 30]. It is a rule that formulates the condition of optimum catalytic reactivity.
In modern terms it can be worded as: In a catalytic reaction, reacting molecules
form intermediate complexes with the catalyst (surface). These complexes should
be of intermediate stability. If they are too stable they will not decompose to achieve
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product formation. If they are too unstable reagent molecules will not be activated
and surface reaction intermediate complexes will not be formed.
As we now know, the catalytic reaction is composed of a sequence of

elementary reaction steps.

• Molecules adsorb onto the catalyst surface where they become activated and
form intermediate reaction complexes.

• These complexes then rearrange and recombine.
• Final product formation occurs by desorption of the product molecules that

regenerates the free catalyst surface (Figure 1.5a).

Sabatier’s rule is a direct consequence of the cyclic nature of the catalytic reac-
tion sequence. Reactingmolecules interact with a catalyst.This chemical reaction

CatalystC

Product desorption

Rearrangement step
diffusion

(a)

(b)

Adsorbed reaction
Intermediate formation

Activation
process

Reagent
adsorption

A, B

[C] Aads, Bads

[A,B]int

Rate

Dissociative
desorption
rate limiting

Positive
order

Negative
order

Desorption
rate limiting

Adsorption strength

Figure 1.5 (a) Schematic representation of the cyclic nature of the catalytic heterogeneous
reaction. (b) Volcano plot illustrating the Sabatier principle. The rate of reaction is shown as a
function of the interaction energy of the substrate. The rate is maximized at optimum
adsorption strength. To the left of the Sabatier maximum, the rate has a positive order in
reactant concentration, and to the right it has a negative order [25].
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leads to the formation of the intermediate complexes between reagent molecules
and catalyst surface atoms.The strong interaction between catalyst and adsorbed
reaction intermediates causes dissociation reactions as chemical bonds in reac-
tants break, and association reactions as new chemical bonds form from the
production of different reaction intermediates. The latter leads to the product
molecules that in subsequent steps desorb from the surface.
The reaction activation rates of the reagent molecules, the formation of

intermediate product molecules, and the desorption of product molecules
all compete. Chemical bond activation of the adsorbed molecules requires a
stronger interaction with the catalyst surface than the formation of product
molecule sand product by association reactions. Because cleavage of the chem-
ical bonds between reaction intermediate and catalyst surface is necessary, the
maximum overall rate of the catalytic reaction is determined by the optimum
interaction energy of reaction intermediates with the surface. This leads to
the volcano-type dependence of the overall catalytic reaction rate on catalyst
reactivity as shown in Figure 1.5b.
The kinetics of the full network of interacting elementary reactions must be

considered in order to determine the catalyst’smaximumperformance.Aswewill
discuss in more detail in Chapter 3, at the catalyst’s operational maximum other
reaction steps compete and there is no longer a single reaction step controlling
the reaction rate.
The Sabatier principle is basic to our understanding of the physical chemistry of

catalyst activity. The understanding of catalyst selectivity would come later, with
the molecular theory of catalysis that is discussed at length in Chapter 5.
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2

Heterogeneous Catalytic Processes

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of themain catalytic reactions and their chem-
istry as an introduction to the detailed discussion of various catalytic reactions
and their corresponding catalysts in the following chapters.
In this section, we will continue to follow the development of catalysis in the

twentieth century as a function of time. In the next section, we will briefly discuss
the chemistry of several common catalytic processes.
The development of new heterogeneous catalytic processes is primarily driven

by the need to provide chemical solutions for an evolving society. This process
innovation has often led to the early exploitation of recent scientific discoveries
and has given rise to new scientific advances.
An example of this type of process development is the previously mentioned

discovery of ammonia synthesis from nitrogen and hydrogen at the beginning of
the nineteenth century. This process was developed before World War I when
the public realized that the main source of nitrates for explosives and fertiliz-
ers (guano from Chile) would become scarce. Direct production of NO from the
oxidation of N2 in air is not practical because of the reaction’s high endothermic-
ity (ΔH = 90 kJmol−1) [1]. The commercial process that was developed involved
initial ammonia synthesis and consecutive oxidation of ammonia to NOx.
The discovery of the ammonia synthesis process was based on the recent

development of chemical thermodynamics, Sabatier’s discovery of catalytic
hydrogenation, and Bosch’s development of hydrogen production by the steam
reforming reaction of coal.
These founding studies provided new insights into thermochemistry, andmade

continuous catalytic process technology possible through the development of
modern heterogeneous catalysis.
As oil replaced coal and the consumption of vehicle and airplane fuel increased,

the need for oil conversion processes also increased. The end of the twentieth
century saw a growing interest in catalysis to reduce environmentally harmful
emissions, and more recently, there is increased focus on developing alternative
energy conversion processes based on renewable resources such as biomass and
solar energy.

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Table 2.1 The development of new catalytic processes and the introduction of new catalytic
materials in response to changing societal needs.

Catalyst Process

1900 Nobel metal Hydrogenation
1910 World War I Promoted iron Nitrogen to ammonia

Synthesis gas to methanol and
liquid fuel

1920 Sulfides Desulfurization–denitrogenation
1930 Automobiles Solid acids Catalytic cracking
1940 World War II Super acids Anionic catalysis Synthetic kerosene

Alkylates Synthetic rubber
1950 Coordination catalysis Polymers
1960 Petrochemical
industry

Bifunctional catalysis Zeolites
Reducible oxidic systems

Hydrocracking
Catalytic cracking Selective oxidation

1970 Energy crisis Novel synthetic acidic zeolites
Organometallic complexes

Methanol to gasoline
Synthesis gas to chemicals

1980 Environment Noble metal alloys Mixed oxides
Immobilized complexes Redox
zeolite systems

Exhaust catalysis
Stack gas treating Bulk and fine
chemicals

1990 Environment
Raw materials:
natural gas and coal

Organometallic complexes in
nano/mesoporous materials
Supported reducible oxides Zeolitic
redox systems Reducible mixed
oxides Ga, Zn promoted zeolites
SixAl1−x(PO4)2 zeolitic systems Co
nanoparticles

Enantiomeric catalysis
NOx, SO2 reduction
N2O utilization (Panov reaction)
Selective alkane oxidation and
ammoxidation Alkane
dehydrogenation: methanol to olefins
Fine chemicals Synthesis gas to
hydrocarbons

2000 Climate Electrocatalysts Cr/molten salts,
Lewis acidic zeolites Early transition
metals Metal organic framework
Microporous systems Hybrid
organic/inorganic systems

Fuel cell
Glucose to diesel Hydrogen storage
CO2 storage and activation
Photocatalysis

Table 2.1 summarizes the development of important processes and catalysts
over time, and the corresponding needs of society that gave rise to the exploita-
tion of these processes. The invention of new processes is often related to the
discovery of new catalytically active materials. Transition metals are frequently
employed, and even the early hydrogenation process innovations were based on
their use. The discovery of sulfide catalysts based on transition metals, stable in
the presence of H2S, led to the development of a process to remove sulfur and
nitrogen from crude oil and liquefied coal-based process streams.
In the second part of the nineteenth century, the selective oxidation catalysis

process using reducible mixed oxide catalysts was introduced for the large-scale
production of base chemicals required by the new and rapidly developing poly-
mer industry.
High surface area non-reducible oxides such as alumina or silica materials

comprise another important class of catalytic materials that were developed at
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this time. These function primarily as catalyst supports, but they may also have
some acidic or basic properties. Their ability to support small catalytically active
particles and to optimally tune the porous structure substantially improved
catalyst process technology over time.
A new catalytic material introduced around 1960 had a large impact on oil

refining: the microporous solid acid zeolite Y catalyst. Zeolite Y has the crystal
structure of the faujasite structure shown in Figure 2.1.
Zeolites are a large class of mainly crystalline silica–alumina compounds

containing microporous materials with a dimension comparable to that of
organic molecules. Zeolitic materials have been produced in a large variety of
compositions resulting in many important catalytic applications [2]. Before their
application as catalysts, they were extensively used as drying agents in organic
solvents or as boiling stones to control the boiling of liquids.
The zeolite structure is based on tetrahedral building units that contain a cation

surrounded by four oxygen atoms. They form a three-dimensional network by
sharing cation–oxygen bonds, so that the oxygen atoms form bridging connec-
tions between the cations. There are approximately 200 different polymorphs in
existence based on this building principle, and those that contain micropores of
a size accessible by organic molecules have potential as catalysts. Polymorphs of
SiO2 or AlPO4 fit this profile, although non-zeolitic materials of this composi-
tion have no catalytic activity because they do not contain catalytically activating
sites.
Changes in the framework composition can be used to create catalytically

active sites. In the siliceous framework, when Si4+ is replaced by Al3+ the
framework gets a negative charge. The natural zeolites are alumina-silicates

H

O
SiAI

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1 (a) A representation of the micro-cavity structure of the zeolite–faujasite
interacting with a few hydrocarbon molecules. (b) The protonic site in the zeolite. The proton
attached to the Si and Al bridging framework O atom is shown. The lines connect the
framework of Si or Al cations. These are tetrahedrally surrounded by four oxygen atoms. The
tetrahedra are connected through the oxygen atoms. At the center of each connecting line
there is a bridging oxygen atom. An acidic proton is located next to the Al on an oxygen atom
that bridges with Si.
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in which this negative charge is compensated for by alkali cations located in
the zeolite micropores. An acidic material useful for catalysis is generated by
ion exchange of these cations by ammonium ions. When ammonia desorbs by
heating this leaves a proton located on an O atom that bridges a Si and Al cation
as is shown in Figure 2.1. The presence of these protons converts the material
into a solid acid. Other cations such as Fe3+ or Ga3+ can also be used instead
of Al3+.
Similarly, in theAlPO4 structure, the P5+ cation can be replaced by a Si4+ cation.

This can also be used to generate a solid acid catalyst and again the proton will
bridge a Si and Al cation. These materials are called SAPO’s. Application of this
material is discussed in Section 2.2.3.1. A more complete discussion of the use
of zeolite catalysts including their application as oxidation catalysts is given in
Chapters 10 and 11.
As catalysts, zeolites are especially useful as solid acids that are stable at high

temperatures where conventional acids cannot be used, such as in the conver-
sion of heavy oil-derived liquids to produce lighter product fractions for use in
gasoline and other products. Their beneficial application in the catalytic crack-
ing process is due to their ability to reduce deposits of deactivating coke. When
hydrocarbons react in the micropores of zeolite material the limited micropore
size excludes the large aromatic oligomer molecules, thus inhibiting deposition
of aromatic coke (see Insert 1).

Insert 1: The Invention of the Catalytic Cracking Process

In the early 1960s, C.J. Plank and E.J. Rosinski of Socony Mobil Oil Company invented zeo-
lite Y, a rare earth metal containing a solid acid zeolite catalyst exhibiting a faujasite struc-
ture (see Figure 2.1). This material was used to crack the hydrocarbons of heavy petroleum
fractions to produce lighter materials such as gasoline. The discovery of this robust cata-
lyst considerably reduced the non-selective deposition of coke residue. The useful product
yield was increased from 70% to 90% by switching from a process using non-microporous
clay and amorphous silica-alumina catalysts to a process using zeolite-based catalysts. The
use of zeolite catalysts has already saved the United States an estimated 200 000 barrels of
imported crude oil per year. Plank and Rosinski were elected to the U.S. National Inventors
Hall of Fame in 1979 [3, 4].

Since the end of the twentieth century, there has been increasing interest in
developing catalytic processes to reduce environmental impact and increase
resource utilization. The Shell SHOP process (see Insert 5) that produces syn-
thetic linear biodegradable detergents with high efficiency from ethylene is an
example of a process that has attracted this interest.The desire to produce chem-
icals directly from natural gas has driven a search to replace the process using
olefin in selective oxidation by one using alkane activation. The development of
catalysts to reduce exhaust emissions from automotive exhaust typifies catalysis
designed to clean end-of-pipe emissions. Other important developments were
the replacement of stoichiometric organic reactions by catalytic processes. An
example that will be discussed in the next section is the replacement of the
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stoichiometric production of propylene epoxide through chlorohydrin and
CaCl2 production by catalytic epoxidation with hydroperoxide.
The current demand for efficient renewable energy conversion systems has led

to the invention of new processes to convert biomass to liquid fuels. Likewise,
the use of renewable resources like solar or wind energy to generate electricity
has spurred an interest in improved hydrogen storage systems combined with
efficient H2 generation and even the production of liquid fuels.
The increased scientific understanding of the operation of catalytically reactive

systems and of the preparationmethods of practical catalysts are major factors in
improving existing processes and adapting them to the changing conditions and
needs of modern society.

2.2 Important Heterogeneous Catalytic Reactions and
Processes

The chemistry of some important catalytic processes is summarized in this
section. Detailed discussions of their mechanisms and amolecular-level descrip-
tion of the activation of molecules by their corresponding catalysts can be found
later in part II.
We will describe the following classes of reactions:

• Hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions.
• Hydrocarbon transformation reactions such as cracking or isomerization reac-

tions.
• Association reactions such as oligomerization or polymerization reactions.
• Hydrodesulfurization and related hydrodenitrogenation and hydrodeoxygena-

tion reactions.
• Selective oxidation and reduction reactions.

In the following sections, a short introduction of individual processes and their
corresponding catalysts will be presented. For an extensive overview of catalytic
reactions, refer to K. Weissermel and H.-J.Arpe [5]; an excellent introduction to
process aspects is presented in the book A. Moulijn et al. [6]; an important ref-
erence for catalytic reactions and processes is G. Ertl et al. [7].

2.2.1 Hydrogenation and Dehydrogenation Reactions

2.2.1.1 Hydrogenation Reactions: Transition Metal Catalysts

2.2.1.1.1 Ammonia Synthesis

The ammonia synthesis reaction requires cleavage of a strong N2 bond as well
as the dissociation of H2. A catalyst that strongly binds N atoms is desired since
this will favor the dissociation of N2. Surface science experiments have shown
that the reaction is highly structure-sensitive, so it is important to provide the
proper sites for the activation of N2. The nitrogen atoms generated by the dis-
sociation of N2 are hydrogenated by coadsorbed H atoms to yield ammonia (see
Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Molecular events on the ammonia synthesis catalyst.
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Figure 2.3 Process scheme of a fertilizer plant [6].

Themost commonly used catalyst for this process is Fe-based, but some more
recent processes are based on Ru. Transition metals are sometimes activated by
promoting substances such as potassium or alumina. When using an Fe catalyst,
promotion by potassium increases the bond cleavage rate of N2 to produce dis-
sociated adsorbed N atoms. Promotion with alumina is used to strengthen the
catalyst, and in this case alumina can be considered as a structural promoter.
Figure 2.3 shows the scheme of the integrated process of fertilizer produc-

tion and its component reaction steps. The synthesis gas, a mixture of CO and
H2, is produced by steam reforming of coal or natural gas. (Coal gasification is
an endothermic reaction that requires a temperature between 1200 and 2000K,
depending on the reactor technology used. Natural gas steam reforming is also
endothermic and requires temperatures between 1000 and 1300K.)The addition
of alkali to coal facilitates steam reforming, while steam reforming of natural gas
is catalyzed by a Ni-based catalyst stabilized by Mg on alumina.
The hydrogen process stream is generated by the catalytic water–gas shift

reaction of H2O and CO to yield CO2 and H2 (ΔH =−41.1 kJmol−1). Cu/ZnO
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catalysts can be applied at 500–700K [8–11]. Nitrogen is cryogenically separated
from air in the distillation step, and the Haber process then converts N2 and
H2 into ammonia at a temperature of 750K and pressure of 100–250 bar.
Ammonia is converted in a consecutive step at high temperature to NOx by the
Ostwald process (using a Pt/Rh gauze catalyst). The NOx is further oxidized to
NO2. Finally, ammonium nitrate is produced by recombination of HNO3 with
ammonia.

2.2.1.1.2 Synthesis Gas to Methanol

Methanol is an important bulk chemical also produced from synthesis gas. The
preferred catalyst in this process is Cu-based because it can dissociateH2,making
hydrogen atoms available to combine with CO.
The first catalyst formethanol production was introduced by BASF in 1923 and

based on a mixture of Zn–chromite. Cu is a more active hydrogenation catalyst
than chromite, and thus this initial catalyst was replaced by a CuO/ZnO-based
catalyst with higher activity and the ability to operate at a lower temperature
and pressure. The CuO/ZnO catalyst became widely used once the synthesis gas
could be purified to prevent Cu poisoning of the process. Today, methanol syn-
thesis represents a major chemical production process with a worldwide yield of
65 million tons per year.
Cu is onlymoderately reactive, therefore it will not dissociate CO and the C—O

bond remains intact. If the Cu catalyst in this process is replaced by a more reac-
tiveNi catalyst, methanewill be produced instead ofmethanol.Themore reactive
Ni will dissociate the C—O bond and the adsorbed C atoms will become hydro-
genated tomethane.The dominantmechanism ofmethanol formation is thought
to proceed by CO2 activation and the formation of intermediate formate species,
possibly stabilized by ZnO. Note the similarity of this catalyst with the low tem-
perature water–gas shift catalyst. This indicates that H2 and CO2 will be formed
by decomposition of the adsorbed intermediate formate species.

2.2.1.1.3 Olefin Hydrogenation

An early application of the hydrogenation of double bonds in organic molecules
is the fat hardening process. The hydrogenation of the double bonds in fat pro-
duces more saturated triglyceride fats with a higher melting point, useful in the
production of margarine.
TheNi catalyst used to hydrogenate the unsaturated C=C bonds in this process

is based on Sabatier’s discoveries. Normann developed the process that had its
first commercial application in 1910. Hydrogenation is an exothermic reaction
that can be conducted at low temperatures with a high partial pressure of H2
applied to prevent coke formation. Kieselgur (a siliceous high surface area natural
mineral) is used as a catalytic support [12, 13].
The transition metal catalyst Ni dissociates H2 and adsorbs the alkene, which

is strengthened to activate the C=C double bonds. The reactivity of Ni is low
enough to avoid cleaving the C=C bonds, which would produce methane and
other light products.
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2.2.2 Hydrocarbon Transformation Reactions

2.2.2.1 Brønsted Acid Catalysis

2.2.2.1.1 Catalytic Cracking
Microporous solid acidic zeolites are widely used as cracking catalysts that
convert heavy oil fractions into lighter oil fractions.The essential overall reaction
involves converting longer chain linear alkanes into monomeric or dimeric
aromatics and shorter chain linear and branched alkane and alkene molecules.
In catalytic cracking, zeolite Y is used (see Figure 2.1). This zeolite contains
microchannels that connect its so-called supercages through 12-ring openings
[2, 14–18].
Protonation of the hydrocarbons induces C—C bond cleavage. At the higher

reaction temperatures required by this endothermic reaction (770K), light
alkene and alkane molecules are initially formed. Consecutive reactions lead
to oligomerization of the olefins and the formation of aromatics. This complex
network of reactions leads to a mixture of products highly useful as components
of gasoline. The elementary reaction steps and the mechanism of the catalytic
cracking process are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
As discussed in Insert 1, the use of microporous zeolites is essential in this

process because it prevents the formation of large aromatic molecules that are
the precursors to coke.
Because the catalyst deactivates rapidly, a unique process has been designed

that continuously removes the spent catalyst then regenerates and replenishes it
in the reactor. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

2.2.2.1.2 Alkane to Aromatics: Bifunctional Catalysis
The dehydrogenation of alkanes is important because the olefin produced is
an essential intermediate for many different processes. Due to thermodynamic
constraints, dehydrogenation reactions require high temperatures, which often
lead to adverse reactions in which C—C bonds are broken and deactivating coke
is formed.
In the oil industry, dehydrogenation must often occur in combination with

additional conversion steps under the same reaction conditions. To achieve this,
a catalyst must have multiple functions. A bifunctional zeolitic catalyst that con-
sists of transitionmetal particles distributed on a solid acidicmaterial can be used
for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation.Unlike zeolitic systems used for catalytic
cracking that do not contain a transition metal, bifunctional catalytic systems
can be used in hydroconversion processes that employ high-pressure hydrogen
to suppress coke deposition.
At this point, wewill introduce catalysis that is basic to the catalytic platforming

process. Insert 2 provides background information on this process. The catalytic
platforming process is an important refinery process that converts linear alkanes
into aromatics. In this process, bifunctional catalysts with Brønsted acidic reac-
tivity are used, which consist of transition metal particles distributed over a high
surface are a alumina support.
The function of the transitionmetal in a bifunctional catalytic system is to cause

dehydrogenation of the alkane so that alkenes are formed. These are converted
in consecutive reaction steps by acidic protons into other alkenes, and in turn
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Figure 2.4 The fluid catalytic cracking process reactor. A mixture of steam and oil is fed to the
cracking reactor, where it is exposed for a short time (2–4 s) to the cracking catalyst. Then, the
catalyst and product are separated, and the catalyst is cleared of deposited coke by air and
steam treatment. After regeneration, it is added back to the cracking reactor. After several
cycles, the catalyst becomes permanently deactivated, so spent catalyst is continuously
removed from the system and replenished by fresh catalyst. (The Essential Chemical Industry:
Cracking and related refinery processes (2014). Available at: http://www.essential
chemicalindustry.org/processes/cracking-isomerisation-and-reforming.html, with kind
permission from The Essential Chemical Industry – online [19].)

these can be hydrogenated to product alkane molecules at low temperature. In
catalytic platforming, higher temperatures are used so that aromatics will be the
main product instead of alkanes. The lower temperature reactions are used in
the hydroisomerization and hydrocracking process that is discussed in the next
section.
When alkanes are activated by transitionmetals, theC—Hbonds are the first to

be cleaved. This occurs despite the lower bond energy of the alkane C—C bonds
because the hydrogen atoms surround the carbon atoms of themolecule, and thus
they are the first atoms to touch the metal surface.This is known as the umbrella
effect. Once a C—H bond is broken, alkenes can be formed when a second C—H
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bond breaks, but C—C bond cleavage may also occur. Since this cleavage leads
to the production of light gasses, it must be suppressed. The use of Pt offers an
advantage in this regard: other metals like Ni will produce undesirable methane
as a non-selective product.
Acid catalysis is required for the reaction that transforms the alkenes (which

were initially formed by the transitionmetal) into aromatics.The endothermicity
of the reaction prescribes a high temperature so that a solid acidic support must
be used. The zeolitic protons catalyze olefin isomerization and alkadiene ring
closure reactions. However, in addition, non-selective reactions such as olefin
oligomerization and cracking can also be catalyzed by these same protons.
The alkene concentration at the protonic site should be low to prevent these
extraneous reactions. Rapid hydrogenation–dehydrogenation catalyzed by
the transition metal and the higher activation energy of the cracking reaction
and ring closure will achieve this. At the proper thermodynamic conditions,
consecutive dehydrogenation catalyzed by Pt will lead to benzene formation,
which is highly endothermic (ΔH = 260 kJmol−1; n-C6 to benzene).
The reaction sequence of the bifunctional catalytic reaction that converts

n-hexane to benzene is presented in Figure 2.5.
The ring closure reaction is catalyzed by the acidic protons of the high surface

area alumina. Hexadiene formed from the alkane by dehydrogenation catalyzed
by Pt is converted by the acidic protons through an intermediate cyclopentyl
cation that remains adsorbed and isomerizes to a cyclohexyl cation. Upon depro-
tonation, cyclohexene desorbs and consecutive dehydrogenation catalyzed by Pt
leads to benzene formation.
Initially, in the development of the platforming process, Cr2O3 was used as a

dehydrogenation catalyst, but was later replaced by the more active and selective
Pt-based catalyst.
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metal achieves C—H bond activation and formation. The acidic proton catalyzes hydrocarbon
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Insert 2: The Catalytic Platforming Process

The platforming process was developed at Universal Oil Products Company in 1949 by
the Russian chemist Vladimir Haensel [20, 21]. This process converts light petroleum
distillate (naphtha) into higher octane fuels (reformates) with a high content of aromatic
compounds. The process uses platinum-based catalysts and operates at high temper-
atures (800–1000 K) [22, 23] with hydrogen pressures ranging from 345 to 3450 kPa
(1 kPa= 10−2 atm).

Several generations of processes were developed to further reduce hydrogen process
pressure and catalyst regeneration cycle intensity.

High H2 pressure is necessary to hydrogenate coke precursors before they can form
catalyst-deactivating coke, and it also increases the selectivity for the octane-reducing
hydrogenolysis reactions. Initially, monometallic catalysts were used, but these were later
replaced by bimetallic catalysts containing either Re or Ir. These newer catalysts allowed
the use of lower process pressures (1380–2070 kPa), offered a longer cycling length of a
year, and produced a gasoline of 95–98 octane [20, 21].

In 1971, the CCR platforming process that featured Continuous Catalyst Regeneration
was introduced (Figure 2i.1). This process can be conducted at an ultra-low pressure of
345 kPa, and produces gasoline with a 108 octane rating. The catalyst is removed from
the last reactor, reconditioned by burning off the coke to restore its performance, and
sent back to the first reactor. During this process catalyst deactivation is also caused by Pt
particle sintering. During catalyst reconditioning Pt is redispersed as small metal particles
on the catalyst support [20, 21].
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Figure 2i.1 The UOP CCR (continuous catalytic reactor) platforming process. Continuous
regeneration of the catalyst is combined with the platforming reaction. A portion of gas from
the separator is compressed and recycled to the reactor section, and the net hydrogen
produced is sent to the hydrogen users in the refinery complex. The separator liquid is
pumped to a product stabilizer where the more volatile light hydrocarbons are fractionated
from the high-octane liquid product [20, 21, 23].
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2.2.2.1.3 Hydroisomerization, Hydrocracking: Bifunctional Catalysis

Branched alkanes are desirable substitutes for aromatics or lead that are no longer
allowed as components in gasoline. Branched molecules can be made by isomer-
ization of linear C5–C7 alkanes or by hydrocracking of linear long-chain or cyclic
alkanes to lighter oil product fractions.
The isomerization reaction of a linear alkane to a branched alkane is slightly

exothermic (ΔH =−7 kJmol−1). The hydrocracking reaction that consumes
hydrogen is endothermic (ΔH = 72 kJmol−1 C10 to C4, C6), while the alkane to
aromatics reaction is even more endothermic (ΔH = 288 kJmol−1 C7 to toluene).
The optimum temperatures of these reactions are respectively 520, 710, and
820K.
The reactions are also executed at high partial hydrogen pressures to reduce

the deactivating oligomerization reactions of the intermediate olefins.This shifts
the equilibrium in the first equation of Figure 2.6 to the hydrogenated alkanes.
Due to the high temperature of the platforming reaction, the protons of the

bifunctional catalyst applied in this reaction must not be too acidic so that
non-selective cracking reactions that lower productivity can be avoided. For this
reason, alumina, which is less active, is used as a support. In contrast, at the
lower temperature of the hydroisomerization reactions, strongly acidic materials
such as the solid acid zeolites must be used.
Hydrocracking catalysis must allow some amount of cracking of the intermedi-

ate alkenes instead of allowing only skeletal isomerization.Therefore, the bifunc-
tional hydrocracking catalysts should contain a hydro-dehydrogenation function
that competes less efficiently with proton activation than the functions of the
hydroisomerization catalysts. The hydro-dehydrogenation function of a hydroc-
racking catalyst is usually based onWS2 orMoS2.The acidity of the support must
also be tuned to a slightly higher temperature by using a less acidic zeolite or an
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Figure 2.7 Structure of ZSM-5, a zeolite with 10-ring channel structure of low Al/Si ratio. The
tetrahedral form a three-dimensional connected framework of 10-ring circumference
channels.

amorphous SiO2/Al2O3 support. This mechanism of the reactions is schemati-
cally illustrated in Figure 2.7 and discussed extensively in Chapter 9.

2.2.3 Oligomerization and Polymerization Catalysis

2.2.3.1 Methanol to Ethylene and Aromatics: The Aufbau Reaction
The Aufbau reaction based on methanol conversion is an important reaction
that produces liquid fuels. Methanol is produced on a large scale from synthesis
gas derived from coal or natural gas. Around 1970, Mobil researchers discov-
ered that the ZSM-5 zeolite (Figure 2.7) could convert methanol to aromatics
(see Figure 2.8). This provided an important new selective method for liquid fuel
production from coal or natural gas (see also Insert 3).
Ethylene and propylene are important bulk chemicals used in the chemical pro-

cess industry. By using a zeolitic system with narrower pores, ethylene or propy-
lene can be selectively produced instead of aromatics. In practice, catalysts with
an AlPO4 lattice framework of the chabazite structure are used (see Figure 2.9).
The AlPO4 material is converted into a solid acid by the partial substitution of
P5+ by Si4+.
While protonic zeolitic materials must be used in these processes, the actual

catalysis does not occur by direct proton activation, but by reaction with an

2 CH3OH

Isoparaffins
Aromatics
C6

+ olefins+H2O
CH3–O–CH3

–H2O –H2O
C2–C5 olefins

Figure 2.8 Reaction scheme of methanol to aromatics [18, 24, 25].
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Figure 2.9 Structure of H-SAPO-34. This AlPO4-based material is converted into a solid acid by
substitution of P5+ with Si4+ and adsorption of a proton on a bridging O atom, that connects a
Si4+ and Al3+ cation. This catalyst is especially suitable for ethylene and propylene production
from methanol because its cavities are connected through 8-ring openings that only enable
diffusion by small molecules.

aromatic organic intermediate that is generated in situ. This intermediate acts as
an organocatalyst. The reaction proceeds through the alkylation and subsequent
transformation of this cationic intermediate (see Figure 4.10).

Insert 3: The Methanol to Gasoline Process and the Methanol to Olefin Process

Chang and Silvestry [18, 26, 27], researchers at Mobil Oil Company in the 1970s, accidently
discovered the conversion of methanol into higher hydrocarbons (MTH) over a new syn-
thetic acidic aluminosilicate zeolite catalyst H-ZSM5 (Zeolite Socony Mobil 5). This material
with a low framework Al/Si ratio was created using a newly developed synthesis route that
employed an organic basic template molecule. In response to the second oil crises in 1987,
a natural gas to gasoline plant began operation in New Zealand with a production capacity
of 600 000 tons of gasoline per year [28, 29].

This process was replaced in the 1990s by the more efficient Fischer–Tropsch process
(see Section 2.2.3.2) that can selectively produce linear alkanes, and when combined with
the hydrocracking process, produces branched alkanes for aromatic-free gasoline.

This MTG (methanol to gasoline) technology is currently used to selectively produce
lower olefins such as ethylene and propylene. This reaction is catalyzed by the H-SAPO-34
catalyst discovered by Union Carbide (see Figure 2.9) and can achieve selectivity of up to
80% to produce ethylene and propylene at an operating temperature of 670 K. Coking of
the H-SAPO-34 catalyst in this process is rapid, necessitating catalyst regeneration [25, 30].
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In the 1990s, the MTO process was developed by the joint UOP/Norsk Hydro companies
(now INEOS, see Figure 3i.1) [31], using an H-SAPO-34-based catalyst in a fluidized bed
reactor that included continuous regeneration of the catalyst combined with an olefin
cracking process (OCP).

MTO

Water

OCP

C1–C3

C4+

C4+

MeOH

Catalyst
regeneration

Figure 3i.1 INEOS MTO process scheme. (Olsbye et al. 2012 [25]. Reproduced with permission
of John Wiley and Sons.)

In 2009, a second generation MTG plant converting coal to liquid fuels began operation
in Shanxi Coal Institute, Shanxi Province of China. The plant is operated by the Jincheng
Anthracite Mining Group (JAMG) with gasoline production of 100 kilotons per year [25].

2.2.3.2 Fischer–Tropsch Catalysis
The other important hydrocarbon Aufbau reaction is the Fischer–Tropsch (FT)
reaction (see also Insert 4). In this reaction, CO and H2 conversion is catalyzed
by metals such as Fe, Co, or Ru to produce a mixture of gasoline and diesel-range
molecules. Low-temperature processes mainly produce linear alkanes. At higher
temperatures, aromatics will also be produced, especially in reactions catalyzed
by Fe. The Fe is converted by contact with the reacting gas into a carbide phase,
while CO and Ru remain metallic and produce mostly waxes. Typical reaction
conditions for the FT process are temperatures in the range of 450–580K,
and pressures of 20–40 bar. At higher CO pressures, oxygenates may also be
produced.
Themain non-selective reaction in this process is the undesirable formation of

light gases such as methane. The activation of CO controls the reaction rate as
well as its selectivity, while the relative rates of methane formation and CO bond
dissociation determine non-selective methane formation. A fast rate of C—O
bond cleavage is beneficial because it creates a high activation barrier for CO
activation.
Ni is usually the preferred catalyst for methane formation, but not for the

Fischer–Tropsch reaction.The active metals used have lower activation energies
for C—O bond cleavage. The chain growth probability is high due to the
production of partially hydrogenated C adatoms necessary for chain growth
polymerization. Competitivemethane formation is inhibited, so that the growing
hydrocarbon chains have a high probability of remaining adsorbed to the surface.
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Insert 4: Fischer–Tropsch and Coal Liquefaction Processes

Early processes to produce liquid fuels were based on coal, while more recent processes
are based on natural gas conversion. Related technologies can also be developed to con-
vert biomass to liquid fuels (see Section 2.2.4 on hydrotreating).

There are two competing process methods for liquid fuels:

a. Intermediate synthesis gas production and the subsequent Fischer–Tropsch reac-
tion. Synthesis gas is not produced by steam reforming of coal, but by auto-thermal
oxidation of natural gas that is already rich in H2. The linear alkanes must be con-
verted into branched alkanes for use as motor fuel.

b. Direct liquefaction of coal by high pressure hydrogenation (the Bergin process).
The technical disadvantage of this process is that the oil produced still contains a
substantial level of impurities. Technologies to upgrade synthetic oil produced by
this process have provided the basis for many modern hydrotreating and hydroc-
racking refinery processes (see Section 2.2.4 on hydrotreating).

Process (a) Synthesis Gas Production and Fischer–Tropsch Reaction The
FT process was first developed in the 1920s by Frans Fischer and
Hanz Tropsch at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut für Kohlenforschung in
Mülheiman der Ruhr in Germany (now the Max Plank Institute). They
used an iron catalyst at an elevated temperature of 400–450 ∘C and a
pressure of 150 bar to convert carbon monoxide and hydrogen into
“synthol,” a mixture of oxygen-containing hydrocarbons.
In 1936, the first FT synthesis plant began operation by Ruhrchemie
AG in Oberhausen, Germany. The plant had a production capacity of
70 000 tons per year. Later, in 1938, nine plants were operational, with
a combined production of 660 000 tons per year [32, 33].
In the 1950s, in order to reduce dependence on imported oil, the
South African Coal, Oil and Gas Corporation (SASOL I) began oper-
ating the first large-scale coal-based FT plant in Sasolburg, South
Africa. This plant employed a process using an alkalized iron catalyst
supported on silica and promoted by copper. In 1980 and 1983, two
more SASOL plants (SASOL II and SASOL III) were brought online.
Currently, the three SASOL plants are the only coal liquefaction
plants in the world producing liquid fuels from the FT process [34]
(Figure 4i.1).
More recently, FT processes for the conversion of natural gas into liq-
uid fuels have been commercialized and used in plants worldwide. In
1993, the first FT plant for the conversion of natural gas from remote
fields into synthetic hydrocarbons was installed by the Shell company
at Bintulu, Malaysia. This plant employs a process using a cobalt cat-
alyst, with a production capacity as high as 12 000 barrels per day
[36]. In 2005, the Oryx GTL plant, a joint venture between SASOL and
Qatar Petroleum, was launched with a production capacity of about
32 000 barrels per day [36]. And in 2011, the Shell Pearl GTL facility
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was launched in Qatar. It employs an upgraded and expanded version
of the Fischer–Tropsch process used at Bintulu, which can operate at
low temperatures, and it is the largest GTL plant in the world (10 times
the size of Bintulu) with the highest hydrocracking capacity in a single
location.

Process (b) The Bergius Direct Coal Liquefaction Process In 1913, Bergius
invented a process to produce liquid fuel product at an H2 pressure of
100 bar and at a temperature of 450 ∘C. In 1925, a two-stage process
was developed by BASF that included a hydrogenation stage to
reduce sulfur (hydrotreating) and a hydrocracking stage. At the end
of World War II, it was the major fuel-producing technology used in
Germany [37, 38].
Related technology was used for the Shell Hycon process developed
in 1989 that converts heavy oil residue at high H2 pressure into lighter
oil fractions [6, 39–43]. This process is followed by hydrotreating
to remove heavy metals, sulfur, and nitrogen in order to produce
oil fractions that can be further refined. The flexicoking process
of Exxon/Mobil [6, 44, 45], an analogous process based on the
Fischer–Tropsch reaction, also gasifies heavy oil residue to synthesis
gas for use in refineries.
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Figure 4i.1 Overall process scheme of the Sasol Fischer–Tropsch plant that converts natural
gas into diesel and gasoline components [35].
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2.2.3.3 Disproportionation and Metathesis Reaction: Single Site Catalysis
In themetathesis and disproportionation reaction, molecules with a C=C double
bond react with each other through cleavage of their respective double bonds. In
this process, new alkene molecules are formed by recombination of the reaction
products.
The petrochemical process used to convert propylene to ethylene and butene

was an early example of this type of reaction. The term metathesis, derived from
the Greek words “meta” which means change, and “thesis,” meaning position,
is the exchange of the parts of two substances. For example, in the reaction
AB+CD→AC+BD, B changes position with C.
The reaction is catalyzed by a reactive single-site oxidic cluster immobilized on

a high surface area alumina support, such as the catalyst prepared by the reaction
of Mo(CO)6 to form a reactive MoO2 oxy cation immobilized on a high surface
areaΥ-Al2O3 support. When C=C bond cleavage occurs, the reactive Mo cation
forms intermediate carbene species that react with a second alkene molecule
through intermediate formation of a metallacycle as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
The disproportionation reaction was discovered at Phillips Petroleum by R.L.

Banks and G.C. Bayley in 1964. They used propylene heated with a catalyst of
Mo(CO)6 or W(CO)6 on a high surface area alumina support to yield ethylene
and 2-butenes. This manner of catalyst preparation is an early example of using
homogeneous coordination complexes to create highly dispersed reaction cen-
ters on a heterogeneous catalyst.
Since C=C bonds must be broken, reactive cations such as Mo6+ or W6+, or

as subsequently discovered, Re7+ or Ta5+ must be used. An improved under-
standing of this reaction’s mechanics by Y. Chauvin, R.R. Schrock, and R.H.
Grubbs resulted in the development of highly active and selective homogeneous
organometallic catalysts for use in organic and polymerization chemistry. This
process is applied in the ring-opening polymerization of unsaturated cyclic
alkenes (ROMP catalysis). Chauvin, Schrock, and Grubbs jointly received the
2005 Nobel Prize in Chemistry [47–50].
The metathesis reaction is also fundamental in the Shell higher olefin process

(SHOP) for the production of detergents from ethylene. Insert 5 shows that this
process includes a homogeneous catalytic reaction step in addition to a hetero-
geneous catalytic disproportionation reaction.
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Figure 2.10 The Chauvin reaction mechanism [46–49] of
the metathesis reaction. The reactive catalyst state is an
intermediate carbene. This reacts with an olefin through a
metallocycle intermediate. Upon decomposition, a new
olefin molecule is formed and a carbene species is left on
the catalyst cation.
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Insert 5: The Shell Higher Olefin Process (SHOP)

The SHOP process, invented in 1968 at Shell Oil Company by W. Keim and colleagues, pro-
duces linear alpha alcohols used in the production of detergent from ethylene and CO
and hydrogen. It resulted from discoveries in the rapidly developing field of coordina-
tion chemistry and homogeneous organometallic catalysis, as well as new developments
in heterogeneous catalysis as a disproportionation reaction [50]. It was commercialized
by Shell Company in 1977 [51–53], and by 2002 the annual yield from this process was
1.2 million tons [50, 51, 54, 55].

The process consists of the following steps:

A. Oligomerization of ethylene using a homogeneous Ni catalyst produces a
mixture of linear α-olefins with a maximum chain length of 10 ethylene units
(Figure 5i.1).
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Figure 5i.1 The catalytic reaction cycle of the homogeneous ethylene oligomerization
process that yields a range of α-olefin. (Moulijn et al. 2013 [56]. Reproduced with permission of
John Wiley and Sons.)

B. The second step in this process is the homogeneous hydroformylation reac-
tion of 1-alkene with CO to create the end-on aldehyde for conversion to the
detergent molecules.
The mechanism of the hydroformylation reaction is shown in Figure 5i.2. In
this process, the catalyst is a homogeneous Co carbonyl complex HCo(CO)4.
The olefin replaces a CO molecule in this complex and reacts with the hydride
to give an alkyl species. In subsequent steps, CO and H2 are added. Several
improved versions of this process later replaced the Co carbonyl catalyst with
more selective catalysts based on metal organic complexes of Rh [57].
The range of olefins useful for detergent production is restricted to C12–C18,
so the metathesis reaction rearranges the olefins not used in the carbonylation

(Continued)
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Insert 5: (Continued)

reaction with ethylene to produce olefins in the desired range. Since the double
bond must be redistributed over the alkene chain, a double bond shift cata-
lyst must first be used to redistribute the π bonds statistically along the linear
hydrocarbon chain.

C. Double bond shift by potassium using an alumina-based heterogeneous base
catalyst.
The role of potassium is to abstract an allylic hydrogen atom from the alkene.
C=C bond shift occurs by subsequent hydride atom backdonation from potas-
sium to the C atom that was initially part of the double bond.

D. Disproportionation by a Re VII cation on an alumina catalyst using ethylene to
yield olefins in the proper product range.
The steps of this complex process are presented in Figure 5i.3.
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Figure 5i.2 Hydroformylation
reaction scheme.
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2.2.3.4 Polymerization: Surface Coordination Complex Catalyst
Ethylene and propylene can be polymerized to long chains with a typical molec-
ular weight between 25 000 and 500 000 by using Ziegler catalysts [59]. Ziegler
discovered the original catalysts based on TiCl3 by chance in 1954 [60–65].
This reaction is initiated by alkylation of a Ti3+ reaction center, which produces

a Ti-alkyl intermediate. TiCl3 is then activated using diethyl aluminum chloride
as a cocatalyst. Chain growth occurs by subsequent insertion of the olefin into the
developing alkyl chain. The insertion reaction is analogous to the homogeneous
Ni2+ oligomerization process of the SHOP reaction discussed earlier in Insert 5.
The reaction is terminated by hydride transfer to a coadsorbed olefin.
Figure 2.11 shows the schematic of the chain growth cycle and termination

steps of the olefin polymerization reaction. The key intermediate reaction step
of the olefin polymerization mechanism is the formation of metal cation-alkyl,
metallacycle intermediate. In contrast to the metathesis reaction, the C=C bond
no longer cleaves, but instead the olefin inserts into attached alkyl.
The growing polymer chain is σ-coordinated to one site on the titanium with

one adjacent coordination site vacant (i). The chain growth occurs through coor-
dination of the next olefin monomer to the cis coordination site of the polymer
chain (ii), followed by insertion of the coordinated olefin into the Ti—C bond.
This cis-migration of the σ-bond polymer chain to the coordinated olefin occurs
through a four-center transition state (iii). The chain is terminated by ß-hydride
elimination, in which a ß-hydride from the polymer chain is transferred to the
titanium or the coordinated olefin (iv). The chemistry is a prototype of many
reactions catalyzed by coordination complexes (e.g., see also Figure 5i.2).
When propylene is used in this process, a unique stereochemistry develops

because chiral centers develop within the alkyl chain. Natta discovered that these
can be ordered in a regular way along the backbone of the polymer, yielding poly-
mers with unique and varying properties. Ziegler and Natta received the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1963 [49, 64, 65].
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Figure 2.11 Polymerization chain growth of olefin [66]. The olefin inserts into the growing
olefin chain. The reaction is terminated by hydrogen transfer from the alkyl chain to the Ti
reaction center. (Busico et al. 2006 [66]. Reproduced with permission of National Academy of
Sciences.)
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Table 2.2 The development of Ziegler–Natta catalysts.

Generation Catalyst Yield (kg PP per
gram catalyst)

Isotacticity
index (%)a)

Process steps

First δ-TiCl3/DEAC 2–4 90–94 Deashing and atactic
polypropylene
extraction

Second δ-TiCl3/isoamylether/
AlCl3/DEAC

10–15 94–97 Deashing

Third MgCl2/ester/TiCl4/
TEA/ester

15–30 95–97 No purification

Fourth MgCl2/ester/TiCl4/
TEA/PhSi(OEt)3

>100b) >98 No purification, no
extrusion/pelletization

Subsequent generations of catalysts increased the relative product yield. As a result, in modern
polymerization processes, the catalyst content in the polymers is so low that it is no longer
necessary to separate them from the product [69].
a) Measured as the weight percentage of polymer soluble in boiling heptanes.
b) In liquid (bulk) polypropylene.

Supported systems such as TiCl3/MgCl2 developed later, which maximized the
number of active sites on the surface. This led to significantly higher activity
and selectivity, and eliminated the need to remove catalyst from the product
(Table 2.2). More recently, homogeneous Ti and Zr organometallic complexes
that use this same mechanism have been discovered, but these deliver superior
activity [63, 65, 67, 68].

2.2.4 Hydrodesulfurization and Related Hydrotreating Reactions

2.2.4.1 Hydrodesulfurization
In fuel-producing processes, product streams of crude oil or liquefied coal
contain aromatic molecules that include sulfur and nitrogen and thus require
hydrodesulphurization and hydrodenitrogenation. Likewise, the conversion of
biomass to fuel requires selective deoxygenation to remove water and oxygen.
Active hydrodesulphurization, hydrodenitrogenation, or hydrodeoxygenation
catalysts can be sulfides such as MoS2 or WS2 promoted by third-row metal
ions such as Co or Ni. The preferred catalysts for hydrodesulphurization of oil
fractions are promoted by Co, while those used in hydrodenitrogenation are
promoted by Ni [70, 71].
The promoting ions weaken the interaction with adsorbed H2S and ammonia,

and hence increase the number of surface vacancy positions. Molecules that are
to be reacted can adsorb on these surface vacancies so that C—S andC—Nbonds
are activated by the transition metal cations. Catalysis consists of a sequence of
hydrogen additions and C—S, C—N, or C—O bond cleavage reactions.
In the petrochemical industry, these catalysts are used in the hydrotreating

step of process streams that can have complex compositions and may con-
tain deactivating metals (residue from heavy oil) as well as heavy asphaltene
molecules. There is rapid deactivation of the catalysts unless the sulfide is
supported on particles with appropriate pore size distributions that are adapted
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Figure 2.12 Hydrotreating process scheme of upgrading heavy oil to gasoline. The ISALTM

process was jointly developed by UOP and Intevep, S.A.

to the particular feed stream. In the Shell Hycon process, a variety of reactors
containing a series of catalysts with varying pore size distribution and metal
sulfide content are used to purify heavy feedstock, yielding feedstreams that are
more easily processed.
The hydrotreating process is often used in combination with the hydrocracking

process. This is illustrated in Figure 2.12 which shows how heavy oil is upgraded
to gasoline. The harsh conditions required to remove sulfur by hydrogenation
from the gasoline product of fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) produces the
undesirable side effect of hydrogenating the olefins, thus reducing the gasoline’s
octane. The ISAL process addresses this problem in the first part of its reactor
by hydrotreating the oil to remove sulfur using a Co—Mo—P/Al2O3 catalyst. In
a second step, the octane is restored by passing the oil through a bed containing
a Ga—Cr/H-ZSM-5 catalyst that achieves isomerization and cracking [72–75].

2.2.4.2 The Biomass Refinery
The use of biomass as raw material presents an alternative to producing liquid
fuels from fossil energy sources. Biomass is considered a promising renewable
energy source [76–80] because it is sustainable and carbon-neutral. The conver-
sion processes used in a biomass refinery are similar to the various oil conversion
processes described in earlier subsections. We will illustrate this for the conver-
sion of wood to energy.
The two competing process routes for converting wood to energy are by

intermediate synthesis gas production, to be discussed in the next subsection,
or by fast pyrolysis, which we will discuss here. Processes that use fast pyrolysis
produce bio-fuels with high water (15–30wt%) and oxygen (10–50wt%) content.
In order to reduce the oxygen content of the bio-fuel, oxygen is removed
as water. Hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) based on hydrotreating (HT) can be
conducted at a temperature of less than 400 ∘C under high hydrogen pressure,
using sulfur-containing NiMo and CoMo catalysts [81–84]. These processes can
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Figure 2.13 The various approaches for converting biomass to biofuel [88].

be combined with catalytic cracking of the heavy oil components of the pyrolysis
product or with high pressure heavy feed treating processes [85–87] to further
refine the biofuel.
The options for converting biomass to biofuel chemically or biotechnically are

presented in Figure 2.13.

2.2.5 Oxidation and Reduction Reactions

2.2.5.1 Steam Reforming
The steam reforming reaction converts natural gas, coal, or biomass that is com-
bined with water into CO and H2. It is an important reaction to produce the
synthesis gas with high hydrogen content that is required for ammonia synthe-
sis. Synthesis gas with lower hydrogen content for the Fischer–Tropsch process
is made by autothermal oxidation with oxygen [56, 89].
In the steam reforming reaction of methane derived from natural gas, the tran-

sition metal catalyst must activate both CH4 and H2O, but must not be deacti-
vated by non-reactive oxide formation or carbon overlayer formation [90–92].
Themost active transitionmetal that can be used as a catalyst in this reaction is

Rh, but it is expensive. In practice, a promoted Ni/MgAl2O3 catalyst is used [56,
93, 94] as a more economical alternative.The main cause of catalyst deactivation
at the high reaction temperature (800K) is graphite formed by the decomposition
of methane. This can be suppressed by using Ni metal with a small particle size,
and by enhancing removal of carbon deposits with a reaction stream that uses
parallel gasification catalyzed by promoters such as K or La.
The steam reforming reaction is strongly dependent on themetal’s particle size.

The activation ofmethane in this reaction is enhanced on the edge or corner sites.
(See Section 4.5.1.)
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2.2.5.2 NH3 to NOx Oxidation
In the production of nitric acid, NH3 is first formed by the Bosch–Haber process,
and NO is produced from NH3 by the Ostwald process. This is an essential step
in the process that transforms N2 into nitrates, which are mainly used in fertiliz-
ers [95–97]. The intermediate formation of ammonia from N2 in this process is
required because N2 to NO oxidation is an endothermic reaction that prevents
conversion at acceptable temperatures [98].
Catalytic oxidation of ammonia occurs selectively at a temperature of 1100K

and is catalyzed by a Pt/Rh gauze. The high temperature prevents non-selective
formation of N2 or N2O that are dominant products at lower temperatures [95,
99, 100].
A schematic of theOstwald reaction process is shown in Figure 2.14. Ammonia

is mixed with dry air at a 1 : 10 ratio, and the mixture is introduced into the top
of a cylindrical catalyst chamber. The catalyst chamber contains a Pt or Pt/Rh
gauze catalyst at a temperature of 1100K. The NO and NO2 is then passed
through an oxidation chamber as gases and quenched with water to produce the
nitric acid [100].

2.2.5.2.1 Selective Oxidation of Alkanes and Olefins

Butane to Maleic Acid Oxidation The selective oxidation of light alkanes is a desir-
able reaction because thesemolecules are readily available fromnatural gas.Here,
we will discuss the selective oxidation of butane to maleic acid that replaces the
classical processes based on benzene oxidation.
The catalyst used for butane oxidation is based on reducible vanadium oxides.

In the oxidation reaction of butane, the oxygen atoms of the reducible oxide
abstract H atoms from butane to yield H2O and an alkene as the initial products.
The reduced catalyst is regenerated by reoxidation with gas phase oxygen.
A selectivity problem arises when other alkanes are used instead of butane

since the alkene intermediates produced in this oxidative dehydrogenation
process are more reactive than the alkanes initially converted. This may readily
lead to total oxidation, because selective oxidation can only occur when the final
product molecule is less prone to oxidation than the initial alkane.
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Figure 2.14 Ostwald process for nitric acid production [100].
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In the butane oxidation reaction, the final maleic anhydride product is more
resilient with respect to oxygen activation than the butane molecule. Hence, this
conversion reaction can be conducted selectively.The preferred catalyst used for
this process is a vanadium phosphorus oxide (VPO) catalyst [101–103]. (See also
Section 4.7.) A circulating fluidized bed process for this reaction was developed
by Dupont in the 1990s [6]. (See Figure 2.15.)
The CFB reactor increases selectivity by carrying out the two parts of the cat-

alytic cycle (oxidation of butane/reduction and reoxidation of the catalyst) in two
separate reactors. The oxidized catalyst and butane mixture is fed into the riser
section of the reactor in the absence of oxygen. There, it reacts to form maleic
anhydride leading to a reduction of vanadium in the catalyst.The reduced catalyst
is then separated from the product stream and fed into a regenerator where it is
reoxidized by air. The Dupont tetrahydrofuran (THF) plant in Asturias, Spain
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Oxidized
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Figure 2.15 The circulating fluid bed reaction of the butane oxidation process [6, 104, 105].
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oxidizes butane to maleic anhydride, with a production capacity of about 100
million pounds of THF per year. In a subsequent step, hydrogenate crude aque-
ous maleic acid is catalytically hydrogenated to THF. Special attrition-resistant
catalyst particles have been developed to enhance catalytic life [104–106].

Propylene or Propane Conversion to Acrolein and Acrylonitrile Two essential
building blocks of synthetic fibers and plastics are acrylonitrile and acrylic acid.
Conventionally, they are produced in consecutive reaction steps from acrolein.
A major breakthrough in the 1950s was the discovery of mixed oxides such
as Bi2O3/MoO3 that selectively convert propylene to acrolein [107]. Direct
conversion of propylene to acrylonitrile became possible with the discovery of
the ammoxidation reaction. The reaction is catalyzed by related mixed oxides
based on Mo and also containing Sb, Fe, or U. When propane is converted
instead of propene, mixed oxides with higher reactivity than Mo must be used,
such as V.
These oxidation reactions follow a complex cycle of steps that take place on

different reactive centers of the catalyst, and all the steps must occur under the
same reaction conditions. The catalyst is tuned to avoid total combustion.
When propylene is converted, Bi or Sb is added to MoO3 to activate the allylic

CH3 group of propylene, since propylene cannot react withMo oxide alone. Oxy-
gen from acrolein production orNH from the partial oxidation of ammonia in the
ammoxidation reactions can be inserted by Mo or Fe into the allyl intermediate.
The Sohio process is used for manufacturing acrylonitrile from propylene. It

was discovered and commercialized in 1957 by Standard Oil of Ohio (which
became BP in 1987). This discovery led to an exponential increase in the supply
of acrylonitrile that was in high demand for the production of a wide range of
polymer products [108, 109].The ammoxidation reaction is fast, highly selective,
and efficiently yields acrylonitrile without additional recycling steps [110, 111].
It is summarized by:

CH2 = CH − CH3 +NH3 + 3∕2O2 → CH2 = CH − CN + 3H2OΔH

The world production capacity for acrylonitrile has grown to more than 6 mil-
lion tons per year [110].
Recently, the alternative method of producing acrylonitrile from propane

instead of propene has attracted more interest due to the rising market price of
propene and the falling market price (and greater availability) of propane derived
from natural gas. This type of process was commercialized in Thailand in 2012
in a joint venture of PTT Asahi Kasei Chemical andMarubeni (PTT Asahi Kasei
Chemical Co. Ltd) with a productivity of about 200 000 tons per year [110].

Ethylene Epoxidation: Ag Catalysis Ethylene epoxide is an important intermediate
molecule in the production of glycol which is used as antifreeze. Selective oxida-
tion of ethylene is catalyzed by a Ag catalyst promoted with alkali and chlorine
[112]. Epoxide formation competes with non-selective total combustion when
acetaldehyde is formed rapidly as the intermediate product instead of epoxide.
There are two reaction paths for non-selective acetaldehyde formation.

These must be suppressed to allow the selective formation of ethylene epoxide.
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reaction paths. (Reproduced with permission
of Nett Technologies Inc.)

Acetaldehyde formation is catalyzed by Ag and can be formed in parallel to
the epoxide. Selective formation of the epoxide is promoted by modification of
Ag with coadsorbed Cl. A second, non-selective reaction path to acetaldehyde
is by a consecutive reaction of the epoxide. This second route involves total
combustion of ethylene epoxide, and is catalyzed by acidic protons of the α
alumina support, which aid in the isomerization of the epoxide to acetaldehyde.
For this reason, a support with low surface area must be used. Modification of
the alumina surface by alkali promotion is used to decrease the concentration of
the harmful acidic protons on the catalyst support (see also Insert 6).
The kinetic reaction scheme of Figure 2.16 [113] illustrates the parallel and con-

secutive reaction paths that can lead to the non-selective total combustion of
ethylene.

Insert 6: The Ethylene Epoxidation Process

Catalytic ethylene epoxidation replaced the classical stoechiometric chlorohydrin process
that was invented in 1859 by the French chemist Adolph Wurtz and used commercially
beginning in 1914 [114, 115]. In the chlorohydrin process, the epoxide is produced by the
reaction of Cl2, H2O, and Ca(OH)2. For every molecule of ethylene oxide that is formed, a
salt molecule is produced, and this waste problem has rendered the process environmen-
tally unacceptable. As such, there was an incentive to develop catalytic ethylene epoxida-
tion, and to replace the chlorohydrin route method used to convert propylene to olefin
epoxide. We will discuss propylene epoxide production in the next section.

In 1931, the French chemist Theodore Lefort discovered the direct oxidation of ethylene
with air over a Ag catalyst [116]. This method was first commercialized in 1937 by Carbide
and Carbon Chemicals (later Union Carbide) [117]. At the time, its main advantage was
the elimination of the Cl2 catalyst previously used in the process [117, 118]. Currently,
ethene oxide is commercially produced directly from ethene and O2 at 90% selectivity.
This high selectivity can only be achieved when a compound containing Cl such as vinyl
chloride is added to the oxygen as a moderator, although only at the ppm level. The vinyl
chloride readily combusts on Ag. The Cl becomes coadsorbed to the Ag catalyst and
increases the selectivity of the chlorine-free catalyst from 40% to 60%. The selectivity of
the reaction was further improved by adding alkali promoters to the catalyst support to
suppress its acidity.

In 1957, Shell modified the direct oxidation process that used air as the oxidant to
instead use high purity oxygen. The annual production capacity of this modified process
is 15 million tons [118].
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Propylene Epoxidation: Lewis Acid Catalysis Propylene epoxide is an important
component in the production of polyurethane plastics. Selective oxidation of
propylene with oxygen catalyzed by Ag to yield epoxide is not possible because
propylene’s reactive CH3 group causes efficient combustion. However, selective
epoxidation of propylene is possible in a reaction with hydrogen peroxide or a
hydroperoxide compound.
The preferred heterogeneous catalyst for these reactions contain single-center

Ti-oxide reaction centers dispersed on a high surface area silica support or
included in a siliceous zeolite framework (see also Insert 7). The latter catalyst is
called Ti-silicalite (TS-1). The silica-supported catalyst can be used to epoxidize
propylene using the hydroperoxide compound, while the zeolitic system can
epoxidize propylene using hydrogen peroxide.
The Lewis acidic Ti center activates the RO–OH group of the peroxide part of

the molecule to generate an electrophilic O atom that will insert into the C=C
bond of propylene. This activation mode of oxygen will not lead to competitive
intermediate allyl formation.
Precautions must be taken to suppress non-selective decomposition reactions

of the peroxide, which are catalyzed by small anatase or rutile clusters thatmay be
present due to poor catalyst preparation. In the hydroperoxide reaction, silylation
of the catalyst is used to eliminate the non-selective sites.

Insert 7: Propylene Epoxidation Processes

Shell has developed a heterogeneous route to produce propylene oxide catalyzed by
Ti/SiO2. The SMPO (styrene monomer–propylene oxide) process converts propylene and
ethylbenzene into propylene oxide and styrene monomer.

The SMPO process produces styrene (SM) at a rate of about 800 000 tons per year (world-
wide total: 10 million tons per year), and propylene oxide at a rate of 400 000 tons per year
(worldwide total: 3.5 million tons per year) [119–121]. There are now five SMPO plants in
existence world-wide, with the latest plant start-up in China in 2006 [121].

The process involves four main reaction steps [121]:

1. The air auto-oxidation of ethylbenzene EB to the corresponding hydroper-
oxide (EBHP) in liquid phase at 400 K and 30 mbar. EB can be obtained from
alkylation of benzene with ethene over H-ZSM5 catalyst at 700 K, 15 bar (the
Mobil–Badger process).

2. The catalytic epoxidation of propylene with EBHP over Ti/SiO2 (or over homo-
geneous Ti or Mo) at 400 K that yields propylene oxide (PO) and methyl-phenyl
carbinol (MPC).

3. The dehydration of MPC to SM over alumina.
4. The hydrogenation of methyl phenyl ketone (MPK), a byproduct of the first

two reactions, to MPC for subsequent conversion over titanium at 440–550 K
to styrene monomer (SM).

(Continued)
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Insert 7: (Continued)

The reaction steps are illustrated in Figure 7i.1.
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Figure 7i.1 The sequence of reactions that constitute the SMPO process. (Buijink et al. 2011
[121]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

A simplified flow scheme for the SMPO process is illustrated in Figure 7i.2.
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Figure 7i.2 Simplified SMPO process scheme. (Buijink et al. 2011 [121]. Reproduced with
permission of Elsevier.)
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In 2000, a new process for the continuous production of propylene oxide based on
hydrogen peroxide (direct catalytic oxidation of an olefin with aqueous hydrogen perox-
ide, or HPPO) was developed by the Dow Company leading to a simple and highly selective
process that produces only water as a by-product. The reaction is catalyzed by a propri-
etary titanium silicalite TS-1 zeolite. The process involves a sequence of steps: reaction,
distillation, decomposition, phase separation, condensation, and further distillation; with
recycling of the various streams to lengthen the life of the catalyst and increase reaction
selectivity [122].

The HPPO process has major environmental benefits compared to the conventional pro-
cesses. Wastewater production is decreased by up to 80%, energy use is decreased by 35%,
and the plant’s infrastructure and physical footprint are significantly reduced by the use
of simple raw materials (H2O2 as a green oxidant and propylene) [121, 122].

A plant using the hydrogen peroxide-based propylene oxide HPPO process was built
by a joint venture between the BASF and Dow companies in Antwerp, Belgium. It became
operational in 2008, and with an annual production of 300 000 metric tons of propylene
oxide it is the world’s largest HPPO plant [122].

A mega-sized plant (three times larger than any existing plant) that can synthesize
230 000 tons of hydrogen peroxide per year using Solvay’s anthraquinone technol-
ogy was built close to the BASF/Dow HPPO plant, allowing a significant reduction of
transportation and production costs [122].

Dow and BASF received two awards for their jointly developed HPPO technology: the
Institution of Chemical Engineers’ Innovation and Excellence Award in Core Engineering
in 2009, and the Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge Award in 2010 [122].

2.2.5.3 NO Reduction Catalysis

2.2.5.3.1 Automotive Exhaust Catalysis: NO Reduction by CO

Catalytic mufflers (catalytic converters) were introduced in the 1970s to control
and reduce the pollutants in the emissions of gasoline-powered vehicles. The
three major components of exhaust are CO, unburned HC, and NOx.
Early catalytic converters employed a catalyst consisting of a Pt/Pd/Rh alloy

on a reducible oxide such as CeO2 to reduce the NO content of the exhaust.
The catalyst consisted of a ceramic monolithic honeycomb-shaped structure
with small channels. Within these channels the active components (composed
mainly of noble metals such as Pt, Pd, and Pt, rare-earth oxides such as CeO2, or
alkaline-earth oxides such as BaO) were dispersed with alumina as a thin layer
or wash coat of 10–150 μm.The reducible CeO2 functioned as an oxygen source,
and BaO could then take up that oxygen to become peroxide [123, 124].
Because automotive exhaust contains excess oxygen and the NO reduc-

tion reaction to N2 requires close to stoichiometric reductive conditions, a
sensor/computer system is used to regulate the exhaust composition (see
Figure 2.17). Because this was not completely efficient, the CeO2 and BaO acted
as a buffer to moderate oxygen excess or shortage.
In this reaction, NO decomposes on the transitionmetal surface, and the nitro-

gen atoms recombine to yield N2. Non-selective production of NH3 or N2Omust
be prevented, so NO dissociation and N2 formation must be relatively fast. O
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Figure 2.17 Three-way catalyst
(TWC) control system [125].

atoms generated by the decomposition of NO are removed by CO to produce
carbon dioxide, or by H2 to produce water.
In 1979, the three-way catalyst (TWC) was developed to control and remove

the three primary pollutants (CO, unburned HC, and NOx) by the oxidation of
CO and HC to CO2 and water, and the reduction of NOx to molecular nitrogen
[126].
The TWC is based on three elements [126, 127]: electronic fuel injection (EFI)

providing a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio 𝜆 in the gas mixture (if 𝜆< 1 there is high
activity for NO reduction, if 𝜆> 1 there is high activity for CO andHC oxidation)
[123]; an oxygen sensor-governor in the exhaust system; and an electronic sys-
tem to control a feedback loop using the oxygen sensor signal to determine the
amount of fuel to inject to maintain the exhaust gas close to the stoichiometric
point under the current conditions [123].
Pt, Pd, and Rh catalysts are preferred because they remain metallic under typ-

ical operating conditions and do not produce volatile oxides that are the precur-
sors to metal loss. They are robust enough to resist poisoning by lead and halide,
and by sulfur dioxides from additives in the fuel [128–130].

2.2.5.3.2 Diesel Engines: NO Reduction by NH3

The exhaust of diesel engines cannot be regulated to eliminate excess oxygen.
This O2 excess prevents the use of noble metal catalysts and instead requires the
addition of a reducing agent to the exhaust gas. Urea is used for this purpose,
decomposing when it reacts with water to produce NH3 and CO2. The ammonia
reduces NO to N2.
Catalysts used for this reaction are reducible oxide catalysts such as V2O5/TiO2

or zeolites that have been ion exchanged with Cu2+ or Pt2+ ions. On these cata-
lysts NO or NO2 will recombine with NH4

+ to produce reactive NH4NO2. This
decomposes to H2O and N2. NH4NO3 (ammonium nitrate) formation must be
prevented because it will decompose to N2O, which is a prominent greenhouse
gas [131].
Two processes that have been used to reduce NOx are selective catalytic reduc-

tion (SCR) patented in the United States in 1957 by the Engelhard Corporation,
andThermal DeNox (TDN) developed in 1975 in the United States by R.K. Lyon
at Exxon (see also Insert 8).
In the SCR process, NH3 is adsorbed on the catalyst substrate, where it cat-

alytically reacts with NOx and is converted into nitrogen molecules and water
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[131, 132]. This can take any of the following forms:

Standard reaction ∶ NH3 +NO + 1∕4O2 → N2 + 3∕2H2O (2.1)

Fast-SCR ∶ NH3 + 1∕2NO + 1∕2NO2 → N2 + 3∕2H2O (2.2)

NO2 SCR ∶ NH3 + 3∕4NO2 → 7∕8N2 + 3∕2H2O (2.3)

Insert 8: Diesel Exhaust Treatment

The first generation SCR process was introduced and tested on trucks in the mid-1990s,
with a deNOx efficiency of about 50–60%, and an SCR catalyst to engine displacement
ratio of about 6 : 1 (swept volume ratio) (Figure 8i.1).
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Figure 8i.1 Large scale diesel exhaust-Urea-SCR system [133].

Urea-SCR was commercialized by Daimler Chrysler (now Daimler AG) in 2005 under
the trademark Blue TEC. It was designed for use in both heavy-duty and passenger
vehicles, and based on the use of extruded honeycomb monolith catalysts consisting of
V2O5–WO3–TiO2 [131].

In 2013, cycle-average de-NOx efficiencies approaching 95% were realized. Today, with
the fourth generation of commercial SCR technology, NOx emissions can be reduced by
90% using a system half the size of the original.

• Soot RemovalDue to the nature of the diesel combustion process, high
amounts of soot or particulate matter (PM) are formed [132]. An SCR catalyst is
often placed downstream of a soot trap called the diesel particulate filter (DPF)

(Continued)
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Insert 8: (Continued)

in order to meet the requirements for reducing soot particle emissions. This
exposes the SCR catalyst to very high temperatures during DPF regeneration,
so that its hydrothermal stability is a major concern. The DPF mechanically sep-
arates the particles by forcing the exhaust gas to diffuse through porous walls,
leading to high filtration efficiency (85% or more). Soot deposits can produce a
substantial backpressure, so the DPF must employ regeneration (oxidation of
the stored soot particles) to avoid increased fuel consumption and decreased
engine efficiency. Continuously regenerating trap (CRT) technology is the
preferred method for DPF regeneration. Regeneration is achieved through CRT
functions by initiating soot oxidation by NO2, using oxidation of NO on the Pt
catalysts such as in SCR. The Pt catalyst can be applied as a coating on the DPF
to act as a precatalyst [131, 132].

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced the chemistry of catalytic reactivity and its use
in important catalytic processes. Process implementation has a large impact on
actual catalyst formulation, since it defines the process conditions at which cata-
lystsmust be active and selective. Other essential considerations are the catalysts’
long-term stability or robustness with respect to catalyst poisoning.
In the first part of the nineteenth century, scientific guidance was applied to

catalytic process development initially by chemical thermodynamics and later by
scientific advances in reactor engineering based on scientific laws of kinetics and
heat and mass-transfer processes.
In parallel, the body of empirical chemical knowledge about the relationship

between catalyst composition and catalytic reactivity grew rapidly. The devel-
opment of increasingly sophisticated catalyst characterization tools was also
essential to this understanding. In the second part of the last century, along
with the advancements in heterogeneous catalysis, the science of molecular
catalysis progressed based on coordination chemistry and later on reactions
using organometallic complexes, providing the foundation for the modern
molecular scientific basis of catalysis.
A predictive approach to catalysis requires knowledge of the mechanism of the

targeted reaction. As we will see in the chapters devoted to the mechanism of
catalytic reactions, more than one mechanism has been proposed for many cat-
alytic reactions. While there is consensus on the mechanism for some reactions,
the mechanistic debate still continues for several other important reactions. One
reason for this uncertainty is that the mechanism of a reaction may change with
catalyst composition or when reaction conditions change. In addition, mechanis-
tic information is often only indirectly deduced by experiment and is not uniquely
related to kinetic expressions. One of the great challenges to catalytic theory is
the development of tools that can determine, with reasonable effort, the reaction
mechanism for a given catalytic composition and hence its activity and selectivity.
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Theoretical advancements have made it possible to identify the optimum com-
position of a catalyst once its mechanism is known.
Catalyst discovery is driven by the desire for low-cost large-scale methods for

producing usefulmolecules, by the need to replace scarce but essential molecules
with synthetic versions and by the demand for commodity products derived from
alternative feedstocks.
Most catalytic processes have been developed empirically by testing many

materials with a particular reaction in mind, for example, the processes for
ammonia synthesis or hydrocarbon cracking. But serendipitous discoveries have
also proved to be technological game changers; for example, the discovery of
unexpected new product molecules such as the polymers resulting from olefin
polymerization. Accidental discovery often plays a role in finding new catalysts
or novel catalytic reactions, as well. Examples include the discovery of the Ti
catalyst for propylene epoxidation, the Ag catalysts for ethylene epoxidation and
the discovery of catalytic cracking by a zeolite.
New pathways for particular products can often be designed based on empir-

ical information that suggests a material composition as a candidate for a par-
ticular elementary reaction step. This empirical information is presented in this
book, complemented by theories and tools of computational catalysis that help
to refine it.
A pragmatic method of discovery is to hypothesize a mechanism for the reac-

tion by comparing the stoichiometric compositions of the reaction product and
the reagents. For example, oxygen can be added to a hydrocarbon from O2, from
H2O, from a peroxide or from CO insertion. Oxygen can be removed through
decomposition by dehydration or through reaction with H2. In addition, in NO
reduction oxygen can be removed by CO, and in biomolecules decarbonylation
of CO2 is also possible. Catalyst formulations formost of these necessary reaction
steps are known from existing processes, and this information aids in the design
of exploratory experiments.
The comparison of the hydrogen content of the product versus its reagent can

also be used for pragmatic discovery.When relative hydrogen content increase is
required, a hydrogen donor such as H2 must be used and the reaction is exother-
mic. Hydrogen decrease can be achieved either by an oxidative reaction or by a
non-oxidative reaction which is endothermic.
And finally, pragmatic discovery can be achieved by comparing the number

of carbon atoms in the product molecules versus the number in the reagent
molecules. This comparison distinguishes reactions with very different tem-
perature requirements – decomposition reactions are endothermic while
isomerization and oligomerization reactions are exothermic.
Chemical processes often combine several conversion steps in the same reactor

or in successive process steps. Heterogeneous catalytic and homogeneous cat-
alytic process steps sometimes complement each other in the overall production
process, as in the SHOP process.
The sciences of molecular homogenous catalysis and surface-related het-

erogeneous catalysis have become close partners not only in practice but
also in the scientific sense. As we will discuss in depth later in Part II of this
book, when considered at the molecular level, the activation and adsorption
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of molecules to surface atoms and in a molecular coordination complex are
essentially similar. Increasing knowledge about each of the two systems has led
to cross-fertilization, which has significantly aided the advances of the past 20
years in the molecular-level understanding of heterogeneous catalytic reactions.
In the second part of the twentieth century, several important homogeneous

catalytic reactions based on organometallic complexes were discovered that
are analogous to previously discovered heterogeneous catalytic reactions. Half
a century after the early discoveries of heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation
catalyzed by transition metal particles by Sabatier, Wilkinson discovered the
RhCl(PPh3)3 complex as an organometallic hydrogenation catalyst in 1965 [134].
This was followed by the discovery of molecular metathesis catalysis with the
use of Mo, Ta, or Re complexes as catalysts by Schrock and Grubbs.The reaction
had been discovered earlier in the context of refining processes that employed
catalytically active components supported on a high surface area alumina. A final
example of molecular-level catalyst discovery occurred in olefin polymerization
catalysis, where the original discovery of heterogeneous TiCl3-based catalysts
was followed by the discovery of very active organo-metallic complexes based
on Ti, V, or Zr by Kaminsky [135].
A major advantage of molecular catalytic systems is that they can be tuned by

the choice of organic ligands around the catalyst’s center to control activity and
selectivity. (For an excellent introduction to homogeneous catalysis we refer to
van Leeuwen [57].)
The use of heterogeneous catalysts at low temperatures is sometimes beneficial

for separating the product from the catalyst.The catalytically reactive site can still
be an “immobilized” organo-metallic complex, which can be usefully exploited in
association- or insertion-type catalytic reactions.
Heterogeneous catalysts are uniquely suited to reactions that require the dis-

sociation of a strong molecular bond such as N2 or CO; for example, ammo-
nia synthesis and the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. In these cases, reaction centers
that consist of (at a minimum) a small cluster of active metal atoms are needed.
Single-site catalysts such as the organometallic catalysts cannot be applied in
these reactions. Instead, the catalyst surface must provide the required ensem-
ble size. (We describe this in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 8.) In addition,
organometallic complexes are not stable at the high temperatures required for
these reactions, but the solid state matrix of the heterogeneous catalytic system
gives the catalyst the required robustness.
A single-site catalyst may be beneficially applied as a heterogeneous catalyst

by virtue of the unique ligand environment provided by the lattice in which it
is embedded. This is especially true for heterogeneous catalytic zeolitic systems,
where the interplay between microchannel structure and catalyst reactivity pro-
vides unique opportunities (see Chapter 9).
Another characteristic of heterogeneous catalysts is that they often require the

presence of reaction centers of different catalytic reactivity so that chemically
diverse reaction steps can be combined in coupled catalytic reaction cycles con-
ducted at the same reaction conditions. This is possible due to the unique design
of the catalyst. These types of multifunctional catalysts include the mixed oxides
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used for selective oxidation, and the bifunctional solid acid catalysts promoted
by a transition metal used for hydroisomerization or hydrocracking.
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3

Physical Chemistry, Elementary Kinetics

3.1 Introduction

A heterogeneous catalyst typically consists of millimeter-sized particles that
are prepared in a specific shape that controls their strength. These particles
are packed or circulated in a reactor bed with a dimension of centimeters in
laboratory experiments, or with a dimension of a meter or more in industrial
systems. Small particles of metal or other catalytically active materials are
distributed on high surface area porous supports, so that the maximum amount
of material is available for reaction.
The different characteristic dimensions of the catalytic reactor bed are illus-

trated in Figure 3.1.
Hydrodynamics determines the flowproperties in the reactor that has a process

time that can vary fromminutes to hours.Within the catalyst particles, the flow is
subject to diffusional resistance, which depends on the length and distribution of
the particle pore sizes.The dimensions of these micropores can vary in size from
a micron to several nanometers. The catalyst particle can also be an aggregate of
crystallites, such as a zeolitic system with smaller micropores on the order of a
nanometer. These crystallites are often embedded in an amorphous material to
give the large catalyst particles their strength.
The catalytically reactive nanoparticles distributed on the surface of the porous

catalyst particle can vary significantly in size as well as location and this distri-
bution can have a large impact on the overall catalyst reactivity. The reactivity
of the active particles depends on their size and shape, but due to the effects of
diffusion, their contribution to overall catalysis will also depend on their position
in the pore structure.
Ultimately, the chemical reactivity of the catalytic particle is determined by the

atomistic structure of the catalytically reactive centers on that particle.
The early discoveries in heterogeneous catalysis during the previous century

were accomplished without a scientific framework of the understanding of sur-
face chemistry and reactivity at amolecular level.The content of this book, which
is written a century later, describes the current deep understanding of the molec-
ular basis of heterogeneous catalyst reactivity.This is described in detail in Part II.
This chapter serves as an introduction to the basic physical chemical and kinetic

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Reactor Catalyst bed

Catalyst composition

Heterogeneous catalyst

Figure 3.1 The relative dimensions of catalytic process components; reactor(meters), catalyst
particle(millimeters), catalytically active components(microns or less).

concepts that will provide a context for the later chapters on mechanism and
catalytic modeling.
Operation of a catalytic reactor depends not only on the chemical process of

catalysis, but also on the processes of mass and heat transfer.These processes are
determined by physical properties such as catalyst particle size, pore volume and
distribution, and internal surface area as well as the stoichiometry of the cata-
lyst’s composition. Since it has been possible to measure these properties since
the beginning of catalytic science in the previous century, they were the earliest
parameters to be related to catalyst performance.
The scientific basis of mass or heat transfer limitations of the catalyst particles

and the consequences of these limitations for reactor design was formulated in
the middle of the last century, and this has evolved into the important discipline
of chemical reaction engineering [1, 2]. In parallel, kinetics also developed into an
important branch of physical chemistry.Themeasurement of the rate of reaction
as a function of partial pressures of the reactant and product became an impor-
tant tool for deducing information on rate-controlling steps, and for correlating
catalyst performance with catalyst composition and physical structure [3].
A reaction mechanism can never be firmly established based solely on overall

kinetics measurements because too many molecular reactivity parameters
are unknown. This process has been enhanced by the recent availability of
molecular reactivity information from computation and surface science data.
The phenomenological development of catalyst kinetics became an important
tool for analyzing catalyst performance, for estimating reactor requirements, and
for optimizing process design. Complemented by chemical thermodynamics,
the determination of reaction mechanisms became essential to reactor modeling
and also provided important inputs for the improvement of catalytically active
materials.
In order to predict which material is optimum for a catalytic reaction, we

need to know how catalyst performance relates to catalyst composition and
structure. Therefore, the characterization of the structure of a catalyst at various
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scales relevant to catalytic operations is a core activity of heterogeneous catalysis
science.
In the early twentieth century, quantitative product determination was difficult

due to the complexity of product analysis. Now, with new tools for physical anal-
ysis and with modern test facilities, this can be done almost automatically on a
laboratory scale.
Determining catalyst structure and composition on a molecular level still

presents a significant challenge because the complexity of the catalytic system
makes complete molecular characterization difficult. Synthesis control on a
molecularly defined level presents a similar challenge. Therefore, empirical
exploration remains essential to catalyst research. There is ample scope for
further refinement of the techniques for catalyst characterization and synthesis.
The ultimate difficulty in the search for an optimum catalyst is that reactivity

is controlled on a molecular level by the topology of the atoms that constitute
a catalyst’s surface site. Catalyst preparation affords full molecular control and
complete atomistic characterization only in the rare case when model molecular
catalytic systems are used. Figure 3.2 shows an example of such a catalyst with an
Ir4 cluster prepared by immobilizing the corresponding carbonyl complex on the
internal aluminosilicate surface of a zeolite.
Conventional heterogeneous catalysts are inhomogeneous, and the molecular

character of the optimum reaction center is often not known. An additional com-
plication is that the catalyst surface often reorganizes during reaction. As we will
see in Chapter 4, this reorganization may initially activate the catalyst, but will
ultimately lead to its deactivation. Advanced spectroscopic techniques that can
be applied ex situ as well as in situ (in operando) are available to unravel the com-
plex chemical constitution of the working catalyst.
Due to the inhomogeneous nature of the catalysts, model catalyst studies based

on the techniques of surface science [5, 6] have been very useful, because model
catalytic systems aremore homogeneous and allow for detailed atomistic charac-
terization of the catalytically active system. Examples of the single crystal surfaces
of transition metals used in such experiments are shown in Figure 3.3.
Computational quantum-chemical approaches such as density functional

theory (DFT) [8] have reached a high level of maturity and are now the basis
of computational catalysis. This approach is very useful for simulating the
reactivity of realistic models of catalytically reactive centers at a molecular
level [8–10]. These types of calculations are used to study the relative stability
of reaction intermediates and are indispensable for microkinetic simulations.
The resulting detailed scientific understanding of the relationship of molecular

Figure 3.2 Ir4 cluster supported on the zeolite fragment
Al3Si3O6H12

3−. (Ferrari et al. 2008 [4]. Reproduced with
permission of American Chemical Society.) Ir

Ir1

O2
O1
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fcc (977) fcc (533)fcc (755)

fcc (443) fcc (331)fcc (332)

fcc (14,11,10) fcc (13,11,9)fcc (10,8,7)

Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of the surface structures of several stepped (first two
rows) and kinked (bottom row) crystal faces deduced from the bulk unit cell of a face-centered
cubic crystal. The numbers within the brackets denote crystallographic directions. The
non-stepped surface is the (111) surface, with each surface atom having six neighbor atoms in
the plane and three below the plane. Contraction of interlayer spacing and other modes of
restructuring that are commonly observed are not shown. (Somorjai and Li 2010 [7].
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.)

surface chemical reactivity to catalyst surface composition and structure has a
great influence on our predictive abilities.
Computational chemistry and physics provide important tools to analyze the

atomistic structure of catalytically reactive sites by comparing calculated spectra
to measured spectra [10, 11].
Section 3.2 briefly describes some of themost important techniques for charac-

terizing heterogeneous catalysts. In Section 3.3, we will present the fundamental
kinetics equations and elementary rate equations used in heterogeneous catalytic
kinetics, and explain the design of the Sabatier volcano curve. Section 3.4 will
introduce transient kinetics methods that are useful to unravel the elementary
rate constants of the overall catalytic reaction cycle, and also to determine the
fraction of reactive surface centers. The final section considers diffusion and its
interplay with kinetics.
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3.2 Catalyst Characterization

A heterogeneous catalyst typically consists of a high surface area inert support
on which small catalytically active particles have been distributed. The smaller
the catalytically reactive particles, the more efficient the process, because small
size maximizes the number of particle atoms that are exposed. The high surface
area of the inert support allows for a high density of the small catalytically active
particles in a finite volume. The support is also needed to stabilize the particles
against particle growth, so that they remain small. Most often the “inert” high
surface area support is an oxide that has some innate reactivity. If this reactivity
is not beneficial, promotors or moderating compounds are used to suppress it. A
challenge in catalyst synthesis lies in the ability to prepare catalysts with uniform
particle size and well-defined pore structure. Since this is often not achieved, a
significant goal of catalyst research is to understand this inhomogeneity and the
actual composition of the heterogeneous catalyst.
Catalyst performance characterization involves determining the kinetics

properties of the catalytic reaction as well as the physical characterization of the
catalyst.
In the laboratory, catalyst performance is measured in microreactors as shown

in Figure 3.4. (For an introduction to the chemical reactor engineering of such
reactors refer to Levenspiel [1].) These catalyst test reactors require only a few

CSTR–Robinson–Mahoney
stationary catalyst basket

Reactant

Product

(a)

(b)

Catalyst

Figure 3.4 (a) Plug flow micro reactor. (b) Continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) [12].
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grams of catalyst, and can be operated isothermally, without internal pressure or
flowgradientswhen the catalyst particle dimensions, flow conditions, and reactor
size are chosen properly [13].Most of the kinetics data discussed in this book have
been obtained from such measurements.
The four essential questions for catalyst characterization are as follows:

1. What is the surface area and porosity of the catalyst?
2. What is the composition of the catalytically reactive particles, andwhat is their

size and shape distribution?
3. What fraction of the exposed surface contains the catalytically reactive cen-

ters?
4. What is the state of the catalyst at reaction conditions?

While the first two questions can be answered by studying the catalyst before
and after the reaction, the third and fourth require a characterization study of the
catalyst while it is in operation.
Volumetric adsorption methods are fundamental to heterogeneous catalyst

characterization. They are based on the chemisorption of molecules on a
reactive surface or on the physical adsorption of molecules on the entire catalyst
surface. Chemisorbing molecules form chemical bonds with a surface which is
material-specific. Physical adsorption is due to weak dispersion or van derWaals
interaction between adsorbate and surface, and is not material-specific. This
property can also be used to determine the pore volume of the catalyst.

3.2.1 Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm

A classical expression used in chemisorption is the Langmuir’s adsorption
isotherm (Eq. (3.1)), which computes the surface coverage as a function of gas
pressure and size of adsorbing molecule. This expression is also important in
kinetics modeling studies. By measuring the change in gas pressure, the amount
of gas adsorbed can be deduced, and the surface area and equilibrium adsorption
constant can be determined:

𝜃 =
Keq

P
P0

1 + Keq
P
P0

(3.1)

In Eq. (3.1), 𝜃 is the fraction of surface sites occupied by the adsorbing gas, P
is gas pressure, P0 is the pressure of gas at standard temperature and pressure
conditions, and K eq is the equilibrium constant of adsorption defined as the ratio
of the rate constant of adsorption kads, and the rate constant of desorption kdes. 𝜃
is determined by using the surface area of the adsorbing gas as a unit measure of
material.
Langmuir’s view of a surface is analogous to a checkerboard surface like the ter-

raced surfaces in Figure 3.3 without the step-edges. Equation (3.1) is valid as long
as one molecule adsorbs per site, the number of sites is finite, the sites are identi-
cal, and the adsorbing molecules do not interact. The characteristic of Langmuir
adsorption is its initial linear dependencies of surface coverage on gas pressure
(Henry’s law) and on the saturation of surface coverage at higher pressure,
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Figure 3.5 Langmuir adsorption isotherm;
Coverage 𝜃 as a function of pressure. 𝜃 saturates at
high pressure.

θ

P/Ps

which is due to the finite number of adsorption sites (see Figure 3.5). The
Langmuir adsorption isotherm for adsorption of a non-dissociating molecule
is deduced from equilibration of rates of adsorption −−⇀

𝜈ads and desorption ←−−
𝜈des

respectively:
−−→
𝜈ads =

←−−
𝜈des ⇒ kads

P
P0

(1 − 𝜃)Ns = kdes𝜃Ns

⇒
𝜃

1 − 𝜃
=

kads
P
P0

kdes
= Keq

P
P0

Ns is the total number of sites, 𝜃 is surface coverage, k is the rate of adsorption and
desorption, P is pressure, and P0 is the pressure at STP (Standard Temperature
and Pressure).
The volumetric adsorption of reactive gasses that dissociate, such as CO or

H2, can be used to measure the surface area of catalytically reactive particles.
In later chapters we will discuss the questionable nature of the assumptions
of identical sites and the absence of lateral interactions. Nonetheless, the
expression in Eq. (3.1) is very useful and is widely used to deduce free energies of
adsorption.

3.2.2 Measurement of Pore Volume

At the time of its discovery, the BET (Brunauer, Emmet, Teller) [14] expression
based on physical adsorption represented a breakthrough for determining the
total surface area andpore volumeof a catalyst.TheBETequation uses the change
in pressure at a temperature close to gas condensation.
As long as the pressure of the gas is below the condensation pressure,

Langmuir-type adsorption will occur over the entire surface, but when pressure
increases, condensation will occur instead of adsorption saturation.
The BET adsorption isotherm is given by Eq. (3.2).

P
Vads(Ps − P)

= 1
CVm

+ C − 1
CVm

P
Ps

(3.2)

V ads is the volume of gas adsorbed and Vm is the volume per molecule. PS is the
saturation pressure at the condensation temperature of gas. From the plot of vol-
ume of gas adsorbed V ads versus P/Ps from Eq. (3.2), the monolayer volume of
gas Vm that can be adsorbed can be deduced and, since the surface area of the
molecule is known, will give the total surface area of the entire catalyst particle.
C is defined in Insert 1, that gives the derivation of the BET equation in Insert 1.
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Insert 1: Multilayer Adsorption; the BET Equation

As in the derivation of the Langmuir adsorption, we will equilibrate the rates of adsorption
and desorption, but since we have to consider condensation, subsequent layers on top of
each other have to be considered (after [3]):

Layer 1 → rads
0 𝜃0 = rdes

0 𝜃1; rads
0 = kads

0
P
Ps

Layer 2 → rads
1 𝜃1 = rdes

1 𝜃2; rads
1 = kads

1
P
Ps

In the second and following layers, molecules only absorb on previously absorbed
molecules. Now, assume that all ri(i ≠ 0)= r1. At condensation pressure P = P0:

rdes
1 = revap = rcond = kads

1 and rads
1 = rcond

P
Ps

Hence

𝜃2

𝜃1
=

rads
1

rdes
1

=
rcond

P
Ps

r1,evap

and
𝜃2

𝜃1
= P

Ps
= x ⇒ 𝜃i = xi−1

𝜃1

𝜃1

𝜃0
=

kads
0

P
Ps

rdes
0

⇒ 𝜃i = Cxi
𝜃0

(
C =

kads
0

rdes
0

= K0
ads

)

The total number of molecules adsorbed per unit surface area nt is nt =
∞∑

i=1

i𝜃i =

C𝜃0

∞∑
i=1

ixi.

Conservation of number of sites gives: 1 = 𝜃0 +
∞∑

i=1

𝜃i = 𝜃0

(
1 + C

∞∑
i=1

xi

)
with

∞∑
i=1

xi ≈ x
1 − x

(x < 1) and
∞∑

i=1

ixi = x
1−x2

gives nt =
Cx

(1−x)(1−x+Cx)
that can be written as

Eq. (3.2).

3.2.3 Porosity

In Figure 3.6, a characteristic adsorption isotherm is shown for N2 adsorption on
a high surface area 𝜂-alumina.
In addition to the increasing multilayer adsorption of N2, Figure 3.6 illustrates

that at even higher temperatures hysteresis occurs in the adsorption behavior so
that the amount of liquid adsorbed varies when pressure increases or decreases.
This hysteresis relates to the capillary forces that arise when liquid condenses
into the mesopores (2 nm< d< 50 nm) of the catalyst particles. Hysteresis
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Figure 3.6 Adsorption of N2 at
77.3 K on 𝜂-alumina.
○= increasing pressures and
×=decreasing pressures.
(After [3].)
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occurs due to the non-uniformity of the pores. In this case, we refer to the Kelvin
equation:

PK = P exp
(
−2𝛾V
rbRT

)
(3.3)

PK is the equilibrium pressure of the liquid in the pore, P is the equilibrium pres-
sure of the free liquid, 𝛾 is the surface tension of the fluid, rb is the capillary radius,
R is the gas constant, and T and V are the temperature and the volume of the
liquid.
A pore with a small neck radius will fill at relatively low pressure, but it will only

completely fill at the higher pressure consistent with its larger body radius. For
desorption to occur, the pressure must initially be low enough to cause evapora-
tion of the liquid at the bottleneck.
The hysteresis loops of physical adsorption isotherms can be used to deduce

the dimensions and shapes of the capillaries in the catalyst particles. These are
called T-plots, and their values can also be obtained by measuring the physical
adsorption of non-reactive gas molecules such as N2 or noble gas molecules [11].

3.2.4 Temperature-Programmed Reactivity Measurements

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) or temperature-programmed oxida-
tion (TPO) experiments can be used to determine the weight loss or increase of
the total amount of reactive material. Reduction uses H2 uptake as a function
of temperature, while oxidation uses oxygen consumption as a function of tem-
perature. Instead of measuring chemisorption, which is a surface measurement,
TPR experiments measure the bulk reactivity properties of a particular reactive
material. These measurements are element-specific because the temperatures of
oxidation or reduction will depend on the material studied. Additionally, tem-
peratures can be varied with particle size and can thus be used as an indicator
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of reactive particle sizes. As we will discuss in Chapter 11, smaller metal-oxide
particles tend to reduce at higher temperatures.

3.2.5 Spectroscopic Techniques

The evolution of catalyst characterization has involved the use of spectroscopy
for collecting data of increasing detail at the molecular level. Some important
spectroscopic techniques are listed:
• Electron microscopy can determine the particle size distribution of the catalyt-

ically reactive particles on the catalyst at the nano- and micron levels. High
resolution studies reveal atomistic-level details of the catalyst.

• X-Ray photo emission spectroscopy (XPS) enables identification of low concen-
tration elements on the surface of catalyst materials based on the energy of
emitted electrons.

• Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy is used at syn-
chrotron facilities to measure the local coordination of atoms that are part of
the partially disordered materials of a reactive catalyst.

• Infrared and Raman spectroscopies are vibrational spectroscopies useful for
probing the interaction of adsorbed molecules with catalyst surfaces. Changes
in bond frequencies provide information on the activation of molecules by
reactive substrates.
For a detailed discussion of these techniques, see [11, 15].
Methods for bulk solid-state characterization such as X-ray diffraction and

solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are also widely used. X-ray
diffraction can not only determine the structure of compounds that constitute
the catalyst, but can also be used to measure particle size. In addition, to assist
structure determination, solid-state NMR spectroscopy can also be used to
probe the state and mobility of adsorbed molecules in microporous systems
such as the zeolites [16].
While most physical characterization is conducted on catalyst particles before

or after a reaction, there is an increasing interest in the development of meth-
ods to study the catalyst surface during the catalytic reaction.This is achieved by
combining spectroscopies that can be applied in an ambient environment with
catalyst reaction measurements [17].

3.3 Elementary Kinetics

3.3.1 Lumped Kinetics Expressions: Kinetic Determination of Key Reaction
Intermediates

Knowledge of the kinetics of a reaction enables to calculate the rate of reaction as
a function of reaction concentration and temperature. The kinetics of a reaction
is based on a proposed mechanistic model. For a catalytic reaction, this will be a
cyclic sequence of sometimes competing elementary reaction steps.

3.3.1.1 The Rate Constant of an Elementary Reaction
The elementary reaction is defined as a single chemical bond-breaking or
formation event that connects the local equilibrium state of the initial reacting
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intermediate(s) with the next new reaction intermediate that is again in a local
equilibrium state. The probability of progressing from one equilibrium state to
the next for this particular transformation is the rate constant of the elementary
reaction. It is given by Eyrings’ transition state reaction rate expression [18]:

rT = kT
h

exp
(
−ΔG#

kT

)
(3.4)

rT is the rate constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and h is the Planck con-
stant.ΔG# is the activation-free energy of the reaction.This is an Arrhenius-type
expression that depends exponentially on an energy divided by the temperature
T. kT/h is a frequency of the order of 1013 per second. The reaction rate expres-
sion in Eq. (3.4) relates the reaction rate of the elementary reaction step to the free
energy difference between the transition state and the ground state. The transi-
tion state is defined as the minimum free energy saddle point on the potential
energy surface that connects the two reaction intermediate equilibrium states,
which are the initial and final states of the elementary reaction (see Figure 3.7).
TheEyring transition state rate expression of an elementary reaction is based on

the essential assumption that reaction probability is slow compared to the rates of
energy exchange between the reacting system and its environment. This is valid
as long as (and because) the activation energies of a bond formation or bond
cleavage are usually higher than 5 kT. The transition state can be considered in
equilibrium with the equilibrium ground states. If this condition is not satisfied,
as can be the case for surface diffusion, molecular dynamics approaches based on
the solution of the Newton’s equations must be used.
The second assumption is that once the system is in the transition state itmoves

to the other equilibrium state without probability of reflection. It implies that
there is no friction due to high viscosity of a reaction medium.
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Figure 3.7 Potential energy saddle point diagram illustrating the relationship between
transition state, reactant, and product state. The local energy minima (x= 0, y=−8 and x= 0,
y= 6) indicate reactant and product state respectively. The potential energy saddle point
(x= 0, y= 0) defines the transition state.
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Transition state theory requires the definition of a reaction coordinate q of the
reacting system.This is one of the degrees of freedom of the system along which
the bond cleavage or formation reaction takes place, and it is defined uniquely
in the transition state. At the transition state, the second derivative of the energy
with respect to the reaction coordinate is negative, whereas in the local energy
minima it is always positive. In the transition state, all the other free energies of
the reacting system are at their local energyminimum, except for the translational
degrees or rotational degrees of freedom of a freely moving molecular system.
Eyring’s reaction rate expression can be rewritten as Eq. (3.5).

rT = vT exp
(
−

Eact

kT

)
(3.5)

With:
𝜈T = e kT

h
exp

(
ΔS#

k

)
(3.6a)

Eact = ΔH# + kT (3.6b)

ΔS# = ΔS#
transl + ΔS#

rot + ΔS#
vibr (3.6c)

Eact = E#
electr +

1
2

h

( N∑
i=0

v0i −
N∑

i=1
vi

)
+ kT (3.6d)

The activation energy of the reaction Eact (Eq. (3.6b)) is deduced from the
expression in Eq. (3.4) by using its definition, which is the derivative of its
logarithm with respect to 1/kT (for a more detailed discussion see [19], p. 138
and following). The pre-exponent 𝜈T depends on the transition state entropy
ΔS#, and the activation energy Eact relates to the activation enthalpy ΔH#, all
of which are assumed to be independent of temperature. For a molecule that
desorbs from the surface from an immobile adsorbed state, a typical value of
𝜈T is 1017; for an adsorbing molecule it is 109. This reflects the difference in
mobility of the adsorbed molecule with respect to the gas phase. The activation
entropy is a sum of the respective contributions of translational, rotational,
or vibrational entropies (Eq. (3.6c)). These can be computed using statistical
mechanics from the corresponding partition functions (see Insert 2). Within the
harmonic approximation for the vibrational frequencies, the activation energy
Eact can be deduced from quantum-chemical calculations using the expression
Eq. (3.6d). E#

electr is the electronic energy difference between the transition state
and the ground state. 𝜈0i and 𝜈i are the frequencies of the equilibrium ground
state vibrations and the frequencies of the vibrational modes of the transition
state complex other than the reaction coordinate, respectively. N is the total
number of vibrational nodes.

Insert 2: Statistical Mechanical Relations for Energy and Entropy

Once the partition function Q is known, thermodynamic properties can be calculated. The
partition function Q is given by (after [20]):

Q =
∑

i

exp

(
−

Ei

kT

)
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The energies Ei are the eigen energies of the system. From Q, the energy and entropy
can be calculated from these relations:

E = kT2 𝜕

𝜕T
ln Q

S = 𝜕

𝜕T
(kT ln Q)

The partition function is the product of the respective partition functions of the degrees
of freedom of the system.

Q = Qtrans × Qrot × Qvib

The expression of Qtrans for one degree of freedom is:

Qtrans = l
(2𝜋mkT)1∕2

h

m is the mass of the particle and l is the length of translation.
The expression for Qrot of a linear molecule is:

Qrot =
8𝜋2IkT

h2

I is the momentum of inertia.
The expression for the contribution of one vibrational degree of freedom within the

harmonic approximation is:

Qvib = e−
1
2

h𝜈
kT

1 − e−
1
2

h𝜈
kT

When activation entropies are calculated instead, the following expression is used:

Q′
vib = 1

1 − exp
(
− h𝜈

kT

)

The zero-point vibrational energy correction 1
2

h𝜈 has been incorporated into the
activation energy expression calculated from the electronic energy.

The electronically calculated saddle point energy is to be corrected with the
zero-point frequencies of all ground state degrees of freedom, except for the
transition state vibrational frequencies of the non-reaction coordinate degrees
of freedom. There is also a small correction to the activation energy barrier due
to kT. Equations (3.5) is fundamental to the catalytic kinetics equations discussed
in the next subsection.

3.3.1.2 Elementary Catalytic Reaction Kinetics
Because the catalytic reaction is a cycle that consists of a combination of elemen-
tary reaction steps, the energy reaction path and apparent activation energy have
a complex relation with those same attributes of the elementary reactions that
constitute the catalytic reaction cycle. This is the topic of this section.
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Thereaction step sequence that comprises a catalytic reaction cycle is called the
mechanism of the reaction. Since this sequence of elementary reactions is often
unknown, one must propose a plausible mechanism.
A comparison of predicted kinetics with the measured kinetics of the reaction

can be used to evaluate potential candidates. However, alternative mechanis-
tic proposals can result in very similar kinetics, when elementary rate constant
parameters are not known and are adjusted to correspond with the experiment.
Without additional information, kinetic parameters obtained in this way are very
helpful for catalytic reactor design, but are not sufficiently accurate to establish a
conclusive relation between kinetic performance and catalyst chemical reactivity
indicators.
This additional information can be deduced from in situ spectroscopic infor-

mation about the surface composition of the working catalyst or from model
chemical experiments, for instance those using isotope-labeledmolecules (as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4). Quantum-chemical calculations on model systems can
provide information on the relative stability of proposed reaction intermediates
and activation energies of elementary reaction steps, and this aids considerably
in the validation of a proposed reaction mechanism.
To calculate kinetics one must solve the set of kinetic equations for the rate of

change of the reaction intermediates of the reaction.These are not only gas phase
intermediate molecules that can readsorb, but are dominantly reaction interme-
diates adsorbed on the catalyst surface and only indirectly related to the reac-
tion product. The kinetics equations are coupled ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) that calculate product formation from the surface concentrations of these
reaction intermediates. The equations are usually solved making the steady state
assumption, so that the stationary rate of conversion to product is calculated.
In the elementary surface kinetics that we consider in this section, the Lang-

muir checkerboard surface model is used to build a kinetic model of a reaction.
As in the Langmuir adsorption model, one type of surface site is considered and
the adsorbing intermediates have no lateral interactions. The concentration of
intermediates can be described by an average coverage 𝜃i. This corresponds to
the mean field equation that assumes that the rate of surface diffusion is fast
compared to the rate of the individual elementary reaction steps, so surface con-
centrations can be considered to be uniformly distributed.

3.3.1.2.1 Site Number Conservation Law

The law of site number conservation states that the sum of the surface vacancy
concentration and the surface coverages of reaction intermediates is equal to a
constant.∑

i
𝜃i + 𝜃v = 1 (3.7)

𝜃i is the surface concentration of intermediate i and 𝜃v is the surface vacancy con-
centration. It implies, as we will see, a fundamental difference between catalytic
kinetics and non-catalytic kinetics. The latter assumes mass-action law kinetics,
according to which the rate of a reaction is proportional to the product of the
concentrations of reacting molecules.
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Figure 3.8 Lumped kinetics reaction cycle of methane formation from synthesis gas
(schematic).

Lumped kinetic expressions are often used in elementary kinetics. Every
individual reaction step is not explicitly considered, but instead several steps
may be contracted into one rate expression. This simplifies the equations to be
solved as well as the interpretation of their results.
As an initial example, we will provide the solutions for the elementary lumped

kinetics model of the formation of methane from synthesis gas. The mechanism
of this reaction is shown by the reaction cycle in Figure 3.8.
This lumped kinetics reaction cycle does not explicitly consider the dissociative

adsorption of H2. Reaction is initiated by adsorption of CO and H2 to empty sur-
face sites, and the cycle closes with regeneration of empty surface sites by product
desorption. 𝜃H is ignored because this lumped kinetics reaction cycle does not
explicitly consider dissociative adsorption of H2.
The corresponding lumped kinetics equations are as follows:

RCH4
= 1

Ns

d[P]
dt

= kH𝜃C (3.8)

Equation (3.8) gives the rate of product formation R from adsorbed C atoms.
𝜃C is the surface coverage of C. The rate constant kH is the lumped reaction rate
constant of C atomhydrogenation tomethane. It implicitly depends onH2 partial
pressure.

d𝜃C
dt

= kdiss𝜃CO(1 − 𝜃) − kH𝜃C (3.9a)

d𝜃CO
dt

= kCO
ads

PCO

PCO
0

(1 − 𝜃) − kCO
des 𝜃CO − kdiss𝜃CO(1 − 𝜃) (3.9b)

𝜃 = 𝜃C + 𝜃CO (3.9c)

P CO is the partial pressure of CO, P0
CO is the partial pressure of CO at STP, and

𝜃 is the total surface coverage.
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Equations (3.9a)–(3.9c) assume that the surface coverage by O atoms can
also be ignored, which implies that the rate constant of their removal is fast
compared to that of the other reactions. This assumption is useful for our
illustrated example. It simplifies the ODEs since now only two surface species,
CO and C, must be considered. The rate of C-atom formation is proportional to
the reaction rate constant of CO dissociation kdiss and the product of 𝜃CO and
surface vacancy concentration, since two atoms are generated by dissociation
of CO and hence a vacant surface position next to the adsorbed position is
required.
Conventionally, one proceeds to identify the rate-controlling step of the

reaction. We will compare the cases where the rate constant of dissociation of
adsorbed CO, kdiss, is large and the rate of C atom hydrogenation is fast, with
the opposite case where kdiss is rate-controlling. By comparing the predicted and
experimentally demonstrated partial pressure dependence, it can be established
which of the two cases applies. This also indicates which reaction intermediate
dominates the surface coverage.
Equations (3.9) can be solvedwithin the steady state approximation (d𝜃i/dt = 0):

RCH4
=

kH(1 − 𝜃CO)

1 + kH
kdiss𝜃CO

(3.10a)

𝜃CO

1 − 𝜃CO
= KCO

ads
PCO

PCO
0

1
1 + kdiss𝜃CO

kH
+ kdiss(1−𝜃CO)

kCO
des

(3.10b)

An analytical solution is not possible because of the higher-order equation
for 𝜃CO.
However, the kinetic expressions for RCH4

that correspond to the two different
cases can be determined analytically:

RCH4
= kH(1 − 𝜃CO), kdiss𝜃CO ≫ kH (3.11a)

𝜃CO ≈
KCO
ads

1 + Kdiss𝜃CO

kH

PCO

PCO
0

≪ 1, kdiss𝜃CO ≫ kH (3.11b)

RCH4
= kdiss𝜃CO(1 − 𝜃CO), kdiss𝜃CO ≪ kH (3.12a)

𝜃CO =
KCO
ads

P CO

P CO
0

1 + KCO
ads

P CO

P CO
0

, kdiss𝜃CO ≪ kH; kdiss𝜃CO ≪ kCO
des (3.12b)

RCH4
= kdiss

KCO
ads

P CO

P CO
0(

1 + KCO
ads

P CO

P CO
0

)2 (3.12c)

These equations will be analyzed in the subsection that follows.

3.3.1.2.2 The Apparent Activation Energy
In the case described by Eqs. (3.11), the apparent activation energy of the reac-
tion is determined by the rate of surface carbon hydrogenation and the surface is
mainly coveredwith “C” species. In the case described by Eqs. (3.12), the apparent
activation energies depend on the CO coverage, which can vary.
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The apparent activation energy Eapp of the rate of methane formation now
depends strongly on the coverage of CO:

Eapp = Ediss + (1 − 2𝜃CO)ECO
ads (3.13)

In Eq. (3.13), Ediss is the activation energy of CO dissociation and ECO
ads is the

adsorption energy of CO. At low CO coverage Eapp is lower than Ediss because
ECO
ads is subtracted. As can be seen in equation (3.12c), the order of reaction is

first order in partial CO pressure. At high CO coverage Eapp is higher than Ediss,
because ECO

ads must be added to Ediss.The order of reaction becomes negative order
in the partial pressure of CO.
There is a clear physical interpretation of these different behaviors as shown by

the rate of product formation as a function of partial pressure of CO. It is typical
for heterogeneous catalytic reactions (Figure 3.9).

Product state
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Figure 3.9 (a) 𝜃CO ≪ 1 and Eapp = Ediss + Eads
CO. (b) 𝜃 = 1/2 and Eapp = Ediss. (c) 𝜃CO ≫ 1 and

Eapp = Ediss + Eads
CO. Schematic reaction energy diagram corresponding to elementary kinetics

of methane formation from CO. The rate constant of CO dissociation is assumed to be
rate-controlling (Ediss > 0; Eads < 0).
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In the case where 𝜃CO is substantially less than 1, the apparent activation energy
is Ediss measured with respect to the gas phase. When 𝜃CO = 1/2, the apparent
activation energy is equal to Ediss measured with respect to its adsorbed state.
And when 𝜃CO is nearly 1, the apparent is Ediss to which |Eads

CO| is added. In the
third case, a CO molecule must desorb in order to create a surface vacancy for
the adsorption of the additional adatom generated upon CO dissociation.
As a second example, in alkene hydrogenation, when the hydrocarbon surface

coverage is low the adsorption energy of the alkene must be subtracted from the
activation energy of the molecule. In contrast at high coverage the apparent acti-
vation energy is equal to the molecular activation energy.
This subsection has illustrated the close relationship between surface coverage,

order of reaction, and apparent activation energy for the kinetics of a heteroge-
neous catalytic reaction.

3.3.1.2.3 Michaelis–Menten Kinetics

We will conclude this section by showing the similarity between the kinetics of
enzyme catalysis, or homogeneous catalysis by organometallic complex catalysts,
and the kinetics of heterogeneous catalysis.
The reason for this equivalence is that in both types of catalysis the number of

catalytic sites is a constant, and in both cases the analog of the surface coverage is
the number of occupiedmolecular catalytic complexes.The reaction rate expres-
sion used in enzyme catalysis assumes monomolecular reaction and is called the
Michaelis–Menten equation.
This comparison is most easily demonstrated by considering the lumped kinet-

ics expression of heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation of an olefin, considered
as a monomolecular reaction and to compare this with the analog expression for
a mono molecular reaction when catalyzed by a molecular complex or enzyme.
The Michaelis–Menten type expression for the rate of reaction is deduced if

one assumes rapid equilibration between the catalyst center and free reagent and
that the reaction rate is limited by the hydrogenation reaction step. In the case
of hydrogenation, this would be the reaction of adsorbed hydrogen atoms with
adsorbed olefin.
The lumped kinetic equation according to heterogeneous catalysis is (again we

ignore explicit dependence on hydrogen pressure and concentration):

Rs = Nskr𝜃 (3.14a)

𝜃 =
Kads

P
P0

1 + Kads
P
P0

(3.14b)

The equivalent Michaelis–Menten expression in the notation conventionally
used in enzyme catalysis is:

Re = k2E0
S

Km + S
(3.14c)

The overall catalytic rate is proportional to the maximum number of available
sites: Ns (Eq. (3.14a)) or enzyme molecules E0 (Eq. (3.14c)). The Michaelis con-
stant Km is the equivalent of 1/K ads and the partial pressure is the equivalent
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of the substrate concentration S. kr is the lumped elementary rate constant of
the rate-controlling surface reaction, and k2 is the symbol corresponding to the
enzyme-catalyzed reaction.
Both expressions show that at high reactant concentration, the rate of reaction

becomes a constant, independent of reactant concentration.This is due to site sat-
uration by adsorption, represented by the term in the denominator of expression
(3.14b) or (3.14c).
These expressions do not allow us to predict Ns in the surface reaction for the

activation energies or orders of reaction. This is a very important issue in het-
erogeneous catalysis because the distribution and reactivity of reactive surface
centers is not uniform, and as a result the Langmuir assumption is no longer
valid.
Spectroscopically, it is still a great challenge to determine the number of active

sites on a working catalyst, which is often low compared to the total number of
surface atoms. In Section 3.4, we will discuss the transient kinetics approach that
can be used to derive this information.
It is important to realize that the kinetic equations represented thus far do not

account for the reverse reaction of the product where readsorption and reaction
back to reactant leads to equilibrium between the reactant and product at long
contact times of gas or liquid flow.

3.3.1.2.4 Fundamental Catalytic Kinetics Equation

Generally, the overall rate of a catalytic reaction is determined by the elementary
reaction rate constants, the surface coverage of reaction sites, and a chemical
driving force that is expressed as affinity Aff.
The chemical affinity of the reaction is zero when reaction is at equilibrium.
For the simple case of reactant A and product B, Aff is defined as:

Aff = RgT ln
(Rf

Rb

[A]
[B]

)
; Keq =

Rf

Rb
(3.15)

Rf and Rb are the respective forward and backward rates of reactant conversion,
respectively. [A] and [B] are the respective concentrations in the reactionmixture.
Rg is the gas constant.
For a two-component system, assuming a reactant activation to be rate con-

trolling, the rate expression that includes the back reaction becomes:

R =
kaKA

ads[A] − kbKB
ads[B]

1 + KA
ads[A] + KB

ads[B]
(3.16)

In Eq. (3.16), KA
ads and KB

ads are the respective adsorption constants of reagent
and product. ka and kb are the elementary reaction rate constants due to the
surface reactions of adsorbed A and B. We have normalized the rate per surface
site. As in Eqs. (3.14), we assume rapid equilibration between the surface and the
reactant and product phase.
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Equation (3.16) can be rewritten so that it explicitly shows that the rate R is
zero when reactant and product are at equilibrium:

R =
kaKA

ads[A]
(
1 − exp

(
− Aff

Rg T

))

1 + KA
ads[A] + KB

ads[B]
(3.17)

This leads to the Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson (LHHW) expres-
sion:

R = ka𝜃A

(
1 − exp

(
−

Aff

RgT

))
(3.18)

with:

𝜃A =
KA
ads[A]

1 + KA
ads[A] + KB

ads[B]
(3.19)

Equation (3.18) illustrates the three contributions to the overall rate of a
catalytic reaction. These are the elementary reaction rate constant of the
rate-controlling step (ka), the fraction of the surface covered by the adsorbed
species to be converted (𝜃A), and the driving force of the reaction that is deter-
mined by the affinity. The expression can be readily extended to represent a case
with many components. The essential assumptions are that a rate-controlling
step exists and that all other reaction steps are equilibrated. In the section
dealing with the simulation of the Sabatier volcano curve, we will see that at
the maximum of the volcano curve this condition breaks down and a different
approach must be followed.

3.3.1.2.5 Eley–Rideal versus Langmuir–Hinshelwood Kinetics

The rate expressions shown in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.18) assume that the adsorption
equilibrium of the reactant and product molecules is rapidly established and that
the reaction proceeds by a slow elementary reaction step in which the adsorbed
molecular complex is activated by the surface.
The initial adsorption of reactants is not always necessary for the reaction.

Sometimes, there is a direct reaction between gas phase molecules and adsorbed
molecules. When a molecule reacts directly with a preadsorbed molecule or
surface adatom without an adsorption step, the reaction is occurring through
an Eley–Rideal mechanism. Examples of this type of reaction are seen in the
activation of alkane molecules by surface oxygen atoms.

3.3.2 Sabatier Principle and Volcano Curves: Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi
Relations

Computational catalysis has devised methods to determine the reactivity per-
formance indicators of a catalyst at its optimum performance. In the Sabatier
volcano optimum of catalytic reaction rate plotted against surface reactivity, the
rates of competing elementary reaction steps balance.There is no rate-controlling
step. Kinetic expressions such as Eqs. (3.9a)–(3.9c) now must be solved without
assuming one rate-controlling reaction step.
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In order to construct the Sabatier volcano curve, one needs to know how the
reaction rate constants of the elementary reaction rates that constitute the cat-
alytic reaction cycle depend on surface reactivity indicators. We will discuss this
in the following subsection. The Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relation is very
useful for evaluating trends in elementary reaction rate constants as a function of
catalyst composition. The BEP relation correlates the activation energies of ele-
mentary reactions with equilibrium properties such as the corresponding reac-
tion energies. Since equilibrium properties (such as adsorption energy, which is
a kinetic property) are used to calculate a reaction rate, the relationship between
the rate constant and equilibrium properties and the adsorption energies can
only be estimated.While no rigorous statistical mechanical theory can be used to
determine this relationship, useful approximation theories have been developed
for a limited class of materials and reactions.
These theories involve the use of linear activation energy–reaction energy rela-

tions between the activation energy and adsorption energies of reaction products
or reaction reagents. We will explain the concept of BEP as it applies to elemen-
tary surface reaction steps in Section 3.3.2.1. In Section 3.3.2.2, its use will be
illustrated by a simulation of the Sabatier optimum using the kinetics model of
the CO to methane reaction of Eqs. (3.10).
In Section 3.3.2.3, we will return to a discussion of the full catalytic reaction

cycle.The concept of a reaction energy diagram and its relationship to the overall
reaction rate will be introduced. The kinetics definition of the Sabatier reaction
rate optimum will be given.

3.3.2.1 Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi Relations of Elementary Surface Reaction
Rate Constants
The Brønsted–Evans equation relates the change in activation energy of an ele-
mentary reaction stepwith the change in reaction energies when the composition
of a catalyst surface changes, but the structure of the reaction site remains unal-
tered. An example of the BEP relationship is shown in Figure 3.10.
In this figure, the DFT-calculated barriers for N2 dissociation (measured with

respect to the gas phase) for two surfaces of different topologies are plotted for a
variety of transitionmetals as a function of the adsorption energy of the N atoms.
A linear dependence is observed when dissociation is compared on surfaces with
the same structure.The notation of the crystallographic orientations of the differ-
ent surfaces can be different when the bulk structure is varied, while the surface
topology can still be similar [22].
The BEP relation applies as long as the elementary reactions are studied at

reaction centers of the same structure and the reaction path of the elementary
reaction steps is similar.
The BEP equations can be written as:

E#
f = E#

f ,0 + 𝛼bΔEr (3.20a)

𝛼b is the BEP proportionality constant. Ef
# and Ef,0

# are the activation energies on
two surfaces with different reactivity.ΔEr is the change in reaction energy.When
Eq. (3.20a) represents the activation energy change for the forward reaction, the
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Figure 3.10 The calculated activation energies (transition state potential energies) for N2
dissociation (Ea) on a range of metal surfaces plotted as a function of the adsorption energy
for two nitrogen atoms (EN

*). All energies are relative to N2 (g). Results for both closely packed
surfaces (filled circles) and more open surfaces (filled squares) are shown. The crystallographic
orientations of the different surfaces are indicated within brackets. The inset shows a sketch of
the energies for the N2 dissociation reaction. (Dahl et al. 2001 [21]. Reproduced with
permission of Elsevier.)

equation for the activation energy of the reverse reaction is:

E#
r = E#

r,0 − (1 − 𝛼b)ΔEr (3.20b)

Er
# and Er,0

# are the respective values of the activation energies of the reverse
reaction. The changes in activation energies are illustrated by Figure 3.11.
The proportionality constant of forward and reverse reaction are related due

to microscopic reversibility; the sum of the changes in the rate constants for the
forward and reverse reactions must be equal to the change in reaction energies.
As Figure 3.11 illustrates, the value of 𝛼B is close to 1 for a dissociation reac-

tion. As a consequence, the proportionality for the reverse association reaction
of two N atoms is nearly zero. This shows that surface reactions in which adsor-
bate chemical bonds are broken are sensitive to a change in surface reactivity.
Conversely, the activation energy of a recombination reaction is independent of
surface reactivity.
The BEP relation is an example of the Brønsted relation that is widely used to

correlate activation energy changes of chemically related elementary reactions
with a physical parameter that changes with reaction energy [23]. For the case of
the surface reactions, it is the linear relation between activation energy change
ΔEact and reaction energy change ΔEr:

ΔEact = 𝛼b ⋅ ΔEr, 0 < αb < 1 (3.20c)

In gas phase kinetics, often a value of 1/2 is chosen for 𝛼b. The value of 𝛼 close
to 1 for surface dissociation reactions implies that the structures of the transition
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Figure 3.11 Sketch of activation energies and reaction energy according to Eqs. (3.20a) and
(3.20b). Symbols are explained in the text.

state complex and that of the final dissociated state are close. This is because to
activate a chemical bond the adsorbate–surface interaction has to be so strong
that in the transition state the cleaving adsorbate can be considered to be nearly
broken.
Knowing the 𝛼b values, one can predict the activation energy of an elementary

reaction step for a new system once the adsorption energies of the dissociation
fragments are known for one system. The structure of the reaction center must
be identical to that of another metal with known activation energy and fragment
energies. The advantage of this procedure is that it eliminates the elaborate pro-
cess of calculating the activation energy for each new system.
Note that in Figure 3.10 the least reactive transition metals are located to the

right of the center in the periodic system, while metals of highest reactivity are
in the center. This is caused by the nature of the bond between surface chemical
and transition metal surface, which we will discuss in Chapter 8.
The strong dependence of the activation energy of dissociation on changes in

surface reactivity as measured by the adsorption energies of the corresponding
adatoms is due to the strong interaction that is needed between surface atoms
and dissociating molecular chemical bond to achieve dissociation.
Thehigh value of 𝛼b implies that the changes in chemical bonding interaction in

the transition state complex are very similar to changes in bonding interactions
for the adatoms resulting from dissociation. An important result of this strong
interaction is that the molecule in the transition state becomes immobile.
The activation entropy of an elementary surface reaction is small. Although

there is a large change in entropy of a molecule between the gas phase and the
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adsorbed state, such changes are relatively small for reactions between fragments
on the surface.
The higher reactivity of the more open stepped (211) surface compared to the

more dense (111) surface is due to the higher reactivity of the surfacemetal atoms.
The surface atoms on the (211) surface aremore reactive than on the (111) surface
because they have a lower coordination with neighbor metal atoms. When their
coordinative unsaturation increases, the strength of the atomic chemical bond
with a surface adatom also increases. In addition, the stepped configuration of
the (211) surface has a favorable topology for low activation energy of N2. This
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
The changes in adsorption energy of an adatom when surface atom coordina-

tion varies are illustrated by the calculated adsorption energies of a C atom to
different metal surfaces of Ru as shown in Table 3.1. Such trends are very similar
to atoms such as C, N, or O.
It can be seen that the adsorption energy of the C atom increases with

its coordination number of surface atoms. As long as the M—C interaction
is compared for atoms adsorbed to the same number of surface atoms, the
interaction with surface metal atoms with lower coordination to the nearest
neighbor metal surface atoms shows an increase of the adsorption energy. This
inverse relation between the strength of the adatom chemical bond and the
strength of interaction of the metal atom in contact with the adsorbed nearest
neighbor metal atoms will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7, where we will also
describe its relation to the electronic structure of the surface chemical bond. A

Table 3.1 Adsorption energy of a C atom as a function of its coordination and surface
atom coordinative unsaturation as calculated by DFT on different Ru surfaces (the
crystallographic orientation of the surface of the hexagonal close-packed Ru metal are
indicated within brackets; see [7] for notation).

Adsorption energies with respect to C gas phase and Ru(0001) bare surface

Surface Site Adsorption energy
(kJ mol−1)

Number of Ru neighbors
for C (and for Ru)

Ru(0001) Top 497 1 (9)
Bridge 631 2 (9)
Hollow hcp 688 3 (9)
Hollow fcc 648 3 (9)

Ru(1120) Top up 549 1 (7)
Top down 675 3 (7) + 1 (11)
Bridge short 666 2 (7)
Bridge long 579 2 (7) + 2 (11)

Ru(1010) Hollow 678 2 (11) + 1 (7)
Ru(1015) Hcp 714 2 (7) + 1(9)

The numbers in brackets in the column that shows the number of Ru neighbors for C (and for
Ru) show the number of metal atom neighbors of the metal surface atoms and the number
before it shows the number of metal atoms to which the C atom is attached.
Source: van Santen and Neurock 2006 [9]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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more intuitive comprehension of this relation can be obtained by understanding
the consequences of bond order conservation in chemical bonding when
coordination changes. This will be discussed in the next subsection since this
is very useful for understanding the differences in the reactivity of surfaces as a
function of their degree of coordinative unsaturation of the surface atoms.

3.3.2.1.1 Bond Order Conservation

The concept of bond order conservation is based on the idea that for a single
atom, its total binding capability with the surrounding atoms is a constant. This
means that when more atoms bind to a central atom, the binding power must be
redistributed over more chemical bonds and, hence, the binding power for each
bond decreases. The sum of the bond orders of the chemical bonds attached to a
surface atom then is approximately constant.
When a chemical bond is broken, the energy of the other remaining bonds

increases to maintain a constant total bond order. This provides a qualitative
explanation for the increase in reactivity of a surface metal atom when coordina-
tive unsaturation increases, and rationalizes the weakening of internal chemical
bonds of molecules adsorbed to a surface compared to the internal bonds of the
free molecules (see Insert 3).

Insert 3: Bond Order Conservation Expression

Shustorovich [24] deduced the following expressions for the bond strength Qn of a bond
to be shared with similar neighbors:

Qn = 1
n

Q0

(
2 − 1

n

)
(3i.1)

Q0 is the bond strength when bonds do not have to be shared (n= 1).
The consequences of this expression on adsorbate strength are shown in Figure 3i.1.
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Figure 3i.1 Adatom A chemisorption as a function of metal atom coordination number m.
Surfaces are more reactive when surface metal atoms have fewer neighbors.

(Continued)
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Insert 3: (Continued)

The derivation is based on the assumption of a Morse potential between two particles
(n= 1).

Q(x) = Q0(2x − x2)

x = e−
r−r0

a (3i.2)

x is the bond order (x = 1 when the distance r between the particles is equal to equilibrium
distance, and a defines the frequencies of oscillations).

Conservation of bond order implies:
n∑

i=1

xi = x0 = 1 (3i.3)

3.3.2.2 The Sabatier Volcano Curve
The BEP relation can be used to deduce the optimum surface reactivity param-
eters that determine the maximum reaction rate. The surface reactivity is
characterized by particular values of the adatom adsorption energies. The BEP
approach is used to relate activation energies of elementary reaction rates with
adsorption energies of the adatoms. This is done for a specific topology of the
reaction site. Different reaction centers will have a different Sabatier reaction
rate optimum. When this procedure is followed, a prediction can be made for
the combination of surface topology and transition metal that will produce an
optimum overall reaction rate.
We will illustrate this using the example of the lumped sum kinetics of the CO

to methane reaction discussed in Section 3.3.1.2. In this case, surface reactivity
indicators are the strength of the M—C or M—O bonds.
Insert 4 summarizes the simulation results based on the solutions of the

corresponding steady state lumped kinetic equations (Eq. (3.10)). The BEP

Insert 4: Simulation of Sabatier Volcano Curve Maximum

1. Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi Relations for Lumped Elementary rate Constants of
the CO to CH4 Reaction

kH = k0
H exp

(
−𝛽C

HΔEC,ads

)
(4i.1)

kdiss = k0
diss exp

(
𝛽

C
d ΔEC,ads + 𝛽O

d ΔE0,ads

)
(4i.2)

𝛽 =
𝛼B

kT
(4i.3)

ΔEC,ads and ΔE0,ads are the differences in adsorption energy of a C adatom and
O adatom, versus those on the reference surface. kH

0 and kdiss
0 are the respec-

tive lumped and elementary rate constants for hydrogenation of C adatom to
methane and CO dissociation on the reference surface, respectively.
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𝛽H
C, 𝛽d

C, and 𝛽d
O are the BEP proportionality-related constants for the elemen-

tary reaction steps. Because kH and kdiss refer to a reaction with a chemical bond
breaking step, the BEP proportionality parameters 𝛼B will be close to 1.

2. Simulations of Volcano Curves (assume ΔE0 =ΔEc) Figures 4i.1–4i.3 show
Sabatier volcano curves for three values of Kads

CO: Kads
CO = 100, Kads

CO = 1,
and Kads

CO = 0.2, respectively. The figures compare the rate of production
of methane, RCH4

and surface coverages of C and CO as a function of ΔEC.
Figure 4i.4 compares simulations for different values of kdiss

0 with Kads
CO = 1.
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Insert 4: (Continued)
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expressions for the variation of elementary rate constants as a function of adatom
adsorption energy are given in Eqs. (4i.1)–(4i.3) of Insert 4. For convenience
of interpretation, the variation in adsorption energies of C and O have been
assumed to be similar, and the CO adsorption energies are insensitive to a
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Figure 3.12 Calculated and model
estimates of the variation in the
adsorption energy of molecular CO
compared with atomically adsorbed
C and O for the most closely packed
surface of the 4d-transition metals.
(Hammer and Nørskov 2000 [25].
Reproduced with permission of
Elsevier.)
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change in catalyst material. Parameter values have been selected for didactic
purposes and do not directly refer to experimental systems. Kinetics simulations
based on quantum-chemical results of physically representative catalyst models
that also include differences in variations of M—C and M—O bond energies are
presented in Figure 3.13.
It is reasonable to assume that the adsorption energies of CO do not vary sig-

nificantly with a change in M—C bond energies. As we will explain later, this
variation is minimal because the electron donative and back donative chemical
bonding interactions between molecule and surface counteract and nearly can-
cel.This is well illustrated in Figure 3.12, which compares the variation in the sum
of the respective M—C and M—O adatom bond energies as computed by DFT
for different metals.
Aswewill discuss in detail in Chapter 7, the changes in the sumof adatom ener-

gies for C and O are dominated by the changes in the oxygen adatom energies;
the changes in the adatom C energies are substantially less.
The simulations of Insert 4 assume rapid equilibration of gas phase CO with

CO adsorbed to the surface. Figures 4i.1–4i.3 compare simulations with different
values of K ads

CO, ranging from large in Figure 4i.1 to small in Figure 4i.3. All three
figures show a maximum rate of methane production at a comparable value of
Ec, the adsorption energy of C. This rate varies slightly with K ads

CO. The surface
coverages are very different in the three cases. At high CO coverage, the order in
CO partial pressure will be negative, while at the low CO coverage it will become
positive.
To the right of the volcano maximum, Eq. (3.11a) applies. We observe a strong

increase in 𝜃C with increasing adsorption energy Ec. The rate of C atom removal
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becomes limiting and the reaction rate becomes insensitive to CO partial pres-
sure.
Themajor reaction intermediates (MARI) is this case are the surface coverages

that are experimentally accessible. The concept of MARI is important. It varies
with change in rate controlling step and hence order of reaction.
The position of the volcano maximum is determined by the reference values

kH
0 and kdiss

0 as well as the ratio of the respective BEP parameters of the ele-
mentary rate constants [26]. These values will vary when surface topology alters.
The sensitivity of the rate maximum with respect to the values of kH

0 and kdiss
0

is illustrated by Figure 4i.4. The position of the volcano rate maximum is shifted
to a lower value of the adsorption energy Ec and is substantially higher when the
value of kdiss

0 is increased.
The rates of competing reactions balance with the Sabatier reaction rate max-

imum. In the reaction shown in Insert 4, the reaction rate constant of CO dis-
sociation becomes comparable to the reaction rate constant of C atom removal.
This implies that kinetic methods to determine the volcano cannot be based on
an assumption of a rate-controlling step. The LHHW expression Eq. (3.18) that
is typical in surface kinetics cannot be applied. Instead, expressions such as Eq.
(3.10) that are not based on an assumption of a rate-controlling step must be
used. Insert 5 describes a general method to solve the microkinetics ODEs with-
out making an assumption about the rate-controlling step.

Insert 5: The Microkinetics Equations

1. The Microkinetics Equations The initial step for constructing the ODEs is
to assemble a library of elementary reaction steps and corresponding rate
constants. This produces a set of 2R elementary reaction equations (forward
and backward) and N compounds. For each unique compound, an ODE is
obtained of the form:

d𝜃i

dt
=

2R∑
j

(
𝜐j,ikj

Ni∏
q

𝜃
𝜐q,j

q,j

)

where 𝜃i is the concentration of species i on the surface, 𝜐j,i is the stoichiometric
coefficient of compound i in reaction j, and kj is the rate constant of reaction j.
The set of 2R ODEs can be solved by integrating over time until a steady state
solution is reached, given by:{

d𝜃i

dt
= 0

}
, for all i.

The algorithm for integrating a set of ODEs over time is called an ODE solver.
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In order to compare microkinetic simulations with experimental observations,
the reaction order ni as a function of partial pressure of reagent i, pi, is of interest,
as is the apparent activation energy Eapp

act . These are given by Eqs. (5i.1) and (5i.2)
respectively.

ni =
𝜕 ln(r+j )

𝜕pi
(5i.1)

Eapp
act = RT2

𝜕 ln(r+j )

𝜕T
(5i.2)

The rate-controlling step can be determined from the rate control of a particular
elementary step [27].

𝜒i =

{
𝜕 ln(r+j )

𝜕 ln(k±i

}

ki≠j, Ki

, 𝜒i ≤ 1

2. The Rate Constants of Adsorption and Desorption A useful expression for the
rate constant of adsorption is:

kads =
PA√

2𝜋mkbT

P is the pressure and A is the surface area of molecules; in the transition state,
the molecule rotates freely. The corresponding expression for the rate constant
of desorption is:

kdes =
kbT

h

A(2𝜋mkbT)
h2

8𝜋IkbT

𝜎h2
exp

[
−

ΔEdes

kbT

]

𝜎 is the symmetry number to properly account for the number of distinguish-
able orientations of the molecule.

For comparison with the lumped kinetics simulations of Insert 4, the result
of a first principle microkinetics simulation of the same reaction is shown in
Figure 3.13. It displays the simulated CO to methane reaction rate versus M—C
andM—O adatom bond energies for a particular surface based on first principle
quantum-chemical calculations and microkinetics simulations. These microki-
netics simulations are based on reaction models that explicitly contain all inter-
mediates of the reaction. It shows a two-dimensional simulated plot of activity,
or turnover frequency (TOF), which is the number of molecules converted per
unit surface area and per unit time. In Figure 3.13, the adsorption energy of C
decreases to the right along the horizontal axis and that of O decreases moving
upward along the vertical axis.
In this figure, the contours of comparable activity are indicated. The optimum

is a compromise between elementary reaction rates of CO activation, of CHx con-
version to methane, and of O atom removal by reaction with H2.
When the adatom adsorption energy of O is too strong, the surface becomes

poisoned by adsorbed O, but when the interaction is too weak, CO dissociation
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Figure 3.13 Theoretical volcano for the production of methane from syngas, CO, and H2. The
turnover frequency (TOF) is plotted as a function of carbon and oxygen binding energies. The
carbon- and oxygen-binding energies for the stepped 211 surfaces of selected transition
metals are depicted. Reaction conditions are 573 K, 40 bar H2, 40 bar CO. (Nørskov et al. 2011
[28]. Reproduced with permission of National Academy of Sciences.)

will be prevented by a high activation energy barrier. We find a very similar
dependence on the adsorption energy of the C atoms. A surface that has the
composition of Ni3Fe appears to optimize the TOF of the reaction [28].
The determination of the Sabatier reaction rate maximum as a function of

catalyst performance descriptors leads to a rational approach to improve a
catalyst. By comparing the experimental results with predicted apparent acti-
vation energies and reaction orders one can determine where the experimental
system is located on the Sabatier plot. This will predict in which direction
surface reactivity parameters must be changed in order to increase the reaction
rate. In the above example, optimization of these parameters has been done by
determining the metal combination that would give the O adatom and C adatom
adsorption energies near the reaction rate maximum.
Chemical changes in surface reactivity are often realized by adding promoting

compounds to the system, which alter the reactivity descriptors. Changes in sur-
face topology can be achieved experimentally by altering the particle size of the
reactive particles.

3.3.2.3 The Reaction Energy Diagram of the Catalytic Reaction Cycle
The reaction energy diagram displays the succession of energies of reaction
intermediates and their respective activation energies when a reaction proceeds
through its catalytic cycle. As an example, Figure 3.14 shows the two reaction
energy diagrams including transition state energies calculated for the reaction
of CO to methane on two Ni surfaces. One of them has been used to construct
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Figure 3.13. The reaction energy diagram shows the energy changes of all
proposed reaction intermediates.
In order to construct a reaction energy diagram one must assume a particular

reaction mechanism. In this case, it is assumed that CO adsorbs and dissoci-
ates directly. The adsorbed C and O atoms are hydrogenated in consecutive
elementary reaction steps.
An alternative mechanism on Ni surfaces (which we will discuss in Chapter

7, Insert 7) is the initial addition of a H atom to CO and subsequent HC—O
bond cleavage. H2O can also be removed through recombination of two surface
hydroxyls instead of by the direct addition of a hydrogen atom to adsorbed OH.
In Figure 3.14, the energy changes are given relative to gas phase CO and H2.

The reaction products are methane and water. We observe that this reaction is
slightly endothermic.
In the reaction energy diagram shown above, the energy of the system is initially

lowered because the gas phase molecules CO and H2 adsorb to the surface. H2
dissociation has no activation barrier.The CO dissociation has a high barrier and
is slightly endothermic, which raises the energy. Another local minimum is seen
for adsorbed OH. From this surface state, the energy gradually increases until
methane desorbs. When the reverse reaction (the steam reforming of methane)
is studied, the same reaction energy diagram can be used, but the energy changes
must be followed in the opposite direction.
Methane only adsorbs weakly. The initial high barrier for CH activation may

indicate that CH4 activation is a slow step. However, these reaction steps actually
compete with the recombination of the adsorbed O (generated by dissociative
adsorption of H2O) and C, to give CO and the desorption energy of CO.
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Reaction energy diagrams are constructed from energies calculated at 0 K and
do not contain information on activation entropies, but entropy changes are
sometimes essential to consider.
With respect to the gas phase, adsorbingmolecules lose entropy, but desorbing

molecules gain energy.
This can have important consequences for kinetics. At a finite temperature,

the free energy of activation of the dissociative adsorption of CH4 will be higher
than its activation energy barrier because of the loss in entropy with respect
to the gas phase, and CO desorption has a substantially lower free energy of
desorption compared to its desorption energy. On the other hand, there is hardly
any difference between the free energy of activation and the activation energy
for the surface reaction of CO dissociation because of the low activation entropy
of the surface reaction. For steam reforming this makes methane activation
the rate-controlling step. Insert 7 (pp.97) provides an example of the simulated
kinetics of these reactions as a function of temperature.
The reaction energy diagramprovides insights into the conditionwhere the het-

erogeneous catalytic reactions has its maximum rate. As the reaction progresses,
the energy of the system goes through a minimum and the surface reaches a state
where it is coveredwith theMARI. To recover the vacant catalyst sites, the energy
must climb from its minimum in order to produce molecules that desorb at the
end of the reaction cycle.
The role of the catalytically active surface is to stabilize intermediate reaction

products that result from the phase of cleavage of chemical bonds. There is an
energy cost to remove reaction fragments from the surface. The optimum sur-
face condition for the maximum rate of a catalytic reaction is reached when the
interaction energy with reaction intermediates is low enough to cause desorption
of the product at a low activation energy, but still high enough to activate them.
This leads to the conditions for the maximum Sabatier reaction rate based on

general considerations of the reaction energy diagram, summarized in Insert 6.
The deviations of the minimum of the reaction energy diagram below the equi-
librium free energy and the maximum activation energy of the reaction above
the equilibrium free energy of reaction are to be minimized with respect to the
equilibrium free energy of the reaction.

Insert 6: Minimum Deviation from the Equilibrium Free Energy Requirement

An endothermic reaction can be achieved at a temperature where free energies G of the
reactant and product are the same. The reaction-free energy diagrams are sketched below
for three endothermic cases. For each of the three cases (a–c), the expression for overall
rate R and apparent activation energy Eapp are given. Case (d) gives the reaction energy
diagram for an exothermic reaction that is not at equilibrium (Figure 6i.1).

• Endothermic reaction

Case (a): |||G
B
ads

||| > E#; R = kB
des𝜃B; Eapp = |||E

B
ads

|||
Case (b): |||G

B
ads

||| < E#; 𝜃A ≈ 1; R = kA
r ; Eapp = E#
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Case (c): |GB
ads| < E#; 𝜃A ≪ 1; R = kA

r 𝜃A; 𝜃A = KA
adsPA ≪ 1; Eapp =

E# − |E#
ads| > 0

• Exothermic reaction
• Case (d): |EA

ads| > E#; 𝜃A ≪ 1; R = kA
r 𝜃A; Eapp = E# − |EA

ads| < 0.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

G

Geq

Gads
A

E#

G E

Gads
B

Geq

Gads
A

E#

Gads
B

Eads
A

E#

ER

G

Geq

Gads
A

E#

Gads
B

Figure 6i.1 The reaction free energy diagrams for three endothermic cases (a–c) and for an
exothermic reaction that is not at equilibrium (d).

In case (a), desorption of product B is rate controlling, so that Eapp = Eads
B. In case (b), the

rate constant kb indicates that product desorption is fast, and the coverage of reactant A is
high. The apparent activation energy becomes Eapp = E#, the activation energy of reaction
with respect to the adsorbed state of A.

(Continued)
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Insert 6: (Continued)

Case (a) is the high temperature case when 𝜃A ≪ 1, so that Eapp = E# − |Eads
A|.

The reaction rate has its maximum value when Eapp ≈ 0. The cases together show that
deviations of activation energies in adsorption surface energies should be minimized with
respect to the equilibrium free energy values of the reactant and product.

Case (d) gives an example of an exothermic reaction energy diagram. Again, when
𝜃A ≈ 1: Eapp = E# and when 𝜃A ≪ 1: Eapp = E# − |Eads|. Since a high level of surface coverage
is beneficial to a reaction, in several catalytic systems |Eads|> E#. This implies that at high
temperature, the apparent activation energy may become negative.

An insightful way to appreciate the need forminimizing the difference between
the free energy of the overall reaction and the free energies of intermediate
adsorption or activation is provided by the energetics of the electro-catalytic
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) of water by transition metal oxide electrodes,
to be discussed in the next section.

3.3.2.4 Electrocatalysis and Sabatier Principle Optimum
The overpotential of the electro-catalytic H2O decomposition to H2 and O2 is
mainly caused by the low rate of the O2 evolution reaction at the anode. The half
reaction that corresponds to this reaction is:

2H2O ↔ O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (3.21)

The surface reactivity descriptor in this case is the adsorption energy of the
O atom, which through bond order conservation (see Section 3.3.2.1.1) can be
correlated with the interaction energies of the other reaction intermediates OH
and OOH.
The four reaction steps of the reaction are as follows:

H2O + ∗ ↔ HO∗ +H+ + e− (3.22a)
HO∗ ↔ O∗ +H+ + e− (3.22b)
H2O +O∗ ↔ HOO∗ +H+ + e− (3.22c)
HOO∗↔∗ +O2(g) +H+ + e− (3.22d)

An elegant thermodynamic procedure has been devised [30] that enables
a quantum-chemical calculation of the reaction steps in Eqs. (3.22), with the
replacement of H+ + e− by 1/2H2. Since the energy difference is that of the
hydrogen electrode, it is the equivalent of zero electrochemical potential. The
contribution to the electrode potential of the reaction can be found by the
additional use of Faraday’s constant to relate free energy to electrode potential:

Δ𝜇 = Z ⋅ F ⋅ ΔU (3.23)

Δ𝜇 is the change in chemical potential, Z is the number of electrons transferred,
F is the Faraday constant, and ΔU is the electrochemical potential contribution.
When an external potential is used, the free energies of reaction change by−Z⋅U .
Since each of the reactions generate one proton, the differences in free energy
are independent of proton concentration.
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Figure 3.15 The free energy diagram for the OER ideal catalyst. All free energies of the
intermediate steps have the same magnitude and are equal to 1.23 V (thick black line). Gray
lines indicate the actual HOO* and HO* levels for the catalysts, which, in order to approach the
ideal, must be moved down and up, respectively, by about 0.37 eV. Unfortunately, when the
metal oxide catalyst is changed, these two levels tend to move in the same direction with the
same magnitude (as indicated by the gray and black arrows). For the OER, the position of the
O* level between the HOO* and HO* levels governs the potential determining step. (Valdés
et al. 2012 [30]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

A schematic illustration of the thermodynamic reaction energy diagram one
obtains for the reaction sequence of Eq. (3.22) is shown in Figure 3.15.
This figure shows an ideal curve according to the Sabatier optimum (the black

curve) as well as a curve typical for a practical case (the gray curve).
In the electrocatalytic reaction, the role of the apparent activation energy

is superseded by the overpotential 𝜂. When the overpotential 𝜂 is zero, the
electro-potential of the reaction is equal to its thermodynamics value. For the
OER, the thermodynamic electro-potential is 1.23V. In Figure 3.15, the free
energy of O2 formation is plotted and corresponds to 4× 1.23 eV.The overpoten-
tial of reaction is found when the potential U is shifted downward by Z × 1.23 eV
for each electron transferred. Z is the number of electrons transferred.
For the ideal curve shown in Figure 3.15, this shifts the free energies of all

intermediates on the reaction equilibrium line. In this ideal curve, the free energy
changes in each reaction step are the same. As long as one ignores activation
energies of the surface elementary steps, one predicts that the electrochemical
reaction does not require any additional potential to proceed because the
overpotential for the ideal case is predicted to be zero. (A critical discussion on
the assumptions involved can be found in Section 11.6.2). The ideal reaction
energy plot in Figure 3.15 therefore represents the diagram that corresponds to
the Sabatier optimum of the reaction.
This ideal diagram cannot be realized in practice due to bond order conser-

vation relations that constrain the energies of some reaction intermediates. This
holds true for the bonds of OH andOOHwith the catalyst surface that are chem-
ically equivalent [31]. The energy difference that exists between the two relates
to the presence of an O—OH bond in the peroxide versus an O—H bond in the
hydroxyl. Therefore, changes in adsorbate M—O bond energies will affect the
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energies of both intermediates similarly. The difference in the free energies of
those intermediates that are part of Figure 3.15 can therefore never be reduced.
Calculations indicate that the overpotential of this reaction can never become
less than an estimated 0.4V, which is a substantial energy loss compared to the
equilibrium electrode potential of the reaction.

3.3.2.5 Temperature Dependence of Catalytic Reaction Rate
While the rate of a non-catalytic homogeneous reaction will increase with
temperature until equilibrium is reached, the temperature dependence of a
catalytic reaction is very different. A heterogeneous catalytic reaction will always
go through a maximum conversion rate as a function of reaction temperature
and then decrease. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.16.
At a low temperature the reaction cannot occur because the surface is satu-

rated with adsorbate. The reaction will reach a finite rate only when temperature
is increased to cause desorption thereby creating vacant sites to accommodate
the molecular fragments generated by dissociative activation of the adsorbed
molecules. Alternatively, surface vacancies are needed to adsorb co-reactant
molecules.
At higher temperatures, the rate of reaction is again inhibited. Reagents will

no longer adsorb to the catalyst surface for reaction, because surface coverage
becomes limited by the reduced adsorption equilibrium constant. At the highest
reaction temperature, the surface sites may become completely vacant or alter-
natively become covered by deactivating adsorbed species due to non-selective
reactions (for instance, surface carbon generated as a by-product in hydrocarbon
conversion reactions). Generally, the reaction order of the reaction will be nega-
tive or zero at the low temperature edge of the temperature–reaction rate (T–R)
plot, but positive at the high temperature edge of the T–R plot.
In the low-temperature area of theT–R plot the apparent activation energy Eapp

is positive. It decreases gradually until it becomes zero at the T–R plot maximum
and then becomes negative to the right of the T–R maximum. Case (d) of Insert 6
shows a reaction energy diagram that explains how the apparent activation energy
can become negative. This occurs when surface coverage becomes low and the

R 𝜃

T
Tmax

𝜃react
𝜃deact

Figure 3.16 Schematic
representation of the
dependence of reaction rate R
of a heterogeneous catalytic
reaction on temperature T .
The dependence of reactant
surface coverage 𝜃react is also
shown (dashed line). The
possible increase in surface
concentration of a
deactivating compound 𝜃deact
that is formed with higher
temperature is indicated
(dotted line).When no
deactivating compounds are
formed, there is an increase in
surface vacancy
concentration.
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energy of adsorption is higher than the activation energy of the rate-controlling
reaction.
As we have shown in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) and illustrated in Insert 6, the nega-

tive value of Eapp beyond the rate maximum can be directly related to a decrease
in surface coverage. For a highly covered surface, the apparent activation energy
relates to elementary reaction activation energies with respect to the adsorbed
state, but with increasing temperature the surface coverage decreases and the
apparent activation energy is related to elementary reaction activation energies
with respect to the gas phase.
In Insert 7, this behavior of rate versus temperature is illustrated by microki-

netics simulations of the methanation reaction and the steam reforming reaction
(Figures 7i.1–7i.4).

Insert 7: The Rate of a Heterogeneous Catalytic Reaction as a Function of
Temperature

Microkinetic simulations based on quantum-chemical elementary reaction rate data are
presented for the methanation reaction and the steam reforming reaction (see [7] for
surface structures) (Figures 7i.5 and 7i.6).

1. The methanation reaction: CO + 3H2 → CH4 + H2O, catalyzed by the Ru(0001)
surface [34]. The Ru(0001) surface is the dense surface of the hexagonal
close-packed metals structure of Ru [7]. The adsorption energy of CO has been
adapted to 120 kJ mol−1, in order to predict the rate maximum at the proper
temperature. DFT calculations tend to predict strong CO adsorption.
Figures 7i.1 and 7i.2 show simulated temperature dependence of product
formation and the corresponding surface coverages. At low temperature, the
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Figure 7i.1 Simulation of the production rate of methane in the methanation reaction
catalyzed by Ru(0001) surface at 20 bar pressure, with a hydrogen:CO ratio of 3. The Ru(0001)
surface is the dense surface of the hexagonal close-packed metals structure of Ru.
(After [32, 33].)

(Continued)
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Insert 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7i.2 The corresponding surface coverages of Figure 7i.1 at 20 bar pressure, with a
hydrogen:CO ratio of 3. (After [32, 33].)

surface is covered with CO that is initially replaced by hydrogen and then by vacancies at
higher temperatures.
2. The steam reforming reaction: H2O + CH4 → CO + 3H2, is catalyzed by the open

Rh(211) surface of the Rh face-centered cubic structure.
We compare two scenarios. In one case, the elementary reaction rate of CH4

activation is relatively fast [33], and in the other case the elementary reaction
rate of methane activation is slow.
a. Figures 7i.3 and 7i.4 show the results of microkinetic simulations with a rela-

tively fast rate of methane activation.
The steep decline in reaction rate at high temperature is due to replacement
of surface vacancies by deactivating C atom coverage.

b. Figures 7i.5 and 7i.6 show the results of microkinetic simulations with a rel-
atively slow rate of methane activation.
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Figure 7i.3 Turnover frequency (in s−1) of methane in steam methane reforming on the
Rh(211) surface as a function of temperature (in K). CH4 activation is fast, pressure is 1 bar, with
CH4:H2O 1 : 3. (After [32, 33].)

Figure 7i.4 The steady-state
surface coverage (in ml) as a
function of temperature (in K)
corresponding to Figure 7i.3
The surface coverages for the
species not indicated in the
graph are less than 0.01 ml.
Methane activation rate is fast.
(Adapted from [33].)
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Insert 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7i.5 Microkinetics simulations of the steam reforming reaction catalyzed by Ru surface
assuming slow methane activation. Methane and H2O consumption overlap. Reaction
conditions are similar to those used in Figures 7i.3 and 7i.4. (After [34].)
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In the methanation reaction, CO is converted with H2 to methane. Its lumped
sum kinetics scheme has been discussed in Section 3.3.1.2. The data shown in
Insert 7 are derived frommicrokinetic simulations based on all elementary reac-
tion steps.
An example of a reaction energy scheme based on a particular assumedmecha-

nism for this reaction is shown in Figure 3.14. In contrast to that mechanism, the
simulations shown in Insert 7 also include additional steps to direct CO disso-
ciation as C—O bond cleavage through intermediate formyl formation and H2O
formation through OH—OH recombination [32, 34].
In the figures of Insert 7 the changes in surface concentration of key reaction

intermediates are also shown. For the CO methanation reaction, the dominant
surface intermediate is CO. The rate-controlling step of the reaction is the CO
dissociation reaction.The lowest barrier for C—O bond cleavage is provided by a
reaction path that proceeds through the hydrogen-activated C—Obond cleavage
reaction path (see Section 7.3.2). At high temperatures, the rate of reaction will
decrease.The apparent activation energy of the overall reaction will become neg-
ative, since the activation energy of hydrogen-activated C—O bond activation of
110 kJmol−1 is less than the desorption energy of CO of 120 kJmol−1 (condition
(d) of Insert 6).
In Insert 7, two cases are compared for the steam reforming reaction: the case

where CH4 activation is relatively fast as found for Rh, and the case where CH4
activation is relatively slow, as found for Ru.
In the first case, the recombination reaction of CHx and O is initially rate

controlling. This reaction competes with the rate of O atom removal which has
the higher activation energy. Thus, at the higher temperature surface coverage
with O decreases with increasing temperature, whereas that of CHx continues
to increase. CHx can no longer be removed from the surface, so the surface
becomes covered with carbon that poisons the reaction. In the second case, the
maximum reaction rate relates to the increasing coverage of the surface by CO
and its subsequent desorption. Activation of methane competes with that of CO
desorption.

3.3.2.6 Summary: The Order of Reaction Rate
The dependence of reaction rate on reaction mixture concentrations is often
expressed by a power-law expression of the reaction rate:

RPL = kapp[A]x ⋅ [B]y (3.24a)

For the reaction of reagentsA andB in Eq. (3.24a), the powers x and y determine
the concentration dependence.When x and y are equal to one such an expression
would represent the mass-action law rate expression of the chemical reaction.

A + B → P (3.24b)

For a catalytic reaction the reaction rate is a complex function of surface cover-
age, so that the powers x and y as well as kapp are not true constants of the reaction
rate expression. Instead, they are a strong function of reaction conditions and can
only be expected to behave ideally (with a constant apparent activation energy
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and orders of reaction independent of condition) in a very limited temperature
and pressure regime.
The change in kinetics in a Sabatier volcano curve plot as a function of surface

reactivity is an example of a change in reaction orders, when the interaction of the
reaction intermediates with the surface is varied. When the interaction energy is
weak, the rate of reaction is positive order in the reagent, butwhen the interaction
energy increases, the reaction order becomes zero or even negative. This change
in reaction order is accompanied by an increase in the surface concentration of
reaction intermediates.
The reaction rate of the catalytic reaction exhibits a maximum as a function

of temperature. At low temperature, the rate of the reaction has a zero or nega-
tive order in the concentration of one of the reagents, but beyond the maximum
this partial reaction order becomes positive. The surface concentration of this
component changes from high to low.
Nearly all catalytic transformation reactions (except truly monomolecular

reactions such as isomerization reactions) are reactions between at least two
components.
For the monomolecular isomerization reaction, the rate expressions are given

by Eqs. (3.14a) and (3.14b). The concentration dependence of the reaction order
follows the Langmuir expression of Eq. (3.14b) as shown in Figure 3.5. With
increasing concentration, the reaction order decreases from 1 to 0 and the
surface concentration saturates. Insert 5, Case (d) provides an analysis of the
change in concentration of the reagent.
For non-monomolecular reactions, the reaction rate will always show a max-

imum as a function of pressure of reagents due to competitive adsorption of
reagents.This is illustrated in Figure 3.17 for the case where the adsorption of one
of the reaction components is stronger than the adsorption of the other compo-
nent.
At low pressure, both reaction orders are positive, but while the reaction order

of the component with weaker adsorption remains positive at increased pressure,
it becomes negative for the component with stronger adsorption. At higher pres-
sure, this is accompanied by dominant surface concentration of themore strongly
adsorbing component that suppresses adsorption of the other component.
The relationship between surface coverage and reaction order can be read-

ily understood by comparing Eq. (3.24a) with the Langmuir–Hinshelwood rate
expression in Eq. (3.25a).

RLH =
krKA

ads[A] ⋅ KB
ads[B]

(1 + KA
ads[A] + KB

ads[B])2
(3.25a)

RLH = kr𝜃A𝜃B (3.25b)
𝜃A + 𝜃B + 𝜃v = 1 (3.25c)

We must remember that the bimolecular LH expression is a relation deter-
mined by surface concentrations and the elementary rate constant. The LH
expression can be rewritten as a power law rate expression as in Eq. (3.26), but
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Figure 3.17 Schematic representation of change in rate R (unbroken line) with change in
pressure P, with Kads

B
≫ Kads

A, for a two-component reaction mixture of A and B. x and y are
the exponents of [A] and [B] in the power law rate expression.

generally has a complex form:
R′
PL ≈ kr(KA

ads)
x(KB

ads)
y[A]x[B]y

(x = f (y); y = g(x)) (3.26)

The reaction orders x and y depend on surface coverages. Thus, the apparent
activation energy and the reaction orders vary with surface coverages and cannot
be considered independent.
Equation (3.26) will reduce to the following expressions at various limiting con-

ditions, for example, at low surface concentration or when one adsorbed species
dominates. Representative situations are compared in Eqs. (3.27a)–(3.27c):

R′
LH ≈ krKA

ads
(
KB
ads
)−1 [A] [B]−1, KB

ads [B]≫ KA
ads [A] ; 𝜃A ≪ 1; 𝜃B ≈ 1

(3.27a)
R′
PL = kr

(
KA
ads
)xKB

ads[A]
x [B] , x ≈ 1 − 𝜃A; 𝜃B ≪ 1 (3.27b)

R′
PL = kr𝜃A

(
1 − 𝜃A

)
= kr𝜃B

(
1 − 𝜃B

)
, 𝜃v = 0 (3.27c)

Equation (3.27a) gives the rate expression that corresponds to the right part of
the schematic Figure 3.17. One notes that kapp is equal to the elementary reaction
rate kr multiplied by K ads

A/K ads
B. For comparison, in Eq. (3.27b) the rate expres-

sion is given for the case where the surface coverage of component B is small and
surface coverage of A varies. Now the apparent rate constant is proportional to
K ads

B and (K ads
A)x.

Equation (3.27c) gives the rate expression for the case where pressure is
high and the surface has no vacancies. This expression shows that the rate will
have a maximum related to pressure and that this maximum will occur when
𝜃A = 𝜃B = 1/2.
We will conclude with an example of a competitive adsorption reaction as a

function of reactant mixture concentration changes. The ring-opening reaction
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Figure 3.18 Activity of the ring opening of methyl cyclopentane as a function of [H2]/[MCP]
for platinum supported on Al2O3 (schematic). (After [35].) (See also [36].)

ofmethylcyclopentane to give linear and branched alkanes is this type of reaction,
catalyzed by Pt. We will study its rate as a function of H2/HC ratio.
As Figure 3.18 shows, the rate of hydrogenation has a maximum as a function

of the H2/MCP partial pressure ratio.
At low hydrogen partial pressure, there is an expected positive order in hydro-

gen because H2 is needed for the reaction. At high partial pressure of hydrogen,
the reaction rate becomes negative order in H2, because the adsorption of
hydrogen now suppresses olefin adsorption. The positive order of hydrogen
at low partial pressure can also be partially due to the need for removing
catalyst-deactivating carbonaceous residue formed at low hydrogen pressure.
The dependence of reaction order on condition implies that the order may be

very different when partial and total pressures or temperature is varied. For this
reason, attempts to deduce mechanistic information from reaction orders have
only limited value. Reaction rate expressions based on parameters derived by
experiment can only be applied within the reaction condition regime where they
were determined and have no a priori predictive value outside this regime.

3.4 Transient Kinetics: The Determination of Site
Concentration

The kinetic expressions predict a rate of reaction that is proportional to the num-
ber of catalytically reactive sites. This prediction is valid only as long as diffusion
does not limit the transport from the reagent phase to the catalytically reactive
site, which is the condition of intrinsic kinetics. When diffusion is limiting, we
must consider extrinsic kinetics that accounts for diffusion.This will be discussed
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Figure 3.19 Example of transient behavior for CO methanation following an isotope switch,
illustrating how residence half-lives and surface coverages change.

in the next section.The rate of reaction normalized to the number of reactive sur-
face atoms and expressed as the number of molecules converted per unit of time
is called the turnover frequency.
For a practical catalyst, the actual fraction of catalytically active sites on a reac-

tive surface is rarely known.This fraction can be quite small compared to the total
number of exposed surface atoms.This is because the catalytic reactivitymay also
be a strong function of the surface topology of the reaction center. Practical cat-
alysts will have a distribution of different surface structures exposed, and this
distribution sometimes relates to the distribution of particle size of the reactive
particles.
As long as intrinsic kinetics apply, transient kinetic measurements in combina-

tion with steady state kinetics can be used to decouple the kinetics of the reaction
from the number of sites.
Since the surface state of the catalyst depends on reaction conditions that are

not necessarily maintained after the reaction, the number of reaction centers
must be determined during the reaction by a so-called in situ experiment. A
chemical probe used for this purpose is an isotope switch in the reagent. This
has only a small effect on the chemistry of the reaction (when H/D exchange is
used, the activation energies are slightly altered), so that theTOF is not essentially
affected.
Such an isotope switch event is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.19 for the

CO hydrogenation reaction to methane.
For reactions that include an isotope-switch event, a plug flow reactor is used

at conditions of minimized back-mixing. When the reaction is at steady state,
a reagent molecule is switched to its isotope. The rate of disappearance of the
non-labeled reagent and productmolecule and the appearance of labeled product
is tracked by mass spectroscopy.
In the example of the CO to methane reaction, 12CO can be switched to 13CO

and the 12CH4 and 13CH4 product concentrations are followed as a function of
time.The concentrations of labeled and non-labeled products will decrease expo-
nentially with time. In addition, an inert gas is usually injected and the response
times of product molecule and inert gas are compared. This helps to determine
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the time constant of the reactor that must be subtracted from the transient prod-
uct signal.
The response times 𝜏x are independent of the number of reactive centers. In the

example in Figure 3.19, 𝜏CO measures the replacement of 12CO by 13CO. This is
determined by the inverse of the rate constant of CO desorption kdes,CO

−1, as long
as the equilibration of CO between the gas phase and the surface is fast compared
to the rate of reaction R. The rate of replacement of CH4 by its isotope-labeled
product is different, and given by the inverse of the rate of CH4 production nor-
malized per site, which is equal to the TOF−1. Once the rate per site is known the
number of sites Ns can be calculated since the overall rate of methane production
is given by RCH4

= Ns ⋅ TOF.
The relation between 𝜏 and the elementary reaction rates depends on the

rate-controlling step. When the rate constant of CO dissociation is rate control-
ling, 𝜏CH4

is determined by the rate of CO dissociation, but when hydrogenation
of adsorbed C atoms is rate-controlling it is determined by the rate of Cads
removal.
Steady-state isotopic-transient kinetic analysis (SSITKA) measurements can

only be useful as long as diffusion is fast.This prevents their application tomicro-
porous systems where pore diffusion becomes a significant factor.

3.5 Diffusion

3.5.1 Concentration Profiles

Heterogeneous catalysts are porous particles with a high internal surface area.
The catalytically reactive particles are distributed over this internal surface.
Molecules require time to travel the length of the pores to reach the catalytically
reactive particles and surfaces. This causes a gradient in the concentration
of reacting molecules across the micropores when the rate of reaction is fast
compared to the diffusion rate. The time of diffusion 𝜏D needed to traverse the
micropores is compared with the reaction time 𝜏R, of intrinsic kinetics, equal to
Ri

−1. As the following equations illustrate, diffusion becomes limiting when the
reaction rate is fast, the micropore is long, and the diffusion coefficient is small.
The diffusion time 𝜏D is given by the Einstein relation:

L2 = 2D𝜏D (3.28)
L is the length of the micropore and D is the diffusion constant. Diffusion
becomes relevant when:

𝜏D = L2

2D
> 𝜏R = 1

Ri
(3.29)

Ri is the intrinsic rate constant in the absence of diffusion-limitation.
The time 𝜏r of catalytic reaction must be small compared to the diffusion time

𝜏D required to reach the reactive center. Diffusion may be expected to be impor-
tant at high temperatures when the rate of reaction is also high.
The relation shown in Eq. (3.28) is valid for the case of Knudsen diffusion. The

rate of diffusion is determined by collisions with other molecules, and thus the
activation energy of diffusion will be low compared to that of a chemical reaction.
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Differences in diffusion rates are related to the mass of the particles by 1√
m
(since

(1∕2)mv2 = (3∕2)kT).
When the size of the molecule equals the size of the micropore, the diffusion

rate is dominated by collisions with the pore wall. This is exhibited in the
micropores of zeolitic systems, which we will discuss in Section 3.5.3.

3.5.2 Effectiveness Factor

Diffusion will limit the overall rate of a reaction, and this is represented by an
inhibiting factor called the effectiveness factor 𝜂f. The expression for the overall
rate of the reaction Rd when diffusion is limiting becomes:

Rd = 𝜂f Ri (3.30a)

For a spherical particle the effectiveness factor 𝜂f is related to the Thiele mod-
ulus 𝜙t [1].

𝜂f =
3
𝜙t

[
1

tanh𝜙t
− 1
𝜙t

]
(3.30b)

For a monomolecular reaction whose rate is diffusion-limited (L2/D≫ 1/Ri),
the expression for the effectiveness factor 𝜂f reduces to:

𝜂f ≈
1
𝜙t

=
(

2D
L2Ri

)1∕2

(3.31)

Insert 8 gives an insightful derivation of this expression.

Insert 8: Effectiveness Factor Derivation and Diffusion-Related Change of Apparent
Activation Energy

Derivation of Effectiveness Factor for Monomolecular Reaction A sim-
ple heuristic argument can be used to deduce an expression for the

Thiele modulus (after [3]). When pore diffusion is limiting, the rate of product formation is
given by

d[P]
dt

≈ Rd[c0]L (8i.1)

[c0] is the concentration of reagent at the pore mouth, which by diffusion becomes dis-
tributed over the pore of length L.

Since reaction is diffusion-limited, instead of the inequality in Eq. (3.29), the
equality in Eq. (8i.2) applies:

L2

2D
= 1

Ri
(8i.2)

L can be substituted into Eq. (8i.1) to give

(Continued)
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Insert 8: (Continued)

d[P]
dt

≈ Ri[c0]L

√
2D

RiL2

= Rd[c0]L (8i.3)

The effectiveness factor follows from the comparison of Eq. (8i.3) with Eq. (3.30a).
The Apparent Activation Energy Change by Diffusion Equation (3.34) leads to
the conclusion that when a reaction becomes diffusion-limited the apparent acti-
vation energy Eapp becomes half of the apparent activation energy of the intrin-
sic (not controlled by diffusion) activation energy Eintr

app. The rate of reaction also
becomes proportional

√
Nc instead of being linearly dependent on the number

of active sites Nc. The apparent activation energy as a function of temperature is
shown in Figure 8i.1.

In RD

1/T

Pore-diffusion
limited regime

Intrinsic kinetic
regime

Slope
2 R

Eopp
int

Slope
R

E opp
int

Figure 8i.1 Illustration of the change in activation energy for a reaction that becomes limited
by diffusion at high temperature.

From Eqs. (3.31) and (3.30a), the expression for the diffusion-limited rate of the
reaction Rd becomes:

Rd =
√

2D ⋅ Ri

L2 (3.32)

Interestingly, we see in Eq. (3.33) for the diffusion-limited rate that the appar-
ent rate now depends on the square root of the intrinsic apparent activation
energy. Therefore, the apparent activation energy for the diffusion-limited case
Eapp

d now becomes half of that of the apparent activation energy that is not
diffusion-limited:

Ed
app =

1
2

Eintr
app (3.33)
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When the rate of a reaction catalyzed by porous materials is studied as a
function of increasing temperature, it may change from non-diffusion-limited
to diffusion-limited. Consider the case where, at a low temperature, the rate
of reaction is slow and therefore not diffusion-limited. When temperature
increases, the rate of reaction also increases and may reach a point where
diffusion becomes limiting. The activation energy at high temperature is half
that of the activation energy at low temperature, as illustrated in Figure 8i.1.
Experimentally, the decrease in the activation energy of a reaction cannot be

considered proof that the reaction is pore diffusion-limited, because even when
the catalytic reaction is not diffusion-limited the intrinsic apparent activation
energy of the reaction rate may decrease with temperature. This is due to
the change in surface concentrations which will affect intrinsic kinetics (see
Figure 3.16).
A hallmark of pore diffusion-limitation is the change in rate of reaction when

catalyst particle size changes. Because the effectiveness factor depends on pore
length, the rate of the diffusion-limited reaction will be affected, but if reaction
rate is non-mass transfer limited it will remain unchanged.
Pore diffusion may also change the relative concentration of a gas mixture as

a function of pore depth, because of differences in diffusion constant. A heavy
molecule has a smaller diffusion constant than a lighter one. This is important in
hydrogenation reactionswhere the hydrogen partial pressurewill increase deeper
in the pore due to the higher diffusion constant of H2.
Pore diffusion may affect not only the conversion rate, but also the selectivity

of a reaction. If the desired product of a reaction is an intermediate that must
not be converted by consecutive reaction steps, this intermediate should be
quickly removed from the neighborhood of the reactive center. Since pore
diffusion-limitation will limit the rate at which the intermediate product
molecule is moved out of the catalyst pore, it will reduce the selectivity of the
reaction. The increase of the residence time of the intermediate product in the
pore will increase its conversion rate.
An example of this scenario is selective oxidation, where the undesirable con-

secutive reaction is the total combustion of the initially formed product. For
this reason, selective oxidation reactions are catalyzed using catalysts with low
pore volume. This must be balanced against the need for enough surface area to
achieve an acceptable overall rate of reaction.
In the case of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction (see Section 2.2.3.2) the diffusion

constant of H2 is substantially faster than that of CO. This increases the relative
hydrogen concentration deep in the catalysts pore, whichwill increase the relative
rate of undesirable light gas formation by enhancing the rate at which adsorbed
hydrocarbon intermediates will become hydrogenated and desorb from the cat-
alyst surface.
When the rate of reaction becomes so fast that a concentration depletion

layer of reagent molecules forms around the catalyst particle, the overall rate
of reaction is controlled by the diffusion of molecules through this layer. This
is called film diffusion, and it can occur in reactions at very high temperature
or in electro-catalytic reactions at low temperature in the liquid phase. The
apparent activation energy of the reaction is then equal to the activation energy
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of molecular diffusion on the order of only a few kilojoules per mole. One way
to verify these interphase concentration or related temperature effects is to vary
the space velocity of reactor feed streams using a constant contact time. This
can be done by adjusting the amount of catalyst material in the reactor. Film
diffusion will cause the observed rate of reaction to change with space velocity.
(For a more in-depth discussion refer to Dautzenberg [13].)

3.5.3 Diffusion in Zeolitic Micropores

Unlike Knudsen diffusion, diffusion of molecules in a microporous zeolite does
not necessarily depend on the mass of the molecules that diffuse. When the radii
of molecules and micropores match closely and the micropore wall is smooth
(e.g., in a linear pore) the diffusion constantmay become independent ofmolecu-
larmass. For instance, in the siliceousmordenite zeolite (Figure 3.20) that has lin-
ear micropores, diffusion of alkanes becomes independent of alkane chain length
and much faster than expected from Knudsen diffusion estimates. Diffusion in
this case can be considered to be floating diffusion (Figure 3.20).
The adsorption energy of hydrocarbons with the siliceous wall of the zeolite

occurs by physical adsorption. This interaction is based on the dispersive inter-
action between molecules and zeolite channel atoms, and is proportional to the
polarizability of the atoms that are in contact. In the zeolite, this is dominated
by the interaction with large oxygen atoms: the polarizability is proportional to

Figure 3.20 Zeolite mordenite structure.
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the volume of an atom, and is hence dominated by the larger O anions with little
contribution from the smaller cations. The interaction is linear in the number of
alkaneCH2 units. It is on the order of 5–10 kJmol−1 perCH2 unit in contactwith a
zeolite wall O atom, but decreases when themicrochannel chain radius increases.
While the adsorption energy increases linearly with alkane length, the diffusion
constant remains independent because the area of contact with the zeolite wall
does not change.
Figure 3.21a illustrates the independence between the diffusion constant

and the length of the hydrocarbons for hydrocarbons of varying length.
The importance of the topology of the micropore structure and the shape of
the microcavities is illustrated by Figure 3.21b for the faujasite structure. The
faujasite structure is three-dimensional and contains large cavities. The average
distance between the molecules and the zeolite wall is larger and floating
diffusion is absent. The simulated diffusion constants now decrease with the
increasing mass of the alkanes.The diffusion rate of molecules in the micropores
of a zeolite can vary substantially as a function of micropore filling. Yet, the
diffusion time through the inter-crystallite space of the zeolite that consists of
the larger meso- and micropores is often longer than the diffusion time through
the smaller zeolite micropores. This is because the inter-crystal pores are longer
and have a larger relative volume than the micropores of the small zeolite
particles.
The interaction of hydrocarbons with the zeolite micropore wall is surprisingly

strong, despite the fact that it is based on weak physical dispersive van derWaals
interactions. It increases linearlywith the number ofCH2 units. For a narrowpore
siliceous zeolitewith a 10-ring channel diameter such as Ferrierite, the adsorption
energy of hexane is 60 kJmol−1.This is because in the small zeolite micropore the
hydrocarbon CH2 unit makes contact with several O atoms.
This can cause high hydrocarbon occupation of the micropores when high

pressure of reaction is used at relatively low temperatures. The diffusion rate
decreases because the mobility of molecules is hindered by the presence of
co-adsorbed molecules. Equilibration of the reaction intermediates within the
micropore becomes fast compared to the equilibration with the external reaction
medium outside the zeolite. Selectivity of the reactions is then determined by
the adsorption-free energies of reaction intermediates within the micropores.
There is a bias for the formation of molecules with a shape that can be adapted
to the shape of a particular zeolite micropore (for instance, linear molecules
are favored in the case of linear microchannels). The result is shape-selective
catalysis. We will discuss this in detail in Sections 9.2 and 9.3.
Another cause of shape-selective catalysis is when molecules are too large

to enter the microcavities of the zeolite; in a mixture of molecules with dif-
ferent sizes, only the smaller molecules will be converted. This size restriction
also prevents the formation of reaction intermediates that are too large to be
accommodated in themicropores.We described this phenomenon earlier for the
suppression of coke formation in the catalytic cracking reaction, where formation
of large aromatic molecules is suppressed by the size of the zeolite micropores.
When cations are located in the zeolite channels, their high electrostatic

field may cause relatively high adsorption energies for polarizable molecules or
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Carbon chain length
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Figure 3.21 (a) Self-diffusivity as a function of chain length in siliceous mordenite at 333 K. (b)
Simulated diffusion constants in siliceous faujasite as a function of hydrocarbon chain length.
(After [9, 37].)

molecules with a large dipole moment. In this case, diffusional motion depends
strongly on temperature. For instance, in zeolites exchanged with earth alkali
cations strong sieving is observed for mixtures of benzene and hexane. The
polarizable benzene molecule will adsorb strongly and therefore diffuse slowly,
but the hexane molecule will have a high diffusion constant.
A unique phenomenon that occurs at high micropore occupation in the nar-

row one-dimensional micropores of a zeolite is single-file diffusion. The small
micropore size restricts the passage of molecules. This is important in hydroi-
somerization catalysis where the preferred catalyst is mordenite which contains
narrow one-dimensional micropores of a diameter comparable to that of linear
hydrocarbons (Section 2.2.2.1.3). Mobility is possible only when all molecules
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that have no vacant position between them displace at the same time. The num-
ber of molecules in a file is at its maximum when it fills the zeolite micropore
between two catalytically reactive centers. Its dependence on pore occupation 𝜃
is [38, 39]:

Ds = D0
1 − 𝜃
𝜃

l
L

(3.34)

D0 is the self-diffusion constant of a single particle and 𝜃 the partial occupancy
of the pore, L is the length of the pore, and l is the average distance between the
catalytic reaction centers in the micropore.
Single-file diffusion leads to a specific relationship between the rate of reaction

and the partial pressure of reagent molecules [40].
The kinetics of the hydroisomerization reaction catalyzed by the bifunctional

Pt-promoted mordenite zeolite can be approximately described by the lumped
kinetics expression of themonomolecular reaction in Eqs. (3.14). As a function of
partial pressure of the alkane, the rate will have a Langmuir-type dependence on
pressure. For regular micropore diffusion, the intrinsic rate shown by Eqs. (3.14a)
and (3.14b) will depend on the effectiveness factor 𝜂f (Eq. (3.31)), as illustrated in
Figure 3.22.
Pore diffusion will cause a deviation from the Langmuir-type partial pressure

dependence, but the rate will still monotonically increase with partial pressure of
alkane.This is not the case for single-file diffusion. Instead, the apparent diffusion
constant becomes zero at high coverage, and the rate shows a maximum as a
function of partial pressure with a subsequent decrease at high pressure.
In principle, small zeolite crystallites can be used to minimize this strong dif-

fusional resistance, but this is not realized in practice. Instead, catalyst activity is
improved by creating mesoporous channels within the zeolite crystallite, so that
the effective micropore channel length decreases and the transport of molecules
becomes efficient.These channels can be created by partial leaching of Al present
in the mordenite crystals that are synthesized with a high Al/Si ratio.

P

r

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.22 (a) The rate of a monomolecular zeolite-catalyzed reaction as a function of
pressure (no diffusional limitation). (b) The rate of the monomolecular reaction that is
diffusion-limited (pore diffusion, no single-file diffusion). (c) The rate of a monomolecular
reaction that is limited by single-file diffusion. (van Santen and Neurock 2006 [9]. Reproduced
with permission of John Wiley & Sons.)
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In catalytic reactions, the use of such bimodal porous zeolitic systems contain-
ing a combination of mesoporous and microporous channels is also effective for
reducing the rate of deactivation that is caused by zeolitic micropore blockage
because the mesochannels allow a larger fraction of the zeolite particle interior
to remain accessible.
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4

The State of the Working Catalyst

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will introduce the chemistry of the catalytically reactive phase
that develops when a catalyst is exposed to reagents during a catalytic reaction.
This is a story of the interplay between the inorganic chemistry of the catalyst and
its changing surface state, from its initial state when freshly prepared, through its
intermediate stages during catalyst activation, and then to its operational state
when it executes the catalytic reaction, and finally to its deactivating state.
The catalytically reactive phase is rarely in its thermodynamic global mini-

mum. The small particles of catalytically reactive particles are thermodynami-
cally quasi-stationary, because there is a driving force for their growth into large
stable particles. A high surface area support can be considered thermodynami-
cally unstable as well, because its higher density inducesmore favorable chemical
potential.The diffusion of the catalyst particle’s atoms provides a barrier that sta-
bilizes the catalyst in its local minimum, but external conditions resulting from
the catalytic reaction may reduce this barrier to change. The state of the catalyst
can be affected during catalytic reaction by local increases in temperature caused
by the heat of the reaction, as well as by changes in the composition of the catalyst
surface due to contact with the reacting gases and the formation of non-selective
products. A local temperature increase will increase the mobility of the catalyst’s
atoms on the particle fragments, which deactivates the catalyst.
Adsorption of reactant and reaction intermediates may lead to substantial

reconstruction of the exposed surfaces, since this presents a different driving
force to a new state of equilibrium. As we will see, this can lead to either
activation or deactivation of the reactive catalyst particles. Some examples
of non-selective catalyst deactivating reactions are the carbonaceous residue
forming reactions that poison surface reactive sites. We will begin this chapter
with an introduction to surface structure reconstruction of the transition metal
surfaces.
Reaction may not only change the surface of the catalyst, but may also change

its bulk state. An example is the change of the originally metallic iron catalyst to

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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carbide in the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. The rate of such changes will be sensi-
tive to variations in catalyst preparation and activation conditions. We will dis-
cuss these factors in the following subsections.
The changes that the catalyst undergoes when it reacts affect the structure

and concentration of the reactive centers responsible for the desired catalytic
reaction. Therefore, it is essential to understand the relationship between the
structure of the catalyst’s reactive centers and the catalyst’s reactivity, which
must also include an understanding of particle size dependence. Promoting com-
pounds and catalyst modifiers are often added to the reaction mixture to inhibit
catalyst deactivation or increase the selectivity of a reaction.Wewill discuss alloy
catalysts as an example of systems that can have different catalytic performance
than the components. This is not only by composition change, but also by the
preferential exposure of particular sites. In this chapter, we will also introduce
chemical theories of reactivity–structure relations. We will apply molecular
theory to explain particle size dependence of transition metal-based catalysts.
The difference in particle size dependence as a function of reaction is of special
interest.
There is a wide selection of catalytically important materials based on the

oxides. High surface area oxides of low intrinsic reactivity are often used as sup-
ports. Despite their low reactivity, the chemistry support surface and catalytically
active precursor particles is important to catalyst synthesis as well as to catalyst
activation. These factors affect both catalyst performance and catalyst lifespan.
Advanced spectroscopies have dramatically increased our understanding of the
changes that occur within catalyst materials during activation (see [1]).
Solid acids such as the zeolites are used extensively in a variety of catalytic reac-

tions (see Chapter 2). The micropore structure of the zeolite will affect stability
as well as activity of the catalyst, since its pore size in the case of hydrocarbon
conversion will affect the deposition of carbonaceous residue. The formation of
carbonaceous disordered or graphitic material on the catalyst can lead to catalyst
deactivation by covering reactive centers or blocking micropores. When these
materials are exposed to steam in order to regenerate them, large-scale struc-
tural and compositional changes can occur. Additives to the catalyst can be used
to stabilize it and prevent these changes. A final subsection will illustrate struc-
tural changes at the surface of reduciblemixed oxides that are applied as selective
oxidation catalysts.
The catalytic system can be considered to exist in a state of slow transition, sta-

tionary only at specific intervals. It is transformed from its initial pre-reaction
state to a stationary primary reactive state that is frequently at optimum perfor-
mance, but over time the catalyst will deactivate. The rate of deactivation will
differ, as it is dependent on the particular cause of deactivation. Initially, these
changes may increase or decrease the activity and the selectivity of the catalyst,
and will ultimately affect its stability.
In the first subsection, we will review structural changes of catalysts in relation

to their catalysis. Since these effects are particular to the specific catalytic system,
some basic features of catalytic reactivity in relation to catalyst composition will
also be introduced. These topics will provide an introductory basis for part II
where we provide a more detailed molecular description of catalyst reactivity.
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4.2 Surface Reconstruction

In a catalytic system, strong metal atom adsorbate bonding competes for
the electrons needed to bind the catalyst surface metal atoms together. The
weakening of the surface metal–metal bonds will initially lead to only small
displacements of the surface atoms. However, when the surface concentration of
adatoms increases, surface layer tension caused by the interaction between the
slightly expanded surface sites increases.This tensionmay push the surface over-
layer into a new structure that has a long range order of surface metal atoms very
different from the free surface. At the atomic level, the basis for reconstruction is
the combination of the effects of weakened surface bonds and increased surface
tension due to lateral interaction between the adsorbate and metal atoms.
A well-known example of this phenomenon occurs when the Pt(100) surface

is exposed to the CO oxidation reaction. In the bulk metal, the Pt atoms are
arranged in a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure (see Figure 4.1).
In the CO oxidation reaction, the catalytic cycle includes surface reconstruc-

tion. In a vacuum, the Pt (100) surface is unstable; the more stable surface is the
(100) hex reconstructed surface (see Figure 4.1). An overlayer of Pt atoms with
a (111) surface structure forms over the (100) terminated surface. The nearest
neighbor coordination of the surface metal atoms within the (100) surface is 4,
while within the (111) surface it is 6. This provides a driving force for the outer
layer surface atoms to obtain (111) surface packing, but this comes at a cost: there
is a slight mismatch of the reconstructed overlayer hexagonal (111) surface with
the supporting cubic (100) second layer Pt atoms (Figure 4.2).
When CO adsorbs to the (100) hex reconstructed surface, metal–metal

atom bonds weaken and the Pt(100) hex surface is transformed to the
non-reconstructed (100)1× 1 surface. The cost of the creation of this less stable
surface (in a vacuum) is overcome by the increased bond energy of CO with the
more reactive, metal surface atoms of the non-reconstructed (100) surface with
lower coordinative saturation.
The Pt(100) hex system is interesting because catalysis will only occur on

the non-reconstructed (100)1× 1 surface that is generated during the reaction.
While CO molecules will adsorb to the less reactive (100) hex reconstructed
surface, O2 molecules will not dissociate from this non-reactive surface phase.
Transformation to the non-reconstructed (100) surface occurs when at least five

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.1 (a) Pt bulk structure indicating the bulk metal atom coordinated to 12 nearest
neighbors as well as nearest neighbor atoms over a cube. (b) The (111) cross-section through
the fcc cube. (c) The (100) cross-section through the fcc cube.
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Figure 4.2 Model of the (100) hex reconstructed surface. The (111) surface overlayer is
situated on top of the (100) surface of Pt. (Van Hove et al. 1981 [2]. Reproduced with
permission of Elsevier.)

CO molecules are adsorbed near each other. On this more reactive Pt(100)1× 1
surface, O2 will dissociate so that CO oxidation to CO2 occurs by recombination
with the O atoms.The rate of reaction is enhanced by the CO adsorption induced
reconstruction! At the end of the catalytic reaction cycle, the surface returns to
its initial non-reactive state. This phenomenon of transient site generation by
the catalytic reaction itself is called self-organization. A detailed discussion of
the consequences of self-organization to kinetics will be presented in Chapter 5.
Reconstruction of surfaces, when covered with a high concentration of adsor-

bates appears to be a general phenomenon. C adatoms and O adatoms adsorbed
at high coverage to a dense metal surface induce reconstruction to a more open
surface.
An example of the reconstruction of a more stable surface is demonstrated by

the change in surface state of the Co(111) surface of a small Co particle that has
preferentially the fcc structure. When C adsorbs with increasing surface concen-
tration, this surface changes to the more open Co (100) surface. With increasing
concentration of adsorbed C, there is an increasing repulsive interaction between
the sites with adsorbed C atoms. The strong interaction with the C atoms weak-
ens the Co–Co metal bonds, which gives a driving force to increase their bond
distances.The increased strain within the surface layer is released by transforma-
tion to the more open (100) surface in which the Co atom density is also lower
than in the (111) surface (see Figure 4.3).
In addition to the reduction of the surface strain, the coordination of C atoms

to four surface atoms instead of three also helps to overcome the cost of the
energy loss in metal atom–metal atom coordination. This reconstruction plays
an important role in Fischer–Tropsch catalysis, catalyzed by Co. It generates
the step-edge sites essential for selective reaction (see Sections 4.4.1 and
5.3).
An instructive illustration of a similar surface reconstruction phenomenon

is provided by the missing row reconstruction of the Cu(110) surface (see
Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3 (a) The relative stability of the Co(111), Co(100), and Co(110) in the absence and in
the presence of adsorbed carbon. The C-covered Co(100) surface becomes more stable than
the C-covered Co(111) surface when the C coverage exceeds 25%. (b) Surface structures of
carbon adsorption on the reconstructing Co(111) surface (the unit cell) was doubled to put
together the missing rows (left side). This shows that the density of surface atoms on the (100)
surface is lower than that of the (111) surface, which will lead to surface corrugation and the
generation of step-edge sites (see Section 4.4.1); the (100) surface reconstruction with C,
without additional displacement of the metal atoms in this plane (middle); the final clock
reconstruction of the (100) surface which is the stable structure of the highly C-covered
Co(100) surface (right side). (Ciobîcă et al. 2008 [3]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

In this figure, the different energy cost and energy gain contributions according
to DFT calculations are shown for the surface reconstruction that occurs on
the highly covered Cu surface. With increasing O coverage the strain in the
surface increases, and is then reduced by the removal of rows of Cu atoms.
The resulting surface oxide structure is very stable compared to non-ordered
O adsorption surface structure. In the Cu-catalyzed oxidation of methanol to
formaldehyde, reaction between adsorbed methanol and surface oxygen will
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+16 kJ mol–1

–163 kJ mol–1 –215 kJ mol–1

–36 kJ mol–1

Figure 4.4 Changes in
overlayer energies of O
adsorbed on a Cu(110)
surface compared with the
corresponding changes in
transition metal surface
energies. (Frechard and van
Santen 1998 [4].
Reproduced with
permission of Elsevier.)

only occur at the edges of the surface oxide islands [5] of oxygen adsorbed to the
Cu surface.
An additional example of the changes in stable surface phase with changing

surface composition is shown in Figure 4.5. It considers the structure the Pt
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Figure 4.5 Computed electrochemical phase diagram for the electro-oxidation of Pt surfaces
showing the surface stability γ as a function of the electrode potential Δϕ at zero and room
temperature for PH2

= 1 atm. The phase diagram shows the conditions under which the
different phases become thermodynamically stable. The region at which the bulk-oxide (PtO2)
is stable is in gray. (Zhu et al. 2013 [6]. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of
Chemistry.)
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electrode used for water decomposition.The Pt anode will generate an increasing
concentration of adsorbedO atoms on its surface, which leads to different surface
structures as a function of electrode potential.The loss in the density of Pt surface
atoms when the low density open Pt surfaces become stable leads to roughening
of the surface to accommodate for the Pt atoms that have to find a new position.
In this case, the Pt(111) surface always remains the most stable but the relative

stabilities of the other surfaces are strongly dependent on surface concentration.
Interchanges of relative stability occur between the respective (100) and (110)
surfaces.
We conclude that different reaction conditions will affect not only reaction

rates, but also the surface structure of the catalytic reactive phase during reac-
tion. Both of these changes must be considered in a predictive theory of catalysis,
since the state of the surface has a large effect on catalyst performance.

4.3 Compound Formation: Activation and Deactivation

In the previous subsection, we have seen that surfaces will reconstruct when the
coverage of strongly interacting adsorbate is high. This may also initiate bulk
compound formation such as the state of iron in the Fischer–Tropsch reaction.
In this reaction, CO dissociates to give “C1” intermediates that are inserted into
the growing hydrocarbon chains, where the C atoms will react with Fe as a site
reaction. In the Fischer–Tropsch reaction, the iron is transformed into a carbide
phase as Fe5C2 (Hägg iron carbide) and catalysis occurs not by the transition
metal, but instead by this carbide phase.This appears to be beneficial to the selec-
tivity of the reaction.
This transformation of a reactive metal by catalytic reaction into a bulk com-

pound is common when reactive gasses such as H2S or O2 are used. The transi-
tion metals are converted into the corresponding sulfides by desulfurization of
sulfur-containing process streams or into the corresponding oxides in oxidation
reactions. For this reason MoS2- and WS2-based catalysts are used instead of
metals such as Ni or Pt which become poisoned by the sulfur. As we will discuss
in Chapter 11, the cations of reactivemetals such asW andMohave a hydrogena-
tion activity in the absence of sulfur comparable to metals such as Pt. Similarly,
active oxide catalysts are based on the oxides of metals located in the same region
of the periodic table.
In addition to bulk compound formation, volatile compounds may also be

formed, which can lead to deactivation of the catalyst or to a different catalytic
reaction. An example of this change is in the formation of metal carbonyl
complexes at high pressures of CO (see Figure 4.6). The formation of volatile
metal carbonyls at high pressure prevents the use of metals such as Ni, Co, or Fe
in the Fischer–Tropsch reactions. Since Ru has a much lower tendency to form
carbonyls, it can be used at high pressures, where it remains very active and can
be used to produce long hydrocarbon chain waxes.
Intermediate carbonyl formation may lead to sintering in supported metal cat-

alysts and can thus cause catalyst deactivation.
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Figure 4.6 Instability of a cobalt carbonyle complexes [Co2(CO)8 +HCo(CO)4] as a function of
temperature and equilibrium carbon monoxide partial pressure with respect to bulk Co. This
defines the region where the homogenous complexes can be used in the hydroformylation
reaction (see Section 2.2.3.3). The figure can also be used to deduce the stability region of bulk
Co as a function of temperature and pressure. (Falbe 1970 [7]. Reproduced with permission of
Springer.)

This phase diagram of Figure 4.6 shows that high CO pressure and low tem-
perature stabilizes Co2CO8, while the metal Co phase can be stable at the same
pressure but at higher temperatures.
Oxidation may also lead to evaporation of a catalyst. For example, in MoO3

formation, evaporation of the MoO3 molecule (starting at 700 ∘C) can lead to
deactivation.

4.4 Supported Small Metal Particles

High surface area non-reducible oxides such as alumina or silica are used as
supports for small catalytically active transition metals or other catalytically
active compounds. Even when catalysis is not pore-diffusion-limited overall,
the support structure and its surface may have a significant effect on total
catalysis because the active catalyst particles may have a very different size
distribution. When an equal amount of transition metal per weight of support
material is distributed on supports with differing surface areas, the particle
size distribution of catalytically active material can vary markedly. Catalysis
will be affected because the distribution of the various catalytically active sites
on a particle will differ for large particles and small particles. For instance,
the distribution of corner, edge and terrace sites will be dissimilar. Catalytic
reactions that are structure-dependent will be especially affected. We will
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discuss structure–reactivity relations due to differences in particle size in
Section 4.5.1.

4.4.1 Nature of the Support Material

The nature of the support will also affect the particle size distribution because
its chemistry determines the intermediate complexes that are formed in cata-
lyst synthesis. In solution, alumina will behave as a base material with a surface
covered by basic hydroxyls. In contrast, a silica surface will also be terminated
by OH groups, but these will be weakly acidic (see Section 9.2.2.1). As a result,
an alumina will react with negatively charged complexes such as PtCl42− by ion
exchange with the negatively charged OH− surface hydroxyls, and when dried,
this catalyst will initially contain Pt that is well distributed over the support sur-
face. If Pt(NH3)42+ salt is used instead, no ion exchange can occur. After drying,
the Pt particles would form into large Pt containing crystals that transform into
large Pt particles upon reduction. When a similar salt solution is used with sil-
ica, the positively charged Pt(NH3)42+ cations exchange with the silica protons,
resulting in a high dispersion of Pt particles. These examples illustrate that the
colloid chemical properties of the support must be tuned to the catalyst synthe-
sis procedure in order to control the size distribution of the particles at reaction
conditions (see Insert 1).

Insert 1: Catalyst Preparation

The point of zero charge (PZC) is the pH at which the net charge of the surface is zero in
water solution (Figure 1i.1).

Figure 1i.1 Surface charging of
oxides in aqueous systems
depending on pH and PZC, and
equilibration with Pt cations or
anions in solution. (Regalbuto
2009 [8]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley &
Sons.) PZC

pH > PZC

pH < PZC OH2
+ [PCI6]2–

[H]+ (pH shifts)

[(NH3)4Pt]2+

K1

K2

Kads

Kads

OH

O–

In an acidic solution (pH< 7) surface hydroxyls can become protonated and hence
adsorption of solvated anions becomes possible to the now bare surface cations or to
the positively charged Lewis acid surface cation–water complex. Similarly, when the
solution is basic (pH> 7), the surface may deprotonate and solvated cations will adsorb.
The latter will become the dominant adsorption mode for predominantly acidic surfaces

(Continued)
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Insert 1: (Continued)

(low PZC), whereas the former is the dominant adsorption mode for materials composed
predominantly of basic hydroxyls (high PZC) (after [9]). A comparison of the PZC’s for
different materials in shown in Table 1i.1.

Table 1i.1 PZC of common oxide and
carbon supports.

Support PZC

MoO3 <1

Nb2O5 2–2.5

SiO2 4

Oxidized activated carbon 2–4

Graphitic carbon 4–5

TiO2 4–6

CeO2 7

ZrO2 8

Co3O4 7–9

Al2O3 8.5

Activated carbon 8–10

Source: Regalbuto 2009 [8]. Reproduced
with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

The surface distribution of Brønsted basic OH groups and Brønsted acidic
protons will be very different for dried materials compared to the water-phase
exposed surfaces of Insert 1. As we will see, aluminas applied in gas phase
catalysis may have considerable solid acid reactivity, despite their dominant
distribution of surface hydroxyls in the water phase. Surface reactivity of the
oxides will be extensively discussed in Section 11.2.
Chemical interaction between catalyst precursor and catalyst support may also

be important in consecutive catalyst activation steps after wet synthesis. Com-
pound formation with metal cations will affect reducibility as well as reactivity,
for example, in the formation of Co aluminates when Co catalysts are prepared.
Reduction of these complexes may require high temperatures that cause the for-
mation of large Co particles on the catalyst. The high temperature increases the
mobility of the Co atoms on the support surface, leading to their aggregation. In
addition, the formation of these compounds may prevent complete reduction, so
that reducedmetal will be in close contact with cationic Co ions.This may gener-
ate unique catalytic sites between the edge of the metal particle and the catalyst
support. The ions themselves may be catalytically active as well, as observed for
ions of Au or Rh when reducible supports such as CeO2 are used [10].
In the preparation of sulfide catalysts, the active catalyst must be fully in the

sulfide state when used in desulfurization catalysis.The oxidic precursors of these
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catalysts that are based on Co and Mo may form intermediate compounds with
the alumina supports that are used.These compounds are difficult to reduce, and
thus calcination (oxidation) which leads to the formation of these compounds
must be prevented in the drying step. This is done by using a H2S atmosphere
during drying so that sulfides are formed directly from the active catalyst
precursors.
Insert 2 shows how the structure of this catalyst changes with reaction and the

catalyst treatment for commercially used platforming catalysts based on Pt/Sn
(see also Section 2.2.2.1.2).

Insert 2: The Pt/Sn Platforming Catalysts

See Figure 2i.1.

Figure 2i.1 Proposed model of the Pt and
Pt—Sn species during the different
treatment stages for the Pt—Sn/Al2O3
catalyst. (Iglesias-Juez et al. 2010 [11].
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Advanced in situ spectroscopies [1] provide details of the structural changes
of the Pt/Sn on an Al2O3 support as a function of catalyst pretreatment. This is
illustrated by Figure 2i.1. After synthesis, Pt is initially present as an oxidic phase,
which becomes reduced by H2 exposure. When this is followed by an oxidation
step, SnO2 starts to attach to the partially oxidized Pt. When the particle is again
reduced, Sn starts to attach to the Pt particle.

4.4.2 Reactivity and Stability

The reducibility of a small metal particle will differ from that of a large metal
oxide particle even when the reaction is not stabilized by intermediate com-
pound formation with the support. As we will see in Chapter 5, a transition
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metal particle has high surface energies compared to an oxide, which affects the
thermodynamics of oxide particle reduction by requiring higher temperatures
for slam metal particle reduction. This also makes small metal particles easier
to oxidize, which may lead to rapid deactivation of the initially reduced metal
particles when oxygen is present.
An example is the use of small metal particles in the reforming reaction of

methane by steam to produce synthesis gas. As we will discuss in Chapter 5, this
reaction is structure-dependent and is preferentially catalyzed by small metallic
particles. The high fraction of reactive corners and step-edges on these particles
leads to the ready activation of methane, which is the rate-controlling step of
this reaction. However, the atoms of the reactive small particle transition metal
atoms not only activate methane, but also strongly bind C and especially O atoms
that are generated by the dissociation of water. Highly active catalysts based
on small Rh and Ru metal particles a few nanometers in size and distributed
over an oxidic support deactivate rapidly because of their easy oxidation, but
this will not occur for catalysts with larger metal particles. Catalysts based on
larger particles will initially be less active, but may be preferred for applications
of longer duration because of their increased stability. When these catalysts
are used for longer times they are relatively more active than the small-particle
catalysts.
In other catalytic reactions, the preferred oxidic state of the small metal

particles in oxidizing conditions may be beneficial. An example is the use of
Rh catalysts for CO oxidation. This reaction requires a high temperature of
reaction when catalyzed by reduced Rh particles because the high strength
of CO adsorption to the metal prevents low temperature reactivity. At low
temperature, the surface is covered with CO, which inhibits O2 dissociation.
At the same condition, small metal particles of Rh rapidly convert to their
oxide, and in this case CO oxidation can be performed at low temperatures.
The small oxidic particle is an active catalyst because CO adsorption is weak,
hence CO readily desorbs so that O2 dissociation is not hindered at the lower
temperatures.
Small molecular metal particles such as Pt or Pd are present in the microp-

ores of the bifunctional zeolite catalysts that are used for hydroisomerization
and hydrocracking reactions (see Chapter 2). The high reactivity of the small
nanometer-sized particles will initially lead to the coverage of the reactive
particles with a carbonaceous overlayer, producing a carbidic particle with
reduced reactivity. This may be beneficial, since hydrogenation and dehydro-
genation activity is maintained, but non-selective hydrogenolysis reactions are
suppressed.

4.4.3 Summary

The high surface area support used to distribute reactive catalyst particles may
affect their reactivity for several different reasons. The mode of catalyst prepa-
ration and intermediate surface compound formation will affect the particle size
distribution and the state of the catalyst particle, and these may have important
consequences for activity as well as stability.
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4.5 Structure Sensitivity of Transition Metal Particle
Catalysts

There are two opposing views on the structure dependence of transition metal
catalysts. According to the classical view of Taylor [12], a practical catalyst con-
tains an inhomogeneous distribution of sites that differ in their local arrange-
ment of surface metal atoms. High catalytic reactivity usually requires a very
specific arrangement of surface atoms in the catalytically reactive site. Accord-
ing to this view, only a fraction of the exposed surface atoms will be catalyti-
cally active. In the alternative view based on the checkerboard surface model of
Langmuir [13], sites are uniformly distributed and all of the surface atoms are
active.
It is now known that most catalytic systems have site distributions that agree

with the Taylor view. Catalyst preparation will lead to particles terminated by
relatively stable surfaces with low reactivity. The dominant reactive sites will be
found at the terminating edges of the surfaces where the surface atoms display
lower coordinative unsaturation leading to higher reactivity.
As shown in Figure 4.7, one can distinguish three kinds of structure depen-

dence when catalyst reactivity is studied as a function of catalyst particle size.The
rate of reaction, normalized per exposed surfacemetal atom (turnover frequency,
TOF) can increase, decrease, or show amaximumwhen reduced transitionmetal
particle size is varied at the nanometer scale.
An important theoretical insight arises from the relationship between site pref-

erence and the type of chemical bond that must be activated. We will provide an
introductory discussion here. A detailed explanation of the quantum-chemical
basis of this surface-site-dependent reactivity can be found later in Chapter 11.

4.5.1 Particle Size and Structure Dependence of Heterogeneous Catalytic
Reactions

The three types of particle size dependence are as follows: in the hydrogenolysis
reaction, C—H and C—C bonds are activated; in the hydrogenation reaction,
C—H bonds are formed; in the methanation reaction the C=O bonds are
cleaved.

Figure 4.7 Turnover number
for selected reactions versus
particle size. (1) Benzene
hydrogenation on Pt/SiO2, (2)
Ethane hydrogenolysis on
Pt/SiO2, (3) CO hydrogenation
on Ru/Al2O3 [14].
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There can be several reasons for the wide variation in the dependence on tran-
sition metal particle size of a catalytic reaction, and these factors are discussed
in this chapter. When the reaction mechanism and rate controlling step do not
change with variation in particle size changes in the rate of a elementary reaction
step are responsible for reactivity changes. A different particle size will alter the
relative concentration of surface sites. Surface sites vary in topology and coordi-
native unsaturation of the surface atoms.We will consider here the differences in
particle size dependence as a function of the types of elementary reaction steps
one needs to distinguish.

Insert 3: Structures of Transition States and Corresponding Transition State Energies

In this insert, we compare the transition state structures of methane, and CO and NO acti-
vation on different surfaces respectively.

The transition state and activation barriers of methane are shown in Figures 3i.1.
Methane dissociates over a single metal atom. This CO dissociation transition state and
dissociation energetics are shown in figures 3i.2. CO dissociation as well as NO dissocia-
tion occurs over an ensemble of surface atoms. The transition state of NO dissociation is
shown in figure 3i.3 and the reaction energetics is illustrated in figures 3i.4.

Ru (0001)

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru
Ru

H

H

H C

E
#
diss (kJ mol−1)

76

Ru (1120) 56

Rh (111) 67

Rh step 32

Rh kink 20

Pd (111) 66

Pd step 38

Pd kink 41

Pd atom(b)

(a)

5

Figure 3i.1 (a) Transition state structure of methane activated by a Ru atom. (b) Methane
activation energies as a function of coordinative unsaturation of metal surface atoms in
kJ mol−1. (Ciobîcă and van Santen 2002 [15]. Reproduced with permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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Figure 3i.2 (a) Structures of the transition states of CO dissociation on step-edge sites of Ru.
(b) Comparison of reaction energies for the CO dissociation on a stepped and non-stepped
surface. (Ciobîcă and van Santen 2003 [16]. Reproduced with permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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Insert 3: (Continued)

N O

Pt
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Figure 3i.3 Structure of the transition
state of NO at the bridge site on
Pt(100). (Ge and Neurock 2004 [17].
Reproduced with permission of
American Chemical Society.)
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Figure 3i.4 The energetics of NO dissociation on different surface sites of Pt. (van Santen et al.
2010 [18]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

As shown in Insert 3, the σ-type C—H bonds of the alkanes dissociate
preferentially over a single surface metal atom. The barrier of activation relates
to the intrinsic activity of the activating transition metal atom, with reactivity
increasing as the number of metal atom neighbors of the reacting surface atom
decreases. In contrast, the activation of π-bonds such as in CO, NO, or N2
requires stabilization of the atoms that are generated by dissociation, such as
C or O. These atoms only bind strongly when attached to several surface metal
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atoms. Diatomic molecules with π-bonds will only dissociate with a low barrier
of activation when a surface ensemble of several metal atoms is available.
A second important requirement for low activation energy activation of

molecules with 𝜋 bonds is that the adatoms generated by dissociation should
not be destabilized by strong lateral repulsion at the site of dissociation.
Step-edge sites present on a surface step (Figure 3i.3) or on a square (100)
surface (Figure 3i.4) satisfy this condition. The dissociated atoms do not interact
at these sites because they occur at the bottom or top of the step-edge site or on
different sides of the square in the (100)-type site. CO activation or N2 activation
preferentially occurs at step-edge type sites on the group VIII transition metals.
NO activation can also occur on a surface terrace with a square (100) structure.
Whenparticle size decreases, the number of coordinatively unsaturated edge or

corner sites compared to coordinatively saturated terrace atoms increases. Since
C—H activation preferentially occurs over a single metal atom, and corner and
step-edge sites are more reactive, small transitionmetal particles are preferred as
C—H bond-activation catalysts.

4.5.2 Site Generation

Step-edge sites are unstable on particles smaller than 1 nm [19, 20] because the
surface of exposed terraces is too small to accommodate these sites. On larger
surface step-edge sites can be stabilized or created by surface reconstruction pro-
cesses. For instance, this will occur when C-atoms generated by a catalytic reac-
tion (such as CO dissociation, methane activation or ethylene decomposition)
induce surface reconstruction. As we have seen in Section 4.1, a non-reactive
surface reconstructs to a more reactive surface. At the same time, surface cor-
rugation increases because the density of surface atoms is lower on the more
reactive surface, so that step-edge centers are generated during the reconstruc-
tion (see Figure 4.8).
These site generation processes occur only on larger particles, and thus reac-

tions that require step-edge sites will have a low rate when catalysts with a small
metal particle size are applied. These reactions will reach their maximum rate
when catalyst particles large enough to support the step-edge centers are used.
Reactions that are preferentially catalyzed by the (100)-type surfaces are well

suited for the use of cubic particles of the fcc metals that are terminated by (100)
surfaces.

4.6 Alloys and Other Promotors

To improve catalyst performance, small additions of particular compounds are
often added to the catalyst as promotors or moderators.
Here, we will discuss the use of alloys that are formed by the addition of a sec-

ond non-reactive metal to transition metal catalysts. These alloys are formed by
the combination of a transition metal that can activate H2 or C—H bonds in
an organic molecule, with a metal such as Au or Sn that is non-reactive with
respect to these elementary reaction steps. Alloy catalysts are used in reactions
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 (a) The initial state of carbon adsorbed to a Co(0001) surface. (b) Reconstructed
Co(0001) surface showing the step-edge sites on the carbon-containing surface that have
been generated to release strain induced in the surface by adsorbed carbon. (Zhang et al. 2015
[19]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

to improve the selectivity of hydrocarbon conversion, such as in the platforming
process discussed in Section 2.2.2.1.2.
Alloying can affect catalysis in two ways: by changing the organization of the

reactive surface atoms, or by changing the chemical reactivity of the reactive sur-
face atoms. In the case of C—H bond activation, the dominant effect of using an
alloying non-reactive metal is the change in surface structure.
There are two types of changes to surface structure that effect catalytic reactiv-

ity. They can be best understood by comparing the Langmuir checkerboard view
[21] (see also Section 3.2.1) of the catalyst surface that assumes sites are uniform
with the Taylor view that assumes an arrangement of unique sites.The step-edge
sites we discussed earlier in Section 4.2 are an example of these unique sites.
The Langmuirian view proposes an ensemble effect. Alloying with a

non-reactive metal will change the selectivity of hydrocarbon conversion
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Figure 4.9 (a) Structure of a
partially dehydrogenated
hexane molecule adsorbed in
α–γ coordination to a transition
metal surface (schematic). (b)
α–β-Adsorbed intermediate
(schematic).
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because it will suppress reactions that require a large ensemble of transition
metal atoms. This is the case for the hydrogenolysis reaction that may require
activation by a large number of reactive transition metal atoms to decompose
the longer hydrocarbon chains into shorter ones.
As illustrated in Figure 4.9, in order to activate the C—C bond, at least two

carbon atoms must directly attach to the transition metal surface after the
cleavage of some of their C—H bonds. Figure 4.9a shows the intermediate of
an α–γ carbon adsorbed species. Molecules such as ethane cannot form such
an intermediate, but will hydrogenolyze through an α–β-adsorbed intermediate
(see Figure 4.9b).
In subsequent elementary reaction steps, the C—C bonds will cleave and

hydrocarbon fragments smaller than the original hydrocarbon can become
hydrogenated to form reaction products. Alloying of the surface with a
non-reactive metal will reduce the surface atom ensemble size of the reactive
atoms, and hence suppress the bond cleavage reactions that require a large
reactive surface metal atom group. With respect to alkane or alkene activation,
this implies increased selectivity of dehydrogenation or isomerization reactions
that are thought to be catalyzed by a site of only one or two transition metal
atoms. Hydrogenolysis reactions by continued dehydrogenation of adsorbed
hydrocarbon intermediates will lead to graphitic- and graphene-type carbon
deposition, which will deactivate the catalyst. Suppression of the hydrogenolysis
reaction will slow this deactivation, which will increase the overall rate of
conversion of hydrocarbons.
An analogous explanation can be used for the beneficial effects of adding

sulfur to the catalytic platforming reaction (see Section 4.4.1). This bifunctional
reaction is catalyzed by Pt particles on an acidic support. It has been discovered
that adding sulfur-containing compounds to the feed at the ppm level benefits
the stability of the reaction. The S atoms generated by decomposition of the
moderating sulfur-containing compound will decorate the Pt surface [22], and
as a metal alloyed with non-noble metals it will decrease the Pt surface metal
atom ensemble size. Re is also added as a promoting metal. Since Re is a reactive
metal, it will become a sulfide when exposed to the sulfur-containing feed. At
high temperature, the “ReS”-species dispersed over the Pt particle are more
efficient than S alone at suppressing the hydrogenolysis reaction.
The Taylor view of the hydrogenolysis reaction leads to a different, but related

explanation of the alloying effect. According to this view, the hydrogenolysis
reaction requires step-edge sites, whereas hydrogenation or dehydrogenation
can also be catalyzed by surface metal terrace atoms. Non-reactive atoms such as
Au, Cu, or Sn will preferentially locate at the edges or corners of metal particles
because their metal bond energies are weaker than those of the group VIII
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transition metals. The cleavage of these weaker metal–atom bonds causes their
surface energy to be smaller, so that these atoms tend to adsorb at positions
where coordinative saturation of the surface metal atoms is lowest. As a result,
thesemetals will preferentially adsorb at the step-edge sites that are the supposed
sites of the hydrogenolysis reaction. The suppression of C—H bond activation at
step-edge sites has been experimentally observed for the activation of methane
on stepped Ni surfaces [23, 24]. It has been found that with the addition of Au,
the activation energy for methane increases from 82 kJmol−1 (its value when
activation takes place at a Ni step-edge) to 101 kJmol−1 (its value for activation
by a surface terrace atom). In Section 8.2.2.3, we will describe the single-site
mechanism proposed for the hydrogenolysis reaction that is consistent with the
step-edge site condition of this reaction.
Alloying can also be beneficial when one of the reactants prevents

co-adsorption of a second reactant that is necessary for the reaction. An
example is the use of Pd/Au alloys to oxidatively catalyze the formation of vinyl
acetate from ethylene and acetic acid. In this case, acetate adsorbs strongly to
Pd, thus preventing co-adsorption of ethylene. The presence of Au atoms on the
metal surface creates surface sites that do not adsorb acetate, but instead allow
ethylene to adsorb ([25], see also section 8.3.1.4.2, p334). Then, in a consecutive
reaction step, ethylene can react with the acetate and oxygen already adsorbed to
Pd, and the catalytic reaction cycle closes by vinyl acetate desorption. The final
surface state will be different than expected based on the state after reduction,
due to the strong adsorption of oxygen and acetate to the Pd metal atoms.
This changes the balance of surface energies of the Pd-enriched sites versus the
energies of the Au-enriched sites at the cost of Au. During reaction, the system
will show a relative increase in Pd concentration.
The electronic structure of the surface metal atoms will also be affected by

the presence of a second alloying metal. This has been extensively documented
in surface science studies, especially those concerning overlayers of transition
metals on a substrate of a different metal [26]. This condition leads to altered
metal–metal atom distances of the reactive surface layer atoms, as well as an
altered electronic distribution.Wewill discuss the effects of changes in electronic
structure on adsorption in the next chapter. Although the adsorption energies
and reactivity of the transition metal atoms are influenced by such ligand effects
in catalysis, the geometric ensemble effects tend to dominate. In chemical terms,
the chemical nature of the individual metal atoms remains largely unchanged.

4.7 The Working Zeolite Catalysts

The nanoporous zeolitic materials that we discussed earlier in Chapters 2
and 3 (see Figures 2.1 and 3.20) are mainly applied as solid acid catalysts in
refinery-related processes. The mechanism of solid acid catalyzed reactions will
be discussed in detail in Chapter 9. Zeolites activated by reducible cations are
also used in selective oxidation reactions, which are treated in Chapter 10.
Deactivation of zeolites can be due to structural changes or the deposition of

carbonaceous residue. Upon reaction, the composition of a zeolite may change
considerably, leading to a more reactive state. Here, we will discuss some of these
changes.
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Aswehave already discussed inChapter 2, reacting organicmolecules activated
by solid acidic protonswill not only produce desirable reactions, butmay also lead
to carbonaceous residue due to oligomerization of the reaction intermediates,
which leads to catalyst deactivation by site and pore blocking.
In the catalytic cracking operation, this requires the continuous removal of a

portion of the catalyst material from the reactor (see Section 2.2.2.1), so that it
can be regenerated by oxidative carbon removal using high-temperature steam.
In this process, protonic sites are regenerated, but the catalyst’s reactivity also
changes. High-temperature exposure of the alumino-silicate lattice to steam
induces the reaction of water with the Al cations which may become removed
from their positions in the framework, thereby decreasing the number of zeolite
protons.
One might expect that this treatment would reduce the reactivity of the cat-

alyticmaterial. Indeed, the number of active protonsmay decrease, but the intrin-
sic activity of the catalyst per proton may actually increase. This occurs for two
reasons when materials with high alumina content are used.
First, when the Al concentration within the zeolite framework decreases, its

negative charge density (generated by the substitution of Si4+ with Al3+) also
decreases. This reduces attraction to the zeolitic protons and hence their intrin-
sic acidity increases. Second, the alumina oligomers now located in the zeolite
micropores may actually increase the reactivity of the protons left on the zeolite
framework by a Lewis acid-type activation [27] of the oxygen atoms to which the
protons are attached.
The framework of the zeolite can become destabilized by Al leaching. For

this reason, framework-stabilizing rare earth cations such as La3+ are added
to the zeolite Y catalytic cracking catalysts that display the faujasite structure
Al/Si= 2/3. The rare earth oxy cations occupy positions within the lattice spaces
of the zeolite such as the spacious cavities produced by the double six rings or the
cubohedral sodalite cavities, which are in between the open zeolite cavities that
are accessible to the reacting organic molecules [28]. Just as with the alumina
oligomers located in extra-framework positions, the addition of La to the zeolite
will enhance the intrinsic acidity of the zeolitic protons.
In contrast to their role as a potential culprit in catalyst deactivation, organic

aromatic intermediates can also be beneficial to catalyst performance. An
example is the conversion of methanol to ethylene or propylene (see Section
2.2.3.1). In this process, it is the aromatic intermediates that perform the
essential catalysis instead of the zeolitic protons. These aromatics lead to
oligomerization of the methanol molecules through the intermediate alkyla-
tion of methanol to the aromatic precursor molecules, which in turn act as
organocatalysts in the SAPOmaterials used for themethanol conversion reaction
(see Figure 4.10).
The paring reaction is initiated by proton-catalyzed methylation of methanol

to benzene. The reaction then proceeds through the paring reaction cycle or
branches into the side reaction cycle. Within the paring reaction cycle, C—C
bonding occurs by intermediate cyclopentyl formation. Within the side-chain
reaction cycle, a second methanol molecule is added to protonated toluene.
Similar cationic organo-catalysis in acidic protonic materials has been pro-

posed for the isomerization of n-butene to isobutene (see Section 9.3.2.1).
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When single-site framework oxidation catalysts are applied in the liquid phase,
deactivation similar to the deactivation of framework alumina can be induced by
reaction with water. Zeolitic systems that contain the reactive Co orMn ions will
form soluble complexes of such cations with water and may rapidly lose their
reactivity (see Chapter 10). For this reason, it is preferable to use these catalysts
in the gas phase.
The zeolitic siliceous Ti catalyst, in which some framework Si is substituted

by Ti, is used to epoxidize propylene by H2O2 (Section 10.6.4). The catalyst is
selective as long as Ti remains located in the framework of the zeolite. When
small Ti oligomers are formed by reaction with H2O or in the synthesis of the
material, they can occupy the zeolite micropores, and the remaining accessible
Ti sites will act non-selectively to decompose H2O2 into O2 and H2O.
Selective catalysis can also be achieved by reducible cations located in the zeo-

lite micropore. An example is the oxidation of benzene to phenol by N2O. This
reaction is selectively catalyzed by Fe2+ cations that compensate for the nega-
tive framework charge generated by the substitution of Si with Al in the ZSM-5
material. The Fe2+ cations are unique in that they will not activate phenol for
oligomerization, and this deactivates the catalyst (Section 10.4.3). The prepa-
ration of a catalyst with single Fe2+ centers that could activate phenol has not
yet been accomplished. The rate of catalyst deactivation by phenol oligomeriza-
tion is strongly dependent on the zeolite structure. Improved catalysts have been
designed, which are composed of biporous materials that contain a combination
of beneficial attributes. Despite having narrow pores due to the small particle
size [30] required for catalysis, the pores of these zeolitic materials are adequately
sized in all three dimensions to enable the continuous transport of reagent and
product molecules. This increases the effective life of the catalyst considerably,
because the catalytically reactive centers remain more accessible than in other
unimproved catalysts.

4.8 The State of the Mixed Oxide Surface

The process of butane oxidation by VOPO4 illustrates the surface restructuring
of a working oxide catalyst. VOPO5 is a catalyst that oxidizes butane to maleic
acidic anhydride with high efficiency (see Chapter 2, Section titled “Butane to
Maleic Acid Oxidation”). Oxidation of butane reduces V5+ to a lower valency,
and the reduced cationic vanadium is oxidized by oxygen. Based on in situ and
model studies, it has been shown [31] that this ongoing change of composition
of the surface produces complex disordered structures.These structural changes
are illustrated in Figure 4.11. This catalyst satisfies an important requirement for
stable catalytic performance – the reversibility between the various phases that
are formed on the catalyst during reaction.

4.9 Summary

The examples presented in this chapter illustrate the various aspects of the prac-
tical catalytic systemwhich are crucial for its operation, but that often relate only
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Figure 4.11 Structural changes in the VOPO4 catalyst under reaction conditions. H2O that is
produced by oxidation of butane segregates a VO2 phase with vanadium +4 cations. The
particles in this face remain small because phosphoric acid inhibits crystalline growth.
Reduction of butane prevents over-oxidation of the V4+ overlayer. (After [31, 32].)

indirectly to the mechanism of the reaction being catalyzed. We have introduced
these aspects as a separate chapter precisely because of this seeming disconnect.
We have seen that synthesis design is critical for preparing a catalyst in the

proper state before a reaction. The prepared catalyst undergoes further changes
when it is activated by drying, reduction, or oxidation.
In most heterogeneous catalytic systems the most active and selective phase

is formed during the reaction. Catalyst performance may initially increase or
decrease with time, but then achieves a period of stability.
After a period of stable operation, deactivation of the catalyst will begin, caused

by a variety of processes.Themost common reasons for catalyst deactivation are
poisoning by small amounts of impurities in the feed or poisoning by the products
of non-selective reactions that accumulate over time. In addition, changes in the
inorganic chemistry of the catalyst can occur, such as sintering of the catalytically
reactive phases by particle growth, alteration of the catalyst support, or leaching
of the catalytically active phase when reaction occurs in a solvent.
The chemistry of the evolutionary changes of the working catalysts is complex.

One of the great remaining challenges in the current science of heterogeneous
catalysis is to understand and control the transient state of the heterogeneous
catalyst.
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5

Advanced Kinetics: Breakdown of Mean Field
Approximation

5.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with advanced aspects of the kinetics of heterogeneous cat-
alytic reactions.The kinetics methods discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 are based on
themean field assumption.This assumption supposes that the surface concentra-
tion of reaction intermediates on the catalytically active surface is independent
of position, resulting in a uniform distribution of the surface intermediates. This
is followed by the implicit assumption that the rate of surface diffusion is fast
compared to the rate constants of the elementary reactions.
Lateral attractive or repulsive interactions between the adsorbed intermedi-

ates become especially important when a surface is highly covered with adsor-
bates.Thismay lead to the inhomogeneous distribution of reaction intermediates
through the formation of surface overlayer islands or even surface compounds.
Such phenomena can be considered as the two-dimensional analogs of phase
separation and, hence, phases will demix above a specific critical temperature.
Therefore, we expect that overlayer island formation may result in substantially
different kinetic behavior than predicted by mean field microkinetics, especially
at low temperatures.
The next section introduces the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method, which

is useful for the prediction of kinetics beyond the mean field approximation,
followed by an introduction to single molecule dynamics. Single molecule spec-
troscopy gives direct access to the stochastic kinetics of a single molecular event.
This stochastic behavior is fundamental to the KMC method, which can predict
collective deterministic behavior for a multiparticle system.The use of the KMC
method will be illustrated in the next section by its application to the kinetics of
CO oxidation by a RuO2 surface.
When surface reconstruction (and hence surface reactivity) depends strongly

on surface overlayer concentration, unique self-organized features such as the
oscillatory time dependence of reaction rate can arise. This will be discussed in
Section 5.4.

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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5.2 The Kinetic Monte Carlo Method: RuO2 Catalyzed
Oxidation

The KMC method is a stochastic method that calculates the rate of change of a
system from the probabilities of its inherent individual transitions. It can simu-
late the rate of surface phase transitions such as island formation of an adsorbate
overlayer or the transformation rate of one surface phase to another. Calculating
the rate of such a transition is complex because it is induced by movements of
surface atoms, which are due to the collective motion of the adsorbates.
Stochastic simulation techniques calculate the change in state of a system from

the hopping or reaction probabilities of its individual components (reaction inter-
mediates). In the case of heterogeneous catalysis, these hopping probabilities are
the elementary rate constants or diffusion probabilities, and can also include the
probability of movement of the surface atoms. These simulations can be per-
formed on a fixed or movable grid that represents the surface sites. Details of
this method are given in Insert 1.

Insert 1: Details of the Kinetic Monte Carlo Method

dP
𝛼

dt
=
∑
𝛽

[W
𝛼𝛽

P
𝛽
− W

𝛽𝛼
P
𝛼
] (1i.1)

In the KMC method the master equation (Eq. (1i.1)) is solved [1]. In these equations t is
time, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are configurations of the adlayer, P

𝛼
and P

𝛽
are their probabilities and W

𝛼𝛽

and W
𝛽𝛼

are the transition probabilities per unit time that specify the rate with which the
adlayer changes due to reactions.

There are several possible approaches used to solve these equations by Monte Carlo
statistical methods. As an example, we will describe the variable step size method (VSSM).
An excellent reference for further reading is A.P.J. Jansen, An introduction to kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations of surface reactions, Springer 2012 [2].

The time of first reaction can be deduced from the expression:

exp[−R
𝛼𝛼

t′] = r1 (1i.2)

The left-hand side of Eq. (1i.2) gives the probability that the system is still in state 𝛼 at
the time. R

𝛼𝛼
is related to the reaction probabilities by:

R
𝛼𝛽

=

{
0, if𝛼 ≠ 𝛽,

Σ
𝛾

W
𝛾𝛽
, if𝛼 = 𝛽 .

(1i.3)

r1 is a random variable to be chosen from the unit interval.
Figures 1i.1 and 1i.2 illustrate the difference between kinetics as derived by mean field

kinetics (MFK) and the KMC methods according to Hess and Over [3]:
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Figure 1i.1 Ball and stick models of the RuO2(110) surface. At the stoichiometric surface (a)
there are two types of chemically active sites: the bridging O atoms (Obr) and the onefold
coordinatively unsaturated Ru sites (1f-cus Ru). Removal of the Obr atoms leads to a mildly
reduced RuO2(110) surface (b) where the twofold unsaturated 2f-cus Ru sites are exposed. For
the rest of the discussion, we use a simple representation of the mildly reduced surface by
gray and dark stripes for the rows of 1f-cus and 2f-cus sites, respectively (c). (d) Example of a
coadsobate structure of bridging O and CO together with on-top CO and on-top O. (Hess and
Over 2014 [3]. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.)

(Continued)
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Insert 1: (Continued)
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Figure 1i.2 Comparison between mean-field approach (MFA) and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
methods for the oxidation of CO over RuO2 (110) at T = 510 K and p(O2)= 5.5 mbar. The
Oot–Oot repulsion was varied between 0 and 14.4 kJ mol−1. Coverage values are shown only for
the 14.4 kJ mol−1 case. (A) TOFs (a) and coverage values (b) for KMC simulations, (B) TOFs (a)
and coverage values (b) for MFA calculations (see Figure 1i.1 for notation) for the most likely
scenarios under oxidizing conditions for the three modeling approaches. (C) After formation of
a CO2 molecule, the Oot overlayer reorders in different ways, depending on the modeling
approach. This leads to I. Complete poisoning of the surface with Oot in KMC without
repulsion, II. A sustained activity because CO adsorption happens faster than O2 adsorption for
a random distribution of adparticles in the MFA, and III. A sustained activity because the pair
correlation of vacancies is lifted due to a repulsive interaction, preventing poisoning by
dissociative O2 adsorption in KMC simulations. (Hess and Over 2014 [3]. Reproduced with
permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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KMC simulations will duplicate the results derived using mean field-approach
kinetics when the hopping frequencies of a diffusive step of adsorbed reaction
intermediates are high compared to those of the elementary rates of reaction. In
this case, the concentration of reaction intermediates is uniform over the surface.
The probability distribution of surface sites is especially important for elementary
reactions that require two adjacent surface vacancies, such as surface dissociation
and association reactions.
The KMC results of the oxidation of CO by O2 on a RuO2(110) surface shown

in Figure 1i.2 [3] provide an illustration of this approach. The Monte Carlo grid
in these simulations is provided by the adsorption sites of O atoms to the fixed
Ru atom positions of the RuO2(110) surface (Figure 1i.1). On this type of surface,
O atom position vacancies must exist in order for O2 to dissociate. The recombi-
nation reaction of an O atom with CO requires that the two atoms be adsorbed
on adjacent sites. When diffusion is absent and O2 dissociates, the neighboring
Ru sites will become occupied. A vacancy for CO adsorption next to adsorbed O
will be generated when anO atommoves. A repulsive lateral interaction between
surface O atoms will provide a driving force for this diffusion step, and will sub-
stantially increase the overall rate of reaction (Figure 1i.2a). The oxygen adatom
surface concentration distribution then becomes more uniform and hence the
rate converges to that of the mean field solution (Figure 1i.2b). In mean field the-
ory, lateral repulsion of the O atoms also increases the overall rate of reaction
because it increases the rate constant for theO—COrecombination reaction.The
transition state occurs late in this reaction, so that its structure is close to that of
the free CO2 molecule.The lateral interactions cause a decrease in the activation
energy for recombination due to the enhanced destabilization of surface O atoms
and adsorbed CO as the surface concentration increases.
Despite the stochastic nature of individual molecular reaction events, the

overall rate of reaction will generally be stationary and independent of time. In
the next section, we will discuss single molecule events in which the stochastic
behavior can actually be followed. After that section, we will return to discussing
the kinetics of an ensemble of molecules and oscillatory heterogeneous catalytic
reactions where surface diffusion plays an essential role.

5.3 Single Molecule Spectroscopy

Single molecule fluorescencemicroscopy allows for the observation of individual
molecular events. When applied to the study of heterogeneous catalytic reac-
tions, a catalytic reaction is used to produce a fluorescent molecule [4]. Reaction
must occur along the edges of catalyst particles so that the fluorescence can be
observed by a microscope. By observing the bursts of fluorescence as a function
of time, subsequent product formation, and desorption from the surface can be
followed.
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Insert 2: Single Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy

This insert closely follows the description by Smiley and Hammes [5] on the relationship
between the time dependence of fluorescent emission and the rate of reaction.

Rather than using concentration, the probability of a given state is used in equations
closely related to conventional kinetics. This will be explained for the one-step
mechanism:

A
k

−−−→ B (2i.1)

where k is the ensemble rate constant. The rate equation for a single molecule transition-
ing from state A to state B is given by:

dPa∕dt = −kPa (2i.2)

here Pa is the probability of the molecule being in state A and t is the time. This equation
can be solved with the initial condition that Pa = 1 when t= 0, and Pa = P(T)a when t = 𝜏 ,
the reaction lifetime. The result is:

Pa = exp(−k𝜏) (2i.3)

Thus, for this simple mechanism the probability distribution of reaction lifetimes follows
an exponential function, and the ensemble rate constant is directly related to this distri-
bution. The probability density, f (𝜏), is defined by the relationship dPa∕dt = −kPa = f (𝜏)
or:

f (𝜏) = k exp(−k𝜏) (2i.4)

Note that f (𝜏)d𝜏 is the probability of A switching to B during the interval 𝜏 and 𝜏 + d𝜏 .
The distribution function f (𝜏) is determined experimentally in single molecule studies. In
Figure 2i.1, a schematic representation of the trajectory of a molecule is shown as the
molecule switches between states of high and low fluorescence. The reaction lifetimes
can be tabulated from such trajectories, and the probability density of the lifetime falling
within a given range can be plotted as a bar graph as shown in Figure 2i.2. The probability
density is simply the number of events with a lifetime 𝜏 , N(𝜏), divided by the total number
of events, Ntotal.
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Figure 2i.1 Hypothetical
trajectory for a single molecule
transitioning between high
and low fluorescence states.
The fluorescence versus time is
plotted. (Smiley and Hammes
2006 [5]. Reproduced with
permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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Figure 2i.2 Histogram of
the number of events with a
lifetime 𝜏 , N(𝜏), versus 𝜏 for
the lifetimes of a single
molecule moving from a
high fluorescence state, A,
to a low fluorescence state,
B (Eq. (2i.1)). The line has
been calculated with Eq.
(2i.4) and k = 0.2 s−1. (Smiley
and Hammes 2006 [5].
Reproduced with
permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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Figures 2i.3 and 2i.4 give experimental results of single molecule spectroscopy experi-
ments catalyzed by Au nanoparticles.
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Figure 2i.3 Single-nanoparticle catalysis at single-turnover resolution. (a) Single molecule
fluorescence image of product molecules on 6 nm pseudospherical Au nanoparticles while
catalyzing the N-deoxygenation reaction. (b) Segment of the fluorescence intensity trajectory
from the fluorescence spot marked by the arrow in (a). (c) Experimental scheme of
single-molecule microscopy of fluorogenic catalytic reactions on single nanoparticles for two
fluorogenic catalytic reactions. (d) Schematic of the kinetic mechanism. Aum: Au nanoparticle;
S: resazurin; and P: resorufin. Aum–Sn represents a Au nanoparticle with N-adsorbed substrate
molecules at adsorption equilibrium. The fluorescence state (on or off) of the nanoparticle is
indicated at each reaction stage. 𝛾eff = knT and represents the combined reactivity of all
surface catalytic sites of a nanoparticle. k is a rate constant representing the reactivity per
catalytic site for the catalytic conversion. NT is the total number of surface catalytic sites on one
Au nanoparticle. yS is the fraction of catalytic sites that are occupied by substrates and equals
K1[S]/(1+ K1[S]), where K1 is the substrate adsorption equilibrium constant. (Chen et al. 2014
[6]. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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Insert 2: (Continued)
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Figure 2i.4 Site-specific catalytic activity on single-shaped nanocrystals. (a) Locations of
catalytic products mapped onto the SEM image of a single Au@mSiO2 nanoplate. Each dot is a
product molecule. The product locations are color coded based on their regions: corners
(green), edges (blue), and top facets (red). (b) Specific catalytic rate constant k of each segment
of the nanorod (Chen et al. 2014 [6]. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of
Chemistry.)
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The typical time dependence of a single molecule fluorescence signal is
schematically illustrated in Figure 2i.1, which shows a stochastic distribution of
on and off times. As outlined in Insert 2 a plot of these distributions as a function
of time provides the rate constants of the reactions.
In Figure 2i.3 fluorescence spots on aAu nanoparticle aremeasured by amicro-

scope. The catalyzed reactions that produce fluorescent molecules are given in
Figure 2i.3c. The sequence of on and off fluorescence times observed in such
experiments is shown in Figure 2i.3b. 𝜏on is the time scale of the generation of
the fluorescent particles that remain adsorbed to the surface and 𝜏on is the time
scale of desorption. Based on the expectation that the catalytic reaction sequence
includes at least two fluorescence-producing reaction steps, the rates of the two
steps can be determined.
When measurements are defined as a function of reactant concentration,

Michaelis–Menten (see Chapter 3) kinetics is observed. When averaged over
many nanoparticles, both ⟨𝜏off⟩−1 and ⟨𝜏on⟩−1 show saturation kinetics as a
function of reagent concentration S, and the rates are quantitatively described
by the following equations [6]:

⟨𝜏off⟩−1 =
𝛾effK1[S]
1 + K1[S]

(5.1a)

⟨𝜏on⟩−1 =
k2K2[S] + k3
1 + K2[S]

(5.1b)

The kinetic parameters here are defined in Figure 2i.3d and K2 = k1∕
(k−1 + k2). When [S]→∞, ⟨𝜏off⟩−1 equals 𝛾eff and ⟨𝜏on⟩−1 equals k2, where 𝛾eff is
the single-particle catalytic rate constant that represents the combined reactivity
of all surface catalytic sites, and k2 is the product dissociation rate constant in
the substrate-assisted pathway. With single nanoparticle measurements, the
temporal resolution of 𝜏off and 𝜏on enables independent determination of the
rates of product formation and desorption.
Au nanoparticle experiments have been conducted on metal particles of dif-

ferent sizes, and a variation in rate constants as a function of the ratio of corner,
edge, or terrace sites can be observed (Figure 2i.4). As expected, the corner sites
are the most reactive.
In a conventional experiment, the molecular events that occur at different

locations on the catalyst are averaged and, hence, no fluctuations in product
distribution are observed. Thus, in conventional kinetics, transient isotope
exchange kinetics methods such as steady-state isotopic transient kinetic
analysis (SSITKA) must be used to unravel the rates of the consecutive reaction
steps (see Section 3.4).

5.4 Catalytic Self-Organizing Systems

5.4.1 Introduction

Oscillatory phenomena, exploding reactions, or runaway reactions that cause
hot spots are familiar occurrences in catalytic reactor technology. Hot spots
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can occur when heat or mass transfer becomes limiting but the reaction rate
increases simultaneously, and this increase is amplified by the exothermicity of
the reaction, which increases its temperature. Similar phenomena also occur
in catalytic reaction–diffusion coupled systems when autocatalytic reactions at
different locations in a reactor are synchronized with respect to heat or mass
transfer [7].
In addition, in heterogeneous catalytic systems at isothermal conditions kinetic

self-organization phenomena may occur that result in oscillatory time depen-
dence of reaction rate as well as time-dependent surface state patterns on the
catalyst. Surface intermediatesmay become organized in pulsing or spiraling pat-
terns.
These self-organizing systems are well understood [8, 9], and their manifesta-

tion in heterogeneous catalysis will be discussed in the following subsection.The
section will conclude with KMC simulations of catalytic self-organizations that
indicate the conditions necessary for self-organization at the molecular level.

5.4.2 Heterogeneous Catalytic Self-Organizing Systems

In heterogeneous catalysis several systems have been identified that show
self-organization at isothermal conditions. These systems must at least satisfy
the following two macroscopic kinetics conditions:

1. At least one reaction step must be autocatalytic. An autocatalytic reaction is
defined as a reaction in which amolecule multiplies itself.This gives a kinetics
expression, formulated as:

A + X → 2X

2. At least one additional reaction step of the system must be rate-inhibiting.
In a rate-inhibiting step X is removed from the reaction mixture by another
reaction.

These two conditions define an excitable system in which amplification
and damping processes occur. Excitable kinetics systems can display classical
steady-state kinetic behavior as long as they are close to equilibrium. Once
a threshold value is exceeded, they can show oscillatory or even chaotic
dependence.
Catalytic systems all display self-organized conditions where different surface

states are stable. At these conditions, surface states alternate and, hence, oscilla-
tions appear in the reactivity pattern. When self-organization occurs at isother-
mal conditions, systems can display either of the following behaviors:

1. Alternating between two different surface phases
2. Competitive reaction steps preventing reactive phase formation.

Self-organization is modeled by microkinetics so that it can be studied at the
atomic level. In the next section, CO oxidation catalyzed by single crystal Pt(110)
will be discussed, which is an example of catalysis using a transition metal cata-
lyst. In the final section, a second example of self-organization is presented for a
zeolitic system.
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5.4.2.1 Alternation Between Two Different Surface Phases: Spiral Wave
Formation

5.4.2.1.1 CO Oxidation by Pt(110) Surface

We will introduce the topic of catalytic self-organization by a detailed discus-
sion of CO oxidation by the Pt(110) single-crystal surface because this system is
understood in great detail.
The Pt(110) surface can expose a non-reactive (1× 2) phase and a reactive

(1× 1) phase. Adsorption with CO stabilizes the reactive (1× 1) phase with
respect to the (1× 2) phase, which is the most stable when vacant. The CO
oxidation step of a catalytic reaction shows an oscillatory time dependence at
specific conditions [10, 11]. This is an example of self-organization that induces
dependence of the catalyst on the reactive state at a particular time during the
reaction. This relationship disappears when reaction stops.
Figure 3i.1a illustrates the two surfaces. The (1× 2) surface phase is the

missing-row reconstructed Pt(110) surface.This surface displays decreased reac-
tivity that prevents dissociation of O2 molecules, and consequently prevents CO
oxidation. However, whenCO is adsorbed in excess of a particular concentration,
reconstruction to the more reactive non-reconstructed Pt(110) (1× 1) phase
occurs. On this surface, O2 can dissociate and CO oxidation will occur. Reaction
again stops when so much CO has been removed that the (1× 1) surface phase
reconstructs back to the non-reactive (1× 2) phase. At the oscillatory condition,
reaction resumes when enough CO has been adsorbed, and the cycle continues.
The inhibiting reaction is the transition from the reactive (1× 1) phase to the
non-reactive (1× 2) phase, and the reaction is autocatalytic in the number
of surface vacancies. This is illustrated in Figure 3i.1b. Imagine the reactive
(1× 1) phase completely covered with CO. In this condition, O2 dissociation is
only possible when CO desorbs and two next-neighbor surface vacancies are
created. This is possible only when the temperature of reaction is high enough
for CO to desorb. When two surface vacancies are present, O2 can dissociate,
the O atoms can react with CO to give CO2 and four surface vacancies are
created. Therefore, this reaction is autocatalytic in Pt (1× 1) surface vacancy
concentration.

Insert 3: Self-Organization of the Ertl System: CO Oxidation

Figures 3i.1–3i.3 concern the oscillatory time-dependent behavior of the CO oxidation
reaction catalyzed by the Pt(110) surface.

(Continued)
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Insert 3: (Continued)
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Figure 3i.1 (a) The CO-induced 1× 2→ 1× 1
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surface. (b) Illustration of autocatalytic
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heterogeneous catalyzed oxidation of CO.
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Reproduced with permission of John Wiley &
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Figure 3i.2 (a) Onset of kinetic oscillations in the rate of CO oxidation at a Pt(110) surface. (b)
Kinetic modeling of the rate oscillations in CO oxidation on Pt(110). (c) Solution of the set of
ordinary differential equations presented in (b) describing the kinetic oscillations in CO
oxidation on Pt(110). (Ertl 2009 [11]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.)
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Figure 3i.3 A sequence of photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) images from a Pt(110)
surface during spiral wave formation in CO oxidation taken at intervals of 30 s. T = 448 K,
pO2 = 4× 10−4 mbar, þCO= 4.3× 10−5 mbar. (Ertl 2009 [11]. Reproduced with permission of
John Wiley & Sons.)
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An experiment that illustrates the temporal behavior of the CO oxidation
reaction is shown in Figure 3i.2a. At the onset of the reaction, the CO pressure is
slightly increased (from 2× 10−3 to 2.7× 10−3 mbar). The oscillatory dependence
that develops can be simulated using coupled mean-field equations as shown
in Figure 3i.2b. An example of simulated time-dependent coverage of CO and
O and their phase relation with the CO oxidation rate is shown in Figure 3i.2c.
The maxima in the rate of reaction are found to correspond with the maxima
in O coverage. Measurement of such time-dependent coverage changes has
become possible by the application of photoemission electron microscopy [12]
at low-pressure reaction conditions.
Self-organization phenomena occur even at stationary conditions. For

example, at isothermal conditions when an excitable system such as the CO oxi-
dation reaction catalyzed by the Pt(110) surface is reacting, reaction that occurs
at different locations on the surface is communicated through mass transfer.
When the distance-related diffusion delay time is greater than the oscillation
rate, the reaction becomes stationary, but temporal reaction concentration
patterns are generated (see Figure 3i.3).
It is possible to simulate this spiraling phenomenon using mean field rate

expressions by considering the surface concentrations of Figure 3i.2b,c as a func-
tion of position. The rate expressions for the change in adsorbate concentration
must be extended with a diffusion term. Equation (5.2) provides an example of
such a reaction-diffusion equation:

𝜕𝜃c

𝜕t
= Fi(𝜃j,Pc) + Di∇2

𝜃i (5.2)

with 𝜃i the concentration of surface adsorbate I, Fi the rate of 𝜃i, production, Pc,
the partial pressure of gas phase components, and Di the diffusion coefficient of
surface intermediate i.
The parameters in the resulting partial differential equations (PDEs) can then

be derived by fitting the simulated solutions with experimental data.
Simulation based on the input of molecular elementary rate data is possible

with the KMCmethod (see Insert 4 [1, 13, 14]). These simulations require a grid
where there is a change in both the adsorbed reaction intermediates as well as in
the state of surface sites that depend on CO concentration (see Figure 4i.2). We
will use the results of these simulations to illustrate the importance of synchro-
nization between reaction events that occur at different surface locations. Since
collisions of the reactant molecules with the surface are stochastic, the catalytic
cycles that evolve are otherwise out of phase and no global oscillatory behavior
is observed.
Oscillatory behavior will only arise when the temperature of the reaction

exceeds the temperature of maximum reaction rate. This is illustrated by the
simulation shown in Figure 4i.1. This figure shows the expected dependence
of the rate of reaction on temperature. At low temperature, the CO oxidation
reaction is poisoned because the catalyst surface is covered by adsorbate, and the
reaction can only begin at a temperature where molecules start to desorb. In the
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case of the CO oxidation reaction, the surface is initially covered with CO. The
rate maximum occurs at a temperature where a further increase in temperature
will decrease the surface coverage with reactive species.
While the rate of reaction is stationary at the lower temperature, beyond its

maximum the reaction ratemay start to oscillate as indicated in Figure 4i.1. Oscil-
lation also requires a conducive pressure regime. In Figure 4i.1, the rate maxima
andminima in this regime are indicated.The surface state now oscillates between
a reactive state covered with CO and a vacant non-reactive state as sketched
in Figure 4i.2. This figure also shows the dependence of self-organization on an
order parameter, which in this case is temperature.When the temperature is low,
the reaction is at steady state and the surface is a statistical mix of different cov-
erages and surface phases. When the rate becomes fast and reaction conditions
depart significantly from equilibrium, the probability of finding the surface in one
of the two reactive phases shows an oscillatory time dependence.
The importance of diffusion in the occurrence of this globally synchronized

behavior is illustrated in Figure 4i.3, which compares the case where the diffu-
sion rate of adsorbed CO is zero with the case where its diffusion rate is sig-
nificant. At the self-organizing condition where oscillatory time dependence is
observed, the amplitude of the oscillation is plotted as a function of grid size
L. One observes that when diffusion D= 0 the amplitude of oscillations rapidly
declines with increasing grid size.When grid size is small there will only be a sin-
gle site of reaction that will oscillate at the condition of self-organization. When
grid size increases, the number of sites with an oscillating reaction will increase,
but the phases of the oscillations are stochastically determined and will thus be
out of phase.When averaged over time, thiswill lead to a cancelation of intensities
and hence decreases in oscillation amplitude. A state of global synchronization
with all oscillating reaction cycles in-phase is reached only when the diffusion is
fast enough to allow reactive sites at a distance L to communicate with a time
delay shorter than the oscillation time.
The results reported in Figures 4i.4 and 4i.5 are based on simulations with the

followingmodel [14]: CO can adsorb and desorb from a free surface site on phase
𝛼 and 𝛽. The reactions are independent of the surface phase to which the site
belongs. In addition, CO can diffuse via hopping onto a vacant nearest neighbor
site. The sticking coefficients of O2 to the two surface phases is smaller on the 𝛼
phase than on the 𝛽 phase. The smaller sticking coefficient for the 𝛼 phase leads
to a displacement of oxygen by CO on the 𝛼 phase. O2 adsorbs dissociatively onto
two nearest-neighbor sites on the reactive 𝛽 phase. The CO+O→CO2 reaction
occurs with a rate constant R, when CO and O are on nearest-neighbor sites.
CO2 desorbs immediately, forming two vacant sites. The 𝛼 surface to 𝛽 surface
phase transition is modeled as a front propagation with a rate constant V . For
two nearest-neighbor surface sites in the state 𝛼𝛽, the transition 𝛼𝛽→ 𝛼𝛼 occurs if
neither of these two sites is occupied by CO.Therefore, without CO the substrate
reconstructs to the 𝛼 phase, and with CO this reconstruction is lifted and the
substrate converts to the 𝛽 phase.
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Insert 4: Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations of Catalytic Self-Organization

Figures 4i.1–4i.5.
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Figure 4i.1 CO2 production rate (molecules CO2 per Pt atom per second) versus temperature.
The solid line indicates the average rate. In the oscillatory region, two extra dashed curves are
drawn: one for the maximum rate (top of oscillation peaks) and one for the minimum rate. The
amplitude of the oscillations in this region is then given by the difference between the two
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Insert 4: (Continued)
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Figure 4i.4 Simulated self-organized oscillations of the coverage CO, oxygen, and surface
phases in the CO oxidation reaction. Sequence of temporal snapshots corresponds to the
points in the upper figure that give coverage as a function of time. Each snapshot has two
parts: In the left part we plot the chemical species; CO particles are gray, O particles are white,
and empty sites are black. The right part shows the structure of the surface; 𝛼 phase sites are
black, and 𝛽 phase sites are white. (Salazar et al. 2004 [14]. Reproduced with permission of
American Institute of Physics.)
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Figure 4i.5 shows the temporal dependence of the probability of occurrence
of one of the two phases, when the diffusion rate of surface intermediates is fast
compared to the oscillation time. However, when diffusion rate is slower and only
partial synchronization is possible, surface adsorbate and state patterns appear.
In the simulations of Figure 4i.5, the diffusion constant has been defined by the

experimental diffusion parameter DA by DA = a2D/zt0, where a is unit cell size,
t0 = 10−2 s and the unit of grid length L is 𝛼. In Figure 4i.5, however, a simulation
is shown on the left where the diffusion length is much smaller than the lattice
size, but larger than the correlation length. In this case the diffusion synchronizes
the oscillations on neighboring islands, and the self-organization leads to global
oscillations. When the diffusion length is reduced to less than the correlation
length the result is pattern formation. In caseswhere the synchronization is larger
than the correlation length, islands tend to group and form parallel rolls.
In summary, a reaction will show stable oscillations only if the following con-

ditions are satisfied:

• The reaction mechanism must include an autocatalytic elementary reaction
step.

• The reaction mechanism must also include an inhibiting reaction step.
• Synchronization between reactions at different sites by mass or heat transfer

must occur.
• Reaction conditions must depart significantly from equilibrium.

Self-organization is a complex phenomenon that is observed for many
non-linear physical systems where both oscillatory time dependence and
chaotic behavior can occur. Introductory references about this phenomenon are
Schroeder [15] and Prigogine [8].

5.4.2.1.2 Additional Self-Organizing Heterogeneous Catalytic Systems

Oscillatory behavior that is similar in origin to the behavior discussed for the
CO oxidation reaction has been found for reactions such as H2 +O2 recombina-
tion and NO reduction using H2 or NH3 catalyzed by Pt, Ir, or Rh [16]. In these
systems, autocatalytic surface vacancy formation and the presence of different
surface phases also play a role. For instance, in NO reduction with H2, a vacant
surface alternates with a surface phase of NO or N islands.
Related self-organization with oscillatory time dependence has been observed

for reactions in which the surface state varies between the oxidic state and the
metallic state. Catalysis of CO oxidation by RuO2 is an example of this type of
reaction. At low temperature, the oxidic state of the reaction is active because
it is not poisoned by CO, but when reduced to the metallic state the reaction
becomes poisoned. This reaction is again autocatalytic in surface site vacancies
[17].
The oxidation of propane by NiO provides another example reaction. Propane

activation is suppressed by NiO, but it is accelerated on the metallic Ni after the
reduction of NiO [17, 18].
In addition, the presence of a subsurface oxide layer may induce oscillatory

behavior of the CO oxidation reaction, as has been found for Pd [19]. In this reac-
tion, oscillations occur between themetallic surface phase that is poisoned byCO
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but efficiently dissociates O2, and the surface that includes a subsurface oxide
with weaker CO bonding which dissociates O2 at a suppressed rate. Again, the
reaction of CO and adatom O atoms is autocatalytic in surface vacancy concen-
tration. CO will also react with O from the subsurface oxide layer. The inhibiting
reaction step is the slow diffusion of surface oxygen adatoms into the subsurface
layer, which decreases the rate of dissociative O2 adsorption.

5.4.2.2 Competitive Reactive Steps Prevent Reactive Phase Formation
Cu+ ions located in the microchannels of the HZSM-5 zeolite (see figure 2.7, p.
26) are efficient catalysts for the decomposition of N2O toN2 andO2. (After [20].)
There are twomechanistic routes for this decomposition reaction:The decompo-
sition of N2 by a Cu+ ion (steps 1 and 2) gives (CuO)+ and N2.. Then, the (CuO)+
ions can recombine to produce O2 (step 3a) and regenerate free Cu+ ions. Alter-
natively, the (CuO)+ cationic compound reacts with a second N2O to give N2 and
O2. The inhibiting step in the mechanism is the reaction of (CuO)+ with N2O.
Because this reduces the concentration of (CuO)+ it suppresses the recombina-
tion reaction of the two (CuO)+ oxidations (step 3b).The latter step results in the
autocatalysis Cu+1 formation.

Step 1: 2N2O + 2Cu+ → 2[N2O− − Cu2+]
Step 2: 2[N2O− − Cu2+] → 2N2 + 2[O− − Cu2+]
Step 3a: 2[O− − Cu2+] → O2 + 2Cu+
Step 3b: 2N2O + 2[O− − Cu2+] → 2N2 + 2O2 + 2Cu+.

The (CuO)+ cationic oxide cluster phase alternates with the Cu+ cationic oxide
phase. When O2 formation by recombination of O atoms becomes too slow, the
inhibiting reaction dominates and the oscillatory temporal behavior disappears.
The interesting aspect of this reaction scheme is that self-organization is inti-
mately connected with the inorganic chemistry of the catalytic system.
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Part II

Molecular Heterogeneous Catalysis

Introduction

In this second part of the book, we will embark on a detailed discussion of the
relationship between surface chemical reactivity of catalysts and the mechanism
of catalytic reactions. Due to the rapid increase in computational heterogeneous
catalysis studies during the last decade, the molecular basis for the performance
of many heterogeneous catalytic reactions has been determined in great detail.
In addition, new reactions and catalytic systems have been discovered using
the modern tools of catalyst synthesis, characterization, and computation.
We will discuss these reactions in successive chapters, grouped by related
catalyst systems. The systems we will cover are mainly the transition metals and
reducible and non-reducible oxidic systems, but we will also include the sulfides
and chlorinated materials in our discussions. We have introduced some of these
reactions in previous chapters, but we will now investigate them further by
examining the molecular chemistry of their elementary reaction steps, and the
mechanistic networks related to the reactivity of their surface sites as a function
of composition and structure. In most cases, we will include information about
relevant experimental studies of kinetics or selectivity for the reaction.
Because an understanding of surface reactivity is essential, we have included

in most chapters introductory sections on spectroscopic and computational
characterization, followed by sections dealing with the specific reactions for
most systems.
The first two chapters are different in character. These chapters serve to intro-

duce the quantum chemistry of the chemical bond in transition metals, which is
basic to understanding the reactivity trends of the transition metal surface.
The quantum chemistry of the chemical bond involves the use of unique tools

and concepts. A proper introduction to modern methods for analyzing the
output of state-of-the-art quantum chemical calculations is indispensable for
understanding this chemistry. For this reason, Chapter 6 provides an introduc-
tory chapter on chemical bonding theory, starting with bonds between individual
molecules and finishing with the chemical bonds of transition metals.This mate-
rial is presented in an elementary way, without a detailed discussion of the
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quantum-chemical methods on which the electronic structural information is
based, but in sufficient depth to provide the basic background required to under-
stand the quantum-chemical aspects of surface reactivity discussed in the follow-
ing chapters. For an introduction to quantum-chemical density functional theory
(DFT) methods, please refer to the references at the end of this chapter [1–6].
The reaction mechanism of a catalytic reaction consists of a network of

elementary reaction steps that lead from reagent to product. In cases where
there is more than one reaction product, several competing reaction paths are
followed. In these catalytic systems we are interested not only in the activity
of the catalyst (which measures the rate of reagent conversion), but also in the
selectivity of product formation. In the following chapters, we will present the
mechanism of reaction for most important heterogeneous catalytic systems. We
will also introduce the surface chemistry that relates the reaction mechanism to
the catalyst composition and structure.
In practice, the selectivity of a reaction is measured as a fraction, calculated

as the weight of desired product divided by the total amount of raw material
converted. A useful measure of chemical efficiency is the gram atom fraction
of resulting desirable product, normalized with respect to the total number of
gram atoms that theoretically could have been converted to this product. This
defines the atom efficiency of the reaction (see Insert 1).

Insert 1: Atom Utilization

The concept of atom utilization can be used to calculate the efficiency of converting
raw material by a stoichiometric process versus conversion by a catalytic process [7]. We
will illustrate this using the ethylene epoxide (EO) formation from ethylene reaction (see
Figure li.1).

Classical chlorohydrin route

H2C CH2 + Cl2 H2O+ ClCH2CH2OH  +  HCl

ClCH2CH2OH + Ca(OH)2
HCl O

H2C CH2

+ CaCl2 2 H2O+

Overall:

H2C CH2 + Cl2 Ca(OH)2+ C2H4O  +  CaCl2  + H2O

Mol. wt 44

Atom utilization = 44/173 = 25%

Modern petrochemical route

H2C CH2 + 0.5 O2

Catalyst
O

H2C CH2

Atom utilization = 100%

111 18

Figure 1i.1 The two approaches to ethylene epoxide production.
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Classically, EO has been produced using Cl2 and Ca(OH)2 as reactants with CaCl2 as the
waste product. This results in an atom utilization of 25%. In the catalytic process, a silver
catalyst is used to promote direct oxidation with oxygen. This reaction is not 100% selec-
tive, because non-selective total oxidation also occurs, thus the maximum selectivity is
90% based on ethylene. One can then calculate the “Effective atom utilization”:

Effective atom utilization = EO
E + 0.5 × O2 + 0.1(E + 3O2)

× 100% = 77% (1i.1)

There can be many reasons for an atom efficiency of less than 100% for the
different known catalytic reactions. Improving their efficiency is a considerable
incentive for studying catalytic reactions that are currently used on a large scale.
To achieve this improvement we have to influence the selectivity controlling
rate parameters of the catalytic system. Even small selectivity improvements can
result in significant saving of raw materials.
The mechanism of the reaction is intrinsically related to the surface chemical

properties of the catalyst, which vary with material type. The type of catalyst
materials that we will discuss are:
A. Transition metals.
B. Zeolitic Brønsted and Lewis acidic solid materials.
C. Reducible solid state materials such as the reducible oxides and sulfides.
Computational quantum-chemical studies enable calculation of the relative

stability and reactivity of reaction intermediates that are difficult to detect by
experiment. The deduction of the mechanism of catalytic reaction starts with
a proposal of a set of elementary reactions that form the catalytic cycle. Such a
proposal can be based on experimental information on reaction kinetics, catalyst
composition and surface state of reaction during reaction. Rarely, direct molecu-
lar information on key reaction intermediates formed during reaction is available.
A great aid in defining the reaction mechanism is the use of isotopically

labeled molecules (see Section 3.4). This method facilitates tracing the reaction
path of atoms through their respective reaction intermediates. We will discuss
several example reactions where this has been essential for the identification of
elementary reaction steps that are key to the selectivity of a catalytic reaction.

In operando spectroscopic techniques used to identify the state of the catalyst
surface conducted simultaneously with product measurement are indispensable.
However, the species observed on the surface do not necessarily take part in the
reaction cycle, but may instead be spectator species whose presence can play an
indirect role by affecting the state of the surface.
Practical systems tend to have an inhomogeneous site distribution, making

complementary experiments with catalyst model systems beneficial because
the rate constants of elementary reaction steps and relative stability of reaction
intermediates may vary markedly for different exposed surfaces. In addition, the
use of model experiments with well-defined surfaces is especially important to
validate quantum-chemical computations, so that a direct comparison between
the molecular and experimental data can be made.
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Theory developed through catalysis research is a necessary complement to
the often limited experimental information that is available. The connection
between theoretical and experimental results is complex, since the exact state of
the catalytic reaction center is often unknown. Microkinetics simulations are an
important tool to relate reaction kinetics with data on elementary reaction steps
as a function of catalytic site structure or composition.
The mechanism of the reaction can be formulated as a reaction scheme that

consists of a cycle of reactions involving catalyst and reagents. Examples of
reaction schemes have been presented for the CO to methane transformation
reaction and the reversed steam reforming reaction in Chapter 3, Insert 7 and
for zeolite-catalyzed reactions in section 4.7.
The cyclic reaction scheme is the basis for the formulation of the kinetics

equations that can be used as input for kinetic simulations. To develop these
simulations we must construct the corresponding reaction energy diagram.
Quantum-chemical input is also necessary, since information on the relative
stability of all reaction intermediates can rarely be derived by experiment.
Microkinetics tools that allow for the modeling of reaction kinetics without

a presumptive choice of the reaction rate controlling step are essential for
developing simulations, especially when attempting to simulate the Sabatier
principle reaction activity plots. In this case, the rate controlling step changes
when overall rates of reaction are plotted as a function of surface reactivity and
compared at the left and right of the rate maximum.
The kinetic equations that are formulated based on the reaction energy

diagram usually rely on the mean field assumption, as discussed in Chapter 3,
Insert 5). These equations must be solved at steady state for selected temper-
atures as a function of reactant concentrations. This is not a trivial task due
to the large number of equations involved and their nonlinear dependence
on reaction intermediate surface concentrations. In addition to information
on catalyst performance, the solutions of these equations will also provide an
approximation of the surface overlayer composition, which in principle can be
validated by experiment. For a more detailed discussion we refer to Nørskov
et al. [8]. In Chapter 5, we discussed advanced kinetics methods that can be
used to describe catalytic systems that are non-stationary or at conditions where
ordered overlayers determine kinetics.
The molecular insight into the functioning of the heterogeneous inorganic

catalyst makes comparison with other molecular catalytic systems relevant. We
will refer occasionally to these related mechanisms of organometallic or enzyme
catalyzed reactions.
After the two chapters that introduce the electronic structure of the chemical

bond and its relation with surface reactivity, each of the following chapters will
discuss a particular catalytic system. The main theme of these chapters is the
relationship between catalytic performance and the structure and composition
of the catalytic system. Each chapter consists of two parts: the first part deals
with the chemical bonding aspects of the chemical system and the second
discusses the reaction mechanisms for the various reactions. These sections
have been written to be read independently, so that the mechanistic aspects of
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the reactions can be understood without the deeper insights into the surface
chemical bond provided in Chapters 6 and 7.
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6

Basic Quantum-Chemical Concepts, The Chemical Bond
Revisited (Jointly Written with I. Tranca)

6.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to the quantum-chemistry of the chemi-
cal bond in molecules and transition metals, along with the necessary tools and
concepts to define the relationship between bond energies and their associated
structures. This information will serve as a foundation for subsequent chapters
concerning trends in surface chemical reactivity.
The two essential electronic structure descriptors we will use are the following:

• The partial density of states (PDOS), which gives the probability of an electron
to populate an atomic orbital at a particular electronic energy.

• The bond order overlap population density (BOOPD), which measures the
bonding, non-bonding, or antibonding nature of interacting atomic orbital
pairs.

These two descriptors and their related variants will be defined in Section 6.2,
followed by a section that illustrates their significance and application in the elec-
tronic structure of simple molecules. This topic will be familiar to most of our
readers and helpful for understanding how the chemical reactivity of a catalyst
relates to its electronic structure. This section will conclude with a comparison
of diatomic molecules to their corresponding solid state structures. It will illus-
trate the ability of PDOS and BOOPD to describe the electronic structure in both
molecules and solids.
In a final section, we will discuss the electronic structure of the transition met-

als as a function of their position in the periodic table of elements. This will
provide a vehicle for understanding features such as the distribution of valence
electrons over bonding and antibonding orbital fragments and the relationship
of this distribution to differences in the crystal structure of the transition metals.
In this chapter and in the following chapters, we will use recently computed

data made available from state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations based
on the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [1–6] and Gaussian ref-
erences [11].The computational details are included in an appendix at the end of
this chapter for reference.

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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6.2 The Definitions of Partial Density of States and
Bond Order Overlap Population

We can analyze the electronic structure of a chemical bond based on its molec-
ular orbital structure. The molecular orbitals are linear combinations of atomic
orbitals. The number of molecular orbitals is determined by the number of
atomic orbitals that constitute them, but not all of them will be occupied by elec-
trons. Their electron occupation is determined by the Pauli principle that states
that the lower energy orbitals are occupied first, with subsequent occupation
of higher energy orbitals as energy increases. Not more than two electrons can
occupy the samemolecular orbital and these electronsmust have opposing spins.
According to quantummechanics, the electrons in amolecular orbital are delo-

calized over the atomic orbitals that are combined to produce it. The probability
for an electron to occupy a particular atomic orbital is given by the PDOS 𝜌i(E)
that expresses the probability of finding an electron of energy E in atomic orbital
i (see Eqs. (1i.1)). 𝜌i(E) is an important property of the electronic structure. Its
dependence on electron energy provides a measure of the degree of delocaliza-
tion of the electron density, which relates to the interaction strength of the atomic
orbitals on which it is built. The PDOS is defined by Eqs. (1i.1).

Insert 1: Definition of the Chemical Bond Descriptors Partial Density of States and
Bond Order Overlap Population Density

The PDOS measures the probability of finding an electron in a particular atomic orbital as
a function of electron energy. The mathematical expression for the PDOS in atomic orbital
i is:

PDOSi(E) ≡ 𝜌i(E) (1i.1a)

=
∑

n

⟨𝜑i|𝜓n⟩𝛿(E − En)⟨𝜓n|𝜑i⟩ (1i.1b)

=
∑

n

|cn
i |2
𝛿(E − En) (1i.1c)

The bracket notation ⟨𝜑i|𝜓n⟩ in Eq. (1i.1b) means that the integral over volume must be
taken. The coefficients ci and atomic orbitals 𝜑i are used in calculating the molecular
orbitals 𝜓n defined by Eq. (1i.2):

𝜓n =
∑

i

cn
i 𝜑i (1i.2)

Equation (1i.1c) is strictly valid only when an orthogonal atomic basis set |𝜑i⟩ is used,
so that Sij = 0 when i ≠ j.

The crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) density [9,10, 17] measures the mag-
nitude and sign of the bond order energy overlap 𝜌h

ij (E) between atomic orbitals located
on different atoms. This enables determination of the bonding versus antibonding nature
of the orbital fragments. It is also a measure of the interaction strength between two
atomic orbitals. The bond order energy overlap 𝜌h

ij (E) is equal to −COHPij.

−COHPij(E) ≡ 𝜌
h
ij (E) (1i.3a)
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= Hij ⋅ 𝜌ij(E) (1i.3b)

= Hij

∑
n

cn
i cn

j 𝛿(E − En) (1i.3c)

Hij is the Hamiltonian matrix element between atomic orbitals 𝜑i and 𝜑j. As shown in
Eq. (1i.3b), COHP is the product of overlap energy Hij and bond order density 𝜌ij(E).

The integrated crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (ICOHP) value (Eq. (1i.4)) can be
considered to be a measure of bond strength. It is not an exact expression for the bond
energy, but a good approximation as long as the repulsive energy of the nuclei is can-
celed by the double-counted electrostatic interactions[16]. It leads to the approximate
expression Eq. (1i.5):

ICOHP =

EF

∫
−∞

dE
∑
i,j

COHPij(E) (1i.4)

ICOHP = 1
2

occ∑
Ni

NiEi (1i.5)

with Ni being the electron occupation of molecular orbital i. In Eq. (1i.5), the orbitals are
assumed to be doubly occupied by electrons.
−ICOHP is maximum for a covalent bond when all bonding orbitals are occupied by

electrons and all of the antibonding orbitals are vacant. In general, the smaller the value
of −ICOHP the more ionic the bond.

The crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) density defined by Hoffmann [7] is related
to −COHPij(E):

COOPij(E) = 𝜌ij(E) (1i.6a)

= Sij

∑
n

cn
i cn

j 𝛿(E − En) (1i.6b)

Sij = ⟨𝜑i|𝜑j⟩ (1i.6c)

Sij is the overlap of atomic orbitals 𝜑i and 𝜑j.
The values of COOPij(E) are also a measure for the bonding or antibonding character

of an orbital fragment, but the bond order density is now weighted by the atomic orbital
overlap Sij instead of the bond energy overlap Hij. As a consequence, it cannot quantita-
tively analyze the contribution of the bonds to the total energy (as COHP can) but can only
determine their character (bonding, antibonding, and non-bonding).

In order to calculate the COHP and the atomic orbital electron occupancies from the
PDOS, orthogonalized basis functions must be used; for example, those developed by
using the Löwdin orthogonalization method [8].

The orbital overlap density between two atomic orbitals on different atoms
is another important function that indicates the bonding or antibonding
contribution to the chemical bond strength for a specific molecular orbital
fragment at a distinct orbital energy. It can be deduced from the crystal orbital
overlap Hamiltonian population density (COHPij), that we denote as 𝜌h

ij(E) (see
Eqs. (1i.3)) or from the (COOPij) density (see Eqs. (1i.6)) that we denote as 𝜌ij(E).
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In 𝜌
h
ij(E), the bond order population density is proportional to the overlap

energy contribution of the two atomic orbitals on the different atoms, while, in
𝜌ij(E), it is only proportional to atomic orbital overlap. Despite this difference,
we will see that both expressions lead to the same prediction of the bonding and
antibonding electron density regimes of a chemical bond.
It is essential to understand this: at a particular orbital energy, if 𝜌h

ij(E) or 𝜌ij(E) is
positive, the electronic interaction is bonding; if 𝜌h

ij(E) or 𝜌ij(E) is negative then the
electronic interaction is antibonding; and if 𝜌h

ij(E) or 𝜌ij(E) are zero they describe
a non-bonding interaction regime. When the electron occupation of a bonding
orbital increases, the strength of the corresponding chemical bond increases.
Likewise, when the electron occupation of an antibonding orbital increases, the
bond strength is weakened.
In the upcoming sections we will illustrate the use of the PDOS and COHP

functions, which can be calculated from the electronic structure of the first prin-
ciple calculations using the Lobster code [9, 10].
We will begin with a discussion of diatomic molecules that have σ bonds, and

follow with a comparison of the non-polar H2 molecules to the polar molecules
such as LiH, NaH, KH, and HCl.
Then, the chemical bond in diatomic molecules with π bonds will be discussed.

The diatomic molecules we will consider here are N2, O2, and F2.
Subsequently, we will provide an introduction to the electronic structure of

bulk metals and their surfaces, where we will again use the PDOS and COHP
functions. These discussions will provide a useful background to the following
section on the chemisorptive bond.

6.3 Diatomic Molecules that Have 𝛔 Bonds

The valence electron structure of H2 consists of the 1σg and 1σu molecular
orbitals. They form bonds called 𝜎 bonds because they are symmetrical with
respect to the molecular axis. Calculated orbital density plots of the two orbitals
are shown in Figure 2i.1. We can deduce the bonding and antibonding nature of
the orbitals from the corresponding COHP values.
InH2, the 1σg orbital is occupied by two electrons of opposite spin (Figure 2i.1).

Since this orbital is shown to be bonding by its positive contribution in the
−COHP plot, its electron occupation produces an attractive interaction between
the two atoms. The 1σu orbital is unoccupied and of antibonding character
(negative contribution in the −COHP plot).
The equilibrium distance is determined by the balance between the nuclear

repulsion and the attraction from the occupied bonding molecular orbital.
The probability of finding an electron at a particular energy in the H 1s atomic

orbital is measured by the PDOS 𝜌i(E). Figure 2i.1 illustrates the plot of 𝜌i(E) of
theH 1s atomic orbital at one atom, as a function of the orbital energies for theH2
molecule.There is a peak at each of the two respective molecular orbital energies
σg and σu.The values of 𝜌i(E) on the two atoms are equal because the molecule is
symmetrical.
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Insert 2: The Electronic Structures of Diatomic Molecules with 𝛔 Bonds

In this Insert, we will provide a compilation of the electronic structure properties, bond
energies, and bond distances of diatomic molecules with σ bonds. Calculated results pre-
sented here and in the following Inserts of this chapter have been determined by the
Gaussian and the VASP software.

Molecules with π bonds are discussed in Insert 3.
A σ bond is produced by electron occupation of a molecular orbital that is symmetrical

with respect to the interatomic axis. A π bond is produced by a molecular orbital that is
asymmetrical with respect to the molecular axis. We will analyze the electronic structure
in terms of the PDOS 𝜌i(E) and of the bond order energy overlap densities 𝜌h

ij (E). These
functions were explained earlier in Insert 1. The relaxation of the molecular geometries
toward their minimum energy configuration has been calculated with the VASP and Gaus-
sian software [1–6, 11].

The PDOS and COHP values have been computed with the Lobster code [9, 10]. The
molecular orbitals and the charges on the atoms were calculated with the Gaussian soft-
ware.

Figures 2i.1 and 2i.2 show details of the molecular orbitals for the H2 and LiH molecules.
On the left side of these plots the valence electron molecular orbitals are displayed. Next
to them, the PDOS and the COHP analysis is shown. We denote the energy difference
between corresponding bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals using Δσ.

In Figure 2i.1 the electronic structure of the H2 molecule is compared at equilibrium
distance (req = 0.75 Å) and at a larger distance (r′ = 0.95 Å). Here, as well as in Figure 2i.2,
the values for the molecular bonding energy (Eb), bonding–antibonding gap (Δσ), and
integrated COHP (−ICOHP) are shown below the graphs.
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Figure 2i.1 The structures of the molecular orbitals and the PDOS and the −COHP densities of
H2. Solid lines show values at the equilibrium distance of H2. Dashed lines show values at a
larger distance. The values of the binding energies Eb, Δσ, and −COHP are shown below the
plots.
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Insert 2: (Continued)
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Figure 2i.2 The sigma symmetric electronic orbitals and their energies for the LiH molecule,
calculated at its equilibrium distance. The values of equilibrium distance req, of the binding
energy Eb, bonding–antibonding gap Δσ, and integrated COHP are shown below the plots.

In Table 2i.1, electronic structure data are compared for different alkali halide molecules,
as well as for the HCl and NaCl molecules.

Table 2i.1 Comparison of the electronic structure of diatomic polar molecules.

req (Å) Eb (eV) 𝚫𝛔 POLS
1,2

(EHOMO) ICOHP QH

HLi 1.60 −2.30 2.62 0.67 −0.39 −0.75

HNa 1.91 −1.84 2.26 0.49 −0.45 −0.67

HK 2.27 −1.75 1.74 0.59 −0.30 −0.69

HRb 2.40 −1.69 1.66 0.60 −0.26 −0.68

HCl 1.28 −0.449 10.48 −0.52 −2.91 0.18

NaCl 2.39 −3.91 3.22 −0.90 −0.17 0.77a)

a) The charge on the Na ion.

The ICOHP is defined in Eq. (1i.4). It is the summation of the COHP values over the
occupied molecular orbitals.

The polarity of a molecular orbital between atoms a and b can be deduced from the
POLS

ab(E), which is calculated from the difference of the PDOS values of respective atomic
orbitals ai and bj of an occupied molecular orbital with energy E:

POLS
a,b(E) =

∑
i

PDOSai
(E) −

∑
j

PDOSbj
(E)

∑
i

PDOSai
(E) +

∑
j

PDOSbj
(E)

(2i.1)
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POLS
a,b(E) defines the polarity contribution to the chemical bond between atoms a and b

of the molecular orbital with energy E.
The atom charges q have been deduced from the calculated dipole moments divided

by the equilibrium bond distance.
The electronic structures of HCl and NaCl are shown in Figures 2i.3 and 2i.4.
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PDOS illustrates the contribution of the 1s atomic orbital to the two H2
molecular orbitals. The energy difference Δσ between the bonding orbital and
the corresponding antibonding σ orbital is a measure of the energy overlap or
interaction energy between atomic orbitals 1 and 2 of hydrogen, denoted as H12.
Figure 2i.1 shows that the orbital energy difference Δσ, becomes smaller when
the bond distance is larger.
The larger the difference in energy between complementary bonding and

antibonding molecular orbitals, the larger the contribution to the bond energy
when the bonding orbital becomes occupied. This can also be observed from
a comparison of the respective bond energies (indicated in the legend of
Figure 2i.1).
Ameasure of bond polarity is the charge q on the atoms, which can be deduced

for diatomicmolecules from the dipolemoment and bonddistance. (For less sym-
metrical molecules and adsorbed surface states another method must be used.
We will discuss this in a later section.) For the diatomic molecules, we can use
POLS

a,b(Ek) defined in Eq. (2i.1) as a measure for the polarity (POL) of a molec-
ular orbital. This is the weighted ratio of the PDOS 𝜌i(E) of the atomic orbitals
on the two atoms that interact. When the value of POLS

a,b(Ek) is zero, the bond is
non-polar and can be considered purely covalent. But when its value is one, the
bond is purely ionic.
In heteropolar molecules such as LiH or NaH, that feature different electron

affinities of their constituent atoms, electron density will be transferred between
the atoms and the chemical bond will be polar. This implies that the chemical
bond will have a mixed covalent-ionic bonding nature.
The electronic structures of the different alkali hydride molecules are very sim-

ilar to the diatomic molecules. Therefore, we have shown only the valence elec-
tronic structure of LiH in Insert 2 (see Figure 2i.2). The electronic structure data
of the different alkali halide molecules as well as the HCl and NaCl molecules
(Figures 2i.3 and 2i.4) are compared in Table 2i.1.
The valence npx and npy atomic orbitals, which are asymmetrical with respect

to themolecular axis (denoted as π symmetric), do not contribute to the chemical
bond energy because they are perpendicular to themolecular bond axis and their
differing symmetry prevents overlap with the H 1s atomic orbital. These atomic
orbitals must be considered non-bonding, and because they are unoccupied they
have not been included in Figure 2i.2.
A major difference between the valence electronic structure of H2 and LiH, is

that for LiH the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are not its only orbitals. The deeper 1s atomic
orbital of Li is doubly occupied. It does not significantly participate in the delocal-
ization of the valence molecular orbitals that consist of the Li 2s and 2pz atomic
orbitals in combination with H 1s atomic orbital. The z-axis is chosen along the
line of the two atoms of the molecule.
The Li 1s orbital is a core orbital that contains two electrons that screen the

3+ nuclear charge with respect to the valence electrons to a value close to 1+.
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In Na, K, and Rb, the respective 3s and 3pz, 4s and 4pz, and 5s and 5pz orbitals
constitute the valence atomic orbitals. Their increasing size is the main reason
for the decreasing value of the bond energies (Table 2i.1). In parallel with the
bond energies, the value of Δσ (the difference in energy between bonding and
corresponding antibonding molecular orbitals) also decreases, indicative of the
decreased interaction between the valence atomic orbitals.The value 𝜌h

1s,2s, which
is the bond order density value between the H 1s atomic orbitals and the Li 2s
atomic orbitals, respectively, is also plotted in Figure 2i.2. We note the positive
value of the contribution of the 2σg orbital and the negative value of the 2σu
orbital, indicative of bonding versus antibonding interactions.
The charges q(H) on the hydrogen atom have a substantial negative value. The

charge is the highest in LiH, reaches a minimum for NaH, and then shows a small
increase for the alkali atoms lower in the column of the periodic table corre-
sponding to a decrease in their respective ionization potentials.The exceptionally
high POL of the chemical bond in LiH is caused by the smaller bond distance.
Its charge separation is stabilized by increased electrostatic interaction. Reduced
electrostatic stabilization results in the very small changes in charge distribution
seen for other alkali hydride molecules. Table 2i.1 shows that the polarities of the
occupied σ orbitals indicate substantial ionicity and show a trend parallel to the
hydrogen charges.
The COHP values are also a measure of the ionicity of a bond. The lower its

relative value the larger the ionicity of a bond.
A comparison of the electronic structures of the alkali hydrides with the struc-

tures of the HCl and NaCl molecules (Figures 2i.3 and 2i.4) provides interesting
information. The main difference in their valence electron regimes is produced
by the contribution of the three 3p atomic orbitals of Cl to orbitals that are occu-
pied by electrons. The 3px and 3py Cl atomic orbitals that have π symmetry and
thus cannot overlap with the H 1s atomic orbital are now doubly occupied. They
constitute the HOMOs of the HCl and NaCl diatomic molecules. Their bond
strength ismainly determined by the interaction between theσ symmetricmolec-
ular orbital comprised of the H 1s or Na 3s and Cl 3pz atomic orbitals. This can
be deduced from the 𝜌i(E) and 𝜌h

ij(E) plots of the electronic structures of the two
molecules.
On the Cl atoms, the 3s and 3p atomic orbitals have a different energy and their

contribution to the chemical bond energy is also different. The lower occupied
valence orbitals are molecular orbitals dominated by the contribution of the Cl
3s atomic orbitals, which interact weakly with the H 1s or Na 3s atomic orbitals.
As the respective 𝜌h

ij(E) indicates, the corresponding antibonding contributions
to the chemical bond overlap is dominated by the interaction with the Cl 3pz
atomic orbitals.Themain contribution to the chemical bond is from the occupied
Cl 3pz-dominated molecular bonding orbital. The related antibonding σ orbital
is unoccupied and high in energy.
The ionicity of the chemical bond of the HCl molecule is significantly differ-

ent from that of the NaCl molecule, as shown by the relatively small positive
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charge on the H atom in HCl versus the higher positive charge on the Na atom
in NaCl. The value of the polarity POLS

a,b, leads us to deduce that the ionic bond
in NaCl is substantially more polar. In addition, the near-zero value of ICOHP of
NaCl supports this assumption. Since COHP is determined by the cross-product
of the coefficients ci on different atoms in the same molecular orbital, when one
of the two is nearly zero the value of COHP total becomes very small. In contrast,
the ICOHP value of HCl is indicative of a strong covalent bond. In HCl,Δσ is also
large because of the strong overlap energy of the H 1s atomic orbital and the Cl
3pz atomic orbital.
The covalency of the NaCl chemical bond is small, reflected by the low value of

Δσ. For an ionic molecule,Δσ represents the electrostatic energy cost to transfer
an electron from Cl− to Na+.
The low POL of the HCl chemical bond appears to conflict with the high acid-

ity of water solutions with dissolved HCl, but this acidity reveals itself only in
the water phase. In this phase, the HCl bond cleaves into Cl− and H+ due to the
high dielectric constant of water, and this reduces the electrostatic interaction of
the charged dissolved ions. The Cl− anion is a closed shell ion and the proton is
present as a hydronium ion H3O+ which acts as the proton donating agent in the
water solution.
The POL of the chemical bond of HCl is comparable to that of the OH bond in

solid acids such as the zeolites. In the zeolite framework, the protons are part of
neutral SiOHAl units. As in HCl, the cleavage of OH causes charge separation.
In a zeolite a high temperature for proton activation is required, since no stabi-
lizing electrolyte environment such as water is present: the dielectric constant of
a zeolite is around 4, whereas that of water is 80.

6.4 Diatomic Molecules with 𝛑 Bonds

Trends in bond energies in systems where the electron count per atom varies are
determined to a significant extent by the distribution of valence electrons over
bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals. To illustrate this, we will compare
the electronic structure of chemical bonds in molecules with essentially similar
molecular orbitals structure, but with different valence electron count.
Insert 3 illustrates the relationship between changes in a molecule’s electronic

structure and trends in its chemical bond energies for the diatomic molecules
with π bonds (N2, O2, and F2). The valence electronic structure of the three
molecules is similar, but their total number of valence electrons increases. The
differences in their bond strengths result from the increasing population of
electrons in antibonding molecular orbitals.
The atomic orbitals that constitute the valence chemical bond of the

N2, O2, and F2 molecules are the 2s and 2px, 2py, and 2pz atomic orbitals
respectively.
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Insert 3: Diatomic Homoatomic Molecules with 𝛑 Bonds: N2, O2, F2

The electronic structures of N2, O2, and F2 are shown in Figures 3i.1–3i.3 respectively. Their
properties are summarized in Table 3i.1.
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Insert 3: (Continued)
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Table 3i.1 Comparison of bond energies and electronic features for N2, O2, F2,
and Cl2.

req (Å) Eb (eV) 𝚫𝛔1 𝚫𝛔2 𝚫𝛑

N2 1.10 −10.04 14.5 9.86 9.46

O2 1.21 −5.72 12.5 12.59 7

F2 1.46 −1.88 5.22 8.63 3

Cl2 2.00 −2.59 4.3 7.75 2.65

The HOMO orbitals of O2 are called SOMOs because they are occupied by a single elec-
tron. The molecule is in a triplet state. Molecular orbitals calculations depend on the spin
states of the orbitals. When N2 is compared to F2 the number of orbitals double and show
small differences in energy. Each orbital in the above diagram has one electron.

Insert 3 shows that three sets of σ symmetric and two sets of π symmetric
orbitals determine the valence electronic structure.
The σ symmetric orbitals are linear combinations of 2s and 2pz atomic orbitals.

The degenerate π orbitals are linear combinations of the 2px and 2py atomic
orbitals.
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The σ bonds can be considered to be partially hybridized 2s–2pz combinations
of atomic orbitals. The degree of hybridization depends on the energy differ-
ence between the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals in the isolated atoms (see also [12],
pp. 155–157). Since the energy difference between the 2s and 2pz atomic orbitals
increases with the number of valence electrons, an increase in valence electrons
on the atom results in lower hybridization.
This can be readily seen by a comparison of the PDOS plots for F2 and N2 in

Insert 3. The 2σg and 2σu molecular orbitals in F2 are mainly a product of the
interaction of the 2s atomic orbitals, whereas in N2 they also receive a substantial
contribution from the 2pz atomic orbitals. As the COHP graph shows, in F2 the
2σg and 2σu form a separate bonding and antibonding orbital pair, mainly formed
by the 2s atomic orbitals.
The 3σg and 3σu orbitals are the corresponding bonding and antibonding

orbital pair, mainly formed by the 2pz atomic orbitals. In N2, the strong
hybridization of the 2s and 2pz atomic orbitals results in a slightly antibonding
character for the 3σg orbital. The 3σg orbital and 2σu orbital in N2 constitute
the respective lone pair orbitals on the N2 nitrogen atoms. Because of partial
hybridization they are not degenerate in the molecular orbital description of the
N2 chemical bond.
In F2, the occupied 3σg orbital provides the main attractive contribution to the

chemical bond from the σ symmetric orbitals. Its corresponding antibonding 3σu
orbital is not occupied, and the contribution to the bond energy of the 2σ orbital
pair is repulsive.
The increased mixing of 2s and 2pz atomic orbitals in N2 causes the 3 σg to

become antibonding, and the attractive contribution due to the electronic occu-
pation of the σ symmetric orbitals comes only from the 2σg orbitals. The overall
occupation of the σ molecular orbitals will lead to a net attractive interaction
because two electrons occupy a bonding orbital and one electron an antibonding
orbital.
There are two degenerate 1πg bonding molecular orbitals and two degenerate

1πu antibonding orbitals. Each π orbital is a linear combination of the perpendic-
ular 2py and 2px atomic orbitals, respectively.
The electron distribution over these orbitals is very different for the three

molecules N2, O2, and F2. In N2, only the two bonding degenerate 1πg atomic
orbitals are occupied by a total of four electrons, while in O2 each of the anti-
bonding 1πu orbitals are also occupied by an electron. According to the rule of
Hund their spins must be parallel, since the orbitals they occupy are degenerate.
This makes O2 magnetic and causes its triplet state. In F2 and in Cl2, the two
degenerate antibonding 1πu orbitals are occupied with a total of four electrons.
The electron occupation of the antibonding 1π molecular orbitals causes the O2
and F2 bond strengths to be weaker than the N2 bond strength. In F2 and Cl2, the
contribution of the π electron interaction is repulsive. Despite their very similar
electronic structures, the bond energy of Cl2 is higher than that of F2, due to its
much larger bond distance. This distance is defined mainly by the radii of the
atomic orbitals, which are larger for Cl than for F. The smaller bond distance
in F2 causes a larger repulsive nuclear interaction, which is responsible for its
lower bond energy as compared to Cl2. The comparable electronic structure of
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N2 and O2 also clearly demonstrates that the weaker bond of O2 compared to
N2 is due to the population of antibonding orbitals in O2 that are unoccupied
in N2.
The electron occupation of both the bonding and antibonding orbitals that

form a pair, leads to a repulsive interaction, which is called Pauli repulsion. The
stabilization of the bonding orbitals is always less than the destabilization of the
corresponding antibonding orbitals. The name Pauli repulsion is derived from
the Pauli principle that states that no electron of the same spin can occupy the
same position in space. Pauli repulsion is proportional to the square of the over-
lap of the two interacting atomic orbitals that build themolecular orbital pair and
their energy difference Δ.

6.5 Comparison of the Electronic Structure of Molecules
and Solids

As an introduction to the next chapter wewill compare in Figures 4i.1 and 4i.2 the
electronic structure of the NaH and NaCl solids with that of their corresponding
molecules.The crystal structure of the solids is the cubic rock salt structure, with
each atom in the center of a hexagon.

Insert 4: The Electronic Structure of Bulk NaH and NaCl

In Figures 4i.1 and 4i.2, the electronic structures of the bulk NaH and NaCl are compared
with those of the corresponding molecules. The crystals both have rock salt structures.
Each atom is surrounded by six other atoms in its first coordination shell.

In a solid, ionicity is calculated from the following expression:

POLt
ab =

∫

EF

−∞
dE

{∑
i

𝜌ai(E) −
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∫
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In the solids, the discrete PDOS distributions of the atomic orbitals in a
molecule become broadened into an energy band. This is because the molecular
orbitals in the crystal are built from an infinite number of atomic orbitals. Instead
of one bonding and one antibonding orbital (as in the diatomic molecule), an
infinite number of bonding and antibonding orbitals are now formed and located
in limited energy regimes. Because the crystal is infinite, the difference in energy
between the orbitals in the same set becomes infinitely small. The result is the
formation of a continuous density distribution around an average density energy.
The width of the PDOS distribution is a measure of the degree of delocalization
of the electrons. In NaH, the occupied bonding orbital set is mainly localized
on the hydrogen atoms with the antibonding orbital set mainly on the sodium
atoms. In NaCl, the occupied bonding orbital set is mainly localized on the
Cl atoms and again the antibonding orbitals are mainly localized on the Na
atoms. The occupied electron band is called the valence electron band and the
unoccupied band is called the conduction band.
The energy difference between the occupied PDOS distribution and the cor-

responding unoccupied PDOS orbital density is called the energy gap between
valence and conduction band electrons. Because of the high POL of the chemi-
cal bonds on both compounds, the energy bandgap is essentially the energy cost
to transfer an electron from the hydride or chloride anion to the Na cation. The
larger bandgap in the crystals compared to the energy difference between bond-
ing and antibonding orbital in the molecule is due to the larger local electrostatic
potential in the crystal. The chemical bonds in both solids can be considered to
be dominantly ionic. The values of the POL indicate that in the crystal, the NaH
bond becomes slightlymore polar. Since the bond in theNaClmolecule is already
highly ionic there is no change in ionicity from molecule to crystal in this case.
The increased bandgap of the ionic solids compared to that in the molecule

can be estimated from the Madelung constant. In ionic solids, the electrostatic
contribution to the bulk formation energy is called the Madelung energy. It is
defined in these equations:

U = 1
2N

∑
k

qke
N∑

l=0

∑
j

qje
|||rl + rj − rk

|||

(
l = 0, rl = 0

)
(6.1a)

U = 1
2N

∑
k

eqkΦk(rk) =
Mq2e2

r0
(6.1b)

M =
r0
2qe

[Φ(cat) − Φ (an)] (6.1c)

In Eqs. (6.1a) and (6.1b), U is the ionic energy, qke is the charge in Coulombic
units on the ions, and rk represents the atom positions. In Eq. (6.1c), the number
of anions and cations is assumed to be equal.TheMadelung constant is a property
that only depends on crystal structure. Using the Madelung constant definition
Eq. (6.1b) for crystals of the same structure, the ionic energy only varies due to
the difference in charge and nearest neighbor cation–anion distances (see also
Chapter 11).
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The electrostatic energy correlates weakly with the coordination numbers of
cations or anions. But because of the wide range of the electrostatic potentials,
it also depends strongly on the interaction with the ions in the higher coordi-
nation shells, which partially screens the attractive interaction between nearest
neighbors. As Eq. (6.1c) illustrates, the Madelung constant is proportional to
the difference of the electrostatic potential at the cation position Φ(cat) and the
electrostatic potential at the position of the anion Φ(an). Therefore, bandgap
is proportional to the Madelung constant. For the rock salt structure of NaH
and NaCl, the constant’s value is 1.75. This value is close to the ratio of the
bulk band gap and to NaH and NaCl σ symmetric HOMO–LUMO energy
differences.
The difference in the bandgap between the bonding and antibonding valence

electrons in the ionic solid, compared with the same difference in the isolated
molecule is proportional to the Madelung constant.

6.6 Chemical Bonding in Transition Metals

In the two following sections we will apply the same analysis tools used in the
previous sections to describe the electronic structure of the transition metals,
and thus understand trends in cohesive energies and the electronic bases for the
various structures of these metals. For additional reading refer to: Levitin [13],
Lejaeghere et al. [14], andHarrison [15]. It is important to note that the transition
metals differ from ionic bulk systems in that their bonding is covalent.

6.6.1 The Electronic Structure of the Transition Metals

The three valence atomic orbitals of the transition metals are the nd, and the
(n+ 1)s and (n+ 1)p atomic orbitals. In the transition metal atom the number
of valence electrons varies, as does their distribution over the respective valence
s, p, and d atomic orbitals. The metal (n+ 1)p atomic orbitals remain essentially
unoccupied.
In a bulk metal there are only two valence electron bands: a relatively narrow

d-valence electron band and a broad s–p valence electron band.This is illustrated
by the PDOS distribution of Ru in Figure 6.1.
The valence electron structure of bulk Ru consists of the d-valence electron

band that contains seven electrons per atom with a bandwidth of 7 eV, which is
overlapped by a broad s-valence electron band that contains approximately one
electron per atom. In Ru metal, all bonding molecular orbitals are occupied and
the Fermi level is located in the antibonding valence electron energy region (see
Figure 5i.2b).
We can also distinguish bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals for the

transition metals as in the molecules. COHPs and PDOS for all the 3d, 4d, and
5d transition metals are shown in Figure 5i.2.
In contrast with ionic solids, there is no energy gap between the bonding and

antibonding orbitals in the transition metals. This is a characteristic feature of
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Figure 6.1 The PDOS of bulk hcp Ru.

conducting materials. The energy to excite an electron to an unoccupied orbital
where it can contribute to conduction is infinitely small. The overall bandwidth
is a measure of the degree of delocalization of the d-valence electrons. It is also a
measure of the strength of the covalent interaction analogous toΔ, the energy dif-
ference between bonding and antibonding orbitals in the diatomic homonuclear
molecules.
The PDOS exhibits no bandgap and as we will discuss so the peak maxima

can be associated with bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding energy density
regimes.
Differences in chemical and physical properties of the transition metals are

mainly determined by the variation of electron occupation in the d-valence elec-
tron band. This is the basic property of the electronic structure that determines
trends in the cohesive energies of the transitionmetals as a function of their posi-
tions in the periodic table.
Trends in the cohesive energies of the transition metals result from the

difference between the energy of the bulk metal and that of the free metal
atom. The minima found in experimental cohesive energies for 3d, 4d, and
5d transition metals (see Figure 5i.1a) are due to the magnetic properties of
the free metal atoms used as a reference. These dips in the cohesive energies
of the transition metals disappear when the cohesive energies are compared
to the non-spin polarized free metal atom (compare Figure 5i.1b,c). In this
case, all three cohesive energy curves show the maximum in bond energy for a
d-valence electron count of five electrons. As we will discuss next, this illustrates
that like the molecules, maximum bond energy for the transition metals along
a row of the periodic table is also found when all the bonding orbitals are
occupied.
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Insert 5: Trends in Stability and Electronic Structure of the Transition Metals

A measure for the stability of the transition metals is the cohesive energy. For the transition
metals of the third, fourth, and fifth row of the periodic table, experimental and calculated
cohesive energies are provided in Figure 5i.1.
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Figure 5i.1 (a) The experimental cohesive energies of the third, fourth, and fifth row transition
metals. (Lejaeghere et al. 2014 [14]. Reproduced with permission of Taylor & Francis.) (b,c)
DFT-computed cohesive energies of the spin-polarized metal bulk relative to the
spin-polarized atom (b) and DFT-computed cohesive energies of the spin-polarized metal bulk
relative to the non-spin-polarized atom (c). Triangles indicate transition metals of the third
row, the squares indicate transition metals of the fourth row, and the circles indicate the
transition metals of the fifth row of the periodic system.

For the transition metals positioned in the periodic table according to their
d-valence electrons, Figure 5i.2 shows the calculated PDOS and COHP data for their
geometry-optimized minimum energy structures.

Figure 5i.2a–c presents the PDOS and COHP distributions as calculated for zero-spin
state for transition metals in three rows of the periodic table. Figure 5i.2d shows a com-
parison of the respective spin and non-spin polarized systems for the magnetic transition
metals in the third row of the periodic table. s-Valence electrons are shown in dark gray and
d-valence electrons are shown in light gray. The energy regime of unoccupied orbitals is
shown with white shading and the energy regime of the occupied orbitals is shaded gray.
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Figure 4i.2 Comparison of the electronic structures of the NaCl molecule and NaCl crystal.
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Figure 5i.3 (a) Trends in the d-bandwidth along a row of the periodic table. (b) Average
d-band energy with respect to Fermi energy for non-spin-polarized systems. The d-band
center has been computed considering an integration over the entire d-valence band
spectrum. Triangles indicate transition metals of the third row, the squares indicate transition
metals of the fourth row, and the circles indicate the transition metals of the fifth row of the
periodic system.

The average d-band energy is calculated as the average energy of the occupied and
unoccupied parts of the d-valence electron distribution. The average d-band energy is
given by:

Ed =
∫

+∞

−∞
dE E𝜌d(E) (5i.1)

The half d-valence electron band width is calculated from the second moment of the
d-valence electron distribution:

Wd = 1
2

√

∫

+∞

−∞
dE(E − Ed)2𝜌d(E) (5i.2)

Table 5i.1 shows d-band center energies for the spin-polarized calculations. ICOHP values
for spin-polarized and non-spin-polarized cases are compared. Metal atom bond distances
in spin-polarized systems are 1–2% larger than in non-spin-polarized systems. When this
distance is equal the summed spin-polarized ICOHP decreases in Co to −1.24, but only
shows an increase for Ni in the third decimal place.

Table 5i.1 Decomposition per spin component of d-band center and ICOHP.

Spin 1
d-band center

Spin 2
d-band center

Spin 1+ 2
ICOHP

Non-spin polarized
ICOHP

Cr −0.70 0.17 −5.47 −5.65

Mn −1.22 0.39 −1.65 −1.90

Fe −1.86 0.22 −2.63 −2.58

Co −2.22 −0.57 −1.11 −1.19

Ni −2.00 −1.34 −0.25 −0.29
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Figure 5i.2 provides an overview of the PDOS and −COHPs for the transition
metal valence electron structures as a function of transition metal position in the
periodic table, ordered as a function of row position.
Comparing the PDOS and COHP distributions from left to right along a row

of the periodic table leads to three observations:

1. Initially, only the bonding d-valence electron bands are occupied. When
electron occupation increases, antibonding orbitals become occupied. The
crossover point is when there are around five d-valence electrons per atom.
For the non-spin-polarized case, the maximum in covalent energy occurs
when all the bonding orbitals are occupied.

2. When electron count increases, the average position of the d-valence electron
band energy, which is initially above the Fermi-level, becomes lower than the
Fermi-level (see Figure 5i.3b). This is another sign that the d-valence electron
band becomes occupied when the atom moves from left to right along a row
of the periodic table.

3. The d-valence electron bandwidth (a measure for delocalization and inter-
action energy, Figure 5i.3a) has a maximum at the same d-valence electron
count (five d-valence electrons) as the theoretical cohesive energy. This
variation in bandwidth corresponds with a change in. At the maximum
in bond energy the metal atom bond distance reaches a minimum. It
does not relate to the variation in free atom size when metal position
varies in a row of the periodic system. Different from the band width
the radius of free atoms uniformly decreases from left to right along the
row of the periodic table due to the increase in effective nuclear charge.
The d-valence electron bandwidth increases from the third row to the
fifth row within a column. In this case this trend is consistent with an
increase in cohesive energy and the larger size of the metal atoms within the
column.

Figure 5i.2d illustrates the different PDOS calculations of the spin orbitals for
the magnetic metals in the third row of the periodic table. The differing values
of average d-electron energies of the respective spin orbitals reflect the varying
distribution of bonding and antibondingmolecular orbitals states.
As a consequence of this difference in electron distribution, while in one spin

state the contribution to the bond energy is small of repulsive, in the other state
the contribution can be substantially more attractive.
It becomes favorable to have a difference in spin polarization, when the repul-

sive energy of two electrons of oppisite spin in the same orbital is larger than the
energy cost to excite one electron to an unoccupied orbital.
This becomes important when d-valence atomic orbitals are relatively small as

is the case for group VIII transition metal of the third row of the periodic system.
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This is one reason for the magnetic properties of these metal [16, 18].The overall
result then is an average increase in the population of bonding orbitals and
higher bond strength in the spin-polarized system.
Bond strength can also be deduced by comparing the ICOHPs for the spin- and

non-spin-polarized systems. As Table 5i.1 shows, a comparison of these values at
different equilibria positions shows that ICOHP for the spin-polarized case is still
greater. For Mn or Cr, the non-magnetic state is more stable. For Co and Ni, the
ICOHP values in both states are similar. The preference for the spin-polarized
state is obscured by changes due to differences in equilibrium distance.The con-
tribution of the electron occupation of the s-electron valence band (which is
bonding) to the bond energy can be estimated from the bond energies of Cu,
Ag, and Au. For these metals, bonding as well as antibonding orbitals are occu-
pied by d-valence electrons, and the contribution of the interaction between the
d-valence electrons becomes repulsive. The attractive contribution to the chem-
ical bond must be due to the s, p-valence electron band which produces at least
30% of the total cohesive energy.

6.6.2 The Relative Stability of Transition Metal Structures

The face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close packed (hcp) structures pro-
vide the highest density packing for hard spheres. Both the fcc and hcp structures
exhibit 12 nearest neighbors, but they differ in the ordering of their hexagonally
packed layers. In the fcc structure, three layers are shifted successively and
then repeat, whereas in the hcp structure double layers alternate. While these
structures are common for the metals, not all metals have these structures.
Another common structure for the transition metals is the body centered cubic
(bcc) structure (see Figure 6i.1) in which each atom has eight nearest neighbors.
There is a clear trend in the relative stabilities of the different structures, which

occurs as a function of transitionmetal position along a row in the periodic table.
Moving left from the noble metals at the right of the table, the structures vary
from fcc, to hcp, to bcc, to hcp, and back to fcc. The more complex structure of
Mn and the magnetic metals Fe and Co break this order, which is preserved for
4d and 5d. The alkali metals exhibit the bcc structure at room temperature, but
at low temperature they shift to the fcc structure [13, 19, 20].
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Insert 6: The Electronic Basis of Lattice Stability Differences

Schematic PDOS and COHP distributions on different crystal lattices with one s-atomic
orbital per atom are shown in Figure 6i.2. The densities of states calculated based on their
first and second moments display elliptic shapes [21].

Figure 6i.1 The coordination of the transition metal atoms in bcc, fcc, and hcp structures,
respectively. Nearest neighbors atoms positions are shown: for bcc in (110) direction, for fcc in
(111) direction and for hcp in (0001) direction.

NS

E(a)

0

ρi(E)

NS

E(b) (c)

ρij(E)

Figure 6i.2 Schematic (a) PDOS 𝜌i(E) and (b) COOP 𝜌ij(E) distributions (see Eq. (1i.6)) for Bethe
lattice model (c). In the Bethe lattice, Ns is the number of nearest neighbors. The nearest
neighbor atoms do not share bonds. The bandwidth is proportional to

√
NS red represents the

electron density and bond overlap of atoms with more nearest neighbours than the blue case.

As in Figure 6i.2, only one s-type atomic orbital is assumed per metal atom. For the
fcc/hcp structures, the Bethe lattice structure shown in Figure 6i.2c has been adapted to
also incorporate the next nearest neighbor atom–atom interactions. These next nearest
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ρi(E) fcc

bcc

(a)

0

(b)

E

E

ρij(E)

Figure 6i.3 (a,b) Schematic of electronic structure differences between fcc/hcp structures
versus those of bcc structures.

neighbor atom–atom interactions cause the density of states to be asymmetrical. The hcp
and fcc structure are closely related, so their electronic structures will be nearly similar (not
shown here). The larger bandwidth of the fcc/hcp lattice as compared to the bandwidth of
the bcc lattice relates to the difference in the number of nearest neighbor atoms (12 vs 8)
[21, 22].

The reason for this dependence is the sensitive relationship between relative popula-
tion of antibonding orbitals and preferred structure. Spin polarization in magnetic metals
decreases the relative population of antibonding orbitals.

Figure 6i.5 summarizes the concept that the partial occupation of bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals determines which bulk structure is most stable.

(Continued)
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Figure 6i.4 Calculated electronic structures of the Zr, Mo, and Ru crystal structures, respectively. PDOS comparison of the structures of bulk Zr, Mo, and
Ru (a). COHP comparisons of different structures of bulk Zr, Mo, and Ru (b). The PDOS and COHP distributions contain d–d as well as d–s valence electron
interactions. Because the COHP distributions also contain energetic interactions, the relative values of bonding and antibonding orbital overlap densities
must be compared rather than their absolute values.
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Table 6i.1 Occupied bonding (r+) and antibonding
(r−) fractions of the respective −COHP distributions.

Elements hcp bcc fcc

Zr r+ 0.70 r+ 0.625 r+ 0.657

Mo — r+ 0.002 r− 0.012

Ru r− 0.182 r− 0.380 r− 0.361

Zr has hcp structure, Mo has bcc, and Ru has fcc.

Table 6i.2 The lowest energy structure as a function of spin
state.

Spin state

Elements Spin-polarized Non-spin-polarized

Fe bcc hcp

Co hcp fcc

EF

EF

EF

EF

Fermi level in bonding region :
Preference hcp structure

Fermi level in non-bonding region :
Preference bcc structure

Fermi level in anti-bonding region :
Preference hcp structure

Fermi level in the upper anti-bonding region :
Preference fcc structure

Figure 6i.5 Relationship between the position of the Fermi level in COHP and the crystal
structure for the transition metals. Light gray represents the bonding domain in the transition
metals, black the anti-bonding domain with the non-bonding domain between.
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The number of nearest neighbors in the bcc structure is eight and these atoms
do not share a bond. In the fcc and hcp structures, the number of nearest neigh-
bors is 12, and 5 of these atoms share a bond (see Figure 6i.1). In the fcc struc-
ture, the nearest neighbor atom configurations are uniform, while in the hcp
structure there are twodifferent nearest neighbor configurations distinguished by
their connection type. This difference in nearest-neighbor configuration results
in small differences in PDOS for the fcc and hcp structures.
PDOS and COHP distributions as calculated by VASP and Lobster for different

structures of the samemetal are shown in Figure 6i.4.The PDOS distributions are
similarly shaped for differentmetals with the same structure.The bcc PDOS typi-
cally has twomajor peaks that correspond to the bonding and antibonding energy
density regimes, whereas the fcc andhcpPDOSdistributions are characterized by
three peaks that correspond to bonding, non-bonding, and antibonding energy
density regimes.The averaged bandwidth of the fcc and hcp structures tends to be
broader than that of the bcc structure, as shown by the larger difference between
the upper and lower peak maxima of the COHPs in the fcc and hcp structures.
The respective COHP curves clearly show that the fcc and hcp structures are
slightly skewed toward the higher energies.
Figure 6i.3 displays a sketch of the broader PDOS bandwidth and skewed den-

sity distributions of the fcc/hcp structures compared to the bcc structure. These
schematics are based on lattice models that only contain one s-atomic orbital per
site as shown in Figure 6i.1. The fcc/hcp structure is wider due its larger number
of nearest neighbor atoms.The skewed distribution is due to the sharing of bonds
between the next nearest neighbors in the fcc/hcp lattices, which is absent in the
bcc lattice.
The consequence of the difference in energy dependence of the bond order

density distributions is also shown in Figure 6i.3b. This schematic reproduces
the observed experimental trends of the relative stability of the structures as a
function of their d-valence electron occupation. At low levels of band filling,
fcc/hcp has a higher occupation of bonding orbitals. At a high level of band filling
the bcc structures are preferred, since only their bonding orbitals are occupied,
while in the fcc/hcp structures antibonding orbitals become occupied. When the
antibonding orbitals of the bcc structure also become occupied they are filled
earlier. At high electron occupation, the fcc/hcp structure is again most stable
(Figures 6i.4 and 6i.5).
The changes in relative structural stabilities correlate with the relative fractions

of bonding and antibonding orbitals that are occupied (see Table 6i.1). The most
stable structure exhibits a maximum occupation of bonding orbitals or a mini-
mum occupation of antibonding orbitals.
In general, at low or high d-valence electron occupation, structures with

high nearest neighbor coordination are more stable than the bcc structure
with intermediate valence electron occupation. A clear example is Ru for
which the hcp structure is more stable than the bcc structure due to the high
density occupation of the antibonding valence electron for the bcc structure.
For the hcp structure, the antibonding maximum density peak is at a higher
energy.
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The striking relationship between spin polarization of the third row metals
and their preferred structure has a similar origin (see Table 6i.2). When spin
is non-polarized, the crystal structures in the respective columns of the third,
fourth, and fifth row of the periodic table are similar. But when spin is polarized
the structure tends to shift to the most stable structure of the non-spin-polarized
systemwith lower valence electron occupancy.This associates the spin-polarized
systems with a lower electron occupation of the antibonding orbitals.

Appendix

In order to identify the most stable molecular and bulk configurations we have
performed first-principles total energy calculations using the gradient corrected
(PBE) density functional theory as implemented in the VASP code. The elec-
tronicwave functions have been expanded into planewaves up to an energy cutoff
of 550 eV for the molecular systems, and up to 400 eV for the bulk systems. A
projected-augmented-wave scheme has been used in order to describe the inter-
actions between the valence electrons and the nuclei (ions).Theminimumenergy
configurations for the subject structures have been considered reached when the
forces on each atom of the systems were less than 0.02 eVÅ−1. In order to span
the Brillouin zone, 17× 17× 17 k-points have been used for the bulk simulations.
Due to the large size of the unit cell considered, only 1 k-point – the Gamma
point –was necessary for the molecular systems. High accuracy settings have
been enforced throughout.
In order to get a more complete description for the molecular systems (e.g.,

plot the wave functions, etc.) in addition to the VASP calculations, Gaussian 09
simulations have been also performed.The B3LYP functional has been used with
the AUG-cc-pVTZ basis set throughout these calculations. In order to check the
impact of the basis set on the results obtained, def2-TZVPP basis set computa-
tions have been also performed on each of the molecular systems. No significant
variations have been observed.
The COHP and the DOS calculations have been performed for all the systems

using the Lobster code.
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7

Chemical Bonding and Reactivity of Transition
Metal Surfaces

7.1 Introduction

In the first part of this chapter, the chemical bonding aspects of the surface chem-
ical reactivity and its quantum chemistry will be described. We will use the tools
of the previous chapter to analyze the electronic reasons for the differences in the
relative stability of reaction intermediates adsorbed to the surfaces of different
transition metals.
The second half of this chapter discusses chemical bond activation of adsorbed

molecules. The chemical nature of the transition states of elementary reaction
steps and its relationship with the surface structure of activating reaction centers
will be presented.
The adsorption energies of reaction intermediates have an intimate relationship

with surface reactivity.Thismay appear surprising at first, since surface reactivity
is a kinetic property but adsorption energy is a thermodynamic property related
to the rate of reactions.
Thermodynamics and kinetics have no direct fundamental link, but

instead present approximate and very useful relationships such as the
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) principle that we discussed earlier in Chapter 3.
This principle correlates the activation energy of an elementary reaction step to
the adsorption energies of adsorbed reaction intermediates, which is beneficial
because trends in adatom bond energies are much easier to study than trends in
activation energies.
The electronic structure of the surface chemical bond determines its strength.

An important reference for this topic is the book by Hoffmann [1] that we rec-
ommend for additional reading.
Chemisorption of adatoms and molecules will be discussed in the first subsec-

tions of this chapter. An initial discussion of the electronic structure of the surface
chemical bond and trends in the adsorption energies for adatomswill be followed
by information about the chemisorption of molecules.
We conclude this topic on the electronic structure of the surface chemical

bond with a subsection on scaling laws, which relate the adsorption strength

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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of molecular fragments to the adsorption strength of related surface adatoms.
This relationship enables us to use the adsorption energies of surface adatoms as
surface reactivity descriptors.
The final sections of this chapter discuss the elementary reaction steps of

adsorbed molecules or molecular fragments. Initially, we will discuss the nature
of the transition state as a function of the chemical bond that is activated for the
C—O bond of CO and C—H or N—H bonds in CH4 and NH3. Direct activation
of chemical bonds as well as bond activation promoted by interaction with
co-adsorbed atoms such as H or O will be introduced. These reactions will also
be used to illustrate the changes in the chemical reactivity of a metal surface
covered with an overlayer. Most notably, we will illustrate how the reactivity of
adsorbed oxygen may change for oxygen insertion into the π bond of an olefin
and how a unique reactivity between surface intermediates can evolve.
We recommend the book, Fundamental Concepts in Heterogeneous Catalysis,

Nørskov et al. [2] for additional reading on related topics.

7.2 The Nature of the Surface Chemical Bond

7.2.1 The Electronic Structure of the Transition Metal Surface

In a transitionmetal, the surface metal atoms have fewer neighbors than the sub-
surface atoms. The surface energy is related to the energy cost of breaking the
metal atom bonds to form the surface, and thus it relates to the transition metal
bulk cohesive energy. The surface energy will also increase with the decreasing
coordination number of surface metal atoms as illustrated in Figure 1i.1, which
displays this trend for different surfaces of the fcc and bcc bulk crystal structures.
The coordination number of atoms in the fcc bulk structure decreases from 12
to 9 on the most dense (111) surface and to 8 on the (100) surface, respectively.
On the (110) surface of the fcc structure, the two different surface atoms have
7 and 11 coordination numbers, respectively. In the bcc structure, the atoms on
the (110) surface have six nearest neighbors and on the most dense (100) sur-
face they have five nearest neighbors. This represents a lowering from the eight
nearest neighbor atoms found for the bulk of the bcc metal atom.

Insert 1: The Surface Energy

Calculated surface energies (Figure 1i.1) and work functions (Figure 1i.4) are compared as
a function of the position of a transition metal in the periodic table. Figure 1i.2 compares
the partial density of states (PDOS) for surface and bulk atoms. Figure 1i.3 illustrates
the change in average d valence band position with d valence electron bandwidth. In
Figure 1i.4, the work functions of the transition metals are compared.

Equation (1i.1) gives an approximate relationship between the change of the average
d valence band energy Δ𝜀d and transition metal atom surface coordination number Nsurf,
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and that of bulk Nbulk, the electron occupation of the surface valence electron band ns
d

and the effective one-center electron–electron repulsion energy Udd.

Δ𝜀d ≈ (ns
d − 5)Udd

(
1 −

√
Nsurf

Nbulk

)
(1i.1)

Figure 1i.1 Calculated surface energies in electron
volts per surface atom. (Methfessel et al. 1992 [3].
Reproduced with permission of American Physical
Society.)
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Insert 1: (Continued)
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Figure 1i.3 (a) Schematic illustration of d-band narrowing at transition metal surfaces and its
consequences for the energy levels of the surface atoms with less than 5d electrons (Nd < 5),
exactly 5d electrons (Nd = 5), and more than 5d electrons (Nd > 5). (b) PDOS for the d orbitals in
bulk Zr and Ru and at the surface of the Zr(0001) and Ru(0001), as computed from a
plane-wave pseudopotential DFT calculation within the LDA. 𝜀d is the d-band center of the d
PDOS and the small arrows indicate that 𝜀d is lower at the surface than in the bulk for Zr
whereas 𝜀d is higher at the surface than in the bulk for Ru (computed by [4]). (Michaelides and
Scheffler 2012 [4]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.)
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This decrease in the coordination number from bulk to surface is accompanied
by a decrease in the d valence electron bandwidth. This decrease in bandwidth
can be seen for the d valence electron on the Rh(111) surface when compared
with the bandwidth for the bulk Rh atom (see Figure 1i.2). The Rh(111) surface
atom has 9 neighbors versus the bulk atom with 12 neighbors.
The consequences of bandwidth narrowing on the electron occupation of the

surface d valence electron bands are schematically illustrated in Figure 1i.3.
When the number of d-electrons in the bulk is larger than half and the average
d-band position would not change, the number of d-electrons at the surface
must increase. In the opposite case, that is, when the number of d-electrons
in the bulk is less than half, the number of d-electrons will decrease. This is
because of equilibration of electron density because chemical potential at the
surface and in the bulk must be equal. As a consequence, there will be a change
in the electron–electron repulsion energies that is proportional to the square
of the electron occupation. An increase in electron occupation will increase
electrostatic repulsion, while a decrease in occupation decreases repulsion. This
causes the average atomic orbital energies to shift so that surface valence electron
band occupation above and below Fermi level will reduce the changes in surface
d valence band electron occupation. The direction of the shift in the average d
valence electron energy position at the surface depends on electron occupation.
It is proportional to the change in bandwidth, which is in turn proportional to
the difference of the square root of the number of nearest neighbors between
surface and bulk (Eq. (1i.1)).
The work function determines the transition metal ionization potential, or

affinity. Calculated values are shown in Figure 1i.4. The work function depends
on the surface dipole moment, which depends on the electron distribution of
the surface atoms and on the bulk chemical potential. It tends to increase when
the transition metal atom position in the periodic table moves from left to right
along a row, and decreases again for the group Ib metals. As expected, the trend
is based on differences in the ionization potential of the gas phase atoms. The
more open surfaces that are coordinatively less saturated and corrugated have a
slightly decreased work function due to their altered surface dipole moment.
This section introduced the electronic features of the free surface which we

will discuss more extensively in the next section for surfaces containing adsorbed
atoms or molecules,
For further information on the electronic structure of the transition metal sur-

faces we refer to the books, Theoretical Surface Science, Gross [5] and Concepts
in Surface Physics, Desjongueres and Spanjaard [6].

7.2.2 Chemisorption of Atoms and Molecules (This Section has been Jointly
Written with I. Tranca.)

Several electronic structure properties determine trends in the adsorption ener-
gies of adsorbates [7]. An important factor is the redistribution of electrons over
the bonding and antibonding orbitals of the surface chemical bond between the
adsorbate and metal surface atoms.
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The polarity of the chemical bond can also contribute to the bond energy
through electron transfer. This relates to the work function of the surface and to
the electron affinity of the adsorbate. In addition, the weakening of metal–metal
atom bonds adjacent to metal atoms that are connected with adsorbed atoms
contributes to the adsorbate interaction energy, and this is responsible for the
surface reconstruction that is sometimes observed when the surface becomes
covered with an overlayer of adsorbates.
As we will see, the interaction between the adsorbate and surface metal atoms

is significantly stronger than the bond strengths of the metal–metal atom bonds.
Viewing these interactions in the context of a molecular complex of adsorbate
and metal atoms embedded in the lattice of the solid is useful.
On themetal atoms, the valence atomic orbital size as well as their energies will

vary for the differentmetals, whichwill also affect electron affinity and, hence, the
chemisorptive bond.
Wewill discuss these four energetic and electronic contributions to the adatom

and admolecular surface chemical bond energy in detail in the next sections.
We will begin with an analysis of the surface chemical bond of the adsorbed

H atom, which is a σ type bond. This will be followed by a discussion of trends
in the adsorption energies of adsorbed C and O atoms, which in addition to σ
bonds also form π bonds with the surface. We will distinguish the features pro-
duced when covalent bonding of adsorbate to the metal surface (such as for the
C atom) dominates versus features that result from bonding dominated by polar
interactions (as is the case for the O atom).
This section on the quantum chemistry of the surface chemical bond will also

contain a discussion of the adsorption ofmolecular fragments such as CHx (x= 1,
2, or 3) and themolecules NH3 and CO. It will be concluded with the scaling laws
that relate the adsorption energies of different adsorbates.

7.2.2.1 The H Adatom: The Covalent Surface Bond

7.2.2.1.1 The Electronic Structure of Atop and Threefold Coordinated H
In this subsection, we will analyze the adatom chemical bond of the H atom
adsorbed to a transition metal surface by examining the PDOS and the crystal
orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) densities of the electronic structure of
a H atom adsorbed atop or threefold to the Rh(111) surface [8]. The PDOS and
COHP densities have been introduced in Chapter 6 (Insert 1).
Figure 7.1 illustrates the different adsorption sites on the (111) surface.
The PDOS of the H 1s atomic orbitals and the valence electron atomic orbitals

of the Rh surface atom attached to theH atom are shown in Figure 2i.1. At around

fcc

Top

hcp

b

a

Figure 7.1 The different adsorption sites
on the (111) surface of the fcc structure or
on the (0001) surface of the hcp structure.
The FCC site is defined as the threefold
site with a subsurface atom below its
center, while the HCP site has no atom in
the second layer below its center.
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−4.5 eV below the Fermi level, a broad PDOS of the H 1s atomic orbital is present
that is indicative of the delocalization of the H 1s atomic electron density caused
mainly by interaction with the d valence electrons of the Rh surface atom.
We expect the surface chemical bond to exhibit both bonding and antibonding

surface orbitals. The corresponding electron density changes can be observed by
comparing the d valence electron distribution on the Rh surface atom attached
to H both in the presence and absence of the H atom (Figure 2i.1c).The increased
densities at the lower energy (−6 to −4 eV energy interval, see Figure 2i.1c)
correspond to bonding electron density. The antibonding electron density is the
increased electron density near and above the Fermi level. These changes appear
in the 4dz2 valence electron density of the Rh surface atom.
Symmetry dictates that the H 1s atomic orbital atop of a Rh atom will only

interact with the Rh, 4dz2 , 5s, and 5pz atomic orbitals. The sign of the bond order
overlap population density indicates the respective bonding, non-bonding, and
antibonding electron density regimes. Figure 2i.1b gives the COHP plots that
indicate the signs of the bond order overlap populations as a function of energy.
Near and above the Fermi level the surface electron density becomes antibond-

ing.This implies that the bond energywill decreasewhen the number of electrons
on themetal atom increases. Indeed, the interaction energy ofH to a Pd atom that
has one more valence electron than Rh decreases (see Figure 2i.3a).

Insert 2: The Chemisorption of Hydrogen

Figures 2i.1 and 2i.2 show the PDOS and COHP plots for the electronic structure of an H
atom adsorbed atop (Figure 2i.1) or threefold (Figure 2i.2) on the (111) surface of Rh. In
Figures 2i.1c and 2i.2c, a PDOS difference plot constructed from the PDOS of the Rh atom
after and before the interaction with the H atom is shown. Figure 2i.3 shows the trend in
the H adsorption energies as a function of transition metal position along a row of the
periodic table. Figure 2i.4 schematically illustrates the difference in PDOS for a H atom
adsorbed atop or threefold to a transition metal surface.
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Figure 2i.1 The PDOS and COHP of H adsorbed atop of the Rh(111) surface. (a) The PDOS on
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Figure 2i.3 Trends in
adsorption energies of H
attached to the surfaces of a
transition metal as a function
of the number of their
valence electrons. (a) and (b)
The most dense surface of
the respective transition
metal has been chosen. As
indicated on the bcc surfaces
the twofold site becomes
favored over threefold. (c)
Comparison of the energy
trends calculated for
adsorption to the (111)
surface when each transition
metal is in the optimized fcc
structure.
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Figure 2i.4 Schematic illustration of the differences in PDOS and COHP for a H atom adsorbed
atop or threefold to a transition metal surface.

The comparison in Figure 2i.2 with the threefold-adsorbed H atom indicates
a stronger interaction for the threefold site with the metal surface due to the
interactionwith three surfacemetal atoms.The hydrogen atom adsorbed to three
metal atoms is symmetrically oriented, and it will not only interact with s atomic
orbitals of several transition metal atoms, but also with several d orbitals of the
transition metal surface atoms. This results in a much more complex d valence
electron density difference plot (Figure 2i.2c) than the same plot for the hydrogen
atom adsorbed atop to a single metal surface atom.
The stronger interaction for threefold-adsorbed H can also be deduced from

the increased contribution of the H 1s atomic orbital density to the PDOS at
−6.8 eV below the Fermi level. Compared with atop-adsorbed H the position of
the bonding PDOS of the H 1s atomic orbital is lower for threefold-adsorbed H
and it is now located below the d valence electron band. In addition, its contri-
bution to the PDOS in the bonding electron density peak has increased.
Another indication of the stronger interactions is the average difference

between bonding and antibonding d valence electron energies Δ. This is also
larger for threefold-adsorbed H as can be seen in the corresponding COHP
curves in Figures 2i.1b and 2i.2b. The ratio of the Δ values (between atop and
threefold-adsorbed H) is approximately proportional the square root of 3, the
number of coordinating atoms. For the H atom adsorbed atop to the Rh atom
we see that Fermi level is located in the non-bonding energy density regime with
the d valence electrons. For threefold-adsorbed H, the Fermi level is located
in the antibonding electron density regime. The electronic interaction remains
antibonding deep below the Fermi level.
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The different nature of the respective electron densities at the Fermi level
indicates a different change in adsorption energy when d valence electron count
decreases. For threefold-adsorbed H when less antibonding orbitals become
occupied the interaction energy will increase, but for adatom adsorbed H now
bonding d valence electrons will deplete and, hence, the interaction energy will
increase. This is the essential reason for the differences in adsorption energy
trends observed in Figure 2i.3, that we will discuss in more detail in the next
subsection.
The contribution of the interaction with the s valence to the chemical bond

energy can be estimated from the adsorption energies to the Ib groupmetals. For
thesemetals, in addition to the bonding electron density, the antibonding surface
orbitals between adsorbate and metal d valence electrons are nearly completely
occupied. The interaction with the d valence electron will then be weakly attrac-
tive or repulsive. One can deduce from the bond energies of H to Ag and Au
shown in Figure 2i.3 that the contribution of the s valence electron interaction
to the respective bond energies is at least 30%. The Pauli repulsive interaction,
which arises when the d valence electron band has a high electron occupation,
will favor atop coordination since this minimizes contact with electrons in the
surface d valence electron band.
When one compares adsorption energies for different transition metals along

a row of the periodic table, the interaction with the s valence electrons can be
considered to be approximately constant.The trends in adsorption energies of the
H atoms to be discussed in the next subsection are instead mainly determined by
differences in the d valence structure and electron occupation of the respective
transition metals.

7.2.2.1.2 Trends in H Atom Adsorption Energies as a Function of Metal Position in
the Periodic Table
Calculated trends in the adsorption energies of H adsorbed atop or threefold on
the transition metals of the fourth and fifth rows of the periodic table are shown
in Figures 2i.3. A comparison is made between the case showing adsorption to
the dense surfaces of the transition metals in their state (Figures 2i.3a,b) and the
case where all transition metals are optimized with the fcc structure (Figure 2C,
3C). It can be seen that the energies of adsorption change slightly, but the trends
in adsorption energies are very similar. Therefore, we will base our discussion
in the following on the relationship between electronic structure of the adatom
chemical bond and trends in adsorption energies on systems of the bulk fcc
structure [8].
Since the interaction with the s valence electrons will not vary substantially,

an important electronic factor in the adsorption energy change will be the varia-
tion in the distribution of electrons over the bonding and antibonding d-surface
valence electron densities. A trend in adsorption energy can now be predicted
if one also assumes that the d-PDOS structure does not vary significantly when
adsorption to different metals is compared. This is called the rigid band assump-
tion and is approximately correct as long as the structure of the adsorption site
does not change and transitionmetal elements are compared along the same row
of the periodic table.
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When the transition metal is varied, electrons are redistributed over the bond-
ing and antibonding electron densities of the respective chemical bonds. This
electron ditribution can be deduced from the PDOS andCOHP curves calculated
for the metal atom-metal atom or metal atom-adsorbate chemical bonds.
When one compares adsorption to a transition metal with a filled d valence

electron band with adsorption to a transition metal with less d valence elec-
trons, the adsorption energy is expected to increase because antibonding orbitals
become depleted.Themaximum in adatom binding energy will be reached when
the further depletion of electrons of the d valence electron band induces depop-
ulation of electrons from the bonding surface–adatom orbitals fragments. The
position of the bond strength maximum will depend on the nature of the atomic
orbitals and their energy distribution.
Figures 2i.3 show that for atop-adsorbed H, the adsorption energy has the

expected maximum when the d valence electron count decreases from its
maximum of 10 to lower values. The trend for threefold-adsorbed H is very
different, showing an ongoing increase in energy with a decrease in electron
occupation of the d valence electron band.
A consequence of these distinct adsorption energy trends is that there is a

minimum in adsorption energy differences between atop and threefold-adsorbed
hydrogen systems for the metals with nearly filled d valence electron bands. The
nearly similar energies for atop and threefold-adsorbed hydrogen imply that
their activation energies for diffusion will be very low and that the H atoms will
be highly mobile.
When the d valence electron band occupation decreases, threefold-adsorbed

hydrogen becomes increasingly more stabilized than atop-adsorbed hydrogen.
The increasing difference in adsorption energy of atop and threefold-adsorbed
H with decreasing d valence electron count is due to the difference in the
occupation of bonding and antibonding surface fragment orbitals in the two
adsorption modes. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2i.4. Because the
bonding surface’s part for threefold coordination is deeper, the complementary
antibonding part is also located lower with respect to the Fermi level than for
atop-adsorbed hydrogen. This causes the relative electron occupation of the
antibonding electron density part of threefold-adsorbed H to be higher than
that of onefold-adsorbed H. Hence, when electron occupation decreases, the
adsorption energy of the threefold hydrogen atom will continue to increase,
whereas the adsorption energy of atop-adsorbed hydrogenmay decrease because
of the depopulation of its bonding surface fragment orbital electron density.
With high valence electron occupation, atop-adsorbed hydrogen can have the
lower antibonding electron density occupation and hence may even adsorb
stronger than threefold adsorbed hydrogen.

7.2.2.2 Adsorption of the Carbon Atom: The Surface Molecular Complex
The essential difference between the adsorption of a H atom and atoms such as
C and O is that the C and O atoms have more valence atomic orbitals and, hence,
more possibilities for binding.
We will also consider in this subsection the difference between the surface

chemical bond and that of the corresponding molecule of the isolated surface
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complex molecule. We will use the Born–Haber cycle of the chemisorptive bond
that provides an estimate of the relative contribution of bond weakening of the
metal atom bonds next to the surface adsorption complex to the chemisorptive
bond.
We will consider the adsorption of C-atom here first (see figures 3i.1, 3i.2 and

3i.3). In the chemisorptive bond of adsorbed C, the C 2s atomic orbitals con-
tribute little to the surface chemical bond; the main contributions are from the C
2pz and 2px and 2py atomic orbitals. In the PDOS plots in Figures 3i.1 and 3i.2 of
atop and threefold-adsorbed C, one recognizes the difference in the interactions
of the 2p atomic orbitals, which are respectively parallel (π-symmetric with
respect to the surface normal) and perpendicular (σ symmetric with respect
to the surface normal). Again, we note a large separation between the bonding
and antibonding surface fragment orbitals, and this is significantly larger than
for the top adsorption case. The substantial C 2p atomic orbital contribution in
the antibonding electron interaction region indicates that bonding between C
atomic orbitals and surface d valence electrons is mainly covalent.
We can observe that there is a substantial interaction between C atom 2p

atomic orbitals and metal surface s valence electrons for threefold-coordinated
C, especially in the bonding electron density regime. In threefold coordination,
the π-symmetric 2px and 2py atomic orbitals of the C atom strongly interact
with the metal valence s atomic orbitals. This is mainly responsible for the large
difference in energies of threefold and atop-adsorbed C and the systematically
stronger bonding of the C atom to the high coordination site. The interaction of
the π-symmetric 2p atomic orbitals with themetal s valence atomic orbitals is not
possible in the atop configuration due to the limitations imposed by symmetry.
(This is explicitly shown for the case of oxygen adsorption in Figure 4i.1c.)
Compared to threefold coordination, fourfold coordination with C located in

the same plane of the metal atoms optimizes the interaction of the C 2px and 2py
atomic orbitals with transition metal s valence electrons and is, therefore, a very
stable adsorption mode. This mode is found for the fcc (100) surfaces as well as
for the bcc structures, where surface atoms are positioned in a square.

Insert 3: The Adatom Bond of Chemisorbed C

The PDOS and COHP plots of the electronic structure of C-adsorbed atop and threefold to
the Rh(111) surface are shown in Figure 3i.1. Figure 3i.2 gives the COHP plots for C atop
and threefold adsorbed to Tc. In Figure 3i.3, the trends of the adsorption energies of C are
shown as a function of transition metal position in the periodic table. Figures 3i.4 and 4i.5
compare the electronic structure of C adsorbed to the four transition metals Pd, Ag, Pt,
and Au. In Table 3i.1, for the values of molecular complex energy of formation and for the
metal–metal bond weakening are given for the adsorption of C to Rh and to Tc according
to the Born–Haber analysis.

(Continued)
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Figure 3i.1 The electronic structure of C adsorbed to the Rh(111) surface. (a) PDOS of C
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COHP of C adsorbed threefold to Rh.
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Table 3i.1 Born–Haber cycle analysis of C atoms adsorbed atop to Rh and
Tc(111) surfaces, respectively.

Atop on C Reinsert Evac Ereinst Es
rel

Eemb Ew
M−M

Eads

Rh −7.010 7.092 −5.901 0.411 −6.312 0.780 −6.23

Tc −7.098 9.232 −8.285 0.383 −7.902 1.186 −5.911

In Figures 3i.4 and 3i.5, the PDOS and COHP’s are compared for the C atom adsorbed
threefold to the (111) surface of the transition metals Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au. In the following
subsection, these are compared with the electronic structures of O adsorbed to similar
sites of these metals (see Insert 4). The adsorption energies of adsorbed O and C will also
be compared in Insert 4. This comparison illustrates nicely the role of the different orbital
interactions that cause the differences in relative bond energies. Figures 3i.4 and 3i.5 sim-
ilarly illustrate the increased occupation of antibonding energy levels when adsorption
to Pd or Pt is compared with adsorption to Ag or Au. This is consistent with the decrease
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in respective adsorption energies. As opposed to O, C binds more strongly to Au and Ag
because the stronger interaction with the fifth row metal increases the energy difference
between bonding and antibonding electronic energies. The antibonding transition metal
d- carbon p atomic interaction regime has a lower electron occupation for Au than for
Ag. Interestingly, the repulsive interaction due to the occupation of this antibonding elec-
tron density is partially compensated by increased electron population of the bonding s
valence electron density.
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Figure 3i.5 The COHP plots of C adsorbed threefold to the (111) surfaces of (a) Pd, (b) Pt, (c)
Ag, (d) Au, respectively.

Figure 3i.3 shows the adsorption energy trends of C adsorbed atop and
threefold to the (111) of fcc transition metals. At high d valence electron
occupation, the trends are comparable to those found for adsorbed H, except
that threefold-adsorbed C always remains more stable than atop-adsorbed H. At
low d valence electron occupation, the adsorption energy of threefold-adsorbed
C becomes very strong compared to the metal atom–metal atom interaction
energies of the corresponding transition metals. This induces surface recon-
struction. The energy gain of the transformation of threefold coordinated C to
fourfold coordination is so large that it overcomes the cost of the surface to
reconstruct to the (100) structure. The cost of reconstruction in this case is low
because the metal–metal bonds for these elements are relatively weak. Fourfold
coordination of C has also been found for compounds such as C(Al)42− [9].
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In Section 4.1, the clock reconstruction that occurs on the dense Co(111)
surface at higher C coverage was discussed. In this surface reconstruction,
threefold-adsorbed C is also converted into fourfold-adsorbed C.
Similar as for H adsorption the d-electron density of states at the Fermi level is

substantially antibonding when C is adsorbed atop, whereas for atop-adsorbed
C to Rh the Fermi level is located in the non-bonding density regime. The
interaction with the adatom π atomic orbitals of C with transition metal s
valence electrons when adsorbed in high coordination is different. This Fermi
level is located in the bonding electron density regime. This is the reason for the
general rule that interaction with π-symmetric orbitals directs an adsorbate atom
or molecule to a high coordination site. This contrasts with the interaction with
σ symmetric adsorbate orbitals, which directs the adsorbate to low coordination
sites. When interaction with the d valence electrons is relatively strong the d
valence electron band is nearly completely occupied by electrons. It directs
the adsorbate to low coordination sites as we have seen for H. In this low
coordination site the antibonding electron density regime is least occupied and,
hence, Pauli repulsion minimized.
For the group VIII metals along a row of the periodic table (such as Pd, Rh,

or Ru) the changes in bond energies are relatively small. The trends in energy
are similar to those found for atop-adsorbed H. From Rh to Ru or Pt to Ir, there is
initially a small increase in bond energy when d valence electron count decreases,
but there is a decrease in bond energy when d valence electron count reduces
further, as in the case of atop-adsorbed H.
The COHP distributions on the Rh(111) or Tc(111) surface (Figures 3i.1 and

3i.2) show that the interaction of the C atom with d valence electrons for the
group VIII transition metals are nearly non-bonding at the Fermi level for the
C atom adsorbed atop, but significantly antibonding for C adsorbed in threefold
coordination. Since the adsorption energy increases when fewer valence elec-
trons occupy the antibonding orbitals one predicts that the interaction energy of
the adsorbate that is threefold-adsorbed will increase faster than the stability of
the adsorbate that is atop-adsorbed. Indeed the difference in adsorption energies
of threefold-adsorbed C over atop-adsorbed C increases when the number of
transition metal valence electrons decreases.
The decrease in adsorption energy from Rh to Tc for atop-adsorbed C or the

nearly constant value of the C adsorption energy for threefold-adsorbedC cannot
be explained within the rigid band model.
The deviation from the expected behavior based on surface orbital bonding and

antibonding electron density occupation is mainly due to the larger embedding
energy of the surface complex molecules of with Tc compared to Rh.This follows
from a comparison of the interaction energies in the surface complex molecule
to the energies of the adsorbed state that we will discuss now.
The adsorbed state can be considered to be a surface complex molecule

embedded in the surface of the transition metal by using the Born–Haber cycle
of adsorption illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Chemisorption is a process that occurs in three steps as we will illustrate these

for atop adsorption. In the first step of the Born–Haber cycle, a metal atom is
taken from the surface (the surface vacancy formation energy Evac). This free
metal atom can then react with the adsorbing atom (the molecule formation
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Figure 7.2 Born–Haber cycle
decomposition of the different
contributions to the adsorption energy.
Evac is the energy cost to desorb a metal
atom or a metal atom complex from the
surface, Emol is the energy of formation
of the free molecular complex between
adsorbate and desorbed metal atoms,
Eemb is the energy gained by the
resubstitution of the molecular complex
into the surface.

A A + m

Eads

Eemb

Emol
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A–m

energy Emol).This is the second step.The third step is the reinsertion of theM—A
molecule into the vacant site at the surface (the embedding energy contribution
Eemb). For an adsorbate in a higher coordination site, the vacancy formation
energy must be computed for the removal of the metal atoms from the surface in
direct contact with the adsorbate, and molecule formation is studied with these
metal atoms in the configuration at the surface. Table 3i.1 shows a comparison
of the calculated values for the different energy components for adsorption to
Rh and Tc(111) surfaces. In the calculations [8], the structural coordinates have
been taken as calculated for the adsorbed surface state. This implies that Eemb is
the sum of two terms:

Eemb = Ereinst + Es
rel (7.1)

In Eq. (7.1), Ereinst is the energy gain of the reinsertion of the surface complex
molecule M—A into the surface vacancy generated in step one.The second term
in Eq. (7.1), Es

rel is the surface energy difference between the surface configuration
generated by the adsorbate (but without the adsorbate) and the free surface
before adsorption. Adsorption will weaken the metal–metal atom bonds of the
metal atoms next to the adsorption site, which will lead to small displacements
of the surface atoms. While this will increase the adsorption energy overall, it
will also have a small energy cost.
Table 3i.1 gives the different energy contributions of the Born–Haber cycle

analysis for C adsorbed atop to the (111) surfaces of Tc and Rh, respectively.
The energy of adsorption is equal to the energy of formation of the free surface
molecular complex minus the metal–metal bond weakening energy of the
surface. This metal–metal bond weakening decreases the adsorption energy by
approximately 15% compared to the energy the surfacemolecule.The decrease in
energy is smaller for C adsorbed atop to Rh than Tc because the bond weakening
cost is higher for the metal with the stronger metal atom–metal atom bonds.
The interpretation of Ew

M−M as a weakening of the surface atom bond energies is
only strictly valid when one assumes that the bonding within the A—Mx surface
complex molecule does not change upon embedding in the surface complex.
The Born–Haber analysis illustrates that the adsorbed state can be considered

a surface molecule embedded in a surface. A significant part of bonding between
the adsorbate and the surface is already present in the free surface complex
molecule. The proviso is that the structure of the free surface complex molecule
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is that of the embedded complex. The structure of the surface complex is
constrained by embedding in the surface. The structure or energy of a free
surface complex molecule would be very different it were allowed to transform
to its true local energy minimum.

7.2.2.3 The Oxygen Adatom: The Polar Surface Bond
Just as for C, the interaction of theO atomwith themetal surface is dominated by
the O 2p atomic orbitals. To the transitionmetals located to the right in their row
of periodic system. The binding of the C atom is substantially stronger than that
of the O atom, because the latter experiences a significantly larger Pauli repul-
sion with the highly electron occupied d-valence electrons. For adsorbed O, the
Fermi level is located in the antibonding surface fragment orbital electron density
regime over a substantially wider energy range than for adsorbed C
The PDOS and COHP of O adsorbed atop and threefold to the Rh(111) surface

are shown in Figure 4i.1. There is a striking difference when these are compared
to the electronic structures of adsorbed C. For adsorbed C, the surface chemical
bond electron density is non-bonding or weakly antibonding at the Fermi level
and the main antibonding peak is far above the Fermi level, while for adsorbed
O the Fermi level is near the center of the antibonding electron density. This
will weaken the M—O adsorbate bond more than the M—C bond. The bond
strength of the M—O bond remains weaker than the M—C bond until the
orbital’s electron occupation has been reduced so far that only bonding surface
adsorbate fragment orbitals become occupied.
When bonding to the transitionmetals from the right to towards the left is com-

pared along a row of the periodic system a steep increase in the bond energy of
the M—O bond is observed as shown in Figure 4i.3. Because the location of the
Fermi level is close to themaximumof the antibonding electron surface fragment
density for a transition metal located at the right in a row of the periodic system,
antibonding orbitals become depleted when an O atom attaches to a transition
metal with decreasing electron occupation.
Similar to the adsorbed C atoms, for O atoms threefold coordination is always

preferred over atop adsorption. Overlap of the O 2px and 2py atomic orbitals
with the asymmetric combination of the s atomic orbitals is then possible, which
results in the strong preference for adsorption to the high coordination site (see
Figure 4i.1c). The difference in energy between atop and threefold-coordinated
O is nearly constant when the transition metal varies along a row of the peri-
odic table. The energy changes are dominated by differences in the distribution
of electrons over the d valence orbitals.
The polarity of the M—O bond can be deduced from the changes in work

function, as shown in Figure 4i.2 as well as PDOS ratios of the respective
atomic orbitals of the occupied electron densities of the adatom chemisorptive
bond. The work function differences of the different adsorbates in Figure 4i.2
demonstrate that the charge on the O atoms is higher than on the C or H atoms.
These differences decrease for the low work function metals, because of their
increased electron donation capability.
The PDOS plots of the respective M—O surface bonds shown in Figures 4i.1

and 4i.4 can also be used as indicators of the polarity of the M—O bond.
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In Figure 4i.1, the PDOS on the O atom is compared for the atop and
threefold-adsorbed atom. In the atop-adsorbed configuration, the interaction
with the O 2pz shows strong polarity (its intensity in the bonding regime is
higher than in the antibonding regime), but the interaction with the O 2px and O
2py atomic orbitals is still dominantly covalent. This changes dramatically for O
that is threefold-adsorbed. Then, due to the increased interaction with the metal
s atomic orbitals, the high polarity of the M—O chemical bond is indicated by
not only the O 2pz orbital, but also by the O 2px and 2py orbitals. This follows
by comparing the peak intensities in the respective bonding and antibonding
density regimes.
The transition metal work functions increase when one compares transition

metals along a column of the periodic table from top to bottom, such as for Ni,
Pd, or Pt. The polarity of the bond will decrease in this order, as expected.
The high electron occupation of the antibonding surface adatom orbitals

implies a substantial contribution to the M—O bond strength from Pauli repul-
sion. This is counteracted by the bonding interaction with the metal valence s
electrons.This Pauli repulsion is stronger for the interaction with Pt than with Pd
or Ni because of the wider extent of the d valence atomic orbitals. For adsorbed
O this causes the adsorption energy to decrease along a column of the periodic
table. This trend differs from the case of covalent C adsorption (Table 4i.1). As
we will see in the next subsection, it also biases O to become twofold-adsorbed
on the Pt metal surface.

Insert 4: The Electronic Structure of the Adsorbed O Atom

Figure 4i.1 shows the PDOS and COHP plots for O adsorbed to the Rh(111) surface.
Figure 4i.2 shows the computed change in work function when adsorption of H, C, and O
is compared. Trends in adsorption energies of O on various surface sites are compared in
Figure 4i.3, and Figures 4i.4 and 4i.5 give PDOS and COHP values of O threefold-adsorbed
to Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au. Table 4i.1 presents a comparison of the adsorption energies of C
and O adsorbed to the (111) surfaces of the same metals.
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Insert 4: (Continued)
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Table 4i.1 DFT adsorption energies (in electron volts) of
carbon and oxygen adsorbed atop and threefold on the (111)
surfaces of Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au.

Carbon Oxygen

Atop (eV) Threefold (eV) Atop (eV) Threefold (eV)

Pd −4.32 −7.01 −2.7 −4.41

Pt −4.84 −7.03 −2.82 −4.18

Ag −1.82 −3.38 −2.00 −3.54

Au −2.10 −4.50 −1.76 −3.17
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The electronic structures of C adsorbed to Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au can be compared
with the structures for O adsorbed to these same metals in Figures 3i.4, 3i.5,
4i.4, and 4i.5. The respective adsorption energies are compared in Table 4i.1. For
adsorbed O on Ag and Au the antibonding adsorbate electron density is nearly
completely occupied with the d valence electrons, and this results in a Pauli
repulsion interaction proportional to Δ, the energy difference of corresponding
bonding and antibonding energy levels. This repulsion will be stronger for Au
than for Ag because of the largerΔ value for Au.The overall attractive interaction
is now mainly due to the occupation of the bonding orbital interaction with the
s valence electrons.

7.2.3 Adsorption Site Preference as a Function of Accessible Free Valence

In this section, we will consider the coordination of molecular fragments such
as CHx, NHx, or OHx. With a change in x, the balance of σ-symmetric versus
π-symmetric interaction of the respective chemisorption bonds differs, which
will affect the preference for a particular adsorption site.
It is important to distinguish between σ-symmetric and π-symmetric orbital

interactions, as they may result in opposing forces that determine either low- or
high-coordination site adsorption. One must also distinguish the interaction of
orbitals with s valence electrons from interaction with d valence electrons.
The interaction of adsorbate orbitals with the metal s valence electrons leads

to electron-occupied bonding orbital fragments, which always direct adsorbate
to a high coordination site. This preference for high coordination is stronger for
the interaction with adsorbate π-symmetric orbitals than for σ-symmetric orbital
fragments because no π-symmetric interaction is possible in the atop sites. In
these sites, the π-symmetric 2px and 2py atomic orbitals cannot interact with the
s valence electrons, since they exhibit different symmetry.
The interaction of σ-symmetric adsorbate orbitals with the metal d valence

electrons of high electron occupationwill favor low-coordination site adsorption,
since the antibonding orbital fragments in the surface adsorbate have become
occupied. When adsorbed atop, the Pauli repulsive interactions that evolve are
reduced compared to threefold coordination by the minimal contact with the
surface lattice.
For CH3, in addition to the formation of a metal atom–carbon atom bond,

C—H bond stabilization occurs by interaction with the metal surface through
so-called agostic interactions.Wewill compare their relative importance for CH3
adsorption and NH3 adsorption. When the agostic interaction occurs, there is a
contribution to the chemical bond energy of the π-symmetric orbitals that are
part of the C—H or N—H bonds in addition to the interaction through their lone
pair σ HOMO.

7.2.3.1 Chemisorption of Molecular Fragments CHx, NHx, and OHx Species:
Coordination Preference as a Function of Accessible Free Valence
For transition metals such as Pt, a clear difference in preferred adsorption
site is seen for adsorption of CHx, NHx, or OHx fragments. This is due to the
varying balance of σ-symmetric versus π-symmetric interactions. Variation in
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Table 7.1 Chemisorption energies (eV) for CHx, NHx, and OHx
fragments adsorbed to Pt(111) surface.

Site CH CH2 CH3 NH NH2 NH3 OH H2O

hcp 6.76 – 1.25 3.76 1.52 – 1.82 –
fcc 6.84 – 1.38 4.05 1.72 – 2.00 –
Bridge 6.10 4.06 1.39 3.15 2.58 – 2.27 0.21
Top 3.92 3.19 2.05 1.26 1.93 1.05 2.23 0.34

Source: Michaelides and Hu, 2001 [10]. Reproduced with permission by
Kluwer.

the atop-directing interaction of σ-symmetry is mainly responsible for these
differences, which are significant when the interaction with the d valence
electrons is repulsive, and may dominate when the electron occupation of the
transition metal d valence is high and the spatial extent of the d-atomic orbitals
is large.
When the adsorption of CH, CH2, or CH3 or the analog intermediates NH,

NH2, NH3 or OH, and H2O are compared, a shift in the preferred adsorption site
is observed with increasing H atom coordination of the central atom (Table 7.1).
On the Pt (111) surface, coordination occurs according to the free valence of
the different intermediates: CH prefers threefold coordination, CH2 prefers a
twofold coordination and CH3 a onefold coordination.TheNHx andOHx species
follow a similar sequence when x increases. This tendency can be understood by
considering the balance between the σ-symmetric and the π-symmetric orbital
interactions. The σ-symmetric orbitals have a high antibonding electron density
at the Fermi level, which directs the surface fragments to low coordination sites,
while the π-symmetric orbital interactions have mainly bonding electron density
at the Fermi level, which directs fragments to high coordination sites. Interaction
with π-symmetric atomic orbitals on the adsorbate increases when the coordi-
nation number of H atoms on C, N, or O decreases. While CH prefers threefold
coordination due to the strong interaction between its π-symmetric orbitals and
the s valence electrons, this interaction is weaker for CH2 andNH2 that have only
one π-symmetric orbital available. Therefore, the force directing fragments to
high coordination sites is also weaker. The X—H2 fragment is instead adsorbed
between two surface metal atoms with the hydrogen atoms perpendicular to
the bond that connects the two surface atoms, because the resulting interaction
with the metal s valence electrons is optimum in this configuration.
The preference of sites as a function of adsorbate free valence that is exhib-

ited by Pt disappears gradually when transition d valence electron occupation
decreases because the associated decrease in the fraction of antibonding electron
density of the surface adsorbate chemical bond above the Fermi level results in
a weaker atop-directing interaction.
There are subtle differences in the relative stability for different adatoms, even

when these atoms are adsorbed threefold to a (111) surface. Table 7.2 illustrates
this. On the Pt(111) surface, the C atom with the higher coordinative unsatu-
ration prefers the hcp site where it is coordinated with three metal atoms in
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Table 7.2 Chemisorption energies in electron
volts for C, N, O, and H adsorption the Pt(111)
surface slab.

Site C N O H

hcp 6.86 4.27 3.59 2.79
fcc 6.85 4.43 3.97 2.85
Bridge 6.08 3.56 3.41 2.83
Top 4.49 1.92 2.51 2.83

The most stable sites are indicated in bold type.
Source: Michaelides and Hu, 2001 [10].
Reproduced with permission of Kluwer.

the outer surface layer and a fourth in the subsurface layer. N, O, and H prefer
adsorption to the fcc site where they only coordinate to the three metal atoms in
the outer surface layer. The energy difference between twofold coordination and
threefold coordination decreases from nitrogen to oxygen, and is negligible for
adsorbed H.
7.2.3.2 CH3 and NH3 Chemisorption: The Agostic Interaction
The interaction energy of CH3 adsorbed at the threefold site of the transition
metal surface depends on the orientation of the C—H bonds with respect to the
transition metal atom bonds (see Figure 5i.2). When the two sets of bonds are
parallel, an additional attractive interaction occurs called the agostic interaction
[11, 12] which overrules the atop preference of CH3. A similar agostic stabiliza-
tion has been seen for CH2 adsorbed at a high coordination site on a metal such
as Ru [13].
We see in Figure 5i.4a that non-agostic CH3 adsorbed threefold has a

weaker interaction with the surface than atop-adsorbed CH3, and also that
threefold-adsorbed non-agostic CH3 becomes more stable than atop-adsorbed
CH3 only for Tc. The COHP curves of adsorbed CH3 (Figure 5i.3) show that the
relative increase in adsorption energy of threefold-adsorbed CH3 with decreas-
ing transition metal valence electron occupation is due to electron depletion of
the antibonding surface molecule electron density. For atop-adsorbed CH3, the
Fermi level is located near the non-bonding electron density regime, so that the
change will be substantially less when electron occupation decreases.
The trend in chemisorption energy of atop-adsorbed CH3 is remarkably sim-

ilar to that of the atop-adsorbed C or H atom. This is an example of the scaling
laws between adsorption energies of related adsorbates that we will discuss in
Section 7.2.7.
The electronic structures of CH3 adsorbed atop and threefold (non-agostic

and agostic) are shown in Figure 5i.3a–c. The main bonding interaction of CH3
is through its lone pair 2pz orbital, which can be seen to be slightly hybridized
with the C 2s atomic orbital. This generates the out of plane deformation of the
hydrogen atoms, compared to the planar structure of the isolated CH3 radical.
At the Fermi level, for atop-adsorbed CH3 the interaction with the C 2pz atomic
orbital is essentially non-bonding. In addition to this interaction, there is also
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the interaction with the C 2px and 2py atomic orbitals, which participate in the
bonding and antibonding CH orbitals. CH3 decreases in energy when adsorbed
atop to Tc, as do H and C due to the lower electron affinity of Tc.
CH3 adsorbed at the threefold non-agostic site (Figure 5i.3b) exhibits two

important chemical bonding differences from atop-adsorbed CH3.
First, the interaction with the lone pair CH3 2pz orbital is greater, which is

reflected in its downward shift with respect to the bonding CH peak. Second,
compared to the case of atop-adsorbed CH3 the corresponding antibonding
electron density shifts downward with respect to the Fermi level, which desta-
bilizes threefold-adsorbed CH3. The C—H bond interacts with the Rh atoms
mainly in their outward-oriented dxz orbitals. On the C atom the π-symmetric
C 2px and C 2py atomic orbitals that participate in the C—H bond interact
with the transition metal atomic orbitals). As indicated by the COHP plots,
the corresponding antibonding features are present below the Fermi level. This
indicates Pauli repulsion between the bonding CH orbital and the metal atom.
As we will see, this changes for the agostic interaction.
For agosticCH3, there is a stronger interactionwith the dz2 atomic orbitals in Rh

metal.This pushes the antibonding electron density between the C 2py and C 2px
atomic orbitals and the metal atomic orbitals above the Fermi level, and causes
a reduction of the Pauli repulsion. Electrons from between the C—H bond and
the metal atoms are donated to the transition metal. The altered C—H bond
distances show that these bonds are weakened, which gives an overall increase
in M—C bond interaction that can be deduced from the ICOHP values in
Table 5i.1.
The preference of CH3 to adsorb atop of Rh is due to the position of the Fermi

level in the non-bonding electron density regime. For threefold CH3, the Fermi
level is located in the antibonding electron density regime. This agrees with the
schematic scheme shown in Figure 2i.4, which illustrates the higher location of
antibonding electron density for the atop-adsorbed case compared to the three-
fold case with respect to Fermi level.
In the atop site, the CH3 structure is closely related to the structure of gas phase

NH3.While in CH3 the C atom 2pz as well as 2px and 2py atomic orbitals interact
with the transition metal surface atoms, this differs for ammonia which interacts
mainly with the surface atom through its lone pair HOMO orbital that is dom-
inated by the 2pz atomic orbital electron density. The occupied NH orbitals of
NH3 are deeper in energy than those of CH3, which causes them to interact more
weakly with the transition metal valence orbitals. The Fermi level is located deep
in the antibonding electron density regime of the interacting ammonia lone pair
orbital (see Figure 5i.6).
While the ammonia molecule binds strongly atop, it binds very weakly in the

threefold site. Its adsorption strength does not change when the three hydrogen
atoms atop rotate, unlike threefold-adsorbed CH3.
Threefold-adsorbed ammonia adsorbs only weakly, and its electronic struc-

ture differs from the expected structure based on threefold-adsorbed CH3 (see
Figure 5i.6). The interaction with the lone pair orbitals is shifted up in energy for
threefold adsorption instead of down in energy as for atop-adsorbed NH3. The
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main electronic interaction is with the Rh s valence atomic orbitals. The anti-
bonding orbital density that corresponds to the interaction with the N 2pz atomic
orbitals is nearly completely occupied.
This difference in electronic structure is due to large changes in the physical

structure of threefold-adsorbed ammonia versus atop-adsorbed ammonia. For
threefold adsorption, the ammonia molecule (see Figure 5i.5) inverts its three
hydrogen atom umbrella.The Rh—N bond distance for atop-adsorbed ammonia
is 2.4Å, but for threefold-adsorbed ammonia it is 3.5Å. A large repulsive interac-
tion would evolve for ammonia adsorbed threefold in the same configuration as
atop-adsorbed ammonia, due to the occupation of antibonding M—N electron
density. This is replaced by the weak attractive interaction of the nitrogen atom
2pz atomic orbital with the Rh atom.

Insert 5: Electronic Structure of Adsorbed CH3 and NH3

Figure 5i.1 shows the electronic structure of ammonia. The electronic structure of CH3 is
related to that of ammonia, but in the gas phase its structure is planar and it is a radical.
Figure 5i.2 gives the different adsorption modes of CH3 or NH3 to the (111) surface of an fcc
transition metal. Figure 5i.3 gives the electronic structure of adsorbed CH3 and Figure 5i.4
shows the trends in adsorption energies of CH3 and NH3 for the group VIII transition metals
of the fourth row of the periodic table. Figure 5i.5 compares the calculated structures of
ammonia atop and threefold-adsorbed and Figure 5i.6 gives the electronic structure of
ammonia in these two adsorption configurations. Table 5i.1 compares calculated ICOHP
values of adsorbed CH3 and NH3 and Table 5i.1 gives the Born–Haber analysis data of CH3

adsorbed to Rh and Tc.

Table 5i.1 ICOHP (eV) values of atom–atom bonds of adsorbed CH3 (a) and
NH3 (b).

(a)

C—Rh C—H H—Rh

CH3 (atop) −1.65 (d = 2.08 Å) −3.13 (d = 1.09 Å) 0.00

CH3 (threefold non-agostic) −0.50 (d = 2.38 Å) −3.44 (d = 1.10 Å) 0.01

CH3 (threefold agostic) −0.65 (d = 2.25 Å) −3.21 (d = 1.12 Å) 0.08

(b)

N—Rh N—H H—Rh

NH3 (atop) −0.87 (d = 2.14 Å) −4.24 (d = 1.02 Å) −0.00

NH3 (threefold) −0.17 (d = 3.51 Å) −3.72 (d = 1.02 Å) −0.00

Bond distances are indicated as well.

(Continued)
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Figure 5i.2 Adsorption
modes of CH3 adsorbed to
the (111) surface of an fcc
transition metal. (a)
Atop-adsorbed CH3.(b)
Threefold-adsorbed CH3,
non-agnostic; (c) agnostic
threefold-adsorbed CH3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(Continued)
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7.2.4 Adsorption as a Function of Coordinative Unsaturation of Surface
Atoms: Relation with d Valence Band Energy Shift

The Born–Haber cycle analysis (Section 7.2.2.2) indicates that surface
metal–metal atom bonds weaken when adsorbates interact. The energy
cost is proportional to the interaction energy between metal atoms in contact
with the adsorbate and their surrounding metals atoms and, therefore, relates to
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the number of bonds between the coordinating surface atom and neighboring
surface metal atoms. As coordinative unsaturation of the surface metal atoms
increases, the number of metal atom–metal atom bonds that weaken decreases,
and adsorption strength increases.
This can also be understood based on differences in the electronic structure:

when metal surface atom coordination number decreases its electron density
becomes less delocalized, resulting in decreased electron localization energy cost.
Table 3.1 shows the resulting increase of adatombond energy when the transition
metal surface atom coordination number decreases for C adsorbed to different
Ru surfaces.
This increased localization of valence electrons can be deduced from the

decreased valence electron bandwidth in the PDOS of the more coordinatively
unsaturated surface atom. In Figure 6i.1, the PDOS on a Ru(1000) surface with
nine neighbors is compared with the PDOS of a Ru atom of the Ru(1120) surface
with seven neighbors. Table 6i.1 compares the d valence electron bandwidths of
the Ru atoms with varying coordination.
In Insert 1 in this chapter, we discussed the consequences to the electronic

structure of ametal atomwhen its coordination number decreases.The d valence
electron bandwidth will decrease and there is an increase in average d valence
electron band position. Just as for the group VIII transition metals, when the
d valence electron occupation is greater than half of the valence electron band
capacity, band narrowing increases the repulsive electron–electron interactions.
Therefore, the average d valence electron energy increases slightly. This shift can
be considered as a measure of the electron delocalization, because of its rela-
tion to the d valence electron bandwidth. Figure 6i.3 illustrates that the change in
adsorption energy with surface atom coordination can indeed be related to this
average shift in d valence electron band position.
Figure 6i.2 compares the differences in d valence electron densities when a C

atom is adsorbed atop a Ru surface atom. The energy difference Δ between the
average of the M—C bonding and antibonding energies for the metal atom that
has nine neighbors (such as Ru(0001)) is 5.2 eV,while it is 6 eV for anRu atomwith
seven neighbors (such as Ru(1120)). The larger Δ is, the stronger the interaction
between adatom andmetal surface atom.Theweaker interaction on the Ru(0001)
surface is reflected in the smaller value of Δ.

Insert 6: Electronic Structure of Chemisorption as a Function of Surface Atom
Coordination Number

Figure 6i.1 shows the decrease in d valence bandwidth in the PDOS of a surface atom at
the Ru surface when the surface coordination number decreases. Figure 6i.2 shows the
increase in Δ, the energy difference between adatom bonding and antibonding electron
density when the adatom adsorbs to a surface atom with lower coordination. Figure 6i.3
illustrates the relation between increased adsorption energy and the average position of
the d valence electron band energy. In Table 6i.1, this is also compared with the differences
in d bandwidth. Figure 6i.4 provides a comparison between experimentally measured
PDOS and computed PDOS of a N atom adsorbed to a Ni and Cu surface.
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Figure 6i.1 (a) PDOS of the valence electrons of the Ru(0001) surface atom, dark areas denote
electron occupied density. Light areas indicate non-electron occupied valence bands.
(van Santen and Filot 2013 [14]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)
(b) PDOS of Ru atom of Ru(1120) surface, dark areas indicate electron occupied valence bands,
light areas indicate non-electron occupied valence bands.
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Insert 6: (Continued)

Table 6i.1 Comparison of average d valence electron
energies (ϵd), d valence electron bandwidth (W), and
adsorption energies of C(Ec

ads). ϵd and W are compared for
the bulk Ru atom, an Ru atom of (0001) surface and (1120)
surface, respectively.

NS 𝛜d (eV) W (eV) EC
ads

(kJ mol−1)

12 −2.94 (−1.83) 4.58

9 −2.55 (−1.62) 4.06 −657

7 −2.19 (−1.39) 3.60 −705

C is adsorbed atop to the Ru(0001) and Ru(1120) surfaces,
respectively. εd with brackets is the average energy for the full
valence bond, without brackets for the occupied valence
electrons. DFT/VASP calculations with PBE functional.
Source: van Santen and Filot 2013 [14]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley and Sons.
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Figure 6i.2 (a) The difference in partial densities of states (PDOS) of a Ru atom on the Ru(0001)
surface in the presence and absence of an atop-adsorbed C atom according to DFT (VASP)
computations with PBE functional. (van Santen and Filot 2013 [14]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley and Sons.) (b) PDOS difference of an Ru atom on Ru(1120) surface in
the presence and absence of an atop-adsorbed C atom.
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Figure 6i.2 (Continued)

Figure 6i.3 Atomic (EAtomic
Chem ) binding

energy as a function of the d-band center
εd, the average position of the d valence
band of the metal surface. On the Ru
surface two cases are computationally
compared with different R—Ru bond
distances. (Mavrikakis et al. 1998 [15].
Reproduced with permission of American
Physical Society.)
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Figure 6i.4 Experimental X-ray emission (XES) and X-ray adsorption (XAS) spectra for N
adsorbed fourfold to a Ni(100) and Cu(100) surface respectively. The peak maxima can be
interpreted as bonding and antibonding states originating from the adsorbate 2px, 2py, and
2pz states are clearly seen. (Nilsson et al. 2005 [16]. Reproduced with permission of Springer.)

Experimental confirmation of the presence of electron-occupied bonding
and non-occupied antibonding adatom-surface electron densities is provided
by X-ray emission and adsorption data. The PDOS of the nitrogen atom con-
tribution to the valence of electron band structure is measured, as shown in
Figure 6i.4. For an adsorbed N atom, a comparison is made of the experimentally
measured PDOS on the N atom, below and above the Fermi level. The emission
data refer to the energy density below the Fermi level, the adsorption data
refer to the energy density above the Fermi level. The respective bonding and
antibonding nature of the electron densities derive from the comparison with
calculations.
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7.2.5 Chemisorption of CO: Donative and Backdonative Interactions

In order to create a strong chemical bond between the adsorbate and surface, the
adsorbingmoleculemust be able to donate or accept electrons.Thus, the HOMO
and LUMO orbitals of the molecule must be at energies close to the Fermi level
energy of the surface.
Here, we will discuss the surface chemical bond of the CO molecule, which

is representative of a molecule that interacts through both strong σ and π bond
interactions. There are several different but related ways to describe the nature
of this bond and, therefore, several different representations of the CO surface
bond are shown in Insert 7.
Figure 7i.1 shows the electronic structure of the CO molecule. The HOMO is

an antibonding 5σ lone pair orbital, mainly localized on the carbon atom.The 4σ
orbital, with a lower energy, is the counterpart to the lone pair orbital localized on
the oxygen atom.The 3σ orbital is the occupied orbital responsible for the strong
interaction between C and O, and features a combination of 2s and 2pz atomic
orbitals of low energy.
The two 1π molecular orbitals, built from the 2px and 2py atomic orbitals,

respectively, are slightly deeper in energy than the HOMO 5σ orbital, with
their energy located slightly above that of the 4σ orbital. The corresponding
unoccupied antibonding orbitals are the 2π* LUMO orbitals.
An elementary view of the interaction of CO with the transition metal sur-

face is the donation–backdonation model of chemical bonding (Figure 7i.2), or
the so-called Chatt–Dewar model [17, 18]. According to this model, the surface
chemical bond of CO consists of electron donation from its 5σ HOMO orbital
into the empty d valence electron orbitals of the transition metal surface and a
backdonation of electrons from the transition metal into the empty LUMO 2π*
orbitals of CO.
On most of the transition metals, the CO molecule binds perpendicularly

through its carbon atom to the surface because the energy of the lone pair 5σ
orbital on the carbon atom is closer to the Fermi level than the energy of the
oxygen 4σ orbital. Therefore, it can more readily interact with the transition
metal surface.
Orientation parallel to the surface will have the advantage of greater overlap

with π type orbitals. It is usually less stable than the perpendicular orientation,
because the repulsive interaction between doubly occupied 1π electrons and dou-
bly occupied d valence electrons (Pauli repulsion) counteracts the interaction
with the unoccupied 2π* CO orbitals.
The parallel adsorption mode of CO is favored by reactive metals such as Fe

that have a low work function and can easily transfer electrons to the LUMO of
a molecule. For other molecules such as O2, their higher electron affinity also
makes backdonation more favorable, and side-on adsorption is more common.
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Insert 7: The Electronic Structure of Chemisorbed CO

Figure 7i.1 shows the electronic structure of the free CO molecule. The elementary
donation–backdonation chemisorption model is shown in Figure 7i.2. Figure 7i.3 displays
the calculated trends in adsorption energies of CO. Figures 7i.4–7i.9 present different
views of the electronic structure of CO. Figure 7i.4 is a schematic illustration of the
Blyholder model. Figure 7i.5 provides a quantitative translation of the Blyholder model
in terms of DFT theoretical results. Figure 7i.6 presents the CO adsorption hybridization
model. Figure 7i.7 shows the corresponding COHP plots of the CO chemisorptive bonds.
Figure 7i.8 shows that excellent agreement is possible between experimental and
DFT-calculated PDOS values for CO. Figure 7i.9 displays an orbital representation of CO
adsorbed atop of a Ru surface. Figure 7i.10 shows the calculated CO frequency downward
shifts of CO adsorbed in different coordination sites. In Table 7i.1, the calculated 2π*
occupation as a function of adsorption site is given. The ICOHP values of Table 7i.1 show
the weaker M—C as well C—O interaction of CO adsorbed in threefold coordination to
Rh compared to atop-adsorbed CO. Table 7i.2 gives calculated changes in 2π* orbital
occupation as a function of CO coordination number.
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Figure 7i.4 Blyholder’s schematic view of the chemisorption of CO to a transition metal
surface [19]. Schematic for interaction of CO with Cu atom. In the antibonding regime of the σ
symmetric interaction, the partial occupation of the antibonding σ symmetric electron density
in the metal is indicated. The donating interaction consists of a complementary bonding and
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consists of a complementary orbitals scheme of π symmetry. In this case, the antibonding
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varies. (Blyholder 1964 [19]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical
Society.)(Blyholder 1964 [19]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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Insert 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7i.8 DFT calculation compared with experimental measurements. PDOS of CO
adsorbed to a Pt(111) surface according the DFT hybrid functional (HSE) calculation. Light gray
is PDOS on the CO molecule, dark partial density of states on a transition metal, the bars mark
the corresponding signals from photoemission data. (Schimka et al. 2010 [22]. Reproduced
with permission of Nature Publishing Group.)
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Figure 7i.10 Calculated C—O stretching frequencies (𝜈C—O) on close-packed transition metal
surfaces. The calculated value of 𝜈C—O for the free CO molecule is 2136 cm−1 compared to the
experimental value of 2145 cm−1. (Gajdo et al. 2004 [23]. Reproduced with permission of IOP
Publishing.)

Table 7i.1 Comparison of ICOHP (eV) values for
CO adsorbed Rh(111) For threefold-adsorbed CO
the ICOHP has to be multiplied by three.

C—O Rh-C Rh-O

Atop −6.635 −3.00 −0.402

Threefold −4.543 −1.307 −0.190

Free molecule −7.34

Table 7i.2 Fractional occupation of the 2π* orbital for the CO molecule in top,
bridge, fcc, and hcp sites on the close-packed transition metal surfaces, in %.

Occupation of 2π̃∗

Site Co Ni Cu Ru Rh Pd Ag Ir Pt Au

Top 16.0 11.5 8.1 11.4 10.8 8.8 5.3 11.4 10.0 6.0

Bridge 19.5 14.5 11.1 12.5 11.4 10.5 7.0 11.1 10.1 7.4

fcc 29.9 22.1 16.3 18.5 18.5 18.1 11.7 20.5 19.8 15.0

hcp 29.7 21.6 16.1 19.9 19.5 18.2 11.5 21.4 19.7 14.4

Source: Gajdo et al. 2004 [23]. Reproduced with permission of IOP Publishing.

Trends in chemisorption energies of CO adsorbed atop and threefold to the
(111) surfaces of the group VIII transition metals are shown in Figure 7i.3. There
are two important observations. First, the differences in energy between atop-
and threefold-adsorbed CO tend to be small. For several 5d transition metals
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atop adsorption is even preferred. Second, the trends in adsorption energy
approximately follow the trends of atop-adsorbed C.
The Blyholder model [24] schematically illustrated in Figure 7i.4 gives a

representation of the CO adsorptive bond in terms of the formation of bonding
and corresponding antibonding orbitals. Interaction with a single metal atom
is plotted. The 5σ CO orbitals produce bonding and antibonding combinations
with d valence electrons where the bonding orbital combination is fully occupied
with electrons and in the metal the antibonding combination is only partially
occupied. This reflects electron donation from the occupied 5σ CO orbitals to
the surface orbitals. When d valence electron occupation increases, the overall
contribution to the bond energy will decrease.
The 2π* COorbitals that are unoccupied in the freemolecule also formbonding

and antibonding orbital combinations. In this case, only the π-symmetric bond-
ing electron density between metal and C atom is occupied. The contribution
to the chemical bond strength will increase when the d valence electron count
increases. In this process, the 2π* CO orbitals become partially occupied.
A useful comparable view of the electronic structure of CO based on early

DFT calculations is given by Hammer et al. [25] for the chemisorption of CO
to Pt in Figure 7i.5. This shows the extension of the donation–backdonation
chemisorption model and confirms the early Blyholder model based on
semi-empirical calculations [24].
The occupied 5σ orbital forms a bonding orbital density of states at the bot-

tom of the d valence electron band antibonding electron density that is located
near the Fermi level. Its electron population will vary when the d valence electron
occupation varies. When highly occupied, it will cause a Pauli repulsive inter-
action due to the σ-symmetric orbital interaction. This provides a force for the
molecule to be adsorbed atop a surface atom.
The interaction with the 2π* molecular orbitals also gives rise to bonding and

antibonding electron densities. The bonding density is located near the Fermi
level, and produces an attractive contribution. This attractive interaction will
favor high coordination.
In addition to the interactionwith 5σ and 2π* orbitals, the interaction of surface

atomic orbitals with the CO 4σ and 1π orbitals is also important.This interaction
causes significant electronic structure rearrangement in the adsorbed molecule.
The hybridization model that illustrates this change is shown in Figure 7i.6. The
most important physical consequences of this rehybridization are the weaken-
ing of the C—O bond the increasing dipole moment of CO, which polarizes in
the direction of the O atom due to the low electron desity on the C-atom of
adsorbed CO.
Figure 7i.7 shows the COHP plots of CO adsorbed atop and threefold to the

Rh(111) surface. The σ-symmetric interaction with the C 2s and 2pz atomic
orbitals and the π-symmetric interactions with the C 2px and 2py atomic orbitals
are easily distinguished. The COHP for atop-adsorbed CO in Figure 7i.7a,b
shows that its 5σ molecular orbitals shift to a lower energy than the 1π CO
molecular orbital.
The COHP plot of the C—O bond for the σ-symmetric as well as the

π-symmetric interactions shows the appearance of a small antibonding density
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in the d valence band (Figures 7i.7). This weakening of the C—O bond is dom-
inated by the π-symmetric CO orbital interaction with the metal surface. For
threefold-adsorbed CO we see a small increase of these antibonding densities.
The COHP plot of the σ-symmetric M—C interaction shows a bonding and

antibonding interaction below the Fermi level. These antibonding interactions
are stronger for threefold-coordinated CO.They indicate a strong repulsive inter-
action of the σ orbital interaction with CO, which directs the molecule to atop
coordination.
The π orbitals of atop-adsorbed CO can only interact with the Rh d atomic

orbitals. Below the Fermi level they create a bonding electron density. This
corresponds with the bonding interaction due to the backdonative interaction
of the Blyholder model. This bonding characteristic is relatively stronger for
threefold-adsorbed CO, but it is not obvious because it is dispersed over a larger
energy range.
In the threefold case, the C 2px and 2py atomic orbitals will interact not only

with the d atomic orbitals, but also with the s valence electrons. For this reason,
the shift downward of the 1π CO orbital becomes comparable to that of the
5σ CO orbital, and the 1π and 5σ orbitals nearly overlap. Since the π orbital
interaction is bonding, it directs the CO molecule to a high coordination site.
The calculated ICOHP values given in Table 7i.1 show the consequences of

the different distributions of electrons in the bonding and antibonding surface
orbitals. The C—O interaction of adsorbed CO is weakened compared to the
interaction of free CO. This bond weakening is greater for threefold-adsorbed
CO than atop-adsorbed CO. On the other hand, the M—C bond between
a surface metal atom and the adsorbed CO atom is slightly stronger for
threefold-adsorbed CO.
The PDOS spectrum of CO adsorbed atop Pt (Figure 7i.8) shows electron dis-

tributions on theC and attached Rh atom.The theoretical prediction is compared
with experimental results.The 1π and 5σCOorbital contributions are readily dis-
tinguished, which represent bonding electron density distributions. The PDOS
distributions are narrow because they are located outside the metal valence band
energy interval.The 5σ orbital density, that is theHOMOon the COmolecules, is
now shifted downward compared to the 1π orbital. It has the stronger interaction.
The unoccupied 2π* orbitals are broadened, indicating a strong interaction

with the d valence electrons. The complete agreement between the experi-
mental results and high-quality DFT calculations confirms the accuracy of the
interpretation of the electronic structure of the CO chemisorptive bond.
A detailed interpretation of the electronic structure of the surface chem-

ical bond between adsorbed CO and metal surface can be derived from the
orbital projections shown for atop-adsorbed CO on a large Ru transition
metal atom cluster model that simulates the Ru(0001) surface [26], as shown in
Figure 7i.9.The σ-symmetric and π-symmetric interactions can be distinguished.
σ-Symmetric bonding interactions with the electron occupied 4σ and 5σ CO
orbitals can be seen at−14 and−12 eV. At−9,−7, and−2.5 eV the corresponding
σ-symmetric antibonding electron density can be distinguished. Similarly to
CO adsorbed to Rh, a substantial fraction of antibonding σ-symmetric electron
density is occupied for Ru.
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The 1π orbitals as well as 2π* orbitals of CO form bonding and antibonding
orbitals with the surface. This leads to rehybridization of the π electron density.
In Figure 7i.9, one notes a bonding orbital π combination at −11 eV, a broad
slightly bonding and antibonding electronic energy regime between −10 and
−4 eV, and antibonding π-symmetric M—C interactions at higher energies.
We note in this case the dominant occupation of bonding orbital fragments
between M—C, which can be interpreted as the bonding electron backdonating
interaction. This weakens the C—O bond since it effectively increases the
occupation of the antibonding CO 2π* orbitals.
Electron backdonation increases with increased coordination of CO and hence

weakens the C—O bond energy. In Figure 7i.10, this weakening of the CO bond
is shown as measured from the lowered vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed
molecule. Table 7i.2 illustrates its correlation with the electron occupation of the
2π* molecular orbitals.
This increased weakening of the CO bond by π-symmetric orbital interactions

does not uniformly relate to the CO adsorption energy, because the σ type inter-
actions also change.
But, as we discussed earlier in Chapter 4 and as we also discuss in Section

7.3.1 increasing electron backdonation into the unoccupied 2π* orbitals lowers
the activation energy of C—O bond dissociation.

7.2.6 Lateral Interactions

CO adsorbed at higher coverage to a metal surface will have substantially
reduced adsorption energies on the order of 30 kJmol−1. The electron density
radius around perpendicularly adsorbed CO is larger than the surface transition
metal–metal atom distances. This causes a repulsive interaction of the CO
molecules when adsorbed at close distance. An additional repulsive interaction
results from the negative charge on CO. The maximum obtainable surface
coverage of CO on a dense surface is about 60%.
Lateral interactions can be due to direct steric contact between adsorbates, but

can also result from the altered electronic structure with the transitionmetal sur-
face.When adsorbate atoms such as C orO share binding with a common surface
metal atom, a repulsive interaction is produced that can be as large as 80 kJmol−1.
Therefore, adsorbates favor adsorption on alternating sites (see Figure 7.3).
As a result of the interaction with adsorbate metal atom–metal atom bonds

are weakened next to the adsorbates.This will increase the reactivity of the metal
atoms and may even lead to attractive interactions (see Figure 7.3b).
Electrostatic interactions can also produce attractive interactions when

their polarity is different. For instance, this is the case when CO and ammo-
nia co-adsorb [27] since these molecules adsorb with differently directed
dipole moments. When adsorbates are adsorbed on neighboring sites, these
interactions are on the order of 10–30 kJmol−1 and rapidly decline with distance
between the adsorbates.
We have seen that lateral interactions between adsorbed species can be

due to direct steric or electrostatic interactions and by indirect interaction
mediated by changes in the electronic structure of the surface metal atoms.
These interactions can be repulsive or attractive. These can be understood by
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Figure 7.3 Schematic illustration of the use of bond order conservation to predict attractive or
repulsive interactions between adsorbates. (a) Adsorbates which bond to the same surface
metal atom are weakened by the presence of one another as the result of competition for
electron density from the same metal atom. These interactions are repulsive. (b) Adsorbates
that are bound to metal atoms which are neighbors have an effective attractive interaction,
because of the weakening of the metal–metal bond due to their co-adsorption. Bond order
conservation indicates that attractive and repulsive interactions alternate through bonds.
Attractive and repulsive interactions may alternate. When the adsorbates are adsorbed with
one metal atom in between, the overall interaction will be repulsive. This is indicated in (b) for
the interaction between A′ and A′′.

using a simple argument based on the bond order conservation (BOC) principle
discussed in Section 3.3.2.1.1.
A strong repulsive interaction arises when the adsorbate shares bonding with

the same metal atom (Figure 7.3a). According to BOC, the valence electrons of
the surface metal atom have to be distributed over one extra metal adsorbate
bond.This will weaken the metal–adsorbate bond in the shared metal atom case
compared to the case when only one adsorbate interacts with the surface metal
atom.
When two adsorbates do not bind to the same surface metal atom but instead

bind to neighboring metal atoms, their interaction energies with the surface
will be enhanced (the situation A, A′ shown in Figure 7.3b). BOC now predicts
that the metal atom–metal atom bond between the two atoms with attached
adsorbate weakens compared to atom bonds at the free surface. The surface
metal atom that shares a bond with the adsorbate has to redistribute its valence
over an additional bond and hence the metal atom–metal atom bond weakens.
When two adsorbates bond to a surface metal atom with one free surface

metal between them, the same argument predicts that the interaction between
the adsorbates will now be repulsive (the situation A′, A′′ shown in Figure 7.3b).

7.2.7 Scaling Laws

Scaling laws are rules that relate the adsorption energies of adsorbed molecules
fragments to the energies of the respective surface adatoms that attach them
to the surface. They are useful for predicting relative energies without conduct-
ing a quantum-chemical calculation for each system. A molecular theory of
heterogeneous catalysis can be developed to identify the key surface reactivity
performance parameters that either determine the differences in reactivity for
various materials, or help discriminate between different reaction mechanisms.
They provide a computational vehicle to microkinetics simulations, which aims
to determine trends in catalyst performance as a function of catalyst material
properties.
For example, scaling laws can predict for an adsorbate X—Hx how its adsorp-

tion energy varies with metal surface composition based on the adsorption
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energy of adatom X. This is useful as long as surface topology does not change,
and it is preferable to compare intermediates that are adsorbed in the same
site configuration. Scaling laws were discovered by Nørskov et al. [28] and
apply for chemisorption to group VIII and IB transition metals. They validate
the qualitative results based on the Bond Order Conservation (BOC) rules as
proposed earlier by Shustorovich [29], but their application is limited to those
systems where the electronic structure of the chemisorption bond does not vary
strongly with transition metal type.
In Figure 7.4, DFT-computed interaction energies of X—Hx intermediates are

compared with the adsorption energies of the Xads atom as a function of metal
substrate for particular surface topologies.
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Figure 7.4 Adsorption energies of (a) CHx intermediates (crosses: x = 1; circles: x = 2; triangles:
x = 3), (b) NHx intermediates (circles: x = 1; triangles: x = 2), (c) OH, and (d) SH intermediates
plotted against adsorption energies of C, N, O, and S, respectively. The adsorption energy of
molecule A is defined as the total energy of A adsorbed in the lowest energy position outside
the surface minus the sum of the total energies of A in a vacuum and on a clean surface. The
data points represent results for close-packed (black) and stepped (open) surfaces on various
transition metal surfaces. In addition, data points for metals in the fcc(100) structure (middle
line) have been included for OHx. (Abild-Pedersen et al. 2007 [28]. Reproduced with permission
of American Physical Society.)
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The relative adsorption energies increase more steeply when the number of
substituents attached to the adsorbate atom decreases.
According to BOC rules, for a X—Hx fragment an increase in the strength

of a bond with a surface atom is accompanied by a decrease in x. The BOC
principle is based on the redistribution of the valency of an atom as a function
of its coordination. We discussed earlier in Chapter 3 (Insert 3) that this also
rationalizes the increase in bond energy of an adsorbate with decreasing surface
metal atom coordination. Here, we apply this concept to the valency of atom X.
The X atom valence capacity is considered a constant and is distributed over the
bonds attached to the X atomwhen X—Hx bonds are formed. For instance, when
one X—H bond is formed, the total valence of X is available and the X—H bond
is strong.When two bonds are formed, the total valencemust be distributed over
both bonds, and thus the bonds are weakened. As more X—H bonds form with
the X atom, their individual strengths weaken further. Using Morse potentials
as a basis, Shustorovich developed elegant analytical expressions that provide
a way to estimate this successive weakening of the X—H bonds. (See Insert 3,
Chapter 3 [26, 29].)
Thus, the available free valence of the X—Hx intermediate to bind to the sur-

face will decrease with increasing x. The slopes of the curves in Figure 7.4 show
an interesting direct relationship to the available free valence. The slope of the
CH3/C adsorption energies is 1/4, the slope of CH2/C adsorption energies is 1/2
and for CH/C it is 3/4. The slopes are proportional to the available free valence.
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Figure 7.5 Structure–energy relations for atomic oxygen and oxygenates. The slopes of the
offsets of the scaling relations between the adsorption energies of *OH versus *O, *OOH
versus *O and *OCH3 versus *O, scale in an approximately linear fashion with the coordination
number of the adsorption sites. (Calle-Vallejo et al. 2015 [30]. Reproduced with permission of
Nature Publishing Group.)
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This is also seen for the analog molecules NH3 and H2O. The ratios of the
adsorption energies of OH versus adsorbed O have a slope of 1/2 and for NH2
versus N adsorbed on the (111) surfaces the slope is 1/3 [31].
The offset of the different slopes varies with surface structure. The more open

surfaces bind the adsorbates more strongly, so that for these surfaces the offset is
at the stronger bond energy (lower negative energy value). Adsorption strengths
decrease with increasing coordination number of the surface metal atoms. This
gives the approximate linear decrease of the offset (higher negative energy value)
with increasing coordination number of the surface metal atom illustrated in
Figure 7.5.
BOC can also be used to explain changes in adsorbate bond strengths as a

function of particle size. Since the coordination number for edge or corner
atoms is smaller than the number for surface atoms in a dense surface, the edge
or corner atoms will form stronger bonds with their nearest neighbors than with
the surface metal atoms. We have used this argument earlier in Chapter 4 to
explain differences in catalytic reactivity that are seen with varying transition
metal particle size.
However, there is an additional change in the surface electronic structure

when transition metal particle size decreases, which explains the changes in
bond energy of adsorbates even when the surface coordination number does not
change.
A surface edge atom has fewer neighbors, and will therefore according to BOC

bind more strongly to its neighbors. As a consequence, the neighboring terrace
atoms will experience a stronger metal-mediated metal atom–metal atom inter-
action energy y. This decreases the relative bonding capacity of the metal atoms
next to the surface edge atoms, and the adsorption strength to the terrace atom
is weakened.
When we apply these rules to predict changes in adsorption strength when

transition metal nanoparticle size decreases, we deduce changes in chemical
reactivity based only on changes in the surface coordination number of the
atoms at the particle surface. The relative number of coordinatively unsaturated
atoms increases, so that the average bond strength will increase per surface
atom. The terrace atoms that are nearest neighbors of the surface edge atoms
have reduced reactivity because they now have to commit more of their valence
to bonding with the edge atoms [30].
Scaling laws used in combination with the Bronsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP)

reaction rate relation are a powerful tool for microkinetics. The overall rate of a
catalytic reaction can be modeled as a function of surface reactivity descriptors,
which are usually the adsorption energies of adatoms such as C, N, or O. An
elementary example of a reaction rate volcano curve as a function of surface
reactivity that was constructed in this way can be found in Chapter 3, Insert 4.

7.2.8 In Summary: The Adsorbate Chemical Bond

Here, we will summarize the essential features of the electronic structure of the
chemical bond between adsorbate and transition metal surface. The interaction
of the delocalized transition metal s and d valence electrons with the localized
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adsorbate atomic orbitals leads to the chemical bond of the chemisorbed state.
While the interaction with the transition metal s valence electrons contributes
significantly to the bond energy, trends in surface reactivity are mainly deter-
mined by variation in the interaction with the d valence electrons.This is because
for the transition metals the number of d valence electrons varies, but the s
valence electron band occupation remains approximately constant.
The electronic structure of the interaction of adsorbate orbital and transition

metal d valence electron band can be considered to consist of three parts, as is
schematically illustrated in Figure 7.6:
– A bonding electron density regime at the bottom of the d valence electron

band in which electrons are localized in orbitals between the metal atom and
adsorbate.

– A non-bonding electron density regime localized mainly on the transition
metal atoms.

– An antibonding regime at the top of the valence band. This is the localized
bonding regime between metal atom and adsorbate that is complementary to
the bonding regime.
This orbital description of the surface chemical bond implies that the

adsorbate–surface interaction can be considered to be a molecular complex
of adsorbate and binding surface metal atoms embedded in the surface. An
important effect on the surface is that the interaction between the surface
metal atoms is weakened upon adsorption. This energy cost to chemisorption
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Figure 7.6 Schematic representation of the electronic structure of surface adsorbate chemical
bonds. In figures a and c the left side of each figure (I) shows the schematic surface electron
density of free metal surface. The PDOS, 𝜌(E), is plotted as a function of electron energy. The
green line denotes the s atomic orbital free electron band of the metal. The brown line denotes
the d valence electron density on the surface metal atom. Orbitals below the Fermi level are
occupied. In figures a and c the right side of each figure (III) shows the energy and density of a
free atomic orbital. In the middle (II), a representation is shown of the electron distribution
that results when the two systems interact. (a) The part II shows the PDOS of a chemisorbed
atom. In red, the splitting into a bonding and antibonding PDOS of the interaction of with a 2p
atomic orbital of an adsorbed atom with metal surface atoms is indicated. (b) Representation
of the HOMO–LUMO scheme of chemical bonding of a molecule to a surface. The donative,
occupied molecule orbital 𝜀occupied, and empty surface electron density interaction and the
backdonative interaction from occupied surface density to unoccupied molecular orbital,
𝜀unoccupied, are indicated. (c) Schematic representation of Pauli repulsion due to the interaction
of an occupied adatom or admolecule orbital with the nearly completely occupied d valence
electron band. Pauli repulsion is reduced in case a when more antibonding electron density is
pushed above the Fermi level, so that its electron occupation decreases.
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energy is due to the localization of electrons in the metal atoms involved in the
chemisorption bond is formed.
For the group VIII transition metals, a decrease in d valence electron band

occupation generally decreases electron occupation of the antibonding surface
metal atom–adatom bond, and hence the interaction strength will increase.
However, as has been extensively discussed in the previous sections, this rule

has to be applied with care because additional electronic factors may also play a
role and sometimes modify this trend.
In Figure 7.6a formation of a strong adatom bond is illustrated.The chemisorp-

tive bond consists of an occupied bonding orbital and an antibonding orbital with
low electron occupation. In an adsorbed molecule, chemisorption will weaken
the molecular bond. In Figure 7.6b, we schematically indicate the two chemical
bonding interactions that are responsible.They are best described as donative and
backdonative. The donative interaction is due to the interaction of an occupied
molecular orbital with the empty part of the d valence band, the backdonative
interaction leads to electron occupation of a previously unoccupied antibond-
ing molecular orbital by interaction with the part of the d valence electron band
occupied by electrons. This situation occurs when the interaction between the
molecule and surface is rather weak, but before dissociation of the molecular
bond.Themolecular bond isweakened both because electrons occupy themolec-
ular antibonding orbital, and because electron occupation of the bonding orbital
decreases. Usually, the increased electron occupation of the antibonding molec-
ular orbital is the dominant cause for intramolecular chemical bond weakening.
The overall charge on the molecule will remain relatively low because the elec-
tron occupation changes in the bonding and antibondingmolecular orbitals tend
to counteract each other.
Figure 7.6c schematically illustrates the interaction of an electron-occupied

molecular lone pair orbital with the surface valence band. This is typical for the
lone pair σ orbital of ammonia or CO.
The interaction of a doubly occupied molecular orbital and a metal atom with

a nearly completely occupied d valence electron band is shown. Bonding and
antibonding surface complex orbitals will be formed. On a surface with low
reactivity and highly delocalized orbitals, the bonding as well as antibonding
surface complex orbitals become occupied and, hence, the interaction with the
d valence electrons will be repulsive. This Pauli repulsion results from electron
occupation of bonding as well as antibonding orbitals.
When Pauli repulsion dominates the chemical bond, it will favor binding to

a single metal atom, since this will minimize the repulsive interaction. This is in
contrast to the case where binding is attractive, when bonding orbitals aremainly
occupied. Then, binding to a high coordination site is favored.

7.3 The Transition States of Elementary Surface
Reactions

Thechemical bonding interactions that create low activation barriers for elemen-
tary reactions differ for the activation of molecular σ-bonds (such as in methane)
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and for activation of molecular π bonds (such as in CO). The dependence of
the activation energy on surface topology also differs significantly for the two
types of bonds.The relationship between reactivity and structure and its implica-
tions for the activation energy of bond cleavage reactions will be the topic of this
section.
Activationwill also depend onwhether amolecule ormolecular fragment has a

lone pair orbital available to bind to the surface. A saturatedmolecule as an alkane
will initially interact with the surface only through dispersive van derWaals inter-
actions. The molecular bond angles must deform significantly to become acti-
vated. This is different for activation of an ammonia or water, where direct coor-
dination to the N atom or O atom is possible through a lone pair orbital. We will
show that inmethane and ammonia activation this leads to important differences
of C—H bond activation versus N—H bond activation.
We will first discuss the case of σ adsorbate bond activation and then discuss π

adsorbate bond activation.

7.3.1 Adsorbate 𝛔-Bond Activation

7.3.1.1 Activation of Methane
Activation of the C—H bonds of alkanes or alkenes preferentially occurs through
interaction with a single surface metal atom.

Insert 8: The Transition State of Methane Activated by a Transition Metal Surface
Atom

The structure of the transition state of methane can be found in Chapter 4, Insert 3.
Table 8i.1 summarizes DFT-calculated activation energies of methane catalyzed by the

dense surfaces of transition metals.

Table 8i.1 DFT-computed activation energies in kJ mol−1 for CH4 decomposition
to CH3 computed in a (2× 2) unit cell.

100 Co(0001) [32, 33] 118–127 Ni(111) [32, 34]

77–82 Ru(0001) [35, 36] 67–70 Rh(111) [37, 38] 66 Pd(111) [35]

40a)–91 Ir(111) [39, 40] 74–80 Pt(111) [40, 41]

a) Activation energy of methane on reconstructed surface.
Source: Henkelman and Jónsson 2001 [39]. Reproduced with permission of American
Physical Society.

Figure 8i.1 compares the activation energies of CH4 dissociation by a surface terrace
metal atom with high surface coordination and by a more reactive step edge metal atom
of low surface coordination atom. It illustrates the BEP relation between change in forward
activation energies and change in reaction energies.

(Continued)
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Insert 8: (Continued)
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Figure 8i.1 Activation of methane. Changes in energy of a dissociating methane molecule
activated by a surface atom on a Rh(111) surface and on a step-edge atom of lower
coordination. (Liu and Hu 2001 [42]. Reproduced with permission of American Institute of
Physics.)

In Table 8i.2, the bondorders of the chemical bonds of the transition, reactant, and prod-
uct states are compared for a methane molecule that dissociates atop a Rh(111) surface
atom. The bond order has a maximum value of 1 for a strong σ bond.

Table 8i.2 Bond orders of the bonds involved in the methane
activation C—Rh, C—H, and H—Rh at the reactant, transition,
and product states.

Bond Reactant state Transition state Product state

C—H 0.99 0.29 < 0.2

C—Rhl 0.43 0.54

H—Rhl 0.38 0.42

H—Rh2 < 0.2 0.49

Source: van Santen et al. 2010 [31]. Reproduced with permission of
American Chemical Society.

Alkane adsorption to the transition metal surface has a low adsorption
energy. There are no free valences in the molecule, hence the adsorbed state
is physisorbed and the interaction energy is determined by dispersive van der
Waals type interactions. This implies that the adsorption strength of alkanes
to transition metals is rather insensitive to structure and type of metal. The
adsorption energy will increase about 5 kJmol−1 per CH2 unit.
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We will discuss in detail the bond cleavage of CH4, which can be considered a
prototype molecule that has σ bonds and no free valence. A substantial chemical
interaction with the surface is necessary to widen the HCH angle and facilitate
dissociation. Table 8i.1 shows that the least reactive metals are the transition
metals in the third row, followed by the fourth row metals. In the fifth row, Pt
again has a higher activation barrier, but a very low value is reported for Ir.
One expects that the activation barrier of C—H bond cleavage will relate to the

bond energies of reaction fragments H and CH3. In the fourth row of the periodic
table for atop-adsorbed CH3, the M—CH3 interaction is very similar for Pd and
Rh but decreases for Ru (Figure 5i.4a). The interaction with the third row metals
is weaker [11]. The higher barriers on Ru as well as on Ni and Co relate to this
weaker M—CH3 interaction. For Pt compared to Pd, there is no such correlation
between the activation energy and the M—CH3 bond energy of atop-adsorbed
CH3.
For transition metals such as Pt or Pd that have a highly occupied d valence

electron band the energy cost to approach the surface makes a substantial con-
tribution to the activation energy. This is due to the Pauli repulsion between the
occupied transition metal d valence orbitals and occupied methane σ orbitals.
For efficient electron backdonation into the unoccupied methane molecular

orbitals that will weaken the C—H bonds, the methane molecule must approach
the transition metal surface closely so that the respective valence atomic orbitals
can overlap. This is counteracted by the Pauli repulsion energies, which are
stronger on Pt than on Pd because of the larger spatial extent of the Pt atomic
orbitals.
Larger Pauli repulsion is also the reason why adsorption of H prefers atop

adsorption on the Pt surface but high coordination on the Pd surface (see
Figure 2i.3). The higher coordination possible for H on Pd these lowers the
activation energy of methane activation compared to that on Pt. The more
difficult approach of methane to the Pt surface and the less favorable energy of
multiple coordination on Pt are complementary and both relate to the increased
Pauli repulsion.
The relatively low barrier of Ir reported in the table is due to reconstruction of

the Ir surface. Upon contact with the dissociating methane molecule, the Ir atom
becomes slightly tilted from the surface thus increasing its reactivity [39].
In the transition state, the chemical bond between C and H is nearly broken.

This can be concluded from the bond orders for the C—H bond of adsorbed CH4
in its transition state and gas phase CH4 of the same geometry (Table 8i.2). The
bond orders of the respective M—C and M—H bonds in the transition state are
close to those of the dissociated fragments when they are still adsorbed in the
states where they still share bonding with the same metal atom. This is not the
most stable final state, because sharing the bonding with the same surface metal
atom causes a destabilizing lateral interaction.
For methane dissociation on the Rh terrace versus the Rh step-edge one

finds that increased coordinative unsaturation of the surface atoms decreases
the activation energy (Figure 8i.1). This is to be expected from the increased
reactivity of the transition metal surface atom that has lower coordination with
surface metal atoms. The activation energy barrier decreases by an amount
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similar to the final state. This indicates a linear relation between change in
transition state energy and change in reaction energy. This is represented by
the BEP relation (see Eq. (3.20a)) with a proportionality constant 𝛼 (akoga BEP)
value close to one. In the transition state of Rh, any similarity to the molecularly
adsorbed initial state is absent, thus it can be considered a late transition
state.

7.3.1.2 The Oxidative Addition and Reductive Elimination Model
In organometallic chemistry, the analogous process of dissociative adsorption is
called oxidative addition. Dissociative adsorption of methane creates adsorbedH
and CH3 radicals, which on the surface can formally be considered H− and CH3

−

species. When adsorbed to single metal atom, this implies that the metal atom
gets a 2+ charge. Hence, the elementary step can be considered an oxidation.
The reverse process of H and CH3 adsorption fragment recombination is called
reductive elimination.
We can schematically illustrate the quantum chemistry of how oxidative addi-

tion and reductive elimination electronically change the cleavage of a σ bond by
using the example of the H2 molecule in Figure 7.7.
At the right of this figure, the energies of the bonding and antibonding orbitals

of the free H2 molecule are sketched. Upon contact with the surface, the electron
densities of these two orbitals will broaden. When the H2 molecule is adsorbed
parallel to the surface and dissociates atop the surface atom (as in the Blyholder
model) the σ orbital will be broadened by interaction with the transition metal s

LDOS

2 Hads
Pauli repulsion between

two MH bonds

Partial occupation of

σ* orbital; before H2

bond weakens

H2
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E
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√2

Figure 7.7 Schematic illustration of the changes in electronic structure of the hydrogen
molecule that reacts with the metal surface. Oxidative addition of H2 and reductive
elimination of two hydrogen atoms are illustrated.
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and dz2 valence atomic orbitals and the σ* orbital will broaden by interaction with
the dxz or dxy transition metal valence atomic orbitals.
When the interaction becomes so strong that the PDOS of the σ orbitals is

pushed above the Fermi level and the PDOS of the σ* orbital is pushed partially
below the Fermi level, electron occupation in these orbitals will change. The
bonding σ H2 orbital is depleted of electrons and the antibonding orbitals will
become occupied. Both interactions will weaken the H2 bond.
The PDOS of the two M—H bonds formed upon dissociation are shown in

the middle part of the figure. Initially, they share bonding with the same metal
atom. Their interaction leads to two bonding and antibonding combinations
of the respective M—H bonding and antibonding orbitals. The symmetric
combination of the bonding M—H orbitals has the lowest energy and the
antibonding combination the next higher energy. This antibonding orbital will
be partially filled. The result is the Pauli repulsive interaction between the two
atoms that are attached to the same atom.
As we discussed in the previous section on methane activation, this Pauli

repulsion in the first local minimum found after the transition state contributes
substantially to the activation energy.
The next PDOS at the higher energy are the symmetric and anti-symmetric

combination of the antibondingM—Horbitals.The symmetric combinationmay
still be partially filled, which will weaken the M—H bond. Finally, as shown in
the left part of Figure 7.7, when the H atoms move apart and do not interact
the bonding and antibonding M—H orbitals have the same energy and only the
bonding M—H orbital is occupied.
The broken lines in Figure 7.7 show how the orbitals of the non-dissociated

H2 molecule transform into those of the adsorbed hydrogen atoms.The symmet-
ric occupied σ orbital of H2 is transformed into bonding and antibonding M—H
orbitals.
According to the Woodward–Hoffmann rules of quantum-chemical theory

[43] non-catalyzed dissociation of the H2 molecule by reaction with an olefinic
bond leads to an activation energy of H2 dissociation, because a high energy
antibonding orbital of the product state becomes occupied.
On the transition metal surface this barrier is lowered by orbital interaction

with its d valence atomic orbitals that hybridize the initially unoccupied σ* H2
molecular orbital with the occupied σ H2 orbital.
This enables the donative interaction with the transition metal that depletes

the bonding H2 σ orbitals and the backdonation of electrons from the transition
metal into the bond. This weakening of σ* H2 orbitals in turn weakens the bond
strength so that the activation energy of bond dissociation is lowered.

7.3.1.3 The Umbrella Effect
Dissociation of saturated hydrocarbons does not follow the rule that the least
stable bond cleaves most easily (bond energy H3C—C3H= 346 kJmol−1; energy
H3C—CH2—H= 411 kJmol−1). Instead, the C—H bond must be activated first
since the first contact with the metal surface is through the H atom.
The reverse reaction of C—C bond formation between two CH3 fragments

is also inhibited. The initial contact for two CH3 fragments on the surface is
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through the “umbrella” of the hydrogen atoms around theM—Cbond.They have
to bend away from the C atoms in order to interact. This causes a substantial
repulsive energy that must be overcome and thus effectively prevents this
recombination. C—C bond formation will occur with a chemically acceptable
low barrier of activation energies only when the C atom is less saturated with H
atoms. Hence, the only allowed recombination reactions are CH2,ads with CH3,ads
(but not CH3,ads with CH3,ads) or the analogous alkyl recombination reactions.

7.3.1.4 Activation Entropy
As we have seen, the transition state of CH4 dissociation can be considered late
with respect to the initial state, or early with respect to the dissociated fragments.
In the transition state the bond strengths as well as the geometry of the reaction
intermediate are close to that of the dissociated state.
When the dissociated fragments are strongly adsorbed they will have a low

mobility. This will also be the case for the transition state, which implies that the
entropy of the transition state is nearly zero. This is consistent with the strong
interaction with the surface required to overcome the bond dissociation energy
of the adsorbed molecules
The transition state is also called tight because of its low entropy for dissoci-

ation. This is different from the transition state of a desorbing molecule, which
is in a “loose” state of high mobility. In the transition state of desorption there is
free rotation and movement parallel to the surface. These increases in mobility
in the transition state compared to the adsorbed state will cause an increase of
the pre-exponent of the rate constant of desorption by 104–106. This increase in
rate constant causes the rates of desorption of molecules to be faster than bond
activation of the adsorbate. When they have comparable activation energies.
Conversely, the entropy of the transition state of dissociatingmolecule is highly

reduced with respect to the gas phase. The increases of the free energy of acti-
vation are due to this mobility loss (at 800K the decrease in free energy is in
the order 80 kJmol−1). For the dissociating methanemolecule, the activation free
energy is nearly double of that of the apparent activation energy.
Surface science experiments in a vacuum usually cannot be used to directly

measure the dissociation barrier of preadsorbed molecules, since adsorbed
molecules will desorb before they will dissociate. For catalysis, a finite reagent
pressure is necessary to maintain an acceptable surface coverage for the
dissociation of molecules.
The material discussed in this subsection supports the general rule that for a

surface reaction the entropy of the transition state can be assumed to be very
low. For adsorption or desorption changes in entropy are considerable and must
always be considered.

7.3.1.5 𝛔-Bond Activation of Molecules that Bind Through their Lone Pair
Orbital
Wewill discuss the activation of ammonia as the prototype example of the cleav-
age of a σ bond attached to a molecule or reaction intermediate that can adsorb
through a free valence. Figure 7.8 shows the computed reaction energy diagram
of ammonia decomposition when adsorbed on three different Pt surfaces.
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Figure 7.8 (a) DFT-calculated reaction energy diagram for the dissociation of NHx 1, 2, 3 over
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Pt(100) surface. (Offermans et al. 2006 [45]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Figure 7.8 (Continued)

While methane activation shows considerable energy differences when
activated by different surfaces (see Chapter 4, Insert 3), the activation energy of
N—H bond cleavage in ammonia remains essentially unchanged.
The ammonia molecule adsorbs atop the Pt atom through its lone pair orbital.

The product fragment NH2 prefers adsorption in two fold coordination. To
convert NH3 to NH2,ads two bond coordinates change substantially: the N—H as
well as the M—N bonds. As illustrated in Figure 7.8b,c the N—H bond cleavage
reaction of NH3 is initiated by the initial stretching of the N—H bond, without a
change in M—N bond coordination. In a second reaction step the nitrogen atom
moves to twofold coordination, which requires a very low barrier.
In the left part of Figure 7.8a, it can be seen that, when coordinative unsatura-

tion of a surface atom changes, the M—N bond interaction will change similarly
in the initial and transition states. The transition state can be considered
tight. This causes the activation energy of N—H bond cleavage in ammonia
to be independent of the coordinative unsaturation of the surface metal atom.
Figure 7.8a also shows the activation energies of consecutive reaction steps. The
corresponding structural reaction intermediates are displayed in Figure 7.8b,c.
The activation energies of the N—H bond cleavage of NH2 are also indepen-

dent of surface state. In the transition state only the N—H bond is stretched. In
a second step, the N—H fragment moves to its preferred threefold coordination
site.
Activation of NH at the step edge has a substantially lower energy than of NH

adsorbed to a surface terrace. As illustrated in Figure 7.8b6 the NH molecule
adsorbed in the “valley” of the edge can donate the hydrogen atom to a nearby
edge atom, whereas on the terrace the N—H bond has to stretch and bend before
the hydrogen atom is released. The step-edge has the topological advantage in
that it can reduce the deformation cost by offering a reaction site with multiple
contacts positioned favorably with respect to the reacting adsorption fragment.
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7.3.2 Dissociation of Diatomic Molecules with 𝛑-Bonds

A molecule such as CO interacts with the transition metal surface through both
σ- and π-symmetric interactions (see Section 6.3). On a terrace it will usually
adsorb with its C atom perpendicular to the surface, unless the transition metal
has a low work function which allows it to adsorb parallel to the surface.
When adsorbed perpendicular to the surface terrace, the CO molecule must

bend into the side-on-adsorbed state to cleave the C—O bond in order to
dissociate. On a planar surface, the corresponding energy cost contributes
considerably to the activation energy of C—O bond cleavage.
In the side-on state it can also interact through the O atom with the transition

metal surface, and bond dissociation will occur when the interaction between
O atom and surface becomes strong enough. Since the carbon atom and oxygen
atom prefer high coordination adsorption sites, several surface atoms (a surface
atom ensemble) must be involved for bond activation with low activation energy.
This is a general observation: when a molecular π bond is cleaved, the surface

site must be a surface atom ensemble of at least five surface atoms.
A low activation barrier for π bond cleavage not only requires a surface atom

ensemble site, but also a site of a particular topology.The activation energy of CO
dissociation decreases by more than 100 kJmol−1 when activation by a step-edge
site is compared with activation on planar surfaces (see Chapter 4, Figure 3i.2).
The same chemical bonding principle that controls the reduction in activation

energy of CO at a step-edge site also applies to othermolecules with π bonds such
as N2, NO, or O2 [46].
There are three reasons for the lower activation energy at a step-edge site:

– At the step-edge site, the molecule is already close to a side-on adsorption
configuration. The proximity of the CO oxygen atom to the edge metal atom
means that less bending and stretching is needed for the C—O bond cleavage
process.

– Electron backdonation from the metal surface orbitals into the 2π* molecular
orbitals, which weakens the C—O bond, is increased at the step-edge site. In
addition to metal atom orbital overlap via the C atom, increased transition
metal atom orbital overlap through the O atom with the surface metal atom
orbitals is also now possible.

– In the dissociated state, the O atom will attach to a reactive step-edge metal
atom which does not share a chemical bond with the C-atom. The absence of
a repulsive interaction that otherwise increases the activation energy helps to
lower the activation energy.

Figure 7.9 illustrates the large variation in the activation energies of CO found
for the surfaces of differentmetals.TheBEP relation linearly relates the activation
energy for C—O bond cleavage with the bond energies of the C and O atoms.
Since the variation in bond energies of O is much larger than that of adsorbed C
atoms, the activation energies of CO mainly follow the trend of adsorbed O. In
contrast to the activation energies, the adsorption energies of CO vary much less
and follow the trend of the adsorbed carbon atoms.
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Dissociation barriers are lowest for transition metals such as Fe, Co, and Ru in
the upper-left corner of the group VIII transition metal positions in the periodic
table.
Due to its strong dependence on the Oads energy, the trend in the activation

energy of CO with variation of transition metal is remarkably different from that
of methane activation. For instance, although methane has one of its lowest bar-
riers of dissociation on Pd, this metal has one of the highest barriers for CO
activation.

7.3.2.1 Principle of Non-Shared Bonding with the Same Surface Metal Atom
Adatoms such as N, O, and C have a strong lateral interaction when they share
bonding with the same surface metal atom. Therefore, transition states of low
energy of activation will be found for surface topologies in which the atoms gen-
erated by dissociation do not share bonding with the same surface metal atom.
The step-edge sites discussed in the previous sections are an example.
As seen in Figure 3i.4 of Chapter 4, the dissociation of NO on the (100) activi-

tation of Pt has a lower activation energy than on the Pt(111) surface, but a higher
energy than on a step-edge site of the Pt(111) surface.This is because the N atom
is adsorbed more weakly to the (100) surface than the (111) terrace (the N atom
prefers threefold coordination). For this same reason, the reverse reaction of N
and O recombination on the (100) surface is very favorable and has a very low
barrier.
The unique reactivity feature of the (100) surface of the fcc transition metal

makes it exceptionally suitable for the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia and
the reduction of nitrite on Pt(100) [48, 49]. It is also preferred for the electro-
catalytic reduction of CO to ethylene catalyzed by the Cu(100) surface [49, 50].
Cubic particles terminated by a surface of the fcc transition metals are found to
be uniquely suited to some other reactions as well [51].

7.4 Reactivity of Surfaces at High Coverage

The reactivity of transition metal surface atoms will change when additional
adsorbates are present next to the reacting molecule or surface fragment. The
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interaction energy will generally decrease due to the presence of coadsorbates.
Coadsorption of non-reactive adsorbates may also lead to altered site topology,
because it will block access to surface atoms. Reactive co-adsorbed atoms can
also act as surface co-reagents in bond formation reactions.
The altered surface reactivity ofmetal atoms by a surface overlayermay by itself

lead to new chemistry. For instance, co-adsorbed atoms can assist in the bond
cleavage of reactive intermediates or act as acceptors of reaction fragments that
would otherwise be less stabilized.
These topics will be covered in the following subsections:

– Decreased surface reactivity and site blocking
– Adatom co-assisted bond activation
– Altered surface chemistry

7.4.1 Decreased Surface Reactivity and Site Blocking

The BEP relation (Eq. (3.20a)) provides an easy way to quantify the effect of
decreased reactivity of metal surface atoms since it relates the reaction energy
with activation energy. An elementary reaction such as a surface dissociation
reaction will have an altered activation energy, because the adsorption energies
of reactant or reaction fragments change. This is formulated in Eq. (7.2):

E′
ads,i = E0

ads,i +
∑
j≠i

Eint
i,j (7.2)

E′
ads,i is the adsorption energy of adsorbate i at high surface coverage, E0

ads,i is
the corresponding adsorption energy of adsorbate i at low coverage and Eint

i,j is
the lateral interaction energy between two adsorbates i and j. Eint

i,j can be due
to direct repulsive or attractive interactions between adsorbed molecules or due
to their effect on each other’s adsorption energy, altered through surface metal
atom interactions. The summation in Eq. (7.2) is over the neighboring adsorbate
species i.
Because they experience stronger lateral interactions, the adsorption energies

of the dissociation fragments vary more strongly than that of the correspond-
ing molecule. Based on the BEP relation, when the interaction between adsorbed
species is repulsive one expects either the dissociation energy of an adsorbed
molecule to increase or the association energy of adsorbed molecular fragments
to decrease.
Site blocking due to increased overlayer concentration may dramatically affect

overall reaction kinetics. As we discussed in Figure 3.18 for the hydrogenolysis
of alkanes on transition metals, the rate of reaction has a positive reaction order
in H2 at low pressure, but at higher pressures it has a negative order. At low H2
partial pressure hydrogen is needed to hydrogenate the reaction intermediates,
but at higher H2 partial pressure H atoms will inhibit the adsorption of the
hydrocarbon.
Similarly, at low O2 pressure oxidation reactions that require surface vacancies

for adsorbate bond activation have a reaction rate with a positive order in partial
pressure of O2, which becomes negative order at high O2 pressures.
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The oxidation of methane to synthesis gas catalyzed by Pt is an example, which
is illustrated in Figure 7.10.
Three reaction regimes can be distinguished. An initial regime (labeled 3 at the

top of Figure 7.10) has a positive rate of reaction at O2 partial pressure, and the
concentration of O adatoms limits the reaction rate with methane. In regime 2,
the reaction becomes poisoned by co-adsorbed O that blocks sites at the higher
surface concentration, and reaction rate slows. In the third regime (labeled 1 in
Figure 7.10) the surface is oxidized, and reaction proceeds by radical intermedi-
ate formation of methane with adsorbed O atoms to create adsorbed OH and the
CH3 radicals. The activation energy of this reaction is higher than direct activa-
tion by the Pt metal surface atoms.

7.4.2 Adatom Co-Assisted Activation

Two coadsorbate-activated reactions will be considered in this section. The first
concerns the lowered activation energy for bond dissociation through the for-
mation of an intermediate complex with an adsorbed H atom, while the second
concerns a decrease of the activation energy of chemical bond dissociation by
co-reaction with a surface oxygen atom instead of a transition metal atom.

7.4.2.1 Hydrogen Activated Dissociation
On surfaces of low reactivity the activation energy of the C—Obond cleavage can
be reduced by intermediate formyl or carbo-hydroxyl formation. For instance,
this occurs in the methanation reaction of synthesis gas.
On the dense terraces of transition metals such as Co, Ru, or Ni the activa-

tion energy for direct C—O bond cleavage is higher than 200 kJmol−1. On these
surfaces intermediate formation of a CHO species by the addition of an H atom
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Figure 7.11 The reaction energy diagram of the C—O bond-cleavage reaction via
intermediate formyl formation as computed by DFT of the Ru(0001) surface. (Ciobîcă et al.
2003 [54]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

to COmay provide a low activation energy path for C—O bond dissociation.The
products will be adsorbed CH and an adsorbed O atom.The energetics of such a
reaction is illustrated in Figure 7.11.
As Figure 7.11 illustrates for C—O bond activation on a Ru(0001) surface,

the addition of an H atom to adsorbed CO requires 110 kJmol−1. This weakens
the C—O bond, which then only requires an additional activation energy of
30 kJmol−1 to dissociate. On the Ru terrace the overall barrier for C—O bond
cleavage has been reduced from 210 to 140 kJmol−1. In contrast with the dense
surface, when dissociation is catalyzed on a reactive step-edge site then direct
CO dissociation becomes more favorable than the reaction path via hydrogen
addition. This is illustrated in Figure 7.12.

7.4.2.2 Oxygen Assisted X—H Bond Cleavage
When the strength of the metal surface hydrogen bond competes with that of the
hydrogen–oxygen bond of adsorbed oxygen, co-adsorbed O may act as a Lewis
base with respect to hydrogen and will participate in the X—H bond cleavage
reaction. A classic example of this is the activation of alcohols by the oxygen
atoms adsorbed to the Ag surface [56–58]. On Pt, which also has a M—H bond
that is weaker than the MO—H bond, activation of H2O will preferentially occur
with the adsorbed O atom (which creates two hydroxyls) instead of direct activa-
tion by the surface metal atoms.
The barriers for activation are also low due to the intermediate stabilization

of the adsorption complex through hydrogen bonding. This is also the reason
that, in general, H2O formation preferentially occurs by the recombination of
two adsorbedOH species instead of by the recombination of an adsorbedH atom
with an adsorbed hydroxyl. However, on Pt the H—OH recombination reaction
competes with OH—OH recombination, due to the weak M—H bond [59].
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Insert 9: NH3 Activation by Co-Adsorbed O Atoms

In this insert, O activation of NHX (X = 1–3) is studied for ammonia and its reaction
intermediates on the Pt(111) surface and Pt(100) surfaces (Figures 9i.1 and 9i.2). Reaction
energy diagrams and reaction intermediate structures are compared. Details of activation
on oxygen-free surfaces are found in Figure 7.10.
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Insert 9: (Continued)
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Insert 9 shows a comparison of the very different reactivities of the Pt(111)
and Pt(100) surfaces with respect to the activation of NH3 and adsorbed O or
OH. These differences illustrate the sensitivity of surface reactivity with respect
to surface topology. On the Pt(111) terrace co-adsorbed O will promote N—H
bond cleavage, but it will not promote dissociation of the N—H bond in NH2 or
NH. This is a consequence of the increased activation barrier when a bond with
a surface metal atom is shared in the transition state. This is not the case on the
Pt(100) surface, where O is twofold-coordinated to two metal atoms. Due to this
square arrangement of the surface atoms they do not share boding with the same
metal surface atom in the transition state. On the Pt(111) surface when x of NHx
decreases from 3 to 2 to 1 the NHx fragment likewise moves consecutively from
atop coordination to twofold then threefold coordination. Since the O atom
adsorbs twofold, shared metal atom bonding must occur when it reacts with
NH2 and NH. In contrast, the (100) surface or a step-edge site will provide low
activation energy paths for the reaction of these intermediates with adsorbed
O, again because no sharing of bonds with the same surface metal atom occurs.
Interestingly, the OH intermediate that is adsorbed atop a Pt atom will activate
the NH and NH fragments on the (111) and (100) surfaces for the same reason
(non-sharing of the same surface metal atom). Especially on the Pt(111) surface,
the reaction with co-adsorbed OH leads only to the final formation of adsorbed
N atoms.
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When the reactivity of the metal surface increases, the strength of the M—H
bond increases, and due to BOC the strength of the MO—H decreases. In this
case, the promoting reaction with co-adsorbed O may disappear. For example,
this occurs for the oxidation of ammonia on the Rh(111) surface [62]. On this
surface the metal–oxygen bond is sufficiently strong to cause a dependence of
NH3 activation with O that is similar to methane activation on Pt. This is shown
in Figure 7.10.
A similar observation has been made for the activation of the alcohol or H2O

and the formation of surfacemethoxy species or hydroxyl. In the case ofmethanol
adsorption, Oads will promote methanol OH bond cleavage andmethoxy adsorp-
tion on Pt, but this reaction has a higher activation energy on the Rh(111) surface
compared to direct OH bond cleavage by the surface metal atom [63].

7.4.2.3 Reactivity of the Oxide Overlayers
In Chapter 11, the chemical bonding aspects of the surface chemistry of reducible
oxides will be discussed in detail. Here, we will focus on the reactivity of oxygen
atoms that make up the oxide surface compared to their reactivity in an oxide
overlayer of a bulk metal. We will distinguish substrate activation by a cation ver-
sus activation by an oxygen atom.We will discuss the differences in the reactivity
of the cation compared to the metal atom for the activation of methane by the
PdO(110) surface.
Another case we will study is a comparison of the surface reactivity of an O

atom in an oxide overlayer versus an oxygen atom adsorbed to the metal surface.
As an example, we will consider an oxygen atom in the oxide overlayer of an Ag
particle.The oxygen atom reactivity in the overlayer is electrophilic, altered from
its nucleophilic reactivity when it is adsorbed to the metal surface.
As we will see, the changes in reactivity in both cases are due to a reduction of

Pauli repulsion between reagent and reacting surface ion.

7.4.2.3.1 Methane Activation by PdO

Methane activation by the PdO(110) surface has a lower barrier than activation
on the transition metal surface. The chemical bonding features that lower the
barrier are discussed in this subsection.
The increased reactivity of this transitionmetal oxide surface is unique and this

feature is exploited in the use of Pd as the preferred catalyst for the combustion
of methane in turbines. This process enables the combustion of methane in air
at a temperature where NOx formation can be prevented. The unique activity
of PdO relates to its rather weak M—O bond energy and the sufficiently strong
interaction of the Pd—CH3 bond.

Insert 10: The Activation of Methane on PdO

Figure 10i.1 shows PdO bulk and PdO(101) surface structures. In the bulk, the Pd2+ ion
has a square coordination with the oxygen atoms and each O atom is tetrahedrally sur-
rounded by Pd ions. At the surface, two kinds of Pd ions are present. Half of them have

(Continued)
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Insert 10: (Continued)

the same coordination as in the bulk, while the remaining Pd cations have three instead
of four coordination.

O4f

Pd3f

(a) (b)

O3f
Pd4f

Figure 10i.1 (a) Bulk structure of PdO. (b) Structure of PdO(101) surface. Blue is palladium
atom, red is oxygen atom.

In Figure 10i.2, the transition state structures of methane are compared for three
systems.

Oxidative addition

(H3C–Pd–H)‡

Ea =73 kJ mol−1

Homolytic H
abstraction

(O*–CH3 •–*OH)‡

Ea =145 kJ mol−1

σ-Bond
metathesis

(H3Cδ––Pdox–Hδ+–Oox)
‡

Ea =62 kJ mol−1

Uncovered Pd O* covered Pd PdO

Figure 10i.2 From left to right: comparison of the transition states for methane activation on
Pd(111) surface in the absence (a) and presence (b) of adsorbed O and activation of methane
on PdO(101) surface. (Chin et al. 2013 [64]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical
Society.)
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Figure 10i.3 shows the PDOS and COHP of PdO. For the comparison with the Pd metal
electronic structure we refer to Chapter 6, Figure 5i.2b. In PdO, the PDOS of the Pd d
valence electrons becomes distributed over three electronic energy regimes. Below
the reduced d valence electron band density in the energy interval similar to that of
the metal d-electrons, new electronic density features appear due to bonding Pd—O
molecular orbitals. At the top and above the metal d valence electron band density, the
corresponding antibonding Pd—O molecular orbital density is found [65].
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As illustrated in Insert 10 for palladium oxide, the oxygen atoms form strong
bonding and antibonding molecular orbital fragments with the Pd atoms. This
reduces the electron density on the Pd atoms and they become cations with a for-
mal 2+ charge. This can be deduced from the appearance of an unoccupied anti-
bonding PdO valence electron density above the Fermi level and a corresponding
occupied bonding PdO density below the d valence electron band in the oxide.
The transition metal 5s and 4d valence electron intensity near the Fermi level

is substantially reduced compared to the Pd metal.
The weak interaction between methane and the Pd metal surface is caused by

the Pauli repulsive interaction between the doubly electron occupied CH orbitals
of methane and the electron occupied d and s valence orbitals near the Fermi
level at the metal surface. The s valence electrons have a wider extent, which
chiefly determines the large Pd metal atom–CH methane distance. When the
methanemolecule interacts with the Pd cation, the Pauli repulsion with the s and
d valence electrons is substantially lessened. Consequently, theCH4 molecule can
occupy a space closer to the Pd ion at the PdO surface than to the Pd atom on the
metal surface. This enables the d valence atomic orbitals of Pd2+ to overlap more
strongly with the methane H atomic orbitals compared with the overlap of the d
valence atomic orbitals of the Pdmetal.Themethane C—Hbonds in contact with
the Pd2+ ion are weakened more than they would be on the metal surface. This
increased interaction is reflected in the large (114∘) HCH bond angle of methane
adsorbed to the Pd2+ cation, which contrasts with the 109∘ bond angle for gas
phase methane [69]. Since the contact with the Pd2+ ion already substantially
activates the methane C—H bond in the adsorbed state, the activation energy
required for subsequent C—H bond cleavage by reaction with a surface oxygen
atom to produce Pd—CH3 and adsorbed OH is substantially lower than cleavage
by an oxygen atom adsorbed to the Pd metal surface.

7.4.2.3.2 Ethylene Epoxidation: Reactive Electrophilic and Nucleophilic Surface
Oxygen
The selectivity of epoxide formation by the oxidation of ethylene catalyzed by Ag
is a direct function of the state of the metal (oxide) surface.The process has been
introduced in Chapter 2, Section titled “Ethylene Epoxidation: Ag catalysis,”, and
mechanistic details of this reaction will be presented later Chapter 8, Insert 9.
Here, we will discuss the electronic basis for the strong dependence of the reac-
tivity of the surface oxygen atoms on the effective charge of the Ag surface atoms.
The main difference between an oxygen atom adsorbed at low coverage to the

Ag metal and an oxygen atom within the Ag2O surface is that the adsorbed O
atom is in an electron-rich environment while the atom within the surface must
compete for electrons with other O atoms.
On the silver metal surface, the oxygen atom exhibits nucleophilic reactivity

and prefers reaction with the CH proton instead of insertion into the electron
rich π-bond.
In contrast, on the silver oxide surface, the Ag atom is in a cationic state, and

hence electron donation to the oxygen atom is reduced. The oxygen atom will
now exhibit electrophilic reactivity by inserting preferentially into the ethylene π
bond, leading to the epoxide molecule as the preferred product.
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As illustrated in Insert 11, on the metallic cluster the adatom oxygen atom
orbitals are nearly fully occupied, which produces a strong Pauli repulsion with
the electron occupied π C=C orbital. On the other hand, when the Ag atom is
part of the oxide surface, the Ag—O bond is highly polarizable and electrons
can be readily donated into the empty Ag cation d valence orbitals. In this way,
Pauli repulsion is reduced since electron density can be removed from the space
between the oxygen atom and ethylene when they interact. This reduced Pauli
repulsive interaction is then converted into an attractive interaction [70].

Insert 11: Pauli Repulsion Decrease of Oxygen Atoms at Silver-Oxide Surface

In the figures of this Insert, we show the differences in the adatom Ag—O and corre-
sponding O/C=C chemical bonds when the environment of the M—O bond is metallic
or oxidic. The figures give DFT-calculated crystal bond order overlap populations (COOP)
of the respective chemical bonds. The COOP is related to the COHP’s that we used in pre-
vious sections (see Chapter 6, Insert 1). A positive sign for the COOP function means that
the interaction is bonding, a negative sign means that it is antibonding. The interaction
is weakened when a higher fraction of antibonding orbital fragments becomes occupied.

Figure 11i.1a and b display the interaction of ethylene with an oxygen atom adsorbed
to the electron-rich Ag surface. Figures 11i.1c and d show the corresponding changes in
COOP for an oxygen atom adsorbed to the oxidized surface.
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Figure 11i.1 COOP curves of the interaction between chemisorbed oxygen and ethylene. (a,
b) The COOPs between O 2p atomic orbitals and the interacting Ag 5d atomic orbitals for the
metallic cluster (a) and oxidized cluster (c), respectively. (c, d) The COOP curves of the
interaction between adsorbed oxygen and the carbon–carbon 2p atomic orbitals of ethylene
for the metallic (c) and oxidized cluster (d), respectively. (Van den Hoek et al. 1989 [71].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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OXYRADICALdi-σ

Figure 7.13 Schematic representation of the two
spin states of the oxygen atom adsorbed to the
Ag surface. Of the two proposed states of atomic
oxygen adsorbed at a high coordination site on
the Ag surface, the oxyradical anion is thought to
be the active species for ethylene epoxidation.
(Carter and Goddard 1989 [72]. Reproduced with
permission of Elsevier.)

A comparison of Figure 11i.1a and c shows that a large unoccupied antibond-
ing electron density exists above the Fermi level of the Ag—O bond on the
metallic particle. It shifts below the Fermi level and hence becomes occupied
in the oxidized system. This is an indication of the weakening of the Ag—O
bond on the oxidized particle compared to the bond on the metallic particle.
The O–ethylene interaction shows the opposite, as illustrated by Figures 11i.b
and d. An unoccupied antibonding density appears above the Fermi level in
the oxidized system, but this remains occupied for the metallic case. Hence,
the O–ethylene π bond interaction is the stronger interaction on the oxidized
particle, which will lead to insertion of the oxygen atom into the ethylene π bond.
When the oxygen atom interacts weakly with a transition metal surface atom,

its spin state can become a triplet as in the free atom. In contrast, a strongly
adsorbed oxygen atom that is twofold or threefold coordinated to the transition
metal surface is in a singlet state, which is less reactive.
It has been suggested that an oxygen atom that is in the triplet state [72]

and weakly adsorbed to Ag is selective for ethylene epoxidation, whereas an
oxygen atom adsorbed in the singlet state is non-selective. In Figure 7.13 these
O adsorbed states are schematically shown and described as di-σ and oxyradical
respectively.The di-σ state is representative for the state of O adsorbed threefold
to the metallic Ag surface. It is nucleophilic because the three 2p atomic orbitals
are doubly occupied. In contrast, the oxygen atom in the triplet state has
partially occupied atomic orbitals and hence is electrophilic and will insert into
the ethylene π-bond. According to this view, the difference in reactivity of weakly
and strongly adsorbed oxygen atoms on the silver surface (as determined by the
degree of surface oxidation) relates to their spin states.
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8

Mechanisms of Transition Metal Catalyzed Reactions

8.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses themechanisms of the various reactions catalyzed by tran-
sition metals, with a focus on the molecular and atomistic aspects. The catalytic
systems chosen introduce and illustrate relevant concepts that are basic to the
physical organic chemistry of transitionmetal catalysis.Wewill address the ques-
tion how the state of the metal surface changes at reaction conditions. Several of
these reactions have been introduced previously in Chapter 2 on catalytic pro-
cesses. When possible the mechanism of reactions catalyzed by transition metal
surfaces is compared with that of related enzyme or coordination complex cat-
alyzed reactions.

8.2 Hydrogenation Reactions

8.2.1 Ammonia Synthesis

8.2.1.1 Heterogeneous Catalytic Reaction
The reaction using the Haber–Bosch process that converts N2 with H2 to give
ammonia (see Chapter 1, Insert 1) is at present one of the catalytic heteroge-
neous processes that is best understood at the molecular level. Surface science
model studies and computational studies have provided a nearly complete
understanding of the reaction. Essential molecular information can be found in
Insert 1.

Insert 1: Molecular Basis of Ammonia Synthesis Reaction

In this Insert simulated volcano curves of the ammonia synthesis reactions are presented
in Figure 1i.1. In Figure 1i.2, an experimentally determined reaction energy diagram of
the elementary reactions of this reaction is shown for a Fe catalyst. Figure 1i.3 gives

(Continued)

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Insert 1: (Continued)

experimental reactivity data from single crystal experiments on Fe. Figure 1i.4 shows a
calculated reaction energy diagram of N2 activation for the stepped and nonstepped Ru
surface.
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The microkinetics simulations shown in fig. 1i.1 based on the use of
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relations and quantum-chemical results as
shown in Figure 1i.4 allow us to relate the rate of the ammonia synthesis reaction
with the N adatom bond energy. The adsorption energy of the N atom is a
reactivity performance descriptor for the reaction. From known N2 adsorption
energies this can be used to identify the metal that has the optimumM—N atom
interaction, which will produce the Sabatier rate maximum.
While the most common catalysts in commercial use are based on Fe or Co,

the computationally constructed volcano curve (Figure 1i.1) shows that the Ru
catalyst is predicted to be more active. Note that direct comparison between the
experimental and practical systems should be done with caution, since a spe-
cific surface topology is used for the simulations and the simulated catalysts are
nonpromoted. This is in contrast to the original Fe based catalyst.
The calculated reaction energy diagram shown in Figure 1i.4 shows that the

N2 and H2 molecules adsorb dissociatively and the adsorbed nitrogen atoms are
hydrogenated in consecutive steps. The minimum energy of the system is for
adsorbed nitrogen, so that at the maximum of the volcano curve the compet-
ing reactions are N2 activation and the ammonia formation from adsorbed N
atoms. Note that the barrier for N2 activation is high on the Ru(0001) terrace but
is reduced for a stepped surface.
The rate of reaction is found to decrease sharply when the size of the Ru par-

ticles is less than 3 nm. This is because step-edge sites are not stable on particles
that are too small (see Section 4.4.1).
The surface science data of Somorjai et al. (Figure 1i.3) also illustrate the struc-

ture sensitivity of the reaction. The rate of reaction increases significantly with
coordinative unsaturation of the surface atoms. The data indicate that N2 disso-
ciation is rate-controlling at the conditions used in the Somorjai experiment.
The kinetics of the reaction is described by the Temkin kinetic expression

[5, 6]

Rt = rf [N2]
{

[H2]3

[NH3]

}m

− kb

{
[H2]3

[NH3]

}1−m

(8.1)

As expected, the rate of reaction is first order in nitrogen partial pressure and
has a positive order in hydrogen. The reaction becomes poisoned by ammonia
adsorption at high pressures of ammonia.
The experimentally determined reaction energy diagram for the commonly

used Fe/K system is also shown (see Figure 1i.2). On this catalyst, the barrier of
N2 dissociation is comparable to that of the stepped Ru surface, but ammonia
formation from adsorbed N has an overall higher barrier.
The next subsection presents a comparison of the mechanism of the hetero-

geneous catalytic reaction with the mechanism of the analog enzyme catalyst,
which is based on catalysis by the cofactor Fe7MoS6 cluster.

8.2.1.2 Enzyme Catalysis
In the biological realm, ammonia formation by plants occurs at room temper-
ature. It is catalyzed by the nitrogenase enzyme which reacts N2 with protons
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Figure 8.1 The structure of the FeMo cofactor of the
nitrogen-fixing enzyme nitrogenase. (Branden and Tooze
1991 [7]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and
Sons.)
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and electrons. Rather than temperature, the driving force for this reaction is the
electrochemical potential of the system that reduces the protonated reaction
intermediates. The catalytically active cofactor of nitrogenase is a Fe7MoNS8
cluster (see Figure 8.1) that is embedded in the enzyme molecule peptide shell.
The actual reaction that occurs is:

N2 + 8e− +H+ −−−→←−−− 2NH3 +H2

An extra H2 molecule is formed in this reaction.Themechanism of the enzyme
reaction is different from the mechanism of the heterogeneous catalytic reaction
because, at the enzyme reaction’s low temperature, N2 cannot be activated to
directly dissociate. NH3 formation occurs by consecutive addition of a proton and
an electron to the N2 molecule. N—N bond cleavage occurs only once hydrazine
has been formed.
As is illustrated in Figure 8.1, the N2 binding part in the cofactor is a coordi-

nation complex that contains seven Fe atoms and one Mo atom. N2 is activated
through adsorption into the cavity provided by six Fe atoms. Interestingly, the
same metal is used in the heterogeneous catalytic process as ammonia synthesis
catalyst.

8.2.2 Synthesis Gas Conversion to Methane and Liquid Hydrocarbons

A short historic introduction to Fischer–Tropsch (FT) reaction can be found in
Section 2.2.3.2.TheFischer–Tropsch reaction converts synthesis gas that consists
of CO andH2 into amixture of productmolecules dominated by linear long chain
hydrocarbons. An important question is how this reaction competes with the
production of undesirable light gasses such as methane or ethane, and how the
production of undesirable products can be suppressed.
Historically, several reaction mechanisms have been proposed based on

different theories about the formation and growth of the hydrocarbon chain.
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In essence, two distinct mechanistic proposls can be distinguished. The issue
is whether the C—O bond of CO must first cleave with subsequent insertion
of a CHx species into the growing hydrocarbon chain or whether chain growth
proceeds by initial CO insertion into the growing hydrocarbon chain with sub-
sequent cleavage of the C—O bond. The two mechanisms are called the carbide
mechanism and CO insertion mechanism, respectively (see Insert 2). Identifying
the proper mechanism has important consequences for understanding the
reactivity–structure relationship and the kinetics of the reaction.

Insert 2: The Two Competing Catalytic Mechanisms of Fischer–Tropsch

Figures 2i.1 and 2i.2 schematically present the catalytic cycles according to the carbide
mechanism and the CO insertion mechanism, respectively. Key surface intermediates and
relative rates of elementary reaction steps are indicated for high selectivity of long chain
hydrocarbons and low selectivity of methane.
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Figure 2i.1 Schematic illustration of the carbide mechanism. Relative rates of elementary rate
constants for high chain growth are indicated.

The carbide mechanism of Figure 2i.1 can be described by one catalytic cycle. The role
of H2 is not explicitly indicated. The catalytic cycle is initiated by the dissociation of CO.
CH intermediates are formed that compete for insertion into the growing hydrocarbon
chain or for methane formation. The hydrocarbons desorb from the surface as olefins, but
oxygenates can also be formed when termination occurs after the CO insertion step (not
shown).

The CO insertion chain growth mechanism (Figure 2i.2) consists of an initiation step,
which is illustrated at the right of the figure, followed by the chain growth reactions illus-
trated at the left. In the initiation step, CO dissociates to form the C1 species on which the
next chain growth steps occur. In this step, the CHx species also reacts with CO to produce
a CHxCO fragment. Once the C—O bond cleaves, a C2 intermediate is generated that can
initiate the chain growth reaction by consecutive CO insertion, hydrogen addition, and
C—O bond cleavage. The chain growth step can also be terminated by a competitive des-
orption step that generates an oxygenated hydrocarbon or alkane or alkene.
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In the carbide mechanism, the Fischer–Tropsch reaction is initiated by
CO decomposition into a C and O surface-adsorbed species. This activation
can be either direct or assisted by hydrogen (see Section 7.4.2.1). In the
hydrogen-assisted case, a CH intermediate is initially formed, but in the direct
case the C atom is hydrogenated to a CH intermediate after the CO dissociation
reaction step. Other hydrogen atom addition reactions will occur, allowing the
CHx intermediates to recombine and insert into the growing hydrocarbon chain.
Oads can be removed by reaction with CO to give CO2 (a reaction that occurs on
Fe), or by reaction with adsorbed hydrogen atoms (the dominant reaction on Co,
Ni, or Ru).The growing hydrocarbon chain is reacted away from the surface as an
alkene an alkane, or by a terminating CO insertion reaction that will produce an
oxygenated hydrocarbon. This terminating reaction has a mechanistic similarity
with the hydroformylation reaction (see Chapter 2, Insert 5).
In contrast, the CO insertion mechanism assumes that chain growth occurs

through the insertion of CO into the growing hydrocarbon chain. C—O bond
cleavage to produce a CHx intermediate occurs only in the first reaction step.
Then, CHx,ads and CO recombine to give an intermediate that will produce the
corresponding alcohol or aldehyde upon hydrogenation. Alternatively, in the pre-
cursor molecular fragment the C—O bond cleaves, and a partially hydrogenated
C2Hx species is formed. This intermediate is ready for subsequent chain growth
by a consecutive CO insertion step, followed by hydrogen atom addition and
C—O bond cleavage. Chain growth can continue with a repetition of these steps
until the chain terminates as an oxygenate or a hydrocarbon. There are many
variations of this mechanism of chain growth through the insertion of CO; for
example, HCO orH2COH insertion into the growing hydrocarbon chain has also
been proposed.
Currently, the carbide mechanism is predominantly accepted as the mecha-

nism for the chain growth reaction [8]. In this mechanism, the rate constant of
C—O bond cleavage reaction step must be relatively fast and the rate of hydro-
genation of CHx intermediates to produce methane must be slow. Surfaces of Co
and Ru that contain step-edge sites satisfy these conditions, as does the surface
of more reactive Fe, which is however in a carbidic phase during the reaction.
Ni (which is next to Co in the same row in the periodic table) is not a

Fischer–Tropsch catalyst since its barrier for C—O bond cleavage is too high
and the rate of hydrogenation of adsorbed CHx species is too fast. Instead, it is a
good methanation catalyst. Rh (next to Ru in the table) has a higher barrier for
CO activation, which may explain why it also produces a substantial fraction of
oxygenates in addition to alkanes and alkenes.
An elegant (and now classical) isotope exchange experiment that supports the

carbidemechanism proceeds as follows: 13CO is dissociated on a reduced Ru cat-
alyst and the 13C species left on the surface is hydrogenated in a mixture of gas
phase 12CO and H2. In this experiment, the resulting hydrocarbons are found to
contain at least two 13C atoms per hydrocarbon chain. This proves that a C1 car-
bon atom generated on the catalyst surface before the reaction begins can insert
into the growing hydrocarbon chain [9].
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Microkinetics simulations based on quantum-chemical reactivity data on a
reactive surface of Ru provide insight into the dependence of this mechanism on
surface chemical reactivity [10], see Insert 3.

Insert 3: Microkinetics Simulation of the Fischer–Tropsch Reaction

Simulated kinetic data are presented for a reactive stepped Ru(1121) surface. In Figure 3i.1,
density functional theory (DFT) calculated reaction energies and activation energies of
reaction intermediates are presented. Figures 3i.2 and 3i.3 show simulated reaction per-
formance data based on the DFT-calculated results. In Figure 3i.4, the data of Figure 3i.1
have been used as input for microkinetics simulations based on BEP extrapolation. The
final Figure 3i.5 schematically illustrates the selectivity window of the reaction, which is
provided by an optimum M—C bond energy as long as the rate of oxygen removal is fast.
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Insert 3: (Continued)
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Insert 3: (Continued)
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Figure 3i.5 The window of opportunity.
The selectivity of the reaction is optimum
for an intermediate M—C bond strength.

The product distribution of the long chain hydrocarbons of the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction exhibits a linear dependence when the logarithm of the
molecular fraction of product is plotted as a function of chain length. This is
called the Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) distribution. This type of distribution
is found when the rate of production is independent of chain length. In the
example in Figure 3i.3, this is seen for hydrocarbon chain lengths longer than
three carbon atoms.
Although themicrokinetics simulations of Insert 3 include all elementary reac-

tions steps, it is also useful to analyze the results in terms of lumped elementary
rate constants. In lumped kinetics, several elementary reaction steps are mathe-
matically combined into a single reaction step.
The lumped kinetics chain growth probability 𝛼c is equal to the slope of the plot

of the logarithm of the product distribution as a function of its chain length. One
deduces:

𝛼c =
rc(n − 1, n)𝜃c(1)

rc(n − 1, n)𝜃c(1) + rt
(8.2)

The chain growth probability 𝛼c depends on θc(1), the surface concentration of
the C1 intermediates that insert into the adsorbed growing hydrocarbon chain.
The rate constant rc is the rate constant of the insertion of the C1 intermediate
into the growing chain and rt is the rate of chain growth termination. A high prob-
ability for chain growth occurs when the rate of chain growth rc θc(1) is large com-
pared to kt. Within the carbide mechanism the concentration θc(1) depends on
the ratio of the rate of dissociative dissociation of CO, the rate of methane forma-
tion rm θc(1) and the rate of chain growth. A strong M—C interaction decreases
rt and rm, θc(1) and favors a high rate constant of CO activation. For the step-edge
Ru surface studied in Insert 3, the rate constant of CO activation is fast compared
to rt and rm reaction rate.These, in turn, are slow compared to rc the lumped ele-
mentary rate constant of the chain growth. The rate constant of chain growth
differs from these other constants because it depends only weakly on the M—C
bond energy.
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The ASF plot shows a minimum in the production of C2 hydrocarbons. The
primary C2 product that desorbs is ethylene, and its formation by C1 recombina-
tion is not homologous with the insertion reaction of the longer hydrocarbon
chains. It also desorbs more slowly from the surface than the longer alkenes,
which suppresses its rate of formation and favors chain growth. Methane for-
mation is also not located on the ASF curve because its selectivity depends on km
instead of kt.
The temperature dependence of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction (Figure 3i.2)

shows that long chain hydrocarbon formation is favored at low temperature,
but at higher temperatures methane formation is dominant rt and rm increase
quickly compared to the rate constants of C—O bond cleavage rCOdiss and rc.
In contrast, the Ru(0001) terrace only produces methane due to the very high

activation energy of C—O bond cleavage on this surface.
The contour plots of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction (see Figure 3i.4) have been

constructed based on BEP plots and the scaling laws described in Section 7.2.7.
It identify the rate of conversion optimum with a high 𝛼c value.
There are three reactivity regions:

1. The reactivity region with weak M—O bonds and weak M—C bonds
(region I).

2. The region (upper left corner) where the M—C bond is strong (region II),
3. The surface reactivity region where the M—O bonds are strong (region III),

In region I, the dominant adsorbate is CO. In region II, the surface becomes
covered with C atoms. In region III, water removal is rate-controlling and, hence,
the surface is covered with O. The maximum rate is found at the intersection of
the three regions, where several elementary rate constants compete. The reac-
tivity regime that corresponds with the experiment is at the interphase of the O
poisoned regime and the regime between regions I and III where the rate of CO
dissociation is rate-controlling.
We discussed earlier the strong dependence of CO activation on structure

(see Section 4.4). The demand for a relatively low barrier of CO activation
implies a need for step-edge sites for long chain hydrocarbon formation. This
has implications for the particle size dependence of the reaction. When the size
of the metal particles becomes too small, the rate of CO consumption as well as
the selectivity of chain growth decreases because small metal particles will not
support step-edge sites.
The selectivity for producing long chain hydrocarbons in the Fischer–Tropsch

reaction is optimum in the reactivity window of transition metal based catalysts
(Figure 3i.5) where the rate constant of C—O bond cleavage is relatively fast,
the metal–carbon bond is strong enough to prevent methane formation, and
the rate constant of chain growth termination is slow. On the other hand, the
metal–carbon bond must not be so strong that C—C bond formation becomes
endothermic, causing the rate constant of chain growth to decrease and favor
methane production.
At relatively low temperature, there is an increase in the selectivity of oxy-

genate production that yields long chain hydrocarbon alcohols or aldehydes.
This implies that the reaction rate constants of CO insertion into the growing
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hydrocarbon chain and C—O bond cleavage of inserted CO are slow compared
to the chain growth reaction, which is another argument in favor of the carbide
mechanism.

8.2.3 Hydroconversion of Hydrocarbons

8.2.3.1 Ethylene
According to the Horiuti–Polanyi mechanism [11], ethylene hydrogenation by a
transition metal surface occurs by the consecutive addition of H atoms from the
surface to the adsorbed ethylene molecule. The sequence of elementary reaction
steps is:

H2 + 2 ∗
k1,k2−−−→←−−− 2H ∗

R + 2 ∗ −−−→←−−− ∗ R ∗
∗ R ∗ +H ∗ −−−→←−−− RH ∗ +2 ∗

RH ∗ +H ∗
k3
→RH2 + 2 ∗

An isotope exchange experiment involving D2 to ethylene hydrogenation cat-
alyzed by Pd shows a rapid exchange with all of the ethylene hydrogen atoms.
This implies that the hydrogenation of the ethyl intermediate is rate-controlling
and it is the most abundant reaction intermediate (MARI).
At a low H2 pressure, rapid deactivation of the hydrogenation reaction occurs

due to self-hydrogenation of ethylene to yield ethane and acetylene. The acety-
lene molecule adsorbs strongly and will induce deactivating oligomerization. In
general [12, 13], when higher alkenes are hydrogenated a carbonaceous overlayer
forms during the reaction (see Insert 4).

Insert 4: Carbonaceous Overlayer Formation

Radiochemical experiments with 11C-labeled hexane molecules demonstrate the forma-
tion of carbonaceous residues on freshly reduced small particles. The 11C isotope emits
two 𝛾 rays of the same energy at the same time, but in different directions. By measuring
these emissions simultaneously, the readings can be used to follow the progress of the
11C-labeled hexane pulse through a reactor bed at in situ high pressure conditions [12].

In Figure 4i.1, three experiments are compared in which hexane dehydrogenation and
hydrogenation is catalyzed by small Pt particles located in the micropores of a protonic
mordenite zeolite. As described in Section 3.5.3, this is a bifunctional catalyst that iso-
merizes hexane to isohexane through intermediate hexane formation by the hydrogen
and C—H bonds of the Pt particles. Figure 4i.1a shows the progress of a 11C-labeled hex-
ane pulse as a function of position in the reactor bed, when a small pulse is injected into
the reactor while reaction with 12C hexane is ongoing and at steady state. The slope of
this curve determines its residence time, which is mainly determined by the adsorption
energy of hexane in the zeolite micropore and the number of available free surface sites
for adsorption in the mordenite micropores (Fig. 3.20).
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Figure 4i.1 Positron emission profiling (PEP) images of n-11CH3C5H11 pulse experiments on a
Pt/H-mordenite catalyst bed (l =position along the catalyst bed, t = residence time). The color
scale indicates the concentration of the 11C label: the brighter the color, the higher the
concentration. Labeled samples were injected into the feed streams (1 atm; 150 Nml min−1

total flow rate). (a) The reactor was operating under steady-state conditions at 230 ∘C with a
feed mixture of n-hexane/H2 (1/28 mol). (b) [11C]-n-hexane pulse in hydrogen over the catalyst
with freshly reduced Pt at 230 ∘C. (c) [11C]-n-hexane pulse in hydrogen over the catalyst, which
was previously used in the hydroisomerization reaction at 230 ∘C. (van Santen 1997 [14].
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.)

Figure 4i.1b shows the very different behavior when the hydrocarbon pulse is injected
into flowing H2 and the metal particle is freshly reduced. The long residence of the 11C sig-
nal at the beginning of the reactor bed confirms the formation of a nonremovable species.
This is the carbonaceous layer formed on the Pt particle by exposure to the hydrocarbon.
When compared to a similar experiment (a reaction based on a catalyst previously used
in hydroisomerization) normal steady-state reaction on the catalyst is observed, as shown
in Figure 4i.1c.

When the carbonaceous overlayer inhibits reaction, theH2 must dissolve in the
overlayer [15] and the reaction is first order in H2. Instead, when no inhibiting
overlayer is present, H2 equilibrates with the surface and the rate is half order in
H2 pressure as is found for Pd. The latter is consistent with the addition of a H
atom to the alkyl intermediate as the rate-controlling step. Reactions are typically
first or half order in H2 partial pressure and zero order in olefin.
The reaction energy diagrams for ethylene hydrogenation adsorbed at high or

low coverage to the transition metal surface are compared in Figure 5i.2. The
high coverage case can be compared with the surface at reaction conditions,
when the surface is partially carbided. At low coverage, the first and second
hydrogen addition steps compete, but at high coverage the hydrogenation of the
alkyl intermediate is the slow reaction step, consistent with the Horiuti–Polanyi
mechanism.
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Insert 5: Adsorption and Hydrogenation of Ethylene

Figure 5i.1 shows schematic representations of π- and σ-adsorbed ethylene, respectively.
Figure 5i.2 compares the respective reaction energy diagrams for hydrogenation on a
Pd(111) surface at low and high coverage.

C

π-coordination Di-σ coordination

C C C

M MM

Figure 5i.1 Ethylene coordination in π- and
σ-configuration.
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Figure 5i.2 (a) The overall potential energy diagram for ethylene hydrogenation over Pd(111)
at low surface coverages. The solid boxes refer to reactant, intermediate, and product states,
while the two unfilled boxes denote the transition state structures and energies for the surface
reactions of ethylene to ethyl and ethyl to ethane. (Neurock and van Santen 2000 [16].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.) (b) The overall potential energy
diagram for ethylene hydrogenation over Pd(111) at high surface coverages. The solid boxes
refer to reactant, intermediate, and product states, while the two unfilled boxes denote the
transition state structures and energies for the surface reactions of ethylene to ethyl and ethyl
to ethane.
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The difference between the two reactions is the stability of the adsorbed ethy-
lene. It can adsorb in two ways to the transition metal surface: in the di-σmode,
which features a strong interactionwhere twoof the ethylene carbon atoms attach
to twometal surface atoms (the atomic orbitals around the C atomhybridize as in
ethane), and in a second,weakly adsorbedmode inwhich the ethylene is adsorbed
through the π-electrons of the C=C bond atom of a metal atom. A high coverage
with adsorbate (this can be ethylene as well as Cads, Hads, or other co-adsorbed
species) will push the ethylene toward theweakly adsorbed πmodewhere it inter-
acts with a single metal atom.
The weaker interaction of π-bonded ethylene compared with the interaction of

di-σ-adsorbed ethylene implies that the π-bonded case has a smaller energy cost
(less M—C interaction weakening) for the addition of H to one of the ethylene
molecule’s C atoms.The intermediate interaction of alkyl attached to the surface
with a strongM—C σ bond is not affected by co-adsorbed intermediates because
it favors adsorption to a configuration that covers the surface metal atoms.
Similarly, the selectivity of H addition to a molecule with several unsaturated

bonds is controlled by differences in the interaction strength of the respective
unsaturated bonds with the surface. Those atoms that have the weaker interac-
tion with the transition metal surface will become more easily hydrogenated.
This is especially relevant for competitive hydrogenation of an aldehyde versus
olefinic bond [17]. On Au, which has a high activation energy for H2 dissocia-
tion, direct addition of an H from the H2 molecule can occur. The H addition
to the unsaturated molecule will generate highly reactive adsorbed H atoms on
the Au surface [18].
Hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions show no particle size depen-

dence. This is ascribed to carbonaceous overlayer formation, which will obscure
structure-sensitive behavior. Alloying of a reactive transition metal with a non-
reactive metal such as Au or Sn increases the rate of hydrogenation as well as
dehydrogenation. Dehydrogenation requires higher temperatures because it is
endothermic. Alloying isolates the transition metal atoms in smaller ensembles
of atoms, which will suppress nonselective hydrogenolysis of hydrocarbons and
excessive carbon deposition. The small ensemble size will also favor π-adsorbed
ethylene.

8.2.3.2 Acetylene
The selective hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene is an important technical
process that uses Pd as the preferred catalyst. While metallic Pd is a very efficient
catalyst for pure ethylene hydrogenation, it is less effective in the competitive
adsorption process with acetylene [19, 20]. For this reason, the Pd catalyst ismod-
ified by the addition of protonating metals such as Ag, Au, or Ga.
Ethylene adsorbs with an adsorption energy of approximately 60 kJmol−1,

but the acetylene molecule has a higher adsorption energy of 150 kJmol−1,
which will suppress the adsorption of ethylene. This is the essential reason
for the high selectivity of acetylene hydrogenation to ethylene instead of
ethane. The activation-free energy of ethyl hydrogenation is rate-controlling
at high coverage, and thus must be higher than the desorption energy of
ethylene.
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The Pd surface layer is altered during reaction by the diffusion of carbon to
subsurface positions. The presence of this subsurface carbon on the catalyst
encourages high selectivity to ethylene. Pd metal forms a hydride at high H2
pressures, but subsurface carbon reduces contact between the surface and the
bulk hydride resulting in reduced hydrogenation. In addition, the presence of
both subsurface and surface carbon reduces the reactivity of the Pd surface
atoms in an essential way, as shown in Figure 8.2a for the chemisorption of
CH3. Figure 8.2b shows that a scaling law exists between ethylene and acetylene
adsorption and the heat of adsorption of CH3. It indicates a significant weakening
of the adsorption energies of ethylene and acetylene. In the calculations ethylene
is assumed to be di-σ-adsorbed.
Figure 8.2 shows that the variation in the bonding of acetylene is larger than

that of ethylene. However, yet because the surface coverage remains dominated
by acetylene, the decrease in surface concentration of acetylene will be much less
than the decrease for ethylene.
The second cause of the improved selectivity induced by co-adsorbed carbon

or other promoting atoms is that the ethylene admolecule bond is further weak-
ened when it moves from the di-σ adsorbed state to the more weakly interacting
π-bonded state.
Promotors such as Ag, Au, or Ga are added to the catalyst because they do not

activate H2 and bind only weakly to ethylene or acetylene. As can be observed
from Figure 8.2, the role of these promotors is similar to that of subsurface C:
they weaken the interaction with acethylene and ethylene.

8.2.3.3 Hydrogenolysis and Isomerization
For a short introduction to the mechanism of skeletal transition metal hydro-
carbon transformation, we refer to Section 4.5. The only transition metal that
can selectively isomerize alkanes is Pt, and only if the transition metal particle
is at least 5 nm. The other transition metals are too reactive or require higher
temperatures for C—H-bond activation, so they mainly produce methane (see
Figure 8.3). The ensemble effect of alloying Pt with nonreactive metals such as
Sn or Au suppresses hydrogenolysis and will enhance its selectivity for dehydro-
genation.
The isomerization reaction is thought to proceed through the formation of a

metallocyclobutane with a carbene intermediate, analogous to the metathesis
reaction illustrated in Figure 8.4.
Figure 8.4 summarize the proposed mechanisms of the hydrogenolysis of an

alkane molecule to short-chain hydrocarbon intermediates [23]. The essential
difference between thesemechanisms is the size of the surfacemetal atomensem-
ble that is required for the hydrogenolysis reaction. In Figure 8.4, schemes a and
c refer to hydrocarbon activation by a surface atom ensemble of several metal
atoms and scheme d refers to a reaction site of a single metal atom.
When a C—C bond is activated by a surface atom ensemble, there is either

cleavage of the C—C bond between atoms α and β, or cleavage of the C—C bond
through metal–carbon contact of atoms α and γ. It has also been proposed that
the initial C—H activation can give adsorbed alkyl and H2 by direct interaction
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with permission of John Wiley and Sons). (b) Adsorption energies for acetylene (circles) and
ethylene (triangles) plotted against the adsorption energy of a methyl group. The adsorption
energies of acetylene and ethylene represent the most stable adsorption sites and are defined
as the total energy of the surface with the adsorbed species minus the sum of the total energy
of the clean surface and the adsorbate in a vacuum. The solid lines show the predicted
acetylene (red line) and ethylene (blue line) adsorption energies from scaling. The adsorption
geometry of ethylene on Ni and Rh surfaces has been accounted for by specifically choosing
the methyl binding site corresponding to the site of adsorption of the carbon atoms in
ethylene. The dotted lines indicate the energy window. (Studt et al. 2008 [20]. Reproduced
with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)
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Figure 8.3 Schematic
evolution of the activity in
hydrogenolysis and the ratio
isomerization/hydrogenolysis.
(After [21] with kind
permission.)

with vacant surface metal atom sites or in an associative reaction with adsorbed
hydrogen to (Figure 8.4, a). The second reaction will be favored when the M—H
bond is weak, such as on the dense surfaces of Ni or Pt.
As indicated in schemes of Figure 8.4, C—H bond cleavage is followed by steps

where α–β adsorbed hydrocarbon intermediates dehydrogenate by β C—H bond
cleavage (the reverse of the Horiuti–Polanyi route of ethylene hydrogenation) or
undergo hydrogen shuffling reaction steps that also involve α C—H bond cleav-
age. In the final reaction steps C—C bonds may also cleave.
Watwe et al. [24] showed that on Pt these reactions favor step-edges as opposed

to terrace sites. The 𝛽 C—H bond cleavage step has the highest barrier to activa-
tion (Eact = 193 kJmol−1), whereas αC—Hbond activation has the lowest barrier.
The C—C bond activation reaction at the step-edge has a calculated barrier of
100 kJmol−1, which is 73 kJmol−1 lower than the barrier for the (111) surface.
The α–γC—C bond activation can proceed on a terrace as indicated in scheme

c in Figure 8.4 or on single surface atoms as shown in scheme d. C—C bond acti-
vation proceeds either through C—C bond cleavage with formation of a carbene
intermediate and olefin, or via a hydrogen atom addition to give adsorbed alkyl
and the olefin. The carbene species results from the intermediate formation of a
metallocycle attached to a single metal atom and its subsequent activation.
After the intermediate carbene-forming step, isomerization and hydrogenoly-

sis reaction steps compete [21]. Alloying the transition metal with nonreactive
metals such as Sn or Au enhances the selectivity toward isomerization and dehy-
drogenation.Thismay indicate that the surface atomensemble size needed for the
isomerization reaction is smaller than the surface ensemble size needed for the
hydrogenolysis reaction. Alternatively, step-edge sites are the preferred reaction
sites for the hydrogenolysis reaction.
The hydrogenolysis reaction is particle size dependent, as has been shown

for the ring-opening reaction of methylcyclopentane catalyzed by Pt [25, 26].
While on small particles this reaction is nonselective, on larger particles only
the branched isomers are produced through reactions that proceed through α–β
adsorbed intermediates such as ethane.
DFT quantum chemical calculations indicate that the differences in selectivity

as a function of site structure relate to differences in the stereochemistry of
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Figure 8.4 Summary of some of the proposed elementary reaction steps involved in the
hydrogenolysis of an alkane. (I) α–β bond cleavage (van Santen et al. 2010 [22]. Reproduced
with permission of American Chemical Society.) (II) α–γ bond cleavage.

the adsorbed reaction intermediates on surface sites of different topologies.
Figure 8.5 shows reaction intermediates for 3-methylpentane (1) and hexane (2)
formation. In both cases, the reaction proceeds through an α–β adsorbed state.
For hexane formation, the activation energy of C—C bond cleavage on the

stepped surface Pt(211) is reduced to 94 kJmol−1, compared to its value of
116 kJmol−1 on the nonstepped Pt(111) surface. In comparison, the C—C
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(1) (2)(a)

(1) (2)(b)

Figure 8.5 (a1) α–β-Adsorbed methylcyclopentyl intermediate. (a2) Reaction intermediate
after ring-opening intermediate. (b) Reaction intermediates of the methylcyclopentane
ring-opening reaction to hexane on Pt(211) surface. (b1) Structure of adsorbed
methylcyclopentane. (b2) Ring-opened methylcyclopentane intermediate.

bond cleavage activation energies for 2-methylpentane and 3-methylpentane
formation are both 100 kJmol−1 on the stepped surface, which is slightly higher
than the values found for the Pt(111) surface.
The barrier of activation of n-hexane formation is lower due to the reduced

steric repulsion of themethyl group of methylpentane in the corresponding tran-
sition state complex at the step-edge compared to the transition state complexes
at terrace sites. No steric repulsion is present in the transition states (TS) that
lead to the branched products, because the methyl group is far from the sur-
face.
Small nanoparticles have an increased ratio of edge over terrace atoms. The

observed increased selectivity of hexane formation for such small particles is con-
sistent with the DFT-calculated reduction in activation energy at the step-edge
sites of the (211) surface.

8.2.4 NH3 and CH4 to HCN

TheAndrussowprocess converts amixture ofmethane and ammonia toHCNat a
temperature of 850K using a Pt/RH catalyst. HCN is essential for the production
of nylon-6,6 as well as other commodities. A small amount of oxygen is present
for H2 combustion, which provides the heat for this endothermic reaction.
At the high temperature of the reaction the Pt/Rh gauze becomes corrugated,

so that a high fraction of step-edge sites can be expected.
Formation of N2 competes with HCN formation. Therefore, the coupled

reaction between the CHx and NHx intermediates must be fast compared to the
exothermic formation of N2 from adsorbed N atoms. The use of Pt as catalyst
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energies. The error bars indicate an uncertainty of 0.2 eV for EC and EN. (Grabow et al. 2011
[27]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

is appropriate because it has a low activation energy for C—H bond activation;,
however, a low activation barrier of ammonia requires a more electrophilic
catalyst.
Microkinetics simulations using BEP and scaling relations based on

quantum-chemical data obtained for the Pt(211) surface indicate a conflict
between maximum conversion rate of reagent and maximum selectivity (see
Figure 8.6). The adsorption energies of the C and N atoms are used as catalyst
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reactivity indicators. While catalysts based on Co, Ir, and Ni are most active, Pt
is the most selective catalyst. The lower reactivity of Pt for ammonia activation
increases the probability of atomic C and NH2 recombination, which suppresses
the formation of N2. On Pt, ammonia decomposition is rate-controlling: when
methane partial pressure is too high, the catalyst becomes poisoned by C.

8.2.5 Electrocatalysis; H2 Evolution

Electrocatalytic H2O decomposition can be achieved using the cathodic proton
reduction reaction and the anodic anionic oxygen intermediate oxidation reac-
tion. The second reaction will be discussed for reducible oxides in Section 11.6.
Similar toO2 evolution (see Section 3.3.2.4), the overpotential for electrocatalytic
H2 evolution also shows a volcano curve when measured as a function of M—H
adsorption energy (see Figure 6i.1).

Insert 6: The Electrochemical Volcano Curve for H2 Evolution

Figure 6i.1 shows a logarithmic plot of the experimentally observed exchange current for
H2 evolution measured as a function of estimated M—H bond energy of adsorbed H. It
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Figure 6i.1 A volcano curve is shown in for the current used for H2 evolution at a comparable
overpotential plotted as a function of the H2 adsorption energy. (Trasatti 1990 [28].
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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is notable that the extrapolated maximum is near the position of the bond dissociation
energy of H2 of 408 kJ mol−1 found for Pt. At this value, the free energy of H2 adsorption
is close to zero.

Experimental curves for H2 evolution of this type have been criticized by Schmickler
and coworkers [29], since the experimental systems are only partially oxidized and hence
a strict Sabatier interpretation of the volcano curve is not valid.

The elementary reaction rate theory expressions for hydrogen evolution are shown
below.

If one assumes the Volmer reaction to be rate-controlling the expression for the current
J is:

J = −er

r = rf − rb (6i.1)

To the left and right of the volcano curve the following expressions can then be used
respectively. The exchange current expressions for the exothermic case for H2 adsorption
at pH= 0 becomes:

J0 = −ek0
1

1 + exp(−ΔGH∗∕kT)
(6i.2)

and for the corresponding endothermic case:

J0 = −ek′0
1

1 + exp(−ΔGH∗∕kT)
exp(−ΔGH∗∕kT) (6i.3)

In these expressions the dependence of k0 and k′0 on overpotential is not explicitly con-
sidered and these are assumed to be equal.

The results plotted in Figure 6i.2 have been deduced based on Eqs. 6i.2 and 6i.3.
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Figure 6i.2 The current in the HER calculated from a simple kinetic model (see below) plotted
as a function of the free energy for hydrogen adsorption, ΔGH∗ 5ΔEH = 0.24 eV. (The correction
of 0.24 eV is due to entropy and zero point energy correction.) (After [30]. Reproduced with
permission of ECS — The Electrochemical Society.)

(Continued)
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Insert 6: (Continued)

The alternative to the volcano curve shown in Figure 6i.1 is shown by Figure 6i.3 based
on careful single-crystal measurements.
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Figure 6i.3 Experimental values for the rate of hydrogen evolution against the free energy of
adsorption of hydrogen atom on the densest surface plane at the standard equilibrium
potential. For surfaces on which more than one adsorbed species exists, the most strongly
bound species has been chosen. (Santos et al. 2012 [29]. Reproduced with permission of Royal
Society of Chemistry.)

As is discussed in the main text, this nonvolcano curve dependence is interpreted as
evidence that near the maximum current the surface is saturated with H atoms.

The next figure shows a comparison of the free energies of H2 evolution for a few mate-
rials. It also indicates the relatively high activity of MoS2 (Figure 6i.4).
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to different catalysts is then found by calculating the free energy with respect to molecular
hydrogen including zero-point energies and entropy terms. (Hinnemann et al. 2005 [31].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

The initial step in the electrochemical generation of H2 fromH+ is the neutral-
ization of the proton to adsorbed H. This is the Volmer reaction:

H+ + e− → Had (8.3)

Then, one of two reactions can follow, either the Tafel reaction:

2Had → H2 (8.4)

or the Heyrovsky reaction:

Had +H+ + e− → H2 (8.5)

When the hydrogen adsorption varies, the nature of the rate-controlling stepmay
vary. The Tafel slope, which is the overpotential derivative of the current J (Eqs.
6i.1 and 6i.2) can identify the rate-determining steps in electrochemical systems
[32].When the electron transfer step in Eq. (8.3) is rate limiting, the expression
for the rate becomes:

r1 = k1cH+ (1 − 𝜃) (8.6)
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where r1 is the rate of the forward reaction. This reaction involves the transfer
of one electron. When Eq. (8.3) is rate-controlling the hydrogen coverage will be
low and r1 becomes equal to:

r2 = k1cH+ (8.7)

The rate constant k1 is generally assumed to depend exponentially on the over-
potential:

k1 = k11 exp
(
−
𝛼eF
RT

E
)

(8.8)

F is the Faraday constant. This is analogous to the BEP relation that defines a
linear relation between activation energy and reaction energy. The value of 𝛼e is
typically chosen 0.5.
The Tafel slope is defined as:

−
δ(log(−J))

δE
= 𝛼e

F
2.3RT

= 𝛼e•(60mV)−1 = (120mV)−1 (8.9)

The slope of 120mV−1 indicates that the rate-limiting step in the HER reaction is
the Volmer reaction.
If on the other hand Eq. (8.2) is rate-controlling, the expression for the current

J is given by:

− J = 2Fk2𝜃2 (8.10)

The recombination rate constant k2 is assumed to be independent of potential
and is given by the equilibrium constant KH of hydrogen adsorption:

k1 = KH•k2 (8.11)

and the Tafel slope becomes:

−
δ(log(−J))

δE
= 2𝛼e

F
2.3RT

= (60mV)−1 (8.12)

When Eq. (8.5) is assumed to be rate-limiting, the equation for the rate becomes:

r3 = k3CH+θ (8.13)

In this case, the Tafel slope becomes (40mV)−1.
These three examples show howTafel slope variations in relation to the kinetics

of the electrocatalytic reaction can be used to determine the rate-controlling step
of the HER reaction.
To the left of the volcano curve maximum (Figure 6i.2), the Volmer equation

(Eq. (8.3)) applies and to the right the Heyrovsky equation (Eq. (8.5)) applies.
However, the curve shown in Figure 6i.2 is not accurate since k0 and k′

0 have
been assumed to be equal in the kinetic expressions (Eqs. (6i.2) and (8.3)). Near
the currentmaximum theHeyrovsky reaction occurs. In this reaction, the activa-
tion energy for proton transfer depends not only on the hydrogen atom adsorp-
tion strength, but also on the changed partial density of state (PDOS) around
the Fermi level. More importantly, additional H atoms with substantially altered
reactivity will adsorb more weakly adjacent to the strongly adsorbed H [29].
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To support this, an experimental curve based on single-crystal experiments is
shown in Figure 6i.3 [29]. For the metals investigated, a maximum is no longer
found in the reaction curve as a function of the free energy of H adsorption.
Although Ni and Co have strong adsorption energies with a single H atom,

they are not efficient electrocatalysts because additional H adsorbs too weakly
for efficient electron transfer on the surface with high hydrogen coverage. The
spatial extension of their d-atomic orbitals is too small. Ag, Cu, and Au have
the same activity because the differences in their adsorption energy and spatial
orbital extent compensate.
Interestingly, the fact that the optimum interaction for efficient electro-

reduction is zero adsorption free energy of H2 is consistent with the high
activity of non-noble metal catalysts such as MoS2 [31] (see Figure 6i.4).
The thermodynamics of these systems is very similar to that of the Fe7MoS8
cluster-based enzyme Nitrogenase used in N2 reduction, which we discussed in
Section 8.2.1.2.

8.3 Oxidation Reactions

8.3.1 Synthesis Gas from Methane

8.3.1.1 Steam Reforming
The steam reforming reaction of methane to synthesis gas is highly dependent on
particle size and also on the choice of transition metal (see Figure 8.7).
The strong increase in turn over frequency (TOF) with particle size is caused

by an increase in methane activation reaction rate when coordinative unsatura-
tion of surface atoms decreases. Activation of methane occurs over a single metal
atom. When particle size decreases, the relative number of coordinatively unsat-
urated edge and corner sites increases compared to the more highly coordinated
metal surface terrace atoms. The lower the coordination number of the metal
atom with its surface atom neighbors, the lower its oxygen-surface bond energy.

Figure 8.7 Reaction rate as a
function of dispersion for
CH4—H2O reforming (773 K,
0.19 bar CH4, 0.74 bar H2O,
0.07 bar H2). Comparison of
turn over frequencies (TOF) of
the transition metals Ru, Rh, Ni,
Pt, Ir and Pd. (Jones et al. 2008
[33]. Reproduced with
permission of Elsevier.)
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Table 8.1 Surface metal–oxygen bond strengths in (kJ mol−1) for the densest
surfaces of the various transition metals.

Fe (hcp) 

−714

Co

−550

Ni

−496 

Cu 

−429

Ru 

−557 

Rh 

−469

Pd 

−382

Ag

−321

Os 

−533

Ir 

−428

Pt 

−354 

Au 

−270

Metals indicated in green have a high enough surface strength for use in steam
reforming, as opposed to metals indicated in red. Yellow indicates a borderline case.

Since the reactivity of a metal particle is determined by the average of the reactiv-
ities of the different metal atoms, the reactivity of the metal particle will increase
with a decrease in particle size.
Interestingly, Ru and Rh are both more reactive than Pt or Pd but their

activation energies of methane dissociation are comparable (Table 7i.1). This
is because H2O must also decompose to provide the Oads atoms for CO for-
mation. A thermodynamic analysis provides insight into the differences in the
reactivity of the various metals. In Table 8.1, metals that have a sufficient surface
metal–oxygen bond strength for the generation of O by reaction with H2O are
indicated.
Carbondioxide is used instead of H2O in dry steam reforming.TheM—Obond

energy necessary to cleave the H2O bond is 480 kJmol−1, and the energy to cleave
the CO2 bond is 520 kJmol−1. One notes from Table 8.1 that this reduces the
number of candidate metals for dry reforming compared to those suitable for
steam reforming.TheDFT-calculated values of Table 8.1 are based on the adsorp-
tion energies of the O atom on the (111) or (0001) surfaces of each metal. The
adatom bond strengths may become substantially stronger for more open sur-
faces, and this may make borderline transition metals reactive.
We discussed the kinetics and mechanism of the steam reforming reaction

earlier (Section 2.2.5.1 and Chapter 3, Insert 7). The reaction proceeds through
the intermediate formation of CHads that recombines with atomic oxygen. Water
formation occurs through recombination of OH hydroxyl species. At high tem-
perature, the reaction becomes poisoned by carbon overlayer decomposition.
When themetal particle size of the activemetal catalyst is too small, the catalyst

deactivates rapidly because the particles convert easily into stable oxide particles.
This has been observed for Rh. [34].

8.3.1.2 Methane Oxidation
Catalytic oxidation of methane by transition metals is used to generate the hot
gases necessary for gas turbine operation [35].
Similarly to the reforming reactions, this reaction proceeds through inter-

mediate Cads and CHads formation. The adsorbed oxygen atoms needed for the
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consecutive formation of CO, CO2, and H2O play different roles. In addition
to the recombination with Cads and CHads species, as we discussed in Section
7.4, adsorbed oxygen atoms can activate CH4 or block the surface for methane
activation. In the latter case, when the O2 partial pressure increases, the metal
surface becomes covered with oxygen and the reaction will become negative
order in O2 partial pressure.
A unique chemistry develops for Pd, which results in the formation of PdO.

As long as the reaction temperature remains below 650 ∘C, the PdO(101) surface
remains stable and appears exceptionally suitable to initiate methane activation,
which is followed by high-temperature homogenous combustion.
The surface chemistry, which is basic to this chemical process, has been dis-

cussed in Chapter 7. In Section 11.3.3, we will more fully discuss the activation
of methane by reducible oxides.

8.3.1.3 NH3 Oxidation to NO and N2

The Ostwald process invented during the same time period as the Born–Haber
process oxidizesNH3 toNO (see Section 2.2.5.2).The catalyst used in this process
is very similar to the one used later in the Andrussow process, which produces
HCN from CH4 and NH3 (see Section 8.2.2.4). Temperatures of operation for
these processes are comparable. As in the Andrussow process, the nonselective
reaction that must be prevented in the Ostwald process is N2 formation.
On the other hand, the reaction of NH3 to give N2 is a desirable reaction when

NH3 is decomposed in waste streams. The selectivity of the Ostwald reaction
depends strongly on temperature: at low temperature N2 is formed; at interme-
diate temperatures N2O is formed; and at high temperatures NO is formed (see
Figure 8.8).

Figure 8.8 Experimental ammonia
conversion and selectivities versus
simulation results (dashed lines)
obtained from a combination of lumped
kinetics with heat and mass flow
simulations using the hydrodynamic
Navier–Stokes model using constant wall
temperature as a function of
temperature. Reaction conditions:
20 vol%. (Rebrov et al. 2003 [36].
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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There are two essentially different routes for N2 formation:

1. On the transition metal surface, NH3 decomposes to N atoms that recombine
to N2 in a consecutive reaction.

2. NH3 recombines with NO, to give N2 and H2O. This is called the Fogel
reaction.

Upon decomposition of NH3 on the Pt surface, two N atoms can recombine to
produceN2. Since adsorbedOatoms are present, this reaction competeswithNO
formation. Both reactions are structure-sensitive, and efficient on cubic particles.
The (100) surfaces that terminate such particles provide both proper thermody-
namics and low activation energies Chapter 4, insert 3.
When the temperature of reaction remains low enough so that NO desorbs

slowly, NO recombination will give N2O. N2Owill also be formed by the reaction
of NO with an adsorbed N adatom.This reaction then competes with N2 forma-
tion. The undesirable formation of N2O (a greenhouse gas) can be suppressed
by the introduction of excess ammonia, which reduces O surface coverage, thus
hindering NO formation. A second beneficial effect of the introduction of excess
ammonia is that it will increase the rate of N2 formation through the Fogel
reaction (mechanism b of N2 formation).
At higher temperature, NO can desorb and it will be the main product.
Metals such asAg orCuwill becomeoxidized, and ammoniawill be oxidized on

them to yield the nitrite or nitrate intermediates [37, 38]. In a consecutive reaction
with NH3 the adsorbed NOx intermediates will be reduced to N2 (via interme-
diate formation of NH4NO2) or N2O (via intermediate formation of NH4NO3).
This is another example of the Fogel reduction of NH3 with NO.
A similar reaction is catalyzed by Pt2+ ions in the Faujasite zeolite [39, 40] that

is analogous to the homogenous reaction [41–43] catalyzed by amine complexes.
In the zeolite, ion-exchanged Pt2−, cations will combine with NH3 to form a

catalytically reactive intermediate, the Pt2+(NH3)4 amine complex.This complex
can activateO2, which then reactswith an ammonia ligand to givewater. A proton
is donated to the zeolite in this reaction:

Pt(NH3)2+4 +O2 → [Pt(NH3)3NO]+ +H+ +H2O

NO− replaces one of the four ammonia ligands of Pt2+. NO− can be oxidized
with a second O2 molecule to give NO3

−, which can react with another ammonia
ligand to give N2O:

[Pt(NH3)3(NO3)]+ +H+ + 2NH3 → Pt2+(NH3)4 +N2O

However, when NO− reacts with H2O instead of O2 the NO2
− ligand will decom-

pose with ammonia to give N2:

[Pt(NH3)3(NO)]+ +H2O → [Pt(NH3)(NO2)]− + 2H+

In this reaction, the addition of H2O inhibits N2O formation. These reaction
events are illustrated by the temperature-programmed mass spectrometric
measurements shown in Figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.9 Temperature-programmed mass spectrometry of the decomposition of Pt2+(NH3)4
ion exchanged in zeolite HZSM-5 [39]. The corresponding reaction steps are indicated. Three
peaks can be distinguished in the TPD spectrum. Oxygen is consumed in only two of the N2
formation peaks. The mechanism that explains the occurrence of these three peaks is
consistent with proposals made earlier on the homogeneous oxidation of Ru–amine
complexes in basic solution [43, 44] and the reaction of NO with Ru–amine or Os–amine
complexes [41, 42, 45].

The example in this subsection of catalysis by a transition metal surface and an
immobilized metal organic complex immobilized in a zeolite again illustrates the
close correspondence between molecular events in the two systems.

8.3.1.4 Selective Oxidation of Ethylene
Three important selective oxidation reactions of ethylene are the formation of
acetaldehyde, vinyl acetate formation by reaction with acetic acid, and the epox-
idation of ethylene. The discussion of these reactions provides an opportunity to
explore differences in their reaction mechanisms at the gas–solid surface inter-
phase and in the liquid phase. This is of special interest when discussing the
mechanism of the Wacker reaction.
In a liquid phasemedium of water, theWacker reaction oxidizes ethylene using

PdCl2 and CuCl2 salts. Vinyl acetate is selectively catalyzed by metallic Pd and
ethylene epoxide is produced in the gas phase by a Ag catalyst activated by Cl.
While the Wacker reaction is a homogeneous reaction (which can be catalyzed
by an immobilized system), the catalysis of vinyl acetate is believed to be a hetero-
geneous catalytic reaction. The ethylene epoxidation reaction occurs in the gas
phase. Its unique feature is that the selectivity of the catalyst strongly depends on
the state of the catalyst surface.
As we will discuss in the next subsection, reactions in the liquid phase cat-

alyzed by organometallic or coordination complexes can proceed through inner
or outer coordination shell reactions. In theWacker reaction, this is the syn- ver-
sus anti-mechanism. Water plays an important role in that it mediates proton
shuttling by the hopping of protons through the water coordination shell. Since
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this is a general feature in many water-catalyzed reactions we will discuss this in
some detail.

8.3.1.4.1 Ethylene to Acetaldehyde

TheWacker reaction is an organometallic oxidation reaction that is catalyzed by
a water solution containing a mixture of PdCl2 and CuCl2 salts. The Pd2+ cation
catalyzes formation of a hydroxylated ethyl intermediate by reaction of ethylene
withH2O, which converts to the aldehyde through a β-CH cleavage reaction.This
forms intermediate vinyl alcohol, which rapidly isomerizes to acetaldehyde. In
this reaction step, Pd2+ is reduced to the Pdmetal.The Pd2+ cation is regenerated
by oxidation with O2 catalyzed by Cu complexes. The overall catalytic reaction
scheme is shown in Figure 7i.1.
ThePd cation is part of a planar PdCl2OH2C2H4 complex.The twomechanisms

proposed for how this complex catalyzes acetaldehyde formation are shown in
Figure 7i.2. In the inner sphere reaction mechanism, the ethylene molecule is
initially π-bonded, but shifts to a single M—C bond interacting σ-adsorbed state.
Pd-coordinated OH adds to the carbon atom of ethylene that is not attached to
Pd [46, 47].
In the alternative outer sphere anti-mechanism, OH addition occurs by a water

molecule that is not activated by Pd and is not adsorbed in the first coordina-
tion shell of Pd [48]. Recently, advanced quantum-chemical dynamic studies have
provided strong support for the anti-mechanism [48, 49] and β CH cleavage is
considered to be rate-controlling. The main evidence for the anti-mechanism is
the substantial difference in the stability of the cis- and trans-position of H2O in
the reaction complex.The trans complex stability exceeds the cis complex stabil-
ity by 60 kJmol−1 [48].
The outer sphere reaction mechanism can only be properly studied when H2O

molecules are explicitly considered in the simulation model. The water network
is essential for providing low-energy paths to generate the OH− species that react
with olefin and for the isomerization of the vinyl alcohol intermediate [48] as
schematically illustrated in Figure 7i.3. The proton is shuttled through the water
network by consecutive formation of hydronium ions. This proton shuttling,
which is common in the water phase, is called the Grotthuss mechanism of
proton transfer.
In the Wacker reaction, the water molecules concerned are contained in bulk

water, but small water clusters near a hydrophobic reaction center (such as in a
zeolite or an enzyme) often play the same role in that they enable proton transfer
by forming proton-conducting bridges.
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Insert 7: The Mechanism of the Wacker Reaction

The general scheme of the Wacker reaction is shown in Figure 7i.1. There are two mech-
anistic options: the syn addition and anti-addition mechanisms respectively sketched in
Figure 7i.2. Details of the proton transfer model within the anti-mechanism, are given in
Figure 7i.3. Figure 7i.4 shows the orbital relation for the different reaction intermediates
according to the syn-addition mechanism.

Figure 7i.1 General scheme of
the Wacker process. (After
[48].)

1/2 O2 + 2H+

H2O Pd0

Pd2+ C2H4 + H2O

CH3CHO +  2H+

2Cu+

2Cu2+

Figure 7i.2 The two postulated
reaction pathways for the Wacker
process. (After [50].)
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Insert 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7i.3 Schematic representation of proton transfer model reaction steps calculated
including explicit water molecules. (a) Reaction intermediates; (b) the proton network. (After
[51].)

Figure 7i.4 shows the electronic structures for the syn insertion reaction intermediates.
It illustrates the stabilization of the transition state structure by interaction with the Pd
d-valence atomic orbitals located in the plane of the reaction complex. The transition
state orbitals of the allyl fragment formed by the C—C—O fragment (second column of
Figure 7i.4) have the following energies: −1.99, −1.40, and 0.00 eV which are the bonding
orbitals, the nonbonding and the antibonding orbitals, respectively. The −1.99 eV orbital
is stabilized by the interaction with the Pd dx2−y2 orbital.

The −1.40 eV orbital already shows a C—O bonding interaction and the 0.0 eV orbital
similarly shows bonding interaction with the Pd—C bond.
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Figure 7i.4 Changes of the occupied molecular orbitals in the syn OH reactionstep [52]. It
shows natural bond-orbitals projected in a limited phase space of atomic orbitals localized on
one of the four atoms: C, C, Pd, and O. Natural bond-orbitals are found by diagonalizing a
density matrix constructed from occupied Kohn–Sham orbitals. The orbitals are projected on
the atomic orbitals of the four atoms: C , C , Pd, and O. This is diagonalized to give natural-bond
orbitals. The orbital energies are calculated from the Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian equation and
are given in electronvolts with respect to the highest occupied molecular orbital. This
illustrates how, in the transition state, this allylic intermediate of the C—C—O skeleton is
initially stabilized by the dx2−y2 atomic orbital of the Pd2+ cation. (After [52].)

A salient feature of the transition state is the enduring π character of the C—C bond. The
transition state can be characterized as early, and the correlation of orbitals of transition
state and final state confirms this, since the π bond in ethylene is broken only in the final
state.

8.3.1.4.2 Vinyl Acetate

Vinyl acetate is an important intermediate for polymer synthesis. The mecha-
nism of the vinyl acetate synthesis reaction, also catalyzed by Pd, is different
from the Wacker reaction since explicit cleavage of the C—H bond is neces-
sary. The reaction shows a large kinetic isotope effect when C2H4 is replaced by
C2D4. In contrast with the Wacker reaction, this reaction proceeds on reduced
Pd, present as large clusters in solution or as metal particles on a support. No
Cu promotion is needed for O2 activation because O2 will dissociate on the large
Pd clusters [53].
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Insert 8: The Mechanism of Vinyl Acetate Formation

The two mechanistic paths that have been proposed are summarized in Table 8i.1. The
essential difference between the two is that they discriminate between the dissociation
of the C—H bond in ethylene either before or after the insertion of acetate into the
M—C bond.

Table 8i.1 The different surface reaction paths proposed for the synthesis
of vinyl acetate monomer (VAM) [54–56].

Nakamura/Moiseev Samanos

AcOH+ *→AcOH* AcOH+ *→AcOH*

C2H4 (g)+ *→C2H4* 1/2[O2 (g)+ 2*→ 2O*]
1/2[O2 (g)+ 2*→ 2O*] AcOH*+O*→AcO*+OH*

AcOH*+ *→AcO*+H* C2H4 (g)+ *→C2H4*

C2H4 + *→C2H3*+H* C2H4*+AcO*→C2H4OAc*+ *

C2H3*+AcO*→VAM*+ * C2H4OAc*+ *→ VAM* H*

VAM*→ VAM+ * VAM*→VAM+ *

O*+H*→OH*+ * OH*+H*→H2O*+ *

OH*+H*→H2O*+ * H2O*→H2O (g)+ *

H2O*→H2O (g)+ *
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Insert 8: (Continued)

Selectivity

0.89−0.95

(a) (b)

Figure 8i.2 (a) Snapshot from the steady-state simulation of VAM (vinyl acetate monomer)
synthesis over pure Pd(111). (b) Simulation of surface coverage for vinyl acetate synthesis in
the presence of PdAu alloys. (After [61].)

The supported Pd catalyst must be promoted by alkali and Au. The high pH
shifts the acetic acid–acetate equilibrium in the liquid reaction medium present
in the support micropores. Acetate then adsorbs to the surface, without the need
to activate the O—H bond.
There is no consensus as to which of the twomechanisms included in Table 8i.1

dominates. It is also debated whether the reaction actually occurs as a surface
reaction on large dissolved Pd clusters or on small oxycationic PdO acetate clus-
ters. On small clusters, ethylene reacts with the acetate anion ligand by an outer
sphere reaction to give an ethyl acetate ligand, and this in turn gives the vinyl
acetate by β-CH cleavage (see Figure 8i.1). Spectroscopic experiments support
the Semenov mechanism [59, 60].
Computational studies on the Pd(111) metal surface also support the Semenov

mechanism. The activation of ethylene to vinyl and subsequent insertion
of acetate into the M—C bond requires 120 kJmol−1, whereas the route via
acetate insertion into ethylene and subsequent β-C—H bond cleavage requires
90 kJmol−1.
In the Semenov mechanism, a C—O bond is formed between acetate

and ethylene, which is analogous to the first step in the hydrogen addition
Horiuti–Polanyi reaction. This forms a σ-bonded ethylacetate intermediate
that is negatively charged. Then, ethylene acetate is formed by β-C—H bond
cleavage, a step similar to the ethyl to ethylene decomposition reaction in the
Horiuti–Polanyi mechanism. In this mechanism, oxygen mainly serves to react
with adsorbed hydrogen atoms to give H2O, so that the reaction becomes
exothermic.
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Themain nonselective product is the total combustion of the acetate instead of
ethylene. This has been demonstrated by 13C Isotope-labeled experiments.
The main competitive reaction that removes ethylene proceeds through the

Wacker reaction: acetaldehyde is oxidized by Pd to acetic acid that reacts with
another ethylene molecule to give vinyl acetate.
Kinetic Monte Carlo studies (Figure 8i.2) have demonstrated that during

reaction the Pd atoms saturate with acetate and hence on the surface the rate of
reaction is limited by the number of vacancy positions available for adsorption of
the ethylene molecule.The role of Au is to provide vacant sites for the adsorption
of ethylene to make it available for reaction with the acetate.

8.3.1.4.3 Ethylene Epoxidation
The ethylene epoxidation reaction and its kinetics have been introduced in
Chapter 2. In section 7.4.2.3 quantum-chemical aspects of the oxygen insertion
reaction catalyzed by oxidized surfaces has been discussed. In this section, we
will discuss the molecular aspects of the reaction mechanism that determine the
selectivity of the reaction.
An important aspect of the catalysis of ethylene epoxidation is the positive

effect of Cl coadsorption on selectivity.
Two conflicting mechanistic schemes have been proposed to explain this [62].

According to themolecular epoxidation hypothesis, selective epoxidation occurs
by oxygen transfer from molecularly adsorbed O2 [63]. The O atoms that are left
on the surface are consumed in the total combustion reaction. This predicts a
maximum selectivity of 6/7, since when an O2 molecule is used to create the
epoxide, the oxygen atom is used for total combustion. To oxidize one ethylene
molecule to CO and H2O six oxygen atoms are needed. So to totally combust
one ethylene molecule six epoxide molecules can be formed. This gives a maxi-
mum ethylene selectivity to epoxide of 6/7. Within this view the initial selectivity
of the reaction is reduced by competitive O2 dissociation due the presence of
unoccupied Ag surface atom sites.When one assumes that Cl inhibits Ag surface
vacant site formation.This is consistentwith an increase in selectivity at increased
co-adsorbate coverage by Cl.
The competitive proposal claimed that atomic oxygen could also selectively

epoxidize ethylene, but no oxygen vacancies should be present that would
activate the C—H bond of ethylene by direct contact with Ag [64]. According to
this proposition, Cl also was thought to reduce vacancy concentration and hence
enhance selectivity. According to this proposal 100% selectivity of ethylene
conversion to epoxide should be theoretically possible.
An experiment analogous to the 13CO isotope-based proof of the carbide

mechanism for the Fischer–Tropsch reaction demonstrates that atomic O can
indeed produce the epoxide [65]. When 16O2 is dissociatively adsorbed to give
a surface oxide on a Ag powder, subsequent reaction of a mixture of ethylene
and 18O2 demonstrates initial incorporation of 16O into the epoxide. It also
proves that the oxidation reaction is a Mars–van Krevelen surface reaction [65].
According to the Mars-van Krevelen mechannism the sites of O2 dissociation
does not relate to the site of the selective oxidation reaction. The oxygen
consumed in this reaction is part of the bulk oxide.
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Insert 9: The Mechanism of Ethylene Epoxide Formation

The reactivity of O adsorbed to a metallic surface is very different from its reactivity on
the Ag2O surface. Figure 9i.1 illustrates oxametallocycle intermediate formation on the
nucleophilic O atoms adsorbed to the Ag surface. The adsorbed species is the intermedi-
ate for acetaldehyde formation. Figure 9i.2 illustrates the structure of silver oxide surface
and adsorbed ethylene. Figures 9i.3 and 9i.4 show the reaction energy diagrams of ethy-
lene reacting selectively to the epoxide on the closed Ag2O surface and non-selectively
when a surface vacancy is present. The oxygen atoms of the oxide surface are electrophilic
and insert into the ethylene π bond only on the nonvacant surface (Figure 9i.3).

0.8 eV

Acetaldehyde

(AA)

0.9 eV

Ethylene oxide

(EO)

OMC

Figure 9i.1 The oxametallocycle intermediate that is formed between adsorbed O and
ethylene in a metal Ag surface. Respective activation energies for the decomposition of this
complex to give ethylene epoxide (EO) versus acetaldehyde (AA) are indicated [66, 67].

(a) (b)

Figure 9i.2 (a) Structure of Ag2O(001) surface. (b) The adsorbed state of ethylene. The
intermediate has a structure close to that of adsorbed epoxide. (Ozbek et al. 2011 [68].
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Figure 9i.3 Reaction energy diagram of the epoxidation reaction of ethylene on a Ag2O
surface. (Ozbek et al. 2011 [68]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Insert 9: (Continued)
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Figure 9i.4 (a) A vacant site of the Ag2O surface with the ethylene oxametallocycle. (b) The
corresponding reaction energy diagram. (Ozbek et al. 2011 [68]. Reproduced with permission
of Elsevier.)

The kinetics scheme of the ethylene epoxidation reaction of Figure 2.16
(page 42) indicates two nonselective routes for the total combustion of ethylene.
One is a parallel route that are discussed above and the other is a consecutive
route. In both cases, acetaldehyde formation is responsible for total combustion.
Aldehyde combustion is rapid and catalyzed by the Ag catalyst. In the parallel
reaction, an oxametallocycle intermediate as shown in Figures 9i.1 and 9i.4
preferentially leads to the acetaldehyde. This reaction requires a surface oxygen
atom vacancy in the oxide layer. In the consecutive reaction, the aldehyde
is formed by proton-catalyzed isomerization of the epoxide by the 𝛼-Al2O3
support surface.
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Selective formation of the epoxide occurs by the reaction of ethylene with
oxygenwithin an oxide overlayer on theAgparticle. Results of quantum-chemical
calculations shown in Insert 9 demonstrate a significant difference in the
reactivity of atomic oxygen with ethylene when the silver oxide is closed
(Figure 9i.1) versus its reactivity when a vacancy is present. The barrier for
intermediate aldehyde formation is lower than that of epoxide formation when
an oxide atom vacancy is present in the oxide overlayer, but higher than the
barrier for epoxide formation when no vacancy is present. Reactivity of the oxide
overlayer is illustrated by Figures 9i.3 and 9i.4.
In the ethylene epoxidation reaction, Ag reacts in a uniqueway.The presence of

a closed oxide overlayer is a necessity and the oxygen atoms have to react electro-
phylic.Thismakes theAg catalyst unique, since a similar oxide layer is not formed
on Au and the oxygen atoms on copper oxide are too strongly bound. Group VIII
transition metals cannot be used because they activate the CH in ethylene.
To stabilize the oxidic state of the silver overlayer, Cl co-adsorption is essen-

tial since at reaction conditions the oxide overlayer is unstable. Cl adsorbs more
strongly than O and will not desorb as Cl2. However, it can react with olefin and
will be slowly removed. For this reason, a Cl-containing molecule is continuously
co-fed into the reactor to maintain the Cl on the catalyst surface.
Alkali is also added to the catalyst as a promotor. The main role of alkali is to

suppress the presence of acidic protons on the alumina support. During the cat-
alyst preparation process, Brønsted acidic sites develop on the alumina support,
whichwill isomerize the epoxide to acetaldehyde.This is the nonselective consec-
utive reaction r3 in (Figure 2.16). Alkali will suppress this acidity and thus prevent
the consecutive combustion of ethylene epoxide.
Currently used catalysts operate with a selectivity of over 6/7, which is con-

sistent with the idea that the Mars–van Krevelen mechanism is operational and
atomic oxygen is responsible for the oxygen insertion reaction.

8.4 Uniqueness of a Metal for a Particular Selective
Reaction

Selective oxidation of a hydrocarbon by transition metals must overcome a vari-
ety of challenges:
• In the case of the epoxidation reaction, no C—H or C—C bonds should be

cleaved. This requires the use of a transition metal catalyst that has low reac-
tivity with respect to these activation processes. Since the groupVIII transition
metals readily activate C—H and C—C bonds, it is no surprise that Cu, Ag, or
Au are relevant candidates. Au is excluded because the O2 required for the
epoxidation reaction has to dissociate, which is not thermodynamically feasi-
ble for metallic Au.
The only other alternative metal catalyst is Cu. However, its strong Cu—O
bond destabilizes O insertion into the π bond and hence competitive C—H
bond activation occurs.

• In contrast with ethylene epoxidation, CH activation is desirable in the alde-
hyde or acetoxylation reaction. This is why a transition metal that is more
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reactive than Ag is needed. On the other hand, the metal should not be so
reactive that it also cleaves the C—C bond, which would lead to total com-
bustion. Additionally, the acetate should not bind too strongly and poison the
catalyst. The high reactivity of the metal will activate the acetaldehyde bonds
so that it will be readily oxidized to CO2 andH2O. Ametal such as Pt cannot be
used because it also becomes poisoned by oxygen. Palladium metal is unique,
since the Pd ions that are part of an oxidized overlayer are active and selec-
tive catalysts (see Section 7.4.4.3) Ni also easily becomes overoxidized, which
makes it only active for total oxidation.
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9

Solid Acid Catalysis, Theory and Reaction Mechanisms

9.1 Introduction

The main part of this chapter describes reactions that are catalyzed by protonic
zeolites. This will be preceded by Section 9.2 that deals with the characterization
of zeolite Brønsted acidity. Spectroscopic results and chemical bonding aspects
will be introduced. This section will also contain an elementary introduction to
the Brønsted acidic and basic properties of hydroxylated surfaces.
Themain discussion in the following section 9.3will focus on solid acid catalysis

of hydrocarbon conversion reactions by zeolites. We will present the mechanism
of zeolite-catalyzed reactions and corresponding catalytic cycles, based on the
molecular chemistry and physical organic chemistry of proton-activated elemen-
tary reaction steps. We will see that the structure of zeolite microchannels often
plays an essential role in the performance of the catalyst. Differences in adsorp-
tion and diffusion are important factors that determine the activity as well as
the selectivity of these reactions. Reaction kinetics will be explicitly discussed for
several reactions.

9.2 Elementary Theory of Surface Acidity and Basicity

9.2.1 The Pauling Charge Excess

According to Pauling, the stability of a complex ionic lattice relates to the electro-
static charge excesses on its cations and anions [1], which indicate electrostatic
balances or imbalances in the solid materials. The charge excess is determined
by the Pauling valency definition of the chemical bonds in an ionic solid, and it
can also be used as an approximate descriptor of the intrinsic Brønsted acidity or
basicity of surface hydroxyls.

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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The Pauling valency is based on the concept that a solid consists of cations
and anions that can be considered point charges that only interact through the
electrostatic Coulomb interaction between their charges.
The Pauling charge excess is a useful property, because it can be used as an

easy discriminator of differences in proton reactivity, but as we will see later, its
value as a reactivity descriptor is limited because it does not account for covalent
bonding.
The Pauling strength or valency of an ionic bond between neighboring cations

or anions is defined as:

S± =
||||

formal ion charge
number of nearest neighbor ions

|||| (9.1)

The charge excesses e+ on the respective cations or anions are defined as:

e+ = Q+ −
∑

i
S−

i (9.2a)

e− = Q− +
∑

i
S+

i (9.2b)

Q± are the formal charges on cation and anion, respectively. The charge excesses
e± are a measure of the electrostatic imbalance at a particular ion.
According to Pauling, bulk oxide structures can be considered stable when the

charge excesses e± on the respective cations or anions are less than ±1/6. We will
see that at an ionic surface, the charge excesses on the ions can be larger than
±1/6, which indicates that such surfaces must be reactive. For non-hydroxylated
surfaces, the charge excesses define Lewis acidity and basicity, while for hydrox-
ylated surfaces they define Brønsted acidity and basicity.
We will illustrate the use of charge excess estimates to characterize the reactiv-

ity of the MgO surface in Insert 1.

Insert 1: Surface Hydroxyls of the Stepped MgO(100) Surface

Brønsted Acidity and Basicity

The structure of MgO is the rock salt structure. In this cubic structure the O anions and Mg
cations each have six-coordination. At the surface, this six-coordination site is replaced by
sites with lower coordination. The resulting charge excesses and Pauling bond strengths
on the partially hydroxylated surface are illustrated in Figure 1i.1.
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Figure 1i.1 The stepped surface of MgO. Terraces are in (001) orientation. Charge excesses e±

are indicated on protonated bridging O atoms and hydroxylated Mg ions. The Brønsted
basicity is highest on the terraces because electrostatic repulsive interactions by negatively
charged oxygen ions around the Mg2+ ion that binds the hydroxyl is at a maximum there.
Brønsted acidity of the bridging oxygen atom is also the highest at the terrace because the
number of cations around the oxygen to which the proton is attached that gives repulsive
interaction with the protons is also at a maximum. On the dehydroxylated surface the Lewis
acidity and basicity is maximum at step-edge sites because the cation and anion charges are
least shielded because of the low coordination with ions of oppostie charge.

Figure 1i.2 and Table 1i.1 compare the calculated and experimental OH frequencies on
MgO and Al2O3 surfaces. In practice, different surface hydroxyls are stabilized by hydrogen
bonding as shown in Figure 1i.3.

Figure 1i.2 An experimental IR
spectrum combined with
DFT-calculated OH frequencies.
The Mg coordination number of
the O atoms is indicated as nc.
The spectrum is from a partially
hydroxylated MgO powder [2].

3800 3700
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H-bond acceptor: O1C-H, O2C-H

H-bond donor: O3C-H, O4C-H O5C-H
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(Continued)
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Insert 1: (Continued)

Table 1i.1 Calculated and experimental
vibrational stretching frequencies for hydroxyl
groups on γ-Al2O3 surfaces.

Site Surface 𝝎calc(cm−1) 𝝎exp(cm−1)

HO-μ1-AlIV (110) 3842 3785–3800

HO-μ1-AlVI (100) 3777 3760–3780

HO-μ1-AlV (110) 3736 3730–3735

HO-μ2-AlV (110) 3707 3690–3710

HO-μ3-AlVI (100) 3589 3590–3650

The coordination numbers of the oxygen atoms on
Al ions are indicated as 𝜇n. The coordination
number of Al indicated by the Roman numeral. 𝜔 is
the vibrational frequency. Note the decrease in
vibrational frequency when oxygen atom
coordination number increases.
Source: After [3, 4].

H-bond acceptor

H-bond donor

H

HO

Mg2+ O2–

Figure 1i.3 Schematic
representation of hydrogen
bonding between Brønsted acidic
proton and hydroxyl.

Reconstruction of TiO2 Surfaces by H2O Dissociation

Figure 1i.4a,b compare the state of dissociated H2O on two TiO2 surfaces. The calculated
infrared spectra show considerable hydrogen bonding between the two hydroxyls on the
TiO2(001) surface, that reconstruct by Ti-O bond cleavage but little hydrogen bonding
between the acidic proton and Brønsted basic OH on the TiO2(101) surface.
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Figure 1i.4 Dissociative adsorption of H2O on TiO2(001) (a) and TiO2(101) (b) surfaces,
respectively. The surface structures and computed vibrational stretch frequencies of the OH
groups are presented. (After [5].)

Figure 1i.1 compares the charge excesses of the oxygen atoms of hydroxyls
present on stepped and non-stepped hydroxylated magnesium oxide surface.
The hydroxyl adsorbed atop of a Mg cation is considered, as well as the protons
adsorbed to bridging O atoms.
In the bulk of MgO that has a rocksalt structure, each ion is coordinated to six

nearest neighbor ions of opposite charge. The Pauling valency of the ionic bonds
of the cation or anion are respectively±1/3. On the non-hydroxylatedMgO(100)
surface the ion coordination number is five, which results in charge excesses of
±1/3 at the MgO (100) surface. At the step-edge sites of the MgO surface the
ions have lower coordination. On the step-edges of the MgO surface shown in
Figure 1i.1 the Pauling charge excesses on the Mg cation and O anion are respec-
tively ±2/3.
The charge excesses of surface cations and anions can be regarded as ameasure

of the respective Lewis acidities (charge excess is positive) and basicities (charge
excess is negative) of the corresponding ions. The Lewis acidity and basicity are
the highest at the step-edges.
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In the ionic bonding scheme, water dissociation generates H+ andOH− species
on the oxide surface. The proton will attach to a bridging surface oxygen anion
and the hydroxyl will attach atop of aMg cation. Insert 1 compares the respective
charge excesses on the different hydroxyls that are formed in this way.The charge
excess on the oxygen atom that is attached to a proton and the Mg cations is
given by:

e−0 = Q− + e+Mg + 1 (9.2c)

As we can see in Figure 1i.1, the charge excess at the oxygen atom of the
hydroxyl that is end-on adsorbed to a Mg ion is negative, but it is positive
on the protonated oxygen atom that bridges several Mg ions. This shows that
the hydroxyl that is end-on adsorbed is Brønsted basic, but the proton that is
attached to a bridging O anion is Brønsted acidic.
The proton attached to the bridging O anion on the step-edge is less Brønsted

acidic than the proton on the terrace. On the hydroxylated MgO surface, the
charge excess at the step-edge of a bridging hydroxyl oxygen atom becomes+1/3,
where as the charge excess of the bridging hydroxyl oxygen on the (100) surface
is +2/3. The higher total positive charge excess due to the five coordinating Mg
cations around the surface O anion makes the proton bond weaker at the surface
terrace than on the step-edge.
Similarly, the end-on adsorbed OH groups have a lower basicity at the

step-edge than on the terrace, because the Mg charge is compensated less by the
charge from the neighboring oxygen anions.
A comparison of the charge excess values of the hydroxyls adsorbed end-on

to the (100) surface (−2/3) and at the step-edge (−1/3) confirms that the OH
bond of the hydroxyls adsorbed atop to the terrace is mostly Brønsted basic. In
general, the more reactive surface edge anions or cations have the higher Lewis
basicity or acidity, but hydroxylation with water creates weaker Brønsted basic
and acidic groups.
The predicted difference in reactivity by charge excess estimates for a hydrox-

ylated surface is confirmed experimentally by a measurement of the infrared
spectra of surface hydroxyls. The difference in the vibrational frequencies of the
hydroxylated surface is a measure of the strength of its OH bonds. Measured
and calculated vibrational spectra are compared in Figures 1i.2 and 1i.3.
Figure 1i.2 shows the infrared spectrum of a hydroxylatedMgO powder, where

a broad band is observed. The peak at the high end of the spectrum is due to an
end-on basic OH. Bands to the right of the maximum are due to acidic protons
adsorbed to bridging O atoms, which have lower frequencies. The actual inter-
pretation of the spectrum is complex because the basic OH groups and acidic
protons tend to form hydrogen bridges, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1i.3.
The relationship between the coordination of the hydroxyl to the surface of

γ-Al2O3 and its vibrational stretch frequency is similar to that found for MgO.
Table 1i.1 shows the experimentally measured and DFT-calculated OH fre-

quencies of OH groups adsorbed to various sites on the γ-Al2O3 surface. The
hydroxyl adsorbed atop of a Mg cation has higher vibrational frequency. The
strong bond indicates Brønsted basicity. Protons attached to bridging oxygen
atoms have lower frequencies that become still lower with increased O atom
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coordination.This implies an increase of Brønsted acidity with increasedO coor-
dination, since the H—O bond is increasingly weakened.
It is a general phenomenon that most solid oxide surfaces will exhibit basic

as well as acidic hydroxyl when they become hydroxylated. This has important
consequences for catalysis by these surfaces. Sometimes the Brønsted acidic pro-
tons are desirable, as in the application of alumina in solid acid catalysis, but they
can also be detrimental, as we discussed for catalytic ethylene epoxidation (see
Chapter 8, page 339).
Hydroxylation of the oxide surface may also disrupt M—O bonds. Figure 1i.4

shows as an example that the hydroxylated TiO2 surface may reconstruct when
disruption by dissociative adsorption ofH2Obecomes significant. In this process,
the bridging acidic proton is converted into a hydrogen-bonded basic hydroxyl.
At high H2O coverage the MgO surface will also be converted by similar recon-
struction into a surface mainly covered with basic OH groups as expected for
Mg(OH)2.
The reactivity of these oxide surfaces at the solid/gas interphase is very different

than their reactivity in wet chemistry. For instance, in wet chemistry, Mg(OH)2 is
considered a basic material because it dissociates in water into hydrated hydroxyl
andMg ions (see also Section 4.3.1), whereas the hydroxylatedMgO surface con-
tains basic hydroxyls and acidic protons.

9.2.2 The Chemistry of the Zeolitic Proton

ThePauling charge excess at the hydroxyl oxygen atom is an approximate descrip-
tor of its acidity or basicity. It provides an elementary understanding of the dif-
ferences in the reactivity of surface hydroxyl groups.
However, it cannot be used to describe differences in proton donation affinity

when the charge excesses calculated according to the Pauling valency rule are the
same on different systems. In this case, reactivity differences are determined by
additional changes in covalent interactions.This is the case for the zeolitic proton,
which is the subject of this section.
The structure of zeolites and the basic bonding character of the zeolitic proton

are described in Section 2.1. The zeolitic proton is coordinated to a framework
oxygen atom that bridges a tetrahedrally coordinated Si4+ cation with a three-
fold charged cation such as Al3+ in the neighboring tetrahedron. Alternatively,
three-valent framework cations such as Fe3+ can be used to compensate for the
proton charge instead of Al3+. The Pauling charge excess in both cases is +3/4.
Experiments that compare the protonation affinity zeolites with varying frame-
work composition are discussed later in Insert 9i.4. Zeolites with Fe instead of
Al in their framework have a lower proton affinity, although their Pauling excess
charge estimates are the same.
The polarizability of the OH bond is a more accurate reactivity descriptor of

the OH group than the Pauling charge excess. As we noted earlier for hydrogen
bonding between adsorbed hydroxyls, additional interaction with the proton will
lower its vibrational stretch frequency. The downward shift of the OH bond fre-
quency that results from contact with a probe molecule can be used to measure
the OH bond polarizability. This is an indicator of its proton donation affinity. A
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larger measured downward shift of the OH frequency implies more bond weak-
ening and an increased proton donation affinity.
We will see that when differences in proton donation affinity are relatively

small, as is the case for protons in the zeolite, differences cannot be readily
determined from the ground state properties of the unperturbed proton. They
only become evident when the proton is disturbed by interaction with a probe
molecule.
This section will describe the nature of the acidic zeolite OH bond. In Section

9.2.2.1, the vibrational spectroscopy of the OH bond will be presented, followed
by a short discussion of its quantum chemistry in Section 9.2.2.2. The section
concludes with an introduction to the proton transfer reaction.

9.2.2.1 Vibrational Spectroscopy of the OH Bond
In principle, differences in the polarizability of OH bonds can be measured from
their respective IR adsorption intensities. This is illustrated by the experimental
results in Figure 2i.1, that can be used to compare the polarizability of the weakly
acidic silanol OH bond with that of the more acidic zeolitic OH bond.

Insert 2: Spectroscopy of Acidity Differences of Zeolitic OH

This Insert presents the spectroscopic data for free-surface OH groups and the shift in their
frequencies measured by infrared spectroscopy when OH comes in contact with a probe
molecule. The differences in response to the probe molecule can be used to characterize
the intrinsic proton donation affinity of the proton.

AIO(H)Si

SiOH

28 20 12 4 0 –4

(ppm)

A1

*

*
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*
*

–12 –20

(a)

–28

Figure 2i.1 Spectra of H-ZSM-5 zeolite with Si/Al= 45; (a) 1H solid-state MAS NMR spectrum of
OH groups. (b) Diffuse reflection infrared adsorption spectrum. (Kazansky et al. 2003 [7].
Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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Figures 2i.1 compares the spectroscopy of a surface silanol with that of the zeolitic
proton.

The Pauling excess charge e0 of the oxygen atom of the silica OH group is 0. The excess
charge of the zeolitic O atom attached to the proton +3/4. The structures of the hydroxyls
are compared in Figure 2i.2.

Figure 2i.2 Schematic illustrations of the (a) SiOH
structure and (b) SiOHAl structure.
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In Figure 2i.3, the experimentally measured decrease of the vibrational stretch fre-
quency of a proton perturbed by interaction with the weakly interacting CO molecule
is shown. A small shift of the silanol group (initially at 3750 cm−1) but a large downward
shift of the zeolitic protonic group (initially at 3615 cm−1) is observed. Table 2i.1 illustrates
the differences in the response of hydroxyls to interaction with the probe molecules CO
and benzene in different zeolites. Shifts of the hydroxyl by the adsorption of benzene are
also included.

(Continued)
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Insert 2: (Continued)
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Figure 2i.3 IR spectra of OH groups in the H-ZSM-5 zeolite before (broken line) and after (solid
curve) the adsorption of CO. Temperature of measurement was 77 K. (Kustov et al. 1987 [8].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

Table 2i.1 Shifts of bands of OH vibrations caused by the formation
of hydrogen-bonded interaction complexes with CO (at 77 K) and
C6H6 (at 300 K).

Zeolite vOH (cm−1) 𝚫vOH (cm−1)

300 K 77 K CO (77 K) C6H6 (300 K)

ZSM-5 3612–3615 3615–3620 310–320 350

SiO2 3747 3750 90 120

H70Na30-Y 3647 3652 275 326a

Source: Zecchina et al. 1997 [9]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.

Figures 2i.4 and 2i.5 show the shifts in infrared spectra when the zeolitic proton interacts
with a very basic molecule such as acetonitrile and the zeolites with different framework
composition are compared. The ABC spectrum that evolves is shown in Figure 2i.4 for ace-
tonitrile adsorption to different protonic zeolites of varying Al/Si ratios. In Figure 2i.5, the
adsorption of acetonitrile is compared to on Al- versus Fe-substituted material.
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Figure 2i.4 Differences between the IR spectra of the zeolitic proton after adsorption of
CD3CN zeolites with different framework composition are compared. Al/Si ratio decreases
from top to bottom. The minima in the ABC spectra (Evans window) result from intensity
stealing from the broadened OH stretching band by resonance with low intensity in-plane and
out-plane vibrational modes. (After [10, 11].)
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Figure 2i.5 Changes in the 1500–4000 cm−1 range of the infrared spectrum H-ZSM-5
(a) induced by CD3CN adsorption at 295 K and 0.05 mbar and H-FeSil (b) induced by CD3CN
adsorption at 295 K and 0.05 mbar. H—Fe silicalite has the same structure as ZSM-5, but
contains Al instead of Fe. (Pelmenschikov et al. 1995 [12]. Reproduced with permission of
American Chemical Society.)
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Insert 2: (Continued)
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Figure 2i.6 illustrates how the single-peak spectrum of weakly interacting adsorbates
is replaced by a double-peak spectrum within the spectral range of the 3600–1700 cm−1

interval.
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Figure 2i.6 Evolution of the 𝜈(Z—H· · ·B) band caused by hydrogen bonds with bases (B) of
increasing proton affinities. (Zecchina et al. 1995 [9]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Upon hydroxylation part of the framework Si—O bonds at the surface are
cleaved. The external surface of the zeolite becomes covered with silanol groups
that are attached to Si4+ cations (Figure 2i.2a). In Figure 2i.2b the zeolitic proton
is sketched attached to the bridging O atom between Si and Al.The experimental
results shown in Figure 2.1 compare the measured vibrational stretch intensities
of the external surface silanol groups to those of the protons located in the zeolite
microchannels. Solid nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data can be used to
calibrate this to the number of the respective protons. They are distinguished by
their different chemical shift.
When normalized per proton, the absorption intensity difference shown in

Figure 2i.1b is nearly four times higher for the zeolite proton.This is an indication
of the substantially larger polarizability of the zeolitic proton bond compared to
the proton bond of the surface silanol. This is consistent with the expected dif-
ferences in acidity according to Pauling’s charge excess estimates. The respective
charge excess differences are large: on the silanol proton it is 0, but on the zeolitic
proton it is +3/4, so that the zeolitic proton bond is expected to be the weaker.
ThePauling charge excess on the internal zeolite proton remains the samewhen

Al/Si ratio or zeolite structure changes, whereas the proton donation affinitymay
vary widely with variation in framework structure and composition. Therefore,
there is a need for a different bond acidity descriptor than the Pauling charge
excess.
Differences in proton donation affinity can be most easily determined experi-

mentally by measuring the weakening of the OH bond using vibrational infrared
spectroscopy of the OH bond frequency change when it comes into contact
with a probe molecule such as CO, N2, or methane. The more polarizable the
OH bond, the more it is weakened and, hence, the more its proton donation
affinity increases. This is illustrated in Figures 2i.3 for adsorption by the CO
molecule. The weakening of the OH bond and increased polarizability due to its
interaction with CO as indicated by lowered IR frequency and increased absorp-
tion intensity. The increase in absorption intensity indicates that charge on the
proton becomes increasingly more positive. Table 2i.1 shows the difference in
the OH frequency shift of CO and benzene in contact with the zeolitic proton or
the silanol group.The interaction with benzene is slightly stronger than with CO
and a frequency shift is observed for silanol group that agrees with its weaker
proton donation affinity.
The OH bond shifts for zeolites with differing proton donation affinities

that are mainly due to a change in the framework Si/Al ratio as illustrated in
Figures 2i.4 and 2i.5.
These spectra can be best understood by first examining the trends in

vibrational frequency decrease as a function of the Lewis basicity of the probe
molecule shown in Figure 2i.6. When the interaction with the probe molecule
is initially weak, there is a single adsorption peak at high vibrational proton
frequency. As interaction with the probe molecule increases the peak shifts
downward in frequency, broadens and increases in intensity. When strongly
Lewis basic molecules interact the broadened and downward-shifted peak
splits into a broad band with two or three peaks. This is most clearly shown in
Figure 2i.4 as seen for acetonitrile adsorbed to H-ZSM-5.
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The new peaks that appear are due to partial frequency overlap between
the broadened, downward-shifted adsorption peak of the weakened stretching
OH vibration and the lower frequencies of the in-plane and out-plane bending
modes of OH.The overlapping frequencies are the optically forbidden overtones
of the in-plane bending OH mode at 2300 cm−1 (normal mode at approximately
1150 cm−1) and the out-plane OH bending frequency at 1600 cm−1 (normal
mode at approximately 800 cm−1). Overtone excitations are not excited by
photons, since they are not related to change in dipole. They borrow intensity
from the vibrational bond stretch excitations that have finite transition moments
with dipole change [13]. This results in dips on the broadened adsorption
peak that appear as new peaks which form the so-called ABC band of strongly
disturbed and weakened OH groups [14].
The appearance of an ABC spectrum as shown in Figure 2i.4 is an indication

that the proton has not transferred to the probe molecule, but instead remains
attached to the zeolite framework.This interpretation of similar infrared spectra
of adsorbed molecules such as H2O or methanol has led to the conclusion that
these cannot be considered as adsorbed H3O+ or HOHCH3

+ species, but are
instead molecules that interact with the zeolitic proton through a hydrogen
bond [15, 16].
Figure 2i.4 provides experimental proof that the zeolite OH proton donation

affinity increases with decreasing Al/Si ratio in the zeolite lattice framework.
The proton donation affinity reaches its maximum when the Al/Si ratio is so
low that no tetrahedra containing Al are found in the second coordination shell
with respect to the OH group. This typically occurs at an Al/Si ratio of ≤0.1. The
decrease in proton donation affinity with increasing Al concentration is due to
the increasing average negative charge on the zeolite framework by substitution
of Si4+ by Al3+ ions.
In Figure 2i.5, the effect of substitution of frameworkAl by Fe can be compared.

In Figure 2i.5b, the downward shift of the partial ABC infrared adsorption peak
is less dramatic than that shown in Figure 2i.5a, providing experimental proof of
the increased OH bond strength of the proton adjacent to a framework Fe atom
instead of an Al atom. The Fe cation has a slightly weaker M—O bond than the
Al cation, so that the OH bond is stronger as one deduces from the bond order
conservation rule (see Section 3.3.2.1.1). This principle applies because of the
high covalency of the SiO and AlO chemical bonds in the zeolite framework.

9.2.2.2 Quantum Chemistry of the Zeolite Acidic OH Chemical Bond
In addition to the infrared spectra we discussed above, quantum-chemical cal-
culations also predict that the zeolitic OH bond is highly covalent. These cal-
culations show that for free OH the charge of hydrogen does not exceed +0.2.
The chemical bond has an intermediate polarity of 0.6, close to that of gas phase
HCl (see Chapter 6, Insert 2), which is consistent with a significantly covalent
character.
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Insert 3: The Quantum Chemistry of the Zeolitic OH Bond

In Figures 3i.1–3i.3, the PDOS and COHP features (for their definition refer to Chapter 6,
Insert 1) for a free zeolitic proton and the zeolitic proton in contact with CO and acetonitrile
are compared. Figure 3i.4 gives a schematic representation of the electronic interactions
between the probe molecule and OH (E.A. Pidko and C. Liu (2014) private communication)
The PDOS plots in Figure 3i.1 show the two electron-occupied bonding regions with con-
tributions from the O 2s atomic orbital and the O 2pz atomic orbitals, respectively. They
also show the unoccupied antibonding OH chemical bonding region, which strongly over-
laps with the SiO and AlO unoccupied antibonding electron conduction band regimes
(not shown). Figures 3i.2 and 3i.3 show the electronic structure changes when CO and
acetonitrile interact with the zeolite OH group.
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Figure 3i.1 The PDOS (a) and COHP (b) plots of the chemical bond of a zeolitic OH.
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Insert 3: (Continued)
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Figure 3i.2 The PDOS and −COHP features of zeolitic OH in contact with CO. Figures (a) and
(b) show the electronic features of the C—H interaction. The calculated interaction energy
with the CO molecules is Eads =−38 kJ mol−1 (see Chapter 7, Insert 7 for the electronic
structure of CO).
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Figure 3i.3 The electronic structure of the system interacting with acetonitrile
(Eads =−94 kJ mol−1). Figures (a) and (b) show the electronic structures of the N—H
interaction. The electronic structures of the two highest occupied orbitals of acetonitrile are
also shown in (c).
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Insert 3: (Continued)
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Figure 3i.4 Schematic of the donative
electronic interactions between the probe
molecules’ σ orbital and unoccupied OH σ*
orbital. The interaction strength increases
when the energy difference δE between the
unoccupied OH σ* orbital and the occupied σ
probe orbital decreases. The COHP plots in
Figures 3i.2 and 3i.3 show that this results in a
bonding contribution of the electron
densities between the probe molecule and
the zeolite proton.

Table 3i.1 provides data on energy-integrated bond order densities (ICOHP) that are a
measure of the interaction between the probe contact atom and the zeolite proton.

Table 3i.1 The strength of interaction ICOHP between the
probe molecule atom and the zeolite proton.

Si/Al ratio CO adsorption CH3CN adsorption

C—H N—H

47 −0.318 −0.847

7 −0.268 −0.665

2.4 −0.247 −0.583
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The strong covalent interaction between the proton and the zeolite O atom
leads to a large energy difference between the bonding and antibonding orbitals
of the OH bond. With the z-axis considered to be oriented along the OH axis
we observe in Figure 3i.1 interaction of the proton only with the O 2s and O 2pz
atomic orbitals. The strong contributions of O 2s and O 2pz interaction is espe-
cially visible in the antibonding OH bond regime, and is indicative of significant
hybridization.
The interaction of COwith the zeolitic proton (see Figure 3i.2) is dominated by

the interaction of the CO 5𝜎 orbital with the antibonding OH electronic density
regime. The chemical bonding interaction can best be described as a weak elec-
tron donation from the CO σ electron density into the anti-bonding unoccupied
OH bond (see Figure 3i.4).
The increased interaction energy of acetonitrile (see Figure 3i.3) is reflected

by the electronic structure features which are larger between hydrogen and
nitrogen than between hydrogen and carbon, as shown in Figure 3i.2. Table 3i.1
summarizes the calculated energy-integrated bond orders (ICOHP’s) between
the probe molecule atom and the zeolite proton, which are a measure of the
respective strength in interaction (see Chapter 6, Insert 1). The larger values of
ICOHP indicate the stronger interaction of CH3CN compared with the interac-
tion of CO.There is also a decrease in interaction strength with decreasing Si/Al
ratio, indicating a smaller proton donation affinity when Si/Al ratio decreases.
This we discussed earlier using data of Figure 2i.4 and is due to the increase in
average negative charge on the zeolite framework with decreasing Si/Al ratio.
The calculated ICOHP between adsorbate and OH can be considered a reactivity
descriptor for proton donation affinity.
Similarly to the OH bonds, the chemical bonds of the zeolite framework also

have substantial covalent character.
Differences in the energies of formation are small for siliceous zeolites. Their

lattice frameworks are built from four-, five-, or six-ring structures that connect
the framework oxygen atom tetrahedra around the framework cations.
Differences in the energy of formationmainly relate to the bond bending energy

of the Si—O—Si inter-tetrahedral angle. The calculated variation in the energy
of the Si—O—Si angle is only 10 kJmol−1 when the bond angle varies between
120∘ and 150∘. Since the Si—O bond distances vary only slightly, this variation
explains the small differences in the energies of formation for siliceous zeolites of
varying framework structure. Differences in structure can be accommodated by
small changes in the Si—O—Si bond angle without the costly deformation of the
angles within the tetrahedral (SiO4) units or due to Si—O bond stretching.
The preferred angle of the S—OH—Al bonds is close to 120∘, as expected for

sp2 hybridization of the O electrons. When the proton transfers to a reactant,
the O—Al and Si—O bonds contract and the bond angle increases. The zeolite
framework accommodates these changes locally by a variation in the Si—O—Si
bond angles of neighboring tetrahedra. This lattice relaxation can contribute
small energy gains that aid proton transfer [17].
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9.2.2.3 The Proton Transfer Reaction
Temperature-programmed desorption of chemisorbed ammonia is a convenient
and extensively used experimental tool for determining the number and strength
of acidic sites. The temperature of desorption, typically around 450K, provides
a measure of the interaction strength of the ammonia molecule with the zeolitic
proton and of the corresponding ammonium ion. However, direct information
on the intrinsic donative affinity of the proton is not readily obtained because
local differences in the electrostatic stabilization of the ammonium ion tend to
obscure the desorption temperature differences.
Computational studies of proton transfer to ammonia in varying config-

urations illustrate this [18, 19]. Figure 9.1 shows zeolitic cluster models for
three adsorption modes of ammonia. Such clusters can be studied with high
quantum-chemical accuracy since they are small [20] and can be embedded in
an electrostatic lattice [18, 19] to induce long range electrostatic effects.
When the geometry of the interaction of ammonia with the zeolitic proton

is limited only to the interaction of its nitrogen atom with the zeolitic proton
(Figure 9.1a), the proton will not transfer. Proton transfer only occurs when
ammonium becomes stabilized by additional direct contact with the zeolite
site through hydrogen bonding of its hydrogen atoms with several of the
negatively charged Lewis basic oxygen atoms around the Al site. Depending on
the geometry of the zeolite framework, either twofold or threefold adsorption of
ammonium is possible.
The calculated formation energies of twofold- and threefold-coordinated

ammonium are 110 kJmol−1. The interaction energy of ammonia adsorbed to a
single bridging O atom is only 60 kJmol−1 [15, 21].
Two conditions must be satisfied to enable proton transfer:

– The geometry of the protonated molecule and the interaction with the nega-
tively charged zeolitic lattice must provide sufficient electrostatic stabilization
to overcome the cost of deprotonation of the zeolite framework.
This cost is partially compensated by the electrostatic interaction between the
negative charge left on the zeolite lattice frameworkwith the positively charged
protonated cation and the gain in energy due to the protonation of a molecule.

– The proton affinity of the molecule to be protonated must exceed a specific
value that depends on charge separation cost and electrostatic stabilization at
the zeolite protonation site.
The deprotonation energy of the zeolite framework proton is on the order of

1250 kJmol−1, while proton affinities ofmolecules such as pyridine (932 kJmol−1)
or ammonia (854 kJmol−1) are substantially lower. The energy cost of proton
transfer is compensated by the attractive electrostatic stabilization of the pro-
tonated molecule and the negative charge of the zeolite lattice. It appears that
the minimum proton affinity for protonation is between that of ammonia and
acetonitrile (788 kJmol−1).
This is consistent with the infrared observations that neither H2O (proton

affinity 697 kJmol−1) nor methanol (proton affinity 761 kJmol−1) are adsorbed
as hydronium or methoxonium ions, but instead are hydrogen bonded by two
bonds between the molecule’s O atom and zeolite’s oxygen atoms and the two
OH bonds remain non-equivalent. For the case of methanol Figure 9.2 shows
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through a single H atom within a zeolite framework. (b) Ammonium coordinated by two of its
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threefold-coordinated to the tetrahedron containing aluminum. SCF-MP2 calculations on
these clusters. (Teunissen et al. 1992 [21]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical
Society.)
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that in the equilibrium-adsorbed state, one proton has a short bond with the
molecule while the other remains attached to the zeolite. The activation energy
of the proton exchange reaction is only 10–15 kJmol−1.
The protonated state is a transition state instead of a ground state. The low

activation energy arises because protonation is assisted by the backbonding of
the methanol proton to a Lewis basic oxygen. Synergy with Lewis base-assisted
hydrogen bonding to framework O provides a low barrier to proton transfer.
The situation for an adsorbed water molecule is similar. The hydronium ion

only exists as a transition state.
Proton transfer from the zeolite hydroxyl to thesemoleculeswill however occur

when they are part of a cluster of methanol or water molecules. Then, the proto-
nated molecule is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the other methanol or
water cluster molecules. The energy cost of charge separation is also reduced by
the increased dielectric constant that results from the additional presence of the
polar molecules in the otherwise low dielectric constant zeolite cavity [23].

9.2.2.4 Chemical Reactivity Probes of Proton Donation Affinity: H/D
Exchange Reactions
The hydrogen–deuterium (H/D) exchange reaction is useful for determining the
chemical reactivity of acidic protons. Here, we will discuss the H/D exchange
reaction of methane [24, 25] and benzene [26]. The reaction with benzene has
found practical application in detecting differences in proton reactivity in cases
where spectroscopic identification cannot achieved [27].
We will again see that, in the transition state, at least two framework oxy-

gen atoms of the Al tetrahedron interact with a hydrogen atom of the react-
ing molecule. As in the case of methanol, the transition state energy is lowered
by synergy of the proton donative interaction of the zeolite hydroxyl with the
proton acceptance capability of an initially free Lewis basic oxygen atom. The
oxygen atom accepts a proton from the molecule in the exchange process (see
Figures 4i.1a and 9.3b).
In the H/D exchange process, a zeolitic proton is replaced by a hydrogen atom

when the reactingmolecule is deuterated. After exchange, deuteriummoves from
the molecule to the other slightly less binding lattice oxygen atom.
Methane is useful in this test because its adsorption energy with the zeolite is

small, so that its contribution to differences in reaction rates will be insignificant.
On the other hand, benzene is more convenient because it has higher reactivity,
so that lower reaction temperatures can be used.
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Insert 4: Hydrogen–Deuterium Exchange of Methane and Benzene

Figure 4i.1a shows the calculated transition state for hydrogen–deuterium exchange
of methane and a comparison of experimental and calculated activation energies in
Figure 4i.1b [28]. The activation energies are close to experimental results. The deviation
of TOF from the experimental results is due to the approximate way the activation entropy
is calculated using vibration frequencies calculated in the harmonic approximation. Dif-
ferences in rate by the Faujasite zeolite versus the ZSM-5(MFI) zeolite are due to a slightly
weaker adsorption energy of methane in the wider pore Faujasite structure zeolite.
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Figure 4i.1 (a) Calculated transition state geometry for the isotope exchange process
between methane and an acid zeolite cluster. All small circles represent hydrogen or
deuterium atoms. The arrows indicate the main components of the displacement vectors
along the reaction coordinate. (b) D/H exchange rate of deuterated methane with the H-forms
of zeolites FAU and MFI. Experimental values are given by the filled symbols (triangle for FAU
and inverted triangle for MFI). The solid line shows the prediction by transition state theory of
the exchange reaction with a zeolite cluster, which predicts a reaction barrier of 122 kJ mol−1.
(Kramer et al. 1993 [24]. Reproduced with permission of Nature Publishing Group)
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Figure 4i.2 relates to proton/deuterium exchange with benzene. Figure 4i.2a shows the
structures of the benzene molecule adsorbed to a zeolite proton in the ground state and
Figure 4i.2b the corresponding transition state.

Figure 4i.2 Optimized BLYP/DNP
structures and selected bond
distances: (a) van der Waals
complex (VDW); (b) transition
state (TS) for H/D exchange.
(Beck et al. 1995 [26]. Reproduced
with permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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Figure 4i.3 presents experimental data on the hydrogen–deuterium exchange reaction
of benzene. In Figure 4i.3a, the progress of the exchange of zeolite protons with deuter-
ated benzene is followed by NMR. Figure 4i.3b shows the measured activation energy
plots for different zeolites.

(Continued)
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Insert 4: (Continued)
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Figure 4i.3 (a) In situ kinetic study showing the exchange between deuterated benzene and
zeolite NaHY at 393 K; 360 MHz. Proton magic angle spinning spectra acquired every 50 s over
total measurement times of up to 1 h clearly show the growth of the benzene signal at
7.0 ppm at the expense of the signal at 4 ppm for the Brønsted site. (b) Arrhenius plots
constructed from in situ kinetic studies at various temperatures for zeolites H-ZSM-5, USY, and
NaHY. These zeolites have an increasing framework Al/Si ratio. (Beck et al. 1995 [26].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

For the methane H/D exchange reaction, the activation energies are compared
for two zeolites of low Al/Si ratio in Figure 4i.1, H/D exchange of methane has
an intrinsic activation energy of 122 kJmol−1. Although their cavity sizes are very
different, the activation barrier of the faujasite structure is close to that of MFI
(H-ZSM-5).
The structure of the transition state is exemplified by the non-classical car-

bonium cation CH5
+. This highly unstable ion consists of a C atom bonded to

five hydrogen atoms. The proton affinity of methane is 70 kJmol−1 and its high
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barrier for the H/D exchange reaction is due to the strong zeolite OH bond of
1250 kJmol−1. The difference must be overcome by electrostatic interaction and
hydrogen bonding with the negatively charged zeolite lattice.
The activation energy will vary with changing deprotonation energy when the

lattice composition changes. This is nicely shown in the experiments with ben-
zene for zeolites with different framework Al/Si ratios outlined in Figure 4i.3b.
As long as the steric effects can be excluded, the variation in activation energy

ΔEact for a proton-activated reaction relates primarily to variation of the strength
of the OH bond. The transition state is mainly stabilized by electrostatic inter-
actions and weak hydrogen-binding interactions that do not vary strongly with
zeolite site, hence:

ΔEact ≈ ΔEOH (9.2)

The substantial increase in the activation energy of the H/D exchange reaction
rate with an increase in Al/Si ratio implies reduced protonation affinities. The
increased Al3+ substitution increases the average charge on the zeolite lattice,
which in turn increases the proton–oxygen interaction energy, and thus makes
its framework more basic.

9.3 Mechanism of Reactions Catalyzed by Zeolite
Protons

9.3.1 Introduction to Acid-Catalyzed Reactions and Their Mechanism

Thermodynamics determines the reaction conditions for a particular reaction.
As illustrated in Table 9.1, exothermic association reactions are favored at low
temperatures, while reactions that are mildly exothermic but activated, such as
hydrocarbon isomerization of linear molecules to branched products, require
intermediate temperatures. High temperatures are necessary for endothermic
cracking and dehydration reactions.
The low temperature alkylation of propylene with isobutane requires a liquid

superacid catalyst such as HF or H2SO4. At an intermediate temperature, butane
isomerization to isobutane catalyzed by chlorinated alumina is possible, and at a

Table 9.1 A comparison of reactions, with the required reaction
temperatures and preferred acid catalysts.

Temperature (∘C) Catalyst Reactions

−10 HF Alkylation
Hydride transfer

130 AlCl3 Butane isomerization
250 Pd/H+-zeolite Alkane

hydroisomerization
300 Pd/H+-zeolite Alkane hydrocracking
550 H+-zeolite Catalytic cracking
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higher temperature of 250 ∘C bifunctional solid acidic zeolites can be used to cat-
alyze alkane hydroisomerization. At higher temperatures an endothermic reac-
tion is formation of aromatics by alkanes. At higher temperatures aromatics can
also be produced from linear hydrocarbons by the catalytic reforming reaction
using activated alumina promoted by a noble metal. Since the proton donation
affinty of the alimuna is weaker than that of the zeolite, the noble metal is needed
to catalyse the cleavage of the alkane CH bonds. At the highest temperature, the
catalytic cracking of alkanes using zeolites can be conducted, which produces a
mixture of products with a significant fraction of aromatics. Some of the pro-
cesses based on these reactions we described before in Chapter 2. Here we will
discuss themolecular basis of the activity and the selectivity of the corresponding
catalytic cycles.
In acid-catalyzed reactions the key reaction intermediates are carbocations

such as the carbonium and carbenium ions. These intermediates have been
extensively characterized by NMR in low temperature super acid experiments
[29]. In the next section, we will discuss how these intermediates can also be
formed at high temperatures, but that they will be short lived or present only in
transient transition states [14, 29].
The formation of intermediate carbenium and carbonium ions is illustrated

schematically for the proton-catalyzed cracking reaction of an alkane in
Figure 9.3.
The reaction scheme shown in Figure 9.3a is called the Haag–Dessau cracking

mechanism [16, 28, 30]. Proton addition to an alkane generates non-classical car-
bonium cations, so-called because the valency of some of the carbon atoms has
become greater than four.Therefore, the carbonium cation is unstable, and it can
decompose to a carbenium ion in two ways:

– A carbenium is formed with the same carbon skeleton as the reacting hydro-
carbon when two of the carbonium ion hydrogen atoms recombine to pro-
duce H2.

– C–C bond cleavage can occur and a shorter alkane and carbenium ion is
formed.

In contrast to the carbonium ions, carbenium ions are stable organic cations
with a positively charged carbon atom, which is planar and has three coordina-
tion.
In a zeolite, the formation of these cations is endothermic.The zeoliteOHbond

must be broken and its charge is separated.The cationic intermediate is stabilized
by close contact with the negative charge on the framework.
Carbenium ions can be considered the working horse of acid catalysed reac-

tions.The carbenium ions are essential intermediates tomany catalytic reactions,
such as:

– Isomerization reactions, such as branching and bond-shift reactions that
maintain the carbon skeleton;

– C—C bond cleavage reactions, that break the skeleton into parts;
– C—C bond formation reactions with an alkene such as oligomerization and

alkylation.
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Figure 9.3 (a) The formation of carbonium cation intermediates illustrated by the attachment
of a proton to pentane. The two decomposition paths are indicated. One reaction path leads
to H2 formation and a carbenium cation with the same skeleton carbon number. The other
reaction path leads to a shorter alkane and a shorter carbenium ion. (b) The carbonium ion
mediated processes to carbenium ions can be circumvented by the hydride transfer reaction
(b) or by employing a bifunctional catalysis (c). In the latter case, the alkane–alkene
equilibrium is maintained by a transition metal such as Pt or Pd or a reactive sulfide and the
protons activate the alkene.

Many of these reactions will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
The catalytic reaction cycle can close in two ways:

– An alkene is formed by backdonation of the proton to the solid framework of
the catalyst and reaction cycle continues through intermediate carbonium ion
formation.

– The hydride transfer reaction occurs, where an H anion is transferred from
reactant alkane to a carbenium ion, which is converted to a product alkane
molecule with formation of a new carbenium ion (Figure 9.3b).

Although an olefin is readily protonated to produce a carbenium ion, proton
activation of alkanes to carbonium ions requires a high energy (∼200 kJ/mol),
but direct alkane transformation to a carbenium ion is also possible through an
alternative process. A low activation energy route is provided when the alkane
molecule reacts with another carbenium ion and a hydride ion is transferred
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(see Figure 9.3). This important reaction has a relatively low activation energy
and occurs in many different catalytic reactions. In the catalytic cracking pro-
cess it closes the catalytic reaction cycle direct carbenium ion formation from an
alkane without intermediate backdonation of the proton to the solid.
An alternative to the hydride transfer reaction to produce a carbenium ion

through a low activitation energy reaction path is formation of intermediate
alkene by transition metal catalysed activitation of the alkane (Fig 9.3c).
The overall reaction as for instance applied in the hydroisemerisation reaction

(see Chapter 2, page 26) occurs in two stages: alkane-alkene equilibration catal-
ysed by a transition metal in the presence of excess H2 and subsequent proton
activation of the alkene that gives a carbenium ion.
In the next subsection we will introduce themolecular chemistry and quantum

chemistry of key elementary reactions catalysed by zeolitic protons.Thiswill pro-
vide a basis to the presentation in the later part of this chapter of the mechanism
of the catalytic reaction cycle of most important zeolitic catalysed reactions.

9.3.2 Elementary Reactions in Acid Catalysis

9.3.2.1 Alkene Protonation
The formation of a carbenium ion by protonation of an alkene is fundamental to
acid catalysis, and we will introduce the chemistry of this reaction here.
The reactivity of the alkene π bond depends strongly on its carbon atom coor-

dination. Primary, secondary, or tertiary carbenium ions can be formed upon
protonation. Carbenium ions are planar with their σ bonds oriented in a plane.
In the classical organic description of the ions, the σ-C—C and C—H bonds are
sp2 hybridized, with an empty 2pz atomic orbital perpendicular to the carbenium
ion plane.
A primary carbenium ion has a positive charge at a terminal carbon atom, a sec-

ondary carbenium ion has a positive chargewith two carbon atomneighbors, and
a tertiary carbenium ion has a positive charge with three carbon atom neighbors.
In gas phase, the secondary and tertiary carbenium ions become subsequently
more stable than the primary ion by 30 and 60 kJmol−1 [31, 32] respectively.
In a zeolite the primary and secondary carbenium ions are not stable interme-
diates, but instead are part of transition states or activated carbocation inter-
mediates (see Figure 5i.1). Only the more stable tertiary carbenium ions can be
considered to be true reaction intermediates (see Figure 5i.2). The activation
energies of the respective protonation reactions may strongly depend on the
zeolite micropore structure. Primary and secondary carbenium ions react with
the negatively charged zeolite oxygen atoms to form alcoxy species. This is
illustrated in Figure 5i.1.
This figure shows energy changes of the protonation of propene in the zeolite

ferrierite (TON) [35] protonation of i-butene is compared in both ferrierite and
in mordenite [36] in Figure 5i.2. Mordenite and ferrierite have one-dimensional
nano pores formed by rings of 12 and 10 tetrahedra, respectively.
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Insert 5: Protonation of Olefins: Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Carbenium Ion
Transition States

In this insert, the activation energies of protonation are compared propylene in Figure 5i.1
and butene in Figure 5i.2. In the case of propylene, the intermediate transition states are
primary or secondary carbenium ions. In butene activation, the intermediates are primary
and tertiary carbenium ions. In Figure 5i.2b, calculated activation energies are compared
for the two zeolites that vary in nanopore dimension.
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Figure 5i.1 Comparison of primary and secondary carbenium intermediate formation by
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Insert 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5i.2 Activation of isobutene through primary versus tertiary carbenium intermediates.
Primary carbenium intermediates lead to 1-isobutoxy states, while tertiary carbenium ions
lead to 2-isobutoxy alcoxy states. (a) Comparison of the reaction paths of isobutene activation.
(b) Reaction energies of protonation catalyzed by (1) mordenite versus (2) ferrierite (TON)
(DFT–VASP calculations). (Blaszkowski et al. 1997 [34]. Reproduced with permission of
American Chemical Society.)

Figure 5i.2 compares the proton activation paths of isobutene.

Three stages can be recognized in the reaction of the alkene molecule with
a zeolite proton. The alkene will initially adsorb to the proton in a weakly
interacting π complex. The zeolitic proton is hydrogen bonded to the alkene π
electrons. The main contribution to the adsorption energy is from the van der
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Waals interaction between the hydrocarbon’s carbon and hydrogen atoms and
the polarizable zeolite lattice oxygen atoms.
In the next step, the proton is transferred, which results in a substantial energy

cost. For the zeolite ferrierite, this step results in activation energies for propene
protonation of 56 and 128 kJmol−1 through secondary versus primary carbenium
ion transition states, respectively (see Figure 5i.1). The difference in transition
state energies reflects the relative stability of the primary carbenium ion ver-
sus the secondary ion. Since the primary carbenium ion transition state has the
higher energy, formation of the secondary cation is preferred. Both carbocations
are unstable and convert into a σ-complex, the analog of an alcoxy intermediate.
In this state, their energy difference has essentially disappeared.
This reaction sequence illustrates an important reactivity principle: differences

in the chemical reactivity of solid-acid-catalyzed reactions are determined pri-
marily by the difference in the relative stability of their transition states.
The structure of the transition states indicates the importance of the interaction

with the Lewis basic oxygen atom next to the oxygen atom to which the pro-
ton is initially attached. The positive charge distribution in the transition state
cation is directed toward one of the negatively charged oxygen atoms that sur-
round Al. The corresponding transition states of the carbenium ions exhibit the
sp2 hybridization of the threefold-coordinated C atom, which is characteristic
of the carbenium ion. In the local minimum of the alcoxy-state, the O—C bond
becomes sp3-hybridized and compensates for the different stabilities of the two
cations.This causes the overall reaction energy to be independent of the product
state.
As is seen in Figure 4i.2b for isobutene activation, a relatively high activation

energy for the formation of the primary carbenium ion also occurs along with
the expected substantially lower barrier for the formation of the tertiary carbe-
nium ion. Although protonated isobutoxy is formed as a stable intermediate in
themordenite channel, the curvature of thewall of the narrowpore zeolite (TON)
prevents the formation of the alcoxy complex because the tertiary carbenium ion
is too bulky to become accommodated. Now, the free isobutyl carbenium ion can
also be considered as a stable intermediate. The low energy barriers imply rapid
proton exchange at typical temperatures of reaction (550K).
We observe a substantial decrease in activation energy within the narrow pore

system, especially for the high activation barrier of primary carbenium ion for-
mation. In the more narrow pores, the distance between carbenium ion atoms
and polarizable zeolite oxygen atoms is less, which gives an extra attractive inter-
action.
The differences in the activation energies for the formation of primary, sec-

ondary, or tertiary carbenium ion intermediates are substantial. The activation
energies are 110–130, 70–90, and 10–20 kJmol−1, respectively. The extremely
low activation energy to form tertiary carbenium ions is noteworthy. Although
the activation energies for secondary or tertiary carbenium ion formation from
olefins are substantially lower, transformation through intermediate primary car-
benium formation can also occur at higher temperatures.
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The transition states can be considered loose and mobile states without any
memory of the initial or final state. With respect to the adsorbed state the activi-
ation entropy contribution can be significant. The activation energies depend
strongly on the proton donation affinity of the zeolitic proton, the type of carbe-
nium formed, and the cavity size. In the absence of repulsive steric interactions, a
smaller cavity may lead to lower activation energies but the activation-free ener-
giesmay be inversely affected by the loss ofmobility of transition state or reaction
intermediates in the smaller nanopore.
So far, we have only considered protonation of the alkene, that initiates consec-

utive reactions as isomerization or C—C bond cleavage that are to be discussed
in a later subsections. The activation energies of the overall reaction can be esti-
mated by first considering the formation of the carbenium ion intermediate or
transition state from its π adsorbed or σ alcoxy state, and then by adding the acti-
vation barrier for the transformation of the carbenium ion to the final product
cation. This additional energy can be deduced from carbenium ion transforma-
tion reactions calculated in the gas phase. The reactivity of solid acid catalysts is
determined by the state of molecules on top of the energy barriers of the corre-
sponding reaction-transition state energy diagram instead of conventional ther-
modynamics of ground state intermediates.

9.3.2.2 Alkane Activation
Proton-catalyzed alkane activation proceeds through an intermediate carbonium
cation.The carbonium cation intermediate can undergo three types of reactions:
proton exchange, dehydrogenation, or C—C bond cleavage. Calculations show
that each reaction forms a specific type of carbonium intermediate, which is geo-
metrically different from the others.
The three different transition state geometries are shown in Figure 6i.1.

The transition state for proton exchange is very similar to the state shown in
Figure 4i.1a for the methane H/D exchange reaction. However, the transition
states for dehydrogenation and the C—C bond cracking of ethane are very
different. In these elementary reactions, a carbenium ion is generated next to H2
or methane. The characteristic planar structure of the carbenium ion due to its
sp2 hybridization is present in the respective transition states.

Insert 6: Carbonium Cation Type Transition States

Figure 6i.1 compares calculated transition state structures of ethane as obtained from
small cluster calculations. Figure 6i.2 illustrates calculated transition states for propane
and butane activation in a micropore of chabasite. Figure 6i.3 shows the various inter-
mediates on the reaction path from butane to methane and propyl H-ZSM-5. Table 6i.1
shows experimentally measured data on the cracking and dehydrogenation of propane
using various zeolites.
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Figure 6i.1 (a) Geometry of the transition state (TS) for the acid-catalyzed reaction H/D of
ethane. (b) Geometry of the TS for the acid-catalyzed C—C bond cracking reaction of ethane.
(c) Geometry of the TS for the acid-catalyzed dehydrogenation of ethane. Distances in
angstroms and angles in degrees. DFT-calculated cluster barriers: H/D exchange 126 kJ mol−1;
cracking 300 kJ mol−1; dehydrogenation 305 kJ mol−1. (Blaszkowski et al. 1996 [37].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6i.3 Transition path sampling calculations for butane at T = 800 K. (a) Butane interacts
with the Brønsted acid site via the methyl group. (b) The distance between the butane
molecule and the surface decreases. (c) A proton transfers to the α bond. (d) The
five-coordinated alkanium ion is created (TS configuration). (e) The alkanium ion decomposes
to the product state. (f ) The product state is generated (C3H6+CH4). Colors: carbon, dark gray;
hydrogen, white; oxygen, light red; silicon, light orange; aluminum, purple. (Tranca et al. 2012
[39]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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The structures shown in Figure 6i.1b are derived from early DFT cluster
calculations 20 years ago. Calculated activation energies are on the order of
300 kJmol−1. The activation energies for H/D exchange tend to be substantially
lower due to the intimate contact of the two hydrogen atoms with the zeolite
lattice (see Figure 6i.1b). Calculations with larger clusters [41], cluster-embedded
calculations (see Figure 6i.2), and full periodical calculations [39] indicate that
with respect to the adsorbed state for molecules such as propane and other
higher hydrocarbons, the activation energies of C—C bond cleavage are much
less than found for the clusters and are of the order of 200 kJmol−1 for cracking
reactions. Dehydrogenation reactions tend to have activation energies that can
be (20 or 30) kJmol−1 higher. This difference is consistent with the weaker bond
energies of the C—C bonds as compared to the C—H bonds. The activation
energies shown in Table 6i.1 are apparent activation energies, which also depend
on the adsorption energy of the molecule. The intrinsic activation energies can
be obtained by adding the adsorption energy (on the order of 40 kJmol−1) to the
observed apparent activation energies. As we will discuss later, differences in
the activation energy between homologous molecules tend to be dominated by
differences in adsorption energy. The data in Table 6i.1 also show that reaction
rates do not always follow the order of activation energies. Especially in the
wider pores differences in activation-entropies are significant and bias the
dehydrogenation reaction.
Figure 6i.2 showing propane and butane activation in chabasite illustrates that

for proton activation of largermolecules, the contact between the positive charge
and the zeolite oxygen atom is replaced by the interaction between the zeolite
oxygen atom and the hydrocarbon cation hydrogen atoms. This indicates a sig-
nificant energy contribution due to van der Waals interactions.
The intermediates along a complete computed reaction path for butane activa-

tion is shown for a protonic site of H-ZSM-5 in Figure 6i.3. The final state after
dissociation of the butane molecule is an adsorbed propyl alcoxy intermediate
and methane. The reaction path way is found to be complex. The proton that is
initially accepted by a CH bond of the molecule shifts internally to a C—C bond
that leads to C—C bond cleavage.

9.3.2.3 Alkene Isomerization
There are several alkene isomerization reactions:

– The branching reaction; the number of branches in a molecule changes.
– The methyl shift reaction; no change in the number of branches.
– The C=C double bond-shift reaction that occurs by subsequent protonation

and deprotonation of the alkene.

Proton-activated isomerization reactions that maintain the number of
branches and only change branch position are called type A rearrangements.
They occur through a sequence of classical alkyl branching and hydride shift
reactions. Compared to type B rearrangements that change the number of
branches, the rate of type A arrangements tends to be fast.
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Selective C=C double bond shift is catalyzed at low temperature by basic cata-
lysts prepared by depositing alkali on alumina.The C=C bond shift reaction pro-
ceeds along the hydrocarbon chain by intermediate formation of an allyl cation
through hydride transfer to the basic catalyst. C=C bond shift occurs by subse-
quent hydride backdonation to the other allylic carbon atom [42].
The bond shift reaction can also be catalyzed by protons through the interme-

diate formation of a carbenium ion, followed by deprotonation of the alkyl cation.
However, at reaction temperature this will compete with other acid-catalyzed
reactions such as oligomerization and hence will be non-selective.
The type B arrangement branching reaction from linear to branched olefin pro-

ceeds through the intermediate formation of the protonated cyclopropyl inter-
mediate (see Figures 7i.1 and 7i.2c).

Insert 7: Isomerization through Protonated Cyclopropyle Intermediate

The protonated cyclopropyle (PCP) intermediate and its reactions according to Brouwer
[14] are shown in Figure 7i.1. The figure illustrates isomerisation of butene that is 13C
labelled at one of its endcarbon atoms.

H3C - CH -- III -- CH2

I II

*CH2

+

H
V

(Protonated cyclopropane ring in 13C isomerization)

Bond I Bond II Bond III

C+ - CH2 - 
*CH3

H3C

H

H3C - CH - CH2

*CH3
+

C - CH2 - CH3

+ *

H3C

H

(The original state) (Skeletal isomerization,
forbidden because of
primary carbonium-ion
formation)

(13C isomerization,
experimentally
observed)

Figure 7i.1 Structure of a protonated cyclopropyle ring formed from a classical – butyl
carbenium ion and the carbenium ions formed by rupture of the indicated C—C bonds. The
dot labels the 13C label of butene. (After [43].)
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A comparison of calculated reaction intermediates and reaction energies of isomeriza-
tion of n-pentene through a PCP intermediate versus ethyl bond shift [44] on a protonic
site in ferrierite is shown in Figure 7i.2.
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Figure 7i.2 Reaction intermediates and reaction energy diagram of pentene isomerization by
a ZSM22 (ferrierite) zeolite proton according to VASP-DFT calculations. (a) Adsorbed pentyl
alcoxy intermediate. (b) The reaction energy diagram of the ethyl shift reaction. (c) Structure of
the adsorbed protonated cyclopentane intermediate. (d) The activation energies and
respective energies of the protonated cyclopropane reaction.(Demuth et al. 2003 [44].
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

Experimental proof of isomerization through the protonated cyclopropyl inter-
mediate is provided by what is now a classical isotope labeling experiment of the
isomerization of n-butane-1-13C and n-pentane-1-13C in the superacidic solution
of HF-SbF5 [14]. In the superacid, the initial carbenium ions are formed through
the protonation and cracking of carbonium ions. Isomerization of the carbe-
nium ions occurs and the reaction chain is propagated through hydride transfer
from reagent to product carbenium ion. Hence, after a slow initiation through
intermediate carbonium ion formation, carbenium ion formation is rapid and
propagation of the reaction is fast.
Catalysis of n-pentane to isopentane conversion by superacid is fast, whereas

n-butane isomerization to isobutane is slow. However, the scrambling of the 13C
label within the n-butane molecule along the n-butane chain has a rate compa-
rable to the branching isomerization of n-pentane to i-pentane. This suggests
the same mechanism for both reactions. The postulate that a PCP intermediate
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is formed provides a solution. As illustrated in Figure 7i.1 for the butyl cation,
the cleavage of its three bonds yields n-butyl in two cases, each with the 13C
label at different positions along the chain. The carbenium ions then formed are
secondary cations. Cleavage of the other bond gives an i-butyl cation, which is a
primary cation with the positive charge at an end atom.Therefore, the activation
energy for this reaction is high, which explains its slow rate. In contrast, when
branching isomerization occurs with a longer hydrocarbon than butane (such
as pentane), then the branching isomerization would also generate a secondary
cation. This enables the reaction to proceed at a rate comparable to the scram-
bling reaction in n-butane, which also proceeds through intermediate secondary
cation formation.
Figures 7i.2 show DFT-computed reaction energies and reaction intermedi-

ates for branching isomerization of an adsorbed pentyl cation in the micropore
of ferrierite. The PCP isomerization pathway (Figures 7i.2c,d) is compared with
the competitive alkyl shift reaction (Figures 7i.2a,b).The latter reaction proceeds
through an intermediate primary hydrocarbon cation. In the zeolite, the PCP
path also appears preferred for the solid acid, as evidenced by its lower overall
activation barrier.

9.3.2.4 n-Butene Isomerization
In zeolites, protonation reactions through transition states with primary carbe-
nium ions have kinetically reasonable barriers, but they compete unfavorably
with transition states that proceed through secondary or tertiary carbenium ions.

n-Butene to isobutene transformation is a desirable reaction, because isobutene
is an important feedstock that, when converted to an ether, can be added to fuel
to upgrade its octane number.Monomolecular n-butene isomerizationmust pro-
ceed through primary carbocation formation. The alternative is a mechanism
where the butene dimerizes to an octene.This reaction has a relatively low activa-
tion energy.The octenemolecule isomerizes in second reaction steps to branched
isomers, that can decompose to give i-butene through a βC—C cleavage reaction
to be discussed in the next subsection. This will circumvent the reaction path
through primary cation formation.
This complex reaction network that corresponds to this reaction mechanism is

shown in Figure 9.4.

n-C4
=

i-C4
=

C8
= C4

=

C12
=

C6
=

Oligomers
Aromatics
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= C4

=
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=
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=+C3

= C7
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=

C5
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= C4
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C7
=

b1
b2
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b6b4 b3

Figure 9.4 Reaction
network of n-butene on the
modified ZSM-5 zeolite
catalyst. (Meng et al. 2010
[45]. Reproduced with
permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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Figure 9.5 Mechanism of 2-butene isomerization over spent FER; the proposed active site is a
benzylic carbocation. (After [46].)

Whenone uses the zeolite ZSM-5 for the conversion of n-butene at the reaction
temperature of 700Kmany byproducts are formed [45]. Zeolites with wide pores
tend to form aromatics at the high temperature of reaction.Only the narrow-pore
zeolite ferrierite is selective for the transformation of butene to isobutene [36].
Its narrow pores prevent oligomerization, which requires overly bulky transition
states.
Experiments with 13C labeled n-butene can be used to distinguish between

the monomolecular and bimolecular pathway. Isobutene formed by dimeriza-
tion of initially single-labeled n-butene should have a substantial fraction of
double-labeled isobutene, and this is indeed found for most systems [47]. This
double-labeled fraction decreases strongly with time, which is thought to be due
to narrowing of the micropores by the deposition of carbonaceous residue. This
pore-narrowing suppresses bimolecular catalysis in favor of monomolecular
catalysis.
An alternative mechanism may also occur. In this mechanism, it is proposed

that monomolecular selective isobutene formation is catalyzed by an aromatic
benzylic organocatalyst intermediate. These aromatic intermediates may be
formed as a non-selective coproduct in the zeolite micropore while the reaction
is ongoing [48]. The corresponding reaction cycle is shown in Figure 9.5. It is
suggested that toluyl cation groups whose primary cations are stabilized by
resonance with the aromatic ring react with n-butene.
After isomerization, the isobutene is recovered by β-C—C bond cleavage.
In situ formation of an organocatalyst located in the micropore of a zeolite

is proposed for the isomerization of n-butene. In addition, there is extensive
evidence that methanol to ethylene or propylene conversion is also catalyzed by
organocatalysts formed in situ (see Sections 4.5.1 and 9.3.3.4).
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9.3.2.5 𝛃-C–C Bond Cleavage
Carbenium ions may undergo C—C bond cleavage at substantially milder condi-
tions than the direct C—C bond cleavage reaction of alkanes via carbonium ion
intermediates. This cracking reaction will become especially competitive with
direct alkane cracking when initial carbenium ions present. Catalytic cracking
through β C—C bond cleavage requires hydride transfer from alkane reagent
molecules to cracked carbenium ions, as we will discuss in Section 9.3.3.2.
Carbenium ions can cleave their C—C bonds by a reaction that is the reverse of

olefin dimerization. Such C—C bond cleavage reactions take place through the β
C—C bond cleavage reaction.
Figure 8i.1 schematically shows how the β-C—C cleavage reaction breaks the

C—C bond next to the positively charged C atom in the reactant molecule. A
larger carbenium ion is cleaved into a smaller carbenium and an alkene. Two
shorter olefins are produced as a final product when the proton is backdonated
from the carbenium ion to the zeolite framework.
The carbenium ions are initially adsorbed as alcoxy species to the zeolite frame-

work as can be seen in Figure 8i.2.The β-C—C cleavage reaction occurs in stages
in the transition state as shown in the same figure.The two fragments in the tran-
sition state both show the characteristic sp2 hybridized features of a carbenium
ion. After reaction, one of the carbenium ions adsorbs as an alcoxy species.
The activation energies of the various possible β-C—C bond cleavage reac-

tions depend on the types of carbenium ions involved in the reaction.The lowest
barriers are found for tertiary to tertiary bond cleavage reactions (100 kJmol−1),
followed by secondary to tertiary or secondary to secondary bond cleavage reac-
tions (180 kJmol−1) (see Figure 8i.3).

Insert 8: 𝛃-C—C Bond Cleavage

Figure 8i.1 schematically shows the β-C—C bond cleavage reaction of the iso-hexyl cation.
Figure 8i.2 shows adsorbed alcoxy intermediates of the carbenium ions in their ground
state, the transition state and their relative energies. Figure 8i.3 summarizes the differ-
ences in activation energies of the various β-C—C cleavage reactions.

An important conformational requirement is the overlap of the σ bond orbitals of the
bond to be broken with the empty electron-accepting C 2p atomic orbital. This is illus-
trated in Figure 8i.4.

H+

C CH+ +

Figure 8i.1 Schematic representation of the β-C—C cleavage reaction. From a secondary
carbenium ion, an olefin and another secondary cation is formed. This reaction is only possible
for a molecule equal to or larger than hexene. (After [35].)
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Figure 8i.2 DFT-calculated reaction intermediates and energy profile (kJ mol−1) for the
B1-type β-scission of a secondary-alcoxide (4,4-dimethyl-2-hexoxide) in a H-ZSM-5 channel.
See Figure 8i.3 for the notation for different β-C—C type reactions. (Mazar et al. 2013 [50].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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Insert 8: (Continued)

R R

HH

R
β-bond

α-Bond

R
R

R
β-Bondα-Bond

Aliphatic carbenium ions Alicyclic carbenium ions Figure 8i.4 The role of orbital orientation
for the easiness of β-scissions of alkyl
carbenium ions. After [14, 51].

Low activation energy β-C—C cleavage through tertiary carbenium ion inter-
mediates is only possible for hydrocarbons with skeletons larger than seven car-
bon atoms. In this reaction, proton-activated isomerization of the alkene to a
branched alkene has to occur which gives a tertiary carbenium cation. Subse-
quent β-C—C cleavage again gives a tertiary carbenium. A steep increase occurs
in the relative rate for the C—C bond cleavage reaction as compared to skele-
tal isomerization reaction for alkenes with less than seven skeletal carbon atoms.
This has a very important implication in the selectivity of the hydroisomerization
and hydrocracking reaction of linear alkenes as a function of their hydrocarbon
chain length [51], that we will discuss in 9.3.3.3.
There is also a large difference in the reactivity of β-C—C bond cleavage in

aliphatic carbenium ions versus cleavage of alkyl site chains of planar C5 ring
naphthenic carbenium ions. The alkyl chains of the naphthenic molecule are
remarkably robust due to the planarity of the naphthenic ring. This prevents
hyperconjugation (overlap) of the empty 2pz atomic orbital of the positively
charged carbon atom with the σ C—C skeletal bond orbital that is to be broken.
In an aliphatic molecule, this orbital overlap is possible because the C—C—C
bond angle along the chain is less than 180∘. Since β-C—C ring opening of
the cyclopentadienyl cation is not possible, this ring-opening reaction requires
catalysis by Pt particles as we discussed in Chapter 8, page 310.
Only proton catalytic cracking of alkanes according to theHaag–Dessaumech-

anism will produce methane as a coproduct. Methane formation will not occur
by the β-C—C bond cleavage mechanism because it requires primary cation for-
mation from intermediate carbenium ions.

9.3.2.6 The Hydride Transfer Reaction
In acid catalysis, the hydride transfer reaction (see Figure 9.3b) between reactant
alkane and intermediate carbenium ion propagates the catalytic reaction cycle
involving carbenium ions. It competes with termination of the reaction cycle by
proton backdonation from the carbenium ion to the negatively charged solid acid
lattice with formation of an olefin.
Due to the differences in energies of primary, secondary, and tertiary carbe-

nium ions, the preferred hydride donating molecule is a tertiary alkane molecule
or an alkene with more than two carbon atoms. The alkene can readily transfer a
hydride ion since the cation that is formed is a relatively stable allyl intermediate.
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The transition state of the hydride transfer reaction is similar to the transition
state of the reverse reaction of proton-activated direct C—C bond cleavage.
The hydride transfer reaction is thermodynamically neutral or exothermic. The
proton activated C—C bond cleavage is an endothermic reaction. Therefore
the activation barrier for hydride transfer is substantially lower than the barrier
for direct proton-activated C—C bond cleavage. The intrinsic activation energy
of C—C bond cleavage is of the order of 170 kJmol−1, whereas the activation
energies for hydride transfer from a tertiary carbon of a reactant hydrocarbon
can vary between 100 and 20 kJmol−1 [52]. The respective activation energies
are mainly determined by the activation energies to desorb the carbenium ions,
which are sensitive to the primary, secondary, or tertiary nature of the respective
intermediate carbenium ions (see Figure 5i.2).
Aswewill see, the catalytic cracking reaction is rapidly deactivated by oligimer-

ization reactions that form carbonaceous residue.
In Section 9.3.2.6, we will discuss the mechanism of the n-alkane hydroisomer-

ization reaction, which is catalyzed by bifunctional acidic zeolites promoted with
Pt or Pd. This is a stable reaction that is operated in excess hydrogen.

n-Alkane isomerization is also possible when catalyzed by protonic zeolites
in the absence of hydrogen. The reaction is initiated by the proton-activated
formation of carbonium ions, which decompose to n-carbenium ions. These
n-carbenium ions can isomerize to i-carbenium ions and the reaction is prop-
agated by hydride transfer reaction steps. The elementary hydride transfer
reaction that produces the i-alkane from the i-carbenium ion and a secondary
carbenium ion from n-alkane has a relatively high barrier on the order of
70 kJmol−1, because a tertiary carbenium ion is replaced by a secondary, less sta-
ble cation. The reaction deactivates rapidly due to competitive alkene formation
by proton backdonation of carbenium ions to the zeolite lattice. Deactivating
low activation energy oligomerization reactions then produce carbonaceaous
residue.
In the hydroisomerization reaction, the presence of hydrogen and a hydro-

genation active catalyst reduces the alkene concentration, which suppresses the
deactivating oligomerization reaction.
Thehydride transfer reaction is a critical step in catalytic reactions that produce

aromatics such as the catalytic cracking process and the conversion of methanol
to aromatics. In this conversion, hydride transfer from olefin to primary or sec-
ondary cations is essential for the formation of aromatics. These reaction cycles
will be discussed in detail in the following sections. Hydride transfer is also the
propagating reaction step in the alkylation reaction of isobutane with propene or
butene, which produces branched alkane molecules for jet fuel. We will discuss
this reaction next.

9.3.2.6.1 Alkylation
The alkylation reaction is an important refinery process reaction that produces
high octane gasoline from light molecules. The alkylation reaction converts
isobutane with n-butene or propene into a branched C8 or C7 molecule. In
practice, the reaction is catalyzed by oleum (neat H2SO4) or HF. Replacing the
liquid acids by a heterogeneous catalyst is an important catalytic challenge.
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Wewill discuss the physical and organic chemistry of this reaction in the liquid
phase andwewill compare the current efficiency for this reaction when catalyzed
by a solid acid.
The catalytic reaction cycles proposed by Schmerling [53, 54] that constitute

this reaction are shown in Figure 9.6 for the alkylation reactions with butene.
The key elementary reaction steps that compete are the hydride trans-

fer between isobutane and an intermediate carbenium ion and the olefin
oligomerization that leads to the deactivation of the catalytic system.
As illustrated in Figure 9.6a, the reaction is initiated by n-alkene protonation

to give a secondary carbenium ion. This is converted into a n-alkane by hydride
transfer from isobutane. This in turn gives an isobutyl cation and n-butane.
The propagation reaction consists of consecutive reaction steps in which

the isobutyl cation adds to an alkene molecule. The resulting dimer cation is
converted further in a second reaction with isobutane. It gives the C8 product
molecule and again generates an isobutyl cation intermediate. The propagation
cycle is continued with these reactions. The reaction that competes with this
alkylation propagation is the oligomerization of the olefins. It will deactivate the
liquid acid catalyst by proton depletion through the formation of stable cationic
aromatic species. In the superacid catalyzed refinery process, acid regeneration
procedures are applied to recover the acid after reaction.
Application of solid acids would enable safer and more environmentally

friendly process operations. Acidic zeolites are of interest, but their most
significant drawback is their limited lifetime [49, 55–57]. The most long-lived
zeolite material tested (zeolite β or La-promoted zeolite X and Y catalysts) had
an effective life of less than 10 h.

+

+ +

+

+
+

+H+

Hydride
transfer

(a)

(b)

Alkylation

Alkylation
Isobutene
desorption

Alkene
addition

Isomerization

Figure 9.6 (a) Simplified alkylation cycle including the three key reaction steps. (b)
Self-alkylation cycle, depicting the two steps: isobutene desorption and subsequent addition
of isobutene to an isobutyl ion after hydride transfer to give 2,2,4-trimethylpentane. ( Feller
et al. 2004 [49]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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A classical experiment in which isobutane is reacted in D2SO4 [58] demon-
strated that a tertiary isobutyl carbenium ion is formed as an intermediate. It
was observed that only the nine H atoms of the methyl groups of isobutane will
exchange with D+, but that the hydrogen atom attached to the tertiary carbon
will not exchange.
Reaction of isobutane is initiated by reaction of a proton of H2SO4 with the

reactive tertiary H atom of isobutane to give a solvated isobutyl cation and H2. In
H/D exchange reactions with D2SO4, the isobutyl cation will initially backdonate
a proton to give isobutene, which can protonate and deprotonate in consecutive
reactions. This leads to proton exchange only with the hydrogen atoms attached
to the primary carbon atoms.The tertiary carbon atomcannot take back a proton,
since it can only accept a hydride ion.
Interestingly, active acidic heterogeneous catalysts such as a La-promoted zeo-

lite X or Y [49] produce substantially more butane than would be expected based
on their proton content. Apparently, intermediate isobutyl will also backdonate
its proton to produce highly reactive isobutene, that can dimerize by reacting
with an isobutyl cation (see Figure 9.6b).
The formation of butane indicates that proton backdonation competes with

hydride transfer. Clearly, the proton donation affinity of the zeolite protons is not
high enough to compete efficiently with the hydride transfer reaction.
The activation energy of the hydride transfer reaction is determined largely

by the activation energy of the adsorbed secondary alcoxy intermediate that
is formed upon the reaction of the isobutyl cation with n-butene. The tertiary
isobutyl cation formed from isobutane will only weakly interact with the solid.
The activation energy of the hydride transfer reaction will be on the order of
70 kJmol−1. A weaker O—C bond of the alcoxy intermediate will be favorable
since it will lower the activation energy of hydride transfer. This is why high
proton donation affinity of the acid is important. This will also prevent proton
backdonation of the isobutyl to give isobutene that will also participate in the
oligomerization reaction.
The activation energy of the competing oligomerization reaction that leads to

catalyst deactivation is less sensitive to the proton donation affinity of the zeolite.
The neat liquid acids show better performance than the heterogeneous solid

acid catalyst for several reasons:
– High proton donation affinity of liquid superacid results not only from a high

proton concentration (low pH), but also from high reactivity of the protons.
The acid molecules are partially ionized in the polar medium.The strong acid-
ity is due to H3SO4

+ or H2F+ cations [59, 60]. That have substantially higher
proton donation affinity than zeolitic protons, that are attracted to a neutral
site.

– The temperature of operation (0–30 ∘C) of the liquid acid process is low com-
pared to the temperature of 80 ∘C necessary for the zeolite-catalyzed reac-
tion. The higher temperature for the zeolite reaction is required to desorb
the reaction product from the solid catalyst. It however favors the competitive
oligomerization reaction of the olefins that have higher activation energy.

– In the liquid system, undesirable oligomerization will also occur but does not
result in the micropore blocking that affects the zeolite. Deactivation mainly
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occurs because protons are consumed by the formation of stable aromatic
cations, which can be observed from the red coloring of the system.This reac-
tion relates to the paring reaction of Figure 12i.2.

– The concentration of free alkene in the liquid acid is lower than that in the
micropores of the solid acid. The alkene becomes readily protonated into the
superacid, which reduces the concentration of free alkene.

9.3.3 Catalytic Reaction Cycles and Kinetics

9.3.3.1 Physical Chemistry of Zeolite Catalysis
The protons of the zeolite are located in the nanopores of a small crystal particle,
which can only be reached by transport processes from the crystallite exterior to
its interior.
The overall catalytic reaction cycle including adsorption and diffusion that

takes place in the zeolite particle is schematically illustrated in Figure 9.7.
In Figure 9.7, the time scales for the various elementary reaction steps andphys-

ical processes are compared.
It is important to realize that the rates of desorption can compete with the

rates of elementary reaction steps. We will see in the following subsections that
differences in catalyst performance among zeolites of various structures are often
dominated by variations in the adsorption properties of the zeolitic materials
rather than by changes in the reaction rates of elementary reaction steps.
As we discussed in Section 3.4, the rates of intra-zeolite crystal particle

diffusion tend to be substantially faster than the elementary reaction rates,
unless steric constraints inhibit mobility. Single file diffusion, which occurs in
one-dimensional micropores and prevents molecules from passing each other,
may also slow down reactions.
Generally, as long as crystal particles remain small enough, intra-zeolite

crystal diffusion can be ignored. Extrinsic kinetics is instead mainly affected by
inter-particle diffusion effects, which we will not be considered here.

Reaction steps:

Adsorption

DiffusionDiffusion

(a) (b)

Desorption Empty pore

Catalytic cycle

Occupied poreOccupied pore

Occupied reaction
center

– Adsorption       10–6 s
– Diffusion        10–8 s
– H+/Me activation   10–4 s
– Desorption       10–5 s

Figure 9.7 The catalytic cycle of a reaction with the reactive center located in the zeolite
nanopore and representative time scales of the elementary reactions steps that are part of the
zeolite catalytic reaction.
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The catalytic reaction cycles and mechanisms of three important catalytic pro-
cesses will be discussed in the next subsections:

– Catalytic cracking
– Hydroisomerization and hydrocracking
– Methanol conversion and methanol alkylation reactions.

The activity, selectivity, and stability of these reactions are sensitive not only
to the composition of the zeolite framework but also, and especially, to the zeo-
lite lattice structure. We will see that structural effects not only affect elementary
reaction rates because of steric mismatch; even in the absence of a steric con-
straint, the dimension and shape of the zeolite micropores will have a large effect
on the adsorption of reaction intermediates, sometimes with significant conse-
quences for overall kinetics.
In catalytic cracking, the small size of zeolite micropores suppresses the for-

mation of large deactivating aromatic molecules. In the hydrocracking reaction,
the shape of the microchannels and cavities will bias formation of intermediates
with a shape that provides an optimum fit. The product pattern is found to be
dependent on the zeolite micropore structure and connectivity.
The selectivity of the conversion of methanol to ethylene versus aro-

matics, as in the Methanol To Olefin (MTO) process (see Chapter 2,
page 27), is also strongly structure dependent. Zeolitic materials with the
smaller micropores will only produce ethylene or propylene (H-SAPO-35)
whereas zeolites with wider pores such as H-ZSM-5 will produce mainly
aromatics.
When there are no steric constraints, differences in the apparent rates of

zeolite-catalyzed reactions are often dominated by variations in the adsorption
constants of the reaction intermediates. Product distribution will relate to
the equilibrium constants of reaction intermediates formed in the zeolite
micropores.
We have chosen to focus on the three processes mentioned above because they

illustrate the complex interplay between catalytic kinetic networks and zeolite
structure and composition.
In the catalytic cracking process, the catalyst reaction center is the proton, but

the reaction network is a complex combination ofmany reaction steps. Reactions
occur between nearly freely moving cationic intermediates in the nanopores and
nanocavities of the zeolite.
Reaction initiation requires a demanding activation step through a carbonium

ion transition state. Once carbenium ions are formed, propagation occurs readily
by hydride transfer steps, by which alkanes are converted into reactive carbenium
cation intermediates. The stereochemistry of bimolecular hydride transfer pro-
cesses can be controlled by using zeolites with smaller micropores, which will
suppress bimolecular reaction. For instance, in the catalytic cracking process, the
use of a zeolite with smaller micropores reduces aromatics formation, but favors
light alkene formation.
The apparent activation energy of the direct cracking of small alkanes, which

goes through carbonium cation type transition states strongly depends on the
hydrocarbon chain length due to differences in adsorption energies.
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In hydroisomerization, wewill find that the differences in the activity of zeolites
also tends to be dominated by adsorption effects.These effectsmay determine the
differences in apparent acidity of zeolites when their pore dimension is varied.
The lower temperature of the reactions in hydroisomerization and hydro-

cracking catalysis may cause a high occupation of the zeolite micropores by
reaction intermediates. Selective adsorption effects then may dominate reaction
selectivity.This will be the case especially when heavier molecules are processed.
Methods for calculating adsorption isotherms of complex reaction mixtures as a
function of catalyst loading by in zeolite nanopores have proven highly successful
for explaining selectivity differences due to selective adsorption [61].
The final reaction that we will discuss is the conversion of methanol to

higher hydrocarbons. After an initiation period, catalysis actually occurs by
an in situ generated cationic intermediate that acts as an organocatalyst (see
also Section 4.6.1). The catalytic cycle propagates through a complex series of
consecutive alkylation and the ring-opening reactions of this cyclic hydrocarbon
organocatalyst.

9.3.3.2 Catalytic Cracking
The catalytic cracking reaction network of an alkane is illustrated in Figure 9i.1.
The activation of alkanes is initiated by Haag–Dessau direct cracking, but once
alkenes are formed other reactions take over. The consecutive reactions shown
in Figure 9i.1a that maintain the catalytic reaction chain are the hydride transfer
and β-C—Cbond cleavage reactions as well as the oligomerization reactions.This
sequence of events is common tomany catalytic processes: reaction is initiated by
a slow reaction that forms a particular intermediate, but once this intermediate is
present at high enough concentration, it becomes part of a catalytic reaction cycle
that has a high turnover. In the particular case of alkane activation, the initiating
reaction is carbonium ion formation.
Haag–Dessau cracking of alkanes can produce methane, but the β-C—C bond

cleavage of alkenes will not producemethane.Therefore, an experimental indica-
tion of the relative importance of the Haag–Dessau activation versus the β-C—C
bond cleavage reaction is the amount of methane that is formed as a coproduct.
The catalytic cycle is propagated by the hydride transfer reaction, when reagent

alkane or an olefin transfers a hydride ion to an intermediate carbenium ion.The
complexity of the reaction cycles that evolve for isobutane cracking is illustrated
in Figure 9i.1b.
Aromatics will be produced by hydride transfer from alkenes (through

intermediate allyl formation) to carbenium cations combined with proton back-
donation to the solid. This heterolytic dehydrogenation process of combined
H-transfer and proton backdonation gives dienes that can undergo consecutive
ring closure reactions.
The very different rates of the reactions that participate in the catalytic reaction

cycle are illustrated in Figure 9i.2.The β-C—Cbond cleavage reaction of an alkene
has a rate that is an order of magnitude faster than direct cracking of an alkane.
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Insert 9: The Catalytic Cracking Reaction

I. The Catalytic Reaction Cycles Catalytic reaction cycles of catalytic cracking
are illustrated in Figure 9i.1. Figure 9i.1a shows a schematic of the important
reactions steps and Figure 9i.1b shows the complex cycle of isobutane
conversion.
The very different rates for the main types of reactions that participate in the
catalytic cracking process are compared in Figure 9i.2.

II. Relations with Proton Concentration, Proton Reactivity, and Adsorption
Figure 9i.3 illustrates that direct cracking of hexane is linear in proton con-
centration at a low Al/Si ratios. Figure 9i.4 illustrates the differences in proton
activity for ZSM-5 type materials, which contain Fe and Ga instead of Al in
the zeolite framework. Figure 9i.5 illustrates the linear dependence of the
apparent activation energy of n-alkane conversion as a function of alkane
length. A comparison is made with experimentally measured adsorption
energies in Figure 9i.5b.
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Figure 9i.1 (a) Oligomeric cracking route for an alkane molecule (RmH) involving the
oligomerization of an alkene with n carbon atoms (An

=) with a carbenium ion with m carbon
atoms (Rm

+) and subsequent β-scission and hydride transfer. (b) Catalytic cycles for isobutane
cracking catalyzed by the zeolite USY at 773 K and 11% conversion in a plug flow reactor.
Illustrated examples notation: iC4

=, isobutylene; C3
+ propyl cation; nC4, n-butane; C6

+ species,
hexyl cations. (Kotrel et al. 2000 [30]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Insert 9: (Continued)
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Figure 9i.3 The hexane cracking activity R plotted against the aluminum content in H-ZSM-5.
(Haag et al. 1984 [62]. Reproduced with permission of Nature Publishing Group.)
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Figure 9i.4 Zeolite activity in
n-hexane cracking as a function
of three framework cations. Rate
of hexane cracking is measured
as a function of concentration of
zeolite lattice M3+ cation
concentration [6]. Reproduced
with permission of Elsevier)
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[63]. (b) Adsorption enthalpy range as obtained for experimental literature data and
simulation obtained by different methods. (After [64].)

Figure 9i.3 illustrates an important experiment that confirms that zeolite pro-
ton donation affinity does not change as long as Al/Si ratio is less than 10%. The
turn over frequency (TOF) of direct cracking of hexane normalized per proton
catalyzed by H-ZSM-5 remains independent of Al/Si ratio. Direct Haag–Dessau
cracking dominates as long as hexane conversion remains low.
The decrease in proton donation affinity of a zeolite when Al3+ is substituted

by Fe3+ or Ga3+ in the framework of ZSM-5 is illustrated in Figure 9i.4. From the
slopes of the curves of the rates of the cracking reaction of hexane one deduces
that proton donation affinity has the order Al3+ >Ga3+ > Fe3+. The proton dona-
tion affinities decrease because the weaker covalent Fe—O and Ga—O interac-
tions increase the relative OH bond energies of the zeolitic proton attached to
the O atom (as expected from bond order conservation).
At the high temperature of the cracking process, the micropore occupation by

alkanes in the zeolites is low. Then, the monomolecular reaction rate expression
(Chapter 3, Insert 6, page 92) can be used. It follows that the apparent activation
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energy Eapp decreases linearly with the adsorption energy of the hydrocarbon:

Eapp = E# + Eads (9.3)

Note that in this expression the intrinsic activation energy E# is positive, but
Eads, the adsorption energy of hydrocarbon is negative. The cracking data for
n-alkanes in Figure 9i.5a shows a nearly linear decrease in apparent activation
energy with increasing n-alkane length. According to Figure 9i.5b, the adsorption
energy of these molecules also increases linearly. This implies that the intrinsic
activation energy for cracking thesemolecules is independent of chain length and
has the approximately constant value of 160 kJmol−1. The differences in appar-
ent activation energies are seen to be dominated by their differences in adsorption
energies.
The adsorption energies and entropies of alkanes adsorbed in a zeolite are dis-

cussed in Insert 10 as background for later chapters.

Insert 10: The Adsorption Energy and Entropy of Linear Hydrocarbons Adsorbed in
the Zeolite Micropore

The adsorption energy of hydrocarbons arises from the dispersive van der Waals
interactions of the hydrocarbon atoms with the polarizable oxygen atoms of the
zeolite nanopore. This is linearly dependent on the contact area of the alkane chain
with the nanopore. It strongly depends on the dimensions of the zeolite nanopore,
because this determines match of the zeolite nanopore dimension and size of the
hydrocarbon. For longer hydrocarbons, this may result in adsorption energies as high as
100–120 kJ mol−1. This happens when the nanopore dimensions become comparable
to the diameter of the molecule. Figure 10i.1 illustrates the linear increase of adsorption
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energy with hydrocarbon chain length and also its variation with micropore dimension.
The data shown in this figure are based on simulations with statistical mechanical Monte
Carlo methods that can calculate adsorption free energies as a function of partial pressure
and temperature. The interaction between zeolite and molecule is deduced form atom-
istic force field parameters [65].

The adsorption entropy decreases when molecules adsorb from the gas phase into the
zeolite micropore. In linearly shaped micropores, the rotational motion of the adsorbed
molecule will decrease as micropore diameter decreases. Differences in adsorption
entropies and energies are compared in Table 10i.1 for the adsorption of n-pentane and
n-hexane in the zeolite Ferrierite (TON) and Mordenite (MOR) that have one-dimensional
linear channels. Mordenite has a 12-ring diameter microchannel and ferrierite (the
TON structure) has a 10-ring diameter microchannel. From a comparison of adsorption
equilibrium constants Kads with adsorption energies ΔHads one deduces that the adsorp-
tion entropy of the molecules is smaller in the smaller channel. This contrasts with the
adsorption energy, which increases with decreasing microchannel diameter.
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Figure 10i.2 Comparison of the residence times of a pulse of radiochemically labeled hexane
into H2 for the silica surface with only large micropores and in a zeolite with nano-sized pores.
(a) A profile of the 11C n-hexane labeled pulse as a function of time and position on silica at
200 ∘C is shown. (b) The residence time profile of a pulse of 11C hexane over H-mordenite at
200 ∘C is presented. (Anderson et al. 1998 [66]. Reproduced with permission.)

The differences in adsorption free energy lead to very different nanopore adsorbate
concentration dependences as a function of nanopore dimensions at different temper-
atures. This is illustrated by the gas chromatographic experiments with the injection
of pulses of radioactively labeled 11C hexane in Figure 10i.2. The slope of the residence
time, measured by the radiochemical signal of a labeled reaction pulse as a function of
position along the reactor bed is inversely proportional to the adsorption equilibrium
constant of the hexane molecule. The residence time slope also increases when concen-
tration of free adsorption sites reduces due to the presence of adsorbed molecules (see
Figure 11i.2). While there is no measurable delay of the pulse signal for silica, it is large

(Continued)
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Insert 10: (Continued)

for the nanoporous zeolite material. This means that the surface coverage of hexane on
silica at experimental conditions is negligible.

The large adsorption equilibrium constants of hydrocarbons in zeolites will at low tem-
perature lead to substantial nanopore occupation, which has important implications for
the interpretation of zeolite-catalyzed reaction kinetics.

Table 10i.1 Energies of adsorption ΔHads and adsorption equilibrium constants Kads.

𝚫Hads [kJ mol−1] Kads (T = 513 K) [mmol g Pa−1]

Simulation Literature Simulation Literature

n-Pentane/TON 63.6 71 [68]
62.1 [69]

4.8× 10−6 4.6× 10−6 [68]
6.53× 10−6 [69]

n-Pentane/MOR 61.5 59 [68]
55.7 [69]

4.8× 10−5 6.8× 10−5 [68]
8.6× 10−5 [69]

n-Hexane/TON 76.3 82 [68]
75.0 [69]
72.3 [70]

1.25× 10−5 8.0× 10−6 [68]
1.99× 10−5 [69]
7.8× 10−6 [70]

n-Hexane/MOR 69.5 69 [68]
67.1 [69]
69 [70]

1.26× 10−4 1.9× 10−4 [68]
5.5× 10−4 [69]
1.3× 10−4 [70]

A comparison between two zeolites with linear nanopores. Zeolite mordenite (MOR) has 12-ring
channels, zeolite ferrierite (TON) has 10-ring channels.
Source: After [65].

9.3.3.3 Bifunctional Catalysis

9.3.3.3.1 Introduction
Bifunctional acidic catalysts are used in hydrocarbon conversion reactions such
as isomerization and cracking reactions. A transition metal or another active
compound (like the sulfides) is used to activate C—H bonds and dehydrogenate
alkanes or hydrogenate intermediate alkenes. Protonation and deprotonation
takes the place of the hydride transfer reactions in maintaining the catalytic
reaction cycle (see Figure 9.3c). The main practical effect of the intermediate
conversion of alkanes to alkenes is that the reaction can be run at a lower
temperature, since proton activation of alkenes occurs more readily than that
of the alkanes. This will favour isomerization from lineair to branched product.
The stability of the catalyst is also substantially enhanced, because rapid hydro-
genation reduces the state concentration of alkenes in the zeolite nanopores, so
that carbonaceous residue formation is suppressed.
Close contact between the hydrogenation site and protonic site is required

to prevent the deactivation of these catalysts by the non-selective oligomeriza-
tion processes. Therefore, the metal or sulfide particles that are conventionally
used for hydrogenation or dehydrogenation must be small and located inside the
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micropores close to the proton reaction center. A catalyst promoted by transition
metal particles can also non-selectively produce methane that is an undesirable
coproduct of the metal catalyzed hydrogenolysis reaction. In the next subsection
we will discuss hydroisomerization in which the hydrocarbon skeleton is main-
tained. In the following subsection we will discuss hydrocracking by which the
hydrocarbon is cracked into lighter molecules.

9.3.3.3.2 Hydroisomerization

The mechanism of the n-alkane hydroisomerization process and key reaction
steps have been introduced before in Section 2.2.2.1.3 (Figure 2.6, page 26). The
catalyst consists of a protonic zeolite promoted with a hydrogenation/dehydro-
genation catalyst. The reaction is performed at high H2/alkane ratio and a metal
loading sufficient to maintain fast equilibration of alkane with alkene. The reac-
tion conditions are chosen so that the steady state concentration of alkene is
approximately 10-6 that alkane. The reaction rate of proton-activated alkene iso-
merization competes with alkane desorption from the zeolite micropore.
One would expect that the absolute reaction orders in alkane and H2 partial

pressures would be equal and of opposite sign. This would be the case if alkane
and alkene concentrations within the nanopore are equilibrated with the gas
phase. However, this is generally not observed, as seen in Table 11i.1, which
illustrates measured and simulated reaction orders for hexane conversion.
Thehexane concentration in themicropores is orders ofmagnitude higher than

the concentration of hexene. At high pressure the micropore becomes saturated
with hexane and the reaction becomes zero-order in hexane partial pressure but
of order −1 in H2 partial pressure (see Table 11i.1). The hydrogen concentration
remains proportional in pressure. This implies that hexane is locally in equilib-
rium with hexene within the highly occupied micropores. However, under these
conditions hexene does not desorb out of the micropores so that no equilib-
rium exists between the reacting molecules in the micropores and in the gas
phase.
The lumped kinetics expression (Eq. (11i.1)) for hexane hydroisomerization

illustrates that this difference between expected and observed reaction orders
is also due to the competition of hexane and hexene for adsorption to the pro-
ton. Experimental validation of the high micropore occupation can be obtained
from chromatographic transient experiments, in which the residence time of an
isotope-labeled molecule is measured. As shown in Figure 11i.2, at atmospheric
condition this residence time decreases to 30% of that in an empty micropore.
This implies that the micropore has a hydrocarbon pore filling of 70%.
The significance of the effects of adsorption is also illustrated by experiments

with mixtures of pentane and hexane (see Table 11i.3). In the narrowmicropores
of zeolitic mordenite, the adsorption constant of hexane is considerably larger
than that of the shorter molecule pentane.This difference is substantially smaller
in the wide pore zeolite Y catalyst. As a consequence, in mordenite the stronger
adsorbing hexane suppresses the reaction of pentane, but in faujasite the relative
rates are little affected compared to the rates of the individual components.
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Insert 11: The Role of Adsorption in Kinetics and Selectivity of the
Hydroisomerization Reaction

Data on the kinetics of the hydroisomerization reaction are given in Table 11i.1.
Figure 11i.1 illustrates how the lumped sum equation (Eq. (11i.1)) for hydroisomerization
can be used to extract information on the relative importance of adsorption versus
proton activation of the reaction. The data in Table 11i.2 have been determined using a
similar plot. Differences in the adsorption constants of hydrocarbons may lead to very
different competitive affects as a function of micropore structure as shown in Table 11i.3.

Table 11i.1 (a) Experimentally measured and simulated orders of reaction at atmospheric
pressure. (b) Simulated coverages at standard conditions (H2/C6 = 30, p= 1 atm, T = 513.15 K).

(a)

Mordenite ZSM-5

n-C6 order H2 order n-C6 order H2 order

Sims 0.19 −0.12 0.21 −0.13

Expt 0.13 ∼ 0 0.51 −0.25

(b)

T (K) 2.0 wt% Pt/H-mordenite 0.5 wt% Pt/H-ZSM-5

𝜽n-hexane 𝜽n-alkoxy TOF (h−1) 𝜽n-hexane 𝜽n-alkoxy TOF (h−1)

493 0.77 0.98 1.41 (3.5) 0.86 0.98 7.45 (20.3)

513 0.62 0.91 4.54 (9.7) 0.72 0.90 23.83 (54.0)

533 0.44 0.73 11.32 (24.9) 0.53 0.72 57.13 (113.6)

Source: Van De Runstraat et al. 1997 [71]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
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Figure 11i.1 Illustration of the plot of (pCH)−1 against TOF−1, that enables extraction of the
elementary rate constant kisom from experimental data, when the adsorption isotherm for the
alkane is known. ( de Gauw et al. 2002 [73]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Table 11i.2 Results of activity measurements of the hydroisomerization of hexane (T = 240 ∘C,
pnC6

= 779 Pa).

TOF (s−1) Kads,nC6
(Pa−1) kiso (s−1)

H-Beta 5.0 × 10−3 6.4 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−2

H-MOR 1.1 × 10−2 3.3 × 10−4 2.7 × 10−2

H-ZSM-5 4.1 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−5 2.8 × 10−2

H-ZSM-22 1.6 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−2

TOF are normalized per proton.
Source: de Gauw et al. 2002 [73]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier

Table 11i.3 Comparison of the results of Pt–H-mordenite and Pd—H-faujasite catalyzed
hydroisomerization at 514 K.

Total pressure (MPa) C5∕C6 vol ratio H2∕HC Mordenite Faujasite
kC5

kC6
kC5

kC6

0.79 Pure C5 10/1 0.241 — 0.187 —

2.17 Pure C5 10/1 0.071 — 0.046 —

0.79 Pure C6 10/1 — 0.337 — 0.431

2.17 Pure C6 10/1 — 0.100 — 0.047

0.79 50/50 10/1 0.137 0.519 0.095 0.208

2.17 50/50 10/1 0.032 0.125 0.024 0.017

In contrast to wide pore faujasite the apparent rate constants in mixtures catalyzed by narrow pore
mordenite show non-linear concentration dependence.
After [72].

Equation 11i.1 gives the lumped sum Langmuir–Hinshelwood expression for the TOF of
hexane hydroisomerization, when alkane–alkene/H2 equilibration catalyzed by the metal
particle is considered fast compared to the proton-catalyzed reactions. The difference
between this Eq. (11i.1) and the simpler Langmuir–Hinshelwood equation (presented ear-
lier in Chapter 3, Eq 3.14) is that alkane and alkene competition for adsorption to the
proton is included.

TOF =
kisoKadsKdehydrKprot

pnC6

pH2

1 + KadspnC6
+ KadsKdehydr

pnC6

pH2

+ KadsKdehydrKprot
pnC6

pH2

(11i.1)

Kads, Kdehydr, and Kprot are the equilibrium constants of, respectively, adsorption, dehy-
drogenation, and protonation of n-hexane adsorption and alkene protonation; kiso is the
rate constant of conversion of the intermediate n-alcoxy into isoalcoxy (no distinction is
made between the various isomers); pH2

is the hydrogen pressure; and pnC6
is the n-hexane

pressure.

(Continued)
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Insert 11: (Continued)

Figure 11i.2 illustrates the high nanopore occupation of mordenite exposed to
hexane at atmospheric conditions. Residence time measurement for a radiochemically
11C-labeled hexane probe molecule are shown. A pulse injected into a H2 flow has a
residence time three times longer than a pulse injected into a hexane/H2 mixture. The
longer residence time reflects the difference in available sites for adsorption. In this
experiment the micropore coverage with hexane is 30% at conditions used.
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Figure 11i.2 Comparison of the residence time of 11C labeled hexane pulse in an empty
nanopore and a pore partially filled with hexane. The progress of the pulse through the
catalyst bed can be followed as a function of time. (a) 11C-n-hexane on platinum/H-mordenite
230 ∘C; 150 ml min−1 H2 + n-hexane flow. (b) 11C-n-hexane on platinum/H-mordenite 230 ∘C;
150 ml min−1 H2 only flow. (Anderson et al. 1997 [67]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Figure 11i.3 Selectivity as a
function of hydrocarbon
chain length.
Hydroisomerization
experiments as a function of
chain length are compared in
an acidic zeolite Y promoted
by Pt. The temperature
dependencies of activity and
selectivity show a strong
increase in rate when
hydrocarbon chain length
increases. Figure a shows
skeletal isomerization
selectivity and figure b
selectivity towards cracking
(Weitkamp 1982 [74].
Reproduced with permission
of American Chemical
Society.)
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When zeolites of different structures are compared it appears that differences
in their reactivity are often dominated by differences in adsorption energies. For
the hydroisomerization of n-hexane, measured intrinsic elementary reaction
rate constants of proton-activated isomerization of the alkene, kiso are compared
with measured overall turnover frequencies for four zeolites in Table 11i.2. The
intrinsic rate constants have been determined by the procedure illustrated in
Figure 11i.1.
One notes the relatively small variation in the elementary rate constant of kiso

versus the large differences found for the TOFs, which measure the overall reac-
tion rate. kiso is the elementary reaction rate constant for the transformation
of adsorbed n-alcoxy intermediate to i-alcoxy. The variation in the equilibrium
constants for the adsorption of hexane to the different zeolites is also substan-
tially larger than the corresponding variation of kiso. This is a strong factor in
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determining the variation in TOFs. The variation in TOF between the differ-
ent zeolites results largely from variations in hexane occupation in the zeolite
micropores.
We will discuss in detail the difference in the activity of ferrierite (TON)

and mordenite (MOR) caused by their analogous micropore structure. It
is remarkable that the TOF is lower for the ferrierite zeolite with smaller
one-dimensional micropores than for mordenite, but the adsorption energy in
ferrierite is higher. At the temperature of reaction, the lower adsorption enthalpy
in the wider pore zeolite mordenite is compensated by the smaller decrease
in adsorption entropy. The adsorption equilibrium constant in narrow pore
ferrierite is smaller, because the lower value of the free energy of adsorption is
dominated by the larger loss in adsorption entropy. In the larger micropores the
mobility of a molecule is less constrained than in the smaller pores.
A maximum rate of reaction requires an optimum micropore occupation of

the catalyst. In the case of hydroisomerization of hexane this is determined by
the micropore dimension that maximizes the free energy of adsorption at reac-
tion temperature. The adsorption entropy differences dominate the difference in
the free energies of adsorption and, therefore, also dominate the difference in
respective TOFs between the two subject zeolites.
Similarly, as found for the catalytic cracking of linear alkanes, the reaction rate

of the hydroisomerization reaction also depends on the length of the linear hydro-
carbon, as does its selectivity. This is illustrated by experimental studies of the
hydroconversion of linear alkanes that vary in length between C6 and C10, which
are presented in Figure 11i.3. In this case, n-alkanes are catalyzed by the wide
pore acidic CaY zeolite catalyst that is activated by Pt.
The yield of isomers that maintain the carbon skeleton number is compared

with the yield of cracked product. For the longer hydrocarbons one observes a
substantial increase in the rate of reaction, so that high yields are obtained at
lower temperatures. The apparent activation energies decrease with hydrocar-
bon chain length, because of the increased hydrocarbon adsorption energies.
Selectivity for skeletal isomerization depends on the relative rates of skeletal iso-
merization versus that of C—Cbond cleavage.The latter is a consecutive reaction
that it is responsible for the maximum on the skeletal isomerization yield curve.
The onset of the cracking reaction is also at a lower temperature. Although the

temperature of the reaction is lower for the longer hydrocarbons, the selectivity
of the reaction is decreased because the increased rate of branching, especially
for molecules larger than C7, allows for β-C—C cracking reactions that have a
low activation energy. We will discuss this in the next subsection.

9.3.3.3.3 Mechanism and Selectivity of the Hydrocracking Reaction

The product patterns of n-alkane or naphthene hydrocracking show regular but
different patterns. As illustrated in Figure 12i.1a, hydrocracking of linear alkanes
with 8–15 skeletal carbon atoms gives a bell-shaped pattern of cracked products
when molar concentration is plotted as a function of their carbon number. In the
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case of hydrocracking of ringmolecules such as naphthenes, theM-shaped curve
of Figure 12i.1b is seen when the molecule is large enough and has a skeleton
atom number of at least 10 carbon atoms.These hydrocracking patterns are sym-
metric when hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of the respective intermediate
alkenes or alkanes is fast compared to the rates of the proton-catalyzed reactions,
and steric constraints due to zeolite microchannel dimensions are absent. The
hydrocracking patterns of monocyclic or di-cyclic hydrocarbons are of interest
because they provide a route to the conversion of undesirable polynuclear aro-
matic hydrocarbons into branched alkanes useful as components of high octane
gasoline.

Insert 12: The Mechanism of Hydrocracking

Figure 12i.1 compares the product pattern of a linear alkane with that of a cyclic hydro-
carbon. Figure 12i.2 gives the mechanistic scheme of the hydrocarbon cracking reaction
of linear alkanes and naphthenes.

i = n-C10H22

0.5 wt% Pt/Ca-Y
T = 270 °C
Ycr = 40%

i = Butylcyclohexane
0.27 wt% Pd/H-Y; T =270 °C
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Figure 12i.1 Carbon number distributions of the hydrocracked products from n-decane ((a)
bell-type curve) and butylcyclohexane ((b) M-type curve) on bifunctional zeolite catalysts.
(Weitkamp 2012 [51]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

(Continued)
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Insert 12: (Continued)
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Figure 12i.2 (a) The proposed pathway of ideal hydrocracking of a long-chain n-alkane
n-CiH2i+2 on a bifunctional catalyst. (b) The paring reaction: hydrocracking of C10 naphthenes
with any arbitrary structure (five examples are shown) involves a series of skeletal
rearrangements until a carbon skeleton is reached which allows an exocyclic type A β-scission.
In all cases, hydrocracking leads to isobutane and methylcyclopentane. (Weitkamp 2012 [51].
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)
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The mechanistic explanation for the bell-shaped product pattern of alkane
cracking is schematically illustrated in Figure 12i.2a.
The different types of β-scissions are denoted from A to D. They differ in

rate because the β C—C cracking reactions involve intermediates with different
degrees of branching. These intermediates are connected through two different
mechanistic paths. In type A branching such as methyl shift reactions, the
number of branches remains the same. In type B branching, the number of
branches in a molecule increases or decreases (through the PCPmechanism, see
Insert 7).The alkanesmust be longer than C7 in order to form tertiary carbenium
ions, so that both the fragments formed by β-C—C cleavage are branched. The
bell-shaped product pattern arises from the isomerization of the linear alkenes
to the branched molecules that biases formation of reaction products with a
carbon skeleton that is approximately half of that of the reactant linear alkane.
The role of the metal in establishing the alkane–alkene equilibrium is also indi-

cated. The cracking and isomerization reactions are atom rearrangement reac-
tions of the carbenium ions generated by protonation of the alkenes.
While primary carbenium ions adsorb with strong alcoxy bonds to the zeo-

lite framework, secondary and tertiary carbenium ions interact only weakly with
the framework. At reaction temperature they can be considered as moving freely
through the zeolite micropores, analogous to the movement of carbenium ions
in superacids.
The proton-catalyzed reactions will not form C1 and C2 product hydrocar-

bons because their formation would involve intermediated primary carbenium
ions. Non-selective methane formation will occur by the undesired hydrogenol-
ysis reaction catalyzed by transition metals.
The hydrocracking pattern of monocyclic or di-cyclic hydrocarbons is qualita-

tively very different from that of the n-alkanes (Figure 12i.1b).
The M-shaped pattern of the hydrocracking of naphthene is indicative of the

paring reaction (Figure 12i.2b) [75]. We will encounter the same reaction in the
next subsection on methanol conversion that we also discussed in Chapter 4
(see Figure 4.10, page 138). The paring reaction is the recombination of methyl
substituents around a cyclic hydrocarbon cation to give isobutyl and methyl
cyclopentane. Because of the paring reaction, butylcyclohexane and decaline
give very similar product patterns.
The paring reaction is based on the following three physical organic reaction

principles:

– Contraction of a six-ring cation with a tertiary carbon atom to a methyl
cyclopentyl cation is kinetically favorable.

– In the contraction of C6 to C5 ring cation, methyl substituents recombine with
the methyl attached to the tertiary carbon atom through CPC intermediates.

– Exocyclic propylene or isobutylene formation becomes possible by
tertiary–tertiary or tertiary–secondary β-C—C cleavage reactions (see
Figure 8i.4) with larger substituents attached to the C5 ring due to hypercon-
jugation. The unsubstituted C5 ring will not form for this reason.

This generates the M-shaped product distribution profile because C4 and C6
are now the dominant products.
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9.3.3.3.4 Hydrocracking of Hydrocarbons: Adsorption Effects

As already indicated in the previous section, the hydrocracking pattern may
depend strongly on the micropore structure of the zeolite. When heavy
hydrocarbons are converted, the micropore occupation will be high. This may
contribute to the selectivity of reaction because the packing of molecules in
the micropore may lead to the preferential adsorption of particular molecules.
The product pattern becomes controlled by internal equilibration reactions
of reaction intermediates, which are strongly affected by interaction with the
zeolite wall and co-adsorbed molecules.
Three adsorption properties of long-chain molecules adsorbed at high concen-

tration are of interest [76–78]:

– At high micropore occupation, the adsorption of small molecules is preferred
over large molecules owing to entropic considerations.

– Linear molecules tend to stretch in narrow pores.This makes them larger and,
hence, at high pore filling their adsorption is suppressed compared to adsorp-
tion of smaller molecules.

– In small micropores, the adsorption of branched molecules is suppressed.

This explains the product ratios for the hydrocracking reaction of n-C15 for
dimethyl butane/n-hexane catalyzed by different zeolites shown in Figure 9.8.
A maximum in selectivity toward the bulky branched molecule is found for the
zeolite AFI with intermediate pore size.
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Figure 9.8 The effect of pore size on the hydroisomerization selectivity (ratio of
2,3-dimethylbutane to n-hexane) of the C6 hydrocracking products formed during n-C15
hydroconversion (increasing pore sizes from MTW to FAU). When the pores are small (as with
MTW type zeolites), repulsive adsorbent-adsorbate van der Waals interactions impede
dimethyl butane (DMB) formation; when pores increase in size, those impeding interactions
disappear and inter-adsorbent interactions favor formation of the better-packing DMB; when
the pore size increases above 0.74 nm, differences in packing efficiencies disappear because
the adsorbates no longer need to line up head-to-tail but can pack in an increasingly more
random, liquid-like fashion. (Smit 2008 [35]. Reproduced with permission by American
Chemical Society.)
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When the pores are small, as in the MTW-type structure, repulsive
adsorbate–zeolite wall interactions discourage adsorption of the bulky molecule
in favor of adsorption of the linear molecule. When the pores increase in size,
these unfavorable interactions disappear. Because of the high loading of the
micropores, additional interactions with other adsorbed molecules become
important. The effective volume of the bulky but more compact molecules is
lower, since the linear molecules must align themselves along the channel. The
more favorable entropy of the compact molecules also enables their relatively
higher concentration. In contrast, when the pores become very large, the
linear molecules can rotate freely and the entropy gain of the bulky molecules
disappears.
Theproduct patterns are similar to the relative concentrations of reaction inter-

mediates found in simulations of the adsorption isotherms ofmixtures of reaction
intermediates at high micropore filling [35].
As seen in the hydroisomerization reaction, the reaction intermediates in

the micropores equilibrate among themselves, but are not in equilibrium with
the gas or liquid phase. The rate-controlling steps of the reaction are not the
proton-activated elementary reaction steps but instead, the rates of product
molecule desorption.

9.3.3.4 Methanol Aufbau Chemistry: Alkylation by Methanol
There are two main routes for the formation of chemical or liquid fuels from
synthesis gas (see Sections 2.2.3.1; 2.2.3.2). The Fischer–Tropsch process uses
catalysts such as Fe, Co, or Ru to convert synthesis gas and produces primarily
linear hydrocarbons. The alternative process is based on two reaction steps: syn-
thesis gas is converted to methanol and hydrocarbons are formed in a separate
reaction by the dehydration of methanol. This reaction will be discussed here.
This endothermic process is operated at temperatures around 400 ∘C. It pro-

duces aromatics as a dominant product when a 12-ring channel H-ZSM-5 is used
but with H-SAPO-34, which has cavities connected through the smaller eight
rings, it preferentially produces ethylene or propylene (the MTO process).
There are two competing views on the mechanism of the reaction:

A. C—C bond formation occurs through the intermediate formation of a
methoxonium ion or framework-adsorbed ylide anion. Stevens rearrange-
ment of the methoxonium ion gives ethyl ether (Figure 9.9a). The ylide
mechanism proposes intermediate methoxy formation and subsequent C—C
bond formation through the ylide intermediate (Figure 9.9b) [79, 81]:

B. Catalysis by an organocatalytic intermediate that is formed during the initia-
tion period of the reaction. This intermediate can be formed by oligomeriza-
tion and ring closure reactions of ethylene or propylene.

Quantum-chemical estimates of the activation energies involved in the Stevens
rearrangement or ylide reactions in acidic zeolite cavities give values of over
200 kJmol−1 [82, 83]. This is too high for catalysis at the temperature of the
reaction. However, this reaction may be part of the initiation reaction to form
the organocatalytic intermediate of proposal B.
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Figure 9.9 Intermediates proposed for C—C bond formation from methanol. (a) The oxonium
intermediate mechanisms. (b) The framework ylide mechanism. (After [79, 80].)

Reaction through the initial formation of an organocatalyst intermediate is
called the hydrocarbon pool mechanism [84, 85]. It catalyzes C—C bond for-
mation at a lower temperature and proceeds by alkylation of an organocatalytic
intermediate by methanol. C—C bond formation of product molecules occurs
in consecutive reactions through the paring reaction (see also Figure 4.10) or the
dual-cycle reaction of Figure 9.10.
Isotope-labeled experiments [86] of 13CH3OH and ethylene mixtures show no

appearance of doubly labeled olefins, which excludes the recombination of two
methanol molecules at comparable rates. Alkylation reactions of ethylene and
consecutive reactions are more favorable. By co-feeding 13C-labeled methanol
with unlabeled benzene, isotope-labeled experiments have demonstrated the
incorporation of the 13C label in the benzene ring and the 12C carbon in the
product [87, 88].This experiment supports the validity of the paring mechanism.
Consistent with the hydrocarbon pool proposal, themethanol conversion reac-

tion initially shows low reactivity but after an initiation period conversion starts
to proceed with high TOF. The organocatalytic intermediate is thought to be
formed during the initiation period. Olefin frommethanol impurities in the feed
may be responsible for its formation or possibly the slow rearrangement steps
according to mechanism A. Coke formation shortens the catalyst life, so the pro-
cess is operated in a way that is similar to the fluid catalytic cracking process, with
regeneration of the catalyst by steam as part of the process operation.
In the paring reaction mechanism, alkylation of the benzene ring by methanol

gives a cation that transforms into a substituted cyclopentyl cation by ring con-
traction. In this step, a new σ C—C bond is formed. Olefin or propylene product
formation occurs by consecutive β-C—C cleavage. Later, the C6 aromatic ring is
restored.
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Figure 9.10 Suggested dual-cycle concept for the conversion of methanol over H-ZSM-5.
(Olsbye et al. 2012 [89]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

Quantum-chemical studies of the elementary reaction steps according to the
paring reactionmechanism predict activation energies with amaximum value on
the order of 140 kJmol−1 that are more consistent with the reaction temperature
[83].
Figure 9.10 shows two coupled reaction cycles for the methanol to ethylene or

propylene reactions catalyzed by the aromatic intermediate that acts as catalyst.
Side chain alkylation of methylated aromatic rings to produce ethylene com-
petes with isobutyl and propylene formation according to the paring reaction.
The side chain mechanism is supported by the large amount of methylated ben-
zyl molecules formed along with the products, especially byH-ZSM-5 [89, 90]. In
the side chain reaction, methanol reacts with the methyl substituent benzene to
yield an ethyl benzene intermediate, that when activated by a proton decomposes
to benzene and ethylene.
The catalytically active intermediates are cationic so that the proton donation

affinity of the zeolite protons is important. As illustrated in Figure 9.10, the two
reaction cycles are coupled as an alkene cycle and an arene cycle. The reaction is
autocatalytic in ethylene and propylene [91].
We will now discuss the alkylation reaction of the aromatic ring by methanol,

in more detail.

Insert 13: The Alkylation Reaction of Methanol with Aromatics

In Figure 13i.1, the energetics scheme is given as a function cavity shape and size, as
deduced from embedded zeolite cluster DFT calculations [83]. These figures illustrate the
large effect of cavity size on the stabilization of cation transition states. In Figure 13i.2,
transition state geometries are compared for different zeolite cavities.

(Continued)
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Insert 13: (Continued)
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Figure 13i.1 Barrier heights ΔE+ and reaction energies ΔEr in kJ mol−1 for (a) geminal
methylation of different polymethylbenzenes in the 5T cluster, (b) geminal methylation of
hexamethylbenzene in the zeolite topologies BEA and CHA, and (c) geminal methylation of
different polymethylbenzenes in the space-limiting MFI structure. HP is the hydrocarbon pool
species, the organo-catalyst; PMB is pentamethylbenzene; HMB is hexamethylbenzene. The
MFI structure is identical to that of ZSM-5. (Lesthaeghe et al. 2007 [92]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley and Sons.)
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BEA

CHA

MFI

Figure 13i.2 Transition-state geometries for the formation of heptamethylbenzenium in the
BEA, CHA, and MFI zeolite topologies. (Lesthaeghe et al. 2007 [92]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

(Continued)
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Insert 13: (Continued)

In Figures 13i.3 and 13i.4, the mechanistic scheme and reaction energy diagram are
shown for shape-selective alkylation of toluene with methanol catalyzed by the zeolite
mordenite. These figures illustrate the importance of the pre-transition state orientation
of molecules. The linear pore structure of mordenite biases the formation of para-xylene.
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Figure 13i.3 Mechanism of the alkylation reaction of toluene by methanol catalyzed by an
acidic zeolite. (Vos et al. 2001 [93]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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permission of American Chemical Society.)
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In Figure 13i.1a, the activation energies of methanol alkylation of aromatic
molecules with different substituents are compared, as calculated from small
zeolitic cluster calculations. As expected, the aromatic molecules become more
reactive when they have more substituents. Based on embedded cluster calcula-
tions, Figure 13i.1b illustrates the large effect that cavities of different sizes may
have on the energy of activation, even in the absence of steric constraint.
While the large cavity of zeolite-β shows only a small difference in activation

barrier compared to that of the cluster, the smaller cavity of the chabasite zeolite
shows a dramatic reduction in activation barrier. This reduction is due to the
stabilizing interaction with the highly polarizable cavity lattice oxygen atoms.
In theZSM-5 catalyst, steric effects also become important. Figure 13i.1c shows

that for molecules without steric constraints, in the presence of the zeolite cavity
the activation energy is reduced as compared with the cluster, but when steric
constraints become important (such as for durene and hexametal benzene) the
activation energy increases. These are the largest molecules that can be accom-
modated by the H-ZSM-5 micropore structure. This effect on transition state
activity is called transition state selectivity.
Transition state selectivity is due to amismatch of the transition state structure

and the micropore size or shape. Shape mismatch selectivity requires reagents
to prearrange molecules in the proper orientation to produce stereochemically
desired molecules. We will illustrate this for the stereoselective alkylation of
toluene by methanol to preferentially produce linear para-xylene. This reaction
is selective when catalyzed by a zeolite such as mordenite that has a structure
with one dimensional pores, which biases the formation of linear molecules.
The stereochemically relevant energy, or the energy cost to prearrange reac-

tants geometrically so they can react with the properly oriented transition state,
must be minimized. The activation energies for alkylation in the ortho, para, or
meta positions show only very small differences, as illustrated by the respective
reaction energy diagrams shown in Figures 13i.3 and 13i.4.
The mechanism of alkylation follows a concerted mechanism. Methanol

adsorbed to a zeolitic proton transfers a CH3
+ species directly to the aromatic

ring of toluene. After the addition of the methyl cation to the toluene molecule,
the protonated intermediate backdonates a proton to the solid and xylene is
formed.
The reaction energy diagram shows that there is an energy cost to pre-orient

the methanol and toluene molecules in a pre-transition state configuration that
is suitable for the desired substitution of the aromatic ring. The difference in
the overall activation energies of the reaction is comparable to the differences
in pre-orientation energy.
The pre-orientation of reactants in a stereochemically desirable orientation is a

feature that the zeolites share with enzymes, as we will shortly discuss in the next
section, where we will compare the mechanistic principles of solid acid catalysis
to those of enzymes.
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9.4 Acid Catalysis and Hydride Transfer by Enzyme
Catalysts

TheTOF of a protolytic enzyme is at least 104 times faster than the TOF per pro-
ton of a solid acid zeolite. This is consistent with its biological function, which
requires high reactivity at room temperature. It contrasts with the solid acid cat-
alysts whose operational temperatures are typically around 500K.
While the mechanisms of catalytic action of proton activating enzymes as

lysozyme or chymotrypsine exhibit many similarities with the mechanism of
zeolite-catalyzed reactions, the main reasons for the higher reactivity of the
enzymes are as follows [94–96]:

– The catalytic reaction proceeds through a multi-point contact of the reaction
center with the reacting substrate. In zeolites the protonation site is the only
location where these is chemical control. The zeolitic lattice only interacts
through van der Waals electrostatic interactions.

– There is optimum match of the reactive groups of the catalyst center with
stereochemistry of the reactive molecule through cooperative action and the
synergy of well-positioned basic and acidic reactive sites.The organic reacting
groups of the enzyme can form labile intermediate covalent bonds that provide
a balanced stabilizing force to the reaction intermediates.

– The high local electrostatic field of the enzyme’s catalytic center contrasts with
the low polarity at the center of the zeolitic proton site. In the enzyme, the high
local electrostatic field that results from ionized peptide substituents stabilizes
the separation of charge.

– The enzyme peptide backbone is flexible, and can adapt to changes in the shape
of the reaction intermediate as the reaction proceeds.

Another major difference between the enzyme and the zeolite is that the
enzyme cavity has been uniquely shaped for one particular reaction. As a result,
enzyme catalysis is substantially more specific than zeolite catalysis.
In contrast to the inorganic systems used in heterogeneous catalysis, the cat-

alytic enzymes are flexible systems that can achieve conformational adjustments
of the peptide framework assisted by changes far from the reactive center. The
clefts in the enzyme where the reactive center is located may alter the shape
whenmolecules enter the enzyme.This optimizes the system for reactionwith the
reagent, whereas the more open structure of the free site will facilitate adsorp-
tion. This has been called an “induced fit” by Koshland [94], in contrast to the
classical Fischer lock-and-key model of molecular recognition where the site is
proposed to be rigid. The rigid site may lead to blocking and hence poisoning of
the reaction when the fit of the reagent or product is too exact. A less precise fit
is necessary to release product molecules.
In zeolites, the stereochemical fit is less precise and the framework is inflexible.

This less-than-exact fit results in a compromise between stereochemical control
and the release rate of product molecules. This scenario favors the overall rate of
reaction, but it is not necessarily optimal.
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10

Zeolitic Non-Redox and Redox Catalysis, Lewis Acid
Catalysis

10.1 Introduction

In the zeolite catalyst, Lewis acidity can originate from cations located in both
the micropores and in the zeolite framework. In this chapter, we will discuss the
catalytic reactivity of such reducible and non-reducible cations or oxycationic
clusters.
The first section will focus on Lewis acidic systems based on extra-framework

cations. The Lewis acidic cations generate an electrostatic field that depends on
their size, charge, and local chemical environment.
We will start with a short section describing their physical characterization,

followed by a discussion of molecular recognition by these systems. The cations
are often present as oxycations, which are useful in C—H bond activation as well
as in selective oxidation.
The final two subsections will present a description of catalysis by Lewis acidic

cations that are part of a zeolite framework.These catalysts, called single-site cat-
alysts, are important for the production of fine and commodity chemicals.Wewill
also discuss their application to convert biomolecules such as the sugars. These
processes rely on selective oxidation, dehydration, and hydride transfer reactions.
This catalysis has mechanistic similarities with the enzymes, which we will also
describe.
For additional reading, refer to the book, Design and Applications of Single-Site

Heterogeneous Catalysts, Thomas [1].

10.2 Non-Reducible Cations; The Electrostatic Field

Themain chemical interaction between an isolated, non-reducible cation and an
adsorbate is electrostatic. The electrostatic field around a cation can be charac-
terized experimentally by using a molecule such as CO or methane (see Insert
1) as a probe. The interaction with the probe molecule increases with the cation
charge and decreases with the cation radius.

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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The adsorption energy of CO to an Na+ cation is 30 kJmol−1 [2], which is
similar to adsorption on a zeolitic proton [2]. The larger radius of the Na+
cation compensates for the smaller effective charge on the zeolite proton.
On the Ca2+ cation which has a higher charge, the adsorption energy of
CO is 50 kJmol−1 [3].
For a polarizable, non-polar probe molecule the electrostatic interaction

energy is proportional to

EPol = −1
2
αP•

q2

R4 (10.1)

αP is the polarizability of the probe molecule, q is the charge of the cation, and R
is the distance between the cation center and adsorbate.
In contrast with the case of adsorption to a transition metal, the vibra-

tional frequencies of CO increase with interaction strength. The molecular
orbitals rehybridize due their polarization in the electrostatic field of the
cation. The CO molecule interacts preferentially with the C atom directed
toward the cation. The electrostatic field at the C atom location is stronger
than at the O atom, which causes the orbital energies of the C and O atoms
to become more similar. This increases the bonding nature of the occupied
σ-type molecular orbitals, since in CO the 5σ orbital localized on the C atom
is largely antibonding (see Chapter 7, Figure 7i.1). As a result, the energy
of the C—O chemical bond increases. This is illustrated in both Figure 1i.1
and Table 1i.1.

Insert 1: Infrared Adsorption Spectra of Probe Molecules in Contact with Cations

An experimental infrared spectrum of CO adsorbed to a zeolite cation is shown in
Figure 1i.1. This figure shows the upwards shifted frequency of CO when in contact with
the cation through the C atom, but a downwards shift when adsorb through the O atom.
The band at 2140 cm−1 is that of free CO.

Table 1i.1 compares the downward frequency shift of the zeolite OH bands in
contact with CO to the upwards frequency shift of CO when adsorbed to the Na
cations in different adsorption environments. The high frequency band of CO has also
been studied on sites comparable to those of Figure 1i.1 on ZSM-5 ion-exchanged
with different alkali cations. This band shifts from 2188 cm−1 for Li to 2157 cm−1

for Cs [6], illustrating the decreasing interaction energy with CO as cation charge
increases.

Figure 1i.2 shows the infrared spectra of methane in contact with a zeolite Zn2+ cation.
For this non-polar molecule, infrared active transitions of the free molecule are not possi-
ble. When adsorbed to a cation polarization of the molecule. The charged cation induces
absorption intensity.
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Figure 1i.1 FTIR spectra of CO (ca. 2 Torr) adsorbed on K-ZSM-5 at varying temperatures: (a)
130 K; (b) 152 K; (c) 166 K; (d) 171 K. For clarity, the spectra have been arbitrarily offset on the
vertical scale. The inset shows an expanded view of the low-frequency band: spectra (a)–(d)
from bottom to top. The band at 2166 cm−1 is due to CO adsorbed through its carbon atom,
the band at 2117 cm−1 is due to CO adsorbed through its O atom. The energy difference
between the two states of adsorption is only 3.2 kJ mol−1. The assignment of the band to
2150 cm−1 is not clear, but is possibly due to K cations adsorbed at less accessible adsorption
sites or at occluded liquid free CO. (Manoilova et al. 2001 [4]. Reproduced with permission of
Elsevier.)

Table 1i.1 Frequency shifts (cm−1) caused by the interaction of CO with OH-Groups and
L-sites (L, Lewis acid).

Material 𝝂OH 𝚫𝝂OH after
CO adsorption
(downward shift)

𝝂CO 𝚫𝝂CO (upward shift)
from CO gas
(𝝂CO = 2143 cm−1)

Na-ZSM-5 (silanols) 3747 90

Na-ZSM-5
(extraframework)

3673 138

Na-ZSM-5 (Na+) 2178 35

Na-ZSM-5 (strong L-sites in
extra framework species)

2230 87

Source: Bordiga et al. 1992 [5]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier

(Continued)
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Insert 1: (Continued)
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Figure 1i.2 Methane adsorption by a zinc-modified zeolite. Comparison between a low Al/Si
framework ratio in ZSM-5 and a high Al/Si ratio in zeolite Y. The bands around 3000 cm−1 are
from zeolitic protons, the bands at 2861 and 2806 cm−1 are due respectively to weakly and
strongly interacting methane with a Zn2+ cation in ZnY the Zn2+ cation is partly shielded by
the zeolite lattice O atoms. (Kazansky et al. 2004 [7]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

In contrast to CO, the methane molecule has no infrared active modes in the
gas phase because it is apolar. It will become infrared active only in an external
electrostatic field. In Figure 1i.2, the adsorption spectra for methane adsorbed
to a Zn2+ ion located in the micropore of a low Al concentration zeolite ZSM-5
is compared with the adsorption spectra for a high Al concentration zeolite
Y. The IR intensities around 3000 cm−1 are the frequencies of zeolitic protons
left after ion exchange in the zeolite. The high-intensity peak at 2800 cm−1

and the less-disturbed peak at the higher frequency of 2861 cm−1 are due to
methane adsorbed to the Zn2+ ions. The oxygen atoms around the Zn2+ cation
in zeolite Y are more basic (with higher Al content) than those of the ZSM-5
lattice (with lower Al content). The electrostatic field due to the Zn2+ cations
is dampened more by the negative charges in the surrounding O atoms in
zeolite Y than in ZSM-5. Due to the higher effective charge of the Zn cation in
ZSM-5, not only does the intensity of the methane infrared adsorption increase
but the C—H bond frequency is also more weakened compared to the lower
interaction case.
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10.3 Catalysis with Non-Framework Non-Reducible
Cations

10.3.1 Alkali and Earth Alkali Ions

According to the classical theory of zeolite reactivity, cation-exchanged zeolites
should be considered solid electrolytes. The high electrostatic charge of the
cations will stabilize the separation of charge in the zeolite cavity [8]. In this
section, we will discuss systems exhibiting such a high internal local electrostatic
field.
Two important factors determine the reactivity of these systems:

A. Molecular recognition by the structural fit between the reacting substrate
molecules and cations located at the extra-framework cation sites.

B. Basicity of the zeolite framework as the result of the concentration of trivalent
cations such as Al3+ in the zeolite framework, the concentration and type and
location of extra-framework cations.

The relative positioning and size of the cations situated in a particular zeo-
lite cavity leads to reactivity that is controlled by molecular recognition similar
to that described by the Fischer lock and key concept initially introduced for
enzymes. We will illustrate molecular recognition by examining the photochem-
ical reaction of an alkene with O2[9].The basicity effect and electrolytic behavior,
exhibited by the decomposition of N2O4 will be discussed next.
Molecular recognition is responsable for the photochemical oxidation of

dimethyl butene by an earth alkali-exchanged zeolite Y [10].The photo-oxidation
of the bulky molecule dimethyl butene with O2 is initiated by a charge transfer
from the occupied alkene π bond to an unoccupiedO2 π* orbital, which generates
a reactive O2

− intermediate. The O2
− anion initiates a radical oxidation reaction

chain, which leads to oxygenated products.
The photo-excitation process requires precise orientation of the reacting

molecule because the electron transfer between the two molecules requires
orbital overlap between the adsorbed O2 π* and alkene π orbitals. Photo
oxidation is sensitive to the size of the cations only takes place efficiently in
the zeolite exchanged with Ca2+ cations. The cations adsorbed in the faujasite
structure supercavity provide adsorption positions for the O2 and dimethyl
butene molecules (see Figure 2i.1).

Insert 2: Molecular Recognition by Cation-Exchanged Zeolites

Photo-Oxidation

Figure 2i.1 shows the relative positions of butene and O2 adsorbed to Ca2+ exchanged zeo-
lite Y that initiates photo-oxidation. Table 2i.2 compares the calculated photo-excitation
probabilities for molecules adsorbed to cations in the presence and absence of a zeolite
cavity, but with the same positioning as in the zeolite.

(Continued)
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Insert 2: (Continued)
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Figure 2i.1 Dimethylbutene
and oxygen co-adsorption
on a cluster that is part of the
Y-zeolite supercage. The
HOMO–LUMO transition of
the butene–O2 complex is
shown. (Pidko et al. 2006 [10],
reproduced with permission
of American Chemical
Society.)

N2O4 Dissociation

Figure 2i.2 presents the relative positioning of NO− and NO3
−1 fragments in different

alkali-exchanged zeolites. Table 2i.2 gives the energies of dissociative adsorption of
N2O4. Figure 2i.3 gives the basicity of the respective zeolite lattices as determined
spectroscopically.
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Figure 2i.2 Structures of the NO3
−· · ·NO+ ion pair formed by N2O4 disproportionation in

alkali-exchanged zeolite X. (Schoonheydt et al. 2012 [15]. Reproduced with permission of
Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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Insert 2: (Continued)

Table 2i.2 Calculated adsorption energies of N2O4 and comparison of experimental and
calculated NO+ stretching frequencies.

Na+-X Na+-Y K+-X K+-Y Rb+-X Rb+-Y

ΔE (kJ mol−1) [11, 12] −69 −30 −91 −40 −82 −50

𝜈(NO+) (cm−1); DFT [11, 12] 2017 2007 1991 1986 1972 1967

𝜈(NO+) (cm−1); experiment
[13, 14]

1976 2090 1927 1973 1903 1968

Source: Schoonheydt et al. 2012 [15]. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 2i.3 (Left) Configurations of the complexes of N2O2 with H2O and Na+ (upper part) and
with Na+ and NH3 (lower part). (Right) NO+ stretching frequencies (cm−1) as a function of
basicity. (Schoonheydt et al. 2012 [15]. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of
Chemistry.)

The smaller Mg cations leave a separation between the two molecules, with no
overlap of the π bond of butene with O2. The larger Ca ions leave less distance
between the two adsorbed molecules so that there is a substantial overlap, and
the calculated adsorption intensity is a factor of 10 larger (see Table 2i.1). The
essential role of the cations is twofold: their high cationic charge provides a large
electrostatic field that apolar molecules will polarize and adsorb, and their size
and relative position will orient the molecules in the proper positions.
The reactivity of N2O4 adsorbed to alkali-exchanged X and Y zeolites can be

measured by the exothermicity of the charge separation reaction when it decom-
poses into NO3

− and NO+. The common feature of both zeolites is the high Al
content of their frameworks. In zeolite Y the Al/Si ratio is around 0.3, and in
zeolite X it equals 1. This difference in Al/Si ratio makes the oxygen ions of the
zeolite X framework more basic.
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N2O4 decomposition is the reaction originally studied by Rabo and Gajda
[8] to analyze the solid electrolyte properties of ion-exchanged zeolites. This
reaction is endothermic in the gas phase, but becomes highly exothermic in the
zeolite.
The surprising observation is that this reaction has a higher exothermicity for

the larger cations, which according to the Eq. (10.1) should produce a smaller
electrostatic field stabilization (see Table 2i.2). Again, the relative orientation and
the size of the cavity formed by the ion-exchanged cations determines reactivity
[see Fig. 2i.2].TheNO3

− anion interacts strongly with the alkali cations and NO+

adsorbs to the framework oxygen atoms[15].
The vibrational frequencies of NO+ can be used to measure the Lewis basicity

of the oxygen framework atoms which can be derived by comparing the NO+

frequencies in model calculations of dissociated N2O4 in contact with an alkali
cation in which the zeolite framework is replaced by oxygen and ammonia
(Figure 2i.3). A measure of the basicity of H2O or NH3 is their proton affinity.
The NO+ vibrational frequencies obtained from the zeolite calculations can then
be calibrated with a basicity energy.
The basicity of the zeolite framework depends not only on the framework Al/Si

ratio, but also on the cation size. Basicity tends to increase with increasing size
of the alkali cation, but it is divided into subcategories for different framework
compositions and cation sizes. The basicity of the framework oxygen atoms is
between the basicity of H2O and ammonia. The strong dependence of oxygen
framework basicity on exchanged cation size also implies that the proton dona-
tion affinity zeolites will be sensitive to exchange concentration and the type of
cation. The basicity of framework oxygen atoms increases when the protons are
partially substituted by inorganic cations, which decreases the proton donation
affinity. A lower Al/Si ration in the zeolite framework reduces the framework
basicity and hence increases proton donation affinity.

10.3.2 Non Redox Oxycationic Clusters

Gallium- or zinc-exchanged zeolites can activate light alkanes and catalyze dehy-
drogenation to light alkenes. When Ga or Zn is used instead of a transition metal
in bifunctional catalysts, these catalysts convert light hydrocarbons to higher
hydrocarbons.
The reaction is in essence an “Aufbau” reaction of light alkane molecules to

aromatics. Zeolites containing Ga are commercially applied to this reaction in
the UOP Cyclar process which converts liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) directly
into a liquid aromatic product in a single processing step.
The initial C—H bond cleavage reaction catalyzed by the oxycationic com-

plex is a heterolytic reaction that generates an alkyl group adsorbed to Ga or Zn
and a proton that is accepted by an O atom [see Fig. 2i.3]. The alkyl intermedi-
ate is converted into alkene by the β-CH decomposition of this complex. At the
high temperature of the reaction, zeolitic protons oligomerize the alkenes and
aromatics formed by hydride-transfer reactions. Zn or Ga are beneficial for the
dehydrogenation of alkane because they selectively catalyze dehydrogenation and
prevent competitive C—C bond activation (which would occur for the activation
of alkanes by zeolitic protons).
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C—H bond activation only becomes possible when it is assisted by reaction
with an oxygen atom that is part of a cationic cluster containingGa orZn [16].The
bare cations are not catalytically active because the homolytic oxidative addition
reaction by dissociative C—Hbond cleavage with the Ga+ ion changes its valency
to Ga3+. This reaction is highly endothermic. In addition, a change in the valency
of the Zn2+ would pose a high energy demand.

Insert 3: Heterolytic C—H Bond by GaxOy Complexes

Figure 3i.1 illustrates the different states of a Ga cation in the zeolite micropore. Figure 3i.2
compares activation energies of C—H bond cleavage and H2 formation. Heterolytic C—H
bond dissociation is schematically indicated. Figure 3i.3 shows the determination of the
optimum GaxOy complex according to the Sabatier principle.
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Figure 3i.1 Different cationic states of Ga in the zeolite mordenite. (After [17].)
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ΔG°

ΔG#

Figure 3i.3 The optimum oxycationic complex according to the Sabatier principle procedure.
(Pidko and Van Santen 2009 [18]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)

In the oxycationic cluster, the Ga cation is in its Ga3+ valency state and its
valency does not change during the reaction. When ethane is activated, the neg-
atively charged ethyl adsorbs to the Ga3+ cation and H+ adsorbs to the O ion.
Figure 3i.2 compares the activation energies of C—H bond activation as well as
H2 formation for ethane on clusters located inmordenitemicropores for four dif-
ferent states of Ga: Ga+, GaO+, Ga2O2

2+, andHGa2O2
2+.There is a large decrease

in the activation energy for C—H bond activation when activation by Ga+ and
GaO+ are compared.
β-C—Hbond cleavage of the formally negatively charged ethyl group generates

ethylene and an adsorbed hydride. In this reaction, the Ga—C bond with ethyl is
replaced by a GaH bond.The activation energy of approximately 170 kJmol−1 for
this reaction varies little with GaxOy

n+ complex changes, as long as the valency
of Ga remains 3+. Other oxycationic complexes that contain a Zn2+ ion have a
very similar activation energy for this reaction. The reaction cycle is closed by
heterolytic recombination where H+ attaches to O and the H− ion generated by
β-C—H bond cleavage attaches to Ga3+ to give H2.
The activation energy for C—H bond activation increases strongly when the

coordination number of the O atom that accepts an H atom increases. This is to
be expected based on the bond order conservation rule. The O—H bond that is
attached to the O atom weakens with the increasing stability of the O atom.This
weakened O—H bond interaction increases the activation energy of C—H bond
activation, but decreases the activation energy for H2 recombination.
The O—H bond energy is a reactivity performance parameter of the oxycation

complex. As indicated in Figure 3i.3, there is an optimum value of O—H bond
energy where the three elementary rate constants compete and there is no single
rate-controlling step. This gives the reactivity performance descriptor the value
of the maximum rate of the reaction.
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The catalyst deactivates by reduction of the Ga oxycationic complex. H2O for-
mation is a reductive elimination reaction in which Ga3+ reduces to Ga+. This
competes with the dehydrogenation reaction, so a small amount of H2O is added
to the feed to increase the stability of the catalyst [19].
When oxycationic complexes are present in the zeolite micropores, there are

essentially two kinds of oxygen atoms: the extra-framework oxygen atoms that are
part of the zeolite framework and those that are part of the oxycationic clusters.
This section illustrates the high reactivity of the extra-framework oxygen that
participates in heterolytic bond activation. The framework oxygen atoms have
low reactivity and, therefore, do not participate in the reaction.

10.4 Catalysis by Non-Framework Redox Complexes

We will now discuss redox catalysis by oxycationic clusters located in the zeolite
micropores.
The two reactions that we will discuss are the reduction of NO by hydro-

carbons and the decomposition of N2O by promoted zeolites, both relevant
to diesel engine exhaust catalysis and the Panov reaction. In exhaust catalysis,
the use of zeolites is advantageous because the longer residence times of the
molecules in the zeolite micropores increase the relative rate of consecutive
reactions that lead to total N2O combustion. In the Panov reaction [20, 21],
catalyzed by extra-framework Fe in ZSM-5, phenol is selectively produced by
the oxidation of benzene by N2O. This reaction has been studied as a way to
mitigate the production of N2O, a greenhouse gas, which is a coproduct of
nylon manufacturing. In the Panov system, the zeolite stabilizes the unique Fe2+
cationic state that is optimal for the reaction.
A great challenge is the activation of methane to methanol. Direct insertion of

O into a CH bond is a reaction analogous to the benzene hydroxylation reaction,
but so far has only been realizedwith low selectivity.Wewill also discussmethane
activation by catalytic systems related to the Panov catalyst.
The redox chemistry of heterogeneous catalytic Panov-type reactions appears

to be general.The section will be concluded with a comparison of themechanism
of CH hydroxylation by related homogeneous and enzyme-catalyzed oxidation
reactions.

10.4.1 NO Reduction Catalysis: Selective Catalytic Reduction

Zeolites loaded with metal ions such as Cu, Co, or Pt and Pd have potential as
catalysts for the reduction of NO at the oxidative condition found in diesel engine
exhaust [22, 23].
This selective catalytic reduction (SCR) reaction of NO can be conducted using

organic molecules or ammonia. When ammonia is used, the mechanism of the
reduction reaction catalyzed by the zeolite cations is analogous to themechanism
for ammonia oxidation catalyzed by Pt2+ ions in zeolites, which we discussed in
Section 8.3.1.3. A practical source of ammonia is urea that readily hydrolyzes to
ammonia and CO2.
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Catalysis in the diesel exhaust occurs at lean burn conditions, which implies an
excess of oxygen [see also Chapter 2, Figure 8i.1, page 47]. At these conditions,
themetal centers will be cations or oxycations. Although these catalytically active
centers will not readily dissociateNO, they can activateNO to give the auto redox
products N2O andNO2. A reaction scheme for this reaction catalyzed by Cu ions
as proposed by [24] is shown below:

[Cu −O − Cu]2+ +NO → [Cu − [ ] − Cu]2+ +NO2 (10.2)
[Cu − [ ] − Cu]2+ + 2NO → [Cu −O − Cu]2+ +N2O (10.3)
net∶ 3NO → N2O +NO2

NO2 and N2O will be reduced in consecutive reactions.
Figure 10.1 illustrates how NO2 can react with the hydrocarbons to give nitro-

or nitrile organic compounds. As shown for the conversion of nitromethane [25],
these compounds can be readily decomposed to give ammonia. Reaction inter-
mediates for this reaction are shown in formule (4.1)–(4.3):

− CH2 −NO2 → −CH = NO(OH) → −C = N = O (4.1)
− C = N = O → −N = C = O → −NH2 → NH3 (4.2)
− CH2 −NO → −CH = N(OH) → −C ≡ N → −C = N = O (4.3)

NH3 can be a product formed by the tautomerization of nitromethane
to the corresponding oxime followed by dehydration to a nitrile N-oxide
(Eq. (4.1)). This nitrile isomerizes to an isocyanate before yielding a pri-
mary amine and NH3 by hydrolysis (Eq. (4.2)). The possibility of forming
NH3 from the reaction of organo-nitrile N-oxides species was confirmed
by Obuchi et al. [26]. The same authors proposed that the organo-nitrile
N-oxides were formed from organo-nitroso compounds via enol and cyanide
formation (Eq. (4.3)).

10.4.2 N2O Decomposition Catalysis

The direct decomposition reaction of N2O into N2 and O2 is exothermic
(ΔHr =−163 kJmol−1). When catalyzed by the surface of a reducible oxide, the
reaction proceeds differently than when it is catalyzed by a reducible cation
exchange in a zeolite.
The rate of N2O decomposition to adsorbed O and gas phase N2 usually has

a low activation barrier and O2 molecule formation is the rate-controlling step.
This can occur by the recombination of atomic oxygen, as is commonon reducible
oxides, or by a consecutive Eley–Rideal reaction where N2O reacts in a subse-
quent step with previously adsorbedO to giveO2 andN2.The secondmechanism
is representative of N2O decomposition on cation-exchanged zeolites. The dif-
ference between the two systems is that on the oxide surface oxygen atoms are
generated independently but on a single cationN2Owill decompose on a reaction
center where an oxygen atom produced from a first reaction with N2O is already
present.
When reducible oxides are used in the first case O inhibits reaction, while in

the second case of catalysis by zeolitic cations there is little inhibition by O2 [27]
although water may have an inhibitive effect [28].
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In oxidation catalysis there are two competingmodels of the chemical reaction,
the Langmuir–Hinshelwood type reaction versus the Eley–Rideal type reaction.
In the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism, chemical bond formation occurs

by the recombination of two intermediates that are both adsorbed to the
catalyst surface. The recombination of the two oxygen atoms to give O2 is an
example of this mechanism. In the Eley–Rideal mechanism, the new chemi-
cal bond is formed by reaction of one intermediate adsorbed to the surface

Inorganic NOx (ads)
(Several species, in particular,

monodentate nitrate)

Organo-nitrogen,
e.g., R-NO2 (g or ads)

R-ONO (g or ads)

Minor route

R-CN
R-NCO
R-NH2
NH3

N2 (g)

NO2 (g)

CxHyOz (ads)
(several species, in
particular acetate)

adNOx

NO(g) + O2(g) + CxHy(g)

Figure 10.1 Simplified reaction scheme of the C3H6-SCR of NO over oxide catalysts giving the
nature of the different species likely to be involved. It is proposed that the reduction to N2
occurs through the reaction of oxidized and reduced (species in shaded circle) nitrogen
compounds. (Beutel 1996 [24]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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with a molecule from the gas phase. The reaction of a surface O adatom and
N2O, which gives O2 and N2, is an example of an Eley–Rideal elementary
reaction step.

10.4.3 Selective Oxidation of Benzene and Methane: The Panov Reaction

Fe cations exchanged in zeolites are catalysts for the Panov reaction that converts
benzene into phenol with N2O [21].

Insert 4: The Mechanism of the Panov Reaction

Figure 4i.1 schematically illustrates the mechanism of the N2O–benzene reaction to phe-
nol, which produces N2 as a coproduct. The reaction center of an isolated Fe2+ cation gets
a formal state of 4+ when an oxygen atom attaches. Figure 4i.2 gives a comparison of a
computed reaction energy diagram of the reaction for an isolated cation and a dimeric
Fe cationic cluster. In Figure 4i.3, the schematic for the deactivating phenolate forming
reaction is shown.

Figure 4i.1 Catalytic cycle for benzene to
phenol oxidation with N2O over
extra-framework iron (FeEF) sites. (Li et al.
2011 [29]. Reproduced with permission of
Elsevier.)
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FeEF

OEF
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H
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(Continued)
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Insert 4: (Continued)

Figure 4i.2 (a) Reaction energy diagram for
benzene oxidation to phenol by N2O on
mononuclear Fe2+ in ZSM-5. (b) Reaction energy
diagram for benzene oxidation to phenol by 2O
over a binuclear [HOFe(μ-O)FeOH]2+ complex in
ZSM-5. (After [30].)

Fe2+

H

OF
H

H
H

OF

OEF

OEF

FeO+ Extraframework OFramework O

Figure 4i.3 Schematic representation of the deactivating phenolate-forming reaction step.
When an O atom of phenol is co-adsorbed to a Fe ion, the proton of phenol is transfered to the
O atom. The phenolate will induce consecutive oligomerization reaction steps. (After [30].)
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In a zeolite, Fe cations are present as isolated cations, oxy cationic clusters or
as oxide particles. The Fe cation can have a 2+ or 3+ charge.
There is strong experimental evidence that the selective oxidation of benzene

is catalyzed by single-site Fe2+ cations [31]. DFT calculations indicate that the
rate of reaction does not vary strongly when isolated cations or oxycations are
compared (see Figure 4i.2). In this reaction the electrophilic oxygen atom from
the decomposition of N2O attaches to the Fe cation.When Fe2+ is used, its formal
valency becomes 4+. The adsorbed oxygen atom inserts into the C—H bond of
benzene by the oxene mechanism [see Fig. 4i.1].
The rate of phenol formation does not depend on the state of Fe. The iso-

lated Fe2+ cation is preferred to avoid rapid deactivation of the catalytic sys-
tem. When additional O atoms are present, as is the case for Fe oxycations, this
atom co-adsorbed to the Fe ion readily reacts with the phenol molecule to give
adsorbed phenolate and OH. This initiates the oligomerization of phenol. The
resulting polyether will deactivate the catalyst. This deactivating proton trans-
fer from phenol to O is schematically illustrated in Figure 4i.3. The reactivity
of an extra-framework oxygen atom that is part of Fe oxycation is substantially
higher than the reactivity of the oxygen atoms that are part of the zeolite frame-
work. Only Fe2+ ions are present as isolated cations, is the basis to their unique
reactivity.
The deactivation reaction cannot readily be prevented, since Fe oxycations will

always be present. But bimodal porous zeolitic systems that also contain meso-
pores show substantially increased stability because access to the micropores by
reactants can be maintained longer [30].
Methane conversion to methanol by the Fe-containing Panov catalyst [32] and

by Cu-promoted ZSM-5 zeolites [33] has also been investigated.
The selectivity of this reaction is low. When the reaction is executed at low

temperature and the catalyst is pre-oxidized with N2O (as in Fe-promoted
ZSM-5) or O2 (as in Cu-promoted ZSM-5) methanol remains adsorbed to
the Fe or Cu cations and can be recovered only by extraction with a suitable
solvent.
Methanol is oxidized in the presence of an oxidant at higher temperatures and,

therefore, there is no methanol selectivity. When a water solution is used and
catalysts are activated byH2O2, a stable turnover of methane tomethanol occurs,
but with low selectivity [34].
The Cu catalyst is well understood. Its active state in ZSM-5 is a [Cu–O–Cu]2+

intermediate. In the next section, we will discuss the similarity of this structure
with the methane mono oxygenase (MMO) enzyme (see Figures 5i.4 and 5i.5)
[36, 37].
TheO atom in [Cu–O–Cu]2+ is an electrophilic oxygen atomwith radical prop-

erties: the formally 2− oxygen ion is compensated by a 4+ charge! In Chapter 11,
we will introduce related oxygen radical states that are attached to high valency
Co4+ or Co5+ cations at the surface of Co3O4 electrocatalysts for the evolution of
oxygen from water.
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10.5 Related Homogeneous and Enzyme Oxidation
Catalysts

Just as a Panov related system can convert methane to methanol by H2O2
in water, this reaction can be conducted using Fe2+ cations containing water
solutions that are also activated by H2O2 and by biocatalysts. We will compare
the mechanisms of these systems to show their remarkable similarity. We will
begin with a short introduction of the systems, followed by a discussion of their
mechanisms.

Insert 5: Methane Activation by Single and Dual Site Fe and Cu Catalysts

Figures 5i.1 and 5i.2 concern biocatalysis. The two competitive mechanisms of the
methane to methanol reaction are presented. In Figures 5i.1a, b, the two corresponding
reaction schemes are shown and, in Figures 5i.2a, b, the energetics for the hydrated Fe2+

cation are compared. Comparisson is also made with the reactivity of FeO2+ diatomic
cations (see Figures 5i.2c, d). Figure 5i.3 gives the catalytic cycle for alkane hydroxylation
by the cytochrome P450 system, and Figures 5i.4 and 5i.5 concern the MMO enzymes
based respectively on Fe and Cu.

[M]=O + R—H [M]—OH + R* [M]—OH + R’*

[M] + R—OH [M] + R’—OH

[M]=O + R—H

[M] + R’—OH

[M]—O [M] + R—OH

Rearrangement

Rebound Rebound

Oxene Route

R* R+

R

H

Rearrangement

(a)

(b)

Figure 5i.1 Biocatalysis of
methane oxidation. (a) The
rebound mechanism. (b) The
concerted oxene-insertion
mechanism for
hydroxylation proposed by
Newcomb and coworkers.
(Schröder et al. 2000 [38].
Reproduced with permission
of Springer.)
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Figure 5i.2 Reactivity of FeO2+ complexes and their electronic structures. (a) Geometries and
energy profiles (in kcal mol−1) of the intermediate steps along the methane coordination
mechanism of methane-to-methanol oxidation by the penta-aqua iron(IV) oxo species. The
energy of the separated reactants is the offset for the left-hand energy axis. The energy axis on
the right side serves to indicate the energy changes with respect to the separate tetra-aqua
iron(IV) oxo complex and methane molecule, that is, after creating a vacant coordination site.
(b) Geometries and energy profile (in kcal mol−1) of the intermediate steps along the
oxygen-rebound mechanism of the methane-to-methanol oxidation by the penta-aqua
iron(IV) oxo species. The energy of the separated reactants is set to zero. The free energies are
indicated by the dotted levels and the numbers between parentheses. (Ensing et al. 2004 [39].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.) (c) Potential energy diagrams
along concerted H-atom abstraction pathways for FeO2+. Relative energies are in kcal mol−1.
TS (direct) is a transition state along a direct H-atom abstraction pathway in the sextet state.
(Yoshizawa et al. 1998 [40]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.) (d) Molecular orbital
schemes for the ground state of molecular FeO2+. (Schröder et al. 2000 [38]. Reproduced with
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Insert 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5i.3 The catalytic cycle for
cytochrome P450. The activation of
O2. (Groves and Nemo 1983 [41].
Reproduced with permission of
American Chemical Society.) XO

XP-450

S

SO

Peroxide
shunt

P-450 e–

P-450

Oxygen
activation

H2O

2H+
P-450

e–, O2

FeV

FeIII

FeII

FeIII

O

O2
2–

1

Figure 5i.4 (a) X-ray structure of the
diferric form of the iron dimer
complex of methane
monooxygenase from Methylococcus
capsulatus. (b) Suggested reaction
sequence for hydroxylation in
methane monooxygenase. (c)
Potential energy surface for
methanol formation from methane.
Note the different scale for the
negative y-axis. (Siegbahn and
Crabtree 1997 [35]. Reproduced with
permission of American Chemical
Society.)
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Insert 5: (Continued)

(c)

(b)

Figure 5i.4 (Continued)
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Figure 5i.5 (A) CuII
2O core modeled in the active site of pMMO: H-atom abstraction from

methane at the transition state. (B) DFT-calculated structural models of the Cu2O intermediate
in ZSM-5 (a,c). (b) Shows the ring structure of ZSM-5 from which clusters have been
constructed. (C) DFT-calculated reactivity of CuII

2O with methane (a), the HOMOs at the
H-atom abstraction TS. The antibonding character of the CH4 orbital fragment indicates initial
polarization by the O atom. (b), and schematic of the Cu(I)-oxyl (c). (Solomon et al. 2011 [36].
Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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The Fenton reagent is a solution of Fe2+ dissolved in H2O with H2O2. The
decomposition of H2O2 by Fe2+ is thought to give a hydrated FeO2+ intermediate,
which can hydroxylate alkanes. There are also two enzymatic systems that can
hydroxylate an alkane: the cytochrome P450 system with a porphyrin or a
heme center (Figure 5i.3) and the non-heme MMO enzyme. The MMO systems
contain dimer Fe cations (see Figure 5i.4) or Cu cations (Figure 5i.5).
Figure 5i.3 illustrates a catalytic cycle of the biocatalytic system. The hydroxy-

lation reaction is part of an electrocatalytic system, driven by the electrochemical
potential generated by the metabolism of the living system. It also provides the
protons and electrons that are necessary to close the catalytic cycle. In the case of
cytochrome P450, the oxygen donating center is generated by the acceptance of
anO atom by the porphyrin Fe3+ cation.The overall oxidation process is achieved
with O2.WhenO2 adsorbs to Fe3+, two protons and electrons are used to decom-
pose this compound to H2O and an O atom that remains adsorbed and ready
for the hydroxylation reaction. The porphyrin ligand donates one electron to the
FeO3+ oxycation, which converts it to the reactive FeO2+ unit. This is similar to
the reactive state of Fe in the Panov system.
In the dimer Fe-containing MMO enzyme, reaction with O2 generates the Fe

complex shown in Figure 5i.4. In the dimer complex, the reactive center is a FeO2+

cation; the other Fe cation can be considered a spectator of the reaction.
The [Cu–O–Cu]2+ complex in ZSM-5 also activates methane as illustrated in

Figure 5i.5a. This is the analog of the Cu-containing MMO enzyme.
There are two different activation routes for methane (see Figure 5i.1):

– The coordinative activation route
– The rebound mechanism

The coordination activation route with a FeO2+ cation is similar to the mech-
anism of activation of methane we discussed earlier for PdO (Section 7.4.2.3.1).
The high charge on the cation enables methane to adsorb strongly (see
Figure 5i.2c).The C—H bond cleaves in a heteropolar fashion with the formation
of an FeCH3 (OH)2+ intermediate. Methanol is produced by the reductive
elimination of CH3 and OH and the Fe cation reduces from a formal 4+ state
to a 2+ state. This is the dominant mechanism for the reaction of a bare
oxycation (Figure 5i.2c).This oxene mechanism is similar to the oxygen insertion
reaction discussed for the hydroxylation of benzene in the Panov reaction. The
comparative reaction energy scheme of this coordinative route in water is given
in Figure 5i.2a.
C—Hbond activation occurs in the reboundmechanismby a radical reaction of

oxygen with a hydrogen atom of methane (see Figure 5i.2b).This is the dominant
path for a system in which the Fe cation is surrounded by ligands. The presence
of these ligands eliminates the possibility of direct interaction between the metal
cation and the methane in the transition state. A methyl radical is created that
then weakly interacts with the hydroxyl, andmethanol is formed in a consecutive
step (the rebound).
A slightly different reaction occurs in the Fe MMO system. After the methyl

radical is formed, it ionizes and an electron is donated into the Fe—OH bond. In
the final step, the methyl cation and OH− recombine to give methanol [42].
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The electrophilic nature of the FeO2+ cation becomes evident by inspecting its
electronic structure, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 5i.2d. It is elec-
tronically related to O2.
The FeO2+ unit forms bonding and antibonding π orbitals perpendicular to

the Fe—O bond of two O 2p atomic orbitals and two Fe 3d atomic orbitals.
Two d-atomic orbitals of Fe are non-bonding and a dz2 atomic orbital forms
a σ bonding and antibonding orbital with the O 2pz orbital. The population
of the antibonding σ* (3σ in Figure 5i.2d) orbital is key to the reactivity of
the system.
In FeO2+ this empty σ* antibonding orbital has an energy low enough to accept

an electron from the occupied methane orbitals. A CH3
∘ radical as well as a

Fe(OH)2+ species are generated during this process. The activation energy of
this reaction step is low as long as the FeO antibonding σ orbital is not occu-
pied. While FeO2+ has an activation energy of only 5 kcal, FeO+ with an electron
occupied σ* orbital has a barrier of at least 20 kcalmol−1. The barriers become
higher for the enzymes due to the presence of the ligands, but the chemical bond-
ing principle that causes the barrier to be only low when the σ* is unoccupied
is similar.
The rather weak Fe—Obond and the electrophilic nature ofO in the FeO2+ unit

enables the porphyrins to act as versatile oxidation catalysts. They are also active
catalysts for the epoxidation of unsaturated hydrocarbons. An upper bound to
the Fe—O bond energy can be readily deduced from the (weak) exothermicity
of the methane to methanol reaction (−122.1 kJmol−1). It implies that the Fe—O
bond energy cannot be stronger than 320 kJmol−1.
For the Cu-based catalysts, there is also an analogy between the enzyme and

inorganic systems. Spectroscopic and computational studies have shown that the
reactive site of the Cu zeolite system in ZSM-5 is a dimer, just as in the enzyme
[36]. The structure and energetics of the methane rebound mechanism of the
ZSM-5 catalyst with the dimer Cu site are shown in Figure 5i.5. Calculations have
been done on the cluster model of Figure 5i.5Bc that is part of the ZSM-5 ring
pore structure. A low activation energy for CH bond cleavage requires a lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) on the [Cu2O]2+ system of low energy. As
is observerd Figures 5i.5Ca,b cleavage of the CH bond shifts the electron density
of the oxygen atom to theCu ions.This indicates polarizability of theCu—Obond
and that the electron density on O becomes reduced.
Recently, it has been discovered that the Cu trimer (Cu3(μ-O3))2+ complex

located in the micropores of mordenite [43] also catalyzes methane to methanol
conversion by a mechanism similar to the one exhibited for the dimer in ZSM-5.

10.6 Lewis Acid Catalysis by Non-Reducible Cations
Located in the Zeolitic Framework

The substitution of zeolite framework cations by Lewis acidic reducible and
non-reducible cations creates unique single-center catalysts. In this section, we
will discuss the use of catalysis by non-reducible cations. Section 10.7 concerns
catalysis with reducible cations located in the zeolite framework.
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The systems described in these two sections find their main application in cat-
alytic green chemistry reactions that can produce fine chemicals without harmful
co-products. These reactions are designed to replace stoichiometric reactions
that may create environmentally harmful waste.
Reactions that form oxygenated molecules are an important class of reactions.

Since non-reducible cations cannot activate O2, these systems use hydrogen per-
oxide or hydroperoxides. Reducible cations can activate O2 and thus can catalyze
reactions based on the use of O2.
The Lewis acidic non-reducible systems are known to catalyze oxidation reac-

tions with hydrogen peroxide that produce epoxides or lactones.The Lewis acidic
cation activates the peroxide to insert an electrophilic oxygen atom.
Another class of reactions proceeds by hydride transfer in which the Lewis acid

activates the HCOH group in alcohols or sugars for hydrogen transfer to keto
groups. This can be accompanied by C—C bond cleavage or formation.
In their oxidic bulk structures, Lewis acidic cations such as Ti4+, Zr4+, and Sn4+

are six-coordinated to oxygen atoms (with coordination numbers even higher for
Zr), but when they are incorporated into the framework of siliceous zeolites, they
are four-coordinated. Their ionic radii (Ti= 0.68Å; Zr= 0.80Å; Sn= 0.71Å) are
larger than that of Si4+ (=0.54Å), so that the zeolite lattices become strained. As
a consequence, the M—O bond can become readily hydrolyzed when it reacts
water. For example, the TiOSi bond is activated and hydrolyzed to give TiOH
and SiOH groups. The Sn4+ ion located in the framework is also thought to be
partially hydroxylated.
For additional reading on this class of systems we refer to Thomas [1].

10.6.1 Bayer–Villiger Oxidation

In the Bayer–Villiger reaction, a cyclohexanone is converted into a seven-ring
lactone that is used to produce flavors and fragrances. This catalytic reaction
replaces a process using Caro’s peracid H2SO5 (see Figure 6i.1).
A zeolitic system that catalyzes this reaction with H2O2 contains Sn4+ in the

framework of a siliceous zeolite β, which features wide pores [44]. In the next
section, which deals with redox systems, we will introduce the reducible Mn and
Co AlPO4 redox systems that catalyze this reaction with O2 by the in situ gener-
ation of peroxide.
Catalysis by the Sn4+ cation, most likely partially hydrolyzed, proceeds by

deprotonation of H2O2 and formation of an intermediate hydroperoxide called
the Criegee product. Deprotonation of H2O2 is assisted by the presence of the
OH− group co-adsorbed to Sn. The keto part of cyclohexanone connects to
the Sn4+ ion (see Figure 6i.2) and is hence strongly activated. The OOH− of the
hydrogen peroxide initially reacts with the carbon atom of the keto group. In the
steps that follow, theO atom from the peroxide is inserted into the activated C–C
bond next to the keto group, H2O desorbs and the proton is back donated. Proof
of this mechanism has been provided by 18O labeled studies of the keton [45],
which demonstrates that the O atom from the hydrogen peroxide is inserted in
the hydrocarbon ring.
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Insert 6: Bayer–Villiger Oxidation

Figures 6i.1 illustrates the oxygen insertion reaction by H2SO5. Figure 6i.2 schematically
presents the mechanism of the analogous heterogenous reaction of H2O2.

Figure 6i.1 Caro’s acid, H2SO5, was used by Baeyer
and Villiger to oxidize menthone and
tetrahydrocarvone into products that are used in
flavors and fragrances. (After [1].) O O

O

OO

O

H2SO5

H2SO5

Figure 6i.2 Mechanism of the
Baeyer–Villiger oxidation of
2-methylcyclohexanone catalyzed
by Sn-β. (After [1, 45].)
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Measurement of the C=O vibration frequency of hexanon adsorbed to
different zeolite framework cations shows that the largest downward shift
is for the Sn-doped zeolite. This indicates that the Sn4+ cation has a greater
bond-weakening effect.
However, the Ti cation should have the highest Lewis acidity and the Zr cation

the lowest based on their size differences, while the Sn cation should have an
intermediate interaction.The stronger interaction of the Sn4+ cation ismost likely
due to its intermediate size, which exposes its positive charge more than the
charge of the smaller Ti4+ cation, which remains largely screened by its tetra-
hedrally coordinated oxygen ions. The screening of the Zr ion is also less pro-
nounced, but its large size lowers its interaction with the cation.

10.6.2 Meerwein–Ponndorf–Verley Reduction and Oppenauer Oxidation

In the Meerwein–Ponndorf–Verley (MPV) or Oppenauer oxidation (OP) reac-
tion, a ketone is reduced by the oxidation of an alcohol through the combined
hydride–proton transfer dehydrogenation of the alcohol and the addition of the
hydride–proton pair to the ketone (see Figure 7i.1). This reaction has found
important applications in organic chemistry.
The mechanism of this reaction, hydride transfer that results in hydrogena-

tion or dehydrogenation, is of general importance to conversion reactions of
oxygenated molecules. We discussed earlier similar hydride transfer reactions in
solid acid catalysis (Chapter 9, page 391). The enzymatic catalytic conversion of
glucose to fructose by D-xylose isomerase employs a closely related mechanism
in converting the glucose six ring into a fructose five ring (see Figure 7i.2a) that
also involves hydride transfer. Fructose is a sugar molecule that can be readily
converted into chemically significant intermediates.
In sugar chemistry, such as in the transformation of glucose, the key elemen-

tary step for the isomerization reaction is internal hydride transfer involving the
hydrogenation of a keto group of glucose by hydrogen from an internal alcohol
group.
The invention of inorganic catalysts that can be used in this reaction makes

the replacement of enzymatic catalysis possible, and the Sn-based zeolites again
appear to be well suited to this role [13]. This reaction is important in the devel-
opment of bio-based chemical processes.
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Insert 7: Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley (MPV) and Oppenauer oxidation (OP) Inorganic
Catalytic Systems for Sugar Conversion

Figure 7i.1 illustrates the mechanism of MPV and OP reactions, and Figure 7i.2 illustrates
the application of this reaction to the isomerization of six-ring glucose into five-ring
fructose. Figure 7i.3 shows the structure of the Sn site in zeolite beta and its reaction
mechanism. Figure 7i.4 compares glucose isomerization by the biocatalyst and by the
homogenous Cr-based systems.
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Figure 7i.1 The reaction intermediate of the Meerwein–Ponndorf–Verley reduction and
Oppenauer oxidation reaction of a ketone with an alcohol. The alcohol deprotonates and the
alcoholate adsorbs to the Al3+ cation. The ketone adsorbs to the same Al3+ cation and the
hydride ion transfers. (de Graauw et al. 1994 [14]. Reproduced with permission of Thieme.)

(Continued)
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Insert 7: (Continued)

Figure 7i.2 (a) Isomerization of glucose to fructose as a first step of the dehydration reaction
to HMF. (b) Mechanism of glucose isomerization to fructose catalyzed by a perfectly
tetrahedral SnIV lattice site in Sn-BEA model. (Yang et al. 2013 [11]. Reproduced with
permission of American Chemical Society.)
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Figure 7i.3 (A) DFT-optimized structures of Sn-BEA: (a) model I containing a perfect SnIV

lattice site, (b) model II with a partially hydrolyzed lattice SnOH site, and (c) model III with a
SnOH’ site in the vicinity of a large lattice defect formed by more extensive desilication of the
framework. (B) DFT-computed reaction energy diagram for the key steps of glucose
isomerization over the extended SnOH’ defect site in Sn-BEA zeolite (model III). The energetics
for the corresponding steps over the perfect SnIV site is given for comparison as a dashed line.
(Adapted from Yang et al. 2013 [11, 12].)
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Insert 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7i.4 (a) Atomic-resolution XRD structure-based calculation of glucose interacting with
the binuclear active site of a xylose isomerase enzyme. (After [46].) (b) DFT-optimized structure
of the initial coordination complex between glucose and chromium(III) chloride. (Garcia-Viloca
et al. 2003 [47]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.) (c) Scheme illustrated
showing the H shift that takes place during glucose isomerization. (d) DFT-computed
binuclear CrIII complexes with the deprotonated sugar intermediates shown in (c). DG values
are given in kJ mol−1. TS, transition state. (Pidko et al. 2012 [48]. Reproduced with permission
of John Wiley and Sons.)
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Sn4+ located in zeolite beta is again the preferred catalyst for this reaction. It
can also be used to produce lactic acid (useful for biodegradable polymers) from
fructose [49, 50].
These reactions require the following steps (see Figure 7i.2b): proton removal

from a hydroxyl, stabilization of the negative charge generated between the
deprotonated hydroxyl and keto group that receives the hydride and subsequent
proton backdonation.
The unique activity of the Sn-substituted zeolite relates to the formation

of “Sn–OH” substituents by hydrolysis of the Sn–O–Si bonds. The basic OH
attached to Sn assists in the initial proton transfer from the ring-opened glucose
hydroxyl. This is illustrated in Figure 7i.3, which shows the large reduction of
activation energies by the hydrolyzed Sn system. Computational modeling has
indicated that a site that contains a defect not only provides more space, but
also enhances reactivity through the creation of a water–hydroxyl network. The
co-adsorbed H2O atoms form a network and act as proton shuttles that help to
stabilize the charged anion [12].

10.6.3 Homogeneous and Biocatalyst Analogs

Themechanism of isomerization of glucose to fructose by the single center Sn4+

zeolite β is related to that of the enzyme xylose isomerase [51].This enzyme con-
tains a cofactor with two bivalent cations such as Mn2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, or Co2+
cations that catalyze the hydride transfer reaction. The mechanistic similarity
arises from the essential role of the positive cation charge in stabilizing the two
negative polar parts of the OC—HCO− unit for efficient internal hydride transfer
(see Figure 7i.4). Figures 7i.4a,b illustrate the similarity of the enzyme interac-
tion with glucose and the structure deduced with DFT calculations when glucose
interacts with two CrCl3 complexes. These complexes when dissolved in ionic
liquids are efficient isomerization catalysts. In Figure 7i.4c the hydride transfer
step is schematically illustrated. Computed reaction intermediates of the hydride
transfer reaction are shown in Figure 7i.4d. The low barrier of activation of the
hydride transfer reaction is due to the interaction with the two Cr3+ ions that sta-
blize the negatives charges on the oxygen atoms that arise whenOHdeprotonates
and the hydride transfer generates an other unsaturated hydroxyl [52, 53].

10.6.4 Propylene Epoxidation

The classical process for producing propylene is by the intermediate production
of chlorohydrine when hyprochlorite reacts with alkene. In the overall process,
Cl2 is converted into CaCl2, and epoxide is formed from the chlorinated inter-
mediate by reaction with Ca(OH)2. The atom efficiency of this process is only
28% (Part II, Introduction page 168). Direct epoxidation of propylene with O2 by
Ag-promoted catalysts has only a low yield and the ready formation of the allyl
intermediate from propylene leads to total combustion.
Propylene epoxidation with a high yield is possible by reaction with H2O2.The

atom efficiency increases to 75% when the epoxide is made directly from hydro-
gen peroxide.
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A selective catalyst for the epoxidation reaction of propylene can be created by
substituting Ti4+ for Si4+ in the framework of siliceous ZSM-5 [53]. The strong
Lewis acidity of Ti activates H2O2. The catalytic reaction cycle of propylene
epoxidation is shown in Figure 8i.1. The framework Ti—OSi bond opens upon
reaction with H2O2 to give Ti—OOH and Si—OH substituents.The electrophilic
oxygen atom fromOOH attached to Ti inserts into propylene.The reaction cycle
closes by the formation of H2O and closure of the Ti—OSi bond. As Figure 8i.2
illustrates, the O insertion step is promoted by coadsorption of methanol, which
adsorbs through its OH group to the Ti cation.The OH proton hydrogen bridges
with the hydroperoxide, which makes the oxygen atom that is inserted more
electrophilic.
This Ti site is stable even in the presence of water because of the hydrophobicity

of the microchannels of silicalite, the siliceous form of ZSM-5. The reaction is
uniquely catalyzed by single-site Ti. That is tetrahedrally coordinated with the
oxygen atoms of the rather rigid zeolite framework.

Insert 8: Mechanism of Propylene Epoxidation

The catalytic reaction cycle on Ti-silicate is shown in Figure 8i.1. Promotion of the rate of
reaction by methanol co-adsorption is illustrated by Figure 8i.2 and the mechanism of the
reaction catalyzed by Ti attached to the silica surface is shown in Figure 8i.3.
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Instead of hydrogen peroxide, a hydroperoxide can also be used for this reac-
tion, as in the Shell SMPO process of propylene epoxidation by ethylbenzene
hydroperoxide [55]. A single site Ti complex attached to SiO2 through free O
atoms is the catalyst for this reaction (see Figure 8i.3). This Ti center is more
reactive than the four-coordinated Ti site located in the zeolite framework. If this
catalyst is instead usedwith hydrogenperoxide, themoleculewill decompose into
O2 and H2O.
Only Ti4+ attached to the silica surface through three Ti—O—Si surface bonds

is stable. Ti complexes created during catalyst preparation that are attached to
the surface with fewer Ti-O-Si bonds readily hydrolyze and Ti oxide particles
agglomerate. The Ti complex is terminated by a hydroxyl or alcoxy group. The
Ti-OH is replaced by Ti—OOR upon reaction with the hydroperoxide, which
reacts with propylene to give the epoxide and an alcohol. Useful coproducts
styrene or i-butene are formed upon dehydration of the alcohol products.
When isobutyl hydroperoxide is used instead of ethylbenzene hydroperoxide
dehydration of i-butyl alcohol that is formed in that case, gives i-butene as
coproduct of the process.

10.7 Catalysis by Redox Cations located in the Zeolitic
Framework: The Thomas Oxidation Catalysts

In contrast to non-reducible Lewis site catalyzed oxidation reactions that require
activated oxygen in the form of H2O2, oxidation catalysis by reducible cations
can be done with O2.Thomas et al. developed zeolitic redox systems for reaction
with O2 [1], which are not based on siliceous zeolites but instead on analogous
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three-dimensional microporous systems of the same structure with AlPO4 stoi-
chiometry.
Non-acidic redox systems can be designed by replacing Al3+ with a reducible

cation that has a three valent charge. These systems are useful catalysts amongst
others for the selective oxidation reaction with O2 that initiates radical chain
chemistry. The catalysts are selective because of the unique constraints induced
by the presence of the zeolite microchannels. In solution, the catalysts may deac-
tivate by leaching of the reactive metal cations. Acidity in the AlPO4 material
can be introduced by the substitution of P5+ by Si4+ and a proton. Alternatively,
acidity can be introduced by the substitution of Al3+ with a bivalent cation and a
proton.

10.7.1 Bayer–Villiger Oxidation with Molecular Oxygen

Mn3+ or Co3+ substituted wide pore AlPO5 systems catalyze lactone formation
from six-ring cyclic molecules such as cyclohexanone through oxidation with
oxygen.The Bayer–Villiger insertion reaction requires H2O2 or per acid to insert
an O atom into the cyclohexanone ring (see INSERT 6). Therefore the oxidation
reaction of cyclohexanone by O2 has to be executed using a sacrificial molecule.
A sacrificial benzaldehyde is used to produce an intermediate perbenzoic acid.
The Mn3+ that is substituted for Al3+ in the AlPO4 framework initiates a radical
reaction [45]:

PhCHO +MnIII → PhCO⋅ +H+ +MnII

PhCO +O2 → PhCOOO
PhCOOO⋅ + PhCHO → PhCOOOH + PhCO⋅

, etc.

The Mn3+ cation is reduced by the reactive H atom of benzaldehyde, to Mn2+

and a proton is generated. The benzaldehyde radical reacts with O2, which initi-
ates a radical chain reaction. The peracid is formed by a bimolecular reaction
between benzaldehyde and the oxygen radical. The peracid forms the lactone
from a cycloketone in a process analogous to the reaction with Caro’s acid (see
Figure 6i.1). Mn3+ is regained by oxidation with O2 with cogeneration of H2O.

10.7.2 Zeolite Catalysts for Caprolactam Synthesis

Caprolactam is an important intermediate for nylon production. Caprolactam is
a seven-ring ketone with anNH group next to the CO group as part of the carbon
atom ring. Nylon is formed by ring opening of the strained peptide bond to give
the nylon polymer (see Figure 9i.1). Caprolactam ismade froma reaction between
cyclohexanone and NH2OH. In the classical industrial process, the oxime is con-
verted into cyclohexanone by reaction with oleum, which is then converted into
ammonium sulfate.
The catalytic process aims to produce caprolactam without a coproduct.

Ti-silicate can be used to convert ammonia and hydrogen peroxide with cyclo-
hexanone into the oxime, which can be converted to caprolactam in a gas phase
reaction.
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The Thomas catalytic system can achieve this reaction using O2 [54]. Al3+
can be substituted with Co3+, Mn3+, or Mg2+ in the AlPO4–5 structure. When
Mg2+ is used, protons are present that induce Brønsted acidity to compensate
for the charge. The reducible cation Co3+ or Mn3+ catalyzes oxidation of NH3 to
NH2OH, which in turn reacts with hexanon to give the oxime. This is converted
to caprolactam by the protonic centers (see Figure 9i.2).

Insert 9: Thomas Oxidation Catalysis

Figure 9i.1 gives the reaction scheme of the caprolactam and nylon reactions. The catalytic
reaction invented by Thomas is illustrated by Figure 9i.2. Table 9i.1 and Figures 9i.3 and 9i.4
illustrate selective oxidation of linear alkanes.
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Figure 9i.1 Summary of sequence of conversions that produce 𝜀-caprolactam (and its linear
polymer, nylon 6) from cyclohexanone via its oxime. (After [1].)
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Figure 9i.2 Simplified illustration of the single-step, solvent-free, environmentally benign
synthesis of 𝜀-caprolactam using molecular O2. (Thomas et al. 2005 [56]. Reproduced with
permission of National Academy of Sciences.)

(Continued)
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Insert 9: (Continued)

Table 9i.1 Oxidation of n-alkanes over MAPOs: primary selectivity.

Framework Pore dimensions (nm) Substrate Metal Primary sel. (%)

AIPO4-18 0.38 × 0.38 nm n-Pentane Co 33

Mn 39

n-Hexane Co 61

Mn 66

n-Octane Co 60

Mn 62

AIPO4-11 0.39 × 0.63 nm n-Hexane Co 19

AIPO4-36 0.65 × 0.75 nm n-Pentane Co 5

Mn 0

n-Hexane Co 23

Mn 0

n-Octane Co 12

Mn 7

AIPO4-5 0.73 × 0.73 nm n-Hexane Co 9

Source: Dugal 2000 [57]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.
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effect region selective
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alkanes at terminal methyl
groups. MAPO-18 (M=CoIII,
MnIII) is especially effective
for this purpose. (Thomas
et al. 2001 [58]. Reproduced
with permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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10.7.3 Alkane Oxidation

Radical chain oxidation reactions of alkanes can have superior selectivity when
activated by reducible cations that are part of the AlPO framework, due to limita-
tions imposed by the zeolitic micropores. Fe3+, Co3+, and Mn3+ cation substitu-
tion can especially be used to selectively produce alcohols, ketones, or acids from
linear and cyclic alkanes while the skeletal carbon number is maintained.
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Radical chain auto-oxidation reactions occur by a sequence of initiation, chain
propagation, and chain termination reaction steps. The initiation step involves
the formation of an OOH intermediate and hydrocarbon-free radical R⋅. Subse-
quently, a reactive ROO⋅ species is formed by the reaction of an alkyl radical with
O2.
The reaction propagation step is:

ROO⋅ + RH → ROOH + R⋅

Chain termination occurs by a bimolecular reaction such as:

2R(H)OO⋅ → ROH + (RH) −O +O2

Reactions at mild temperatures are initiated by redox reactions with reducible
cations. These reactions have a substantially lower activation energy than the
non-catalytic initiation reaction, on the order of 100 kJmol−1 versus 190 kJmol−1
[59].
Direct alkane activation is possible by using reactions similar to those discussed

for the activation of benzaldehyde:

R +Mn3+ → R⋅ +Mn2+ +H+
ads

ROO⋅ +Mn2+ +H+ → ROOH +Mn3+

In small zeolitic micropores, the bimolecular chain termination reaction is
suppressed because it inhibits the recombination of the bulky peroxy radicals.
The reaction with linear alkanes will be initiated with the primary CH3 groups,
because the endpoints will be directed into the cavities where the activating
cations are located (see Figure 9i.3). Products will be formed by decomposition
of the peroxides by reactions such as:

ROOH +M2+ +H+ → RO +H2O +M3+

Table 9i.1 shows the selectivity for primary carbon atom oxidation from AlO4
materials with different micropore structures. The production of adipic acid, a
C6 hexyl terminated by two end-on carboxylic groups, is unique and indicative of
the role of microcavity inclusion. This is an important step in nylon production.
Figure 9i.4 illustrates the full complexity of the catalytic reaction cycle of rad-

ical chain catalysis induced by reducible cations located in the framework of
AlPO4 materials. It shows the interplay of CH activation,O2 activation, and redox
catalysis.

10.8 Summary of Zeolite Catalysis

Zeolite catalysis, as discussed in this chapter as well as the previous chapter, pro-
vides a rich variety of reactions that can be used to produce a wide range of
products. The constraints of chemistry within the catalyst micropores results in
unique reactivity.
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We can distinguish the following elementary reaction steps:

– Proton transfer and proton-activated catalysis.This gives rise to Brønsted acid
catalysis.

– Hydride transfer reactions.These are general and usually occur near activated
groups such as C=C, keto-enol group combinations. These reactions lead to
hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, C—C bond cleavage, and C—C bond for-
mation.

– Heterolytic C—Hbond activation by reactive oxidic cationic sites. Oxygen of a
reactive (cationic) particle accepts a proton and ametal cation of the same par-
ticle binds an alkyl intermediate, inducing a variety of consecutive reactions.

– Charge separation and electron transfer reactions, within or between reac-
tants.These are usually accompanied by steric selectivity andmolecular recog-
nition preference.

– Competitive adsorption into CH, C=C, and activated C–C bonds.
– Radical chain reactions quenched by the micropores.

In addition to these reactions, there are the specific effects that are due to
zeolite micropore structure and dimension:

– Selective biased concentration of reaction intermediates. This relates to free
energies of adsorption that can also depend on micropore occupation.

– Equilibration of intermediates within themicropores versus equilibrationwith
the external reaction environment.

– Steric constraints that relate to the size mismatch between reaction interme-
diates and the micropores.
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11

Reducible Solid State Catalysts

11.1 Introduction

The main topic of this chapter is the surface reactivity of reducible inorganice
materials, primary transition metal oxides. In addition we will briefly discuss
catalysis by sulfide catalysts. We will present selective oxidation and reduction
reactions as well as hydrodesulfization (HDS) and related reactions, in addition
to others that include electrocatalytic and photocatalytic water splitting. Also
included is a section on the chloride supported systems, which are applied in
Ziegler-Natta polymerization catalysis.
While most of the solid state catalysts considered consist of the surface of a

transition metaloxide or sulfide, this chapter will also deal with single-site coor-
dination compounds attached to non-reducible high surface area oxide supports
as used for the metathesis reaction.
Some of these reactions have already been introduced earlier in Chapters 2

and 3. Here we provide a more in-depth discussion with a focus on the molecular
aspects of the reactions.
The chemical binding aspects of transition metal oxides and their surfaces are

discussed in detail in the next section 11.2. This will be followed by the later
sections that discuss the mechanism of the different catalytic reactions.

11.2 Chemical Bonding of Transition Metal Oxides
and Their Surfaces

11.2.1 Electronic Structure of the Metal Oxide Chemical Bond

The chemical bond in a metal oxide is polar and its energy consists of both an
ionic or electrostatic contribution and a covalent contribution to the bond energy.
An interesting consequence of the important contribution of the electrostatic
energy to the chemical bond energy is the trend of the surface energy of the oxide
compounds.
While for the transition metals the surface energies follow the trends in bulk

cohesive energies (Chapter 7, Figure 1i.1) this is generally not the case for the

Modern Heterogeneous Catalysis: An Introduction, First Edition. Rutger A. van Santen.
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transition metal oxides. The trends in surface energies of the ionic oxides are
contrary to the trends for the heats of formation of the corresponding bulk oxides.
This is illustrated by Figures 1i.2 in this chapter.
When an ionic solid is considered to consist of ions approximated as point

charges equal to their valence, the electrostatic energy is given by the Madelung
energy, which we defined earlier in Chapter 6 (Eqs. (6.1a)–(6.1c)).
The Madelung constant in the Madelung energy expression defines the

electrostatic energy of an ionic solid as a function of its structure. It is the
proportionality constant in the electrostatic energy expression of the solid.
The electrostatic energy is also proportional to the product of ion charges and
inversely proportional to the nearest neighbor distance of cation and anion.
The Madelung constant is the same for materials of the same structure.

Table 1i.1 compares the Madelung constants for different structures and
Table 1i.2 compares its value at the surface with its value in the bulk for different
surfaces of the rutile and anatase structures of TiO2. These are shown in
Figures 1i.1 with the corresponding DFT calculated surface energies.
The ionic solids have low surface energies. This is because when their cation

and anion charges balance the overall surface charge is zero. Therefore the elec-
trostatic interaction between the surfaces becomes zero at large distances.
The low surface energy of an ionic solid is due to the small decrease in the

electrostatic interaction at the surface.The decrease is so small because the elec-
trostatic interactions are long-range and hence do not depend strongly only on
the nearest neighbor interactions (see Table 1i.2). This is different from covalent
interactions.The covalent interaction depends strongly only on nearest neighbor
atom coordination. It relates to the distribution of electrons over the bonding,
non -bonding, antibonding orbitals or chemical bond.
The electrostatic interaction due to the charges on cations and anions of the

oxide contributes considerably to their heats of formation, especially for the ionic
oxides of the metals located at the left part of a row in the periodic system.
In Chapter 7, we discussed the trends in adsorption energies of oxygen to tran-

sition metal surfaces. The adatom energies as well as the polarity of their respec-
tive M—O bonds increase for transition metals from right to left along a row of
the periodic table.The same trend is found for themetal oxides.This trend relates
to the decreasing ionization potential of the metal atoms, which is exhibited by
corresponding decreases in the work functions of the corresponding metals (see
Chapter 7, Figure 1i.4).
With a change in position of the metal along a row of the periodic system

the relative contribution of the covalent interaction to the M—O chemical bond
energy increases with the decrease in electrostatic interaction.
The trend in surface energies of the ionic oxides anti-parallel to the trend for

the heats of formation of the corresponding bulk oxides is a consequence of the
large electrostatic contribution to the bulk energy of formation.
The electrostatic contribution to the surface energies varies only slightly

between the oxides, whereas the change in bulk energies is dominated by
variation in the covalent as well as electrostatic energy contributions.
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Insert 1: The Ionic Bond

Figure 1i.1 shows the surface structures and the respective surface energies of the
anatase and rutile surfaces. Table 1i.1 gives the Madelung constants for some bulk oxides.
Table 1i.2 compares the Madelung constants and the electrostatic energies of TiO2

surfaces and bulk. Figure 1i.2 compares the changes in bulk and surface energies for
several oxides.

Anatase (101) – 0.44 J m−2 Anatase (100) – 0.53 J m−2 Rutile (101) – 1.01 J m−2 Rutile (100) – 0.67 J m−2

Anatase (001) – 0.90 J m−2 Anatase (110) – 1.09 J m−2 Rutile (001) – 1.21 J m−2 Rutile (110) – 0.48 J m−2

Figure 1i.1 The structures, the common surface terminations, and the corresponding surface
free energies computed by DFT for the TiO2 anatase bulk and TiO2 rutile bulk. (After [1, 2].)

Table 1i.1 Madelung constants of several oxides with different crystal
structures.

PdO Cu2O TiO2 (rutile) TiO2 (anatase) SiO2

1.605 4.44 4.82 4.80 4.44

Source: Greenwood 1968 [4]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.

Table 1i.2 Madelung potentials Φ and Madelung constants M for TiO2 anatase (100)
(a) surface and TiO2 rutile (110) (b) surface.

(a)

l 𝚽(5)(Ti4+)(e nm−1) 𝚽(2)(O2−)(e nm−1) 𝚽(3)(O2−)(e nm−1) M

0 −28.66 17.29 19.92 4.45053

1 −29.56 19.66 19.66 4.76644

2 −29.57 19.63 19.63 4.76539

3 −29.59 19.61 19.61 4.76531

(Continued)
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Insert 1: (Continued)

Table 1i.2 (Continued)

(b)

l Φ(5)(Ti4+)(e nm−1) Φ(6)(Ti4+)(e nm−1) Φ(3)(O2−)(e nm−1) M(5) M(6)

0 −20.53 −24.16 26.87 4.61313 4.99642

1 −22.68 −22.53 26.41 4.77649 4.76231

2 −22.64 −22.67 26.43 4.77163 4.77254

3 −22.67 −22.67 26.36 4.77185 4.77182

“l” denotes the layer number with respect to the surface. Coordination numbers of
titanium and oxygen in the surface layer are indicated as superscripts of Φ. The differences
of the Madelung constant values compiled in this table with Table 1i.1 are due to small
differences in structural parameter values.
Source: Woning and van Santen 1983 [5]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
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The relatively low surface energy of the oxides versus that of the metals has an
interesting consequence for the reducibility trend of small oxide particles as a
function of particle size. When particles become smaller, the energy differences
between the oxide and the metal increase. Since in contrast to the oxides the
surface energy of the transition metals strongly depends on surface atom coor-
dination number.This causes small oxidized particles to be relatively more resis-
tant to reduction than the corresponding large particles. It is consistent with the
observation that the reduction of large oxidized metal particles generally occurs
at lower temperatures than the reduction of smaller oxide particles.

11.2.2 The Electronic Structure of the Transition Metal Oxides

The electronic structure of the chemical bond in the dominantly ionic oxide is
very different than in a dominantly covalent oxide. In both cases, bonding and
antibonding molecular M—O orbital fragments are formed, but the interaction
of metal atom valence atomic orbitals and oxygen atom valence atomic orbitals
are very different (see Insert 2).
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Insert 2: The Electronic Structure of the Oxides

The PdO bulk structure and surface structure of the PdO(101) surface are given in
Chapter 7 (Figures 10i.1 and 10i.3). In bulk PdO, the Pd2+ cation shares four oxygen atoms
that are located in a planar square.

In Figure 2i.1, the partial density of states (PDOS) on the Pd ion is resolved into the
contributions of the respective Pd d-atomic orbitals.
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Figure 2i.1 Decomposition of the Pd 4d PDOS into its components. All the PDOS have been
calculated at the DFT-GGA level using the VASP code. (van Santen et al. 2015 [6]. Reproduced
with permission of Elsevier.)

The bond order density of the PdO bond are shown in Chapter 7, Figure 10i.3. The struc-
tures of bulk TiO2 and its surfaces are presented in Figure 1i.1. In TiO2, the Ti4+ ion is
octahedrally coordinated with six oxygen atoms. The electronic structure of TiO2 is shown
in Figures 2i.2.

The electronic features PDOS and –COHP (crystal orbital Hamiltonian population) plot-
ted in these figures are defined in Chapter 6, Insert 1.

(Continued)
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Insert 2: (Continued)
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Figure 2i.2 (a) PDOS on the Ti atom and O atom of the rutile TiO2 structure. (b) Chemical
bonding analysis (COHP) of the free TiO bond. The PDOS has been computed at the DFT–GGA
level using VASP code. The COHP analysis has been performed using the Lobster code based
on VASP data. In both plots, the zero energy level was chosen to coincide with the Fermi level
EF. (van Santen et al. 2015 [6]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Thebonding or antibonding nature of respective orbital fragments follows from
the sign of the bond order densities 𝜌ijh in the –COHP plots of PdO and TiO2
respectively.
In PdO, we can distinguish three electron density regimes: the electron density

between −3 and −8 eV (regime I), the electron density between −3 and +1 eV
(regime II), and the electron density above +1 eV (regime III). Comparison with
the valence electron distribution of Pd metal (Chapter 6, Figure 5i.2) shows that
the d-valence electrons of Pd metal have a finite PDOS density only in regime II.
As follows from the COHP plots in Chapter 7, Figure 10i.3b, the electron den-

sity regime I in PdO is dominated by the bonding M—O molecular orbital frag-
ments.The electron density in energy intervals II and III is antibonding.The three
partial density regimes I, II, and III, correspond with the ligand field splitting as
sketched in Figure 3i.1. The Pd 4dz2,dx2 and the 4dy2 atomic orbitals participate
in bonding orbitals. The 4dx2−y

2 atomic orbital participates in the antibonding
orbitals below the Fermi-level and the 4dxy atomic orbital in antibonding orbitals
above the Fermi-level. In region III, the appearence of a substantial PDOS for
the Pd d-valence electron density as well as O-2p atomic orbital density above
the Fermi-level also implies that the d-valence electron band as well as the O 2p
atomic orbitals are not completely occupied. Indeed, we would expect the Pd
cation to have a 2+ charge and the O atom a 2− charge. Clearly, in the PdO com-
pound the charges on the atoms are lower, because the atomic orbitals of O are
not completely filled.
Different from PdO the antibonding molecular orbital regime dominated by

the Ti 3d-valence atomic orbitals is located completely above the Fermi level.
Similarly as in PdO, and in agreement with the ligand field splitting for an octa-
hedrally coordinated metal cation, the PDOS spectrum above the Fermi-level is
split into two regimes. At lower energies, the larger peak is mainly non-bonding
and the higher smaller peak is antibonding.
The extreme difference in PDOS ratio for the Ti d-valence atomic orbitals and

the O 2p atomic orbitals in the respective bonding valence band regime and anti-
bonding conduction band regime is indicative of the high ionicity of the TiO2
metal oxide chemical bond.TheTi d-valence electron density is nearly competely
pushed above the Fermi level. The total electron population on the Ti atom is
nearly zero (there is only a small PDOS contribution below the Fermi level). The
charge on Ti is therefore slightly less than 4+. Below the Fermi-level the atomic
orbitals of O are nearly completely occupied.
The narrow bandwidth of the respective molecular orbitals also indicates that

the d-electrons are mainly localized on the metal cations.
As we already indicated valence electronic ligand field theory of coordination

complexes [7] can be used to model the electronic structure of the metal cations
of the transitionmetal oxides. It is a simplifiedmodel and considers only the local
environment of themetal atom,while directmetal atom–metal atom interactions
are ignored [8, 9]. The interaction between the metal and oxygen atom is viewed
to involve only one doubly occupied 𝜎-symmetric atomic orbital on the oxygen
atom. Figure 3i.1 shows the ligand field molecular orbital correlation diagram for
the Pd2+ cation in PdO.
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Insert 3: Ligand Field Theory

Figures 3i.1 and 3i.2 illustrate the construction of ligand field splitting of the d-valence
atomic orbitals on the metal cation for different coordination of the cations. Figure 3i.1
shows the resulting split of the d-valence electron energies in PdO. The Pd ion is pla-
nar and fourfold coordinated; Figure 3i.2 shows the d-valence electron energy distribu-
tion for a cation such as Mn2+ that is octahedrally coordinated. The low- and high-spin
cases are compared. Within ligand field theory, the ligand field splitting is due to the
bonding and antibonding interactions with the atomic orbitals mainly localized on the
neighbouring anion atoms.

Crystal field theory provides a way to estimate the splitting of the d atomic orbital levels
based on an electrostatic interaction model. This is illustrated by Figure 3i.3. Table 3i.1
summarizes the effect of crystal field splitting on chemical bond stabilization for low- and
high-spin electron distributions and Figure 3i.4 illustrates this for solvation energies of
metal cations. Water surrounds these cations octahedrally.
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Pd2+ Four O2– anions

Fourfold planar

Figure 3i.1 Local ligand field electronic structure model of the chemical bond of a planar
fourfold-coordinated Pd2+ ion in PdO. (van Santen et al. 2015 [6]. Reproduced with permission
of Elsevier.)
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Figure 3i.2 Ligand field splitting in an octahedral environment with (a) high- and (b) low-spin
d-electron distributions. (van Santen et al. 2015 [6]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Figure 3i.3 Influence of an octahedral field on the position of the energy levels of the d
orbitals according to crystal field theory [10].

(Continued)
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Insert 3: (Continued)

Table 3i.1 Ligand field stabilizing energy (LFSE) for the d atomic orbitals in an octahedral
field.

Number of d electrons 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

High-spin LFSE (in Dq) 0 4 8 12 6 0 4 8 12 6 0

Low-spin LFSE (in Dq) 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 18 12 6 0

Difference (in Dq) 0 0 0 0 10 20 20 10 0 0 0

Source: Greenwood 1968 [4]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
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Figure 3i.4 Ligand field stabilization
energy of dihalogenides from the first row
of transition elements. (Waddington 1959
[11]. Reproduced with permission of
Elsevier.)

Within the ligand field model, the five 4d atomic orbitals of Pd2+ hybridize
with its one 5s and three 5p valence atomic orbitals. The Pd ion in PdO has a
planar coordination with four oxygen atoms. This results in four bonding and
four antibonding orbital combinations. Orbital overlap between the Pd dxz, dxy
atomic orbitals, and O 𝜎 atomic orbitals is prevented by symmetry, and the Pd
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dz2 atomic orbital interacts only weakly with the surrounding O atoms because
it is not directed toward them (the z-axis is perpendicular to the Pd-4O plane).
These orbitals are therefore non-bonding. The two dx2−y2 (directed between the
O atoms) and dxy (directed toward the O atoms) atomic orbitals are antibonding.
The dxy orbital, which mixes strongly with the O orbitals, is unoccupied. Within
the Pauling valence bond hybridizationmodel [12], the Pd valence atomic orbitals
can be characterized as four dsp2 hybridized orbitals, directed to the corners of a
square.
The calculated orbital scheme used to construct Figures 3i.1 and 3i.2 does not

completely agreewith the simplified ligand field splittingmodel because the three
2p atomic orbitals of the O atommix in the solid, contrary to the simplifying rule,
with one 𝜎 atomic orbital on the O atom.
When ametal atom is octahedrally coordinated to six oxygen atoms, as in TiO2,

the symmetry of ligand field splitting is as illustrated in Figure 3i.2. Ligand field
splitting predicts three non-bonding degenerate t2g atomic orbitals and two anti-
bonding degenerate eg levels (for group theory notations for the symmetries of
orbitals see [13]). In the electronic structure of TiO2 shown in Figure 2i.2, these
can be recognized as the unoccupied conduction band d-atomic orbitals on Ti in
the +4 to +8 eV energy regime. Note that the intensity is 3/2-fold higher for the
three t2g orbitals than for the two eg orbitals, and that the calculated antibonding
character is substantially higher for the eg orbitals than for the t2g orbitals.
The schematic illustration of ligand field splitting of MnO (see Figure 3i.2)

illustrates an important additional feature of 3d transition metal cations. When
electron-electron repulsion is weak compared to the ligand field splitting ener-
gies, the lower energies will be doubly occupied. This gives a low total electronic
spinstate (Figure 3i.2b). The large one-atomic repulsion of two electrons in the
same atomic orbitalsmay be released by pushing an electron into an empty higher
energy atomic orbital. This state has a lower energy when the orbitals energy dif-
ference is less than the intraorbital electron–electron repulsion energy. It will
result in the high spin state sketched in Figure 3i.2a which prescribes single elec-
trons in separate orbitals to have parallel spin.
An alternative to the covalent ligand field splitting model is the crystal field

splitting model. This can be used to estimate the effect of low spin–high spin
excitation on the bond energy.
The crystal field model is an electrostatic model, which calculates relative

energies of the cation d-atomic orbitals based on their relative orientation
with respect to the negative point charges of the anions. The electron in an
orbital not directed toward the point charges has a lower energy than the
average electrostatic energy, while an electron in an atomic orbital directed
toward the point charges has a higher than average energy. This is illustrated in
Figure 3i.3 for a cation with octahedral coordination. Orbitals below the average
electrostatic energy are stabilized, orbitals above the average electrostatic energy
are destabilized.
By counting the number of electrons in the up or down d atomic orbitals, we

can estimate the crystal field splitting stabilization as a function of the number
of d-electrons on the metal cation.This procedure is illustrated in Table 3i.1.The
low spin case showsmaximumcrystal field splitting stabilizationwhen the system
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has six electrons, while the high spin case shows a maximum for three and eight
electron occupation and aminimum for a five electron occupation.The high spin
case is representative for metal cations of the third row. Figure 3i.4 illustrates
the double maxima in stabilization energy for third row cations of similar charge
when the hydration energy is plotted along a row in the periodic table.
These crystal field stabilization estimates will be important when we discuss

trends in the reactivity of third row metal oxides (see Sections 11.3.1 and 11.6.1).
Trends in the covalent contribution to the metal-oxide bond can be deduced

from Figure 11.1, which shows calculated PDOS plots of the valence band (the
occupiedmetal oxide orbitals) and conduction band (the unoccupiedmetal oxide
orbitals) electron density distributions for different metal oxides with the rutile
structure.
From top to bottom, the metals vary in position along a row in the periodic

table from left to right. This implies a gradual increase in both the number of
d-valence electrons and in transition metal atom ionization potential.
We recognize the unoccupied Ti d-atomic orbitals in TiO2, which are part of

the bonding conduction band orbitals, and the occupied O 2p atomic orbitals
that are part of the antibonding valence electron band orbitals. The bandgap
between valence and conduction band is dominated by the difference in elec-
trostatic energy of an electron on the O atom and an electron on the Ti atom
(the electron on Ti will have a repulsive interaction in the field of the negatively
charged oxygen atoms). The degree of covalency of the chemical bond is low, as
deduced from an estimate of the ratio of the PDOS of the oxygen atomic orbitals
and metal valence atomic orbitals (see also Chapter 6, Insert 2).
When the d-electron count increases the valence electrons will also occupy the

antibonding conduction bandorbitals, whichwill weaken theM—Obond energy.
The Fermi level will be positioned within the antibonding valence band regime.
For VO2, the bandgap that arises from the ionicity of the chemical bond is located
within the occupied electron energy density regime. This bandgap tends to dis-
appear for the metal oxides on the right side of the periodic system, indicating
the increasing covalent character of the M—O bonds.
As we have discussed for PdO (see Insert 2), which has amainly covalentM—O

bonds, the d-valence band density separates into three regimes. Regions I and III,
which correspond to the bonding and antibonding M—O orbitals, and region II,
dominated by non-bonding and weakly antibonding d atomic orbitals.
In Figure 11.1, which allows for comparison of these electron density regimes

of different oxides, the appearance of a region II density is already apparent for
CrO2.When one compares the oxides with transitionmetals from the left to right
along a row of the periodic system, the oxides such as MoO2, WO2, or VO2 are
still highly ionic as follows from the low relative contributions of the O atomic
orbital in the unoccupied region III electron density PDOS, and the high polarity
of their M—O bonds. There is still a bandgap between the region I and region II
electron energy densities. On the other hand, for metal oxides such as RuO2 and
IrO2, the strong signature of the covalent interactions is made apparent by the
features of mixed O 2p and transition metal atomic orbital densities in region III
and the absence of a bandgap between the regions I and II electron densities.
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Figure 11.1 Density of states for bulk rutile metal oxides projected onto the transition-metal
(TM) d orbitals (black solid line), oxygen p orbitals (red solid line), and oxygen s orbitals (blue
solid line) versus energy, 𝜀, in electron volts relative to the Fermi level, 𝜀F (thin red vertical line).
Filling is denoted by the shaded regions. (Mowbray et al. 2011 [3]. Reproduced with
permission of American Chemical Society.)
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11.2.3 The Electronic Structure of the Transition Metal Oxide Surface

Two types of Pd and O ions are present on the PdO(101) surface, each
with different reactivities. Cations and anions are four-coordinated and
three-coordinated, respectively (see Figure 10i.1b). The adsorption energy of
H2 to a fourfold-coordinated surface Pd ion is endothermic (+58 kJmol−1), but
exothermic on the coordinatively unsaturated Pd ion (−32 kJmol−1) [14].
In a covalent oxide such as PdO, there is a change in PDOS when the coor-

dination number decreases. The atoms of the PdO(101) surface, which have
three coordination instead of bulk four coordination, have a smaller difference
in energy 𝛿 between the respective bonding and antibonding molecular orbital
regimes than the bulk. The electronic structures of the atoms at the PdO(101)
surface are shown in Figure 4i.1. The surface structure of PdO(101) and the bulk
structure of PdO with its electronic structure can be found in Chapter 7, Insert
10. The smaller value of 𝛿 implies that the interaction energy between palladium
and the oxygen atoms has decreased.
Less of the d-valence electron density on Pd is above the Fermi level due to the

reduced energy difference of density regions I and III. This implies that the Pd
cation charge at the surface is lower.

Insert 4: Chemical Bonding and Reactivity of Reducible Metal-Oxide Surfaces

For the structure of the Pd(101) surface, we refer to Chapter 7, Figure 10i.1b. Figure 4i.1
shows the electronic structures of three-coordinated Pd and O, respectively, at this surface.
Figure 4i.2 gives the structure of bulk CeO2 and three of its surfaces. Bandgap, surface
energies, and oxygen vacancy formation energies are indicated (Table 4i.1).
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(COHP) for the Pd3—O3 bond. All the PDOS have been calculated at the DFT–GGA level using
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Santen et al. 2015 [6]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Insert 4: (Continued)

Table 4i.1 Electronic properties and energies of CeO2.

Bulk (111) (110) (100)

Band gap (eV) 2.35 2.02 1.67 1.69

Surface energies (J m−2) – 0.68 1.01 1.41

Vacancy formation (eV) – 2.60 1.99 2.27

Values from [6, 15, 16].

In Figure 4i.2, the three low-energy surfaces of CeO2 are shown and compared
with the bulk structure of CeO2. Bulk CeO2 adopts the fluorite structure,
with the larger Ce atoms showing the face centered cubic (fcc) packing
and eight-coordination with the O atoms that occupy the tetrahedral sites
between the four Ce atoms in a cubic arrangement. The (111) surface contains
seven-coordinated Ce atoms and three-coordinated O atoms, the (110) surface
contains six-coordinated Ce atoms and three-coordinated O atoms, and the
(100) surface has six-coordinated Ce atoms and two-coordinated O atoms.
CeO2 is an ionic solid with a substantial bandgap energy between valence and

conduction band. The bandgap energy decreases on the surfaces and diminishes
further with increasing coordinative unsaturation of the surface ions. This dif-
ference in bandgap (see also Table 4i.1) energy suggests a lower energy cost to
transfer an electron from the oxygen anion to a Ce cation, which reduces the
oxygen vacancy formation energy of the surface with the more coordinatively
unsaturated ions. It also reflects a decrease in the Madelung constant, which is a
measure of the electrostatic field, at the surface of the ionic solid. Table 4i.1 indeed
shows that the surface energies increase with decreasing coordination energy of
the surface ions.
The dense CeO2(111) surface is also most difficult to reduce. However CeO2,

surface reconstruction stabilizes the coordinatively most unsaturated (100) sur-
face, so that its reduction temperature exceeds that of the (110) CeO2 surface
[17].

11.2.4 Trends in Adsorption Energies of O Adatoms to Transition Metal
Oxide Surfaces

The energies for the adsorption of atomic oxygen to cations of reducible oxides
are a strong function of cation charge and d-valence electron occupation. This is
illustrated by the adsorption energy trends reproduced in Figure 11.2 [18].
Adsorption energies are compared for cubic monooxides and the mixed oxide

perovskites whose structure is shown in Figure 11.3.
The perovskite structure allows for a wide range of compositions. The reactive

metal cation (Ti) is octahedrally coordinated with O, and the other cations (Ba)
are large and occupy the corners of a cube. They are coordinated with 12 oxygen
atoms, which have a cubic fcc arrangement. When the charge on the large cation
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Figure 11.2 Adsorption energy grid for *O adsorbed on various classes of oxides as a function
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atom to the transition metal surface is shown. (Calle-Vallejo et al. 2013 [18]. Reproduced with
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Figure 11.3 Perovskite structure of
compound BaTiO3: grey (Ti), black (O), and
white (Ba).

changes, the cation charge on the transition metal must adapt. This is the reason
for the great variety of components with perovskite structure.
In the calculations used in Figure 11.2, the transitionmetal cation that binds the

adsorbing oxygen atom is a truncated octahedral site, missing one of its oxygen
corner atoms.We observe a high adsorption energy formetals with a low number
of valence electrons that are located at the left of a row of the periodic system.
The adsorption energy decreases for transition metals located at the right of the
same row in the periodic system. This is similar to the trends found for oxygen
adsorption to the transition metal surfaces (Chapter 7, Insert 4).
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Themetal atom-oxygen atom bond is highly polar.The low electron countmet-
als have low nuclear charge and hence they have low ionization energy. The high
polarity of the chemical bond is the reason for their strong bond energy.
The nuclear charge of the metal atom increases with increasing electron count

so that ionization potential decreases and the chemical bond gets a stronger cova-
lent contribution. Both the bonding and antibonding fragmentmolecular orbitals
between M—O become occupied. The increasing d-electron occupation of the
antibonding orbitals is an additional reason for the decrease in the strength of
the M—O adsorbate bond.
Figure 11.2 indicates that, without exception, the bonding strength to a cation

on an oxide surface is lower than the adsorption strength to the corresponding
transition metal surface. The higher the charge on the cation becomes, the lower
will be its interaction with the adsorbing oxygen atom, since electron donation
to the oxygen atom becomes reduced.

11.2.5 Reconstruction of Polar Surfaces

Wehave seen several examples of surface reconstruction. It can have a large effect
on the reactivity of an oxide surface.This is of particular importance for polar sur-
faces. Tasker [19] has provided a theory that gives insights into the electrostatic
driving forces behind the reconstruction of these surfaces.
This is illustrated in Figure 5i.1a. Structure (a) in this figure is electrostatically

stable since the sum of its positive and negative charges is zero in the surface
layer. When the surfaces are separated by an infinite distance, their electrostatic
interaction vanishes.
The polar surface of layered compounds, case b in Figure 5i.1a, is also stable

because the dipole moments oriented in opposite directions and perpendicular
to the basal plane in one layer cancel.
The surface of structure c in Figure 5i.1a is unstable because it has a

non-vanishing dipole moment.
As illustrated in Figure 5i.1b, a vanishing dipole moment is generated from

structure c in Figure 5i.1a when half of its surface charge transfers from the top
surface to the bottom surface. Then the structure again becomes stable.
Stability conditions of the polar surface of compounds with the corundum

structure are shown in Figures 5i.2 and 5i.3 [20]. In the bulk, each cation is
octahedrally coordinated by oxygen. This is also the case for the cations on the
polar (001) surfaces of γ-Al2O3, Cr2O3, V2O3, and γ-Fe2O3 as well as γ-Ga2O3.
The Tasker type reconstructions are realized differently for each system. The
specific kind of terminations for the (001) surface of the different materials is
schematically illustrated as a function of oxygen chemical potential. Four atom
composition type terminations are found: full oxygen, full metal, half metal, and
metal-oxo. Figure 5i.3 shows that the ionic compounds only occur as a half metal
surface. The more covalent compounds can also stabilize the full metal phase.
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Insert 5: Reconstruction of Polar Surfaces

Figure 5i.1 gives the schematic representation of the stable reconstruction of the polar
surface.

Figure 5i.2 shows the different kind of terminations that occur for the (001) surface of
the different materials, and Figure 5i.3 schematically illustrates the surface reconstructions
of this surface as a function of oxygen chemical potential.
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Insert 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5i.2 Side view of the corundum-phase M2O3(001) structure showing four different
possible surface terminations. (Woodruff 2013 [20]. Reproduced with permission of American
Chemical Society.)
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11.3 Mechanism of Oxidation Catalysis by Group V, VI
Metal Oxides

11.3.1 Reactivity Trends

Group V and VI reducible transition metal oxides such as V2O5 or MoO3 are
selective oxidation catalysts. A high selectivity and catalyst stability is achieved
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by the design of multicomponent materials, often with very complex structures
containing V or Mo cations as important components. A major issue is the sup-
pression of total combustion.
The component metal cations can have several different valence states; thus,

there is a wide variation in themetal–oxygen atom stoichiometries and the redox
energies for these compounds.
Catalysis by these materials takes place by the Mars–van Krevelen mech-

anism[21]. Oxidation catalysis can be viewed as a sequence of elementary
surface oxidation and reduction steps, occurring at various dissimilar sites. The
oxidation of substrate reagent molecules occurs by reaction with the surface
oxygen atoms.This is a surface reduction step. Reoxidation of the surface occurs
by dissociative adsorption of O2, which can occur at different sites than the
oxygen–reagent reactions. This is made possible by the rapid diffusion of oxygen
atoms through lattice vacancies. Proof of the Mars–van Krevelen mechanism
was exhibited by isotope-labeled experiments with 18O2 in the gas phase, where
product formation is followed as a function of time. In principle, the initial
product oxygen can be 18O or 16O labeled. In the second case, the surface
reaction occurs with the unlabeled bulk oxygen atoms. The Mars–van Krevelen
mechanism occurs when product molecules are initially found that have the
same label as the non-labeled bulk oxide.
The strength of the M—O bond, its polarity, and the redox energies of the

reducible cations that compose the metal oxide are reactivity descriptors for the
oxide catalyst. When the M—O bond is strong because of multiple σ and π sym-
metric chemical bonds, the charge on the reducible cation high, and the redox
energy for cation reduction relatively low, substrate activation by O is nucle-
ophilic and of the radical type.
The reactivity of the reducible oxides depends strongly on particle size. Large

crystallites tend to be more reactive than small oxide clusters. As illustrated in
Figure 6i.1 and Table 6i.1, the V=O bond is strong in small clusters, but substan-
tially weaker in layered bulk Vanadium oxide. In the bulk system, the V=O group
is in contact with a vanadyl group of the layer below. This contact enhances the
reactivity of the upper vanadyl group since it stabilizes the vanadium cation. We
will see in Section 11.3.2.1 that there is also a great difference between the reac-
tivity of a single-siteMo center and a largeMoO3 cluster. Single-siteMo catalyzes
the metathesis reaction without oxygen insertion, but the MoO3 oxide particle is
an active oxidation catalyst.
Reaction with a saturated organic molecule is initiated by the formation of OH

and a radical intermediate. Butane activation is illustrated by Figure 6i.2. The
basal (001) plane of V2O5 contains terminal V=O reactive vanadyl groups and
V—O—V sites with bridging oxygen atoms. An alkane molecule such as butane
is activated as a radical with the formation of a VOH species and alcoxy species
that adsorbs to a terminal vanadyl (see Figure 6i.2) and the V5 cation is reduced
to V4 in this step. This is the initial step of the butane oxidation toward maleic
anhydride reaction catalyzed by vanadium phosphate. This reaction is selective
because the stability of maleic anhydride makes it resistant to further oxidation.
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Thesurface reactivity of the bulk oxides is determined to a large extent by differ-
ences in the reducibility of the oxides. Table 6i.2 compares the heats of formation
for the reducible oxides as a function of metal cation redox state.

Insert 6: Reactivity of Reducible Oxides

Figure 6i.1 and Table 6i.2 compare bond energies of the vanadium vanadyl group as a
function of cluster size. Figure 6i.2 shows calculated reaction intermediates of propane
activation by V2O5. Figures 6i.3 and 6i.4 compare the reactivity trend of reducible oxides
with the trend found for the adsorption energies of oxygen.
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Figure 6i.1 (a) Two-layer V20O62H24 cluster model for the (001) crystal surface of V2O5 and the
relaxed structure after formation of a vanadyl O defect. (b) The O=V(OCH3)3 molecule (b1) and
its dimer (b2). Relaxed structures after removal of one and two vanadyl O atoms are also
shown. (After [22, 23].)
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Table 6i.1 Calculated V=O bond dissociation energies for some complexes [22, 23].

V=O bond dissociation energy (kJ mol−1)

V20O62H24 (a1) 113 (286)a)

OV(OCH3)3 (b1) 312

[OV(OCH3)3]2 (b2) 210

a1, b1, and b2 refer, respectively, to the structures presented in Figure 6i.1.
a) Before structure relaxation.

(a) (b)

V

O

C

H

Figure 6i.2 (a) Illustrations of the reactant, transition, and product states involved in the
removal of a hydrogen atom from propane to form i-propoxide species. (Gilardoni et al. 2000
[24]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.) (b) Illustrations of the
reactant and product states involved in the formation of propene and water from an adsorbed
i-propoxide species.

(Continued)
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Insert 6: (Continued)

Table 6i.2 Heats of formation of important catalytically active reducible oxides.

(a)

V
Energy
(kcal mol−1)

Cr Energy
(kcal mol−1)

Mn Energy
(kcal mol−1) Nb

Energy
(kcal mol−1)

V2O5 −373 — — — — Nb2O5 −463.2

V2O4 −344 — — — — Nb2O4 −367.8

V2O3 −290 Cr2O3 −209 — — — —

V2O2 −200 — — MnO2 −124 — —

(b)

Mo Energy (kcal mol−1) Ta Energy (kcal mol−1) W Energy (kcal mol−1)

— — Ta2O5 −550 — —

MoO3 −180 — — WO3 −201

MoO2 −130 — — WO2 −136

Source: After [22].
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Figure 6i.3 Activity pattern for H—H, C—H and C—C bond activation as a function of
metal-element position in the third row of the periodic system. (Dowden 1972 [25].
Reproduced with permission of Taylor & Francis.)
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Figure 6i.4 The adsorption of O2 at
25 ∘C and P = 150 mmHg on LaMO3
(M=Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni). (Kremenic et al.
1985 [26]. Reproduced with permission
of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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The smaller energy difference of the redox states of the vanadium oxides makes
them the most reactive oxidation catalyst. This is why V2O5 will activate strong
CH bonds in an alkane, while MoO3 or MoO2 do not activate these bonds, but
only activate alkenes. These Mo compounds are selective for O insertion into
activated alkene intermediates as we will discuss in the next section. Nb2O5 has
the lowest reactivity due to its higher redox energies and is thus not an effective
oxidation catalyst.
A pronounced doubly peaked curve occurs on the plot of the reactivity for the

oxides of the third rowmetals as a function of themetal’s position along the row in
the periodic table (Figure 6i.3).This is very different from the single volcano-type,
bell-shaped dependence on d-valence electron count that we have seen for reac-
tions catalyzed by transition metals (see Chapter 8, Figure 11i.1). We will intro-
duce a similar double-peaked dependence on increasing metal cation d-electron
occupation for related systems used in electrocatalysis later the Section 11.6.1.
The double-peaked reactivity pattern is also seen when the trend in the

adsorption energy of oxygen is studied (see Figure 6i.4). The reason for the
double-peaked dependence of the M—O adatom energy on d-valence electron
count in these systems is the redistribution of the d-valence electrons when
cations are in a high spin state. As we have seen in Insert 3, for octahedrally
coordinated metal cations in the high spin state, crystal field splitting of the
d-valence atomic orbitals causes a dip in the M—O interaction energy for metal
cations with five electrons instead of the maximum in energy expected for the
low spin case (see also Figure 3i.4). High magnetic spin states commonly occur
in third row metal oxides with Mn2+ and Fe3+.
Interestingly, the catalytic reactions that are the basis of the plot of Figure 6i.3

are not oxidation reactions but instead involve the activation of H2, CH, or C=C
bonds. The relative energies of surface reaction intermediates behave in parallel
with the M—O bond energies.
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In the following sections, we will provide a detailed description of the mecha-
nism of propylene to acrolein oxidation, which illustrates the generalmechanistic
principles of the solid state oxide catalyzed reactions. Also radical reaction catal-
ysis of methane oxidation will be discussed as well as electrocatalytic evolution
of oxygen from water.

11.3.2 Selective Oxidation of Propylene and Propane

Acrolein and acrylamide are important base chemicals. Catalysis to produce
these chemicals from propylene was developed around 1960. More recently,
processes have been developed to produce these chemicals from propane.
While the catalysts for selective propylene oxidation are based on Mo, selective
propane oxidation requires activation by multicomponent catalysts that also
contain vanadium.

11.3.2.1 Propylene to Acrolein Conversion
The composition of the active phase of the propylene oxidation catalyst is
Bi2Mo3O12. The reactivity of an oxygen atom attached to Bi3+ is very different
from the reactivity for oxygen attached to Mo6+. The reaction is initiated by
radical reaction activation of propylene to give an allyl intermediate and OH.
The molybdate does not participate in this reaction, which is initiated by a BiO
moiety that is converted to BiOH. Deuterium-labeled propylene experiments
indicate that the rate-controlling step of the reaction is CH bond cleavage of the
CH3 group [27–29].
The allyl radical reacts with a molybdate M—O bond to an oxygen-𝜎-allyl

species (see [30]). Acrolein is formed with oxygen with equal probability at each
of the two propylene-ending C atoms. One of these atoms was initially part of
CH3 and the other was part of CH2. In the allyl intermediate the two end C
atoms are equivalent.
Pure Bi2O3 gives 1,5-hexadiene as a product, which is the dimer of the allyl.

Acrolein formation occurs from the𝜎-oxygen allyl species adsorbed toMo. In this
reaction step, anH atom is transferred from the allyl intermediate to an additional
O atom attached to Mo.
ExperimentswithMoO3 show that it can only convert activatedmolecules such

as allyl iodide, which readily gives allyl, to acrolein [31]. In the process of acrolein
formation, Mo6+ reduces to Mo4+. The catalyst is restored by re-oxidation with
O2 according to theMars–vanKrevelenmechanism. Figure 7i.1 gives a schematic
representation of the complex reaction network of this reaction as modeled with
a specially designed appropriate reactive force field.

Insert 7: Mechanism of Acrolein Formation and Ammoxidation

Figure 7i.1 is the reaction network of acrolein oxidation catalysis. Figure 7i.2 shows the
crystal structure of a catalyst that activates propane. The corresponding ammoxidation
mechanism is shown in Figure 7i.3.
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Figure 7i.2 Catalytically active
center of Mo7.5V1.5NbTe29 in [001]
projection and schematic depiction
of the active site. (Grasselli et al. 2003
[33]. Reproduced with permission of
Springer.)
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Insert 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7i.3 Proposed propane ammoxidation mechanism over Mo–V–Nb–Te–Ox catalysts.
(After [22, 33].)

When propene is oxidized in the presence of ammonia, acrylonitrile is formed
instead of acrolein. Like acrolein, acrylonitrile is also an important intermediate
for polymer production. Ammonia readily reacts with M=O bonds to give a
reactive M=NHx intermediate that can be inserted into the allyl intermediate.
Another reaction with ammonia catalyzed by MoO3 and V2O5 is the selec-

tive catalytic reduction reaction (SCR) with NO, which is useful for reducing
the exhaust emission of oxidation processes with air (see also Sections 2.2.5.3
and 10.4.1). Ammonia easily reacts with M=O bonds to give a reactive M=NHx
intermediate, and this reacts in consecutive reaction steps with NO to give N2
and H2O.

11.3.2.2 Propane Ammoxidation
Since the Mo—O unit will not activate the CH bond of an alkane, complex
multicomponent oxides that contain V and Mo have been designed for propane
ammoxidation. The catalyst has to combine propane dehydrogenation with
propene ammoxidation. The catalyst system requires that both reactions are
catalyzed at the same temperature. The corresponding reaction network is
shown in Figure 6i.3 and the structure of the oxide that catalyzes the reaction
is shown in Figure 6i.2. In this catalyst, the Nb5+ centers isolate the Mo and V
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centers. Total oxidation is suppressed by site isolation, which reduces excess
availability of reactive oxygen atoms.
Surface enrichment of complexes that have weaker M—O bond strength may

occur during a reaction so that the stoichiometry at the surface can differ from
the stoichiometry in the crystalline bulk.The surface restructuring under forma-
tion of V- and Te-containing clusters anchored to the crystalline solid is thought
to create structurally and electronically isolated active sites. The mobility of Te,
especially in the presence of water vapor, may contribute to the development of
site isolation under reaction conditions [34].

11.3.3 Methane Conversion to Higher Hydrocarbons

No practical process exists for the conversion of methane to methanol by selec-
tive oxidation (see also Section 10.4.3). While the oxidation reaction of methane
to methanol is possible, high selectivity is not found at a high conversion rate,
because the activation of methanol by oxygen is easier than the activation of
methane [35].
The low temperature process yields methanol, while at higher temperatures

ethylene or acetylene can be produced. Pyrolytic processes without oxygen can
also be used to activate methane to produce acetylene or ethylene.
In oxidative processes, selective product formation must compete with total

oxidation. Pyrolytic processes must compete with the deposition of carbon.
Catalytic systems that oxidatively convert methane to ethane and ethylene

operate at a high temperature of 900K [36, 37], with a maximum yield of
20%. One of the best-performing and well-investigated catalytic systems is the
LiO/MgO system. In Section 11.3.3.2, we will see that its reaction mechanism
is a radical reaction. This is a unique catalytic reaction. In contrast to this
reaction, the direct oxidative conversion of methane by transition metals at high
temperature will lead to total combustion unless short contact times on the
order of 10−3 s are used [38]. Then synthesis gas is selectively produced.
In the pyrolytic Huels process, which has a high yield, methane is converted to

acetylene in an electric arc plasma. In the electric arc process, thermodynamics
prescribes a high temperature for acetylene production but again a short con-
tact time of 10−3 s must be used to prevent the formation of thermodynamically
favored carbon and aromatic oils [39].
Figure 11.4 illustrates the thermodynamics of ethylene and acetylene forma-

tion; the formation of carbon and aromatics is excluded. Note the onset of ethy-
lene formation around 1000K.
Thermodynamically, carbon is always more stable than methane. Benzene for-

mation becomes thermodynamically possible at 800K, and at higher tempera-
tures acetylene and ethylene can be formed.
In the next subsection, the catalysis of direct methane conversion to benzene is

discussed followed by a subsection on oxidative ethylene formation in the pres-
ence of oxygen.

11.3.3.1 Direct CH4 Conversion to Aromatics
Since methane to benzene conversion is less endothermic than ethylene forma-
tion, bifunctional catalysts will catalyze this reaction at a lower temperature than
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Figure 11.4 Simplified equilibrium diagram for methane where the solid phase of carbon is
not included as a species. (After [40].)

necessary for ethylene formation. A zeolite such as HZSM-5 that is promoted by
Mo, V, Fe, or Cr can catalyze conversion of methane to benzene [41–43]. Reac-
tion temperature is 900K. It has been demonstrated forMo/ZSM-5 catalysts that
monomeric Mo(=O)2, 2+ intermediates species originally present in the micro-
pores of the zeolite convert into small dimeric or trimeric MxCy oligomers upon
contact withmethane.These carbide clusters activatemethane and produce ethy-
lene through the recombination of a CH and CH3 intermediate in a reaction
analogous to that of ethylene formation in the Fischer–Tropsch reaction [44].
The carbided oligomers have a positive charge and particles are stabilized in the
zeolite micropores by the negatively charged sites of Al substituted in the zeo-
lite framework.The acidic protons present in the zeolite catalyze the consecutive
conversion of ethylene into aromatics. The catalyst becomes deactivated by car-
bonaceous residue formation and the agglomeration of carbide particles.
At higher temperatures, catalytic materials promoted with reducible cations

can be used to catalyze non-oxidative ethylene conversion from methane. These
catalysts initiate CH3 radical intermediate formation and product formation
occurs by gas phase radical reactions. At a temperature of 1400K, conversion of
60% methane with 50% selectivity to ethylene has been reported [45, 46]. The
lifetime of the catalysts is limited by non-selective naphthenic oil formation.

11.3.3.2 The Mechanism of Oxidative Methane Coupling, the LiO–MgO
System
The oxidative methane coupling reaction to ethylene can be conducted at a tem-
perature of 900K. An active catalyst for this reaction is the LiO–MgO system.
As in the non-oxidative process, ethylene is formed through intermediate radical
formation [47, 48].
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Two different reaction paths for methane activation to ethylene have been pro-
posed that are analogous to those proposed for the low temperature redox sys-
tems that produce methanol (see Section 10.5):

• The harpooning reaction in which methane collides with an oxygen atom, OH
and CH3 radicals are generated and the cation is reduced [49].

• Reaction occurs through the initial coordination of methane to metal cations
and oxygen anions, and the heteropolar dissociation of the CH bond. In this
reaction, no redox is involved [50].

Substitution of a MgO unit by LiO at the MgO surface introduces a radical
center into the solid.This radical center can initiate radical reactionwithmethane
to form a LiOH and CH3 group. The catalytic reaction cycle originally proposed
according to this mechanism is shown in Figure 8i.1.
Calculations indicate that this reaction, which proceeds through the harpoon-

ing route, has a low activation barrier of 12 kJmol−1 . This value is much lower
than the experimentally observed activation energy that is at least 90 kJmol−1
[52].
According to the heterolytic mechanism, the activation energy at an edge

of the MgO particle is calculated as close to the experimentally observed
value (Figure 8i.2b). Although radical desorption of the CH3 from the MgCH3
intermediate has a high barrier, it occurs with a low barrier when O2 adsorption
is included in the same reaction step. O2 adsorption is very exothermic at this
site and has a value of −191 kJmol−1. The overall energy change of this reaction
given of which the chemical reaction step are given by Eq. (11.1) is 37 kJmol−1.

[Mg2+O2−]MgO +H − CH3 +O2 → (O∗−
2 )[HO−Mg2+]MgO+ ∗ CH3 (11.1)

The adsorbed superoxo is proposed to re-oxidize the surface through interme-
diate OOH formation.
In this heterolytic mechanism of methane activation, Li promotion is not nec-

essary for the reaction. The role of Li promotion has been shown to change the
morphology of theMgOcrystals, which createsmore active steps and corner sites
(see Chapter 9, Insert 1).The reaction can also be catalyzed by non-Li-promoted
MgO, with an apparent activation energy comparable to the promoted system
[51]. The much lower reactivity of the non-promoted system is due to its higher
surface area and its reduced fraction of active edge and corner sites.

Insert 8: Activation of Methane by LiO/MgO

Figure 8i.1 shows the radical reaction mechanism as proposed originally by Lunsford.
Figure 8i.2 illustrates the alternative reaction paths according to heterolytic mechanism.

(Continued)
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Insert 8: (Continued)
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Figure 8i.1 The Lunsford
mechanism for the oxidative
coupling of methane. (Schwarz
2011 [48]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

(a)

Figure 8i.2 (a) From top to bottom: cluster model, constraint cluster model embedded in a
periodic array of point charges, and periodic model of an Li+O⋅− site on the MgO (001) terrace.
Left, active site structure and right, transition structure for H abstraction from CH4, O, red; Mg,
black; Li, green; C, yellow; H, gray; spin density, blue. The activation energy for generation of
CH3⋅ intermediate is 12.6 kJ mol−1. (b) Reaction energy diagram for chemisorption of CH4 onto
corner/edge sites of a Mg9O9 cluster showing C—H bond addition on an Mg2+O2− pair. B3LYP
energies are given in kJ mol−1. EC means encounter complex; TS, transition state; IN,
intermediate; colors as in (a). (Kwapien et al. 2014 [51]. Reproduced with permission of John
Wiley and Sons.)
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11.4 Metathesis and Polymerization Catalysis: Surface
Coordination Complexes

In this section, we will discuss two important related catalytic reaction systems:
the metathesis or disproportionation reactions and olefin polymerization
reactions.
These reactions can be catalyzed by homogeneous aswell as heterogeneous cat-

alytic systems.The heterogeneous catalysts are surface single-site organometallic
or coordination complexes which are prepared by the immobilization of amolec-
ular complex on a non-reducible support. The surface can be considered a large
ligand in contact with the reaction center. For the organometallic complexes, we
will see that differences in the coordination of the catalytically active reaction cen-
ters to the supporting material may substantially alter reactivity. In polymeriza-
tion catalysis, local topology will also affect the stereoselectivity of the reaction.

11.4.1 Alkene Disproportionation and Metathesis

Selective catalysts of the disproportionation reaction, also called the metathesis
reaction [53], are homogeneous aswell as heterogeneous catalysts with single-site
catalytic centers of reactive, highly charged cations such as Mo6+, W6+, Ta5+, or
Re7+. Most of them are active in their high d0 valence state.
An introduction to these processes and their mechanism was presented in

Section 2.2.3.3. Figure 2.10 provides an illustration of the mechanism of this
reaction. The key catalyst intermediate is a M=CR2 metal carbene complex,
which reacts with an olefin through a four atommetallocycle complex.The C=C
bond of the incoming olefin cleaves, and a new C=C bond is formed by the
recombination of one of the carbon atoms with carbene. This creates an alkene
product and a new carbene fragment, left over from the other half of the reacting
alkene.
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The heterogeneous metathesis catalyst is an oxidic single-center metal cation
attached to the surface oxygen atoms of a non-reducible oxidic support. Gener-
ally, such catalysts are prepared by reacting a hydroxylated surfacewith a carbonyl
compound, which is subsequently calcined. It is essential that the catalyst reactive
site is a single center and that the presence of oligomeric or large oxidic particles
is prevented. In practice, usually only a few of the metal complexes present on
the catalyst particle are catalytically reactive.
The original industrial application of this reaction was made using a

MoO3/γ-Al2O3 catalyst to catalyze the disproportionation of ethylene and
propylene to butene-2 [52].
In this section, we will discuss the mechanism of this reaction in some detail.

A recent computational and experimental study [54] of the metathesis reaction
catalyzed by monomeric Mo oxide sites on different surfaces of γ-Al2O3 can be
used to illustrate some of the mechanistic steps. Different adsorption modes of
a MoCH2 complex are shown in Figure 9i.1. The reactivity of these complexes
can vary substantially. The metallocycle intermediates formed on the respective
structures in Figure 9i.1 are shown in Figure 9i.2. In the metathesis reaction, the
carbene monomer that is inserted is regenerated as part of the reaction cycle.
The metallocycle intermediate of the propagation step can be considered an allyl
intermediate, weakly interacting with a hydride ion. It is stabilized by the high
positive charge and the symmetry of the empty d-valence electron orbitals of
the d0 cation. In subsequent reaction steps it cleaves the C=C bond. The cation
is highly reactive because of its high positive charge and available unoccupied
d-atomic orbitals.

Insert 9: Metathesis Reaction by Supported Mo Complexes

Figures 9i.1 and 9i.2 show computed reaction intermediates and their energies. Figure 9i.3
illustrates structural changes due to dehydration.

(a) (b)
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Cl
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All

Figure 9i.1 A two- (a) and threefold (b) Mo-carbide complex intermediate immobilized on the
𝛾-alumina (100) surface. (Handzlik and Sautet 2008 [54]. Reproduced with permission of
Elsevier.)
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Figure 9i.2 The four-center metallocycle intermediates in ethene metathesis on the
Mo-methylidene center formed on the respective Mo complexes of Figure 9i.1. (Handzlik and
Sautet 2008 [54]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Figure 9i.3 Dehydration of a Mo=CH2
− containing complex attached to a γ-alumina.

Schematic comparison of hydrated and non-hydrated structures (a) and (b)
(𝛿Edehyr =+161 kJ mol−1) on γ-alumina (100) surface and structures (c) and (d)
(𝛿Edehydr =+196 kJ mol−1) adsorbed to the γ-alumina (110) surface. (Handzlik and Sautet 2008
[54]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

As is schematically illustrated in Figure 9i.3, the Mo species can be adsorbed
one-, two-, or threefold through oxygen atoms to the alumina surface. One can
consider the surface as a ligand to the reactive complex.
The rate of metathesis by reaction of the MoCH2 carbene intermediate

with alkene depends on Mo coordination, and is strongly influenced by the
O—Mo—O bond angles between Mo and the oxygen atoms of the support [55].
The great majority of the sites are not reactive because themolybdo–cyclobutane
intermediate is too stable. Only a few sites provide the proper angle and
coordination needed for high reactivity.
The Mo-methylidene species on the surfaces of γ-alumina can be active at

room temperature as long as they are dehydrated. The structure illustrated
in Figure 9i.3a is the best candidate for the metathesis active site at room
temperature. More stable “dehydrated” Mo species on the more reactive (110)
face such as structure d (Figure 9i.3) can be active only at high temperatures.
A true activation energy of 34 kJmol−1 was derived from experimental kinetic

data by applying the Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetics [54]. This value is close to
the activation barrier predicted for ethene metathesis on the Mo-methylidene
(Figure 9i.3a) site.
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Figure 11.5 (a) Mechanism of ROMP reaction. (b) Norborene, which is often used for
ROMP.(Sutthasupa et al. 2010 [55]. Reproduced with permission of Nature Publishing Group.)

Many reactions analogous to the original ethylene–propylene dispropor-
tionation reaction are now used in the petrochemical industry and for fine
chemical production. These reaction systems are homogenous. Progress in
developing these new processes has been due to the invention of highly selective
organometallic complexes for these reactions [56, 57]. The mechanism of the
homogenous and heterogeneous metathesis systems are similar. Their unique
reactivity results from an ability to tune the metal cation ligands.
The ring opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) catalysis of unsaturated

cyclic alkenes is technologically important [56]. The mechanism of the ROMP
reaction is illustrated in Figure 11.5.
Cyclic olefins are polymerized and the propagating chain remains attached

as a carbene to a cation that has a high cation charge. The reaction is driven
by the release of the ring strain energy of the cyclic monomer when it reacts.
Strained cyclic olefins that are often used for this reaction are substituted and
non-substituted norborene molecules (see Figure 11.5b).
The ROMP mechanism of polymerization is very different from the

Ziegler–Natta polymerization of ethylene or propylene, which we will dis-
cuss next. Instead of intermediate carbene formation, the Ziegler–Natta
polymerization is based on insertion into an alkyl intermediate (see Figure 2.11).
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11.4.2 Polymerization of Propylene

Polymerization of light olefins can also be catalyzed both homogeneously and
heterogeneously. Similar to the metathesis reaction, the catalyst originally
discovered for this process was heterogeneous. More recently, highly active
homogenous metallocene complexes (organometallic complexes with negatively
charged cyclopentadienyl derived ligands) of group IV or V metals as Ti, V, or
Cr have been discovered. They can be tuned to create extremely selective and
active catalytic systems [58, 59]. The mechanism of these homogeneous systems
is closely related to the mechanism of the heterogeneous systems.
We will discuss the mechanism of the heterogeneous Ziegler–Natta catalysts

discovered in 1953–1954 for the polymerization of ethylene and propylene
[60–62]. These catalysts are heterogeneous TiCl3 catalysts or TiCl4 immobilized
onMgCl2.The catalysts are often promoted with electrophilic organic molecules
to induce improved stereoregularity of the polymer.

Insert 10: Mechanism of Ziegler–Natta Polymerization

Figure 10i.1 illustrates the transition state structure of the insertion reaction of the olefin
into the growing alkyl chain. In Figure 10i.2a, the reaction centers of immobilized TiCl3
or TiCl4 are schematically illustrated. Figure 10i.2b illustrates stereochemical control at a
Ti-Chloride site. Figure 10i.3 gives the notations used in Figure 10i.2b.

Figure 10i.1 The insertion reaction step according to the
Cossée–Arlman mechanism. (After [63, 64].)
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(Continued)
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Insert 10: (Continued)
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Figure 10i.2 (a) Structural layer of MgCl2. Solid line Cl atoms represent atoms above the plane
of the Mg atoms, and dashed Cl atoms represent atoms below the plane of the Mg atoms.
(100) and (110) lateral cuts with five- and four-coordinated Mg atoms are indicated.
TiIII-chloride species with different steric environments are shown. (Corradini et al. 2004 [65].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.) (b) Low-energy transition states
(right) for propene insertion into a titanium (primary chain) bond and quadrants
representation (left) of the same systems. Gray quadrants correspond to crowded zones
occupied by the Cl atoms marked by a star on the right.
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Figure 10i.3 (a) Primary 1,2 coordination of propene. (Corradini et al. 2004 [65]. Reproduced
with permission of American Chemical Society.) (b) Chiral orientations of a primary growing
chain.

The polymerization reaction is initiated by alkylation of the catalyst Ti center.
In metathesis catalysis, the alkyl is converted into the carbene that initiates the
reaction. On Ti4+ or Ti3+ the alkyl itself initiates the growing polymer chain.
Chain growth occurs by the insertion of a propylene or ethylene molecule, which
adsorbs to a vacant Ti site next to the alkyl intermediate (see Figure 10i.1). This
will produce a longer alkyl chain, which will undergo a subsequent insertion step
with the olefin that adsorbs on the site that was vacated. The continuation of
this process leads to a long hydrocarbon chain. The reaction that terminates the
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propagation reaction is the β-H abstraction of the growing alkyl chain, which
must be a slow reaction step compared to the rate of propagation.
An interesting property of the polymers of propylene is that theirmethyl groups

can be arranged in different ways on the hydrocarbon backbone: in identical posi-
tions (isotactic), in identical but alternating left or right orientation (syndiotactic),
or in an irregular (atactic) arrangement. Control of the chirality of the reactive
center is thought to determine the crystallinity and type of product.
However, homogeneous systems without a chiral center are also known to give

a stereoregular polypropylene product. Propylene has a stereogenic center at car-
bon atom 2, since propylene itself is chiral. Stereochiral polymer production then
is due to chain-end control and is dictated by the chirality of the last inserted
monomer. In the next section, we will closely follow the description of the mech-
anism of the reaction of Corradini et al. [65].
Natta proposed that steric control is due to the structure of catalytic sites on

the border of crystal layers of TiCl3, [65]. Arlman and Cossee [63, 64] developed
this idea further, based on the insertionmodel of the polymerization reaction (see
Figure 10i.1).
If we cut a TiCl3 layer, in which the Ti3+ cations are octahedrally coordinated,

parallel to the line connecting two bridged Ti atoms, electroneutrality conditions
dictate that each Ti atom at the surface is bonded to only five Cl atoms. Four of
these are strongly bonded to the Ti atoms because they are bridged to othermetal
atoms.The fifth Cl atom, which is not bridged, may be replaced by an alkyl group.
The free sixth octahedral position may coordinate an alkene. For these sites, the
two positions that are accessible to the growing chain and to the monomer are
different.
In theMgCl2-supported catalysts,MgCl2 has crystal structures somewhat sim-

ilar to those of violet TiCl3. This presents the possibility for an epitaxial coordi-
nation of TiCl4 units (or TiCl3 units after reduction) on the lateral faces of the
MgCl2 crystals. The epitactic placement of Ti2Cl6 and Ti4Cl12 units on the (100)
face ofMgCl2 is shown in Figure 10i.2a.The environment of the Ti atoms is chiral.
Theheterogeneous systems control the local environment of the reactive center

poorly, which puts them at a disadvantage when compared with the homoge-
neous organometallic catalysts. The homogeneous catalysts can be optimized by
variations in their ligands. Complexes containing Ti, Zr, Cr, or V have been devel-
oped with high steric control and extremely high turnover numbers.

11.4.3 Ziegler–Natta Polymerization versus Metathesis Reaction

The key feature of an effective Ziegler–Natta olefin polymerization catalyst is the
ability to suppress β-H transfer from the alkyl chain to the cationic metal center
that terminates the chain growth reaction. The transition metals as Ti4+ or Zr4+
are useful in this respect due to their rather weak interaction with H and the
preference of the d0 state of the cation. The insertion reaction proceeds through
ametallocycle intermediate, which is stabilized by the interaction with the empty
d-atomic orbitals of proper symmetry (see Figure 10i.1).
A metathesis catalyst requires a more active reaction center. A metallocycle

intermediate is also formed, but between carbene and olefin. The high reactivity
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of a cation such as Mo6+ allows cleavage of the C=C bond, and a new carbene
species is formed that propagates the reaction. This makes the highly charged or
reactive cations of the group VI or VII metals necessary for metathesis catalysis.
Single-site systems are also essential. The corresponding multisite oxide com-

pounds have been discussed in Section 11.3.2. They are selective oxidation cata-
lysts, but show very poor performance inmetathesis or polymerization reactions.

11.5 Sulfide Catalysts

Hydrotreating reactions are hydrogenation reactions catalyzed mainly by Ni- or
Co-promotedMoS2 orWS2 catalysts.They can hydrodesulfurize and hydrodeni-
trogenate organic compounds in coal- or oil-derived petrochemical feed streams
or they can be used to deoxygenate biomass-derived process streams [66] (see
also Section 2.2.4).
In aromatic molecules, the hydrotreating reaction occurs through the partial

hydrogenation of unsaturated rings that contain a heteroatom and subsequent
C—X bond cleavage. Reaction schemes for HDS and hydrodenitrogenation
(HDN) are shown in Figure 11i.1. A challenge to HDS and HDN is to remove
S or N atoms from polyaromatic molecules without saturation of the aromatic
ring part of the molecules. This will reduce overall hydrogen consumption of the
process and at the same time maintain a high octane number of the oil fraction.
A catalyst is needed that can reduce the undesirable hydrogenation of aromatic
rings not containing the heteromolecules, which occurs in parallel to H2S and
NH3 formation.
MoS2 and WS2 are compounds that contain cations sandwiched between

two layers of S atoms. Their basal planes are stabilized by hexagonally packed
sulfur atoms. As a consequence, the sites with reactive metal cations will only
be exposed at the edge of the basal surfaces (as we discussed for TiCl3 in the
previous section).
The activation of H2 occurs heterolytically at sulfur vacancies located at these

edges. At reaction conditions, some of the sulfur atoms at the crystal edge will
be converted into sulfohydril (SH) groups and H adsorbed to the metal cation.
H2S can also heterolytically adsorb at a vacant sulfur edge and only sulfhydryl
groups are generated at the step edge. The valence state of Mo or W in the bulk
sulfides is 4+. The structure of a MoS2 particle and its reactive edge structure is
illustrated in Figure 11i.2.
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Insert 11: Mechanism of Catalytic Hydrodesulfurization

Figure 11i.1 shows the reaction schemes of the HDS and HDN hydrotreating reactions.
The structure of the catalytically reactive sites is shown in Figure 11i.2. Figures 11i.3 and
11i.5 display volcano plot relationships between the HDS and bulk sulfide reactivity indi-
cators. Table i.1 shows the corresponding reactionorders of th and hydrogen of Figure
11i.5. Figure 11i.4 shows a reaction energy diagram for thiophyene disulferizaiton.
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Figure 11i.1 Reaction schemes of HDN and HDS. (After [22].)
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Figure 11i.2 Atomic ball model (top view) showing a hypothetical, bulk-truncated MoS2
hexagon exposing the two types of low-index edges, the S edges, and Mo edges. The Mo
atoms (dark) at the Mo edge are coordinated to only four S atoms (light). To the left, the
stripped Mo edge is shown in a side view together with two more stable configurations with S
adsorbed in positions predicted from theory: the 50% covered (monomer) and a 100%
covered Mo edge (dimer). To the right, a side view of the S edge with a full coordination of six
sulfurs per Mo atom is shown. Plotted on the MoS2 hexagons are vectors with lengths
corresponding to the edge free energies of Mo for the (1010) Mo edge and S edge. The
envelope of tangent lines drawn at the end of each vector constructs a hexagon if S equals Mo.
If S> 2×Mo the result is a triangle (outlined shape) terminated exclusively by the Mo edge, or
vice-versa for the S edge. Intermediate values result in clusters with a hexagonal symmetry.
(Lauritsen et al. 2004 [67]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Insert 11: (Continued)
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Figure 11i.5 Measured thiophene HDS activity for the different carbon-supported
transition-metal sulfides under standard conditions (3.33 kPa thiophene, 1 kPa H2S, and
T = 573 K). (Hensen et al. 2000 [71]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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Table 11i.1 Reaction orders of thiophene (nT), H2S (nS), and H2 (nH) under
different conditions.a)

Catalyst T = 573 K T = 623 K

nT
b) nT

c) nS nH
b) nH

c) nT nS nH
b)

Mo/C 0.40 0.50 −0.32 0.54 0.57 0.65 −0.34 0.74

Ru/C 0.28 0.39 −0.25 0.56 0.53 0.57 −0.27 0.93

Rh/C 0.21 0.31 −0.83 0.71 0.93 0.53 −0.59 1.03

Pd/C 0.50 0.65 −1.04 0.77 0.99 0.77 −0.97 1.42

CoMo/C 0.10 0.12 −0.46 0.61 0.78 0.28 −0.30 0.92

a) 95% Confidence interval for nT ± 0.05, nS ± 0.07, nH ± 0.02.
b) Inlet H2S partial pressure: 0 kPa.
c) Inlet H2S partial pressure: 1 kPa.
Source: Hensen et al. 2000 [71]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.

The structures of the sulfide edge structures have become understood mainly
through computational studies on MoS2 [67]. The sulfur atoms at the edge will
rearrange, and one can distinguish both metal cation terminated surface edges
and sulfur terminated surface edges. At representative reaction conditions, the
Mo atoms at the Mo edge are coordinately saturated, so that the Mo atom at the
surface edge is six-coordinated as it is in the bulk. At the sulfur edge, the Mo
atoms are 50% sulfided and tetrahedrally coordinated.
Unpromoted MoS2 or WS2 catalysts have low reactivity mainly because the

rate of reaction is limited by the diminished surface vacancy concentration due
to H2S adsorption.This is consistent with the interpretation of a plot of the activ-
ity of HDS as a function of theM—S bond energies (see Figure 11i.3a).The sulfide
with weakest M—S bond energy has the maximum activity for thiophene desul-
furization. Thiophene HDS is often used as a model reaction. The non-volcano
dependence of rate on M—S bond strength is different from that observed in
the volcano plots constructed by Chianelli et al. from the measurement of the
dibenzothiophene desulfurization activities of bulk sulfides as a function of the
bulk energies of sulfide formation (Figure 11i.3b). The plots in Figure 11i.3a,b
are consistent, when the particular dependence of the M—S bond energy on
metal-sulfide structure is taken into account.
As predicted by the Sabatier principle, the two main reaction steps that

compete in the catalytic reaction cycle are the activation of reactant molecule
and product desorption. A density functional theory (DFT) study of the reaction
energy diagram of thiophene desulfurization by a Ni3S2 cluster is shown in
Figure 11i.4. In this reaction, Ni3S2 particles have been shown to be highly reac-
tive when positioned in the micropores of a zeolite [70]. There is an increasing
exothermicity of the reaction when molecules adsorb and hydrogen is added to
the thiophene molecule. One of the most endothermic steps is the desorption
of H2S.
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Figure 11i.5 and Table 11i.1 show the actual volcano-type dependence of the
thiophene HDS as a function of metal position of the sulfide along a row in the
periodic system. According to the Sabatier principle a change in the order of
reactions is expected at the volcano maximum. At the maximum one notes the
relatively small negative order in H2S, which indicates weaker adsorption, and
also the relatively low positive order of thiophene, which implies a relatively high
rate of thiophene activation. The volcano curve in this case is the consequence
of the competition of the two reaction steps and may therefore be expected to
strongly depend on reaction conditions or the type of molecule that is converted.
Highly active catalysts can be produced by promotion of MoS2 or WS2 with

Co (in the case of HDS) or with Ni (in the case of HDN, where the inhibition
by ammonia is less since ammonia binds less strongly to Ni than Co). The Co2+
and Ni2+ ions substitute for Mo4+ at the crystal edges. This can only be done in
a charge-neutral way if a (MoS)2+ unit is replaced by Ni2+ or Co2+. This creates
surface vacancies, which is the reason for the increased rate of HDS.

11.6 Electrocatalysis: The Oxygen Evolution Reaction
(OER)

In the next subsection, periodic trends in the reactivity of reducible oxides for the
electrocatalytic oxygen evolution reaction (OER) will be discussed initially based
on the thermodynamics approach to estimate the reaction’s overpotential. While
this is a useful initial approach to understand differences in reactivity, informa-
tion on current densities cannot be deduced in this way. Instead, kinetics studies
are required.
The kinetics of elementary reaction steps of the reactions will be presented in

a second subsection, using the results of DFT calculations on the highly reac-
tive RuO2 system as an example. As with chemocatalysis, electrocatalysis is also
strongly dependent on surface structure. This dependence of reactivity on sur-
face structure will be explored by comparing the turnover frequencies of theOER
reaction on different surfaces of Co3O4.
The sectionwill conclude with a comparison of theO—Obond formation reac-

tion catalyzed by a cubic Co4O4
y+ and the cube-like Mn4O4Cax+ clusters that

are part of the biological photosynthesis systems. Similarities and differences
between the inorganic and enzyme systems will be discussed.

11.6.1 Trends in OER Reactivity

The Sabatier optimum of electrocatalytic oxygen evolution at the oxide anode
as a function of the M—O bond energy of transition metal oxides is shown in
Figure 12i.1. The overpotential as calculated using the thermodynamics method
of Section 3.3.2.4 is plotted as a function of ΔGO −ΔGHO [72].
The differenceΔGHO −ΔGO is the deprotonation energy of adsorbed OH. Fol-

lowing the scaling law (Section 7.2.7) the bond energy of OH, ΔGHO, scales with
1/2 ΔGO. Therefore, Figure 12i.1 is essentially a plot of electrocatalytic overpo-
tential as a function of the adsorption energy of an oxygen atom to the metal
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cation of the respective oxides. One notes the maximum in reactivity for Co3O4
and RuO2, which corresponds to a theoretical prediction of the minimum of the
overpotential of 0.4V.
At the left of the volcano plot for weak M—O bonds, the activation of water

limits the reaction rate, but O—O bond formation or desorption of O2 may be
rate-controlling when the M—O bond is strong. These are the competing ele-
mentary reactions that determine the electrocatalytic OER optimum, which we
will consider in detail in Section 11.6.2.

Insert 12: Volcano Plots of Electrochemical Reactivity

See Figures 12i.1 and 12i.2.
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Figure 12i.1 Activity trends toward oxygen evolution for rutile oxides (Δ), Co3O4 (+), and
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Insert 12: (Continued)
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In contrast to the plot as a function of M—O bond interaction energy, the
plot of the overpotential of electrocatalytic water decomposition on a series of
perovskites as a function of the number of d-valence electrons on the reactive
transition metal cation shows a double volcano curve. The positions of the
peak maxima are very similar to those in Figure 6i.3 for catalytic conversion
on reducible oxides with the same cations. Again, we find the minimum in
reactivity for cations with five d-electrons and maxima in reactivity at four and
six electrons. As in Section 11.3.1, the maxima of activity agree with the crystal
field theory prediction for the high spin state of an octahedrally coordinated
site of Insert 3. For an electron count of less than five electrons the eg orbitals
have to remain empty at the maximum M—O interaction, and for cations with
more than five electrons the M—O bond energy is at a maximum when all the
t1u orbitals are doubly occupied.
Therefore, the double-peaked structure of Figure 12i.2 follows the bond ener-

gies of adsorbed oxygen.This parallel behavior indicates that the reactivity of the
perovskites is related to the trend in activation of H2O.Their relatively high over-
potential implies that their activity is low because the adatom M—O bond on
these systems is too weak.

11.6.2 Reaction Mechanism of OER Reaction

In order for O2 to evolve, the water molecule must deprotonate. The state of the
surface may be expected to change as a function of applied potential. The degree
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of surface hydroxylation will change and the surface oxidation state also changes
with increasing O atom coverage.
The change in surface state, will affect its reactivity. The activation energies of

the elementary reaction steps will change when the surface composition alters.
A computational study of the OER reaction of the active RuO2(110) surface

illustrates the relationship between surface reactivity and surface state [73].
Three important stages can be distinguished in the state of the surface as a

function of potential.
At low potential, coordinatively unsaturated Ru ions become covered with OH

and a proton moves to a bridging RuO2 surface atom. At higher potential the
surface deprotonates, and above a potential of 1.58V the surface oxidizes further
to become coveredwith only atomicO.No vacant Ru sites are present at this point
(Figure 13i.1). This is the most reactive surface phase and the potential at which
this phase is established determines the minimum potential to run the process.
An important question is whether the mechanism of O2 formation occurs by the
recombination of two surfaceO atoms or by the reaction of a watermolecule with
adsorbed O through an O—OH intermediate.
There are two successive elementary reaction steps of H2O that lead to O—O

bond formation:

H2O → Ot + 2H+ + 2e− (11.2)

H2O +Ot → O2 + 2H+ + 2e− (11.3)

Ot is the terminal O atom generated by the first H2O dissociation.
An important issue is whether the mechanism of O2 formation occurs by the

recombination of two surfaceO atoms or by the reaction of a watermolecule with
adsorbed O through an O—OH intermediate.
Figure 13i.2 shows that the mechanism involving the direct O—O recombina-

tion of twoOt atoms requires an overall higher activation energy than theO—OH
recombination step. This is due to the excessively strong binding of Ot.
At potentials higher than 1.58V (overpotential of 0.35V), the deprotonation

rate increases further and hence the activation energy of the O—OH formation
step, Eq. (11.3), decreases (Figure 13i.3).

Insert 13: OER of RuO2 Surface

Figure 13i.1 shows the surface state as a function of potential. (After [73].) Figure 13i.2
presents the reaction energy diagram of O2 formation on the oxygen-terminated RuO2

surface. Figure 13i.3 illustrates the change in activation energy for the two reactions as a
function of potential. Eley–Rideal type reactions of a H2O molecule with surface, which
also cause a change in redox state, are strongly affected by an electrostatic field. The sur-
face recombination reaction of two O atoms is not very sensitive to potential. Figure 13i.4
shows the M—O bond energy necessary for a reactive OER surface for a particular poten-
tial regime.

(Continued)
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Insert 13: (Continued)
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Figure 13i.1 The surface phase diagram of the RuO2 (110) surface and the optimized
structures of the three stable surface phases. Phase I: the OH-terminated phase (1 ML
H—Obr + 1 ML H—Ot); phase II: the 0.33 ML H—Obr/Ot mixed phase (0.33 ML
H—Obr + 1 ML Ot); and phase III: the O-terminated phase (1 ML Obr + 1 ML Ot). The insert show
the surface structures of a bare RuO2 (110) surface (upright corner). At the bottom from left to
right the succesive surface phases I, II and III are shown. O, Red ball; H, white ball; Ru, green
ball. (Fang and Liu 2010 [73]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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Figure 13i.2 The optimized structures of intermediate states and the free energy profile for
OER on the O-terminated phase of the RuO2 (110) surface at 1.58 V. Obr, Ot, and Vact are the
bridging O, the terminal O on Ru5c and the vacant Ru5c site, respectively. For the optimized
structures, the first H2O layer is omitted for clarity. O, Red ball; H, white ball; Ru, green ball.
(Fang and Liu 2010 [73]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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Insert 13: (Continued)
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Figure 13i.3 The plot of reaction barrier Ea versus the overpotential η for O—O bond
formation by water dissociation and surface oxygen coupling of oxygen adatoms on the
O-terminated phase of RuO2(110). (Fang and Liu 2010 [73]. Reproduced with permission of
American Chemical Society.)
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Figure 13i.4 The
quasi-differential oxygen free
adsorption energy (𝛿G(O)) on
Pt(111), RuO2(110), and
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electrochemical potentials.
The shaded area indicates
the −0.7 to 0 eV window for
𝛿G(O) above 1.23 V, the
equilibrium potential of O2
evolution. (Fang and Liu
2010 [73]. Reproduced with
permission of American
Chemical Society.)

In order to form an O—O chemical bond according to Eq. (11.3), proton
vacancies are necessary on the surface oxygen atoms to accept protons from the
reacting H2O.The anode potential must increase to create proton vacancies.The
electrode potential should be high enough for free oxygen atoms to be generated
from H2O, but not so high that the surface oxygen atom basicity becomes so low
that proton acceptance from H2O is prevented.
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Theoverpotential of reaction depends first on the electrode potential necessary
to prepare the surface in its reactive state and secondly on the activation barrier
of the rate-controlling elementary reaction step.
When the free energy of the M—O bond is zero or positive, O—O bond

formation is thermodynamically favorable, but surface coverage with oxygen
will be low. The free energy of M—O bond formation should be between 0 and
−70 kJmol−1 in order to achieve a low overpotential (see Figure 13i.4) [73].
Figure 13i.4 illustrates the potential dependence of themetal-oxygen bond.The

high potential increases oxygen coverage, which weakens the individual M—O
bond energies. The favorable overpotential of RuO2 is due to its optimumM—O
bond energy. A similar conclusionwas reached from the thermodynamic volcano
plots in Figure 12i.1. The activity of the system may be expected to be higher at
lower overpotential when the electrochemical potential necessary to form the
deprotonated oxidic overlayer is lowered by a slight increase of the M—O bond
energy.
Similar results have been found in a computational study by García-Mota et al.

[74] on the reactivity of the Co3O4 surface. Again, the minimum overpotential
determines the surface state for efficient O—OH bond formation.
We will now explore the structure sensitivity of the reactions and the chemical

performance descriptors that determine the turnover frequency (TOF) as well as
overpotential for different surfaces.This discussion is based on DFT calculations
on the three Co3O4 (001), (311), and (011) surfaces respectively [75]. The
surface oxygen atoms become increasingly more coordinatively unsaturated in
this order. This is one of the reasons for the larger differences in OER activity
between these surfaces.
The M—O bond energy is strongly influenced by the coordination number of

the surface oxygen atom with the surface metal ions and the valence state of the
cations to which the oxygen atom is bonded. The O atom can be attached to a
single metal cation as a terminal O or adsorbed in a two- or threefold bridge site.
On the Co oxide surface, the terminal oxygen atom is stable when adsorbed to a
Co5+ ion, butwhen theCo ion has a lower valence state, only higher coordinations
are stable.
Generally, the higher the O coordination number, the stronger the surface

chemical bond.The electrochemical potential needed to convert surface hydrox-
yls to reactive O centers will be lower on sites with a stronger Mx—O surface
bond. Then the O—H and O—OH bonds will be weaker. In contrast, the activa-
tion energy for O—OH bond formation on the more highly coordinated oxygen
atoms will be higher than on the coordinatively less saturated surface oxygen
atoms. When the site is initially hydroxylated, the higher oxygen coordination
site will have reduced overpotential for dihydroxylation compared to an end-on
adsorbed hydroxyl and the activation energy for O—O bond formation will be
higher. As we will see, these counteracting effects may ultimately produce a
higher overpotential on the coordinatively less saturated surface.
As we discussed earlier for RuO2, the apparent activation energy of O—OH

bond formation from H2O and surface O atoms depends not only on the O—O
bond formation energy but also on the basicity of the surface. H2O must depro-
tonate in order to react as OH with surface O. This is illustrated in Figure 14i.1.
At the potential of reaction a bridged OH is deprotonated at the Co site on
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a surface where OH− and H2O are also initially co-adsorbed. Deprotonation
occurs in a complex series of proton reshuffling reactions.
The deprotonation energy is very different for the different surfaces. For

example, energy for the (100) surface is 0.68 kJmol−1, while for the (311) surface
is 0.51 kJmol−1.
Figures 14i.2 show the catalytic reaction cycles for the oxygen evolution reac-

tion at twodifferentCo-O sites. SimulatedTOFs of theOER reaction as a function
of electropotential are shown in Figure 14i.3. The strong dependence of the TOF
on potential and the large differences in performance of the different surfaces are
notable.
Siteswith terminal and bridging oxygen atoms exhibit differing reactivities.The

sites with terminal oxygen require a higher potential to form O2. This is because
reactive oxygen atoms that have these weaker M—O bonds become stabilized
only at a higher potential. However, the terminal surface oxygen atoms will react
with water to form O—O bonds with rate constants of lower activation energies.
When this reaction is rate-controlling it will increase the overall TOF, compared
to the TOF of other surfaces with less reactive highly coordinated O atoms that
reach the reactive surface state at the lower over potential
The TOF of a surface saturates at a finite value when the maximum coverage

with reactiveO is reached at a particular potential. At an even higher potential the
TOFmay actually decrease because no surface vacancies for H2O decomposition
are available.

Insert 14: OER by Co3O4 Surfaces

Figure 14i.1 shows the OER reaction schemes for H2O with a terminal versus bridging O
atom. (After [75].) Figure 14i.1 illustrates that the apparent activation energy of O—OH
bond formation will not only depend on the O—O bond formation energy, but also on
the basicity of the surface, since H2O must deprotonate in order to react as OH with sur-
face O. Figure 14i.2 displays the electrocatalytic cycles on the two surfaces. The calculated
TOF versus overpotential curves are shown for three surfaces in Figure 14i.3. At higher
overpotential η, reactions with terminal oxygen atoms also become competitive. At the
end of the insert, the equations to calculate the TDFs are summerized.
(001)

(a)

(311)
0.42 0.66 0.51

0.8x

Figure 14i.1 (a) Structures of the active site prior to water addition to a bridging oxo on the
(001) and (311) surfaces. The numbers indicate the overpotential at which the respective
protons (yellow) are removed. (b) Comparison of the structures and energetics (eV at η= 0) of
the oxidation of the single-Co site on the (110) and (001) surfaces prior to water addition. The
lower oxidation potential of the (110) site is due to the stabilization of Co(V) in the oxidized
state by basic η-OH.
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Insert 14: (Continued)
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Figure 14i.3 Oxygen evolution Co3O4 TOF of the OER on the dual-Co sites on the (001) and
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overpotential. The three overpotential regimes are indicated. Solid curves show the regions
where H2O addition is rate-limiting. Dashed curves show the regions where O2 release is
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The equations used to derive the curves of Figure 14i.3 are as follows:

TOF = 1
1

TOF1
+ 1

TOF2

(14i.1)

TOFn =
kBT

h

∑
j

exp

(
−
ΔG‡

j

kBT

)
𝜃j (14i.2)

In Eq. (14i.2),ΔG‡
j is the free energy difference between a transition state and the resting

state j preceding it while 𝜃j is the probability that the active site is in resting state j, 𝜃j is
computed from

𝜃j =

[∑
i

exp

(ΔGij − e 𝜂 Δnij

kBT

)]−1

(14i.3)

The term ΔGij is the free energy difference between resting states j and i at an over-
potential of zero (1.23 V vs SHE) and is computed according to the method of Nørskov
et al. [76].

At most overpotentials, one term in the sums in Eqs. (14i.1) and (14i.2) will be much
larger than the others and the TOF can be approximated by a single term that corresponds
to the resting state and transition state with the lowest free energies at that overpotential.

The (001) surface becomes reactive at the lowest potential, but the TOF of the
(001) surface is very low, and the reaction is rate limited by O2 desorption. At
slightly higher potential, it is surpassed by the activity of the (311) surface, but the
rate of reaction is still initially limited by the rate of O2 desorption.The (311) sur-
face has a higher overpotential compared to the (001) surface because the (311)
surface oxygen has lower reactivity. On the other hand, when the overpotential
increases a surface state generates on the (311) surface which increases the rate
of O—OH bond formation. This results in a substantially higher TOF once the
potential has induced the (311) surface into this reactive state. At higher poten-
tial, the least reactive surface (110) dominates, with reactive terminal rather than
bridging O atoms and the TOF at the higher overpotential is maximum.

11.6.3 Summary Mechanism of OER Reaction

The overpotential and TOF of a catalyst active for OER depend on:
• The electropotential necessary to stabilize a surface containing surface O

atoms of the desired reactivity. The potential affects the strength of the M—O
bond and the degree of protonation of the surface oxide layer.

• The activation energy of the rate-controlling reaction step. The rate of the
elementary reaction step determines the TOF. The surface state (deter-
mined by the electropotential) governs which elementary reaction step is
rate-controlling.
The reaction mechanism of the OER contains the following reaction steps:

1. The Activation of Water to Give OHads or Oads On the oxide surface this
requires a vacant site for water adsorption and a basic surface oxygen atom
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which accepts a proton. The reaction requires an M—O bond energy that is
strong enough to bind to a cation but weak enough to accept a proton gener-
ated by heterolytic water splitting.

2. Formation of the O—O bond that can occur through two reaction paths:
a. Reaction of Adsorbed O with an H2O Molecule TheO—OHbond forma-

tion reaction can occur by a Langmuir–Hinshelwood type reaction through
the recombination of adsorbed OH and adsorbed O or by an Eley–Rideal
typemechanism through the reaction of a surface oxygen atomwith awater
molecule. The Eley–Rideal mechanism occurs on RuO2 and Co3O4.
We will discuss the OER catalyzed by TiO2 in Section 11.7.2. In this
case, O—OH formation is of the Langmuir–Hinshelwood type. A
terminal-adsorbed OH radical reacts with a bridging lattice O atom. The
O—OH reaction is favored for intermediate M—O bond energies.

b. Recombination of Two Surface Oxygen Atoms Recombination of two
surface oxygen atoms will be the preferred pathway to O2 when the M—O
interaction becomes weaker. This may happen on metal oxides at higher
potentials. As we will see in the next section, a spin selection rule may also
determine whether O—O or O—OH recombination will be preferred. On
Co oxide clusters the O—OH reaction with H2O from the water phase is
favored, whereas onMnoxide clusters directO—Obond formation occurs.

3. Desorption of the O2 Molecule The desorption of O2 may be facilitated by
the adsorption of H2O in the vacant position it generates. Since this adsorp-
tion also favors H2O decomposition, O2 desorption may compete with H2O
activation even when the M—O bond interaction is small.

An analysis of the overpotential of the OER reactions based on thermodynam-
ics and a reaction scheme following the formation of O—OH intermediate has
been given in Section 3.3.2.4. According to this analysis based on the simplified
reaction scheme of four reaction steps, the overpotential of the OER reaction
has a theoretical minimum of approximately 0.4V. A zero overpotential requires
the free energy differences of the four reaction steps to be the same, which
would give the ideal equal energy distant reaction energy diagram in Figure 3.15.
However, this cannot be realised because the difference in adsorption energies of
M—OH and M—OOH cannot be varied independently due to scaling relations.
This determines the differences in the free energies of the transformation of
M—OH to M—O andM—O to the M—OOH intermediate respectively. Scaling
relations indicate that the M—O bond change of M—OH and M—OOH scale
linearly when M is varied (Section 7.2.7).
We will return to this issue at the end of the next section.

11.6.4 Comparison with the OER in Enzyme Catalysis

Small oxide clusters supported by semiconducting materials have undiscovered
that photocatalytically decompose water [77]. We will discuss these in the
next section on photocatalysis. The enzymes that are part of the biological
photosystems and are involved in the water splittting reaction contain related
oxide clusters as cofactors.This makes the comparison of inorganic systems with
enzyme catalysis interesting.
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Wewill compare themechanismof theOER reaction involving a small cubicCo
oxide cluster to themechanism for the same reactionwith aMn4Ca cluster, which
is the reactive center in the oxygen evolution enzyme of photosystem II. Photo-
system II is the reactive center that is part of the biological photosynthesis system.
The OER reaction in photosystem II is driven by the electrochemical potential

that evolves when light is absorbed.
We will start with a summary of the computational results on the Mn oxide

cluster. The structure of the cubic oxidic Mn4Ca system in contact with the pep-
tide ligands of the enzyme is shown in Figure 15i.1a. It consists of a cube formed
by three Mn cations and Ca cation bridged by the fourth Mn cation.

Insert 15: The OER Reaction Catalyzed by Small Oxide Clusters

In this insert, Figure 15i.1 summarizes the mechanistic results for the Mn oxide cluster
reactivity of photosystem II. Figure 15i.2 summarizes the computational results of
OER-catalyzed Co clusters. The reaction with the Co4 clusters is compared in figure 15i.2A,
B. Figure 15i. 2 C, D is the schematic representation of O—O recombination energies
of the Mn clusters compared with that of the Co cluster [79]. Figure 15i.3 compares the
thermodynamics predictions for the bulk oxides surface and the enzyme.
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Insert 15: (Continued)
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Figure 15i.2 The reactivity of the Co4 clusters. Optimized structures and energies (Figure A–C)
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Optimized TS structure with an overall barrier of 31.6 kcal mol−1 (Li and Siegbahn 2013 [79].
Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.)
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Insert 15: (Continued)
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A considerable volume of literature exists on the structure and mechanism
of the OER reaction catalyzed by this center, which is well summarized in [78,
79] that we will follow here. Figures 15i.1b,c illustrates the reaction energies
and mechanism. In the enzyme system the electropotential is determined by
the biological system and hence the overall energy change is exothermic. The
rate-controlling step is the formation of the O2 molecule.
Figure 15i.1c shows that in the first reaction step with H2O an OH species is

formed that is twofold coordinated to Mn and also bridges with a Ca2+ cation. In
a next step, the system is oxidized so that a reactive O atom is generated at the
same position.Then, a reaction occurs with a second H2Omolecule, and the OH
group that is generated by this reaction locates between Ca2+ and another Mn
cation. After a further oxidation, an O radical is formed that reacts with the first
O atom to give O2.
In contrast to electrocatalysis on the Co oxide surface, O2 is formed by recom-

bination of the O anion and O radical instead of by a recombination of OH and
O. As we will see, this difference in reactivity relates to the spin state changes that
occur within the respective Mn or Co cations of the respective oxidic clusters.
The cubic Co cluster is related to the state of Co in the amorphous Co oxide

systems used in photocatalytic applications.The chemistry of the cubic cluster is
especially interesting because it reacts in a manner similar to the Co3O4 surfaces.
This is very different from the Mn4Ca cluster reaction discussed above.
Figure 15i.2a gives the structure of the partially hydrated cubic Co4Ox clus-

ter, which is used in the calculations by Li and Siegbahn [79]. The corresponding
reaction energy diagram for the minimum reaction energy path at zero potential
is shown in Figure 15i.2b. Because now there is no external potential, the reaction
is endothermic.The charge state of the Co ions and the spin state of the Co atoms
in the cluster are indicated in this figure. Schematic illustrations of the O—O
bond forming reactions on the respective clusters are given in Figure 15i.2c,d.
The important difference between these two cases is that direct coupling (DC)

occurs in the Mn cluster without change in spin state, whereas O—O bond for-
mation in the Co cluster requires a change in spin state. This is due in essence to
the Mn3+ cation’s preference for a high spin state and the Co4+ and Co3+ prefer-
ence for low-spin coupling states. In Mn, antiparallel spin coupling occurs with
an O radical, which is not possible on Co along either reaction path. The com-
puted activation energy for the photosystem II reactive center is only 44 kJmol−1,
but a higher value of 125 kJmol−1 is found for the Co cluster. Although this value
is higher than the activation energy for Co3O4 surfaces or the comparable exper-
imental amorphous system (90 kJmol−1), the cluster reactivity is subject to the
same spin considerations as the Co3O4 surface.
It is interesting to use the thermodynamics approach described in Section

3.2.2 to compare the reactivity of the reducible oxide surfaces and the enzyme
Mn4Ca oxide cluster. This comparison is shown in Figure 15i.3. It can be seen
that one of the materials with lowest overpotential, RuO2, is still far from the
ideal equal distance free energy profile (see Section 3.2.2), and, as expected,
MnO2 is even farther removed. However, the free energies of the resting states
of the Mn4Ca cluster model structure of Loll et al. [81] are very close to ideal
thermodynamics. The overpotential of reaction is mainly determined by the
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activation energy of the rate-controlling O—O bond formation step [83]. The
OH—OOH Bond-Order-Conservation rule correlation that prevents equal
distance free energies in the electrocatalytic OER reaction energy diagram is
resolved in the biological system by the alternative O—O recombination route
found for the MnCa oxide cluster.

11.7 Photocatalytic Water Splitting

11.7.1 Device Considerations

Solar light capture and its conversion into electricity is a renewable source of
energy. An important practical issue in this process is storing this electric energy
when there is no daylight. Unless a worldwide electric grid is available to com-
pensate during times when solar light cannot be captured, electricity will have
to be stored in batteries or converted into a chemical energy carrier such as H2.
This requires combination of a photovoltaic (PV) system that generates electricity
with an electrolysis process that produces hydrogen.
The maximum PV photoefficieny is 20% and that of commercial electrolyzers

is 65%, which gives a maximum overall efficiency for H2 generation of 13%. It is a
question of substantial interest whether a process that is analogous to the photo-
synthesis process for converting solar light intoH2 andO2 is feasible andwhether
it is more efficient than separate electricity generation and water electrolysis.
In this section, we will introduce the basic principles of a photocatalytic device

for the water splitting reaction.
Figure 16i.1 illustrates the fundamental chemical and physio-chemical steps in

this process. Light absorption in a semiconductor can generate an electron and
leaves a positive charge, the hole, behind.The electronmust be used to reduceH+

from water and the positive charge must be used to oxidize water to O2. Hence,
high efficiency requires the effective separation of electron and hole and the sup-
pression of electron–hole recombination.The electron and hole have to separate
and diffuse to the surface of the semiconductor where current can be collected.
A potential gradient is necessary for the separation of the hole and the electron.
This gradient is often provided by doping the photoabsorber to separate it into
an n-type part that attracts the holes, and a p-type part that attracts the negative
charge. The state of the surface in contact with a solvent may create a charge on
the surface (we refer to the ζ potential discussed in Chapter 4, Insert 1), that may
lead to additional potential gradients but nearer to the surface.
Imperfections in a crystal lattice are often the sites of electron–hole recom-

bination. The surface of the semiconductor can be considered a large defect that
will catalyze the recombination of electrons and holes. Special precautions to pre-
vent electron–hole recombinationmust be takenwhen high surface area particles
are used.
A disadvantage in the use of small semiconductor particles is also that their

total light absorption capacity is decreased compared to that of a large particle,
which reduces the electric performance capacity of the system.
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Theminimum potential that the photocatalytic device must generate is 1.23V,
which is the thermodynamic potential for splitting water into hydrogen and oxy-
gen. In practice, the minimum potential needed is around 1.70V due to overpo-
tential losses on the electrocatalyst particles.
Photoactive material generates electric potential by light absorption and the

excitation of electrons. The difference in energy between the occupied valence
band and non-electron-occupied conduction band, or the bandgap, must be at
least equal to the energy needed to decompose water. In addition, the energies of
valence bandmust match the donating energy levels of water and the conduction
band levels must match the electron accepting water levels that lead to H2
generation. The relationship between semiconductor bandgap, valence band,
and conduction band energy positions with respect to the proton reduction
and O2− redox potentials for photoactive materials are schematically shown in
Figure 16i.2.
Matching with the bandgap is never satisfactory, but matching of the valence

or conduction band position individually is often possible. A proposed solution
is the use of the so-called Z-scheme, which involves the tandem use of two semi-
conductors coupled through a redox system (see Figure 16i.3). The redox system
transmits electrons from the oxygen generation half of the system to the hydro-
gen generation part. The application of two semiconductors that adsorb light at
different frequencies also utilizes a broader part of the solar energy spectrum.
For H2 generation, the electrons that are generated by light must be collected

by a catalytic particle situated at the surface of the semiconductor, which reduces
H+ to H2.This electrocatalytic reaction is the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
we discussed in Section 8.2.5.The positive chargemust be collected on a catalytic
particle that catalyzes the OER reaction, discussed in the previous Section 11.6.
The main overpotential cost to the overall water splitting reaction is caused by
the catalytic OER reaction.
A protective layer is needed on the surface to prevent recombination of the

holes and electrons, and to prevent possible corrosion of the photoabsorbing
material. Catalytically active particles on the semiconductor surface can act as
the protective layer for reducing electron–hole recombination. The use of elec-
trons and holes by the catalytic reaction will reduce their concentration at the
surface and suppress recombination.
Hence, a material that has proper bandgap and energy band position rela-

tions, but suffers from fast electron–hole recombination may improve in
photo-efficiency by use as a water splitting catalyst. Special precautions may
be necessary to prevent recombination of H2 or O2. Coating of the catalytically
active particles with Cr has been proposed to suppress this back reaction [86].
The theoretically maximum obtainable efficiency of a solar light water splitting

device is 7% for a single semiconductor device, but 17% for a tandem device [87].
In principle, the tandem concept competes with the non-integrated combination
which has an efficiency of 13%.
The device concept for the photovoltaic tandem system combined with water

decomposition is shown in Figure 16i.4.The semiconductor combination is used
for the generation of photovoltaic current and potential. Even when valence and
conduction bands match the energy requirement of the water decomposition
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reaction, electrocatalytic reactions by these materials may have high overpoten-
tials. Efficient catalysis requires activation by promoting active HER catalyst and
OER catalyst particles. The semiconductor portion of the device may require a
protective layer to prevent corrosion, which can be induced also by photoactiva-
tion.
The interphase between the semiconductor, the protective layer, and the cat-

alytically active particles must be chosen carefully because an imperfect match
between valence and conduction band or electron and hole trapping by lattice
imperfections may cause additional energy losses.
The main difficulty in realizing this type of device is the choice of semicon-

ductor material. For instance, a small bandgap Si is suitable for the anodic O2
evolution reaction, but a large bandgapmaterial is necessary for cathodic H2 evo-
lution. Despite extensive screening programs [89] no satisfactory large bandgap
material has been identified, which is efficient and provides the necessary voltage.
The discovery of an OER material that produces O2 by water splitting with a

lower overpotential than that in currently known catalysts is also necessary.

11.7.2 Mechanism for Photoactivation of Water

In the previous section, we discussed photocatalytic systems where photoad-
sorption generates the electropotential for an electrocatalytic reaction with H2O.
Photoexcitation and H2O activation are considered decoupled in these systems.

Insert 16: Photocatalytic Device Issues and Mechanism

The first four figures concern the (photo)physics of the photocatalytic water splitting sys-
tem. The final two figures relate to the photo-activation processes of water.
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Figure 16i.1 (a) Main processes in photocatalytic water splitting. Kudo and Miseki 2009 [84].
Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Energetics of water splitting
using semiconductor photocatalysts.
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Figure 16i.2 Relationship between band structure of semiconductor and redox potentials of
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Insert 16: (Continued)
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Figure 16i.5 Schematic of the photocatalytic generation of H2 under the proposed
hole-shuttle mechanism. Nickel forms 2–8 nm nanoparticles on the cysteine-stabilized CdS
nanorods where water is reduced to hydrogen on illumination. The photo-excited holes
oxidize hydroxyl anions that – as a radical – carry away the positive charges and in turn oxidize
ethanol to acetaldehyde. The blue arrows denote movement of the species; the red arrows
denote a redox reaction. (Simon et al. 2014 [90]. Reproduced with permission of Nature
Publishing Group.)
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Figure 16i.6 (a) Optimized structures of the intermediate states in OER catalyzed by the
anatase (101) surface. The reaction is initiated by the rate-controlling step that forms OH from
dissociation of water. The OH intermediate inserts into the TiOTi bond. A second water
molecule adsorbs and dissociates. The O2 molecule evolves and the TiOTi bond is restored.
(Li et al. 2010 [98]. Reproduced with permission of American Chemical Society.) (b) Free energy
(G, eV) profile of OER on (101) surface at an overpotential of 0.7 V (1.93 V vs SHE).

Some of the photocatalytic systems are also active oxidation catalysts.
Co-oxidation can even be exploited to improve the photon yield for H2 evolu-
tion, as has been found for the CdS system [90].This is illustrated in Figure 16i.5.
The photo-generated electrons are collected on a Ni particle where they reduce
protons to give H2. The holes are located on the sulfur atoms. The potential
energy of the holes is large enough to generate OH⋅ radicals by reaction with
adsorbed OH− anions from the water medium. Formation of these OH− radicals
prevents recombination of the hole with an excited electron, which has a
substantial beneficial effect on the photo-efficiency of H2 generation as long as
the radicals can be reacted away. In the example shown in Figure 16i.5 the OH⋅
radicals react readily with ethanol to produce an aldehyde or acid.
Such OH⋅ radical formation is well known for photocatalysis by TiO2 [91].

At anaerobic conditions, it is used to catalyze a reaction for alcohol similar to
the CDS system. At aerobic conditions, it can also be used to oxidize alkane
molecules, because peroxide radical intermediates will also be formed with O2.
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It has also been demonstrated for TiO2 that the electron–hole recombination is
linked to the efficiency of water splitting [92].
There has been a long controversy over the actual mechanism of H2 and O2

formation by the TiO2 system, which was the first system to show the water
splitting reaction [93]. It was initially proposed that a hole located on the TiO2
oxygen atom would generate an OH⋅ radical from OH−, which would recombine
to give hydrogen peroxide. In consecutive radical reaction steps, the hydrogen
peroxide would decompose to oxygen [94]. While initial OH− radical formation
does occur, a thermodynamic objection to the proposal of consecutive O2 for-
mation via intermediate hydrogen peroxide formation is that the overall energy
cost for this reaction path would be more than double the experimentally mea-
sured potential. The energy cost to split water is 1.23V, and the electrochemical
potential of OH⋅ radical formation from OH− is 2.8 V. Water splitting from TiO2
is only found at a potential of 3V, which is consistent only with the formation of
oneOH radical as the intermediate [95]. Quantum-chemical calculations suggest
that initial OH radical formation occurs from water by photo excited TiO2 [96].
Convincing spectroscopy and isotope labeling experiments by Nakamura and

Nakato [97] have proven that no hydrogen peroxide is formed in the photocat-
alytic reaction. The primary activation step is similar to hydroxyl radical forma-
tion by electron transfer of OH− to a hole on an oxygen atom, but the radical
species adsorbs to a Ti cation. In this process, a TiO bond is broken and an
adsorbed oxygen radical is generated:

[Ti −O − Ti]s + h+ +H2O → [Ti −O −HO − Ti]s +H+ (11.4)

OOH is formed in a consecutive nucleophilic reaction step, which decomposes
to O2 as illustrated by the quantum-chemical calculations of Figure 16i.6.
Experiments with isotope-labeled water prove that one oxygen atom derives

from the lattice, the other from water. The OER reaction can be considered to
follow a Mars–van Krevelen-type mechanism.
DFT calculations confirm the high barrier of OH formation on the TiO2 sur-

face. Figure 16i.6a shows the reaction intermediates on the (101) surface of TiO2
anatase and Figure 16i.6b shows the corresponding reaction energies [98].
The nucleophilic Nakamura mechanism of photoactivated water splitting by

TiO2 is closely related to the electrocatalytic reaction catalyzed by transition
metal oxides, where it is also proposed that a lattice oxygen atom reacts with
a water molecule to form intermediated adsorbed OOH. We refer to Section
11.6.4 for a summary and comparison of the mechanism and electrocatalysis of
the OER reaction catalyzed by oxides of different compositions.
TiO2 is not an efficient OER catalyst because of its overpotential of 1.72V

for the OER reaction. It is also not efficient for PV generation due to its
unsuitable bandgap. However, useful applications of the photocatalytic activity
of TiO2 have been found in its application to the oxidation of environmentally
harmful molecules such as chlorinated hydrocarbons and related compounds in
water [95].
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H2+O2 recombination 164
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hydrocarbons
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hydrocarbons, hydroconversion of
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hydrogenolysis and isomerization
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catalytic cracking 22
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kinetic expressions, RCH4 74
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model 482
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reduction 456
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Michaelis–Menten kinetics 76, 153
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411
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N2O4 decomposition 437
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oxygen evolution reaction (OER)
electrocatalysis 520
reaction mechanism 522
RuO2 surface 523
summary mechanism 531
volcano plots and trends in 520

oxygen-reagent reactions 495

p
Panov reaction 440, 443, 445
mechanism 443

partial density of states (PDOS) 173,
479

bandwidth 204
distributions, atomic orbitals 189

partition function (Q) 70
Pauling charge excess 346
Pauli principle 174
Pauli repulsion 236
PDOS, bulk hcp Ru 191
PDOS orbital density, see energy gap,

valence and conduction band
electron 189

pentamethylbenzene 416
photocatalysis 532
photocatalytic water splitting 538
device considerations 538
photoactivation of water 540
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photo-excitation 433, 540
photo-oxidation 433
photosystem II simulations 533, 537
physical chemistry, elementary kinetics
catalyst characterization
Langmuir adsorption isotherm 63
pore volume measurement 65
porosity 66
spectroscopic techniques 68
temperature-programmed
reactivity measurements 67

diffusion
concentration profiles 106
zeolitic micropores 110

π-bonded ethylene 309
π orbitals, atop-adsorbed CO 257
plug flow micro reactor 63
polarity (POL) value 189
polar surface reconstruction 492
polymerization chain growth, olefin 35
positron emission profiling (PEP) 307
potential energy saddle point diagram

69
primary carbenium ion vs. secondary

ion 377
product fragment NH2 272
propane ammoxidation 502
propane dehydrogenation 502
propylene 500, 514
to acrolein conversion 500
epoxidation 461
polymerization of 511

propylene epoxidation
process 43
lewis acid catalysis 43

propylene epoxide 43
protonated cyclopropane (PCP) 384,

386, 411
proton-catalyzed alkane activation 378
protonic zeolites 345
proton-oxygen interaction energy 371
proton transfer reaction 364
pyrolytic Huels process 503

q
quantum chemical concepts
BOOPD 174

chemical bonding, transition metals
electronic structure 190
relative stability 199

diatomic molecules with π bonds
182

electronic structure, molecules and
solids 186

PDOS 174
quantum-chemical bond 173

quantum-chemical accuracy 364
quantum-chemical calculations 72
quantum-chemical reactivity 301
quantum chemistry, chemical bond

167
quasi-differential oxygen free adsorption

energy 526

r
radical chain auto-oxidation reactions

468
rapid equilibration, gas phase CO with

CO 87
rate control 89
reaction energy diagram, catalytic

reaction cycle
methanation reaction 91
transition state energies 90

reaction mechanism, catalytic reaction
168

reactivity 127
transition metal surface atoms 274

redox catalysis 440
redox system 505, 539
reducible metal-oxide surfaces, chemical

bonding and reactivity 488
reducible solid state catalysts
electrocatalysis, OER 520
metathesis and polymerization

catalysis 507
oxidation catalysis by group V, VI

metal oxides 494
photocatalytic water splitting 538
sulfide catalysts 515
transition metal oxides 475

relation, d valence band energy shift
244

relative stability of the Co 121
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reoxidation 495
Rh catalysts, CO oxidation 128
ring opening metathesis polymerization

(ROMP) 510

s
Sabatier principle 519
Sabatier’s catalysis law 10
Sabatier volcano curve
reaction energy diagram, catalytic

reaction cycle
succession, energy reaction 90
transition state energies 91

simulation 84
scaling laws
adsorbate X–Hx 259
BEP reaction 262
free valence, X–Hx 261
offset 262
surface edge atom 262

secondary vs. primary carbenium ion
377

selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
reaction 440, 502

selective oxidation, alkanes and olefins
butane to maleic acid oxidation 39
ethylene epoxidation; Ag catalysis

41
propane conversion, acrolein and

acrylonitrile 41
self-organization, Ertl system and CO

oxidation 155
shell SHOP process 18
3σg and 3σu orbitals 185
σ-symmetric adsorbate orbitals 233
single molecule spectroscopy 149
single-nanoparticle catalysis,

single-turnover resolution 151
single-site catalysts 429
site number conservation law 73
site-specific catalytic activity,

single-shaped nanocrystals 152
small oxide clusters 533
SMPO process 44
solid acid catalysis 345
enzyme catalysts 420
surface acidity and basicity 345

zeolite protons 371
spectroscopic techniques
electron microscopy 68
infrared and Raman spectroscopies

68
XPS, EXAFS 68

spin component, d-band width and
d-band center spin 197

stability 128
stability and electronic structure,

transition metals 192
steady-state isotopic transient kinetic

analysis (SSITKA) 153
steady-state surface coverage 99
steam reforming 321
step-edge sites 133
stereochiral polymer production 514
stereoregular polypropylene 514
strong metal atom adsorbate bonding

119
structure dependence, transition metal

catalysts 129
structure sensitivity, transition metal

particles
heterogeneous catalytic reactions,

particle and strucrure
dependence 129

site generation 133
sugar chemistry 456
sulfide catalysts 515
sulfohydril (SH) groups 515
superacids anionic catalysis 16
supported small metal particles
reactivity 128
stability 128
support material, nature of
catalyst preparation 125
common oxide and carbon
supports 126

surface acidity and basicity 345
Pauling charge excess 345
zeolitic proton 351
H/D exchange reactions 367
OH bond, vibrational spectroscopy
of 352

proton transfer reaction 364
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zeolite acidic OH chemical bond
358

surface atom coordination number
244

surface chemical bond
CO chemisorption 249
donative and backdonative

interactions 249
oxygen adatom, the polar surface

bond 228
relation, d valence band energy shift

243
surface coordination complexes,

metathesis and polymerization
catalysis 507

surface distribution, Brønsted basic OH
groups 126

surface energy 210
surface reconstruction 119
synthesis gas conversion, methane and

liquid hydrocarbons 297
synthesis gas from methane 321
ethylene, selective oxidation of

325
acetaldehyde 326
epoxidation 333
vinyl acetate 329

methane oxidation 322
NH3 oxidation 323
steam reforming 321

synthesis gas, methanol 21

t
Tafel reaction 319
Taylor view 135
Temkin kinetic expression 296
temperature dependence of catalytic

reaction rate 96
temperature-programmed reduction

(TPR) 67
thermodynamics 371
thiophene hydrodesulphurization 519
Thomas catalytic system 465
Thomas oxidation catalysts 463, 465
alkane oxidation 467
Bayer–Villiger oxidation 464
caprolactam synthesis 464

3d transition metal cations 485
threefold-adsorbed ammonia 236
three-way catalyst (TWC) control

system 46
Ti 3d-valence atomic orbitals 481
Ti-silicalite (TS-1) 43
transient kinetics
TOF 105
transient behavior, CO methanation

105
transition metal bulk cohesive energy

210
transition metal catalyzed reactions

293
hydrogenation reactions 293
oxidation reactions 321

transition metal oxide surfaces
electronic structure 478, 488
O adatoms, adsorption energies of

490
polar surface reconstruction 492

transition metal surface atom 265
transition state selectivity 419
transition states, elementary surface

reactions
adsorbate σ-bond activation 265

transition state theory 70
turn over frequency (TOF) 105, 315,

321, 399, 527

u
umbrella effect 269

v
valence electron structure, bulk Ru

190
vanadium vanadyl group 496
van der Waals interaction 377
vibrational spectroscopy, of OH bond

352
vinyl acetate 329
Volcano plot, Sabatier principle 11
Volmer reaction 319

w
Wacker reaction 326
water-hydroxyl network 461
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working catalyst, state of
activation and deactivation 123
catalytically reactive particle 117
compound formation 123
high surface area oxides of low

intrinsic reactivity 118
supported small metal particles
reactivity 128
stability 128
support material, nature of 125

surface reconstruction 119
working zeolitic catalysts 136

x
X-ray photo emission spectroscopy

(XPS) 68

z
Z-scheme 539
zeolite acidic OH chemical bond 358
zeolite Brønsted acidity 345
zeolite catalyst 429
zeolite micropores 400, 408
zeolite protons 357, 358, 371
acid catalysis, elementary reactions in

374
acid catalyzed reactions and

mechanism 371

catalytic reaction cycles and kinetics
394

H/D exchange reactions 367
OH bond vibrational spectroscopy

352
proton transfer reaction 364
quantum-chemistry 358

zeolite reactivity 433
zeolites 17
hydrocarbon conversion reactions

345
zeolitic non-redox and redox catalysis

429
homogeneous and enzyme oxidation

446
non-framework redox systems 440
non-reducible cations 429
catalysis with non-framework 433
Lewis acid catalysis by 453

Thomas oxidation catalysts 463
Ziegler–Natta catalysts 36
Ziegler–Natta polymerization 510,

511
vs. metathesis reaction 514

ZSM-5, structure of 27
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